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One hundred abstracts of sociological studies of occupations are collected in
this volume, designed primarily as a vocational guidance counseling tool. Taken mainly
from journal articles, the studies usually relate to the subtle social characteristics of
jobs, such as cultural pressures, role identities, role conflicts, prestige, and
differential social situations. The occupations range from janitor to physician and
musician to city-manager. The abstract format for each of the studies included: (1) a
brief description of the article and its malor findings, (2) the author's own abstract
(when available), (3) a description of data gathering and treatment methods, (4)
methodological cautions to heed when interpreting findings (when relevant), (5) a
general statement of theoretical orientation, (6) an indication of scope, whether the
article refers to a job or an occupational field, (7) implications for counseling,
emphasizing the study's significance in the area of vocational counseling, written by
an experienced psyr- -logist (vocational counselor), and (8) the pertinent Dictionary
of Occupational Tities classification and code. A subject and an author index are
included. (ET)
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ABSiRACTS 61' S:OCIOLOGICAL STU.117S OF 06CUPATIONS
(Second Edition .:-_-1960

Occupational sociology, a large area of empirical research,. is 'almost unknown
to vocational counselors, and is rarely found in occupational libraries._ In conizast
to the bulk of ocCupatiOnal information which gives expliCit data about job\ require-
ments, wages, hours, and conditions of employment, the findings in occupational
sociology usually relae, to the more subtle characteristics of jobs, suCh as cultural
pressures, role identities and role conflicts, occupational Prestige, and differential
social situations., These subtre characteristics 'are frequently of great significance
in occupational choice and job 'satisfactiOn.

I '

ksganation of the AbStract Format:

In order t6 facilitate the filing of the abstract, the pertinent 15.o.T. ,(Dictionary
,

of 'Occupational Titles) classification (third edfflon) and the- co'de nurnber of the
occupation( is given at the very top Of the fi si page. ,The write-:up of these stndies
begins ,with a brief "Description" of the artic. and its, major findings. Thts is
followed by a separate isaragraph, for Counseling, " /emphasizing its
significance in ihe Area of vocational,1 counsell g, written by ark experienced
counSeling psycholojist (vocational dounsel6 f

The next heading, "Scope," -refers ta the t 3undary of the occupation Covered in
the sociolOgicaI, study. Itidenotes whether -the article refers to 'a job or an occupatig3nal
field,.:, If the author furnisheá an abstract of 'his, Own, it is quoted in its full length
under the paragraish heading( "Author's AbstraCt." -The paragraph on. "MethodOlogy"
notes the .sources and methods of data gathering* When the particular methodoion

:Warrants further commentS, an additional paragraph, headed "Cautions, " is iinSerted.
,The information on the "Theoretical Orientation" 'is a statement describing the, 7--
relationship of Certain sociological'concepts .upon which the author bases his, study.

,

Centrical Concepts Usedin the Analyg2 of Occupations:
,

The Sociologist-engaged in the study of a given occupation generally uses
certain sociological concepts; studies _their particular pattern and how it affects, -for example, the Worker's interest, his perspective towar4 life, his appraiSal of self-worth, and his relationShips with fellow workers, supervisors,- and/or friends. (\

I

Some of the central concepts used in the analysis of occupations are ti\le conceptsof role, status, mobility, 'occupational culture, self-consciousneis, and organization,of work. Note that these terms have specjalized, technical Meanings.



The concept Of role refers) to the,,function or behaviorof-an individual in a group.
Thii is usually defined by the group Or the culture. Often, the work role of the indi7
vidual maYs be in conflict with one of the social roles of that person outside the work,k i

group, or in the formal role inherent in the Position may Constrain the, individual in
-the adoption of ;informal role behavior. \ , '

. ,

. , ,. . ,, ,
,

, \
§tatus is a, concept\that denotes the podition arid the prestige associated with ,

th&potition of a pOrson in 1?is ,group or the group, in the community.. It also refers '

to,a poSition Upon an imaginary scale, which that perdOri or. Oroup holds in public
:tee. Theb, stairs *1 the 1nt-4%114ne1 or% gremip rtly irt,e vague in sotha respacts, but
it is /fairly well defined in \others . The Concept of status, and itb related variants

1

(preitige; eeiteerC,is a frequent sourae of conflict in interpersonal relations.

,Mpbility may be either horizontal or vertical. Horizontal mobility is 'the move-
ment of individuals arid groups from, One OccOatioriál position.tO another Within the
same oCc,upational stratum as, for example, a changb in occuPation from plumbing to /
Carpentry. Verticarniobility is the change.froni a lower level occupation, to a higher
level ot 'vice verta;. .Tn counseling terms,' 'opportunity for upward vertical mobility

,

\is stated tas the opportunity kir advancement.
,

1
I

t
,

,

The pattern of beliefs; and 'the modet a thinking and,behaviorthat it ,character-
, , ,

istic of a given oCcUpatiOn; is enComtiassed in the Concept 9cm2_.1 ational culture.
The pattern is:conditioned 'and,determined by the habitual activities and cultural,
environment of the growl. The conCept also includes \the norms defining the proper
way of Conduct,' and the sanctions thatlimit ictivities otgroup members, as well ae
tiw pioCedses by which the novice learns the'occupational culture\patterns.

\ ( \ \
5,5, , /

,-

J .) The COncept.Of Self-consciousness denotes the.aWareness of one's Own mdstence
and Characteristi,C.,s, usually in relationship io oher people and/or objects .,, The
paitern may be-peculiar tO a given occUPation. Attention may focus upon the satis4,
faction Of-the intellectUal and einotional needs' of the Individual, the achievement

. of
c status, and recoljnition frorii the groUP,.' .' '' _

,

,

, \ ,

Formal and inforirial'oraanizatiori ieieib the hierarchical structure of the Work
, ,

, organization, the form of relationships, an d th e manner of tommuniCations that is
found Within it. One ipeaks' Of a formal organization when the form of relationships,
and direction of commu9ications are.Spelled out 'in great detail and strictly-adhered
to; fir exampl,e,i the automobile assembly line. In contrast, the informal organiza-, ,

tion indicates the hierarchical .1eVels OrilY;* but the 'nature Of relationships and the
flow of corriMunications are left *tO the discretiOn4 the individual employees; -e.g.
the Waitress 'May' carrir On a? casniNrsatiOn witii the patrOn in a low-standard restauraiA.

,
s)

.

I

Areas of Concerne
p 0

The sOciologist is interested in identifying (1) the conditions in an occuilation,
(2) the' processes of development and change, and (3) their effect upon a particular
pattern of behavior in the context of work. His substantive or essential areas of
concern may focus on the issues which bring about conflict; for example the impact
of changing technology, conflict betWeen organization and individual interesti; con-,
fliCt between sex roles and occupational roles, confliCt betWeen work groups and

,
/



Outside-interest groups, conflict in inte, .3nal relations. Or,' he may deal with
the processes by which individuals overcome the pressures of conf4ct; i.e., methods
of dealing with low status, appraisal of self and others, relations between employees
and supervisors. Other areas of interest may concern the alienation of the worker as
an attendant characteristic of the-industrial revolution'.

Research Methodology:

The value and the e4ent of generalization derived from an empirical study is
greatly dependent iipm tho rigrvs +114% rasci2.14:h meoloriology; 1.°., he selec+4on
of the sainple, the methods of data gathering, and the adequacy of the statistical
tools.

\ The majority of the empirical studies in occupational 'sociology utilize one or
more of the following data gat'Aering methods: 6articipant obserVation, field obser7
vation, use'Of mailed questionnaires; personal interview schedules; and the use of
existing records Each type of method has its attendant weaknesses\ but, if the,
sample is large, enough and is a representative cross-section of the population to be
studied, the findings should be of value.

Acknowledgements:

These abstracts were prepared by Elizabeth C. Deutsch; the implications for
counseling were written by Robert P. Overs, Ph.D. The project was carried on in
1964-65 at the Vocational GuidanCe and Rehabilitation Services, Cleveland, Ohio
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The Second edition of the abstracts has been slightly revised and the new
(1965) coding from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles has been'assigned to thoSe
abstracts which had been coded.

, /, ,

Consecutive page numbers have been assigned to the entire series of 10-0
abstracts and the page numbers are identified in the table of contents and the
indexes. ,.

Because the revised edition has been prepared without benefit of a-grant there
is a fee of $8 per set. Checks should be made payable to the CURATIVE WORKSHOP
OF MILWAUKEE, 750 N 18th St., Milwaukee, Wisc. 532'33.
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LABORATORY TECHNICIANS AND ASSISTANTS D.O.T. Code: 007.181
TECHNICIANS, EXCEPT LABORATOItt 019.228
SPECIFICATION WRITERS, PLANNERS, AND ESTIMATORS

SYeTEMS ENGINEER ABSTRACi

Evan, William M. "On the MarginThe Engineering Technician," in The Human
ShapeAyfork, ed. Peter L. Berger. New york: The Macmillan Company, 1964,
pp. 83-112. /

Description:

The tole and qualifications of the engineering technician-ere ambiguous in
Atherican society. There are a variety of educational and vocational routes to
membership in this occupation. The engineering technician does a wide variety

work"ranging from drafting, design, and development of products, on the one
hand, t6 estimating costs, selling, and adVising custoniers on the use of engi
neering and scientific, equipment, on-the other. , Some engineering techniciani .

are dping wbric which engineers did twenty-five years ago, while others are do-
ing work-witch is indistinguishable from.that done by present-day engineers.
The majority of,technicianS.have.probably,received their training in on-the-job
training programs': A minority have had formal education in university evening
extension courses mpava attended &two-year technical institute or junior col--
legel. In addition to great ,variations in'educational and occupational activities, ,

there are extensive variations in income and job titles in this occupation. This
.viriability may lead to Uncertainty on the part of_engineering technicians as to
how they differ from the- skilled worker or the engineer: Some may view themselves
as Producilon workers while others may see theinselves as "jUnior engineers."t

The engineiring technician-may' work with people who are primarily, of lower_
or of higer, occupational prestige than himself. He may, consequently, develop
feelings of relative gratificationOr relatiye.deprivation because of the gap be-
tween his status and the status of,those with whom he works. _ Many engineering,
technicians Use the-professional engineering group as their reference grOup.

How does the engineering technician deal with these built-in role strains
(Le. -, 'felt difficulty in fulfilling role oblidations)? There are .several modes of adap-

\

tation available to him; Among,them are the following:

/1: 'job hoproing'-; seeking an empl.oyer who wqgive him an opportiinity to
become in engineer despite-his lack of formal qualification.

2. Intrinsic work satisfaction - -seeking a setting whictoffers intrinsic work
satisfaction and possibly offers other benefits such as access to expensive and
prestige conierring,equipment.

j

3.. Eauilibrgted relative status profile - seeking a situation where the engi-,
neer with whom,a technician is associated is informally higher on all significant
status factors. In this situation, the technician will tend to legititnize occupa.71
tional differences and develop a cOoperative relationship,.

4. Unionization - seeking to improve working conditions by joining a union



)

of teChriicians.

5. Transvaluation of work'values - seeking alternative work values such as
job security or managerial authority,.

6. Engineering. degree 1.6 ieeking an engineeringdegree, even if,it means ,

long years of part-time ',evening CoUrses.

All of the foregoing modes of adaptation represent an effort on the part of the
engineering technician to reduce or eliminate the tensions resulting from a high
degree of status incongruence in his occupation. Status incongruence exists
when a person has a status profile which is inconsistentwith sOme rankings
being high and others being low.

Vocational counselors engaged in couhseling adults in an urban area may '
expect to see many engineering technicians concerned with vertical mobility
problems. .Bedadse of the frequent lack of clear-cut distinction between their
-duties and the duties of the gradUate engineers with whom they,work, engi-
neering technicians see 'the occupation, engineer, as their goal. They are

/blocked from achieving such a goal by the high requirements of the /academic
program leading to the status of graduate engineer.

Tedhniciand frequently seek help from counselors about whether they have
the ac-ademic aptitude to pursue a college engineering 'Program and how to most
effectively handle a night school program leading to this goal. They also come
for help when personal or family illness and other unavoidable responsibilities
'or problems.- result in their fai!ure of a course or two after they have been at-
tending night school for a period of time. They s'eek reassurance that this is
the right-goal for them, and that they have the'basic academic , ability.

^

The development of the twoyear technical institute has added,to the frus-
tration'of the technician. Graduates of these institutes tend to see themselves
ai prepared to enter a four-year engineering program with advanced.credit. In
the ordinary Courte of events, only halt of the two=year institute credits will
be accepted toward this goal, a situation which leads the individuafto feel
that he should have been better advised before he initiated his acitheniia Cdreer.

Scope: Occupation

'Methodology:

Library research was the main data-collecting method employed.' A number
of studies and documents relating to the engineering technician were used as
references.

Cautions:

Although well-documented, much of this article was based on the speculations
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of the author.

Theoretical Orientation:

In a changing industrial society, there 1:ire likely to be rapid changes 'in
the occupational structure. These result in marginal role occupations. A
marginal role is one which is imperfectly institutionalized, which.means that
there is some ambiguity in the pattern, of behavior expected of the person
filling the role. This ambiguity, in the case of the angineering technician,
'is reflected in varyina (1) definitiong of thP naturP Of thA work (2) nrtn..
,ceptioni oi educational and training requirements, (3) rates of compensation,
etc.- These variations result in role strain 'and consequent attempts to adapt
to it.



LABORATORY ASSISTANTS ABSTRACT 'D.O.T.. Code: 019.381
024.381
029.281
029.381

Boggs, Stephen T. "The Values of Laboratory Workers: A Study of Occupational
Ascdrations," Human Organization, Vol. XXII, No. 3 (Fall, 1963), pp. 209-
.217 .

Decripliors

This study sought to explore the meaning of certain values related to the
concepts of work and job in contemporary .American culture, In order to discover
how much importance is attached to the vahie of success in an occupation, this
case study, investigated the emphasis placed upon the concept of advancement
and the problem that is raised when'advancement appears to be unobtainable.

The study took place in
college-trained professionals
the two classes of employees.

/

a governmental research organization employing
and technicians. In many instances, the work of

overlapped.

maw: The evidence of this study indicated the professional assistants
and technicians in the setting of the research organization keep emphasizing the -

iinpoitarice of advancement even though, in reality, they are denied the opportun-
ity. Interestingly, "when promotion is seen to be impossible, the tendency is
quite clearly to regard advancement, in the sense of performing higher status

work, as the moSt iniportant feature of the job." Professional assistants,
especially, show such a tendency.

An explanation for this attitude may be found in the social setting. Pro-
fessional assistants and laboratory workers work in, close association with
scientists who enjoy higher status than they do both within the organization and
in society. Scientists symbolize the value of scientific discovery. The
assistants tend to identify with and emulate those values which the scientist
represents. The intimate work association with scientists, however, also reveals
the status distinctions between the scientist and the laboratory assistant. The
assistant is conscious of the fact that he is not sent to meetings at organizational
expense, that he is not introduced to visitors in the laboratory, and, of course,
there are the differences in pay.

When status differences appear to have become permanent,,the assistants
either reassert their aspirations for higher status--thus placing advancement
above allr-or leave.

technicians see advancement in a diffierent light than do the professional
assistants. They find their main satisfaction in the security and pay which the
job offers. They expect and want to do routine work, Their advancement is ..
symbolized by a pay increase rather than by the status the work provides.

It appeared that men of middle class background were likely to attach more
importance to their jobs and careers until they were denied promotion than were
men from a working class background. Evidence from other studies is consistent
with this finding.



In the course of the study, when emphasis upon advancement was questioned,
no consistent pattern Of class differences appeared. Technicians, who come
primarily from working class background, emphasized advancement less often
than the assistants, who usually come from middle-class homes. It should 136
noted that assistants probably are more likely to find opportunities, elsewhere
than are laboratory technicians.

When technicians and professional assistants were adtually denied promotion
within' the organization, both groups emphasized advancement on the Job regardless
of thAir gnnial nlagp origin: This last point is at variance with the findings of
some sociological studies. These other studies equate advancement with "risk-
taking" and ignorelhe part played by opportunity. (See: Weiss, .Robert S., and
Kohn, Robert L. "Definitions of Work and Occupations," Social Problems, Vol.
VIII (Fall, 1960).)

Conclusions: The results of this study propose that all classes in our
society with the possible exception of the lowest class, value advancement,
Explicit emphasis upon advancement, ' Dwever, will vary with the nature of the
opportunity available. In a large scale Organization, advancement inevitably
brings greater responsibility, recognition, freedom, different 'kinds-of work, and
job security. Men are free to emphasize advancement in relation to any one d
these areas, no matter what values they hold,. As Ely Chinoy has succinctly
pointed out in hid study of automobile workers, even under conditions of
extremely limited opportUnity

\

workers apply to the ends they pursue the vocabulary of the
tradition of opportinity, They extend the meaning of ambition
and advancement to include the search for security, the pursuit
of small goals.in the ._factory. Workers do not see security..._

as an alternative for advancement. Dis one man summed it
up:.7 If you're secure, then you're getting ahead.
(Automobile Workers and the American Dream. New York:
.Doubleday and Comtpany, 1955; pp. 124-125.)

Irnplications for counseling: .

i
Many clients seek vocational counseling specifically because they are

frustrated 'by the lack a advancement opportunity. It is well for counselors to
know the structural barriers to advancement so that they may differentiate both
for tIrmselves and for clients'whether lack of advancement iè due to structural
barriers or to Inadequacies in the client. .S.Olutions to each of these two
problems would be quite different.

Roadblocks to advancement need to be pointed out by counselors when clients
are making educational and occupational choices1 Powerful publicity sametimed
seduces prospective students into blind-alley occupations which have ceilings on
advancement. For instaiime, some two-year technical\ institutes, in their zeal to
build strong programs and pttract good students, have enrolled students in their
technical prograins who are on a higher level than some who are to.be found in
some four-year college degree programs. Although the student in a tworyear
mechanical technology course may not be superior to the student in a four-year
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mechanical engineering college program, he may well be superior to the student
found in a four-year industrial arts curricalum or a four-year business curriculum
in the same city. Because some of tirJse two-year students have the ability to
eventually perform at a higher level than that of the technician, they may feel

\ frustrated when they become aware of the advancement ceiling.

Scone: Occupation

Me oct,...kl.my:

,

One hundred and eighty-four male, professional assistants and technicians,
who were over thirty years of age, working in a large governmental research
o vanization, who did not have Ph.D. degrees or work applied toward them, were
the subjects for this study. The data was obtained through questionnaires and
depth-interview methods.

i

C,autlons_

,

/

Note that this study was confined to a sample that worked in a unique
organizational environment (i.e., under civil service regulations). Technicians
and professional aeoletants employed elsewhere may have different views
regarding their chances for advancement.

\

/

,

\
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COUNSELOR II,
REHABILITATION ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: :045.108

Johnson, Bob. "Role Conflict in Rehabilitation counseling." Unpublished Ed.D.
dissertation, Univerility of Missouri, 1961.*

1:22§caption:

The present study investigated the differences in the tmanner-by which the
role of the rehabilitation counselor was perceived by a group of rehabilitation
counselors and by a group of student clients.

Rrocedure:

The literature pertaining to the role of the rehabilitation counselor was
reviewed. This search suggested that the counselor's role may be separated into
four parts: (1) counseling, (2) coordinating, (3) socio-economic and academic
status, and (4) personality. Counseling and coordinating denote the activities
associated with the role; the last two refer to the counselor's characteristics
as a person.

It was hypothesized that differential perceptions regarding the counselor's
role (or any one of the component Parts) would create conflict and would eventually
hinder the ultimate rehabilitation of the disabled client.

Differences in perceiving the role of the rehabilitation counselor (i.e.,
role conflict) were measured by four summated rating scales. Scale- A 'rated the .

rehabilitation counselor as a "counselor"; Scale B rated the rehabilitation
counselor as a "coordinator"; Scale C rated the rehabilitation counselor in terms
of socio-economic and academic status; and Scale D rated the rehabilitation ,

counselor in terms of personalitY, mannerisms, cleaniineis and dress. Each
scale measuring the particular component of the role was meide up from statements
culled from the literature or was given by individuals professionally associated
with rehabilitation counseling. Pifty-two statements were selected by this
method, the examples of which are given in Appendix A.

The two groups of subjects were asked to rate the Statements from the
following points of view: _ (1) actual perception, i.e., the way in which the
respondents actually perceived the rehibilitation counselor's role; (2) ideal
perception, i.e., the way in which respondents thought the ideal rehabilitation
counselor role should be enacted; (3) actual cognition, i.e. , the way the
raspondents thot.221.4 the average person in,the opposite sample group perceived
the rehabilitation counselor's role; and (4) ideal cognition, i.e., the manner in
which the respondents thouaht the average person in the opposite sample group
conceptualized the ideal rehabilitation counselor's role..

*This dissert4ion has been abstracted selectively.
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To determine whether role conflict was present,, the mean scoreS were statisti-
cally tested for significant differences am lnd within the two groups. Signifi-
cant differences between actual and ideal peeptiOns within each,groupt and
those.between counselors and students were interpreted as role conflicts.

Conclusions:

Scale A - The Re.habilitation Counselor as a "COu4selor": It was fOund that
the two groups differed significantly in their perception of the rehabilitation &Ain-
selor as a "counselor". "There were role conflicts within and among the rehabil-
itation counselors and their clients, and both groups were aware of these conflicts."
Clients and counselors agreed on the concept of the "ideal rehabilitation counselor."
Each group seemed to know this fact. They also knew, however, that in practice
the "less-than-ideal-role" was maintained. The author proposed that " further
studies are needed to determine wit the rehabilitation counselors have continued
their present 'counselor' role when both . they and their clients agree that it is not
the role most desired by both groups."

F

Itwas hypothesized that counselors may be limited (1) by "lack of time for
performing the 1counselor's' role; (2) by a lack of adequate training as 'counselors';
(3) by the prevailing attitude of supervisory personnel who do not believe that
'counseling' ib a necessary compOnent of the rehabilitation counselor's role; and
(4) by the, rehabilitation counselor's own:attitudes' about 'counseling' the disabled
client.." Perhaps,. if the rehabilitation counselor were to have more knowledge
about the 'psychological problems that accompany disability, fewer areas of role
-conflict would be apparent, and the outcome of rehabilitation counseling would be
more satisfying to both clients and counselors. \

Scale B. - The Rehabilitation Counselor as a "Coordinator": Neither of the
groups perceived the rehabilitation counselor s maintaining the ideal tole of the

1" coordinatOr. " The groups agreed that the "coordinator" component of the role was
necessary, but not in the manner in which It was conceived of by the counselors.
It 'appeared that clients did not seem to understand fully the rehabilitation Coun-
selor's position as coordinator.

It was hypotheeized that counselors fail to realize " that it is of considerable
importance for them to 'educate' the client as to what is expected of both coun-
selor and client." Without such " education," the client forms his own expecta-
tions, and if they are not realized, he may become resentful, belligerent and/or
withdrawn.

Scale C - The Rehabilitation Counselor in Terms of, Soo:to-Economic and
Academic Status:

Both rehabilitatibn counselors and their clients differed significantly in'
their perception of the counselor's socio-economic and.academic status. Each
group believed that the role was far.from .ideal. .Both groups agreed on the con-
cept of the ideal role in terms of socio-eConomic and academic status. They
failed to realize, however, that they were in agreement with each other.

26
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From these results it was hypothesized tht the counselors expected their
clients' perception of the "ideal" to be lower than their own conceptions. It
aPpeared that the clients of this study desired a counselor who was well-trained,
of better than average socio-economic status, and able to understand their
psychological problems.

, \

Scale D - The Rehabilitation Counselor in Terms of Personalit9 Charcteristics;
\

"Neither group seemed to know what the opposite group believed to be an
'ideal' rehabilitation counselor personality." The two groups, huwevvi , ow wed
in their views regarding an ideal counselor 'personality'.

It was hypothesized,that certain stereotype images regarding the personality
of the counselor exist, and these were called forth when the respondents answered
to items on this scale. Further studies are needed to determine the influence of
'personalities' upon the success of rehabilitation counseling. ,

\
Implications for Counseling: ,

This study is helpful to counselors in understanding their own activities as
well as in counseling prospective students for the profession. These-empirical
findings support the view that counselors frequently are not attuned to the per-
ceptions which clients hold of them. Thus, early discussion of such a disparity
would be in order since one of the first steps in counseling is to dissipate
anxiety and possible hostility about the counselor's role. The findings in this
field study are helpful in anticipating the problem- and ways of handling it.

/ ,

In hb capacity as a coordinator, the counselor might say something to this
effect when first meeting the client:

/-
You may expect me to do more for you than I actually will or carte
Sometimes, I,can not get other people (employers, school officials,
etc.) to cooperate in getting you what you want. Agency rules
frequently get In the way. Sometimes, when I get busy, I just
can not find the time to get everything done for all the people I am,
trying to help. When I get bogged down like this, I'M sure that
you will be very angry with me, and this is normal. However, I
have helped many clients in the past and.I will do everything I can
to help you.

In respect to his counseling role; -the counselor's warmth of feeling for the-
client must be really felt and, in most instances, expressed through positive
action; but he would do well to also verbalize it from time to time. The counselor
might say--particularly at the end of the first interview:

i

I like You and I'm glad you came in to work with me. I think there
are a lot of things we can accomplish to help you get the things
you want.

, In discussing counseling as a career, the counSelor will find it easy to make
the coordinating role clear; he will have difficulty however, in making the counseling

,
27



141.

aspect ef the:role understandable. A true understanding of the counseling role iS
only possible through extended learning eXperiences whiCh require feeling as well
as intellectual comprehension':

. It should be. emphasized that both roles are vital to success in the rehaim
bilitation Orocess, although the emphasis will vary according to the needs of the
client. As a general rule, sloppy, inefficient execution of the coordinator's role

, will not compensate for the best of counseling relationships. On the other hand,
if clients have emotional prob:erns (as they usually do) t good case coordination,

'alone, Tiv't l'sje aufficlient to, accomplish lasting 1. eStat,G1

§csme: Occupation.

Methodoloc#:

Twenty-eight counselors t employed* the Missouri Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation, and 161 of the Counselors' clients were given a summated rating
'tYpe ifistiuMent to measure differences in the manner in which the rehabilitation
counseloris role was perceived. The client group T:Isias composed of students with
various disabilities who were attending colleges and- uniVersities in Missouri
with ;the, financial assistance of the state vocational rehabilitation fund.

Cautions:
,

, It is not known whether the findings of this rosearch can be generalized
beyond the sample and situation of this study. Vocational rehabilitation clients
pursuing college level trainingare a highly specialized group, quite different
from the general population of disabled clients.

TheoretiCal Orientation:

sThe basic, assumption underlying the orientation of this research was as
follow's: "Role confliCts have been,found to create barriers to satisfactory
interaction :between people:, Because rehabilitation Counseling has as its core
the development of a warm, accepting client-counselor relationship: anything'
that' inipedes this interaction also hinders the ultimato rehabilitation of the
disabled client." ROle conflict-, for the purposes of this stUdy was .defined as:
"Differences in perceiving the role of the rehabilitation counselor, bOth within
and `betweenthe two groups of subjects, ..." (Leo , counselors and student
clientS).

28
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APPENDIX A

Examples of Statements Contained in the Scales

Scale A The Rehabilition Counselor as a "Counselor"

1. The Rehabilitation Counselor takes time to fully
explain test scores earned by the client on
tests given by the counselor.

2. The Rehabilitation Counselor uses graphs, prOfiles,
or charts to help the client understand tests and
why they are used in rehabilitation counseling.

Scale B The Rehabilitation Counselor as a "Coordinator"

1. The Rehabilitation Counselor helps the client
obtain money in an emergency.

The Rehabilitation Counselor gets transportation
for the client to and from college.

Scale C The Rehabilitation Counselor in Terms of Socio-Economic
and Academic Status

1. The Rehabilitation Counselor makes about as much
money ,as the average school teacher.

2. The Rehabilitation Counselor makes about as much
money as a mail carrier.

Scale D The Rehabilitation Counselor in Terms of Personality
Characteristics

1. The Rehabilitation Counselor is firendly and easy to
get to know.

2. The Rehabilitation Counselor has a lot of common
sense.



PHYSICIANg AN6 SURGEONS, 'ABSTRACT , DSO.T. Code: 070.108'

Freidson, Eliot,. "Client Control and Medical Practice," American gj
acjc21.01; Vol. LXV (January, 1960), pP. 374-382.

Description:

This paper attempted first to classify medical practice .according to
cultural variations in (a) the concept and definition -of illness as viewed
by society at large and the medical doctor, and (b). the manner by which the
patient is persuaded to see the physician. Second, by utilizing the notion of
patient control (i.e. , -the Patient ii'free" to choose h.ts own doctor) medical
practice in the United States is again classifiediiccording to the extent to which
the patient is' free to choose his 'physician.

,\_

Tlie writings. of CarrSaunders, P-arsoni, Merton, Hall, and others describe
the 'medical practitioner as one whose practice is determined main* by his
relationship to ,colleaguei, professional organizations, and, institutions . This
is not entirely, so. Medical practice cannOt exist without patients. Since
patients do have some degree of freedom in-choosing their'physician, and since
the statis and the income of the doctor is substantially affected by the
e'valuatian of the patient's, the latter do exert sortie control over the practice
of medicine.

_

The doctor aprraises his medical' prictide atcording to Standards set forth
.by his 'colleagues and the ,l`professional Community. " The patient, _On the other
hand, evaluates medical practiOe acdordirig to Standards setforth by his
particular culture and normt of his 'Community. \Frequently, both the doctor,
and patient have different-expectations of the medical profesaion.

( An examination, of the referral prOcess (i.e., the chain of events that
leads the patient tO realiZe that he is ill and needs expert adyice) suggests
that -medical practice can be Classified according, to variations in the referral
process. Typiaally, it is assumed that the person-in need of medical attention
first 'discusses \his syMptoms informally with his family and intimate friends. If
the SYmptoms persist despite home remedies, after discussions 'with successively
mire select, distant, and authoritative laymen, he will finally seek the
attention of the professional. This network of consultants (i.e., family,
friends, etc.) together with their cultural beliefs about the course and
treatment Of illness constitute the so-called "lay.referral system." The lay
referral system may vary from one community,to another. These iay referral
systems can be classified, however, on the basis of the "degree of congruence
between t he culture of thSclientele and that of, the profession, and the)
relative nustber of lay consultants who are interposed betWeen the firit per-
ception of symptoms, and the decision to see aprofessional." Of the four. ,

possible variations, t90 types of, referral systems are of importance with
respect to medical practice. These are: (1) the system in which there is a
wide gap between the culture of the clients and that of the professionals,
and where there are a large number sof -Consultants; and (2) the system in which
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the culture of .t4e client and that of the professional are similar and where\
the number' of contultants may be feW or none at all.

In commUnitieg.Where .itiefirst type ofreferral system operates sually
primitive societies), it is expe4ted that people Will be resistant to using
medical services. Diagnostic authority is uslially granted to the person by
heredity or divine "gift." Professionat authority is ,unlikely to be recognized
at all. The cultural definition of illness in,such communities often contra-
dicts that of the professional culture. The referral process often involves
the folk practitioner rather than the 'professional. Serrices.ofthe, latter
'are used in case of minor illnesses only, or an illness considered critical.
Even then, he may be "called'only by the socially ieolated deviate arid by the
sick Man snatching at straws."

Where the'cultural expectations of clients and doctors are alike', t4te'
lay referral System may be minimal. "The prospective client is pretty much on
hisNown, guided more or less by cultural understandings and his own eXperience,
with few lay consultants to support or discourage his search for help."

In the United States, the type of lay referral system used by members of,
the lower class resembles the first one. MeMbers of the professional class use
the second type. If one pictures these polar types of referral systems on a
continuunie the remaining classes comprise the middle range.

The concept of lay referral system not only provides knowledge about the
patient'S behavior but also serves to illuminate the ways in which the client
is routed to the appropriate medical practitioner.

In any given Community, there are two distinct typesof referral systems.
One is the lay referral system mentioned earlier, the other one is the "pro-
fessional" referral system.' The latter refers to the "'network of relationships
with colleagues that often extends beyond.the local comMunity and tends to
conveiVe'upOn professionally controlled organizations such as hospitals and
medical schools." The professional prestige and Omer that stems from the
physician's affiliation with these institutions tend to diminish'with. distance
from them: The professional referral system limits the patient's control Over
the Physician. The process by Whichlhese referral systems operate can be
described 00 follows.

The patient, when he first feels,ille thinks that he it' competent to\
determine whether he is actually sick or not. Failure of his initial pre-
scriptioni leadi him to the lay consultants Who (i.e., friends, etc.)
and then ultimately to a professional. If the physician cannot handle vpa
patient's problee, then it becdmes the physician's function, not that of the
lay consultants Or pitiente to refer the patientto another practitioner.
This is the point Where th.e.:protessiOnil referral system enters into the
patient-doctor refailonsiiip. "ChOide iind therefore positivecontrol, is now
taken out of the hands of the:client and borne's to restin the hands of the
practitioner, and the use of PrOtesSional Services.is' no longer predicted on .

the clients's lay uriderstandinds-;-indeed tie client may be. given. Services for
which he did not ask, whose rationale is beyond him."
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The Physician's position in the proCess of referrals afIects the
evaluation of his performanCe. If he is the first person contacted by the
lay referral structure, and if he sends the case no further, then he is
subjected only to the lay evaluation of his patients-and lay consultetnts. But,
if he refers the case to another,practitioner, then additionally, his profession-
al behavior bacornes subject to the evaluation of the consultant. In
turn, when the patient leaves the consultant, he often passes back the
evaluation of the consultant to the-referring practitioner.

Thus, the physician whose practice consists of patients referred by
colleagues is ahnost always subject to the evaluation and control ,of his
colleagues; while the practitioner who attracts the patients himself and need
not refer them to others is subject primarily to the evaluation and control
of the Patient.

-

On the basis of control and evaluation--Whether it is in the hands of the
lay referral system or in the hands of the practitioner--there aretwo extreme
types of medical practice. "'At one- extreme is the, practice that can operate
independently 'of 'colleagues, its existence predicated .okattracting its \',Own
tay clientele." Such an "independent practice"- must offer services for which
the need is recognized by the' lay referral' system. The practitioner having such
a practice, 'if he intends to surviVe without.theassistance of c011eagues, must
be located within a ly referral system. He is unaible to avoid the client's'
control, but he is able to avoi7d the control of his colleagues. ,

,

The dependent practice* in contrast, serves the needs of other
practitioners*either individual or Organizational. The clients do, not 'choose,
the service involved. It is the professional colleague or an organization which
decides that the patient nees such services. Results of consultation, in many.
instances, are told to colleagues or the organization alone. To Survive without
a self-selected clientele, such a practice must be in a professional referral
System where clients are so helpless that they can not disagree with meFely'
being transmittedo

Pictureil on a continuum, the indepewilent neighborhood or village practice
is close to the independent practice pole in the United states. Moving toward
the position of dependent practice is the to-called "colleague practice." This
type of practice is,usually the specialized practice lakt is closely connected
with service institutions and with sa small group of elites comprising the "inner
fraternity" of the profession. The, location of this type of practice ie usually
outside of particular neighborhood's or'villagest thus minimizing control by the
Clients. Cloéest to the dependent practice pole is the type of medical practice
which overlaps somewhat with the "Colleague practice," the so-called
"organizational practice." This type is found in hospitals, clinics, 'and other ,

professional bureaucracies. Here the practice is dependent upon organizational
support and equipment. The client's control' is min21 -1* more likely to be
in the form of evasion. Events of the referral process, are likely to be
systematically recorded and scrutinized. The medical practitioner, in such
instances, is highly vulnerable to his colleagues evaluation, and he is the
least influenced by the patient's expectations.
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In.alkagonsteAa
This article has important implications for counseling 'practice. Re-

ferrals to counselors may be examinediin terms of the framework within which
referrals to physicians ,were found to occur. Is there a lay referral System
and a professional referral System Operatind in counseling? Who evaluates the
counselor's work ill each system? HOw do client controls vary under the two
systems? How do counseling reports op'erate to stren4then control by
supervisors and colleagues? HoW do they ,Weaken the control by clients? What
techniques do. counselors use to lessen the control over thern via the case
counseling report?

Scope: Occnpational Field

Author's /Abstractt

"The interaction among colieague, practitioner, and patient is analyzed
as a function of variable .location in two sometimes conflicting syStems--the
lay referral system, which consists in a variable lay culture and a network
of personal influence along which the patient travels on his way to the
physician, and the professiOnal referral:system of medical culture and .

institutions. Two analytically eictreme types of practice are distinguished
on the basis of their location in each of these systems. Independent practice
ié located in the lay referral system and is primarily subject to client
controls. Dependent practice 'is located well within the professional referral
systent and .is primarily subject to Colleague controls."

Methodolay:

The author's personal knowledge of the medidal. field and pertinent
literature furnished the information ,for this study.

cautions;

This article is based upon the author's interpretation of the situation.
.

Theoretickl Orientation:
,

This article emphasizes the idea that variations in the culture with
respect to illness and the channeling of patients formédical care, and
in the location of medical practice in tge community is decisive (1) in
introducing and sustaining a medical practice, and (2) in the technical and
interpersonal modes of procedure,in an estblished practice.
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!HYSIC1AN (Medical Ser.) A8S,TRACT D.O.T. Code: 070.108

Hall, bswald. "The Stages of a Medical Career, ", The American Journal of

Sociologye Vol. LIU (Iviarch, 1948)* pp. 327-336.

Description:

The members, of'the niedical 'profession deliend to a great extent.= a set of
formal institutions and infopnal orgAnizations " The medical career may be con-

ceived, as a set of more oe less successful adjustments io these institutions and
the formal and informal organizations." Four stages-can be distinguished in the

adjustment process. These are: (1) generating ambition; (2) gaining' admission

to the various institutions; (3) acquiring clientele; and (4) davelpping relation.;

ships with colleagues.

1. gt.entgagag.M.A....2.4iti n

_ The 'medical career, because of its lopg periods of training and proba-
tion, requires a great deal of ambition. One function of ambition is to discipline"

the conduct of the recruit in the interest-of future goals.

Ambition originates in the social setting. The social group nourishes and

constantly redefines and redirects its development. Frequently the family or
friends envision a medical career for a personcand give encouragement and help

to him in attaining it.

Professional families seein to possess the attributes that generate and sus-
tain medical ambition In contrast; families of non-professional k)ackground may

Generate ambition in the person, but they lack the means with which to implement

the recruit's ambition.

11. Gaining Admis siosAgAraaring

MediCal services, are provided in a variety of institutions: hospitals,
clinics; nursing homes, laboratories, doctors' offices, etc. Only the hospital
is considered here, since the relationships with the hospital are the most cm-
cial factors in the career development process.

Within the-hospital setting, doctors occupy a variety of positions. These
positions form a hierarchical. pattern. Progress through the various levels Om-

. bolizes achievement in one's career. Each position confers certain rewards on
the .doctor. "The number and variety of these rewards function to'keep a large
staff reasonably satisfied by providing neat packages of advancement at rela-
tively short intervals." /

Within- each of the hospital's medical departments, there is competition.
The intensity of this competition is mitigated by authority relationships and the
code of ethics of the profession. The rigid specialization of the various'.depart-
ments practically precludes competition among them. There is, however, a
jealous struggle for prestige among the different medical specialities.
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Within a given community, even the hospitals form.a stattwhierarchy.At the
top of this hierarchy are the Yankee Protestant hospitals; these have the most
adequate. facilities, Next are the hOspitals organized.by the Catholics. Those,
established by Jewish groups or by medical\ sects have the least adequate facil-
ities and occupy the lowest ranks. The prestige rating of hospitals corresponds
to the ranking just described.

The hospital in which one starts his career---the internship-r-becomes a
distinctive "badge;" it becomes one of.the most enduring criteria in.the evalu-
ation of the perion's stapas. Hospitals not only confer staius upon thp.:dc.tcte;
they also serve as channels through which one can move to the next-leVel:.:.

The hospitals which 'are organized along the lines of the various rellgiciva:

affiliations are also differentiated in terms of social class and et4nic character-
istics, Some of the interview responses clearly revealed this trend. Upper
class Yanicee boys would attfind the Harvard Medical school and then.would
intern at the \dominant Yankee hospital. The Italian youngster would be aided
by the Catholic hospitals and institutions toward the realization of his career
goals. In his case, these institutions would also serve as a shelter in pro-
tecting him from unduly severe competition.

Finality, hospitals serve as a sifting device by which the status of, the var-
ious doctors in the communitY 'are established. This is illustrated by the influ-
ence of hospital appointmentiupOn individual practice. , Successful medical
practice leads to advancement in the hospital hierarchy and thereby enhanceS the
practitioner's status among colleagues. The doctor's new position is likely to
improve his relations with other dootOrs which, in turn, results in increased
practice; :i.e. other doctors will recommend patients to him.

1

Hospital appointments are not made on the basis of technical superiority.
Rathc.:,, the criterion is "technical proficiency." Beyond that level of compe-
tency, the individual's personality traits play a isignificant role. Evaluation
of the prospective appointee is made on the basis of whether his traits fit in

t with the hospital's distinctive policies and unique historical character.
(

rn. Asmilijitig.L....1"Wade:

Acquiring a clientele is viewed as a business proposition. The doctor
must adopt a particular type of strategy by which to attract and retain the desirable
patient, but he must "disCourage those' who do not fit well into the pattern of his
Practice." Medical,practice operates in a competitive milieu. The freedom of
choice on the part Of the patient "requires the doctor to exercise constant.vigi-
lance or see his patients gravitate to competitors with more power of attraction."

Career-wise, the specialized pra ctice is considered to b&the most success-
ful type of praciice. The specialist not only enjoys higher income but superior
:status as well. Two factors bear heavily on the development of a specialized

-'practice.

(1) ."A specialized practice.cannot be achieved without the actiVe; assistance of
colleagues. These must refer cases to the specialist, and he must have some
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corresponding way of repaying them for their favors ." (2) Tthe specialized prac-
tice requires acceds to hospital facilities much of it is a hospital practice.

, Hospital connections proVide the oiiportunities for the development of referral
f relationships between doctors. ,

Although medical practice takes place in a competitive setting, "this compe-
tition is never of ,the cutthroat variety." In part, it is cOntrolled by the protes-

t sion's code of ethics. In a community where, practitioners themselves are well
oraanized however, tbe code is practically superseded "by a set of expectations
and underst ardings deeply imbedded in the personalities of the doctors concerned.
These understandings may go so far as to cOntrol the ently of new practitioners
.into the community, allocate them to posts, in the various medical institutions,
and incorporate them into the established office practides."

The interview data revealed the existence of foUr general patterns by which
individual practitioners. may launch their specialized careers. First, the prac-
titioner may go into a communiW where he "sticks it out,H i.e., slowly works
at ,breaking into the local situation. Second, the novice may be helped by an
older colleague. One respondent described this situation as fellows: .

r-

When a person gets up to a position like mine there are a cot
of kinds of help you can give iour \staff. I can always give,a
'good fellow a couple of kicks in the right direction. I can
always get an internShip for a good boy if I really want to. I
did that for M. met him at a medical banquet while he was
a student. I found out .that he was a local boy and wanted an
internshili.here:. :Now I've got him on the staff, and'in
year or two tim going to bring him into this office to share
my pradtice.

Third, a person can start a practice by splitting fees with the doctor who,
refers cases to him. This practice can be 'damaging, however, if it becomes
public knowledge. Finally, the would-be specialist may inquire through the
local medical association about the desirability of, setting up pratitice in a
given community.

IV.- The Inner Fraternity:

Interview data indicated that in the American city- studied, a group of
specia1ists7--the so-called inner core of the profession---controlled recruitment,
appointments to medical institutions and distribution of patients; 'Members of
this inner core domplated the major hospital posts,. These men were surrounded
by a number of recruits in Various stages of their careers' who were being groomed
to inherit the Positions of this inner core. Around the core were clustereil the
general practitioners who were bound to refer their complicated cases to the _

specialists Outside the core were gathered the practitionerawho Viere attempt-
ing to break into the central core by their individual'effoits.

. The inner core of the medical profession has three distinctive\ 'characteristics.
First, it represents the technical division of labor. Specialization breaks Med-
icine into manageable sections . "Second, this inner core represents a method
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of organizing the market. It is a System for seeing that the patient eventually
gets to the specialist most likely to be able to help him. " . Third, memers of
the inner core constitute a social group. Becauselhey share similar educational
and social-economic backgrounds, are in close spatial proximity, and are tech-
nidally interdependent, consensus among membert of this group is very high.

It is worth noting that sponsorship in the medical profession does 'not have
the characteristics of nepotism. The protege of a doctor must live up to the
expectations of his sponsor: Failure on the part of the recruit would be more
than just pArseinat fAihirca; it would involve the prestige of the sponsor. The
protege is committed to going through the stages involved in the apprenticeship.
He must accept the accompanying discipline and must Progressively assume the
responsibilities of leadership.

"It wOuld appear that specialized medicine is no longer an independent pro-
fession.....Ift has become highly interdependent rather than independent, and it
is carried on within the framework of elaborate social/ machinery rather than with-
in a freely competitive milieu." The development of the spedialized career is
contingent upon the rolewhich the doctor plays in the very complex, informal
organizations of the profession.

Implications for Counseling:

Counselors are frequently confronted withclients who have a strong emo-
tional attachment to the goal )of being a physician. Any rational discussion w±th
these individuals about their chances for sucdess is often impossible. The
material in this sudy gives insight into the adjustmenj problems faced by med-
ical students, interns, residents, and physicians entering private practice.
Although the author does not discuss the most crucial career' problem, that of
securing entry into a 'Medical school', it seems likely that this 'id strongly inflU-
enced,by, many Of the same factors cited in respect to later progress in the pro=;

fession: ."

There is little.doubt \that, /other things being equal, the client who is a met-
ber,of .a medical'fathily or,who has relatives who are physicians has a tremendous
advantage.., Clients shbuld evaluate their own opportunities for entering medical
school not only in terms Of aptitude and academic records but also in terms of
family and ethnic background. ,

This report fails to take into accoUnt the large number of institutional
physicians serving in federal and state hospitals, csinics, and industrill posi-
tions Tor these physicians, the mechanisms of occupational control are probably
somewhat different from those to which the physician in private practice it sub-
jected.

The information in this report is also of significance to counselors who have
many contacts.with physicians because of their-work with disabled clients. Know-
ledge of this 'information may give a better understanding of the behavior of phYsi-
clans , and the stresses and strains in their role which may affett their relations
with counselors, psyC:ologists, and social workers. The physician employed
full-time by an institution may develop relationships with counselors that. are
quite different from thoie.developed.bv.cihysiaians in priVate practice.
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çope: Occupational Field

Author' s Abstract:

°The members of the medical profession are heavilY dependerit on a set of
formal institutions and informal organization. In an eastern American city here
reported the established specialists constituted the inner core of the profession.
This core functioned to control appointments to the medical institutions, to ex;
clude or penalize intruders, to distribute patients, and to enforce ruleS and con-
trol comnetitione The influennA nf thig inner coro is eirscizily important in the
careers of new recruits to medicine. The stages of a medical career are here set
forth as a set of adjustments to this inner core and to the institutions it influences.°

Methodolociv:

" The materials have been drawn from interviews with a wide variety of
doctors. The interviews centered around the circumstances involved in success
and failure in the practice of medicine. "

Cautions:

Generalizations are based on interviews conducted in one American city.

Theoretical Orientation:

Medicine is practiced within a network of institutions, formal organizations,
and informal relationships. Development of one's career may be viewed as a
set of more or less suCcessful adjustments to these institutions, and to the for-
mal and informal organizations . Four stages can be distinguished:

1) generating ambition
2) gaining admission to the various institutions
3) acquiring clientele
4) developing relationships with colleagues
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PHARMACISTS , ABSTRACT

McCormack, Thelma Herman. " The Druggists'
Occupation, eric8n 1ornal gSoàioly
pp. 308-315. \

D.O.T. Code: 0?4.181'

Diilemma: Problems of a Marginal
, Vol. LXI, No. 4 (January, 1956) ,

.s:.

Description;

Pharmacy is viewed as a marginal occupation in which the pharmacist is
caug'ht between the goals of business anA the profodoions. Up tr% a bartAin ex-
tent, the pharmaCist is able to incorporate these goals . For example, the goals
of both business and the professions are rational and seek uniVersalistic solu-
tions. "Both make authority dependent upon technical-competence and view
authority as highly specialized" rather than general. But "the service objectives
of-a profession are at odds with the pecuniary goals of business." ConsequentlY*.'
the pharmacist is beset with conflicts in making deaisions which involve a choice
of one or the other goal. Resolution of the-conflict depends* to some degree,* up-.

on-the self-conception of the Pharmacist---"whether he 'sees hiniself as a pror
fessional performing-social service or acting in the capacity of a seller."

Findings: Pharmacy appears to draw its recruitd. in out, from the lower socio-
economic groups. In the group studied, the occupation was an avenue for up-

, ward mobility, at leadt in terms of-education. "As first year college students, -
63 per cent had more education than their fathers, and if the entire group com-
pletes the four-year program, 78 per cent will have had more education than
their fathers."

The majoiity of Phirmacy students hoped to become proprietors Of small
businesi while enjoying the status ,of a professional. Pharmacy students tended
to mention "ownership of organization" significantly-More often than -did acc-ount7
ing students when questioned about their aspirations. This distinction Was ex-
plained by the fact that pharmacy has a small business tradition which encourages
one to expect to be-an employer while, ,in contrast, accdunting is an occupation'.
closely tied to the development of large scale corporate financing so that one
would tend to visualize himself-as an employee of a corporation.

Students who came_from working-class backgrounds tended to have more
faVoiable attitudes toward chain drugstores.thari did students twin middle-class
backgrounds. Perhaps donsumer advantages of big business and their fair pm-
ployment policies better known by the lower-class group. -Students from
the higher-income backgrounds, as well as- those from low-income backgrounds,
conCeived of big business, as interfering with "professional" pertoriance.

The students were aware of the importance of having a pleasing personality
in addition to the technical competency required in their calling. The replies
to the occupational iating questions revealed that the students "(1) allied
themselves with a Medical-scientific group, (2) upgraded themselves within
this siroup, and (3)' raised the entire group above other professional otcupations."
Aside from these differences, they perceived the occupational prestige hierarchy
in the same way as others wOuld. (See Cecil C. North and Paul C. Hatt,' "jobs
and OcCupations: A Popular Evaluation, " Opinion:News (September, 1947) .)
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Conclusions: Current training trends emphasize the status of the professional.
The students " interest and ability for scientific research are carefully develop-
ed, preparing him for the laboratory work required by hodpitals, schools, and
pharmaceutical companies." Yet, few pharmacists view themselves as occupy-
ing such positions, according to the data. This response pattern arid the inflat-
ed prestige rating of the occupation are seen as signifying the marginal attri-
butes of the od0Upation. It is speculated that the socio-economic background
of the trainees may influence the way in which students,resoive the conflict of
identification (i.e.* business mar: vs . prelAssiAnAl) Tt may be that those who
come from low-income backgrounds have fewer loyalties to business and find
it easier to adjust tO the role of the salaried professional than those coming
from higher-income backgrounds.

kulications for Counseling:

B ecause of the many full-time and part-time jobs open to students in drug
stores, counselees considering the goal of pharmacist frequently have had or
can easily obtain experience which acquaints them with the work envdronment
of the occupation. In addition, pharmacy students normally work in thug
stores as part. of their school training. More realism in occupational choice
presumably results from these tryout experiences.

Interest inventories may differentiate between interest in business as against
the scientific aspects of the occupation and may be uscd by the vocational coun-
selor as a basis for discussions with the counselee of the dual fields of interests
represented by the occupation.

, The training for the goal of pharmacist is long and arduous and the counselea
should be careful to appraise the rewards of the occupation compared with th e
rewards offered in other occupations for the equivalent amount of time and effort.

Scope: Occupation

'Author's Abstract:

"Pharmacy, .a marginal occupation between business and profession and cur-
rently undergoing major economic and technological changes, creates identifica-
tion problems for its Findings based on a questionnaire given to a
group of pharmacy students suggest a general pattern of conflict avoidance,

'Idealizing both small business protected from competition and medical careers.
Comparisons With Hatt-North data indicate greater prestige given to medical-
scientific occupations than the latter elicit from the general population. Evident-

' ly, socioeconoinic status determines whether business or professional orientation
Will give the profession its character."

Methodology:

One-hundred and seventeen stddent pharmacists were administered a'ques-
tionnaire-tht included an occupational prestig6 rating.
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Cautions:

The sample for this study was not necessarily a representative sample of
pharmacy students in general. The findings are the conjectures of the author,
for the most part.

Theoretical Orientation:

Pharmacy is conceived of as a marginal occupation which lies between a
business and professional orientation. Sirice this occupation is undergoing
major economic and technological changes, trainees for the occupation face
problems of identification.
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NURSES, TRAINED ABSTRACT D.O:T. Code: 07.5.378
/ . I.

Corwin, Ronald G. "The Professional Employee: A Sttidy of Conflict in Nursing
Roles, " The American Iournal of Sociology, Vol. LXVI, No. 6 (May, 1961),
pp. 604-615.

Description:

There is a ,conflict between the professional and the bureaucratIc conception
of the nurse's role, The bureaucratic conception involves an emphasis on admin-
istrative routine, the elaboration of rules and sanctions, adequate record-keeping,
etc. The professional conception of the role places emphasis on a vast and ex-
panding body of knowledge, profession'al capacity to solve problems, and the
maintenance of standards and values.

...

In the professional schOol, there is an emphasis placed on the nurse'S intel-
lectual capacity as a decision-maker, her responsibility for patient_welfare, and
her leadership potential'. In the hospital organization, much of the work is stan-
dardized and the rules are often more arbitrarily constraining than expected.

...

'the conflict between the bureaucratic and processional conception of the role
is more sharply drawn in the case of the degree candidate than- in the case of the
diploma candidate. The degree program is administered by a university, while
the diploma program is regulated by a hospital administration. There is a conse-

- quent tendenCy for the degree program to emphasize the professional role concep-
lion and for the diploma program to emphasize the bureaucratic role conception.

,

What effect do these different emphases in training have on degree and di-
ploma candidates after graduation? 'This study reveals that the professional
allegiance of diploma nurses declines after graduation, while,.their initial loyalty-
to the hospital is maintained. In contrast, degree candidates maintain their- pro-
feSsional conceptions and increase their allegiance to the bureaucracy. The per-
ceived discrepancy between the real and the ideal role increases among the degree
nurses after graduation. In contrast, the perceived discrepancy does not increase
in the case of diploma nurses. Thus, trainicag programs influence the formation
.of initial role conceptions as well as the intensity and form of later perceived
discrepancy, and possible disillusionment.

' Implications for Counseling:

Because adolescents frequently choose the occupation of trained nuise for
unrealistic reasonssuch as the glamour they envision such a career to have---
the occupation has been viewed with suspicion by many counselors . Recently,
some girls considering this goal have been realistically testin'g their.'6hoices by
working as nurses' aides in hospitals after school and in the Summers While on
vacation. It is likely that this trial experience has been highly effective in re-..
ducing illusions and increasing the realism of the choices.

For many girls, the choice between the three year hospital school of nursing
and the four year bachelor degree program in nursing at a university is a major
decision. While the decision is usually made on the basis of such criteria as
length of time the client wishes to spend in school, cost, family expectations
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regarding college attendance, etc. , the additional factor of the conflict of roles
in the respective programs might well be brought to the client's attention as be-
ing pertinent\ to the decision-making. ,

A study such as this one is useftil,in showing clients that there are role con-
flicts not only in this occupation but in many ,octUpations, and that this is a ma-
jor factor to which he must adjust in his work Wei In the,opinion of this writer,
our elementary and secondary schools tend to minimize the amount of conflict with-
in American society so that the graduate is ill-prepared to face-Ahe many and varied
conflicts before him.

". .
Some general discussion of the ways in which role conflicts are ,handled may

well be in order. With reference to this study, there were,three Ways of:handling
the conflict: 1) by identifying with the profession, 2) by identifying with the
hospital bureaucracy, and 3) by achieving a synthesis between the two liieWs.

Scope: Occupation

Atithor's Abstract:

"A study of the conflict between conceptions of role and discrepancies be-
\ tween the ideal perceptions of role and reality among 296 graduate and student

nurses suggests that, at graduation, inherent.conflicts between professional and
bureaucratic principles of organization are most seriously encountered. Those who
express strong allegiance to bureaucratic and professional roles, simultaneously,
also sense the greatest discrepancies between ideal conceptions and Perceived
opportunity to fulfill them---which is interpreted as evidence of their incompata-
bility. But, because of greater independence of collegiate programs froM hospital
administration, bureaucratic principles are less relevant there, while professional
principles are 'stressed more than in the diploma program. There is evidence that
diploma'and degree graduates organize.the bureaticratic-professional roles differ-
ently and adjust to conflict of roles, in*systematically di fferent ways. ".

Methodology:

The sample consisted of 201 staff nurses, 23 head nurses and 71 junior and
senior student nurses in either diploma or degree training programs. Selection was
made from seven hospitals and four schools of nursing in a Midwestern metropolis.
Questionnaires designed to assess bureaucratic, professional, and service role
conceptions were administered to this sample.

Cautions:

The generalizations of this study are" based on a non-representative sample
of nurses in the United States..

Theoretical Orientation:

There is an inevitable' disparity between the occupational role learned in train-
ing schools and the actual role requirements, of the job situation. Teachers tend
to emPhasize the ideal and do not provide a lotally realistic picture of the career.
Graduation from a Anicational training program and the beginning of ,a career imply a
transformation in status involving changei in beliefs, perceptions , and conceptions
ot roie. 46



NURSE; STAFF 1.1..e.,:j.,..1ACT

NURSE, STUDENT
D.O.T. ("me, 075,379

Malone, Mary, Berkowitz, Norman H. , and Klein, Malcolm W. "The Paradox in
Nursing," American Tournal qf Nursing, Vol. LXI, No. 9 (September, 1961).

Description:

Evidence from an on-going, four-year, investigation of nurses and students
indicates that "the commonly held concept of the 'ideal' nursing role seems to
be out of harmony with many areas of nursing praCtice today."

Nursing students' responEes to a questionnaire showed that they conceived
of their occupational role as constituting the care of a bedridden medical or sur-
gical patient, whose condition _allows the nurse considerable control over the sit-.
uatiort and the piatient, and 'demands much techniCal ruirsine4 care. When asked to
state their preference among patients whose illnesses ranged from the very serious
bedridden condition to the ambulatory stage; more than half of the respondents
chose the very seriously ill patient. Only four out of the fifteen respondents chose
the patient at home. None of the students chose the clinic patient, "The fact that
the clinic was not chosen at all," according to the authors, "suggests that the
clinic patient violates the concept of patient. The students see their own role mod-
el violated in OPD (the outpatient department) and infer that the ambulatory patient
has no need for nursing cares."

Employment of nurses in settings where there are no physically ill, bedridden
patients--as for example, in psychiatric hospitals; in clinics, industry., Schools,
physicians' offices, research organizations, etc.--may lead to a type of role con-
flict that is designated as 'role deprivation;' "a role occupant perceives her per-
formance as different from her ideal role concept."

An earlier study indicated that nurses experiencing rOle deprivation (measured
by time spent in patient care) in an outpatient setting "were less satisfied with
their supervisors, the general quality of supervision, and level of patient care in
the clinic, than their colleagues." The earlier study also demonstrated that nurses
were not rewarded for the quality or quantity of nursing duties. Rather, they were
rewarded for the smooth operation of the clinic and/or for minimizing problems be-
tween t1.4 clinic and other departments.

At one point in this present investigation, the students were aSked to describe
role they expected to have twenty years from now.. Two of the fifteen respon-s

mts expected to be giving direct care to physically ill patients and one expected
to be caring for Mentally ill patients. The remaining twelve respondents expected
to have some supervisory or teaching popition. According to the authors' Interpre-
tation, this evidence suggests that the rewards (i.e, , status, prestige and salary)
associated with the position f educator and supervisor are more important to the
students than those associa sed with positions requiring direct care of patients.
There is a built-in conflict betWeen fulfillmeat of the role and future expectations.
Students seem t o be aware of this paradoxical situation; i.e. , the kinds of
activities that students see as essential to the fulfillment of their role are not
the kinds of activities for which/they are rewarded.

Additional responsed of nursing students regarding duties in the outpatient
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department were in agreement with the authors' earlier findings. 'There was, how-
ever, some evidence in the respOnses to indicate that students have an ine.couratA
picture of the outpatient department. The authors suspeqf that the cause o: this verY
limited concept of the nursing role is to be found irOhe trainirid'Methods of nursing
schools.. "Although the curriculum and the objectives, pf the nUrsing schools indi-
cate that the graduate of the program would have a comtireh ensiVe!Concept of the
nursing role, the educational process and the practice settings- evidentli emphasize
one kind of nursing care and one type of patient more than another. " .

In concluding, the authors plead for changes in the concept of the patient and
in the systems of rewards accorded to nursing.

ImpliationsferSA.4.2.mslin :

This study offers the counselor excellent Material for use in discussions with
clients about the varying roles in-nursing. These roles can vary horizontally ..
there aie hospital staff nurses and there are nurses who serve in physicians' offices.
They can also vary sequentiallyin the early phase of a Career, one might be a .

staff nurse; in a later stage, a supervisor.

It may be postulated that the nurSe's ability and success in gracefully moVing
from one role to another is contingent uppn a certain relativity in attitude toward Self,
human relationships, and values. Lack of this attitude of ,relativity can make it .dff-
ficult for the prospective nurse to accept deviant behavior and to cope With it objec-
tively and effectively.

Flexible attitudes exhiioited by the client during the course of the counseling in-
terview may be uted as a predictor of her ability to adjust to the varying roles in nurs
ing. The inability to see self, human relationships and values as relative may be a.
clue to inflexibility which makes adjustment to a variety of role demands difficult.'

To the extent that the client is able to lower her defenses, some discussion of
this kind of Teilativity may provide an excellent opportunity for personal adjustment
counselingei need that frequently must 6e met before successful occupational- '

, choice counseling can be accomplished.

Scope: Occupation

Methodology:

" These opiniOns are based on an on-going, four-year investigation of selected
factors affecting the role of the nurse in outpatienf departments .The specific data re-
ported in this article are drawn from interviews with fifteen nursing students in a
university school."

Of interest is the authors' comment regarding the sample: "Fifteen respondents
is a small number.. However...there was amazing uniformity in their responses, and
the data are consistent with our findings from the larger outpatient department study.
Conclusions drawn 'independently frotn the two sources would sound similar."
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NURSING, PSyCHIATRIC ABSTRACT . D.O.T. Code: 075.378

Segal, Bernard E. "Male Nurses: A Case Study in Status Contradiction and Pres-
tige Loss," Social Forces, Vol. nI, No. 1 (October, 1962), pp 31-38..

1 . 1

Description:

In our society, there exists a belief that certain types of occupations are
More suitable. for men 4,:han for women. F": cmzmplo, trilde- Allying ig nnrinidArad
to be a man's job while kindergarten teaching is usually regarded as the province
of women. If a Man, or, for that matter, a woman enters into an occupation be-
lieved tO be more suitable for the opposite sex, he or she encounters not only
suspicious looks from co-workers but, in some instances, suffers serious loss
of prestige and self-esteeth.

This article illustrates some of the difficulties that men face when they enter
the nursing occupation, a traditionally female puesuit. ,

N.,

Status Tensions in the Ho ital Cu,..,..__1mKA,...)12don: The nursing occupation has been
in a state of flux for some time. Changes in the profession and, in the styles and
goals !of hoipital administration have resulted in differences regarding the con-
ceptiOn cif the proper nursing role as, viewed by physicians, administrators, and
nurses themselves. \

Male nurses.who enter iato this traditionally female occupation are viewed
with suspicion. According to the values of our culture, they have failed to meet
expectations that Supposedly govern men's career choices in society (i.e., pick
a ,man's job), and these men supposedly lack characteristics that are inherent in
the nursing profession ( e.g., tenderness and patience). The men's presence in 1

this occupation contradicts the status ascribed to them, if by nothing more than
their sex alone. The male nurses' particular conCern with interpersonal relations
in the hospital is an indication of the, tension that results from their contradictor/
status. According to the interview data, male nurses are more coitcerned about
their relationship with doctors and aides---who prtt males---than are the female 7

nurses. For the male nurses, the physicians represent an "evaluation group;"
i.e., they compare themselves to the doctors and attempt to have more social
contact with them.

When the male and female nui4s discussed differences between themselves
and doctors, the female nurses emphasized the distinction regarding formal
authority relations. In cOntrast, the male nurses were concerned with aspects
of prestige. They were more willing than the female nurses to question the
physicians' expertise. "Many wanted to be more like doctors, " notes the author.
The doctors, however, did not welcome the male nurses into their ranks.

Although the male. nurses were aware ofthe status distinctions between them-
selves and doctors, they regarded themselves as full-fledged professiOnals, es-
pecially in their contact with aides. They looked upon the -aides as,a group of
relatively unskilled, manual workers. They wanted to establish clear job and
status distinctions between themselves and the aides . In practice, this was

..
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7....
difficult, however, since nurSes of both sexes had to peri.om tasks which they
felt were more properly the function of the aides O.

In the hospital organization, the male nurses formed an isolated group.
They were different from their female colleagues by virtue of their sexe They
were cut off from the physicians because of their lower rank and they volun-
tarily cut themselves off from the aides whose status was lower than theirs.

;

The male nurses' relationship with their female.co-workers was problematic.
The women did not think well of them. Their opinion, is illustrated by the follow-
ing coMments:

Nursing coUld be a good job for men if they could accept it,
but they're their own worst enemies. They get all kinds of
feelings about being a nurse.

They don't support the nursing organization and voice their
opinions and needs. : ..They come in because they lean to-
ward feminine pursuits. Then they leave because they 'can't

. accept their role.-

."..
. . .

When the occupational skills of the male and female nurses were comPared,
the male nurses claimed that they were at least as capable as their female counter-
parts tO Perform their duties. Moreover, they.felt.that they had the necessary
physical strength (presumably lacking in the females) to restrain a disturbed
patient if the need for such an action should arise.:: \

..

Female nurses with relatively low educational.and social backgrounds be-
lieved that the occupation was unrespectable for.men because the work role was
emasculating. The better-educated nurses with relatively higher social origins
believed that.nursing was undesirable kir Men because the pay was too low and
the level of skill requirements was too rudimentary to confer much prestige.

,

,

Ille MgcNurse ancgJlz,_.,...2g,a- ita Status: Comments of male nurses indicated
that they had entered the occupation because it seemed to be a secure Job, some-
what-above the manual, semi-skilled work they probably would have performed
elsewhere. After several yer..rs in the occupation, however, they found that up--
ward mobility was possible but difficult. 'Higher.positionsfor. example, that
of the anesthetistdemanded more formal education than they hac4 As opposed
to their female colleagues who were interested in:becoming housewives and/or
mothers after a while, the male nurses felt that their career aspirations had been
thwarted. They were of the opinion that upward mobility should be made avail-
able to everyone who might like to improve his position.

Evidently, the scale for achievement expectations is higher for men than it
is for women in our societY. Men do not find their occupational prestige satis-
factory even when the women in thit occupation are satisfied with it. This phe-
nomenon was revealed when sixty per cent of the smen, in contrast to thirty per
cent of the women, stated their belief that the public did nOt grant nUrses th e
prestige the occupation warranted.

/
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Conclusion.s: In the opinion of the author, largely female occupations which
suffer from a shortage of personnasuch as nursingwill not alleviate that
shortage by the employment of men if the prevailing, negative appraisal of men
working in that occupation continues. It may be that as nursing becomes more
technical and less personal, it will be more suited for both sexes I "In any case,
public attitudes lag behind actual changes in the profession; for male nurses such
attitudes are, and will continue to be part of social reality."

It is regretted that this study of the conflict in ascribed role (men) versus
achieved role (nurse) faiked,to make mention of the tendency there is to give meri
preference for administrative positions. With the increasing.tendency for the
trained nurse to become an ,administrator, the door may be opened for a resolu-
tion of the pind the male nurse sometimes feels himself to be in. If the male
nurft were to eventlially be preferred over the female nurse as an administrator,
learning and performing the technical duties of a nurse might .be seen as merely
an, entry role aimed toward the ultimate goal of administrator. Such a progression
would be compatible with the ascribed masculine role. The considerable oppor-
tunities available in hospital administration reinforce these role possibilities.
Whether males attracted to the occupation of nursing have the ability for this
upgrading is a question deserving of research.

The position of men in elementary .school teaching is similar to_this situa-
tion. It, too, is a traditionally feminine role. Since.men are preferred as ad-
ministrators; however', the rise of a competent male elementary school teacher
to a principalShip is' extremely rapid.

Not to be ignored 1:S:the questiOn_ of 'whether some men are attracted tO the
nursing o0-cupation because_ they are not comfortable in a fully masculine.role.
kreview à the life history data may reveal predominantly feminine-role types d
activities for some male nursei, and, inihis event, their choice of nursing would
indicate ari attempt to extend such a life style into the vocational sphere. Typical-
ly, such counselees collie from families where there is no male head of the house-
hold. Any attempts to make the role more masculine in these cases would probab-
ly meet with, little success and coullconceiyably cause such role occupants
great distress.

Scope: Occupation
/-

Author's Abstract:

"Male nurses in a-psirchiatric hospital were compared and contrasted to
their female colleagues with respect to their-conceptions of their intra-hospital
status and their place in the general stratification system outside the hospital.
Within the hospital, the male nurses' differed from the females in their viewi of
the other occupational groups with whom nurses are In contact. The men's in-
volvement in an occupation usually reierVed for women also affected their view
of the general stratificatiOn system, especially'in terms of a relatively low
estimate of their own self-esteem; !'
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Methodology:

A total of ,22 male and 79female nurSes working in a 250-bed capaoity,
private, psychiatric hospital of Boston were interviewed fot this study. The
male nurses were concentrated on the wards that houted male and/or .senile
patients and, in general, they all had higher official positions than the women.

,Cautions:

The small sample drawn from the nursing population of a single institution
warrants caution in making broad generalizations from the findings There is
the strong possibility that nurses in a private psychiatric hospital may resemble
neither-nurses in a public psychiatric hospital nor nurses in a general medical
hospital.

Theoretical 'Orientation:

IndividUal status can be viewed as a series of positions in a series of hier-
archies. The individual who simultaneously occupies inconsistent statuses is
likely to feel, tensions. Everett C. Hughes applied the term "contradiction of
status" to instances where the combination of ascribed status characteristics
and occupational, auxiliary characteristics appeared to be inapprilpriate.

The hypothesis which Samuel Stouffer puts forth states that sai women in-
vade an occOpation to the point of becoming a large minority within.it4 it becomes
increasingly unrespectable for a man to be in that occupation." Reformulating
Stouffer's tstatement, the author finds that "it is more ori less unrespectable for
a man, and hence damaging to his prestige and self-esteem, to be a member
of the nursing profession, an occupation in which a large major4y of the job
incumbents are women."

'r
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CHIROPRACTOR ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 079.108

Wardwell, Walter I. " The Reduction of Strain in a lvtarginal Social Role, " Amer-
ican oxit.L...1)11._)f,S2yciol , Vol. LXI, No. 1 (July, 1955), pp. 16-25.

Description:

I. Strain in the Role of the Chiropractor

The chiropractor's role is marginal in comparison to the well-institutional=
ized role of the doctor in five respects: (1) amount of technical competence, (2) /

breadth of scope of practice, (3) legal status, (4) income, and (5) prestige.
Marginality of the role results from the fact that chiropractors claim to be doc-
tors of a special kind, and are so regarded by many people, while society at
large does not accord them the status of the doctor.

It is-suggested that lack of clarity in the definition of the role hinders the
person's adjustment and creates strain.

The role of the doctor which chiropractors attempt to emulate is ambiguous in
itstilf The doctor's role combines the roles of the scientist; the bUsinessman
and the humanitarian. In the case of the chiropractor, this already tenuous
nature of the role is further -accentuated by several other factors:

1. The public is ignorant about what chiropractors are 'supposed to do.

2. There is lack of agreement among Chirobractors themselves as to what
the treatment of the patient should be. The so-callad " straights" limit
their manipulation to the spinal cord. The "mixers;" in addition to
manipulation, use heat, light; water, exercise, and electric modalities'
in their \treatment processes.

r 1

3. State lawswhere such existdiffer as to the scope of practice
they permit. In the states where legislation pertaining-to chiropractors'
does not exist, the practitioners' frustration increases. The tension is'
illustrated by these cominents: "My brother left the state becausebe
,couldn't take it any longer....The worst thing about being a chiropraC-
tor is that you have to practice behind locked doors.",

The chiropractors, who are exiatosed to the samerole 'ambiguities that
doctors face, must make a choice as to whether to follow the role of the
businessman in their daily activities with patients, or to abide by the'
obligations to Aid anycine who is. sick. .

5., When compared to- 'medical doctors, the chiropractors are at a disal-
vantage. Their income is lower than that of doctors, and, elso, their
are denied\access to the use of medical facilities, hosPitals.

, The AMA publications Continuously degrade thechiropractors as,"char-
latans" and regard their patients as "hypochondriacs" or "dupes.. "

, ,s

II. Patterns of Strain Reduction
In response to the strains inherent in the occupational role', 'certain patterns
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of role accomodation have developed. These patterns may be classified as realistic
patterns, aggressive patterns, withdrawal patterns, deviant patterns, and accommo-
dative patterns.

a. ftegktig.patterns; In states which do not have licensing laws for chiroprac.
tors, the following behavioral patterns were observed: the chiropractors, informally
andiin associations, unite for purposes of mutual aid which then provides them .with
insurance protection and defense counsel. They practice under the guise of being
physio-therapists or masseurs. They restrict practice to "safe" illnesses and to
trusted patients . They participate in civiC and organizational activities in" order to
obtain community 'acceptance. They actively campaign for legislative protection.
Their failure in the latter instance is attributed to the opposition of powerful medical
interests.

b, itamelgyekatterns: The chiroprabtor's aggressive behavior may be directed
toward the source of frustration or toward a substitute target (a scapegoat) Most
frequently, the aggression is expressed verbally and is directed primarily toward or-
ganized medicine and toward legislators (sources of frustration). On occasion, the
aggressive behavior is directed toward another member of the occupation. For ex-
ample, "mixers" regard "straights" as "obstacles to scientific progress" and ill show
more hostility toward this group than toward organized medicine. Or, the chiroprac-
tor may vent his aggressive feelings against patients by giving them vigorous 'adjust-
ments ."

c. Withdrawal patterns: .This type of behavior may take two forms In the we-
treme case, the practitioner may simply abandon the profession. In the more limited
form, the practitioner may practice part-time or may confine his practice to a narrow

,safe) range, of illnesses.

d. Deviant patterns: The chiropractor's deviant behavior may take the forms of
selling secret remedies, engaging in fee-splitting, soliciting patients, advertising,
exaggerating illnesses, promising a cure, or over-charging the patient. They view
such illegal .Practices as essential, ,and rationalize them in this manner: chiroprac-
tors practice a new type of healing art which organized medicine wants to suppress;
advertisement makes their new venture known to the public; solicitations are necess-
ary ''to wean patients away" from the medical doctor,

e.. Accommdativepatterns: The "philosophy"_ of the chiropractic healing prin-
ciple defines thc. cause of illness as well as techniques for its cure. This philosophy
is so sacred that its validity is never questioned. An outcome that is different
from what the chiropractor had proposed is attributed to human frailty rather than to
the inadequacy cf the Wchniques 'administered. This kind of philosophy gives the
practitioner confidence in any situation and can be viewed as a form of cognitive
accommodation.

Another form of cognitive accommodation is suggested by the occupational
ideology. According to this ideology, chirOpiactic and medicine are seen as distinct
specialities. Regulations pertaining 'to thedidine should not be binding on the
chiropractors, since their training *and lirOcticeSiare so different from medicine. Chi- ,

ropractori. are aldo members of the healing arts JuSt beCause they practice a differ-
ent type of specialty, natural healing methods, they should not feel inferior to phy-
sicians. Legislative and educational campaigns are neededto bring public recogni-
tion to: their 4,',..aUse.
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The ideology defines the present situation of chiropractors as one limited by or-
ganized mediCine and 'thug trusts", who prevent the chiropractors from enjoying their
constitutional freedom. The chiropractors are persecuted because " their competition
threatens the prestige and vested interests of the medical profession. " Despite the
legal and social restrictions, chiropractors do have the right to practice because their
method "'is the 'natural' way of gaining and retaining health." It has produced cures
where medicine had failed. It helps the sick regardless of his ability to pay. "The
ideology of an oppressed minority justifies almost any means of combating medico-
legal 'oppression.' The reasoning is that when one is being kicked, it is all right to
kick back." Holding such ideas about the $ ituation greatly facilitates the chiroprac-
tor's adjustment to his role.

ImplIcations .....2-Counselin :

Vocational counselors will want clients considering entering the occupation of
chiropractor to be aware of the many problems which the occupation poses. Since
there is a shortage of personnel in the many new paramedical occupations, clients
should be urged to consider all of these occupations before deciding upon any' one.
Such clients should be given an opportunity to read this abstract; the ways of an-
alyzing role strain in an 'occupation, as described in this report, may be usefully
applied to many other occupations.

Clients considering the occupations should be encouraged to talk with physi-
cians for their view of the chiropractic Occupation as well as talking with chiro-
practors themselves.

Scope: Occupation

Author's Abstract:

"Structural sources of strain in the role of chiropractor tend to validate Leonard
Cottrell's propositions concerning role adjustment. But analysis of strain in a role
is incomplete unless strain reduction is also consiaered, since the latter comprises
part of the situation which produces strain. For example, the chiropractor's ideology
of oppressed minority legitimizes their present social position, explains why they .

are not fully accepted as doctors,' and defines their _uture goals."

Methodologyt

Interviews 'were conducetd with chiropractors practicing in the State of Massa-
chusetts.

Cautions: 1

i

Generalizations beyond those which pertain to the particular area to which this
data applies can not be made on the,basis of this study.

1 N

Theoretical Orientation:
.r

,
Leonard Cottrell's propositions concerning role adjustment protride the theoreti-

cal framework in which the chiropractor's patterns of acCommodatioll to strain are
viewed. i

/
/
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OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST ABSTRACT D .0. Ti. Code: 079.128

Buskey, Janet M. "An Exploratory Survey of Occupational Therapy." 'Unpublished
M.A. thesis, University of Chicago, 1962.*

Description:

This survey of occupational therapists investigated (1) the background char-
acteristics of persons working in the field, and (2) followed their career line in
order to outline future areas of research.

personal CharacteristiCs: The majority of occupational therapists were female,
native, Americans, Presbyterians. They worked in cities; their friends were of

-higher occupational status groups. Most therapists had completed five-year
courses leading to a 13:A. or B.S. degree which qualified them to practice occu-
pational therapy. Twenty-seven universities were represented among the respon7-
dents. ," The greatest concentration of therapists occurred in the younger age
group (ages 22-36), reflecting the recent expansion of the occupation." The
group studied tended to live in the east and west North Central States, and work-
ed in cities within their state of origin. The older therapists tended to work out-
side of their home states, and completed shorter courses of occupational therapy
than did the younger age group. About two-thirds of the respondents were single;
they were dating men of higher occupational status. The married occupational
therapists (one-third of sample) had husbands who were of Middle occupational
status. Size of the therapists' families ranged from one to three children.

I

Spciai Origin: The group studied had come from families of higher occupational
origin. The parents tended to be urban homeowners, white, protestants . There
appeared so me upward intergenerational occupational mobility between the re-
spondents' grandfathers, fathcrs, and occupational therapists. There was also
a trend toward city living among parents and grandparents of the sample.

Career Line:"From the data it appeared that the respondents had their initial con-
tact with the occupation through a person, family member or a close friend, who
herself was familiar with it. Some therapists had indicated that they knew of the
occupation from some type of written material, a book, magazine, newspapers,
etc. Most of the therapists mentioned that they..made their career decisions in
high school or in college, although some respondents had transferred from other
related occupational. fields . The respondent's occupational decision was influ-
enced by 'heed during (the wars, " by such factors as"creative ability" and "imag-
ination," and by respect toward persons who have entered a "humanitarian field."
The service motive was balanced by the practical considerations of obtaining a
vocation. Fifty-five per cent of the respondents stated that occupational therapy
was their first choice; fifty-six per cent of the replies mentioned that they had

If

swisilmml.....m.10111111

*This thesis.; was abstracted selectively.
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considered but rejected occupations, such as medicine or teaching, business, art,
psychology, and opportunity for further education. Sixty-four per cent of the re-
spondents reported that they had worked in more thaw one area within the field
of occupational therapy. Slightly less than two-thirds of the entire sample had
worked in physical disabilities or psychiatry. ,Nineteen and nine-tenths per cent
had worked in tuberculosis and pediatrics, while the remainder was scattered
among GMS, teaching, geriatrics and administration. The average therapist held
at least three positions during her career.

Slightly less than half of the respondents were satisfied with their voc,ation.
Those who indicated on the questionnaire a desire to change their occupation
worked mostly in administration, geriatrics and pediatrics. It appeared that
teaching and other medical professions were the popular alternate choice. an
this group. The .alternate choices appeared to the respondents to provide the

. chance to earn higher salaries, have more convenient working hours, greater
tavailability of positions, \and other fringe benefits.

The following typical restiOnses ,as to why they wanted to change occupation
were given:

Sometimes occupational therapy doesn't seem essential
enough to the medical team. I question' its worth.

* * *
I want to leave, to branch out into different fields.'
have worked under very few doctors who even really, con-
sidered occupational therapy as therapy; but just a harm-
less past-time is their attitude. Physical therapy 'has
all the status.

/

These responses indicated that the therapists were unsure about their role
and status vis-a-vis members of the medical professions.

In contrast, Il4re were respondents who found the occupation satiifying:
."...'Occupational therapy has developed tremendously in the years that have
been in the field and I am 'proud to be part of the profession." A married woman
had remarked:. "Because of background (family crafts, hobbies) , / found' the re-
turn to \occupational therapy very easy and I'm enjoying this creative work again."

Conclusions: .

This exploratory survey of occupational therapists suggested several areas
fiir future research: for example, investigation into, the processes of profession-
alization in the paramedical occupations; inquiry concerning the self-ithage, pro-'
fessional values, and ideal role' conceptions of ocCupational therapists; and in-
qui 7 into problems of status in relation to members of the medical 'team.

Imslications formunseling;
k. \ X

High school girls focus on nursing as the prototype of the Paramedical oc-
.cupations, and one of the counselor's duties is to help iuch Couniselees explore



all of the paramedical occupations before they settle on any one of them. This
study is most helpful in describing an occupation about which the public knows
relatively littl e.

The low job satisfaction reported by this study is surprising to this reviewer
since the occupation would appear to offer the most pleasant job duties in the
paramedical field, Apparently, its felt/low prestige in relation to other occupa-
tions comprising the medical team is a factor here.

The study's presentation of material on the social origins of members of the
occupation is most useful.

Scope: Occupation

Methodcasay:

Interview questionnaires were mailed to a sample selected randomly from
the population of 3,084 female occupational therapists. One hundred and forty-
five replies were received.

Cautions:

In the absence of any systematic inquiry pertaining to occupational therapists,
this exploratory study is 'of value. The trends revealed herein warrant further
study, especially in the areas of selt-image, role and status problems in rela-
tion to other professionals. Unfortunately, the author restricted her inquiry to
female practitioners, thereby ignoring the male members of this occupation. In
terms of role and status problems this selection bias cannot be ignored.\

Theoretical Orientation:
,

This exploratory study viewed the occupation as an emerging profession
which struggles for the definition.of its field of endeavor.



TEACHER, COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY AZ= D.O.T. Code: 090:228

Thompson, Daniel C. "Career Patterns of Teachers in Negro Colleges, " Social
Forces( Vol. =WI, No. 3 (Marche, 1958), pp. 270-276.

Descrialat,-

The Recruits: Despite the high value that Negroes place upon education,
they lag far behind, on the whole, in academic achievement in comparison to
whites. The differences explain (1) why there is a relative shortage of well7
qUalified Negro college teachers; and (2) why educated Negroes, particularly
Ph.D.'s and those holding some significant academic-administrative position,
are assigned a higher status in Negro society than their counterparts in white
society.

The majority of Negro teachers in the course of their academic preparation
have had to overcome two-barriers: poverty and 'the sub-standard character -of
their grade school education."

Statistical data confirmed that differences in the financial resources Of Negro .

and white females required that a greater proportion of Negro than White college
students earn their way through college. For instance, 87 ,per cent of the'Negro
college teachers worked thOr way through college as coMpared to 68 per cent among
the white teachers; of Negroes with advanced degrees, 75 per cent earned some of
their graduate school expenses as contrasted to 56'per cent of their white colleagues .

The relative shortage of the well-qualified Negro college teacher and the rel-
atively high social status accorded to the teacher in Negro society is explained by
the fact that the majority of 'Negro college teachers had to Overcome inadequate
high school and college. training in preparation tor atademic careers'. The follow-
ing statistics suggest the extent of this handicap: " ...About_13 or 14 of every
100 white stiidents who gradUate from college gO on to receive the Master's de-
gree subsequently, With about 2 of every 100 going 'on for the doctorate. However
only-5 or 6 Nei..gro college graduates of every100 ever receive a Master's degree,
with only about 1 in 14,00 Negro college; graduates subsequently' receiving the
doctorate."

.

-The _shortage of highly trained Negro college teachers is further illustzated
by the fact that 16 per cent Of the teachers _held doctpratei ,in the Negro colleges '

studied, whereas the "median" American college had '35 per cent of its faculty
members holding Ph.D. degrees in 1945.

4 , \

Teaching; (1) The data showed that those teachers who, because of sex,
,

race, age and field of specialization would have the greatest chance for success*
in some non-teaching occupation offering comparable or greater prestige are, ilxt
fact, most frequently the "ones who would like to change their occupation. \In the
sample, 24 'per cent of the Negro teachers and 40 per cent of the white teachers
indicated,a desire to shiit to some non-teaching occupation.

.(2) AlmOst two4hirds ,of the samPle\replied that t4ey, tended to rilintain low,
or, at least, "flexible acadethic standardsTin their. *classes. There are several rea-
sons for such practices. First,;. Negro cogeges recruit/8bout-85 per cent of their



student body from segregated-schools *here, as a rule, academic standards 'are
lower than the national'average. Second, some teachers may be reluctant to give
low or failing grades to Negro students when they know that their parents make
great sacrifices to educate them. In. view of the great need for Negro profession-
als; teachers occasionally feel Justified in giving relatively high grades to stu-
dents who plan to do graduate work. Low college grades would prevent these
promising students from being accepted for advanced study.

(3) Negro colleges usually require that their faculty carry. the maximum teach-
ing load (15 hours per week) regardleb,s of the size of their classes or the extent of
special help-required byi students.

,

, (4) The rate of faculty turnover is quite high in Negro colleges . Apprmdmate-
ly ,one third of the teachers 'may be classified as "itinerant teachers," i.e. they
frequently change from one college to another. Of the 364 teachers who changed
poiitions in the past five years in the samPle, 84 per cent had voluntarily resigned
from their positions, The most frequently cited reasons forAhechange were: high-
er salary, greater academic freedom and prestige, and sufbh fringe benefits as bet-
ter working conditions, better living arrangements, and better cultural environment.

,
'Research: Negro teachers are cOnsiderably less produCtive in 'creatiVe writ7

ing and researc,h than are white-college teachers . The reasons for the loW- produc-
tive scholarship are as follows: (1) most of the teachers.in Negro colleges are
isolated from the mainstream of U.S. academic life; (2) a large number of the teachr-
ers are unprepared to do independent research or creative writing since their formal
training usually was, terminated before they reached the level in,which proficiency
in such areas was required; (3) the teaChers' academic duties do not allow suffi-
cient time for extended research; (4) research funds are usually insufficient or un-
aVailable; (5) few Negro colleges expect their faculty to engage in any creative
activitY; (6) since Negro, c011eges, in general, are accorded lower:academic sta-
tus, publishing hOuses and scholarly 'journals are 'somewhat reluctant to publish,
the work-of teadhers affiliated with suCh institutions .

,

AdministratiOn: The Negro eduCational system emphasizes the administrative
functions more than the teaching, or, researcli functions Decisions which might be
made more intelligently by the, f,i4culty are usually made by the college presidents.
This centralization of authority, perhaps, is responsible for the wide-spread inse-
curity arid .07A, morale of theNegro college teaChers:

RewIrd\s,r. The data indicated that Negro colleges ao not f011ow any 'set, policy
' in regard to promotion and salary increases . Some teachers feel that "personal bar-
gaining, :pull' with the president, good will of students, and community popularifiy"
rather than academic proficiency are the determinants of professional status,

A comparison of salaries of college teachers, in Negro and white c011egei of
comparable size !shows' that the salary scales in Negro colleges are uniformly loW,-

) er, but the overall differences are neither great 'nor consistent. )The Major, differ-
ence, 4enerally, is the fact that a law iiroliortion 'of Negro co/4ege teacherg are
paid the Minimum

1

Salary: '

,

, Social. Status: 'Although all socio-ecOnomic classe4 of Negro society are re-
Ore6ented among the college teachers, mord,than half of-the Negro teacherg as
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compared with approximately one-third of their white colleagues come from lower-
class homes. The social status of the college teacher in the Negro society is very
high since he encounters relatively little status competition from other prestigeful
occupational groups. Negro college teachers, however, are reluctant to regard
themselves as members of the upper class. There reasons are reflected in these
comments:

"I belong to the upper class professionally but because
of my race I am considered lower class.
.-... ******************** 444 ***** 511_10
Intellectually I am ,upper class, but economically I a m
lawer class.

Implications for Counseling:_ ,

This study is extremely useful to vocational counselors both in counseling
with clients who a1re to teaching positions in Negro colleges and in evaluating
the education received by NegrOes who have graduated from Negro colleges.

This information may be particularly valuable for Negroes who are faced with
a decision as to whether o attend a white college or a Negro college. Counseling
with NeGroes prior to thriir enti into a Negro college may clarify for them the fact ,
that merely "satisfactory work in a Negro college may not be enough to enable them
to compete successfully with graduates of white colleges . They will need to WA'
students in a Negro college to academically matCh the 'B' and, perhaps 'C' students
from many white colleges. This study may be profitably used With disgruntled grad-
uates of Negro colleges who tend to blame their inability to compete with gradtiates
of white colleges on racial discrimination when, in fact, it is due to their, less ad.=
equate preparation. It can not be denied, however, that they may also have to con-
tend with the problem of racial discrimination.. Vocational counselors should seek
to obtain norms on cCllege entrance tests for individuals entering Negro colleges as
an additional method of obtaining a More objective evaluation.

The high percentage of Negroes earning their way, through college and grad-
uate school can be cited in counseling with Ne4ro counselees as an indication of
the possibilities open to them.

Scope: Occupation

Bath Apliggy: 1

,

1

Data were gathered from the literature on the occupational culture of teachers
in higher education. Information was also obtained by methods of observation, in-
terviews with SO teachers at 30 different Negro collegesm and by mailed _question -
naires sent to 1,110 teachers in 53 accredited, Negro, degree-granting colleges.

\

Approximately one-third of the sample were females; ll per cent were whites;
25 per cent held sortie "earned" doctorate; and 64 per cent of the sample held a
Master's degree.

\
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This article points out.the dire.need for raising the educational and.

cultural level of the Negro. Vie significance of recent gains in this dirag
ection may be detelmined by further research.

;.

1

Theoretical

The atteinment of a wood education" among Negroes serves to dis-
credit the doctrine of racial inferiority. The b, 31. educated Negro is re-
garded as the most pnrsuasive evidence of the fad that the Negro is the
mental equal of whites.
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TEACHERS* PRIMARY; & SECONDARY ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 092.2:28
and 091.228

.3

Becker, Howard S. " The Career of the Chicago: Public 'achoolteicher, "American
57,(March, 1952)1-, pp,. .470-477N.

(

Descriptign:

The concept of career involves a series of adjustments 0 movement up or
down or between positions which are differentiated by their rank in some forMal
ovinformal hierarChy of prestige, influence, and income. "People tend to move
in patterned ways among the possible positions, seeking that situation which
affords the mofit desirable setting in which to meet and grapple with the basic,
problems of their work. In'some ocCupations. ,this kind-of career movement
assumes greater importande than the vertical variety, sometimes to such an ex-
tent that the entire career line consists of mOvement entirely at one level of work*
hierarchy." The career lines of the CliiCago school.teachers tended to folloW
this latter extreme. Although advancement\ within the administrative hierarchy
of the school sisted was open for the teache'rs, few made the effort. .It appears
that these teachers saw their careers as being confined to teaching.

in terms of prestige, influence, and income; the school system-offered just
about.,equal oppOrtunity for all who had a given amount of seniority. The differ-'
ences which existed among the varibus teachiug positions, were concerned with
workproblems Which arose in relations with children, parents; principal, arid'
other teachers.

It appeared that the teachers molt serious problems arose in interactions
with the pupils. The teachers felt that the social class background of the stu--:
dents affected the form and,the degree of this problem. 'Generally, the problems
with students fell into three distinCt categories: (1) the problem of teaching, i.,e. ,
producing some change in the child's skills and knowledge which can be attribut-
ed, to one's, Own efforts; (2) the problem of disCipline; and (3) the problem of
"moral acceptability, " i.e., bringing one's self to tolerate some of-the children's
traits which one found immoral and revolting. Children_ fibril the lowest strata
presented the gravest problems in all three Categories. Children 'from the better
neighborhoods," were quick.learners and were easy.to teach,but were somewhat
%paled" 'and diffiCult to cOntrol. -, These children seemed tO lack respect for
elders and were impolite. ,Cbildren from the middle classes:were slower learrierd
but worked hard, Were easy to control, and appeared to be the most acceptable
on the morallevel to the teachers.

, The problems that concerned parents\*the, principal, and colleagues revolved
primarily 'around the issue of authority: "Parents of the highest status groups 'and
certain kinds of principals are extremely threatening to the authority the teacher
feels basic -to the maintenance of, her role; in certain situations colleagues too,
may aCt in such a way as 0diminish herauthority."

Patterns of Career. Movement: Since the teacher's greatest problems ofwork are
found in the lower-class schools, most career movements tend to be out of the
"slums"--to the "better" (neighborhoods. The new teacher typically begins her
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'\ career ip \One of the "slum" area sChools.' Vol-career- from tn on may follow
either one of two ,patterns

In onecas,e, the tear:het vi1l atternpt to Move on immediately, to a;"intter"
sChool. A succsful,MOve intd a " better" work eniiironment, 'however, depende
upon Several factors . First,- One Must know precisely' which schools are Vood"
and Which are to) be &bided sio that One can make the wisest request for transfer.
Information that guides orie'i choice is usually acquired through the !grapevine."
"Second, one must not be'of an ethnic, type 'or have a pet\sonal reputation which
will cause the principal to use his ppwer of informal rejection. The Comnients
of-a.Negro teacher well illustrate the iMportance of this: consideiatiOn:

./f

All he's..got to dolls say, 'I don't think you'll be very happy
, at Our school' you take the hint. Because if the principal

decides' You're going- to be AirihaPpy, iyoU will be, dOn't worry:* ;

wile can fix it so that you have every discipline'problem in
the grade you're\teaching right in your room... :So it really '

'I doesn't pay to gd if you're nOt wanted. ...

r

22,

i k ; \
\

,
t 1\

Finalkone must wait for the arriVa1/44 the 'appropriate time to successfUlly acCom-
, plish the 'transfer to the "right" school. One Should not succumb to the tempta.
tion to transfer to a lere.6.6 desirable but 'More aCcesiible position. The majority of

, the teachers in the sarnple were found to have had Careers of this type. - The'irii-
. tial stay in the undegirable neighborhood was followed by the conscious Inenipii-
Dation of the\ rensfer system' until assignment to a more desirable school was

. finally achieved. ( , ., 1. ,,, ,

,

.

, ,
F

. . 4

,

The second tyPe of Career 'pattern involves the process of adjustment to the
paiticu4ar work situation. The process begins when', for some reason, the teach-
er'remains inthe undesirable tosltjon for.e-number of ryeari Miring thiitinie,
changesi take -place in the teacher's perCePtionsi skills, and relations with mem-
bers of the school. First, the teacher acquire0 new; teac and Oisciplinary
techniques which enable her. to, deal adequately with; the "slu.n" children. These
6er, techniques, ,uSuallY Would not be Suitableior Use with other 'social class ,

groups. Seco* ishe learns to revise her expedtOtions ad to the ainOunt of ma- ,

terial she can teach and learns to be, Satisfied with smaller acbomplishmentS.

r '."She acquires a routine of Work:which, is,icUstoMary, -congenial, `and predictablw
to the point that any change would re4uire a-diastic'change in deep-seited habits .
Finally, the -Oacher aCcepts and understands the "slune.dhildten in relation to \

their environment; :she no longer finds them objectionalie.
\

I
s 5 /

While these changes are :iccurring, the teicher is also gradually beComing :-
integrated into the network' of social relationships that ease the problems" associat-

, ed with the !slum" sehOol., She., becOMes acCepted by the other teacherS-and5 S ,

t acquires positipns 'of influence and l'prestige,.-Thesa changes gi-ve her the' oPpor-
Unity to mainiain her authority with the' principal and ccilleagues elsewhere:

"ciplinary problem's become easier to handle. As she becomes ia,"fixtUre" in the
community, ,she buil* stable and enduring' rIkationspips with, parents', and-the-

\ .
e

- I t
1

Once the.teacher's rePutation for finilness inethe-classroom is established* dis-

6.6

_

\



proble,ms of maintaining authority diminish. The "slum" sChoo) gradua Ily becomes
"bearable" to the teacher who learns to adjust to it. These very adjustments now
cau6e 'die teacher to fear moving to another-school. She.has become aCcustomed
to, the rel,ve freedorn_of the slunk \school and She is not sure whether the adva n-
ttgas to- be gainedriri the better school would not be outweighed bythe 'constraints
impoSed upOn her by interfering, parents and spoiled children, as well as by the
'difficulties encountered in the new school's, Social strucAUre;- This Complete
"adjustnint"to a particular' wort situation thus acts,-as a brake onlurther,thobility
through 'the, system. '-

Threats to Careers:, Ecological invasion of a neighborhood and cia nges in admin-

istrative personnel often Create changes in the nature and extent of work problems.
In' some instances, the total effect of such changes is the destruction of a once
satiifying position.

11) The effect of,neighborhood\ invasion-may turn the teacher's career to the
-direction of.'adjustment to the new group,:while change in local age structure of

studentb and the-consequent elimination of teaching positions may turn sone%

career back to the earlier phase iri which transfer to a "nicer" school was sought.

(2)" The change,of school principal by transfer or retirement may change a -
satisfactory teaching position to a bad one. The problem is of particular signifi-
cance in the slu:n area where efforts of a strict principal usuallikeep the prob-
lems of_diScipline under.cOntrol. Reactions to this type of change often result
in increased teaatier turnover. Changes in principals may also destroy the exist-
ing allocktiOn of privileges and influendes among the teachers. On the other
hand, a neW- principal may have beneficial effect's and be advantageous to young-

, er, leis influential teachers. Thus, "the effect of any event must be seen in the
context of the -type -of adjustment made by the individual tWthe institutional organ-

-ization in which she works."
)

Imiilications :

It is likellr that school counielors are already'familiar with the occupational
adjustment problerns of teachers. The 'systematic analysis of the occuiation
'proVided by this study -may,' however, help, counselors to understand and more
easily -accept teacher behatAor as reported' by the students whom they-are counsel-
ing. Jt, may also help,,school counselor's to carry on effective informal counseling
with teachers facing ,iorne 'of the career decisions indicated by this artiCie, as
well as other problems* affecting ,their job adjustrhent.

Teaching is such a visible occupation that some of the less.obvious aspects
,

of it-should be brotight to the attentian of prospective teachers. School counsel-
ors might suggest that this abstract be the basis for discussion at a meeting of
their local chapter of theYuture Teachers of America organization.

L

Seope: Occuliation

MeihodolOgy: .

Unstructured interviews with sixty teachers in the Chicago school system
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provided the 'data for this",article.i

Cadtions:
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The autho'r cautions'that "'the Ceer patterns which are\ tO be foUnd in 'this
soeiai matrik are not expected to be tYpipal Of,a4. career movenients Of this ,

horizontal type. It ik Iiicei$ that theit,prelienCe Will be limited/to occupatiorial
! , ,organitatioris which; like the Chicago schoOl system, are impersonal and'
bureaucratic and in which mobility 'is accomplished primarily through the imanip:--

ulatioa of formal procedures. " In, a 'diffdrent 'community .ana in A ,Aifferent type
'Of school System, other variationk of career patternk ruilmight be fou. ., , '

,

1'

5
r

Theoretical Orientation: t
. 1

f 1 ; 1 I

5

1 . / .
1

,

The cOncePt-of career:-5-"the Patterned series of adjUstments made by the
individual tolthe 'network of inStitutiOns, formai organization, and informal

.,relationships' "---Iirovidos the' theoltetiCal framework .in which the,horizontal /

occupational movement of school teachers ie examined. '
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illACHE4, VOCATIONAL AGRICiTLTURE ABSTRACT- LO.T; Code: 047.22E}
,

,.
B4rtner, Frank Alan'. 1"The IVq-kgs Teacherr An Inquiryuinto the' Status -and Role of

''an Emergent-ProfSsioti.";Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of North
- CarOina, 195fr.* .

Rescr_iption:
_

-

Histori in:- The teaching of vocational agriculture in secondary schools
was the pilmination of a long pArfori of agitation tb make scientific advances in
agridulture available,tb the ntral poptilation. -From another point. Of.viow, it re-
sulted-from rapid industrialization, rand, _in a sense, it wie an attempt to redress
the imbalance sidsting betwleen agriculture and industry. Prom still another /point
Of vivito- Vocational egricultureWas, an atteMpt to broaden.the baSe of the Amer-
ican eduoatiorial system beiproviding vocational training for those 4roups in ,the ,

_ population) "Who had been dthiSidered as not needina or unworthy of training be--:

yond tl**-1hree " .
,

Professional instntction in vocanettegricultUre developed:in response to
the publiC den:arid-end as an ethcaiional inStitutiOn Wat enacted by lawrather ;
than 'developed-spontaneously tomeet certain needs of mankind. The eitablith-
merit of agricultural.dbllegesthad long precededthe ernergende of the vodationar
pgricialture teacher: ',the sPecific function and position 'of the teacher were first
determiiled,in'the National Vocational Act,of _1947. The-"Vo-Ag" teacher, created
'by' this legislative- action, beCame part,of the scll'ool'and state i;:_&ireaucracies.
,Hit functions, :Unlicke those Of other professiOnalS (such as lawyers and doctors)
,wefenOtviribeddedin tradition or-historw, 'horlid -he emerg., as tie produtt of a
,free\associatiOrt composed of those of similar interest. " His position in the soc-
ial structure/was different from- that of other professionals, in els 'and other re-
sPects. BasiCally, -the vocational agriculture teacher is-en emplOee of the ,

state; fie salmied'officiat.; His profession is\-considered to-be a, public ,one.
s. such,("it occUpies an.antiguous'position-ofindependetice and dependence in

'relation to the.state. " The-content of the teacher's training is independent from
state interlentiOn.' The teacher is indeliendent from the state, in still another

his relationshipbwith clients-, i.e., students-. To the studentS, the
,I'Vd04te teacher trarisnlits his, technical knowledge/and, in this 'respect; he is
no different,from other lirofessionals Butt unlike doctOrs and laWyeri- (i;
professionals) Whose reputation and incothe is controlled in a sense by their
c4ents' likes and dislikes; 4he teacher is mit influenced by the students' likes
arKtdislikes to the same extent, since his income results from a contractual re-
lationship With' the State rather than from- professional fees.

, I ,
P.

resent Condition, of the Profession: 'Problems of -Role and, Status: 7 \

\
The ."1/0-4kg" teacher is caught)between two fields of public servide: the

: I

,rrhis dissertation has-been abstracted selectively,
-

.:c1`..' 1 .
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public, school and organized agricOtura education:ServiCes . : He ,is ,marginal\Ao
both. , His duties asya public SChOol teacher alienaiehim from the-agriCultural
seMces,, while his dUties :as an a'gricUltUral agent, alienate him from the public

. ichool 'System': As &result of these Conflicting' epectations, .his status is in
A

lerior in 'bath of these institution's . /Because oft insistence by the vocational
agriCultural educatiOnal adininistration that bötti sets c?f duties are' important,
the "Vo-ig"- teaCher's dileMma I's increasing. Awarene,se, 'Of his dual role causes

, him to accept with,resignation the low Status accorded' to hip bli colleagues in
., ,

both instittations.
, I

4 i
4

Anoiher probleth confronting the vOcationaliagiicUltural teacher arises ,from
his role as a technical advisor. His kofessiOnal training is insufficient to equip
him with.adequate knowledge to compete successfully with specialized,a4iicul;-
tural'services. \As a consequence, he must refer the specialized services re-
quired of him elsewhere, or seek additiOnal information. it se'erns that he ,iieept!'.,

forms his dutei better, in school thar among groups out.aidethe 'school environ-i,
merit. His dutie's, hoWever, require that he do loth. , ,

,

l
/

I 1 , ,
'ei

,

The study has indicated thatthe nl'Ocitor tea0er performs a more Valuable
function in the vocitional agricultwal guidance area than he does aiip, tea(:yier..

t ,it may be that "the trend toward part4ime farming an&the 'prciliferation of special-
ized agricultural services may,clisPlice tOe algriculturalleaCher iti his rrolo of .
guiding farm youths intofarming." One could,also speculate that in the future ,

his role will tend.to be more of vocational guidance4 This then raises thei,ques-
tiOn/about ids competence to make_the transition, since, he is committed to ag-,
ricuiture.,1, Of course, such:a transOion of role would also depend,uponithe fedr
éral governmeni's decision ,at .to Whether, to provide Vocatidnal' guidance io all
youths ., ,, , . ;-\ \

, -
I

,
,.- /,

, , 1 .. \- , ,,,

The possibiliti of Such e role transit* in rural ,schoois pOints/tomthe emer- ,

, . I

cyence of a competing role for the teacher of vocational agriculture." At present,
i

migration and mobility are iliailable to all persons. Moil; andcmore rural, youths
.are keying the farms.' ,The schools, in view 'of suCh deVelopments, is faced With,
a dual duty: first., thaie 1010 remain on the farm"Must be instructed in the Use of
ihe, most advanced techniques in order to keep,pace with populatioll growth 'when, ,

at the same time, the number of fanners is decreading; / and secOndethcise who
/

are contemplating .leavingAhe farm Must be provided with guidance and inSiruc-
tions in order/to equip them "to,pursue urban vocatiOns with 'a minitthm of ilififi7
culty in adjuitment." ; The firit obligation of the sChool'would demand,increasing
the agriculturaliteacher's function, while the, seclond Would demand a broadening L

of his fUnctions and the,inCorporation of neW demo* into that function. Again',
this possibility raises tiuestion's regarding the adequacy of the present itlaining

'Cprograms of vo6tional agricultural teachers. 1 ,,, , , -
.

Thus, it wai found thit the-. status dilemma of the agricultural teacher reflects
ihe conflicting roles thatlhels expected tO WAY.' As a techniCal kpeita for ex-
ample, he is Supposedly trainedito assume leadership;, yef in,reafity he may not.
Within the school, he can lead only tlie children; within the communiti he must
neutral,. When 'rendering service to the out-of-school groups, he must cOMpete
with those who are technically more competent. In his relationships with the'
specialized agricultUral educational agen9ies, his position is \subordinate.ii 70
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' Thel'"Vo7Ag" teadher's position, as a techhical expert was found- to be, analo-
gouss_tb the position,of ,the general 'practitioner Who is adjUnct to the medidal x

i

specialist, /ie.,- 'he is a meniber of the' profession haeperiPheral ti, the inner
4,,

, .

core. " : /
r "/

-, T z

. ' k . j i , .

l , k .,, 'i
-, ,

. .

, The vocational agrtcultural teaCher's teaching role is just, as perSexitig 'as '"
\ ,his,technical role-. As a: 'teacher, he-is assigned loW status. This 4Partly :stemi, ,

from the" fact that he \,ii identified with..children, and:the control-of a children's /

, group-Confers -little prestige. ' ,

. ,

. , 1-C" ,

,

,

,

, / ,

In Sum, -the cdnfuied_:status of the "--Vo-Ag" techer is -apparent from almost.--,.

any pointpf view: - as a teacher, ile--isx a male.in a field dominated by emales;
, as a 'technicl adliii,Ser,: he is;a general practitioner in a,,field dorainated bY spe--

,\ cialistiiiab a community leader, -his,Position.is neutral.and he' is followed only- :, ,,

by "childrbn and the less successful farniers;' as a permanent Member of the cOrn-
ithAniV, he tends to live between rather than Within &single, unified territorial
.group, :'an0 his participation in organ4ed_Community,gro4ps progressively de-
creases; F.1 s a prolesSional Man, his techniques are generalized and the tradition_

,

t , i which he represents' aPpears to be wlining,."7- ',,. 7 .-'," z \ ,
.

_\ \ t
, /I . 1

A. ,,
, ,... -. ; , ,

,-Implications for Counseling: , , /- ,

,
,

,, ) -,,, \ . ,- _;......,_ -

Th6 vocatic.mal counselo 'is _frequently seeking technical positions associat-
ed with agriculture for the many counselees who wOuld like to -befarmeri but who
have not,Thherited a farm, ot do mit have the Capital investment necessary to com-
pete successfully in farming. The occupation of "Vo7Ag" t4cher is an,savonue

,

of opporttinity.Which meets this need.
-/- 1

From adifferent Point of vieW, \the occupationis interesting in that,_ as Per-,
teive,d in this study, ;the ."Vo-Ag" teacher is performing a, vocationcil guidance :

role. 'This _is ,similat to the vocational guidance .role,of the vocational trainina
teacher and` the teacher'of 'Clerical Skills Subjects in -that these subject areas-are

.. ordinarily' terminal /arid lead directly into Work for which the' schoOl subjects' offer
:, speCific training: :Theie teac4ers are (hOpefully) fin clOse contact with occupa47

; tional conditions' in their speCialities and can advise students \realistically. , ,

, _, , , .

,. ,

\ /, - .

S. ..

The "Vo-Ag" teacher has ati 'additional prok4em' in coping.with the fact that
, . -farming is a declining rather than a growing occupation in tWrins of manpower needi.

,

, For those of his students Who may anticipate inheriting a lamily;farm, the lio-Ag" ...

'_--- .' teacher's-pission ii clear-cut and unambiguous. What should he ao,- hOWever,
with the others_who aspire to: become. successfur farmers but have limited chances
of .attaining the goal?-' A similar problem is !faded by music and art teachers.,. liow\
does .one inierest students in fields' With great pOtential its satisfying`tobbies
while discouraging all but thp most talented from attempting to Compete, in earn-

, , big a living in these fields? , ..

_Scope: Occupation

'

,
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"To provide .orientatithl to 'the field of Vocatitinal aricialtureS, \all available
literature, including federal and State legiSlationS bulletins', textbooks and
inimeograOced,materiak from the DepartMent of Vocational AgriCultural Education
of ClemsOn C011ege, were explored.° A panel interview waS' conducted with
five teachers, of vocational agiiculttire in order; oto setup a kind of 'ideal-type'

, of teachers avocatiOnatagriculture.... °' ,
,

55-

1

Cautions; n t

\ )
\

Generalizations ma0 in this study reflect's, for the ,most part, the' authoes
personal knowledge ,of the situation. The problems asiOciated with the Tole and
status of the voCationaA,agrticultural teather, as Were revealed in 'this itudys

t

War-
- I I

rant 'further research. , i , i

)

Theoreticalt Orientation: ),

°The professions, a Congerie of ocCupations which have as ,theit function
the transmission of a body, of spedialiZed knOwledge to a groi\lp of eoples soMeT-
times-called clients or patientir" form the theoretical frame-of reference withn
which the role and status of the vocatietnal agricultural teacher is anajnid.

/

). I.
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Walter,I.; and iwoOd; Arthu::: L. " The' zittra-Professionellble Of the Law-
yer, Aierican lournal of,Sociol y, Vo1.11-; No 4 (january,' 4,95400),0/.1- 304--

\;;. 307. .

,./ .1-
1

,

Description: -

'

.,
. _.

`C. t / \, - ---.
' i.

.
, ' The manner in which, at occupation,affects o zees social 01-)ligitions, has r e'-,

ceived little attention in the sociological literatui so far. The present caSe/study ',
of lawyers attempted to remedy thfs'situation by eOloring the lawyr's extra-pro4-
fessiOnal or citizenship, role and its .theoretic4 andlptactical significance. ,

,

. 1

I , .
,

f .
..

, . The professional role ,oi the lawy*--.,whether te,functio.r ag'in`a-dVoc at i ,

(pleader in court),, ittOrney (agent or representative in -ne0otiation4; or legejl_qoaa.t.

,
,selot (advisor) is conatrained bY three general sets, of obligations."( sThese'bbliga4m.

, tions-are set_fOrth by' thecode ot legal ethics and Coliliirise'the. following:, -(1) 0117'

ligations/tO,Clienti; -(2). Obligations to colleagues, ow (-3), ob4gatioris tp's`obiety ,Y

.at large, (specifically, in-terms of the lawyer's, !Deing an officer of the court) .,The.

,
varioUs- activitiesi, and role, encompassed,bY these three:Categories are relatively .

well-defined. The, ,generai citizenship role 'of the,lawyer is' less clear, hoWever. 7 i:, ,

Often tis role as a' citizentouches upon the professional one-and/makes behaV- \.

ior-that ii_accePtable from an ordinary:citizen-difficult. '''-' ") - -' , A-

, - , , ..
/

, . - '/ (
f- , , ' t , / , . t ,

-

certain, standard of conduct that the/lawyer maintains in to relationshf0

. -with pOrsons endounteretprofessionally" mUstalio, be. Maintained in saMe, Social- i-

situatioils;,!there are 'the 'extra-technical" relationihips witi-c011eagnes *putt
side tii-e, courtroom. These call 'for a friendly\ association on a 'Met name tiaSis,

7
Clients comprise the second _group with,whom so,1 relation's are sortiewhat--,

ambiguous.,. An indefinite line separates the client's legalicOlemi frdm illi -per--

-1 sonal Problems. This Situation often puts the lawYer 'ithe position of 'playing

the role of an 'tmateur psydhologist.'' Some attorneyi, -in facitc beCome,qui te
'adept at,ciiunselirig. Others becoMe 'expert in-referring 'their:clients tO speCial.=

.,

,

,
ized community ageneitea. Still-Others juit "get rid of" tuchlproblem2clients:
The, 'exitension of, client-lawyerrelationship into friendship is prOblernatid.. Pit- '-

, fessionally, the lawyer is 'interested primarily .in the,client's cas, not in.,',his, '/-

client a's: a Verson. If he, lets himself become invOlved ernotion,ally,, het may ioe-

, =Me unable to give effective legal seiyice. Preasures from the' cliépt to estabr.'
lish a more personal relationship -with the lawyer are- inherent' in the situatii* ' \,

, because of the client's fear,._ anxiety, and psychoIogical gePendence on thepro- ,
z

, \ fession4 expert. .. r

- . _
,

,

, , , ,--i' 1\
s

,-
- , ,

it)'e third group of people with whom the, lawyer cleals(and develoris eictra,4.-
-

.
technicarrelationahips is comprised of teurtiand law enforcement parionnel: ' -

Too fri:endly relationships with these persons maY be vieWed as unethical and,
of course, are not considered "extra7technical. Personal friendships; however,'
do develop and the'extent of informal contacts will vary betWeen the lawyers, _.

..,

dependingon their type and field of practice. , ''
, .1. .
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In connection with the lawyer's ,citizendhip role, the /author suggestSt hr e
societal 'eXPectations: (1) It is generally expected that a lawyer is available as a
publib servant. This usually, entails a political office of some sort. Pressures to
assume this role 'are Somewhat sircinger iri small 'communities than they ere in larg7-
er cities, :(2) It id ge'riera4 assumed that the lawyers are. avaiiable ta fill a vari-
ety of community leadershiP positions. (3) Zawyers are expected to partiCiPate in
communityi law-related activities, sUch as legal aide societies.

IntervieW data with lawyers revealed a wide range of attitudes as to the soc-
ial pressures surrounding these extra-technical citizenship roles . At one extreme
is the lawyer who.feels that such rOlds are "a part of the' profession" by virtue of
the lawyer's superior knowledge. At the other extreme is the Man Who is in poll.-
tics solely to build up hie laW practice, These attiiudes ate illustrated by such
Comments a sfs, 'You can't afford to ignore politics ....it's not th&money in poli-
tics; it's the COntactp . As a laWyer, it's nice to know people . .You won't make
a nickel Unledt People know you are tliere. " ,

'The data reVealed that,pressure to participate in politics or other community
acOvity.varied with the type of practice, the lawyer had. The .differences were par-

_ Ocularly noticeable between'incliyidual praotitiOners and membert of well established
law fiimi

, The differences in political activity and type of practices are better Under.=
stood if one yiews the situation in terms of career advancement. An associate
in an established law firm does nOt need to attract clients tO himself personailir
and is merely required to do a good technical job-on the cases assigned to .him

1 In fact,' these Wind prefer ti:1 have their associates staY away from politics for
fear that political views of assoaiates may alienate the Clientele. As the assoCiate
meMber advances, he seeks wider 'contacts within' the community. Such a', mern
ber in the cOmmtinity enhances the firm's "public,relat4ons" ,and will a t tr a c t
clients . fIf the associate dislikes politics, he can become active in community
affairs and.in,non-political organizations'.

The solo practitiOner,' on, the other Ilan& rtiust establish himself. Usually,
this is a difficult task. , needs to be known.in the community not merely as a '

publicrninded individual, but also as a, lawyer: "A young lawyer can establish
this, )dnd of reputation most easilj if he goes into politits It also provides
him with ,a natural outlet for his talents and brings hiM more into the public eye
than most other kinds of community service. ,

Conclusions: ,

/ /,
.

The lawyer's extra-professional role is,blosely related to the organized poi-
. itical unit and to the formally organized groups serving the community. The extra-

professional role appears to be surrounded by a sense of urgency---an attribute
thatidoes not exist in the case of other occupational groups

ire licatis for CourAelL,
/

.

Since the citizenship role of the lawyer does not call :or qualities additional
to those which are needed for the performance of occupational duties, the vocation-
al counselor need not be concerned with wh74 ether counselees considering law have

,



,

(1special abilities in the extra-professional roles deicribed in this- ,

. I

The counseloemay be more-concerned with the indirect effect's- ofhis
tionships 'with potential lawyers awl lawYerd. Frequently, lawyers are members

of Congress, -legislatures, school boards, and other boards whith,determine coun7
seling policies. Hence, lawyers may hake an 'indirect part in determiningz,dounsel=p-
in% policies. The basic assumifliOns which 14wyers hold about motiyation and
other aSPects of human behavior may -be of Significance in determining these coun-
seli.n6, policies. College Counselors who help pre-law students 'in,planning their
course programi may suggest courses in psychology, 'sodiology,, and anthropology
to enable these potential lawyers to gain an understanding,of motivatiOn and be
hayior in addition to the knoWledge they acquire In the history aadgovernnient
curricula---disciplines in which pre-law students traditionally prepare themselves;

_ t

Scolie: :Occupation

Author's Abstract:

,

, I'Some lawyers participate primargy in politics-, others primarily in non-politt,-;
ical organiiationS; still Others are relatively inactive in community affairs,.
differences Aie related to,differencei, in or; mization of professional practice. 'But
whether lawyers participate in community affairs as a,means-to professional stic-
cess-or at an end in itself, the active lawlier is_more likely.to' be thought of as-be7
'haying as ajawyer should, Le: , ai fulfilling the lawyer's extra-professiona! role."

Methodology:

-A total'of 226 lawyers in two communitiesa large southern city, and a
small New England city--,-were interviewed at length concernina their professionaf
careers and their community acti!Aties., Of special interest Were-organization
law Practice, relation betWeen-law practice ai,4 community activity, types of adtiy-
ity engaged in, attitudes oil certain social issues. The respondents were comprisee
of laWyers from the New England city and a 40 per cent representative sample a ,\
lawyers from the southern,city.,

Cautions:

Generalization on the basis.of this -study can only be made wiih caution
since the lawyer population studied Was drawn from only two cities;

Theoretical Orientaiion:

This 'article is based on the premise that "the influence of a calling on the
lives of those who follow it does not ceaSe with the fiVe o'cock whistle, but ex-
tends beyond, the shop or office to every aspect of existence." (Caplow, Sociol-
Ow of Work.)



CLERGYMAN \
UNDERTAKER , ABSTRACT , D.O.T. Code: 120.108

, \
\

..., - .

Fulton, Robert L.. 6 The Clergyman and the Funeral Director: IA Study in Role Con-
, 4ict," Social Forces, Vol. 39, No. 4 (May, -1960, pp. 317-323.

keigrp.,..i.+ion:

This study dealt with the attitudes of clerdymen of the Protestant and Cath-
olic denomlnations 'toward funerals and funeral directors . The Protestant minister
was more inVolved with the 41,1.1*.g, than the dead. In contrast, the Catholic priest
saw -his mmn tzsk as conehIcting A primper Agetyine fArthP dgmde The priest stress-
ed the liturgiCal aspects Of the funeral and its meaning for the deceased. The Min-
ister 14aced more emphasis on the meaning of the funeral for the survivors .

The majority of ministers thought that thetuneral director should attend to
the specifically physical orinehanical aspects of the funeral. Some of' the activ-
ities cited-were: embalming, attending to the legal and social notices, and &rang-
ing-for.transportation, and visits. Catholic priests, ,in addition to mentioning the
phiisical duties, suggested that,the duties of the funeral director should involve
giving'sympathy and emotional support to the bereaved. The: Protestand minister
felt that the funeral director'should,cOnsult with him ,anc1 accept his advice and
recommendations about the course and conduct of the funeral. Fortrone per cent
of the Protestant ministers in contrast to ten per cent of the Catholic priests felt
that the functions of the funeral director and the clergy overlapped. Among those
who thought there was overlappinO, a much higher Proportion af Protestant minis.=.-

tersrothan 9atholic priests thought that.it_caused confuskm.
.,

, A majority of the clergy saw-the funeral direct'or as occupying a lual role of
professional and business man., Thirtythree per cent of the pries, and twenty- .
two' per cent of the ministers 'saw his statuS as bein4 almost as high as that of a
dodtor or lawyer,

The clergy did not believe it unethical for funeral directors to advertise their
services. -There was divided opinian as'tO whether price advertising was an accep-
table iractice.for the funeral .clire*r. RespOnsesiwere largely dependent upon
whether the funeral director was perceived of as a business man or a professional.'

Fifty-orie per dent of the ministers and forty-one per cent of tbe priests be-
lieved the funeral,director exploited or took advantage of a fathily's grief.

for the most part, clergymen did not meet with fUneral directors socially,
even thOugh there was, continuous contact througtiout the years, and even _though
there was associational contact. This -absence of social contact suggested that
the clergie do not perceive of funeral directors as status equals.

ImplicatAongjorsaLmleljm:
_

Counselees considering different occupations Should be aware of the con-
flicts with other occiipations which they may,encounter as part of their occupa-
tion-al care&. Their jab satisfaction mak stem, in part, from an' abilitir to suc -
cessfully cope with such ifriction -which may arise from these role confliCts.
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\One usefui way .ior ek counielee,to militate the occvnation he is considering*
,

, . ,

is to talk with people in occupations eXPeriencing 'some role conflict with his olio'',
sen Occupation. U he Is Consideiing the c4Oupation Of funeral, direCtor, he Might-
do well to talk with some.clergymen, dr if he is conSidering the occupation of

,
,, clergyman, he might do Welito talk With some fOeral'ilirectors. ThiS may help

to diipel the 610 effect Surrounding some occupationi and mei lead to the mtist
\ ,realiitic decision.,

f
1

.
.

. , ,

Another useful device, cou,of eValuation is for the'nselee to sketch out the
`\ ,

,network'of ocdupational relationships he may expect to be involVed in\when he has
attained his occupatianal goal. A discussion of this'.with his counselor May lead
to further clarification .4 the c'Ounselee's interests and,valueS. ' .

,
,

,
,

, ) \,,
,

ScOne: OCcuRations,
,

Author's Abstract:
,. , ,,..

"Criticism of-theAmeral director anti oi iuneral iiraciites\by the clergY is
boih intensive antLexteniive,in,AteriCa: Among, tile mall., factcis,corielated with'
this negative appraisal ,Of' funerary proceduree three stand Out: the basic religious
distinatiOn between, the;sPirit and the flesh; the duality oflthe funeral director's,
role; and fear Of taint., '

1 , \
,, . .

. ,
, Methodology:

,.

.
:/ .

:,!

,

\
)\ .

An Open-ended questionnaire was sent tote sample of cergymen in religilmt
'- denominations in the Vnitecl States reporting, a membership of ,one-half million or '

more`in 1958. Slightly over one-third of the 180.2 qUestionnaires slant 'out were re-
turned: The final analybis of data was limited to white Protestant and 9athOl1c

, s 'clergy,4 )
. ,

I

'Cautions: s

,
I -

\ '
.

r ,

1 Since only .about orie4hird 'of the questionnairei Were returned, it is 'unlikely
that this waS .ari uthiased Sample of respondents.

,

i ., \._, . .

,eoretcal
,Th i

)
,

Orientation: ,

., ,
,

,. ,
,

i
,

,. ,

Olergynren's criticism of the funeral -director adses, ,inipart; from their feel- ,l

,
,

ing that he places more emphasis on the body-than on; the spirit. The funeral tlirec-
'tor is, caSt in a :dual role--.!ias a business Min he i's caught up in the meCharilcs' of
i cOinmerce; but as a profesdional person, he IS identified with,the ssacred.aipects of
the funeral. This duality of role reisultA in din ambivalence on ti*: part of the, clergy
toWard the funeral. direCtor.' This ambiveilenCe 'is refleCted in the .tension `and an*.,'`
ety Which occur within the fUnerarcompleit and in tlie lack of social contacts be-
tween the-tiro groups outside of the funeral home setting. ' , , ,

iThere is also a fear, oftaint on the part 'of some'clergymen. "When the fun- '
eral.direCtor makes his. seivices 'available tci people-of different faiths, or relates
all funerals' past or present in 'ari apparent effort to establish the claim of equai

,sanctitY for\ all oftheM; he leaVes himself open to the charde of paganism from
clergymen of different persuasions."

. ( ,2
l
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CLERGYMAN ABSTRACT , D.O.T. Code: 120.108
, .

Wilson, Bryan R. " The Pentecostal Minister: ROe Conflicts and Status Contradic-
tiOns, " Arnefican Tournal of Sociology, Vol. prIV, No. 5' (March, 1959), pp.
494-g14

\Description:

This study is an account of the role of dre minister in one of the two princi-
pal Pentedostal sects in Cx'7reat Britain. Initiallf; the Pentecostal movethent had no
ministrY. The appointment of ,honorary pastors and church leaders represented the
first step in sthe deyelopment of a ministerial group which was, separate from the
rark and file of reviValists. Finally, a formal structure .developed, with ministers
being appointed by headquarters after training in the movement's own Bible School.
The honorary pastor had been a ''Spirit-led" brother, while the minister was a for-,
mal appokntee. The movement thus became an established sect, rather than simply
a revivalcampaign. 'However, revivatmeetings- are still used as the chief means
of reCruiting.riew members.

- , N

Bureaucrati)zation has posed some difficult problems for the movement, some
of which are revealed by contradictions with which the:minister must deal:

_

1. In accordance with the tenets of Pentecostalism, the minister
must not check Spontaneous expression. -Yet, 'he must also

, keep order arid prevent expression which might challenge his
own leadership.
The,minister,must- support the ideal of \the priesthood of all
believers, while giving guidance to a congregationsgenerally
ccimprised of people who have limited ability, intelligence,
and aiticulateness. ,

The minister, must persuide,new revival-recruited members
to accept-stable,church life. The ernotionalismfof the revival
andthe routine of the Church are in sharp contratt; yet, he
must bridge this gap.,

4. He must know how to check_ emotional demonstrations in his
congregation which have been instigated by individuals or
cliques for their oWn purposes 4 This must be done, how-
eiiere without giving offense, taking sides, or interfering
with the "proper nianifestationi" of the Holy Ghost.

5. The minister is specifically committed to 'headquarters, and
his preaching is stringently_circumscribed bY formal rules .
The congregationson the other hand, _is not similarly com-
mitted. ,No attempt IS m3deito insure /Correct knowledge of
the dOctrine-in the laity. They need to know little more-than
that they are born-again believers. The minister thust bridge
this gap betWeen these two social systems of which he is a parr.

0. In relation to his congregation;- the minister's role is diffuse
and all-embracing; but in relation to headquarters, it is spe-
cific and calculated. -He must operate with' the freedom of 'Spirit-
direction"' of his church, and yet appear meticulous to headqUarters.

7. The minister must bp -informal and friendly with everyone in his,
, 79



congregaiion and, at the Same time, must maintain his own status.
He must not become the property of any one clique from which
others are excluded. On the other hand, he 'must not let cliques
meet too often without his supervision becatise they mightget
out of control: ,

9. The minister enjoFs &relatively high status as a Pentacosta-
list, but his social status in the cóminunity is lo .

1-0. His status as a minister is equivocal as"far as the ministerial
profession ii concerned.

-1

" The status of.the Pentecostal minister is COntradictory because of a lack of
consenstts among those for whom his role has significance. It is insectirely fixed
in the hierarchy of the organization, when the disparity of formal, structure and ide-
ological cOmmittment is taken into account; it licks distinctive ideological support;
.and it is unrecognized within the' profession to which it might be Said' to belong 0

The 'contradictions in his status arise from the marginality of his role, both,Within
the profession and within the movement, which has itself a certain marginality to
the social order, and which has not yet passed from the status of sedt to that Of
denomination." \

Implications for 'Counseling': .r

In general, individuals considering the. occupation of clergyman rarely view
the vocational counselor as a resource in career decision-making. They view their,
,possible choice as a 'balling" and turn fOr help in the decision-making process to
their pastors . Counselors are likely to be involved with these individuals only in ,
terms of required counseling having to do with the granting of financial benefits.. s

Cbunseling of students pursuing college and 'other School program& toward the
goal of clergYmen is also' usually carried on by the clergymen on the faculties 'of
these schools. Vocational clounselors may, hoilvever, be involved in connection
with required, counseling where financial benefits are being received by the students.
Students in these sittlons tend to see theirprogress in terms of their conformity
with the _principles of the denomination and God's will, and it is difficult for theM
to evaluate their progresS on the more 'prosaic- dimension-of academic progress.
For the vocational counselor to attempt to require the counselee to think in terms
of the usual criteria for judging academic and occupational progress is usgalay
fruitless. ,

.Ssoze: Occupatidn

Author's Abstract:

"The PentecostmoveMent is the ,most recent widespread separatist move-
,

ment in Christian funciamentalism, and Pentecostal groupi,in,Great pritain have
gradually, even if only partially-, followed the_familiar process of passing from
sects to denominations; one feature of this ,development has been the acceptance
pf permanent, paid ministers. The movement still retains 'a distinctly sectarian
ideology but has recraited by revivalism a less radically sectarian clientele. Its
ministers have become the guardians of a sectarian,,ethic in a denominationaliz-
ing organization, in which the ministry itself is', structurally; one of the most
distinctly denominational elements. Tho Pentecostal minister,' as a consequenCe,

80
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suffefs severe role conflicti, additional tO those_ generally experienced in the min-
isterial.profession, and Acute contradictions!sof status ."

MethodolOgy: \

Data were gathered by means of concealed and revealed participant observa-
tion ,in a number of congregations, and'in twO revival dampaigns of ,the Elini Four-
square Gospel Alliance in Great,Britairk. Some ministers in this sebt were informal-

,ly interviewed.

Cautions:

Although the generalizations are probably:applicable to most low status. Pen-
iecostal groups they have been made on the basis of a 4mited set of observations.
Some minisers were interviewed, and some congregations and-revival meetings
were observed in one of the, groups of the Pentebostal Movement in Great. Britain. _

Theoretical Orientation:

Ministers in religious movements undergoing the transition from sect to de-
nominatiorioccupy marginal positions within the movement, the community, and
the profession. They suffer from personal tensions generated by a conflict be-
tween ideOlogical and formal stniciure reijuirements. The minister is faced with'
the problem of maintaining the image of a charismatic leader while acting as ta
bureaucrat.

r
,

/.\
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REPORTER,, NEWSPAPpRMAl\J ABSTliACt D.O.t. Code: 132.268

Breed, Warren._ 'Social Control' in the Newproom: A Functional Analysis, " Social
yorces, Vol. 33 (May;11665).,-Pp. 326-335.

I-low the flpolicyH of a neWspaper is maintained, and when it is bypassed
are 'the subjects for discussion in this article. The term "policy" is defined "as
the mere or less eonsistent orientation shown by a Paper, not only in,its editor-
ial butin its news columns and headlines aa well, concerning selected issues
and events." The policy is being,maintained despite the fact-that it contra-
'dicts journalistic norms, that the, staff reporters are known tO personally disagree
with it, and executives cannot-legitimately command,adherence to it.

How the Staff Learns Policy:
. .

... .

The new reporter learns what the "policy" of his newspaper-is along with
the norms and-values \attached to his status. He first discovets i'policy". as'
he reads 'through his paper and notices a certain slanting in the repOrting, of .

facts. For example, in the south, a reporter notices_ that,"Republicans are treat-7
-ea, in a 'different' way in his paper's columns than are Democrats." He must
plant his coverage of these groups to conform to his paper's policy. This is.
standard procedure-. . ,- ,--_, .

_

..

,

-Should theAnovice fail to discover the pOlicysby thiireading method,,,,
certain reinedial editorial actions 'will follow. One reporter commented when
interviewed: If things are blueicencillecl consistently. . .you learn Zfilag he
(the 'editor). has a Prejudice in that,regard." Overt_expressions of reprimand
are infreqUent due to the oblique nature of the:pOlicy. The notion of disap-
proval is,, nevertheless, conveyed by a Shake of the head, by acall into the.
boss! offiCe, .or by- the fact that the story does not get printed: ,

-- The new repOrter learns to obtain 'guiclnce abotit the characteristict,
interests, and affiliations of the executives through gossiping with the more .

experienced, long time reporters. Or he may note how the executive yoices .

his opinions when he meets Significant persons. In some instances., attend-
ing and observing at conferences wheni journalistic mattersi.e. , reliabil-
ity of information, .newsworthiness, possible 'angles' anclother news tac- ,
tics---are being disctissed, prove useful.

Reasons for Conforming to Policy:

Six reasons appear to be significant in achieving conformity to the policy
of the newspaper. They are:

1. Institutional authority grid sanctions: Although the publisher has the
power to demand compliance from the staff, he is deterred from exercising it
by the following: (a) The newspaper is considered a quasi-public ,enterprise,
protected by the First Amendment. (b) Firing is a rare phenomenon in news-

112/83
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, , ,
, /

t ,,
,

paper circles. (c) The American Newspaper GUildibontracts proVicie for severance ,

pay. It is believed that Me, fear of sanctions rather thin their actual,irivocation
,

brings about conformityamong the neWsPaper reporters. : ,
,

I s. 1 Editiim can simpli, ignore the stories thit,may create' deviant reaction, or
\ they rnay change_the story when it teacheS the city' desk, citing eXtraneouS rea-

sons', such,as pressure \for time and space, .foe,the Change. , -
, ,

2. Itegrasolg.goli ation and esteem for superiors- Frequently', reporters ,._,----------,,---=. \ , .feeling 03Iigated tO the pa0er for giving them an opportunity to work, shOW their
, .

, - , _*(
apprec4tion by conforming to its starid&cis. Similarly, young reorters show ,¶

their adMiration and gratitude toward:certain old' tiMers ,,A*o have, serVed theni;as,i 1 .

Models /by conforming to`estaigished standards in retUrn for their favOrs. ,
t '

1 .' I . ,
) / i

3: ,kstob.-IlireAkon,A; The interview data reveals that, ail ypung report-
ers aspire to _higher. statOd: pisitY know .ihat `buCking policy csonstitutes, a ser-

\ bous' bar to this goal." For some,people the newspaper job is seen' as (i, stepping
stone to More lucratiVe pubiic' relations, i0ertieing, Or .free-lencings job6-. The:-
reputation for being I trouble Maker,cOuld: seriously haincier niolpility Strivings.'

. ,
., , \ \,,,\,,

, , ,

4.1, Absence of cohflicting The-American Newspaper ouild
..

has not interfered in such:internal matters as policy. , "It has stre,ssed the,businesS
, , ,

unionism and political interests eXternal itcthe newsroom.1\
I , \ , . , .

/'

,-;
I ,

5,--
5. The pleeiant nature Of the activit4; 'The 'newsroOm ;provides' a frit#idly,' \

congenial. workingvetmosphIne; the staff retiorier's low status' is ininimize4 in
relation to the executives; the staff appreciates his Work. There are many non-
ecOnOrnic rewardd assOciated with the,tob;, he IS; a member of a closelY,knit work
grOup; :tie deals. With imPortant Matters; he is Close, to bicj, decisions . Mckaie ,.
is high aMong neWsmen,* and, despite thOelativOy low pay, the staff,reporter
feeli that ,he i34an iritegrat,partof a 'vital orcien4itickn;

,

. \
,, ,

, 1, 1

/ , : , A

6. News 'becorne's a value: Newspaper menare conitantly out to get ,More
news. Their eneraies are channélecl_toward\ this 'objective; they seldom indulge (
in talk about ethics, obj6ot1vity, /and Ole relative value of various paperi;, -The
harmOny between 'executives aria staff is reinforced by their common interest-in1 , \

, , 1

' neWS. .,
i

,
\I

e
A ' I .,,f

, t ,
,\ , I

, ,4,
, 5

The \executives, older reporters, \and colleagues comprise tlie new reporter's
referenceNgroup. "Although not; yet one of, them the SharesItheir riorm and thus, .

his perforMance cOmes ti5 resemble' theirt .," The\ refer6nce group itielf isI,inable
to change the existing policy to any great jextent,, because fiist, it is the ';groilp -:

'which is' charged with carrying out policy, and second,thetpublishe whO is the '.:
policy maker, is often-unaware of the problems created by the aelicate nature of s

, the policy itself. \ , - , 1

l
1

-

,

Situations %Permitting DeviatioN
, , ,

Conforming to pOlicy is expecte4 1,n the,newsroora: Still, on oaca4on, an %

anti-policy ptoriridoes \get priiited. 'An analysis Of the conditions surrounding the
journalistic career of the reporter involved may help to-explain thit rare phenomenon.

,

t



The new reporter is 'seen as going through threeslistinct stages of career de-
velopment. First there is the "cub-stage"-f--the first few months or yeavin which
he learns the techniques and the policy, and during which most of his writing cOn-
sists of short, non-pollrystories. The secondis the -"wiring-in" stage. During
this period,- the reporter Continues to assimilate the newsroom's norms, end strength-
ens his informal relationshipS. Finally he.reaChes the "star" or "veteran" stage,
in which he is defined as a","fult, respOnsible member of the group, sees its
goals as his , and can be counted on to handle policy sympatheticelly.",

_ Several conditions facilitate the prihting of a deviant story: (I) The norts
surrounding the policy are not quite clear. There seems to be a twilight zone
which permits a range of deviations. (2) Executives are often ignorant Of the
facts .surrounling a particular news item:, \Thus, \the reporter who covers 'the
story has a.freer hand in deciding whoM td interview ,and whorri to ignore. (8)
Similarly, the reporter /may "plant" a story about a particular issue---one which
is objected to by the policy-r--ir another paper with the' connivance. of a friendly C-
reporter, and then "\submit it to his own editor,/ pleading the story is, now .too big
to ignore:" .(4) Sews stories 'may be classified into four types on the basis of \

origin. T,hese are: ,the policy or campaign story, the assigned story,---the beat
story, ,and the, story initiated by' the 'staff. The autonoiny of the reporteris great-
er with the latter types than with the former. In the campaign story, the .repOrter
is Working directly under the executives and has little'writing freedoin/.2 An as-
signed story is handed rout by the city editor, seldom deals with policy matters,
ar.d the, reporter has -soMewhat more diScretion in this type.. In the case,of \the
beat\story, the (function of the teliorter changes; nos editor intervenes between
him and his source," the police. 'In a sense, 'he assumes the editor's function;
Nit is he who, to a-Marked degree, can select which angles to pursue and which .
to ignore. Since 'the reporter originates the story, it affords him maximum
Writing freedom. ileporters who 'are usually overloaded with_work seldom get a
chance to initiate this type of story; therefore the problems' aisociated
are rare. (5) Reporters\with "star" status can get deviant stories in print much
more easily than beginners. Prestige differences, for instances explain why
Walter Winchep, during the Roosevelt adMinistration, was able to praise the
president regularly, while his' boss, Mr. Hearst, was strongly Critical Of his regime. ,

ConsequenCes of the Pattrn:

As long as the conformity pattern is maintained, the publishini of the paper
goes smoothly. This is the most imPortant general consequence. Adherence to
policy protects property and class interests for Certain groups. \For the general
public, however, this May bring biased news coverage: In some instances, inr
portant information may be withheld from the. public, 'and in this respect, confor-

.

mity becomes dysfunctional.

Summary:

The dynamic socio-cultural situation in the newsroom serves to maintain the
publisher's policy. The new reporter conforms to the policy because "his source of
rewards is located not among the readers, wllo are manifestly his clients, but amOng
his colleagues and superiors. Instead of adhering to societal and professional
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ideals, he re-defines his values to the mbre, Pragmatic level of the newkoom group.
'He thereby gains not only,status rewids, IAA alio acceptance in a solitary group

"fengaged'in interesting, varied, and, sometimei important wfork." ,.
.

,

Biased reporting, 'in the eyes/of the critics; is contrary to the,notion of "free
and,responsible press, and is dysfunctional Ao the.needs of democracy: "Any itn-

. Portant chime toward 'a More 'free and responsible press' must stem from various
possible pressures on the publisher, who epitomizes the policy making and Coordi-

,
nating"role."

Trnrwlirosrtinvis fetr flAiirlacalirwi
ztt:T 7c.....f2."`- tt.............r i..m.---=2.7

k.
/

,

Because of the nature of writing activities, counselees interested in careers"
as newspaper reportersi ai.e likely, to be mire sophisticated than their peers, and it
.would be rarelo find one sci, naive, as not to be, aWare of pressures to slant their rie
porting in, the directionirequired by the, eitablishment. It appears likely-ihit, in
the long iun,, reporters will approach occupational adjustment 1:\V seeking;emploY-.
ment on newspaperi rith policies reasOnably congruent with their own philosoplite's.

i,
; ,\

I " r.1
. P

This study has implications 'for, many other occuptitions in yhich ihere are ,in,
formal, -unwritten'policies dictating differential treatmenCof custorners, clients,or
suppliers. Usually thii'differential treatment is traceable to differences in the pow7
er and prestige oflyarious-grOups.f This Problem is too broad for vocational coun7
selors to discusS.with each of their counselees. It might be discUsser1in.,,sOcial 1

studies clisses apd in clas(ses on,'ciccupations. ,Since this situation is a riaturf4
correlate of the dffierential distributioil of' power.and prestige in sodiet9',\. fi cannot,
'be completely remedied, but individuals shoUld atileist be'made aware of thi problem.

Scope:. Occupation

Methodology:,

, ?

,"The present data COrne ftom writer's newspaper experience and from intensive'
interviews with some 120 newsmen, mostly in the northeastern quarter of the Co4n-
try. The saMple was not randemn, and no claim is 'made for representitivbnesi .-

The newspapers were:chosen to fit a 'middlei-sized` .grouP, defined as, those with
10,000 to 100,000 daily-circulation. Interviews averaged well \over an hour in
duration.

Cautions:
..

-

The generalizations/of this study are based on a nori-representitive sample
of neivspaper reporters in the United Stites. 1 , ,..

1

\

Theoretical Orientation:

The mode ,of' functional analysis, provides the theoretical frame, of reference
for the organization of the data. "A functional analysisos designed to =locate sources
of persistence of a pattern, can also indicate points of strain atrwhich a structural'
change may occur." (Robert K. Merton, Social Theorv and Social Structure, Clen-'
coe; Ill: Free Press, 1949,` pp. ,49761.),,
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COMMERCIAL ARTIST

/, 1

apsmesi D .0 .T . 'Code: 141. 081
"

Griff Mason. "The Commercial Artist: A Study in RolerConflict and Ceireer Develop-
ment." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1958.*

Descptio

This study.sought to ascertain whether or not role conflict existed when a per-
Son who was .trained as a fine ,artist worked in the commercial 'In field.

The initial assumption of role conflict was made upon the interview results with
seventy-five art students attending a Chicago coinmercial art institute. The responses
apprently have indicated " the distinct antipathy of many students toward commercial
rt becaue they believed' it was detrimental to the creative ability of artists and, would

result in,a prostitution of their talents: Results Of this research, however, rejected
the nation of role conflict in thiS form. Instead, several alternate hypotheses were.
proposed: ,

,

,

, (1l) Role conflict, if it-were to exist, *Would engender intense mental,s-uffering
so that the successful carrying out of the role of commercial artist would be accomp-
Mhed at considerable expense to the psyche." Role conflict, then, could be,obser-
val4e by the inconsistent behavior of the individual. The notion of role conflict,
\could be seen as a continuum running from the extreme case of neurosis to an
awareness of the conflict without the mental disturbances.

(2) ihe possibilitY exists that students-who were selected and interviewed in
this study were not representative of the art student,body in general.

(3) There exists a selective process Whereby individuals sUbscribing to a "fine ,

artist" ideology enter a different field after graduationc i.e. , they would, for instance,
enter art education, remain fine 'artists, and attempt to live from the sale of tileir
paintings-,. or leave the field of art for some other livelihood.

The research eyidence, however, ruled out the hypothesis " that individuals with
high degree of attachment to art do not enter the commercial art field.", It was found

that those' who enter "imbued with the classical notion of the fine arts, subsequently
experience conflicfand resolve it, in various ways. " Several factors eXplained this
phenomenon. First, the symbOls.used to define the field as an acceptable occupation
in which the artist can work, have changed over time. The artists who subscribed to
the classical _ideology of fine art., yet entered the field, did so at, a time when an-
tagonismsz between commercial and fine art were not as great as they are today.
These persons are now in the upper age brackets, generally. Second, the field was
not as developed and specialized as it is today. Furthermore, the master painters
who provided role models for the younger generation worked their way ups from and
out of the field of commercial art. It is forgotten now, howeverl that Men like
Vv inslow Homer and Remington 'had worked in commercial art when the occupation
did not make the conflicting demands that it does today. For example, durin'g the
time of Homer and Remington, the artist painted in the field and, for the most part,
painted what he wanted to and then sold his paintings to the client, usually

*This dissertation has been abstracted selectively.



magazines." In contrast today, the_artist mist paint according to the client's wishes.
Finally, the Institutions connected with the occupation. such as art studios and ad-
vertising agencies were either non-existent or if they did exist, did not control the
artist to the extent they do today.

A major finding of this research was that the ocCupation of commercial artist be-.
came increasingly specialized as,,the division of labor increased. In its develop-
ment it followed many of the characteristics of an 'Organic society" ai outlined by
Emile DurkhOm th Tilt Division oilgo...* With this increpsed division of labor, a
number of problems have, emerged. For example, the research evidence demonstrat-
ed that many artists lack ascomprehepsion of,the part they play in the total complex
of the advertising field. The exception may be the free-lance' artist who wGrks on an
illustration from the baginning,,then follows it through with the client to its final
dispatching to the printer. The majority Of commercial artists are not familiar with
the chain of events ihit follows the completiOn of their contribution; they are con-
fined to one very specific aspect"Of the total work. ,

(

The increasing division of labor has been accompanied by the commercial artists'
attempt to profeSsionalize their occupatiOn.' "Organizations have emerged whicii are
prerequisites, to reaóhing profesSionalism;...These 'organizations act as spokesmen
'for\ the artists vis-avis, society at large." Some 'of these professional organizations
1.11,,e already begun to set up standards to be used as a guide in defining the role of
the commercial artist. It may be that eventually these standards will be used to
control membership into theigroUp as well as, regulate the conduct of individuals
domprisini the group. At present, committees already exist which proteCt:the artist's
interest from the wilims of clients. For example, attempts have been made to proteCt
the finished product of the artist,' after its purchase, from being usedindiscriminately
as illustration whenever and however the client wishes.

I;

The trend toward professionalization is.further illustrated by the increase in the
number of formalized relationships among the various institutions: including art
studios, art and advertising agencies, and. clienti-. For .example, it is taken for
granted that under n6 circurnstances will ,an art studio communicate with the client
directly---that.matter'is handled bi the advertising agency. Accompanying. the
forMalization of relationships is the possibility of distorting coMmunications between
Vie various institutions .

5,
. 1 ,

The deVeiopment of.career patterns in the occupation followed the trend toWard
formalization, too. Whereas recruitment and training of the commercial artist was
left to &mice in the past, today, ,commercial art schools train their students in the
basit techniques Used in the field, and these SChools make conscious efforts tb
attract individuals t6 the occupational field.

Implications for Counseling:

It is not clear that a role conflict exists' for students trained in fine'art whch
enter the5commercial art field because: (1) it is widely known that few artiots can
.earn a living in the fine arts field; (2) most high school art curridula include a large
,block of subjedt matter drawn from the commercial art \field; (3) students in a

*First English translation was published in 1933 bysThe Macmillan Company.
The original written in French was first published in 1893 under the title
De la division du travail social:
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commercial art school have, by enrolling in,the schoOl, overtly accepted the artistic
/imitations of the commercial art field.

,1

Greater problems are encountered in the commercial art field with the subjectiv-
ity of the jud4ments made by supervisors. The insecurity of supervisors in the art
field leads some of them to fail to properly acknowledge, much less encourage, tal;-
ent among their(employees. As a consequence, Workers in this field have difficulty
in appraising the quality of their own work. This leads to a confused self concept,
and such individuals may seek vocational counseling to make/a decision as to ,

whether or not to remain in the commercial art field,

)kocational counselors will encounter a few clients, completely without talent,
who aspire to a career in the commercial art field. They' are encouraged by over-
enthusiastic advertising from 'a few correspondence schools which offer correspon-
dence courses in commercial art.

Ordinarily, the vocational counselor is not sufficiently well versed in appraising
s art ability to introduce his own judgment. It is desirable, however, to have all
clients interested in the art field bring in samples of their work. Over a period of
time, the counselor can develop sufficient sophistication to discriminate, at least
at the top and bottom of the continuum, those with talent from those completely
devoid of it.

In the opinion of this writer, none of the art ability tests may be safely used in
deciding whether the counselee should or should not choose an art career. The judg-
mentof the'counselee'sprt instructor or soime other professional artist is the Most
useful,criteria.

Scope: Occupation

Methodology:

Interviews were conducted with seventy-five students attending a Chicago
commercial art institute.

Cautions:

\

Thesnumber pf students comprising the sample was small. The generalizations
refer to conditions prevailing in a par.ticular setting at the time the study was made.

Theoretical Orientation:

This research centered on commercial artists who were confronted with conflict-ing ideologies. It was assumed that these persons had been trained as fine artists
whose basic tenents *ere derived from aesthetic values, and who were oriented to-ward individual creativity. At the Same time, they were engaged to work in the field
of commercial art, and were conipelled to take into consideration the impersonal de-manris of the market, and the need to comply with those demands.



ACTORS AND ACTRESSES ABSTRACT D.O,T. Code: 150,048
/-

Wilhelm, SidneY, and Sjoberg, Gideon. "The Social Characteristics of Entertainers,"
Social Forces, Vol. 37,,No. 1 (October, 1958), pp. 71-76.

Description:

It 'seems that unstable personality attributes are,functionallY related to .suc-
cess in the entertainment world which, in turn, demands that the occupation rein-
force this inst'ahility. Thg., InaSs media tend to over-emphasize' the familial.dis-
organization, personal instability, -and Upward social mobility characteristici of
entertainers in the United States. The frequency of unhappy childhoods and the
high rate of divorce among members of the occupation undoubtedly convibutes to
the notion of instability.

An analysis of the socio-economic background characteristics of the enter-
tainers reveals that the occupation-!--a marginal professiondoes indeed prOvide
an savenue of upward mobility for many disadvantaged groups. The fact that there
.is upward mobility is constantly brought to the attention of the American public in
order to maintain the ideology of an open-:class sYstem.

There is no clear-cut formula for achieving and maintaining success and
*high status. The occupation has no well-defined educational standards. Chance
is an important variable in success. Personal instability and/or a lower-class
socio-econOmic background seem to be advantageous'.

The fact that modern mass entertainment tends_to emphasize the portrayal of
personal problems (such as loVe and marriage) Of the Or-vlation may explain the
recruitment of those persons who have experienced su. problems themselveS-. It
may be that individuals in the entertainment field frequently come to play roles
which.are similar to those they have experienced in "real life."' Much of the humor
in conteMporary America, for example the kind that is displayed by Jackie Gleason
or Phil Silvers, does, in fact, rest upon the dramatization of the difficultieS en-
countered by the %Ian in the street."

'file social origins of the entertainers may explain in part thi, nature of cUrrent
entertainment taste in America'. Nowadays, \entertainment is oriented towardgain-
ing the interest in the general public, and to do so, it is advantageous for enter-
tainers to have experienced many of the problems with which the Mass audience is
concerned. It is also possible that recruitment of persons from the lower socio-
economic groups has encouraged the diffusion of the cultural norms of these per-
sons into broader society. The pattern of relatively fewer moral Constraints in mat-
ters of sex is an example.

Implications for Coun seling:

The entertainment world is Of concern to vocational counselors primarily,,

because there are many marginally qualified individuals who become fixated On
one of the occupations comprising the entertainment field. Since there are no
well established educational or other standards, it is difficult for either the
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counselor or the' client to objectively evaluate the individual's* chances. In many
cases, the counselor may believe that the client lacks the talent necessary for

. success., but since there is no objective way tolastablish this--other than through
a process of trial and 'error, ,there-is no legitimate Way in which the counselor can
atteMpt to influence the,client away from this dream world and toward vphat, to the
counselor, appears td be a more promising goal.

As infiicated in this article, the mass ni edia's emphaels On a rapid rise to
fame sheerly on the basis of face, figure, untrained singing voice, or personal
attractiveness, entourages those clients having nothing substantial to offer the

'world of, work and no inclination to study or work to attain necessary skills, to
fix ,upon.this 'goal \

,

Scope: Occupational Fields

Methodology:
\ S

(

1

.

, A sampl.e of 156 "American reared" entertainers who were the subject of
articles appearing in selected popular magazines during the period of 1950-1956

_

were selected for study. In addition, bibliographies' and standard reference
sources, such as Who's Who in Americalwere also consulted. The data on the
entertainers' social characteristics were obtained by the method of content anal-
ysis,. 1actu44 information was obtained by the use of a mailed questionnaire.

\

C _autions

(
-

The sample ,chosen for-this study_may not be a representative sample of
entertainers in the 'United States. The sources of data---magazine articles,
bibliographies, and reference booka---probably.do not give an acctrate pic-

,

ture of 'the fadts since they were written to please their readers rather than
. .

to report unbiased facts. . . .

i
S

Theoretical Orientation: \

\

'Although entertainers as a group may not_be important in terms of sheer
numbert, they are of crucial symbolic significance in American societY." In
a sense,' the spectacular asspects of their careers and rise to, fame serve to
maintain the myth of opportunity and success in life.

\
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MUSICIAN 8 DANCE BANI? ABSTFACT . .D. 0.T. Code: 152 .048

Becker, Howard S. "The Professional Dance Musician and his Audiencel."
&watt...L..1ours jalrazwiemsx, Vol. LVII (September, 1951), pp. 136-144 .

Dessx.i tion:

It is suggested that a great deal of conflict and hostility exist among workers
in service occupations and their clients. The conflict stems from the fact that
each party has a different opinion as to how the particular work or Service should
be performed. The client whose-involvement with the occupation is 'merely casual
attempts to control the worker's activity. The worker has a fairly good idea about
his work and about himself as a worker and so resents the customer/client's
interference. He regards him as an ignorant outsider, a "square." The intensity
of conflict between the service worker and client increases as the former is faced
with the dilemma: should he preierve his self-respect and the respect of his coll.
leagues or should he abide, to some extent, by the client's wishes since his
livelihood--,his daily bread--depends on the client's patronage? A group of Jazz
musicians well ilhistrate these conflicts.

According to standards of this group, the only good jazz music worth playing
is that music "which is produced without reference to the demands of outsiders."
Yet, the Musician must endUre interference from employers and the audience, and
must vary his style according to their wishes. By so doing, he sacrifices the
respect of other musicians 8 and thus', in most 6ases, his seIf-respect. "If 'he
remains true 'to his standards, he is doomed to failure in larger society."

Musicians see themselves as endowed with *a special gift. This gift, which'
cannot' be acquired by education, differentiates them from non-musicians. Since
the musician believes himself to be different and "better" than the rest of society,
he feels he is not obligated to follow norms and conventions of outsiders. The
non-musician, the "square," is regarded as an ignorant, intolerant person who
lacks any understanding of the musician's way of life. The "square" is to be
feared, however, since he represents the pressures that-force the musician to
play "inartistically." Because he does not understand music, he judges music "by
standards which are foreign'to musicians and not respected by.them." A saxophone
player who went "commercial" (i.e., who decided to follow the tastes of his au-
dience) commented as follows:

It doesn't make any difference what we play, the-way
we do it. It's so simple that anyone' who's beeri
playing longer than a month could handle it___ OOOOO
But the people don't care. As long as tiley can hear
the drum they're all right.

)
AlthoUgh the commercial and the jazz musician differ in their attitude toward

the audience, they agree in their "contempt for and dislike of the square aUdience
whose fault it is that musicians musego commercial' in order to succeed."

The commercial musician sacrificeS self-respect and the respect of hiS col-
leagues (i.e., the rewards of) artistic behavior "for the more substantial rewards

,
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of steady work, higher income, \and the Prestige enjoyed by 'the man who 'goes
r commercial.' " One commercial musician made these comments:
i ,

7

i .

, , ,

This is something I learzied about three \years ago. If you
want to make any money you gotta please the squares.

, They're the ones that pay, the bills, and you gotta play for
.them....I want ,to live good, I want to make some money;
I want a car, you know. Flow long can you fight it?

, \

. .

The jazz player wants to satisfy his audience just as much as the commer-
cial musiciani-yet; he believes that he should not be swayed by their demands.
Somewhat inconsistent with this belief is the fact that he does take his aUdiences'
likes and dislikes into consideration.- This inconsistency is revealed by the fol:-
lowing comments: ,

\
,

I enjoy playing more when there's someone to play for.
,,You kind of feOl like there isn't much purpose in playing
if there's nobody there to hear you. I mean, after all,
that's, what 'music' for---for people tO hear and get
enjoythent from. That's why 1 don't mind playing corny
tOo\ much. If anyone enjoys it, then I kind of get a
kick out,of it.

The,musician's unconventional behavior and his "isolation" and/or "self!.
segregation",,from the audience is conceived of as' a mode of adjustment to the sit-
uation wl4ch Compels him. to sacrifice his artistic standards . The primary function
of this' type ,of behavior. is, to protect the musician from the, "square" audience's
inteiference and, by extension, that of society at large.'

Isolation froin the audience,is achieved- not, only, by means of physical bar-
riers, (i.e., ihe musician niay,be seated on a podium or may be separated from the
audience by a rai:ing, etc.), but also by means of certain symbolic expressions.
For instance, the musician habitually avoids meeting the eyes of his audience.
The use of the occupational slang, Which readily "identifies the man who can use
it properly as sonleone who is not a square'," ' is another-method of self-segregation.

kantigati ktgokise.lita

The dance band musician, is one of the most dramatic, examples of an occupa-
tion which creates a different way of life for its membrs. With the exception of a
few positions In well established name bands, it ,is primarily a young man's =II-

I
pation. ,

Vocational counselori are most likely 'to be concerned with the individual,
moving out of the young-man category who seeks counseling in order, to decide up-
on an all.ternate occupation. Some of the speciiic pressures which make the con-
tinuance of the dance band career infeasible for the musician are: (1) his tiring
of traveAing; (2) family responsibilities which make constant traveling impractical;
(3) the dcrease in local night spot jobs for the band with which he is associated
as new bands become popUlar; (4) finding the life style of the dance band musi-,
clan lessromantic and appealing with increasing age.
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bilities from this occupation, aside frOm teaching Mimic.
Finding a new career is often difficult because there are few transfer possi-

,

Scope: Occupation

Author's Atstrac.t:

"Members of service oacupations are subject to the interference of Oients at
their wok In the meeting of a professional whose self IC deeIy involved in his
work and a morA naglingl inveaved gtnrictr nnnilici arises from the professional'sy -

feeling that outsiders neither are cal:4,4e nor possess the right to judge their per-,
forrnance. Dante musicians feel themselves to be different from their audiences--
people who lack understanding and who should have no control over their work,
_but, who in fact exert great control. Musicians feel isolated from society and in-
_crease this isolation through a process of self-segregation."

Methodology:

" The analysis is based on materials gathered during eighteen months of irk-
terviewing and participant'observation."

Cautions:

Unfortunately, the author gives very little information about his research
methods and sources of information. Nevertheless, the theoretical approach
suggested here is of significance.

z

A distinguishing characteristic of service occupations is the fact that the
worker is in more-or-less direct and personal contact with the client for whom he
performs the service.- Consequently, the client is able to and attempts to con-
trol the mode or quality of service performed by the worker. A good deal of con-
flict and hostility result from the interference of the casual client whose view-
point as to how the service should be performed is usually different from that of
the worker "whose full-lime actiyity is centered around the occupation and whose
self is to some degree involved in it."

The study of a group of professional dance muSicians illustrates, the extent
of the conflict,between the worker and the ultimate consumer of the product.



MUSICIAN, INSTRUMENTAL ABSTRACT D.O.T. code: 152.048-

Westby, Daind L. "The_Career Experience of the SyMphony MuOidian,'' Social
Forces, Vol. =XVIII, N-o. 3 (March; 1960)9 pp.- 223-230

Description:
r--

This'paper describes the career aSpirations and career experience of a select-
ed group .of symphony mtisidians in the organizational contAxt of,symphonie music
in thA TTrAted RtAt AA:

Stat Us and Mobility:

The occupational world-of the professional symphonY musician is 'Comprisecl of
an, "array of symphony (*chest* in major citieS." Each specific orchestra,is en-
dowed with a certain amount of stable prestige, "and the entire array /IV ranged
on a status hierarchy roughly corresponding to (1)_the relative wage Scale, and
(2) ,the lemith of the 'Season, ' the top orchestras havind ihe highestwages and the
longest season." TIe symPhony orchestras of New York, Philadelphia, 'and Boston
are 'at the top of the-,status hierarchy; on the bottom are the various ,"civic" a rid
semi-professiOnal 'prchestrai in which the musicians seldom get paid.

_

, Among prOfessional musiCians, the statuS and pattern of financial rewards
asSociated with a particular orchestra are well known. Since the top fifteen or ,

twenty oraheitris are geographicallY distributed throughout the Unit6cl States, the
realization of one's career expectations invariably entails considerable deograph-
iCal mobility. Upward mobility -,may be achieved by moving from one_symphony or-
chestra to another along the prestige hierarchy. Prestigerdifference amOng ,orches-
tras, howeVer, isi not tkie sole cieterminant of mobility. PersOnality of. potential ,

colleagues or, idiosyncracies of the-conductor may affect the musician's. mobi/ity
! .

decisicn. -

I

The specifio positions within th,e orchestra are_also ranked on a statussscale.
The principal chairs lrithe string,,section, and the chairs of the 'first men"_ in the
case of the wind inttruments rank on top. These positions command roughly tvric.,
the salari of others within the_ sanie Section. The individual's position in the' Sec-
tiori also become'S a. factor influencing Career Mobility. Positional movement with- ,
in the sefation can be' an important sour0 of job satisfaction, or it Can indicate
status deprivation if the musician is not moved.

PossibilitieS for finding career satisfaction in related spheres, such as ,

ber groups,) opera and ballet orchestras, the popular music field, or the opportunity
for becoming a soloist .degend upOn one's specialty. For the string player, oppor-
tunities in the populOr field' are_few, andchances of becoming a soloist or full-
time member of a cittartet that pays ifs own way are fewer. .

s.

The' sitUation is different 'in the,case of the wind player. There are always-
jobs available and most symphony wind players augment their incomes substantially,
by playing in popular orchestras, jazz bands, Combos, etc ." These opporturatiek,
may vary according to the demands ,for different wind,instruments. ,

The musician's opportunity for upwwit career mobility is affected by the par-
Pg/97



ticular,hiring and promotion policy of the orchestra in question. Toporchestras
generally hire men under 35.years of age. This; means that the symphony musician
must achieve success early; preferably before age 35, or at least ty age 40. The
second important faCtor that influences the musicianrs geographic mobility is the
policy by which principals and the "first men" are Selected. Generally., these po-
sitions are seldom filled from within: This practice serves to encourage inter-or-
chestra mobility and to preserve the authority associated with the position.

The criteria of principal and "first man" selection combined with the prestige
grading oi orchtbstrAs mciAnq that. A 'rromician's potential career opportUnities can in-
clude "(I) a limited range within the orchestra; up to; but probably not including4
the first Chair jobs, (2) positions in higher ranking orchestras4 with certain excep-
tionssection principals would seldom accept section jobs in higher ranked or-.
chestras; (3) in some cases, higher status positions in lower ranked orchestras
this almost always Would mean a section man accepting a principalship or soloist
job in the lower ranked orchestra." Since the number of orchestras ,offering suitable
career, opportunitieS are relatively few, knowledge about potential openings tends to
be encyclopedic, Le:, mobile rausiciarks tend to know -tithe approximate ages, pro-
fessional history and ability of most of the incuMbents of what, frorn their perspec-
tive, are desirabie jobs, and...in some cases whether there is an inclination to
quit, and the character of relations with the conductor.'' The advancement of the
musician does not follow an orderly pattern of graded promotion upon the presenta-
tion of one's formal credentials Rather, one carefully awaits the opportunity that
may appear but once in a lifetime.

Ocup_alion

The extraordinarily long training period of the symphony mudician results (I)
in his isolation from other occupational experiences ari (2) strong commitment to
the occupation from childhOod on: Isolation from other occupational experiences is
perpetuated by the mode of trainingi.e., the conservatory, and by the musician's
extensive social and geographic mobility.

Young musicians, particularly the violinists, tend to have high aspirations .

and hope for unrealistic goals. .Many hope to become soloists. After a few years
of professional experience in the orchestra and without noticeable success, the
aspirations of these men, lessen. The following comments expregs the inner struggle
typical of string players beginning to sense the futility of their career aspirations:.

My problem is that I always have ambition, to be a soloist, but
that's your ideal point of view. You always have to make ad-
justments to,live life or you drive yourself to destruction.... I
wanted to be a soloist but I know now there(is not.enough space
for that. SO I chose the orchestra and I'm pretty happy about
playing in it_ . You can get smite satidfaction playing in the
orchestra: you can seep the standard of a solo piece is higher.
You can hear yourselfyou are more of an individual.

As the musician grows older, his professional identification begins to erode,
his talent begins to fade. kis value to the symphdny organization diminisiles, par-.
ticu/arly in terms of future potential. The eroSion of one's occupational identity
means a concomitant 'resignation from the struggle for certain organizational and



ocdupational values, In. the case of the symphony musitian, it mai,mean that (l) the
individual comes to regard his Job as permanent rather t;hafi as a. stepping stone to,
something better; and (2) the gap in communications and differences in values between
the younger and.older musicians widens. The younger MuSicians ,tinid to focus on the
nature of the work, extending their social life to professional colleagues. In contrast,
"the older musiCians become psyChologically estranged from formerly held mobility
aspirations ." In the orchestra studied, theremas a fairly welt-developed schism:
"the younger musicians, living in quasi-bohemian style Aav.e7 become, in the eyes.
of the settled, community-involved man, 'characters,' and 'queers' .The older men,
on the other hand Aer9 defined by the younger as defectors from artistic and pro-

;fessional values ."

imelications f :

In the course of their careers, practically all symphony musicians have done
solo work---as amateurs, if not as professionals---so that not having the opportun-
ity to perform in a role from which they have derived satisfaction may be a frustration,.

High school counselors will be concerned with the problem of fantasy choices.
in this area since'symphony music is encouraged so strongly as an extracurricular
activity in many schools. :Young people who are successful in school orchestras may
decide on the goal of symphony musician when the competition is such that the goal
may not be realizable.

Vocational counselors may also encounter musicians in the low prestige,
underpaid, short-season orchestras who need help in planning second careers as an +

insurance against the insecurities"' of their positions and as a means of augmenting
their income with part-time and seasonal jobs .

A few symphony musicians seek the security of public school muiC te`aching
This position involves the completiOn of an organized educational curriculum, and
the vocational counselor may be helpful in outlining the necessary steps fix comple-
tion of such a curriculum.

Scone; Occupational Field
-

Methodology:

Seventy formal interviews were held with members of al top ranking symphony
. orchestra during the winter of 19S6-57.

C autions ;

Since no comparative data on other orchestras are 'available, the findings of
this research 'Must be regarded as provisional. arid suggestive rather thaa as
pronOuncements of finality.

Theoreticat Orientation:

Point of departure is the notion that thesymphony musician is faced with
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the problem of reconcilirig his idealized Self-image as a gifted 'and highly skilled
artist with the realities of the occupational life. In the context of work he is
\caught between the competing forceS of public apathy, the management-dominated
labor market, arid the somewhat unfriendly union. M a resul, the symphony
musician experiences chronic anklety concerning his life chances; he feels that
such a situation 'is\ inconsistent with the imaje of the musician as the bearer of
the highest kind of aesthetic value which he offers for the enrichment of the
community."
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MUSIC COMP6SER

*1, ..... on.

ABSTRACT D.Oi. Code: 152.088

Dennison, J. Nash. "The Socialization of the Artist: The American'Composer,"
SociaL,Forcesj Vol. 35, No.-4 (May, 1957), Pp. 307-313.

Description:

Although our society emphasizes the achievement characteristic of roles, it
is asserted that some selective procestes still operate in the training and direct-
ing of individuals to certain roles. "This paper attempts to shoW that even i n
one of the least necessary vocational roles in our societythe Composition of
serious music---such forces oPerate in recruiting personnel."

The role situation of the American composer'suggests that the .7recrUit, in ad-
dition to having the ability or talent fo compose music; must be able to (1) work
in the face of social non-Isupport,- (2) assume certaifi othet vocational roles at
the same time, and (3) pursue -a considerably solitary activity.

The following ComPlex'selective factors ptesumably influence the socializi-
tion, process of the composer:

. Inheritance of some general trait, such as 'musicality'
'2. . Male sex-
3. Membership in some "Old World" ethnic group
4. Relatively high social status
5. Family valuation of musicality, especially in the age period 0-12
6. Structural stability in the family of orientation (i.e., parental family)'
7. Subject's greater closeness to mother than father during childhoOd years

Subject's :tile in family ft that of an indulged and precocious persona1-1
- ity,
9. Subject's role in relation to his peers is On the fringe
10. Subject is precobious in Musical develop:fent, his first musical activ-

,ities being instrumental.

None of these factors encourage the development of a personality trait which
would facilitate considerable role versatility. In.fact, Rorschach test results sug-
gest that personality rigidity prevails-among even the most versatile composers.

It is speculated that selective factors such as sex, birth orderin the family,
childhood peer groups, and, perhaps, precocity of the person's musical dOelop-
ment are connected with the ability to face a hostile or indifferent social environ-
ment. It may be that encouragement given to the precocious musical development,
of the would-be composer is, in turn, the factor which sets him apart from the
peer group.

Learning theory--rewarding one type of responseaccounts for ihe devel-
oprnent of the drive to compose. The supposedly hereditary trait of musicality is
constantly reinforced by the explicit valuation of musicality in the person's family,.

The fact that a person having certain constitutional factors and being placed
in such an environment becomes a composer May be explained by two types of "ac-cidental" factors. (1) It may be a matter of "chance;" or (2) it may be "through the

. , 101 .
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! competitive process involved in the ,achievement of roles ." Margaret Mead out-.
lined the operation of such a process id the value system of society as follows:

Each society approximates in its chief emphasis one of the
many possible types Of human behaviour. Those individuals
who show this type of personality will be its leaders and
saints; ...those who have perversely seized upon.some per-

\ fectly alien point of view, it will sometimes lock up in asy-
1,ums, ...burn as,heretics, or possibly 'Permit to live out a
starving existence as an artist. ("GrIwing up in New Guinea,"
in From the South Seas* New York: ,Wm. Morrow & Co. Inc. ,
1936, p. 2274)

'Thus, it may be that'differences in societal values would determine whether some
individuais with 'alien points of views would find a constructive and dignified out-
let for their energies or would be condemned to life in an insane .,.sylum.

Imglisgions for Cojnse1ing:

This study details how significant early social influences in individual de-.
velopment may affect career choice. Although few bona fide composers of music
are likely to be seen in vocational counseling because the occupation is so small,
this report contains important principles applicable to a number of occupations .

,
This study suggests the need for a thorough review of the life history data

\with ,accent on what the counselee remembers of family attitudes. The coun-
selee's relationship with his family and peer group at ages significant to career
..development is most important.

This study also suggests that 'selection of certain occupations, occupational
fields!, or at least occupational levels is determined by early social influences.
The counselor's tisk is to attempt to trace out these influences and evaluate
their impact on career choice. The most significant items are social class of
the parents, the father's occupation, the parents' education, and the counselee's
relationships with father, mother, siblings, and peers.

Scope: Occupatlional Field

.Methodolo9y:

Interviews were held with two groups . One group consisted of "twenty-four
.advanced students of musical composition selected by the heads of three out-
standing American schools of music." The other group contained twenty-three
persons who acted as a jury to determine the "most successful" American-born
composers of serious music.

Cauitftons:

The author realizes that the techniques of observation, the representativeness
of the data, and the method of experiment should be kept in mind in assessing the
.results.. The techniques of observation are crude measuring devices. There is no
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way of eletermining how representative the sample was "Finally, the
experimental method of agreement used cannot hope to delineate, precisely,
selective or causal factors."

Theoretical Orientation:

Society may be conceived of as a network of roles which must be
continuously manipulated "if the work of the society is to get done."
Some roles are more important to society than others. Linton has pointed,
out tie* in some societies a sufficic:rt supply of recralts is assured by
ascribing roles or statuses to individuals on the basis of cultural patterns
or biological facts. Other societies leave the supplying of recruits and
thus the attainment of roles to the person's conscious choice and individual
effort. "This emphasis upon achieving roles is characteristic of our own
society'." Emphasis upon achievement does not exclude the notion that
some selective processes may operate to select and train individuals for
and direct them to necessary roles: For example, Merton suggested that
such selective processes operate "before the individual makes the conscious
choice and successful effort to achieve a bureaucratic role." The present
paper attempts to illustrate the operation of such selective forces in a
case study of tOe American composer-musician.
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ii BOXER ABSTRACT D.(v,T. Code: 153.348

Weinberg, S. Kirson, and Arond, Henry. "The Occupational Culture of the Boxer,"
Arr_AL_ican claLrnalof Aoci., Vol. LVIII (March, 1952)1 pp. 460-469.

liesciption:

I. Recruitment:

l'rof6ssional'ooxers are usually young men anci adolescents from the lower
socio-economic classes. Often they are immigrants to the city or are children
of immigrants. In Chicago, an ethnic succesaon of boxers was oi/served which
corresponded to the ecological distribution of the various ethnic groups _living
near the center of the city. First, the Irish, then the Italians provided the
greatest number of prominent boxers; now it is the Negroes.

"It can be inferred tentatively that the social processes among juveniles
and adolescents in the lower socio-economic levels, such as individual and
gang fights* the fantasies of 'easy money' e the lack of accessible vocationza
opportunities, and the general isolation from the middle-class culture, are
similar for those who become professional boxers 'as for those who become
delinquents. The difference resides in the role-model the boy picks, whether
criminal or boxer." It appeared that the presence of one or several successful
boxers in the neighboihood has stimulated the bOy of similar ethnic background
to become a ling-fighter." In. some instances,' managers or trainers in the
local gymnasium have persuaded some boys to become professional boxers.
Eminende in boxing as well as in other sports and entertainment offers an
opportunity to the slum boy to gain quick success and accompanying status
and prestige.

II. Occupational. Culture of the Boxer:

At the beginning of his career, the would7be boxer is impressed with the
need for training to improve his physical condition, to ack tire the skills needed
to win a fight, and to avoid injury. He comes to regard his body, especially
his hands, as his stock-in-trade. Often boxers will follow certain formulae
to keep in "shape'. " The data revealed that "one I1i..oxer7 practiced Yogi, an-
other became a physical cultist, a third went on periodic fasts; others seek out
lotions, vitamins and other means of improving their endurance, alertness, and
punching' power-. "

The fighter learns early in his career that he must never admit defeat. He
must continue to fight regardless of injuries he sustains in the process. This
point was illustrated by these comments: "If a man quits a fight, an honest '

fight,,...he has no business there in the first plaCe."

Boxers who remain in the sport are hopeful of occupational-climbing. This
attitude is reinforced by the character of boxing. The Sport emphasizes the in-
dividual', "boxing is done by 'single contestants, pot by teams. " Furthermore,

:tradition, and the boxer's relationships to trainers, managers and other related
persons reinforce this confidence,



1

,.t

To counteract the factor of unpredictability regarding the, otttcome of boxing
bouts', fighter's tend to'develop certain superstitions which give them emotional
.support and security. Fcieexarmile, one boxer believed that if he ate certain food,
he was sure to win. Others' bave insisted upon wearing certain charms, religious
medals, or the sable robe fn which they Won their firSt fight. At times, the man-
ager or trainer uses the superstition of the boxer tO gain control over him.' Al-
though this attitude of superstition may have been imported fromsthe fighter's
local or ethnic culture, 'it is intensified among the boxers themielves, whether
they are %Albite or Negro "rernin"" fi-411te..t ci elle:tin-ions . "sly di iaa 7 a ... 14

-

, Similarly, when a fighter likes a certain style', punch or movement of another
fighter, he may wear some item of clothing that belonged to the person whorn he.
'wishes to imitate, or from superstition, rub him on the back. All of such practices
"focus toward the perspective of 'filling the place' or takihg the role of the other
esteemed fighter."

,

/

Boxers are typed acdording to their particular style and Matinertin the ring.
For instance, the style of the "puncher" or "mauler" differs signifiCantly from

tendency to hit hard and ruthlessly even when his opponent is helpless, thereby
.,

1

that of the "cream puff" who is unable to hit hard. A " butcher" is kndwn by his

inflicting unnecessary damage.

Often boxers must fight with 'fouls' or 'quasi-fouls' in the ring. The tactics
of these persons technicOly include fouls, but they may be carried out so quickly
and cleverly ttat they go undetected by the referee. Additionally, they may be
harrassed by the spectators. Their only potection against a situation fraught
with tension, physical punishment and eventual fatigue is their physical condi-
tion, and their acquired confidence.

The outcome of the fight is a decisive factor with regard to the boxer's status
and self-esteem. In a suceession of boxing matches the fighter undergoes a
fluctuating roiitine, " in which tension mounts during training, is concentrated
during the fight, and is discharged in the usual celebration, ...Hence many
boxers pursue a fast teMpo of living and spend lavishly on clothes, women,
gambling, and tirink....Many boxers experience intense conflict between the
ordeals of training and the pursuits of pleasure."

\

III. Social Structure and Social Mobility: \

The occupation Of the boxer is highly stratified. Ranking is determined
first by their weight, then by their position in a match, and finally, by their
status with stable-mates who have the same manager. The fighters are ranked .

,
,annually in each weight division. ,

1

The careers of 127 fighters were traced from 1938 onward in order to determine
their vertical mobility. It was found that 107, or 84.2 per cent, remained in the
local preliminary or semiwindup category; 11, or 8.7 per cent, became local
headliners. These persons have been profestional boxers for an average of
about 8 years. Eight, boxers, or 7 .1 percents achieved national recognition, i.e.,
were among the first fen champions. These persons have also been professionals
for an average'of almost 8 years. One has become champion after 12 years in #ke
ring. Those who remain in this occupation believe that they can reach the top.

1 i 0 b ,
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Those, who cease to aspire to the championship may quit entirely or may become
part-time boxers. The hopes of the aspiring boxers are justified; climbing in
the sport does not depend upon ability alone, it can also be the result of aqucky
break .

IV, Relationsw
Trainers managers and promoters comprise the boxer's social milieu. The

closest and most crucial relationshiph are those between the trainer and the
hrmar. It. ta tho tr=ingzr whn rapr.a.sante ths2 Ailth".rity figs th.a
"polishes his, skills, compels him to train regularly, and distracts him from
worrying about the fiqht, and he can control him by withdrawing praise or can
/restore his morale when he has lost."

Rel,tionships with managers are also of importance. One boxer has char-
acterized the interest of managers as follows: "Some managers are interested in
the money first and in the man- Second; other managers are interested in the man
first." It appeared that the, majority Of managers tended_to regard fighting as a
business, venture, viewing the fighter as a Commodity and being conberned mainly
with money. To obtain the latter, they were compelled to please the promoters
'and " to sell their fightereabilities to the promoters."

Managers, generally; tend to have the advantage over their boxers in every
conceivable way. First, they'are organized into guilds and thereby exert control
ovet the boxers. 'Second, they try to keep their fighters financially, and if pOs-
sible, emotionally attached to them. They will encourage their borrowing money
on future earnings. Although legally they cannot take more than One-third of the

- fighter's purse, many of them do not abide by this rule. Furthermore, many
managers may"rush" the fighter into too many bouts, overmatch him with a super,-
ior fighter, or do some other dishonest inaneuverthg. In contrast, some man-
agers ate honest, are concerned only with the developing of their man'S ability
to its fullest extent. "In short, managers have no informal standards to protect
their bOxeril and are guided chiefly by their own personal considerations in \ ,

these aCtix4ties.

V. The Boxer and the Promoter:

The boxer's relationship with the promoter is usually indirect. Yet the pro-
moter is the most influential person in the bo:dng hierarchy. The promoter is
primarily a showman and a businessman. For him, the fighter is a commodity.
,"His aim.is to get the most from his investment." For him, the ''show' comes
first, the boxer's-welfare is ignored., Frequently, the promoter, to insure his
direct control over the boxers; will, appoint one or a series of 'managers' as
'fronts' and therebY obtain a share of the boxers' earnings and gain control over
them. _By the same method, he can also reduce the fighters' share since his
"manager" (since he actually representwthe 'promoter) will not bargairr,for a
larger share of earnings on the bokers' behalf. Because of such monopolistic
tendencies in the occupation, 'most boxers,are relatively helpless in their
dealings with/ promoters.

If a potentially good fighter wants to meet some,leading contenders, his
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nanager may ha ve to 'but in" the promoter or some other manager who ha $ a
connection with the desired person in order to malte the arrangements. The mo-
bility of a fighter thus depends, in large part, upon the manager's relationship
to the promoter.

S ince the promoter wishes to attract.a lar\ge audience, the 'crowd pleasing'
qua lifica tions of the fighter, in addition to hissabilities, become of importance.
Particular race and ethnic Characteristics play a part in this. For instance, "a
good white fighter is preferred to a good Negro fighter; ..." In New York and in
.Chicago, Jewish fighters seem to attract the crowd. 'Despite the promoters'
efforts to develop white, especially Jewish fighters, few Jewish fighters are
found. This is,explained by the fact that the role models and.'practices in the
local Jewish communities have changed. "Even Negro fighter's, despite their
dominance of the sport in quality'and. quantity of fighters; are increasingly
turning to other sports because the role-models are slowly s'niftirig."

The promoter can decisively influence the occupational career.of a. boxer.
Once the fighter has shown that he has 'crowd pleasing' abilities,, the promoter
can make him mobile. ' He Zihe boxer7 can be, ai 'it were, 'nursed', to the top
by being matchsSd with opponents w,ho are easy to beat or,by meeting:set-ups'
who are instructed to lose. Thus, he builds up an-impreisive recOrd na is ready
for big-time fights." Hence, on early record alone, it is difficult to assess
the competency of a fighter, for his record may have been designed for:publicity
purposes'.

VI. Effect upon the Boxer:

,The punitive character of boxing as well as the social relationships of the
social milieu of ooxing influence the boxer during and after his career in the
ring.

First, the physical effects of the boxing are detrimental to the person's
health. In addition to the hazards of death in the ring, one estimate predicts
that 60 per cent of boxers become mildly punch-drunk and 5 per cent become
severely punch-dnink. The severely punch-drunk fighter can be recognized "by
an ambling gait, thickened or retarded speech, mental stereptypy, and a general
decline in efficiency.'. Eye injuries, misshapen noses and cauliflower ears are
futther disabling marks of boxing.

Second, many boxers continue to fight even when they have passed their
prime years or have been injured. The boxingculture which encourages 'such
behavior works to the eventual detriment of the boxer.

The fighter's career terminates at 6 relatively ,early age. The attitude of
'feeling old is accompanied Iv a severe loss of status. The sharp decline in
status in the post-boxing career is explained by the fact that boxing has served'
as a _vocational means for the attainment of status.. Now, when the person is '
too old to remain active in boxing, he lacks thelskills with which to retain his
status.

A survey of 95 leading former boxers, each of whom had earned more than
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$100,000 during their careers in the ring, revealed the following post-boxing
career patterns: _ 18 persons have remained in the sport, working as trainers or
trainer-managers; two have become wrestlers; 26 worked, i.e. , 'fronted'for' or
owned taverns; 2 were liquor salesmen; 18 -had unskilled jobs*, most frequently
in the steel mills; 6 worked in the movies; 5 were entertainers; 2 owned or
worked in gas stations; 3 ware cab drivers; 3 had newsstands; 2 were janitors;
3 were bookie's; 3 were associated with the race tracks ,(i.e.,, 2 collected bets
and 1 was a starter); and 2 were in business.

It may also be that former boxers face emotional difficulties in adjustin§
to their new occupational roles.

laglicons for CoUnselinq:

Brain damaged, retired boxers are. more likely to seek' vocational coundeling
than are individuals who are considering professional boxing as a possible vo-
cational choice. Although boxing is a highly visible occupation, a detailed
field study such as this one is extremely useful id understanding behind-the-
scenes events.

There are similarities in the counseling of clients who have aspirationd
toward occUpations /such as boxer, big league baseball player, concert singer
or performer, and actor or actress. In *these careers, competition is so keen
that Success is contingent upon many unpredictable factors. The possession
of a reasonable competence in the art, although it may have taken -years to
acquire, may be inadequate in itself for success. ,An additional characteristic
of these occupations is that they usually possess little transfer value to
other occupations. For most clients who have such goals, these occupations
are often.seen in terms of .glamour, and choices are not Made on the basis of
ratiOnal considerations .

It might be wise for the counselor to help the client plan for a more utili-
tarian secondary occupational-Career into which he might transfer should he
find that the pursuit of or participation in his primary career-choice is no longer
possible..

Scope: bccapation

Author's Abstract:

"ProfeSsional boxers are recruited from among the youth of the lower socio-
economic levels. Their changing ethnic composition reflects the ethnic shifts
in the urban lower socio-economic levels. Fighting is an important road to
increased social status, and successful boxers are role-models for these youths.
Trainers, managers, and promoters View boxing in different wairs from the boxers
and frequently affect boxers' careers."

Methodology:

Guided 'interviews with 68 present and former boxers, 7 trainers, and 5
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managers proVided 'the information for this
one of the authors (Arond) and the reading
tfonal information.

Cautions:

t r.. ;
3

.' ,33' z

article. The OrsoneitiOXperience of
of firsthand literatUiti

,

Generalizations are based on the authors personal knowledge of the
situation.

Theoretical Orientation:

The culture of the professional boxer was described in this article. The
specific aspects covered were: recruitment, practices and.beliefs, and the
social structure .of the boxing world.

.
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BUYER ABSTkACT D.O.T. Code: 162.,158

Rachman, David J.,- and Kemp, Linda' J. "Are BuYers Happy in'Their jobs? ",
journal of Retailing, Vol. na, NO. 2 (Summer, 1964), pp. 1710+ .

1

This article is' based on a study conducted by meMbers of the 1962-1963 class
in graduate \research of the New t:)rk University School of Retailing.

Description;

This\ study sought to find out what elements contributed to the job satis-'
faction of buyers.' Specifically, it dealt with thesfollowing questions:' Is the
job satisfaction of buyers more affected by the amount, of salary than by other'
factors? Is the buyer more likely to be .happy in a' large or in a_small retail
organization? Does the particular geographical section of the country affect
the buyer's attitude toward his jobr

Six general categories of job satisfaction were under consideration:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

yindings:

PhysiCal store facilities and supplies
Buyer services
BUyer perscnnnel policies and practices
Administrative practices and policies
Buyer colleagues
Characteristics of supporting employees

\ Personnel Characteristics: According to the ,data, the buyers' earnings.
'were not closelY related to the level of Job satisfaction. Other factors' were
equally or more important than salary. On the average, female buyers Were
hap-pier than were meni although they did not earn the highest salaries. The .

buyer attaining the, highest level of Job iatisfaction was found to have the far
low!ng oharacterittics: fen-I-elle, married; over fifty-five years of age; and em-
-ployed by the,company- for iwell over twenty years. The employer firm is located
in the far West and has over one hundred;_employees.

Rating of Phvsical Store Facilities and Supplies: -In general, the buyers
were satisfied with the store facilities at their 'disposal. (This attitude seemed
'to be in direct contrast with the,reaction of visitors to their "cubby hole" type
offices located directly on ,the sales' floor. The buyers did expt-ess, however,
the opinion that the stores, did not provide an adequate supply library or ref-
erence materials for their use. Since today's buyer has been expoied to col-
lege, the desire for reference material may reflect the transference of his ac-
ademic training to the business world.

Rating of Buyer Services: Organizational services ranked lowest in
buyers' Job satisfaction ratings. This, in general, included services of the
sales force, receiving and marking, stock help, service managers and sales
promotion. The buyers' relationships with these groups of personnel have long
been problematic. The recent development of the chain-type concept of
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management by department stores is largely due to a recognition of these
problems and is seen as a method of taking the buyer out of these sensitive
areaS and allowing him to concentrate on buying only.

Rating of Personnel Policies and Practices: In general, buyers:approved
of store policies affecting their decision-makin and creative abilities. NOV/-
ever, they regarded their salaries and their opportunities for foreign travel as
less than they had been led to expect.

?dministrative Policies: Communications between buyers
and management personnel were rated well above average with the exception of
those with the sales promotion manager. The conflict between buyers and sales
promotion managers may be explained by the fact that the sales promotion man-
ager acts as guardian of the buyers' advertising budget and is involved in de-
cisions to make advertising cut-backs.

er Collea Imes: Buyers ranked their col-7
leagues highly. They observed little social contact between their employees
and those in other departments. This observation suggests that employees may
take departmentalization of the store,more seriously than the management in-
tended.

Summaa: \This study supports the view that die buyer is happiest when
he performs inareas directly connected with buying. This is in line with the
recent trend in retail thinking; i.e., the buyer should concentrate more on the
buying of merchandise and lesS 'on the numerous non-selling activities.

The buyer is the least happy- in non-buying activities, i.e. in his re-
lationship.with, other personnel. An example is his communications with those
who offer direct.serviceS, such as the service manager. The 'difficulty of the
relationship has little to do with the personnel involved. More likely, it is
caused by the cluality of allegiance on the part of the service-sales personnel;
typically, the's-sr:ice-sales person is responsible to both the. buyer and his
department manager. ..?

One area of potential conflict exists in the hiring and evaluation of
personnel working, directly for the buyer. The broad view 'of personnel function
assumes that the person to whom the employee is directly resp:msible should
approve the selection; In the case of buyers, some employees .are'partially
responsible to the bUyer and partially under the control of other managers.
V11 hen the personnel department assuMes the function of hiring and ranking of
these employees', the buyers are disSatisfied.

Implications' for Connse.

. Departmeni store buyer is a fre quently named occupationa I objective
amang. women making educational \and occupational choices. Most likely, it
is a somewhat glamourized occupation. This detailed study oi:\ job satisfac-
tion is particularly si..iited as a reality testing device. It is doubtful, however,
whether the queStionnaire method of inquiry used in this study was as well-

. ,
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suited to probing the sensitive areas of conflict in the occupation as would
have been the interview- and participant-observer techaiques. It i's suspeoted
that the conflicts associated with the occupation are underestimated in this
'study.

This study should be compared with the study by George Strauss, en-
titled "Work Flow, Interfunctional Rivalry and Professionalism," Human Orlan-
ization, Vol. XXIII, No. 2 (Summer, 1964), pp. 137-149.

goo; Occupation

Methodology:

A questionnaire concerning general categoriet of job satisfaction was
mailed' to a stratified sample of 513 buyers in the four major geographical
sections of the United States. One hundred and seven replies were received.
The survey inCluded only stores with forty or more buyers.

ow.

Cautions':

Although the number of persons answering the questionnaire was quite
small in this instance, this survey illustratei a trend which deserveS further-.
sociological study.
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PURCHASING AGENT ABSTRACT D.O.T.. Code: 162.158

Strauss, George. "Work-Flow Frictions Interfunctional
_ism: A Case Study of Purchoing Agents ,-"Iluman
No. 2 (Summer,' 1964), pp. 137-149.

I. &taws s tratidAniciet

Rivalry and Professional-
Vol.

Many purchasing agents feel that their capabilities and work are not suf-
.

ficiently recogniied either by management or by other departments of the corpora-
tion. They envy engineers, accountants, and personnel men to whom they attri-
bute -higher pay, better parking lOts, and fancier offices. "They often feel frus-
trated in, dealing with college-trained engineers and aspire to professional status
equal to theirs:'

Causes for the purchasing agents', present discontent and their desire for
a more prestigeful position wit* the corporation are rooted in changes in tech-
nology and work flow. Originalby, the purchasing agent performed two functions:
(1) negotiated prices and plated orders in accordance with requests made'by others;
(2) made sure that suppliers delivered the orders on time.

Now, many purchasing men feel that they should be doing More and so (1)
attempt to gain a greater amount of control in determining what the company should
buy-:--more than is imPlied in their specific dutiei; (2) "seek to be consulted by
other departments -in regard to any question dealing with the components ..."; and
(3)s attrpt to gain control over related funCtions such as receiving; inventory,
andtproduction control (termed tnaterial management"). In their quest for expand-
ed functions, the purchasing agents generate conflic4 and arouse the hoLtility of
other departments.

, a., geIls: One of the purchasing agent's primary func-
tions is to place orders according to requisitions. The normal requisition includes
information conterning the quality, !f..e. , specifications; quantity, i.e.; lot size;
and time, i.e. , date on which delivery is needed. According to present corporate,
practices, most orders originate in the engineeriag department, then are passed
on to the\ scheduling department and, finally, to the purchasing .department. :The
purchasing agent, dissatisfied because he is at the very end of.the Ordering pro-
cess, seeks to gain control at the points of initiation. From management, he wants
recognition as a consultant---one who can keep management posted about now-de-
velopments in the market, about new materials, and new sources of supply, price
trends, etc. From the engineering department, he demands control over specifica-
tions..

b. SArgii.03.m111 the englneer_ArA Apvment: The agent's purchasing pow-
er and, in a sense, his status depend upon how tightly the product specifications
are worded by the engineering department. If the specification calls for a partic-
ular brand, the agent can exercise very little individual judgment since he can
deal with usually only one salesman and often must accept the set price. Such
restrictions give him little social status within the corporation and curtail his
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economic bargaining power with the suppliers.

What the purchasing agent would prefer instead is known as "functional
specifications,." i.e., the description of certain minimum requirements which
then would enable him to find the product on the market which he feels best fits
the company's needs. Engineers, on the other hand, prefer to use brand names
denoting the desired product. It is much easier for them to write down a well-known
brand name than to draw up lengthly functional specifications . The battle contin-
ues as the purchasing agents strive to compel engineers to add, at least, the
words "or equivalent" to the brand name specification and/or to establish a refer-
ence list of standardized specifications.

Occasionally, purchasing agents will accuse engineers of "overspecifica-
tion." For example, " the engineer may insist on a product which has a life of
ten years when the product as a,whole may have a life of- only three years."

Conflicts with engineers also arise when specifications are inadequate or
phrased in a language too technical for the purchasing agent to understand. Con-
flict arises again when the purchasing agent feels that specifications should be
changed and the engineer, having already committed his plans to blueprints, feels
that he has completed his work. Interference by the purchasing agent at this \
point is a threat to the engineer's feeling of accomplishment.

'The purchasing agent's conflict with the engineering department is increas-
ed when the engineer permits "backdoor selling.' "This type Of selling occurs
when a salesman by-passes the Purchasing agent, sees someone else in the organ-
ization (usually the engineer) and seeks to influence, this other person to requisi-
tion the salesrnaWS product by name." Backdoor selling threatens the status of the
purchasing agent in two ways: it encourages specification by brand names, and
it makes both the salesman and the engineer less dependent upon the purchasing
Et ent .

c. Conflicts with rochRicticIT2,ischeulin : Purchasing agents .are more
friendly toward production schedulers than they are toward engineers.'. The status
diStinction between the groups is not as great. Schedulers are less likelY to be
college graduates and they have little claim to being "professionals." Purchasing
agents'. chief complaint about the production scheduling department is their tim-:
ing; they make their requests too late and claim to need deliveries sooner than
they actually do.

When the. purchasing agent has to make a request for a quick delivery, he
is placed in an uncomfortable position. Often:the agent has to pay premium
price, or persuade the vendor to rearrange his own .production schedule in order
toget the particular product delivered on time. Purchasing agents are reluctant
to place such pressures upon their suppliers because they know that they will be
obligated to reciprocate the "favtor" In some manner in the future.

The over-all relationship between the schedulers and the purchasing agents
is considerably different from.that of the. purchasing agents and engineers. In the
former instance, there :id. room for bargaining and bluffing on both sides. In tne
latter instance, however, this is,not the case.
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(I. Inventory Policy and materiels management Inventory policy is anoth-
er-cause of conflict between purchasing and scheduling. The purchasing depart-
ment attempts tl gain control over inventOries in order to maximize its chances
for purchaSing at quantity discountS. In addition, the purohasing agent strives to
persuade top m..inagement to combine purchasing, inventory control and, sometimes,
production scheduling into one materials management department. Such a depart-
Ment would see to it that materials are available when production calls for them.
The purchasing agent entertains the hope that he would then be the man appointed
to head,this new department.

..Isnacjezatti_lteco from NIAL..ga ement
1

1

a. Contactsleboss: The purchasing agent's boss varies from one
organization to another. He may be the general manufacturing manager, the,fac-
tory manager, the controller, or,the director of supplies., Whoever he is, the
purchasing agekrarely sees him. On the few occasionS- he talks with*the boss,
he is reluctant to discuss his interdepartmental conflicts with /him.

b. Difficulties in measuring efficiency: A study financed by,the National
Association of PurChasing Agents repotted that most top managers beliered that
performance of the purchasina function could not be measured in terms of efficien-
cy. As long as there were no work sstoppages due to shortage of purchased.mater-
leis, the purchasing function was assumed to be satisfactory.- Perhaps this was
one of the reasons wily- the purchasing agents got 'little or no credit for perform".
ing itheir Jobe more economically or effectively."

c. Uncertain relationsh...ip with managg0A: The interview data indicated
that purchasing agents resented the sporadic attention aiven to them by manage-
ment. It made them feel insecure because they did not know where they stood.
Whit a numberof agents implied, one man stated explicitly:

I have too,thuch autonomy and too much work. My boss
doesn't know what I am doing and I'm not sive he cares
....I don't get any support from /Mg so I've got to
plug away on my own.

Some purchasing, men took the, initiative " to increase the degree of corw-
munication with top management-'--and in a sense t6p management's ability to
control him.'" Many purchasing agents, for instance, prepared elaborate statis-
tical/charts showing their performance efficiency, ,or made available,to.rMnage-
ment periodic reporfs extollin4 their savings to the company. Such writings ap-
parently increased the agents' motivation but, on the whole, had little or no ef-
fect on management: Those who Were responsible for purchasinj failed to use
these documents as Ways of evaluating purchasing. As a consequence, the jiur-
chasing agents, turned to professionalism-as a ,means, to bolster their status .

III. Professionalism
,

Purchasing agents look upon professionalization as a means of making
their status more equal with that of the engineers. In their quest for profession-
al status, they participate in the NAPA, the National Association of Purchasing .
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Agents. This group advocates "professional e'ducation" programs at universities,
attempts to establish "certification" requirements, and a 'bode of standards" (on
ethics) .

The professional organization gives its members a sense of identity'and
solidarity. Since most purchasing agents have dead-end jobs, being elected to
an Association office provides a feeling of 'getting ,ahead." The organization also
provides the opportunity for informal conversation which gives members a chance
"to let off steam in a safe environment. " Finally*, the NAPA promotes the occupa-
tional interests of its members and, in this sense, functions as a quasi-union.

r,

The Association's objective in establishing a Code of Standards is to reg-
ulate 'gift-taking, " a controversial issue that threatens the intOrity of the pur-
chasing agents' image. According to existing standards, the putchasing agent
is degrading the profession when he solicits gifts or permits these to influence
his decisions. The practice still prevails in some circles, but, on the whole, the
custom has declined considerably in recent years.

Recently, the purchasing agents have attempted to delegate what they:con-
sidered to be the non-professional asincts of their jobs to subordinates. Such a
trend has been observed among professionals such as nurses and engineers. :

Nurses delegate Certain undesirable aspects of their jobs to nurses' aides; engi-
neers delegate certain dutied to technicians.

Purchasing men are not the only ones who have problems in the industrial
setting. Engineers, personnel men, accountants, quality control men---all claim
to be underdogs. In the author's opinion, "one should expect friction from the
very nature of the staff or functional specialist's job." Production men make
things; their accomplishments are visible. Staff men make ideas and can feel,
success and demonstrate accomplishment onl- when other departments accept
these ideas.

'The industrial organization viewed from the purchasing agent's frame of
reference is not a highly co-ordinated organization, controlled by top management.
Rather, it is a collection of Semi-autonomous departments, each with its special
point of view, each imposing a system of checks and balances 'on all others. On
the surface, this arrangement may appear inefficient; but in the industrial environ-
ment, interdepartmental Conflicts tend to encourage free competition and give top
management a chance to evaluate the behavior of subordinates.

Implications for Counseling:

This is a most interesting studY in that it deals extensively with inter-
occupational frictions and, has implications for all rhanagerial-type occupations:
Vocational counseling and personnel psychology have long stressed skill in inter-
personal relations as a requisite for successful job adjustment and job satisfac-
tion.

Much of the literature on this topic has assumed that difficulty in this
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area was due to the personality characteristics of the individual, rather than to
the situation itself. Relatively little has been written of the specific way in
which structural conflicts between occupations can aggravate interpersonal rela-
tions.

Vocational counselors working with adults frequently encounter managerial-
level clients who have strong negative emotional involvements in their inter-Per-
sonal relations at work. Although these difficulties may be attributable to t h e
client's lack of adequate skills in interpersonal relailons, it is essential that the
counselor be able to differentiate this laq from normal reactive behavior which
occurs in response to structurally-activated conflict. In order to make this dif-
ferentiation, the counselor would need to elicit information about the client's
behavior in previous employment and other social situation-S.

Aggrandizenient efforts of an occupation further com_plicate personnel ad-
justment. As this study illustrated, friction arose because of the efforts of pur-
chasing agents to "build an empire. ". Clients considering thit occupation as a
vocational choice must evaluate their ability to compete in an " empire building"
situation.

gape: Occupation

Methodology:

Findings of this article were based upon on-the-job observations and in-
tensive interviews with 144 subjects, Supplemented by a questionnaire.

Cautions:

Although the number of persons answering the questionnaire was quite
small in this insiance, the survey illuitrates a trend which deserves further
sociological study.

Theoretical Orientation:

The large corporation was viewed 'as a Inass of competing power groups,
eaCh seeking to influence company policy, in terms of its own interests, or, at
least, in terms of its own distorted image of the company's interest." This case
study of-the purchasing agent illustrated the forms or rivalrY among the various /

groups and showed "low this rivalry, among other factors, encourages PA's (as
they are commonly known) to seek to become 'professionals.' "



ADVERTISING AGENTS D.O.T. Code: 164.088
COPY WRITER 132.088
CATALOG ILLUSTRATOR 141.081
ADVERTISING LAY-OUT MAN 141.081

ST RACT

Lewis, Ian. " In the Courts of Power---The Advertising Man," in The Human
Shape of Work, ed. Peter L. Berger. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1964,
pp. 113-180.

Description:

Advertising is a "labor-intensive industry"---i.e. 8 one in which the big
investment is inlabor rather than in output of capitalconsisting d a rela-
tively small number of highly paid, specialized technicians and managerial
officials

Advertising provides these highly paid specialized technicians and mana-
gerial officials with a number of fringe benefits. In addition to the salaries that
they receive, they'are usually allOwed to accumulate a retirement fund Or a
separation allowance that may result in a yearly deferred income of up to 20 per
cent of their annual income. As customers of mass media representatives, ad-
vertising men are wined and -nined at "expense account" restaurants and hotels.
As representatives of the agency, they entertain persons from client organizations.

Flexibility of temperament is a role requirement for the man in advertising.
When being entertatned by salesmen of companies selling supplies, the adver-
tising offcial can be gay, carefree, and expansive. On the other hand, when
entertaining a client or a potential client who may purchase advertising services,
he must practice deference.

Economic Insecurity: High-salaried persons in the advertising business must
cope with a number of insecurities. Since wages and salaries represent the
category inVolving the greatest, expense, it is the greatest target for expense
reduction when operating costs have to be cut. If an agency loses a major ac-
count which represents a sizable proportion of its billings, wholesale layoffs
can ensue. Account shifts occur fairly frequently in the advertising business
and can result !.n the loss of jobs by competent, capable and blameless men---
a major career obstacle in this occupation.

Readjustment: This study reports that often those persons who have been most
successful in the past are the ones who have the most difficulty relocating- Such
individuals often leave the occupation to become consultants, real estate agents,
school teachers, etc. They may enter the family business if there 'is one. Some
retire and live modestly on the sale of stocks or from money accumulated from
profit-sharing plans.

Uncertainty and Unpredictability: There is a -great deal of uncertainty and unpre-
, dictability associated with the advertising, business. One source of anxiety is

the "irrationality of the marketplace which occurs in spite of the fact that every
effort is made to rule out chance. Many activities go into the marketing operation,



of whiql -advertising is only a small part. Much that leads, to the success or
failure of a sales venture is beyond the control of the advertising man. He may
benefit unduly from a success just as he may suffer unduly'from a failure.

pressure and Overtime: Many'agency clients resent the large salaries and expense
accounts that agency :'apresentatives have. They may, in addition, feel resent-
ful of the representative's "Claims to infallibility." Clients express this resent-
ment by Making excessive demands on the agency. As a consequence, large
amounts of time, energy, and money must be exoended to prove that the agency
is worthy of keeping the account. This means that agency personnel must work
overtime and under pressure.

atiotpIggaIflict: The advertising agency has an overlapping organization
which produces the effect for each subordinate of having more than one boss .' One
setof bosses consists of the account supervisor and account executive. They
are in charge of an account group consisting of creative, technical, and staff
specialists; media planners and buyers; researchers; merchandisers; and sales
promotion men. The other set of bosses consists of the heads of individual de-
partments (e.g., research director, creative director, media director, art direc-
tor,' etc.) . _This situation produces various internal conflicts in the organization:

1. Conflicts among executives on separate accounts for staff help which is
scarce.

2. Conflicts between account executives and staftbecause staff feels that
executives are too demanding.

3. Conflicts between account executives 'and department executives over
-the assignment of cataff.

4.' Conflicts involving differences in perspective on the part of technicians,
artists and specialists, on the one hand, and business-oriented account
supervisors, on the other hand.

5. Conflicts among specialist groups regarding the relative importance of
their particular function in the advertising industry. '

6. Conflicts among creative groups charged with the responsibility of
working up an advertising campaign for the same client.

In short, advertisino involves more than the usual amountof intra-organizational
conflict and more than the usual amount of conflict between occupational peers.

Res9.2......litioni It is not easy for the individual to obtain recognitiokin this occu-
pation. The collective character of the creative enterprise in advertising plus
the speed with which ideas are copied melte it difficult to identify the original
creator.

Accessary Characteristics for Success: In order to survive and succeed in this
occupational world, the advertising-man must have three characteristics: \

'1) Nerve---the capacity to stand, up under the constant pressure of deadlines,
criticism, and the ever-present possibility of total failure.

2) Likeabilitythe capacity tos exhibit calmness, tact, proper deference,'
good humor, and loyalty to the right people.'

3) ilagisticlou capacity to tactfully 'disagree when it is
necessary and to knoW at what point to stop disagreeing.
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Implications for Counseling:

Advertising is a tlamour" occupation. Counselees are sometimes unduly
swayed by the glamour aspects of the occupation to the point of excluding
thought of the reality demands.

The uncertainty of the advertising field suggests the desirability of the coun-
selee' s considering the particular skill he has or hopes to develop in light of its
transfer value to other occupational settings. Thus, the counselor might encour-
age the advertising copy writer to think in terms of alternate writing iobs in the
event that he is unable to meet the competition or uncertainties in the advertis-
ing field. The advertising artist, for example, might think in terms of the other
art openings available, though they are admittedly few. The managerial staff
members are more fortunate because their skills are more generalized and trans-
ferable to managerial positions in other industries. Counselors may wish to help
counselees map out career fields with these alternate career transfer possibilities.

Lower-class values of chance or luck as affecting occupational and financial
success are, to a degree, realistically applicable to advertising and may be more
satisfying values for advertising people to live by than middle-class values which
emphasize the infallability of hard work and study as means to success.

Speci& personality characteristics must augment technical skill in this field.
The field is sufficiently competitive to eliminate those applicants without both
the special technical skills and the required personality characteristics.

Scope: Occupational Field

Methodology:

The author provides no information regarding his research method. Most
likely, the data presented in this study were based on participant observation.

Cautions:

This is an account of the advertising profession in New York City. The ex-
tent to which the findings in this study can be generally applied is not yet known.

Theoretical Orientation:

The social structure of the advertising occupation and, more specifically,
of the advertising agency constitute a set of limitations and opportunities for
the individual. How the individual adapts to the limitations and uses, the op-
portunities is determined by his particular needs, motivation, and personality.
A selective process operates by means of which those who can meet the basic
requirements of this social structure survive and others seek alternative forms
of employment. Even the survivors, 'however, may be subjected to irrational
forces which ultimatelylead to their failure.
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UNDERWRITER (inurance) ABSTRACT' D.O.T. Code: 169.188

Krugman, Herbert E. 'Salesmen in Conflict: A Challenge to Marketing, ". Journal
of Marketing, Vol. 23, No. 1 (July, 1958), pp. 59-61.

Description:

Sales work, in the opinion of personnel research specialists, is difficult,
since no sure formulae for sucess are available. The indeterminate nature of
the selling 044,1.044 "0 WO% In, 111 4-es 4v. 4-TA." emp4 A etas r> ehel my.= tsv.4 0+4" e e%f Ynnhi 1 cb014.4.44t ualoa a. via 164.4.16a ill 1.1111 !IV 1%.4 a y a as edof....A .4%1 Jo

salesmen: instability on the job, and an orientation toward monetary reward.
Viewed from a- different angle,-seping as an occUpation contains built-in con-
flicts about the means or technologies- used in achieving .sales . This is
especially true in the case of the mobile salesmen whose job is to intrude
upon the privacy of the prospect. ACcording to the values ,of our society, ,

deliberate intrusion upon one's privacy is not "nice." When one is,being told
to mind his own business, the "nosy" individual may quickly feel guilt and shame
at his intrusion.

Findings: Life insurance underwriters at the company studied are typically
recruited in their late twenties. On the average, they receive about twenty
hours of training before being hired. After eight clays of office training,
they are ready to call on clients. SuMementary training in the form of manuals,
periodic meetings, short regional courses, and periodic national courses are
available to them if they.are interested.

The majority of the life insura-iace salesmen contacted in this survey worked
out of their homes. The more productive agents were accorded office space in .
the local branch office. This is seen as a reward. About half of the agents
reported that they had felt like quittin:g the job at some time in their sales
career. Statistical records showed that the actual turnover was likely to
occur within the first six monttis, or in the second year, or in some cases after ,

five years.

When qubatibned about obstacles to success, the salesmen cited such factors
as poor territories;' poor working habits; and fear of making contacts. The
personal interviews revealed that the fear of making contact was.the factor
which differentiated the successful agent from the unsuccessful one. Fear of
making contact advetsely influenced one's working habits. The combined effect
was loss of enthusiasm for the job.- When questioned about their motivation
for the work,..the ;salesmen noentioned, monetary rewards most frequentiy. Freedom
was the best-liked feature of:the ocCupation. Hard work was believed to lead
to success. Interestingly, both the successful and unsuccessful agents agreed
on the latter point. A comparison of work habits indicated that, in addition
to hard work, efficiency was a/factor in achieving success. The successful
salesmen, for example, used the, p4one more often than the unsuccessful agent
did prior to making housecalls on prospective clients.

The agents were`proud of being honest and reliable and attributed their success
to these factors rather than -to their skills in interpersonal relations. The author
speculates that the idea ofManipulation of people is just too much of a strain to
incorporate into a selfimage that is Oready burdened with guilt stemming from
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intrusion into the prospect's petional life.

Conclusions;

The author suggests the development of some psychological tests which would
indicate the candidate's tolerance to the idea end act of intruding upon indiViduals'
privacy.

kapigatimsel:
The idea that one's caPacity, for intruding upon the privacy( of others could serve

as..a means of analyzing success in life insurance selling is an interesting and new
concept in attitude appraisal. Presumably a careful examination of the client's life
history data, with special emphasis on/various social situations in which the client _

has had ,a choice as to whether or not to intrude upon the privacy of others, would
offer clues to this capacity.

The behavior of clients during counseling may offer additional clues. To ask a
question, some clients will interrupt counseling interviews which the counselor is
holding with other Clients; otherS will wait patiently until summoned'by the secretes/.

In a Way, the client's ability to obtain oCcdpational information by asking ap-
propriate individuals 'in the cotmunity might serve as another measuie, since even
asking questions of strangers involves a mild invasion ,of privacy. I

The capacity for invadihg 'privacy is a construct which may be of value in exam-
- ining many occupations. The construction of a .standardized attitude scale would be
of help.

,Scape: Occupation

Author's Abstract:

" This sttidy of insurnce underwriters l'ighlights a parado facing these highly-
trained salesmen. They want to be popular and well respected, but their success in

I selling rests in part on the need tb intrude upon the privacy of others."

Methodologv

Approximately 1500 life iniurance` underwriters, all emSoyees of a large national
firm, were the subjects fOr the study. About one-third of the sales forde were full-
time employees. Data were collected by two methods: First, 'personal interviews
were held with twenty "succes-sful" and twenty '"unsucbeisful" insurance agents dur-
ing 1955 in the national company's three branch officeS located in the Northeast,
'Midwest and deep South. Second, "questionnaires were mailed during 1956 to the
homes of all the underwriters and to the' branch manageri; sixty-seven per cent Of
these were returned.

Cautions:

The generalizations found in this study are based on a sainple of life insurance
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agents drawn from only one company. The sample of agents interviewed was very
small.

Theoretical Orientation:
,

It is hypothesized that intrusion upon the prospect's privacythe customary
technique of the mobile salesmanis in conflict with the commonly held values of
our society. The consequent shame and guilt, on the part of the salesman is con-
ceived of as a factor which may account for the nigher turnover rate and lack of
commitment among life insurance salesmen.
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MANAGERIAL, FOREMEN ABSTRAO D.O.T. Code: 183.118

Dalton, Melville. "Informal Factors in Career Achievement, " Americanlomaig
Sociology, Vol. LV1 (March, 1951), pp.. 407-415.

-

Descriod\m:

Opinions differ as to what the means are by which individuals advance them-
selves in an organizational hierarchy. In the United States, the common belief is
thAt paramal relations =re important in occupa"onal promo"ons. "Some students
of/business and industry have stated that 'pull, "connections, "family contacts,'
etc., are, important in success." One industrial executive declared "that such
factors as 'race,' nationality, faith, politics, sectional antecedents, ...etc., are
important criteria of selection in all organizations, probably less so in industry
than in politicali 'church, and academic bodies."

,,

, The objective evidence indicates that neither informal criteria nor any measurable
attributes believed to be essential for functioning in a given organization are used
Consistently in the selection and promotion of, managerial staff. In order to ascertain,
however, the extent to which informal factors influence the selection and promotion
process, in an empirical situation,the career patterns of 226 salaried managers, all
employees of a single plant, were studied.

-,

Procedure: , First, the formal statements in the managerial handbook were studied
Second, the personnel data on managers weie examined with respect to age, years
of service, 'education, and the relationship of these 'factOrs to career achievement.
Finlly, the alleged influence of certain informal criteria were studied: These
alleged informal 'criteria were: (a) being a member sof the Masonic'Order; (b) not
being a Roman Catholic; (c) having a largely Anglo-Saxon or German background;
(d) being a member of a local yacht club; and (e) being affiliated with the Republican
Party.

-

Findin4s:

I. The Managerial Handbook: )

The manageri41 handbook merely indicated that "ability, honesty, co-operation,
and industry" were the essential qualities for promotion.

\\
II. Occura Data on Manners: ,

,

(a) AgeaLthe time of_appointment - The age 'at which personnel enter a given
position in an organizational hierarchy could have an influence on/regularity in the
selection and promotion process, The data, however, showed no regular pattern
based on the criteria of age.

(b) Years of servthe at aOspintment - In some organizations, there is a policy
which requires a minimum number of years of service before promotion to a higher
position is made. Conversely, a maximum number of years in a given position may
exclude a person from further advancement. At the plant studied, no Such policy

,
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existed; "the relation between service and age at appointment for both superintendents
and the staff group defied precise classification. " Among staff officers, twenty-three
had begun their careers as staff employees and had risen to their present level in
period of three to eleven years. The other thirteen officers (N=36), who comprised
an older age group, had started in the line organization of the plant. It was specu-
lated that these individuals had been tolerated for many years as near-failures in
the line positions until they were transferred to the less influential staff positions,.
The study of promotion patterns among line officers revealed that "current first line
foremen were advancing less rapidly than had earlier personnel in that stratum."
For example, the current fOremen already had held their position 1215 years, 5.2
years longer than the current general foremen had when they held the same position.
No fixed, overall pattern with respect to age and years of experience existed, how-
ever, as criteria for selection and promotion of managers

(c) Eduaation - The 'data suggested that some relationship existed between
education and organizational rank. The hypothesis that training was related to man-
agerial skills and hence was probably a criterion for advancement was not supported
by the data. On the contrary, "only a minority of managers were in positions relevant
to their sChooling, while at least 62 per cent were engaged in duties not related to
their formal training. For example, the industrial relations department was headed
by officers with degrees in aeronautical and chemical engineering; a divisional
superintendent ,had specialized in medicine," The evidence led to the assumption
that an individual's greater eibicational achievement would contribute to his increas-
ed desire for status and a higher style of life. It was belieVed that such desires had
resulted from the individual's association. With perions of higher -socio-economic
status during his college years,.

On the basis of these findings, the author concluded that "age, service and
schooling all showed such irregularities that neither the maximum nor the minimum
of any were criteria of promotion,"

III. Informal Criteria of Success;

Lower and middle rank officers in the plant studied made covert charges that
unofficial and irrelevant requirements rather than "ali)ility" were the criteria for
advancement into higher ranks. For instance, "most Protestant non-Masons and
Catholics alike declared that declared'that being a Mason was a prequisite to ad-
vancement in .the' plant," The filth tended to support this charge. Another alleged
bias influencing the promotion process was the incumbent's ethnic origin. The data
revealed fliat'people-of Anglo-Saxon background comprised at leag half of each
managerial group.. Germans were next in number (33 per cent) and superintendents
were entirely of Anglo-Saxon arid German background (72.2 and 27.13'per cent) . The
significance of the ethnic selection among the managers was emphasized by the fact
that in the surrounding community Anglo-Saxons constituted 26 per cent and Germans
12 per cent of the population.

G os sip in' the many, offices of tile plant suggested that social activities and
friendships in the local yacht club were thought to be criteria in the selection and
promotion process,. The survey showed that 114 officers of the plant were members
of the yacht club. Although the frequency ,in this instance was smaller than in the

fi
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two preceding cases, (i.e., membership in the Masonic Order and Anglo-Saxon Or-
er,:mom aacesirh: the interview data tended to stress the importance of thii.type

of social activity.

Although politica1 affiliation has not been analyzed formally, all Managers
presumably were members of the Republican party, This was suggested by interview
statements, and "by the fact that in'the few cases in which officers had earlier
served as public political incumbents they did so as members of the Republican
n=y-tyses.... bpi

This study illustrates that,the "abience of a sharply defined .mode of ascent
encouraged the managers to search for more subtle means of elevating themselves."
Frequently, essential qualificationg for ,a position become secondary and "accept- .

able social attributes" gain primary importance in order to accommodate the personal
wishes and tacit expectations of superiors. Emphasis on pleasing personality
often causes Superiors "hot to see or to overlook other qualities among aspirants
and in some cases to appoint individuals who fail to perform as expected." The
failures are usually protected by the creation of new offices (sinecures) for them or
the appointment of "assistants" to aid them. Officially :hen it is stated that
"changing conditions"or "production demands" required the new appointments .

Conclusions:

The data suggested that unrest:toted informal behavior may in some cases
initiate and perpetuate conditions termed by, the larger society as "discriminatory"
-and"undemocratic.-"

1

Implications for Counseling:

This study documents the well-known fact that promotional opportunities are
affected by ethnic background and membership in social groups outside of the work
situation. This abstract might well be read by all counselees considering business
management as a career.

Since the dominance of various ethnic and social groups varies from industry
to industry,and from company to company, the counselee ,should try to learn which
groups are dominant in the company they are considering and should adjust their
choices accordingly.

acose: Occupational Field

Methodology:

Participant observation, interviews and personnel recOrds furnished the informa-,
tion for this study. Two hundred twenty-six salaried managers, all employees of
a single plant, comprised the. sample. Among those included were: 93-first-line
foremen; 61 general foremen; 36 superintendents and assistants; and 35 staff heads,
assistants, and specialists._
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Cautions:

The sample of managers used in this study was not neCessarily a representative
sample of the managerial hierarChy in other plants Consequently, findings of the
study should be generalized to other plants only with caution.

Theoretical' Orientation:

"There appears to be a growing gap between career practices and our insistence
that status may be earned by adhering to formal procedures, (any that vocational
training will prepare an individual for executive positions." En most cases, it is
more realistic to view s,atus achievement in an organizational hierarchy as subject
to many influences and attainable only within limits . The alinost unavoidable
intrusion of personal sentiments in the interaction procesS is just one example of
the many factors that affect status ac4ievement.

f
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BUSINESS AGENT, LABOR UNION 'ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 187.118

Gouldner, Alvin W. " Attitudes of 'Progressive' Trade Union Leaders, " The
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. LII: No. 5; (March, 1957) , pp.389-392.

Description:

In the author's opinion, there are two types of union leaders. One type can
be summed up under the label- "business agent." The other type, the "progres-
sive" union leader; merits some detail. He can be characterized as one who
places union activities and the fulfillment of his obligatior. as leader above all
other interests. For this type of leader, the union is the channel through which
he works for his "principles" and for " humanity% The progressive leader be-
lieves that his goals are different from those of other workers. The idea of
using the union office as a means of climbing in the union hierarchy is frowned
upon by such a leader. Furthermore, the progressive leader believes that of-
fices in his union should be occupied by peoplewho have ascended from the
rank and file and that these leaders should possess the same religi6us, ethnic,
and social class characteristics as the subgroup.

In the early days' of union organization, the emerging leaders were young,
mostly single people with no families of their own, whose attitude and feelings
about the union approximated the progressive type just described. As the union
became more powerful, the entire wage scale in the industry advanCed, includ-
ing salaries of union officials. Along with these developments, the leaders
maiured, married, and had families of their own.

-t

According to the author, the family ties---the obligations of a husband and
father as defined in the culture---were in conflict with the role and values of
the progressive union leader. The typical development of this conflict began
with the wife Who objected to her husband's working on union "stuff". She ex-
pected him,to stair home evenings, to be her companion as were the men irrher
family and circle of friends.

To be a unionleader was donsidered a mark of success among the members
and carried' some prestige. Knowing this, the wife expected her husband to pro-
vide/her with the commodities commensurate with the high prestige, of the union
office.

At the time of this study, the union leaders themselves were awAre of the
changes that had taken place in'their ranks. They made comments tothe effect
that while once they had given their whole life to union interest, today they do
not. Before, holding office in a union Was a social activity, i.e., spending
the evening with friends; now,, it is a job. Now, when a young leader announces
his intentionS to marry, the first question the older leader asks is Is she a ,

'good' union member?. If so, this ,may slow dawn somewhat the inevitable pro-
cess, i.e. , the leader's changing attitudeloward the union. If not, the lead-
er's resignation might follow immediately.

World War II contributed fUrther to the progressive leader's conflict. Suc-
cess among union members became redefined in terms of wages and regular
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.hours. Although .union values demanded that the progressive leader repress and
ignore the culturally accepted critetia of job satisfaction (expressed in terms of
wages and hours) , the desire to attain these bec-rne strong if the leader contin-
uously encountered frustrations on the job, for instance, conflicting family ob-
ligations. In such circumstances, the progressive leader who felt that he had
the ability to succeed in terms of socially current norms (i.e. , work for a pri-
vate employer) found it relatively difficult to adjust to union values. The author
found that the war had increased the union leaders' and member's expectations
of attaining, the socially approved economic status in the socially approved way.

Implications for Counseling:

Counselors rarely suggest union leadership as a career choice. This is
partly because a clear-cut occupational career pattern in this field has never
been established. There has been a paucity of written occupational information
about it. Finally, the tendency of many counselors to over-identify With em-
ployers has caused some of them to regard this occupation as of marginal utility,
if not anti-social.

The usual role of the counselor has been with a client who, having entered
union leadership work on a,voluntary basis 8 has become, perhaps, a union stew-
ard and seeks counseling when confronted with some of the problems of this role.
Clients may also request educational guidance in order to better prepare them-
selves to move up in the union hierarchy. In the latter situation, this study is
of great value to the client in clarifying some of the conflicts he may expect
and the normative solutions attained by others. It appears likely that in the
seventeen years since this article was written, the trend away from the "pro-
gressive" union leader and toward the "business agent" has continued.

Slops: Occupation

Author's Abstract:

"The roles of husband and father subject the 'progressive' trade-union lead-
er to conflicting demands. This problem may be resolved either by the redefin-:
ing of his roles as a leader or husband-father or the relinquishing of them. Such
conflicts, however, appear to operate within limits set by the whole social struc-
ture. During the war the improvement in the labor markez increased the prestige
of the major social norms, particularly the goal of individual success, conven-
tionally obtained. Thus, there was relatively less pressure on the leaders to
conform to the deviant value-system of their union."

Methodology:

For about a year the "progressive" leader type was studied in a single trade
unitin in New York City. Methods of participant observation and depth inter-
xgews were employed.
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Theoretical Orientation: \

It is difficult for social movements to retain their original values after
they are formally organized and haVe developed professional leaders . Not
only internal organizational factors, such as growth in size, but also ex-
ternal factors, (i.e. , the various ties of individuals to outside interests,
pressures, and ideologies), produce disrupting effects.

,
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BUSINESS AGENT
LABOR UNION ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 187.118

Iiudson, Ruth Alice. "The Social Role of the Shop Steward: A Study in Expec-
tations. Unpublished Ph.D dissertation, Yale University, 1951.*

Description:

The role of the CIO shop steward was observed and analyzed in three local
unions in order to test the usefulness of a theoretical frame of reference set
forth by the author. The concept of role was broken down into three components:
ideal role, i.e.* the formal rights and duties associated with the status; social
1.91.24 i.e. , the range of behavior patterns that various groups of persons expect
from the occupant of a given status; and personal role, i.e., the actual behav-
ior of the individual occupying a given status. (Status, as used here, indicates \
the position one holds in an organization.) More specifically, the content of
these role components was examined to determine their relationship to each
other.

N

Ideal Role:

It was found that the steward's ideal role was the base point for the devel-
cpment of expectations of the various categories. A definition of the content
of the ideal role was written up in the steward's manuals. According to it, the
steward was expected to enforce union contracts by handling grievances and to
provide leadership in union matters; i.e., the steward was to organize the work-
ers in his department, collect dues, inform members about union matters, per-
suade them to be active and to support union policies. In some unions, he was
to see that workers were providedwith safe working conditions; in others, he
was to advise members on their personal problems.

The investigations revealed that the more precisely the ideal role was de-
fined, the clearer the social role, (i.e., expectations of various categories of
persons) appeared to be. Thus, the 'Understanding of the ideal role may help
in predicting and interpreting tha nature of scr,tal role. "

"'Ma ideal role does not-include all of the expectations which make up a
social role." The reasons for this discrepancy may be that some expectations
are relevant only to particular settings, or it may be that expectations of cer-
tain persons are contrary to official Policy and therefore cannot be given open
recognition. In the case of the steward, for instance, many union officials
and members sometimes expected him to promote work stoppages. Since this
was in violation of the .contract, i. could not be officially recognized.

Social Role:

,Consideration of the social role as a separate level pointed out the differ-
ences among the expectations held by the various categories of persons connected

*This dissertation has been abstracted selectively.
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with the shop steward. It Was found that the most significant expectations con-
cerned the grievance procedures, an area in which activities of other persons
tended to overlap with those, of 'the steward. Moreover, the nature of these ex-
pectations varied according to the status and prestige of the/other individual's
Position in the organization, and according to the degree to which his role was
interlocked with that of the steward. Since ell these expectations ^were con-
cerned with uniorc matters, it was concluded that the relationship between ex-
pectations and_behavior must be viewed in its institutional context (i.e., in
this instance, hoW it affects the union).

Personal Role:

The shop steward appeared to be most aware of the expectationS of others
when these were in accordance with the ideal role. Expectations which con-
gicted 'with or were not 'Covered by .the ideal role were understood less accu-
rately..

The study Nhas indicated tilat persons in'the various categories .who were
Associated with the steward tended to modify/ their expectations in order to ap-
proximate expectations of all others. The steward's chances for conflict aris-
ing from contradictory expectations were minimized. The steward's conflicts
were also minimized if he failed to recognize the contradicOry elements in the
expectations of others. From uite data it appeared that this was frequently the
case.

, On the whole, stewards tended to perceive few Contradictions between ex-
'pectatiOns or between their various roles. Even where they did so, no single
pattern of adjustment was disCernible.

Im lications for Counseling:

Perhaps' the greatest usefulness of this study for counseling is the descrip:
tion of the concepts of the ideal role, the social role, and the personal role and
their interrelationships. This analytical framework can be useful to vocational
counselors in 'analyzing all occupations.

In general, occupational information has stressed the ideal role. The
psychological approach, including testing, has stressed the personal role,
while little attettion has been given the social role. The latter has too fre-
quently been viewed as a conitant when ictually it iS often more important for
iuccess or failure on the job than any other factor,. Statements of individuals
seeking counseling because of 1:toor job adjustment often reflect this problem.
These ineividuals often report feeling caught between the conflicting expec-
tations of two or mare supervisors._

The role of the shop steward is a difficult one, and it is not surprising
that many factory workers express to counselors the feeling that their shop
steward had let them down by not exerting sufficient effort' in their behalf.

Scope:, Occupation
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M ethodoloqv:-
,

"The material on the steward's role was obtained primarily through a field
study of three CIO local unions, eachiaffiliated with a different international:'
Information was gathered during the period from October, 1949 through July,
1950 . "Information about these local unions was based primarily on schedule-
guided interviews with stewards, key union officials, union members, and man-
agement representatives." These were supplemented by direct observations of
union meetings and a survey of union stewards' manuals and other literature
on thA 14hnp ,oten:A.7Am. .

LC_
eautions

,

This study was an exploratory study toncerned with clarifying and giving
content to an important sociological concept." While the limitations of such
a study are all too apparent, one must also be aware of the fact that the stew-
aidss role is an enacted role in a particular organization and it May vary from
one organization to another. " Hence, generalizations can be extended to
other kinds of roles only with caution . "

Theoretical Orientation:
1

Three theoretical conceptions of role---the ideal, the social, and the
personal---were examined in order to determine how expectations of various
categories of persons affected patterns of behavior of the shop steward.

_
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BUSINESS AGENT, ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 187.118
LABOR UNION

Kornhouser, William. "The Negro Union Official: A Study of Sponsorship and
Control," American Jouraalw of sociology, vol. LVII (March, 1952),
pp. 443-452.

the research on Negro union officials, upon which this article is based, was
carried on as a part of a larger project reported in the author's unpublished M.A.
thesis, entitled, "Labor Unions and Race Relations: A Study of Union Tactics,"
University of Chicago, 1950.

Descriation:

"The color of a man's skin may lead to his sponsorship for or exclasion from'
a job." In certain situations "the color of a man's skin may have power or status
or ottidr functions for an organization or looser work group." The manner by
which a Negro is selected for a high ranking office in a union with predominantly
White membership illustrates these points .

I. Conditions Leadin to Selection of Ne ro Union Officials:

"The conditions underlying the selection of a Negro for higher union office
are twofold: (1) the 'push! of a sizeable Negro membership in the union and/or
in the union's jurisdiction,. anct ,(2) the 'pull' of white leaders faced with a con-

' flict in whiCh their sponsorship of a Negro promises to have tactical advantage."
The conflict-that confronts union officials may be with another Union, a faction
within the union, management or some other group. Sponsorship of a Negro to
a high-ranking union office denotes the anticipation or recognition of the power
of the Negro as a group in the outcome of a conflic ituation. 'Those persems
who currently are in power in the union define whic dositions ...should be
by Negroes.

The modes of recruitment in an organization vary from impersonal and formal
processes to highly personal and informal prOcesses. Sponsorship is of the
latter variety. "Sin0e it involves the use of iiersonal power by some to _pick
others for entrance into and advancement within.the hierarchy." Sponsorship
of a Negro to union office usually originates froM the white leadership and
Signifies consideration of sentiments of the Negro members. The sponsoring
of the person to an office may follow either of the customary paths., "Either' a
person lé chosen for nomination on the administration's or opposition's slate
of candidates for elective offices, or, if the position is aPpointive, he is put
directly into office."

The research suggests that the career development of the Negro in, the union_
in which Negroei are in the minority usually begins with his' first being .active in
the local union office. He is later appointed to a staff Tosition, which is follow-
ed by his election to a national,office,.

II. Functions of Selections of Negro Union Officials:

(a) Symbolic function: "The spoilsors expect that tr\lisi Negro in office tinder thei.
, .

auspices will serve as a symbol of the union, or faction Within ittto the Negroes
, , i 141



whose alle6iance is squght. " The very presence of the Negro in office ,symbol-
izes, nest, the union leadership's interest in promoting Negro rights, and,
second, serves to support and protect the Negroes' interest.

(by. Liaison 'functiOn: The situation and role of the, Negro union leader
closely parallel thoie of the Negro personnel man described by Everett C. Hughes

Queries Concerning Industry and Society," American Sociological Review; Vol. /
xryi, N.o.. 2 (April,.,1,949), pp. 21§7. The Negro official in the predominantly
'whiZe union is Usually given authority, primarily over Negro Members. In times
of racial conflict, he is ,expected to "straighten things out" by "dealing with his
own people." Although the formal constitution of an Mt craft union studied holds-
that all union offices have control over,areas of activity (rather than over racial
or ethnic membership groups), the pres ,nce of a Negro in an office tends to re-
define the function of that office.

al.. game Ismwsollponsorship for Negro Officials:

The Negro union leader occupying a Paid position through the system of
sponsorship is faced with a Series of problems. His caught between a Negro
membership to which he owes his primary allegiance, and a white leadership to
which he owes his position in the union. Both often make conflicting demands
upon him. In such a situation, the Negro leader will tend to,view his role a0_
"ambassador" of the Negro rank-and-file members, "working ad much as possible
for' the gräup whileat the saMe time keeping the good' will of the white leader-
ship." On occasion; as a consequence, some Negro leaders develop a vest-

.

,ed interest in the separate organization of Negroes (locals) within the same
union. One white' union official described just such a situation as follows:

The maiil opposition to ending Tim Crow 'is from the Negro-local
itself. The, fellows down there (Where the union was trying to
combine a white and NegrO local into orie local% clOn't want to
lose their'union Jobs. It's just like in the Negro baseball leagues

1:

-up here., ,Now first the Majors are getting interested in Negro,
ball players, the,Negro business men who\ stand to lose dough in
the deal are hollering like heil. But they gotta choose between
'increasing 'mixture and buSiness...the Ne§ro leaaers are kicking
becauSe they think that amalgamation will make ihem lose their
jobs.

Qn the Other hand, several Negro, union leaderi have indicated that one of
their major problems is "to change the, definition-of them made by white.leaderSe
that is, 'to break down the conception which makes them a special type Of union
member and official becauSe they are Negroes."

There is evidence, hoWever, to indicate' that "once Negro gets into a high
,position in the 'union, 1)1; means of small day-to-day acts he, st ometimes is able
tO change his initial: role of sharply circumscribed functions to one covering wid-
.er and wider areas of action commensurate with that, of Ole white man fill5ng a
formally equivalent office.1! ,\

Implications forSourading:

Since' there are relatively few Negro nunion leaders, cOunsi it, are not,
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likely to have many of these kinds of clients. In a general sense, however, this
study is of significance because Negroes are being increasingly absorbed into the
middle and higher levels of the occupational hierarchy.

In many cases, Negroes are likely to be treated as symbols first, and as
individual workers hired to do a job, second. As symbols, they are faced with dif-
ficult problems of occupational adjustment, and counselors may expect cases of
occupational maladjustment as a result of these Negroes dual status. The Negro
hired as a symbol cannot ordinarily play the occupational role in the same manner
in which it would be played were he not a symbol. Being a symbol may conflict
with the normal occupational role of the position he was hired to fill. On the other
hand, workers hired as symbols are likely to be carefully screened and to have
more than the usual requirements for the positions.

Adjustment problems of a different nature may arise when a sufficient number
of Negroes have been hired by an organization so that they cease being symbols.
Then, they are more likely to be evaluated for their work value than for their sym-
bolic value.

,Scope: Occupation

Author's Abstract:

"For a Negro to be selected for office in a predominantly white trade
union, there must ordinarily be a sizeable Negro membership and the union must
be facing a conflict. The typical mode of selection iè sponsorship by white lead-=
ers who recognize the expediency of the sponsorship in meeting the conflict. The
two major roles the sponsored Negro official plays---the symbolic and the liaison--
support the white leaders' \interests in maintaining control over the union. They
present problems for the personal career ckf the Negro official, who consequently
may try to modify them."

Bethocoksw:

"The data were acquired through personal interviews, supplemented by
questionnaires,' analysis of documents, and perusal of secondary sources."

_Cauttrins

The cases reported here were discovered during the author's research on
race-felations actions of the 34 largest national unions. In vier of the paucity of
knowledge on the careers of Negro union leaders, this article is of significance.
Generalizations, however, may be applicable only to the type of organization stud-
ied at a particular time.

Theoretical Orientation:

_ "It is suggested that by investigating the social characteristics imputed
to and sought in new personnel by sponsors in various occupations, the conditions
under which such attributes are singled out, and..f.the functions of the gecruit/
for the organizational or work group leadership, a more adequate picture of inter-
relations between personal careers and the institutions within which these creers
are canied out may be drawn."
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MANAGER, INSTITUTION, (Prison Warden)
ABSTRACT

D.O.T. Cade: 187.118

Roucek, Joseph S., "Social Attitudes of the Prison Warden, " Soc. Laz.c.Social
ReSearCh Vol. ma (November-December, 1936), ..pp. 170-174.

Description:

"The warden, on the whole, is typified by the social attitudes of a kind
similar to that which a soldier meets during war timR---with one major diEference. "
The commanding officer, in most instances, is sure that the army, as well as his
nations stands- behind him while he is in war. The warden, however, is never
sure just when the public, or the prison.inmates, will turn against him. He must
be prepared at all times to face unforeseen troubles, not only within his institution
(i . a., the prison) , but -from withoutgovernors , legislators 4 prison officials ,
and other organized pressure groups.

This attitude of constant alertne and readiness can ruin a we,ak, nervous_\
individual. The average duration of a warden'i job is, therefore, relatively short.
This is due not only to his mental and physical constitution, but,also to the man-
ner in which he is ablzil to placate his superiors and keep the affairs of the insti-
tution running smoothly.

7-

The typical prison, like any coercive instit'Ution, is /characterized by a
group of anti-soclal inmates,- who seldom accept_their fate 'of confinementwith-
out objections* In such a setting,' the maintenance of discipline is a difficult
task. The most successfUl vfarden depends- on the moral basis of his authority,
which resembles that ekercised by a general over his army. In contrast, however,
the ideals and goals of the prison are different. The inmate does not consider
the/training and discipline of the prison as-a goal which will bring-him promotion,
advancement, or success. The prisoner looks upon the penitentiary as a place
of horror, "a place wherein any kind of work and discipline is an imposition from
above." Thuss the prisoner does his 'work haphazardly, and evades responsibil-
ity and ,discipline whenever possible. The prison administrator is daily confront-
ed with innumerable requests for special privileges. If the warden grants these
requests easily and indiscriminately, he may soOn appear in the eyes of his pri-
soners as a fool who lacks judgment:

The warden learns, therefore, to be suspicious of everybody with whoin
he comes in contact. He learns to probe deeper into the men's motivations. Be-
cause so many of the requests are foolish and unreasonable, the typical warden
will be pessimistic and see the worst in each individual.

The warden has a tendency to become equally suspiCious of his estociates
and guards, and frequently punishes them for infractions of the mles. This, nat-
urally, irduces the guards to evade their responsibilities further.

In time, the prevailing general attitude of suspicion may develop into a
mania, and the warden then becomes unreasonable; unable, to understand that
some prisoners and, guards may.have reasonable demands and worthy motives.
"Most guards and prisoners will, fear him. 10 and may get...to tne point of feeling
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quite gratified by 'putting something over' him':

The problems of the typical warden are further complicated by the constant
questioning of the various civil groups interested in prison welfare. In case of
trouble in the' prison* the warden has to face the possibility of investigation by
the governor or by the legislation. Such procedure is very much resented and
feared because the individuals conducting these investigations are mostly polit-
ical appointees who know nothing about the problems of the warden. They are in
the position, however, to make his life mis,lrable by criticizing his Manner of
administration.

Under such circumstances, the warden assumes a suspicious attitude not
'only toward inmates and prison officials, but toward other individuals who may
show any interest, either benevolent or malicious, toward the prison.

Implications for Counseling:

It is unlikely that counselors will have the opportunity or obligation of
counseling many* or even any* clients in respect to the choice of prison warden
as a goal. .This article is useful, however, in understanding the administratiVe
atmosphere in which prison employees work, and in which prisoners serve time.

The description\of the dilemmas of a prison warden has considerable trans-
fer value in understanding the problem's of many other managerial personnel in
institutions, including school superintendents and, principals.

It should be helpful to the counselor in discussing any kind of institution-
al position with clients to be aware of the potency of the institutional climate in
increasing or decreasing the Job satisfaction of the employee. It is likewise help-
ful in understanding the institutional pressures exerted on the prisoners, students,
or patients, as the case may be, in an institutional setting.

Scope: Occupation

Methodolog4:

Information for this study was gathered through mailed questionnaires.

Cautions:

In view of the scat* information with regard to research methods used in
the study, the findings' should' be interpreted with caution.

Theoretical Orientation:

Conflicting goals of correction officials and inmates cause the prison
warden to live\ in a constant state of anxiety.
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1-1a1;enstein, Robert,. 'tonflidtino Organizational Piiterns in nineral Dino-tang,"
_._LatessaatEat.tovol. xxg; NO,. 2 (Stmmer,1.563), pp.,1267132...-- .,

,Deicription: ,
,

This article describe's twO polar tyPes of funeral Service eStablishments:
the mass-7mortuary and the local funeral home. ,The cOnflicting organizational
paut=tisa cue empliableCI as the tudy foàuses on the. follow-Ira variab.ie: nature

-= of service contacts nature of commUnity orientation,''unit of -operation, 'OCcUpi-
) ,tional,goal, and personnel' organization. ,, ,

,

'I. The tfiass-titortuarv:
r.

A.:Nature of servi.::e contact - "The mass-mortuiry iS organiEed in :such, a
manner that-no One person can assUme a consistently central role in tile Conductr
of ach.funeral service." Insteact of having one man-'-'-the funeral director--;-in"
charge of serOces, there are "corps of trained specialists, standardized in de.=
meanor and action, and' interchangeable...at any stage of the funeralization
procesi."

7 r

-1

2 The/service at such an,es'tablishment is characterized, by impersonality,. andl--
:there is an underlYing iense of urgency imparted to:the situation. "Time, not, ,
rapport:, becomes the essence.

,
B. Nature of community orientation The mass-nioituary often draws its

clientele by miss advertising from the large trade area extending beYOnd a sIngIe-,

, community._ In iti relationship, to clients, "there is arydrosion Of .conni7unity
\Controls is 'a commercial relation, based On the 'finis's-bash-nexus.

C. Unit of oPeratiOa - In the prooess of "service, "-the clients-lose their
kinship and cOmmunity characteristics.' They:become "case's" or ."uniti" 'ibout
whom th0 miss 'morticians b n make only the vaguest. and Most generaf,ide'ntir
tying tharicterizations." ThemeStablishment'.s relationship-to the,SurvivOrs is
analogous to the, buyer4elle'i type Of contractuil

. ..
,

\ D. \ OccupationaLgoal ---,The goal of thesmais-mortuary is unlimited business
and profits. Success.of the business is Measured by ité: "share" in thetotal _.
amount of retail and service trade 'business cOnducied in,that partictilár ar*,'

4

E; 12srsow4slaanizatiOn,- ,Eml3loyees Of the Mask-mortuary' are categorized
according to, their sPecialties The mass 'establiShment will,uSually have Maima
tenanc-0 and custodial 'personnel; apprentic/e 'embalthers-lowi paid laborers'who,,',
in, time, will go to different establiShments for more permanent jobA; -embalrrierl,
whO are paid weekly ialáriesi cOsméticiam ,aricI beauticians, quite- ?fiWOrnen;
assistants to the managing director; an s s tant Managing direCtor; and a direce-
tor. Above these Offices, there may be 'a series of Corporation, executives, pro-
prietors, or manager's. "Chauffeurs ar'e.likely to,be orgahized with, hackmen, gen-
erally: and have becon* a quasi-indePendent
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, ion ,eOrgaiiiiiiiton. 'FOr examplei the Obaimeri; in their arixietf 0,LbedOMe/organ- ,";!
,.

/ tzed, hOe joined the grave 'cliggersArd the,teamsters, unioni. Urilon,orjganiza-'- -,
.,

tio0s r4orel,ikely to be present*the, large cortiOr4tonlypeOpeiSffis b4t the
, 'Unib.n idea",,hasbeen creef4r0 into Oaller,, Mri-maii typeildm Operators of '

tci*mss....moruaries ,redard ther,i).inion as a .S,ort of necessarir r-ati'organiia7. r-,

tion :having ,some advantages`...perhaps--ty-efone nOttb be encotitagOd. I' Union
contracts. pre'frequentlir hapdled by the, local furieral,directors'; asSociation: .

,- 1 ,,..,, i
1 4 , ti

' Tii* personnel ,of the 'mase-Mortuarywill, seek 'inobility,l'iiithin,titeir oCcupair / ,

,

"ceil, spe4a14ty. 'Mot)114ty'Within,tiie same egtabliShmant, is elifficilit_airf.4 ^rya -,;

,
has to dross,OVer his fteld of specialiiition in order tO. Move:4)4n the Organizai.
tionl hierarchk. Por'instance, ;scan -enibalmer; nOlnatter how he-mail have seep

. 'himtelf .in training At &school of niotuary, scienco must cbrileo to see, himself' '

\ in the future air still, an embalmer, and not as the funeral director of the ostab-
lishnient.", He haSImen /hired fbr his fechnibal 'skill, arid chances are tliat he

, .

will be peiformi0 that specific task throtighout ble einpla4ment, A ,
\/

t

,

/ \a

a

,

r-/

;
, r

\
sMosi'workers at the lower:levels are either' Organlied or ciriftincj tow#0

/

The mass-itortuary\treats its personnel in an impersonal, tiureaucratic
\ fashion. ,

/

:* 11. The Local Funeral Home .

,

i ,
,

In contrast tO 'the mats-inortu'ary, "tie:local:funeral hOmeTOperates -On the
preMise't4i the 'Clientele receive, -or should receiVe personal, e. ;, sympaf .

.

7

thetit understanding; in a social, or status-connected relationship\ to thefun.
. . , ,---

I eral direactor. " .', -'
1 A, /

! VI' / ,
!
;

4 .

1 . , ,
,/ /- ,..

A! tlature a service cOntact 7 HThe local fi4neral hoing is orgAniZed SO that ..
the clientele Can alWays feel certain they Will10_46 their,fUneral s'ervices handled.
by THE fUrier4 iiiretior,whOntheY.'know personally." / !' , / . )

i
/

. - -)
:. Ls,

\`

VVV
VV

I 4

1 ,,.

ihist,jitarsalitY Of the funeral clirect-or is an important so. torin'this type' ,,

of usiriess estab4shment.. " 4 ii; the .comfOTt we give that counts'and brings the ' A.;

peoge back: If/you' don't 'beim the kincl of personality th4, will perilj 'You ,to
, give comfort, and sinCere /sympathy to the peoplei, you justdon't sta in gie ,OArne,",

.

remarked one funeral<director to the author., ' ,
/ I

'I . i i - ,
l I I ,

' (1 '1 ' P , . \,

. B:' nitsuri,of coM una.4imio - Thelocal funstral home is -Considered',
to'be 'part of' the community, In its style, it ;eflebte(the expres'sicinof personal

. , sentiMent and' feinily (and comMunity-OCial relationOhlps . , , , : ;
, ,

, ,

, > , ' -1-
\

4 , , i : r , . )(4
The local funeral IdirectOr regards 'hiinself es'a membermf the, cominunityind

,

usually pcirticipaies mxte4ively in, community projectd-and philtanthrO146 cilives ., ,
I -,

-) , ' r 11
I ' ^ '

I Vi\ i / 1

\de pit cLo,ottionI'lle loOal funer4 director condeives of,the 04d- ini.,,
,

terthi. ot Social And Personal relations. To him- A'-funeral le both a family ,and' a_
I if' coMmunity dien't7, iliet ibis to give", ser.,_ziakatelarily and Iiis fee Is attuned,

i _to the soio7.4C)Orionli,ecircum,taricesi-ot the dead as'a *member Ora fami,iy and
..... %

..holder 6f a communityfstat112." Only for, incidental boOkkeeping purposes wil,l,

, . %.

/ ,/ 7 .
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the clients ever become a s"unit" or a "case" at. the lOcal,funeral home': "We
must necrer allow clients tb become just anothercase ork the bOoks that Mutt
ahOW prtifit....We,should be demonstrating our/value to the professiOn and to
the community not through high pressure salesmanship but in good perSonal re.
lations with those we serve," a prominent Milwaukee funeral direotor advised
the Wisconsin Funeral Directors' Association a few years ago.

, D. _Occupallorl - The busineas goal of the local funeral home is de-
fined according to community attitudes'. These attitudes usually permit ixofit-'
able operations so that the funeral fltrc;rttnr cAn rivo A cornfel. b1e, mitiellm-cln\ea

- quasi-professional existenCe. " Should it appear Zlioweveg that the funeral
director is protiteering in- sorrow', community iandtions in. the fornt Of with-
drawal of trade and 'talk" will either force his operations into an approved form, .-
or eventually he will be out of business."

,

I

In many instances, the local funeral home performs services at loss; in
other instances, it may make up the differences. There may be charily cases
for which the fUneral director never sends the bill. In Contrast, mass-mortuary
practices ipProve the use of collection agencies to collect from survivorsa
practice which not only collects _the debt but includes, as well,. interest on the
unpaid balance.

ersnnel - The local-fUneral home type of operation, streasses
a traditional orientation toward-the help on the part of the funeral director; fac-
tors stich as age, length of time served, and mastery of skill -are important in
the, organitation of work. Most significant, however, is the\ quasi-family rela-
tionship that binds together the funeral director and'the employees7

Historically, the local funeral business is a family enterprise. The son,
who begins as an apprentice; usually mites over the business in, tlifie. If there,-
is no son, the son-in-law would take over. Or; if the young male relatives-are
not interested in learning thetrade,' "a promising assistant would be Worked into

(a partnership, and would eventually have the business as his own."
,

In the organization of work, the emplo.irees are snot separatedinto distinct
categories of Inanagement" and "labor." Instead,. they form a small group,
"possibly twO or three members. of a work family to whom he Atte funeral direc- '
tog is committed with respect to security; advanCement,- and Concern for their

persons....As problem-a arise the examples sand experiences of the
past stand as guideposts." -Employees of the local funeral home do not seek
labor union representation. They conaider themielves -just as Much a part Of
the )establishment as the director ,himself.

Implications for Counseling:

Counselors are usually little concerned With therecruitment of entry workers-
who are relatives of undertakers _since these people enter the occupation without
,recourse.to vocational counseling. Qouriselors are more likely to be concerned
with entry workers who have -nc family connections In the field ,and-Who attend"'
trade schools to prepare for the occupation. For such individuals, the Occupa-'
tion sornetimes approximates a tIglamour" oCcupation in`which they maximkze the
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opportunities imaminimike the ,Obsta6,1,e,,).-The',counslOr yrilivint'the clienti ,

. .

to be certain 'that he,' can;' in facti:9entiat an_appretiticeship'aftefhe finisliies trade,,
. . ,

Khool-if..stich .i,i reiluired in that.Paiticularilodale,- at. it,is in soMe states; vThe
long., hours.i,and tól.otivrtilow 71,1, are freqUently,.overlOoked by clients;who/foc4s )

on the, giamOuriaspects of the ,'etccuption. ;

;
4 ! 1\ ,

i
i ,..

i

.. . )

Movkng from tne -positiOn of, embaliner, to tilat of funeral director ordinarily
involves either\inheriting the family buSiness or acquiring a sUbstantial amount
Of Capitalqin order *make the high initial investment.- In thigi respect, the ,y

otcupational field is saiilitar to retailing areas.
, ,

I

. , ,/

There,.May be;sOme inCompatibility between the requitements forthe embgllmer,
Whbse training, and Orientationt are scientific in nature, and the fimeral director,'
yytOse, position involves a mixture of businebs, sales, -and a social. service -orierit/
tation. $ince it is presumed that most clientS contemplating 'embalming as an \ ,

occupatiOn are looking beyond thils to the goal of funeral directing, theie`differenaces'
4nd the conflict that cOtilii ensue as a result ,of them ahould be pointed put. '

t k k 'i ,) 7 1

,\Z \ ' +

1/
§_cm:- Ocqupation, ,. 1 / ,

,,

,
c--

\, 1. ,
, r , ,

, )
i

;
MethOdoloav; ,

,

Information' for tIlis articles wag collected by methods of personal interview,
observtion,/ and eXaMination *Of trade Journals and reports: =

I
- ,

Cautions: - i

i

1

_/ ,.
4

F

( I , J 1 1 ' 1 ' "
. , /1

Unfortunate, the aiithor gives sCantir information About the methodolog,
- upon which hi's fi4dings are 'based. Of interesi, hoi,/,ever, is_the*eOretiCal,

, ;

-scheme-4he particular Configurat4on cif variables and their imPaO upon tie wOrk
, ,Organization. ., 1, I , 'r .4 , /

\, ,
I

,,, I, , ,,, - , k
'`k

T1iebret4Cal Orientation: ,.
,

, , T..,
v . .

, , ; , , , I / f \ 1 ,

i

The Variables under consideratión'are: ,nattire of service contact, ocimMunity
orientation, u* of operiiion,, busine's s goal,' and personnet 'organ4ation.

baiic 'establistOent, orientatiOns 'of funeral directing, the, mass-Mortuiry practices 'h

"Each variable it dichotomOU0cOnsiiting,.'..of twcis pcflar\oppbsitedkinitioris of
sittiations .." -TheSe varieb,l)es tend to.cluiter in. a laarticular\fashiim to form the.,

IS

. , N

\\The-author deitelops ,0 theiretical scheme for the sis of funeral. hoMes.
si \

and the /c4;* funeral home-operations . '' i'
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1

the career of the city manager. The ty Manager is die chief 'administrative of-,

,,,,'

. . Thii article\ reports on condition's- and processes which giite continuity to
7 \ ,

F16<ro-; George K. "Continuity in City,Manager dareers, ", LanelkpjLtournal-Pf
Sociolcay, Vol. LXI, No: 3, (Noyemberi 1955)4 pp.' 240-246. ' .

, , ,,
,\ ,

, r,
, I

,

ficer in cities having the council7panager form of. government.' He is an appoint-
ed offi&al vtiho isiiireCtly-responsible to the appointive board. He may be either
a resident or a'non-residentpf the city which hires him'. ''-The council-manager
form of goVernment reqUires that the ad-ministrative official be brought in from
outside the city of be uninvolved With-local political factions. Such a require--'
merit ii clésigned to make poisibie the appointment of_peisons Who are uilencuin-
bered by.661igations-which would hinder efficient) administration.

Description:

Ampng the occupational-normithat are related to the Piobicem of regulated --
involveMent-are the-following:

The nature,of the role tends)to make the manager a perpetual 'hewcomer"
in-a locality. ke is faced with(tI:ierroblem Of regulating involvement---of be-
dssming substariOally involved in local affairs' but not too involved. The regula-
tion of involvement is one of the focal-concerns of the occupational 'group.

,

-1. A manOger should-be' willing to resign to prOtect his integrity
asi manager, the: local manager,office, tl..a manager pro-
lessions, and the manager plan. ,--

,, A manager is not.-expeCted.,to rethain in- a c(ty if it is neces-/
sary tol4fight" to retain his appointment.
A:Manager is eicpected to remain sufficiently free of local
commitments so,that he can use a-resignation threat if
(a) the speCial character of his Office is in jeopardy' Or (b)
the city council 1:4,conies committed to a course of action
which might' require the Manager to-violate hig ethical code'.
The Manager should make-realistic plans; he shOuld retain ,

his integrity as a professional and his View as an'tfutsider."
A maria4er shouid.stay long enough in a particular city to
contribute subStantially.to its detelopment.,
A manager Ishould not stay so long in a-particular city plat
he becothes involved in local affairs, to the 'extent that he
cannot p,rform the duties hp should. -

/

Manageis wiied clo not live up t ti these norms are deemedhonprofessioNn.
They haw:: never aChieVedthe rgülation of involvement which Would permit them -
to do what a manager piesumakily ,s1lOuld do.

The occitpatiOnal ideal is characterized by two distinctive prototypes,
the "advancement by-m9ving " manager and the "prominent" one-City manager. s,,The
former involves, movement to successively more,prized manager cities, and the
latter entails the establishment a a reputation of being the manager of an

N
,
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+ Relativelr:few client WIll be Seen 4or, Whoin tlielyoarof
either a ,Sought:aafter.or an oPpropriate goal:. For thoJse few who,
gOai, however, this -material. is a moit uaeful,sutiplement to '4S,
about edu'cationi\traintipg,- and salaries. ,

, _ ,2 I,' , ,, 1
.. -

ci,manager 'is,
do` have suph
sul informatiO

\
_.` the' didolision ,Otthe\ próblemcbt irivolverrient,provides a greater understand.=

ing,of this ini0ortant aspeCtifound in a .number.\of oacupations . These iniights
have -broad OpPlications to such. occupations A's that of the _hfgh schOdt iirinc4al,
the 'clergyman ,(in those, denominations, where diergymen are, moved frequentlY), \I

And the, state trooper lin, those states *here troopers Are moved ,frequentlyY ,-iri ,

which ;the derjee of ,community inliO1t rime* ,is a kek faCtor in succettfu-I adjw.4.-'
, , . .

. ,,..
t - ,

, , / ; , 1 ,i \ ,, , .. , _ .. .

, Such implications!can Also be related' to the occupations of tounselor,- _

ipsychiotrist, :ipsyCholOgiat, and socialwotker in whicil the,degree of inyalvement' r: 4L,

/ is a IteY issue, olthougli,it is.usually expressed ,in One..tO-one relationship4`.
GiouP \Workers such as qorSinuriity' organiOrs, group sodial Workers, groitidthera-,
>pists, xeCreation wkorkers, and teahers:iace sinillar problems Wi.W`groiips. it is
,difficult to know what persOnolity characteristics are related tO this CoMpIeleabil

. , . ...,

ity- to estiinate ond.conti=p1 degree of involvement. ,Presumably, wl should los*,
loi.sanie ,selt-;awareriesS add jobjectivitY. Clues a'bout theie qUaltities,mayleMOrge'
in the client's dkscusSion,of 'himself and his relaiions with 'others,.1' It Shouid',b,
rioted that such qualities, are easier,tor-trace in 'a'dult Clients 'becau0 -th0 Ore -, ,, -

more likely to hive-, been 'ekpOied to situations; in which this ,irm)eMént problein
.

was- encOunteted..., ,., ei,.
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"This -reportori the city manager is4 -Step irEforMulating,;en occupational:
imodel. the manager offiCeilluminaltesl_the adjUstFient problen* the individual'
striving to advayice,, ,andloccuPationat group Conirols._.' Manager judgments Of \ -

'rikovirig' and 'stayina' r4er`tbraditistment processes and individuai's)Aentations.
Movethent'per ,se is subordinate to theSe. Reguiated irivolnents 't,ri local affars`,
inotect the officeon0 enable Ole 'manager to'define)his' obligations'. Segments cin: \
a Career con i:ke'carved oui bY, Conce*iiiiingtenure in ,ocdomplishMent Units'.:)i
' 'Ootential to 'mONie,'.as a summarytof conciiitioni and prodeisei, ',combines the , ; :-

segiien4 ancl the tliasis of OcCuPatiOrial;sePUilt and idvincement. ''
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, Interviews with, city managers in ,, 6.5 Ivlichigan. cities weie qatiducted.:
, i - / f',,' - ' '' ' ' n . ,-,
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Cautions:

deneralizations are basedn a norio-representative sample of city man=1
a-gers.

/-

-\

-/:

rie

Sr

Theoretical Orientation: /
)

Every occUpatiOn has charaCteristic problems and group-involved.solutiond
, to, those Problems. These normatiVely-regulated solutions define the occupation-

.al styllit of life, 'the occupational ideal, and the appropriate patterns of upwarc/
_

mobility.- One of the most sallent_problems Of the city -manageris that of regula-,,,
. ted involVemerit in local 'affairs. The Occupational Code of the city manager, in-

,
\raves prescriptions-and-roscriPtion6 designed to iitsure the appropriate degree_ ,

, of inVolvement.. The perion who lives up to t..h occupational ideal maintaini the
\ appropriatelevel Of invOlvernent and in other ways demonstraWs;his administra-

, ,

t1Ve expertise..
I ,,, t ,

_

7

\

e".

/
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RADIO
1

OPtii4TOR

Record, janicasiels.
ournal of Sociolo

r

'Description:

:.r.1

\

1,,Prlr..P.W... MIPPIPTIP....141.......t7.7.1, "7,7 ,

`

)edniAct 15 4o Cide:-193.282
-\t

" The 'Marine Radioman's Struggle for Statds-e'Arneriban
Vol.-'1..Xli,\No. 4 '(Janu\ary,. 1951) .

,

I

Frbm the clays of sailing ships, a sharp distinction has eicisted'between ship\-
officers anct\crewiner Atthertop, of the cdCupationral hi\enrchy of shipboard '

cietitboCt the captairiar master,,foll*edby the varioui grades ot, deck officers.
Below the Corps Of:licensed. Officers,' the-crew was ipfferentiated, as petty:officera
abil seamen,' and ,Ordinerl'eeamen., Subsequent governmental licensing and rating,

-of maritime pertionnel by:a "chain of, co4fifind"reinforceCt *e,aireaidy Ocistitig
/social status' distinctions Of the: seame*.' ,(The chain of command eitended)rore,
oe, captain' down-through the mates. and petty offiders td the cleck sailor.)

I
,

*hen steatt replaced the siairi the, 19p century, the 'engine1oom,.//staff had
to be acncomniolated-into the hierarch., Two,neW rungs were added td the exist..!
ing,clasSes: "tie firSt fiit,enginering officërs, just below. cal/tains and-mates;
the seCOnd for firemen:'oilers and-other creinen;.-just below, the, deck saildre."'

,._,,
Unionization of _the maritime industry at the tUrri ¶),f' thit century_formalized-

ana preservedihete crakand status, diStinctiori: 1,n lplo, the United-
ptates government began ie require that pasSenger,linOrs );le
'a technological iilhovatiorprrooin for the insiriment'aS W01,as fOr its operator
had to again be- indite in the,ship's

( .i -- S. / ! N,
\ I , ---..

fi* ialiati f ih diThe ins on o e ra o aroused skepticism and some hostility,' espei
. , \ :

, Willy on tihe part of the, captain.. SinCe it enOled company ,officials tO reach,
the- capWn,in'inid,voyage and, foi. insiailce,:_order him tho change, his destinats_-, .
tiori; the-radiO had the effeCt o(reclUcirigt the captaiiiVe sphere of- authority ',..,, "-,,

which,- in the past, ,had been virtually unlimited &ice the, stiip left iort, )
,

,-"The radioman- found it'difOcult to- plaC.e biinself tn, Iiipboirri'societY..'
f',--' i (

On some liessels he, was tOated as a 'member of the crew; on otfiers he had many
officer' priVileges. "_ Most frequently, however, . he waii a., maional inane strad-
dling the divisiOn` betWeen OffiCers.findrewmen and having no clear. self-image

, .5

.4and wit11-ilefined status'',
( ,

: ; N.;\,)'-
,

, i , : , ,
\

, r ., . ., ,1 1'

.

,, In The 1930'6's. 'the radiooperat'orS! -uniOn-,-,--th," Marine DiviSoilkthe',,
4- -- .1,Aniericail donimunicatiOns AsKciationl(ACA)-7-.Set atit to:win. ful.1, ofzicer status; r(

for its member*- 13y,the-1940's, it succeeded in:inserting clouses in. its.dollec-
tiv\e" bargaining igreiMentS which quarinteedrivileges to ihe radiomen WhiCh ---

. were'equal to thine enloyeci by officers '

/-
The contract provisions, however, Made thd radloman'S-embi4uous stable.,

-more pronotincedi. Though' he dntbyed offiCer privileges, he, likcked,the,neceseary
license'of sUch. ogicial -status, according to -papers *sued by the ,Sinit
(Marine SiVigation and 1nspec4On) was' the'tsame as-that of a ,deck: sailor, -a- 7---

fireman, .or a Steward. (The/FCC license mere4y; ceitified-that theapplicant, was
a competent -radio 'technician.)

43-'7 155 \
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Beginning in 19,34 tiie.ACAwas iostren' tt,i6n---sponsoring a Ories4,,
,, , -

66ngrasSion0,1 billt tagrant BMOIoificer litenses tO _Ole radio operItors'. In.,
r'A94f)\i.,C:6,i,xgrptdlinaliy'aineriOiia the ',4erchnt Marine 'Piot, -to 'require Vie BMNI

4740 Iiaense:radio OPeratbis ,ai'ship:offieris`101ong W#h Mates 'Aind,ena,i4eers .
TricfiObsequeiiit seventi inVolving tili raclOmen'e 9nion,..hoWeirei; igUstrated
,tiiiit ii Wouidctaki 'more theqi,. an ,act of 66nm:et's', to,chang\e ;the *arginAl' Status
4 the Marine, raciicimen in the eires,-ofOther licensed officers.'

, , .' \ , , , ., , .
,

.

.

,

.. , , , ,

,

14

'4e_ first,seVent occurred,shortly, after the neW licensing law was passed.
Ite1niarine.radfo operators seOeded from the ACA because Of political diiputes.

yiniett t4eir Merger with,the, MEBA-7..the engineei's' CIOUniOn=was unsuccess-'
,li, they\ formed a SeParate I;o/rgaiiiiatiOn, ithe ARA ,(Ame,rican Radio Msociation) .

4

, Iri 19.$3, ,theleto .a.10:Arf4.1... engineers' asOiCiatign* adreed Upon,a "tinntual,.'
)

p. assistance pact. "' signift*tly, the, radio:oPer'a\tbrs recei4e0 no ikVitatig to, '
, ', , : , , ,

_1)ecOme.a4arty. tothi inuttial ass4tariod pact,) althouslah, in the-Past, they, had ,-,.

had eiyi,'irppriVe record fo'r joining coalitions and backing fe1lOw unites On
Strike.' , i' ,',. ,

, ,' \ -/ , ,

-1j ' ', , -',' -'1/4 '' ', ''. .,
,

. :The' corid imp-o'rt'arit Aleit't i'ab die Alti's jUrisdiCtiOnia dispUte over the .

,

,..

1 "N ,--. , cneititech,Ological inrioiration,_the radiophime. RadioPhone first appeared on the
. : -Great LalCes ShipPind Vessels'ilwhere it relilaced'the'radio operators.. Sensing a

/ I \', 'threat to, its,security, especially iftthe:new VeviCe were to become perfected for
greater diSt'i,yice', the 'ARlyunion began,rtanea\vering on ihe Pacific coast to \gain'
control Otibt tile' opefdtion'afid maintenanCe Of tioineW instrument. T'irst, by :

, claiming', an increae4'wOrkload, it iecUreit ,a $1040, monthlY special' borktis from
.. tie POA)Wii,,n the' ption'es4e, irittalled in the,radiO .43Om. Then.it pushed' for ,

conlplete Contra:I* changing *the wording in its' cantraCts. 'ie battle.becaMe
,

1, \.4.ritense, .,esOecialiy in thoSe cases where the ph9nes hid been:installed on the ,

'bridge otlin the /aptain's statOroOrn. I# April, 1953, folloWing a strikei a
i

, Settlement Was. reached and "the SMP formally retioUnced jur.isdiCtiOn over t1he \- i

I ,' %operation 'and/maintenance of 'any radio or electroniC connminiCation deVices,
r 1 t"

'on:
,,... e can Fleet

vessekf

s,' " ( ,

'-'' ,
.., ,

, , , .
, ' ,

\ I
, ,_ ,,,',

1 . .
I .' ,..;

She foregoing- historicardeveloprnent,illustrates,how ,a ',group of cr.* workers,
', the' radici;oPeiatori, 'uted thpir uriion is a -iii "Acle of uPviard motility. The radi6-

men'S OSPirations foi'higher stattis, contributed significantly to _nd were. clearly
ifflected in \the jurisdictional 'didpute. ColiimentO from 'both, sidei illustrated

:Ibis fact."' One captain reviOted'1.4i Condern with the trioCol of siatis when he
.,.saliiithat he wasi.",not going to\ run down to any TadiO thiClc every #Me IIiiant to

use.the phone.'" i On the other side, radionien, in discussing the isiue. mini-
- razed the imPOrtancof the captain's rroie'in the operationof the alipw that'

the navigation, ho becoMe sO Aependent upon eleictronic',divi6es.- pne union_
representatiVe mide the following coMmentst, :"Actually, 'you could almost run
a ship with 4ni<ausiomatic Pilot. If any Ofthe mechanial equilimer dOes 'on the ,

.1 , ,
bliqc, the Radio Officer is the' only guy who can fi) it. SO, looking-to the i.xture,, .

who's the most important,man 8,board? " . , .

\ , ,,.

The' iMportance of social\ status'in the occupational hierarchy of the, ship
takes on a new dimension when one- realizes that 'the radioman, like 'all other

,

'Seamen, 'Mutt live as well as Work wifhin'the strUCtufe of shcpboard society.;
for lona perOds of, tim,e4_" Unlikeihe ordiriary workinginan whOlv his choice Of

.

, ,
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*Vrtriorre,

;

dress and e'quipment in'hip leiiure time, can lose hip oCcUliational identity in the,
, d1Vers0 anii ifriperionilurbin society; Vie seam4n's patter of life on duty and ,

'in 'free hoUrs'At regulated bir his, oaCupational stalls, -In the compaCthess 'of
the shipbc;ard.conimunity, the man's identityAs 'known to all at. all tiMes. =, f . \ 1 , A ' 1 , ' ' . ,' \. . /

The;-:0,erall record of the union and, the,A1Ws Partioular Preoccupation with
, .statOstakes onl added significance When these /far reaching impliCations 'of 667

. cupational designation in shipboard, society. are taken into consideration. ;

,
, .

( , .. ..... . .

'), .
ImplicatWra:Ac.,vDounsellik: , ,

,,
.1,., I V / . ''''

: Counselors should be_aWare Of the pressures ekerted by status'Ohanges in
an 'occupation -and how individual problems are created and resolved within ,fihis
framework.' Legislated status May or maY not be cOngruent with ilie Perceptions

f- of closely related, oCcupational groupie either in the caSe of the marine radio- ,men of ditch* an occupation as, that-of psycholOgist:I--
, ,

( ,-,
, , .

1

, _The ocCupation'of marine iadionian is ,a most interesting one frorn many'
,,

,

.points of 'view. Like the ocCupatiOn.of musician, photographer, interpreter, and
ertist it fi one in which thire As 'a supply of .highly -competent amateurs who.

,

wOUld be, qualified to enter. the Md. as prOfeOlonals with a 'niininiiim of addi-
- tion4 training -or break-in. As With the. oceapation cif. airplane pilot, it is -'an \

oCoupatioran wiiich military training ,is offered which comes Very close to, qualifying Workers for the civilian equivalent.' CbnsequentlY, there ris a-tUr- .;,-

, `plus of alm-ostqualified-workeri in the civilian labor market.,_ , e ,
I ' V -,

.1

\ . The reference group cif marine radio Operators' is not-the wbrk group in-the-
ImMediate wolit aret. Different from most such occUpations 'which 'have``geo--

'graphically diitant reference 'grotiiis this groUp-is in-almost Continuous com-
munication. .., ,

,

\.
Filially, it is the unsupported opinion of this writer that marine radiomen

are' likely to be recruited from " hams" whose involvement with radio starts in
arly adolescence. -There appears to be no reported research or even disCus-

Eton of how radio "hams, "'amateur Musicians, etc., fit intd-recent theories of-
vocational choice developmeir:. In these oCcupations,. reality testing is dar..!
ried On during the time that the peer group is in the fantasy Itage. \When the
peer group is in the reality testing stage, the adOleicent muSidiari is playing,
one-night stand as a "pro." At that age, radio operators' are cominuniciting

, With other "hams, with almost the proficiency of the professional marine radio-,
_ operator.

\, It is likely that clients/With \whom counseling inrespect to this occuriation
is cartiedron are already .firmly committed to smile asliect of radio as an occupa-.'
tional field. Counseling, in this case, is :mostly Concerned with,a Choice among
the branches of Oie field-of which the marine radioman would be one. ChoiCe
may well be made on the basis of .the conditions of worke status, etc. , rather
than on thelmsis of technical aspects of the work itself.

Scow Occupation
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Author:13' Abstract; . (

V

/

\
'tabor solidarity can be breachied nat onlY by jurisdictional. disputes ,

'ideological differences, and pers'onal rivalries }nit by strupglesfor stitus.
Thelnerphani;.Marine, radio operator, marging4 man of a hierarchial shipboard
society's us.6d his iTiOn as ininstrumentof upward mobility to diiscciate
hiniself front coinnim crew mernberi and rise into the officer rar*S. , Not
satiafied, tO ,write 'officeepri7.Segei, into its' collective-be rga ining: cthatiCts
the union sUccessfully soUght Oongreasional confirmation Of the higher
statuS, only to haVel its members Continue t6 encounter soniet\hing less _

than full AcAeptanelgt hy d'cle* Arid engineering offiderti!'organized.in separ-,
f

ate, cratt U
7

nionS."' r
1

1 f

MethOdo -
r

, N I

Data fr this article Were drawn from historical filets, and intervieWs
with union repreSentatives. \

, , t

,i,';' -: ii ,
, ; .

Cautions: .

,

\.. , , - i
\,, ,.

,, 6

1 A

. .Peneralizations Imo .13e, ma4e -1"on1ywiLi, -caution' sinde 'the, article, for
, the Most part, refleptsthe ,aUthor4S personal interpretation .of, the situation.

.61, ,c ', ,.' I , \ \
\

Theoretical 9Aentatiovi
,

The radio operators,' real staius is no entirely-a matter of Offial detig-
nation... Tr4nsition,frOni the borderline (marginal) status to\ full ,offitharhood,
in this_instante, ,Acipended upon cIlanges in the Minds of,the QtheIr licensed
officert .; Subsequent evenie detionstlated-that thisWould take more than
ip act of Congrest: , i

, ,- ,

\

It

1
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AIRLINE PILgT ABiTRACT D.O:T. Code: 196.283 \

-

,

Wager, Leonard W. " Career Patterns and Role Pralems of Airline Pilots in a Major
Airline. " Unpublished Ph.11. dissertation, University Of, Chicago., 1959.4 ;

0 ,

Ilessrp..1tion: . .
, ._

\ _

,\
\

This study reports on the career patterns and role problems of airline pilots affil-
iated with one major airline cOmpany in the Chicago area. ,

, , \
1 .

The etnergece of the occupational role of airline pilot has occurred within the,
past 30 years. Evidence indicates that many of the firsi generation airline pilots are

_now reacIiing retirement age.> This fact, especially, Makes, the findings .of the -/

present spidy useful.

:.On the wholes, airline pilots are highly educated, yet their educatiOnal level
does not-approach that of the enginèer or teacher. As a -group, they tend to come
from 'families of higher socio.4economic levels. Of interest is the faCt that the oc-
cupatiori itself has emerged so recently that practically notocdupational inheritance
has occurred as yet from father to son. The majority of the\pilotq_,have a military , '

/

background. It appears that airline companies \have depended heavily uPon the mil-
itary services to screen and initially train their potential airline pilot supply. The
gradual-transition of the military ta unmaimed missiles, hoviever, threatens the fu
ture of this convenient recruitment relationship with the military. The data:'inc4cated
that' airline pilots who contemplated-such a,career while they were Youngsters tended-
to receive more encouragement in recent years than was given to Youngsters )in the
past.

The patterns of initial contact between prospective airline p4ots and the; emPloy-
er airline, are shifting. Based on the distribution of responses, the patterns may be
described as follows: ... " from hearing through friends or relatives in the early-fly-
ing days-7-to company recruitment during 'W orld War II---to personal effort for t4e
veterans immediately following the war---tó a more passive knowledge throUgh .news-
papers and magazines in recent years. " It appeared that0friends, and relatives wete
important sources of information in making initial contacts with the airline company.

,

Airline piloti may be characterized as occupationaly arid industrially immobile.
The _pilots operate under a seniority 'system: Kovement from one cornpany to another
results in the loss of accumulated seniority. Although 'pilots do'not -move from one.
job to another, they pro,j::ess frOm copilot status to captain status within the cock-'
pit, or May move fram.one geographical location (called domicile) to tenother-within,
the same company.' .The latter procesies are examplei-of vertiCal mobilitywithin
the ocCupation. .

According to the data, the majority of airline pilots never held any other commet-
cial or paid, non-military jobs prior to their employment with the airline contany
studied.

*This aissertation has been abstracted selectively.
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The, research suggesied that the airline tiilot's career is Jiaracterizedby iridTeas-
ingly longeriithe periods betWeen importenircareer steps. The ;ncreasing)time span
seryes Ao de,la the. acquiisition of major rewards ,, 1.a: , higher income, better flight
schedUles. Seyer0 organizatiOnal and interactional problems arise from this lengthr

, ened tirrte'`sPan. A longer tizié is being'spent in reserve copilot and captain,positions.
Reserve status imPlie's that the pilot must be 6n call as replacements for otner pilOts
Who are unable to meet their schedules. Before being upgraded, the copilot must sue-

,pass through the, "transition!' school Which qualifieS hinl'for the captain
Phase of t4e cateér. Discussions.with copilots revealed that their major concern wis
withk preparations leading to the, transition school. Several patterns to alleviate the'
.tiFeat tiosed by the,upgraang proced*.ire Were obierved: (a) at certkin domiciles, the
prospecnive copilot Will attempt " to bid fly wiih Captains who wilrfacilitate th4
copilot's prep*ration for uivradpig by giving flight time in the left seat to the cOpilot
who is preparing/for upgrading; (b) reduce the risk of failure at upgrading \School by
spending additional time flying in the aircraft which is used in upgrading school; ..' .

(c) ask each captain they fly, with forlips for'getting through upgrading. "
I r, , . , .

I ,

Pollovring th,e successful completion of the.Upgrading school, a, protracted period
,

of time elaPies before, the'captain assumes, oommin of ,e,regular monthly schedule,'
.t '

& , ,
,

t*the '1,;,thole;, *0 Otimber of tranSitiOn ,ichools 1nterce'pting,the career-paths of
,
airline pilots tends to increase. These schools generally !serve to qualify and 'lleCk
out" pilots for-the oimration of new type's of planes. Sequende'.of attendance at thase
Sdhooli. varies ainong the pilots..,,Itl appears that the time span' tor movement frOni .-

,.one school' to another, is Oiling shortened for the pilots who are,in either copilot or'
,.

caP,n phases of their careers. I'

\,

, The shift and trends in:the career sequence of airline pilots reflect (1) the cOrnr.
pany's expansion, made possible by. the post-war growth in air,travel;' and (2) the im-

.; pact of technology., particUlarly the introductiOn of 'new types of aircraft in pasSelger,
.iservice. I , I.

,

. 1

'

Regardless of his exper.ence, \the pilot;cannot choose at What level he feels ,

..Aualifi9d to enter the career hierarchy. Today, airline pilots begin as copilots iand
must follow the career pri*ession tO the captain 6tattis.'Orie cannot choose to skip
the copilot phase, for example.. Alternative choices exiit, ,however, for either speed-
ing lup or slowing' dOwn the progression, i.e. , domicile transfer.

,t IS,

The research identified five Majar types,of contingencies "as potent1a1 Ask
,points in movement through' the 'airline pilot career." At these contpigency points,
the risks for'n44judging the' expected behavior of signifiCant others' are Ole greatest.
The,five types of cOtingency points to Which airline_ pilots,,eire expOsed are as follows:
InititutiOnalized'conting encies, donIctle traasfprs, technical emergencies and irreg-
ularities, interpersonal crises, and crescive worries.

r

.Irts7titut ,Refettothe various perfOrmance check points,
, upgrading sCho-ols, monthly progress reports regarding the performance of the

ew copilOt, eicaminaion after first year of service, " hood checks . , demon-'
strating technical ,competency) for captains,' route checks, and three annual physical
exaMinations: Unlike other ,OccUpagonal Careers in which the principal hurdles are
oncentrated, in the initial phase of the career,,land additional Contingency' points are ,

of limited consequence, the mature airline pilot is periodically exposed tO major
160
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s institutionalized obstacles and check points throughout his career.

Domicile transfers: Refer to movement of residence and opt:ration from one company-aatio: at some point in the pilot's career. The movement is -referred
to as horizontal movement. Generally sit is undertaken to facilitate-progression to tlia
captain phase of the career. In some instances, dolnicile' transfer is utilized, how-ever, to preserve the career stelta.mio. The desirability of domiciles is ranked accord-ing to: the reputation of flight managers; the reputation of the director of flight oper-ations; the type and number of schedules which are flown from the domicile; the'climate
and weather; the degree at air traffic congestion; the community, i.e. , schools andhousing in the area; and according, tothe degree of physical separation from the MO-
er management.

Technicare Refer 'to crisis situations which are \un-predictable, yet crucially affect the carder progreis evaluation of the pilots.

interpel_.-sonacrisesi Are situations where conflict arises over issues, because of
personality differences between the ,copilot -and.the captain, or between them and related personnel.

i

_ çrescive wor.sasjs Refer to certain attitudes of some'pilots toward their occupa-
tion and toward a conibination of the occupation and their Personal life, groWing out
of the changing needs and conditions of/the industry.

The evidence suggests that junidr copilots and junior-captains are more concerned-
with all of 'the possible contingency points, with the exception of domicile transfer's,than are senior.copilots and captains. It appears that the emergence of institutionaliz-
ed rules and bUreaucratic practices sin the occuiation resulted,in the pilots' increased

kawarenede and sensitivity to the conflicting role expectations which they and signif-
icant others hold.

Among the changes which suggest a trend, toward bureaucratic practices and whichgreatly affect the pilots are rules aimed at standardization of flight perforinances, adop-tion of a seniority system, afici increased formality and impersonality within the organ-ization.

It appears that the mere existence of the rules and the possibility of their enforce-ment create stress among the pilots. The situation is especially crucial, for instance,
when passenger and aircraft safetys demands the infractiori of certain rules . The pilotsare unclear about sthe norms guiding decisions in such emergency situations; they donot know what constitutes acceptable minimum performance under the circumstances,
nor do they know what is considered a violation of that minimum performance. Fitally,it was observed in the company studied that the structuring of airline operations doesnot encourage the emergence of cohesive, relatively permanent work teams and col-league relationships.

Although this preseat research did not focus on the aspects of physical health ofairline pilots as a major contingency point, indications are that this topic Will receiveincreasing attention from the airline coMpanies and, hence, from the pilot groups.Dependence and commitment to an airline flying career, in view of an aging airline- ,pilot population, eventually will raise the question of planning for secondary careerswith an appropriate level of income while the person is still primarily employed as anairline pilot. The questionnaire data suggested that the modal age to which pilots'realistically expect to fly' falls between fifty and fifty-four years of age for slightly
161
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, under, '50 Per Cent of the pilots . "
,

' IMpliCatiotina, . .' '
i

, '/
t 1 , - , \

.

4 v "" . ' . ' , \ 4

,

\ 1

t

VoCational.counselots are often cOncernect With glamour OccUpationsancl the un-,

.realiStic ittittides.,a.counselees who choose them. The 'airplane pilotts a giamour
'..2,...occupation\ and the airline piloti SecOnct only to the astronaut aid the test pilot, is

the prestige occupation among flying ocCupations. Hopefully, 0Ounselees Who pr.,..; ,

,'ceive the Occupadon q airline pilot as a carefree),*reolevil'one will benefitt from

, this report which emphasizes the bureducratie aspeOe Of the oCCupetion. The passing
: of Upgrading schools arid th0 ,use 4 various quality Control, devices as an integral-
;part of the occupation create anxieties' of a special,kind, found in few occupations
,pncethe individual has reached the journeyman level.

, , \ ,

N ,

, Counselors May alsobe concerned with-helping retired airline,pilots 'plan second. \,

'careeri. ,iA major problem heie inay be'the likelihood Ahat the second career. will re-
present a' steep,' downhill slide i4 terMs.of sttus andIncome. f

t\-
,

, "scope:- Occupatioital Field
) , ,

;

, 1)

,

Methodology:1
\.4

If

,

Data for this study were collectedlfrot twO sourceS; :First, a'six-page ques-'
tionnaire was mailed to a random Sample Of \airline pilots CompriSing the' Membership

of,the irlinePilots 'Association,' International.' pf the 458 'questionnaires, 418 were"'
retUrned. The questionnaire soliCited InformatiOn regarding-the type, -timing, and'
sequence of/stages in thellying, careers' of these pilots; as' well as traditional back
ground'date reflecting thefeduCation; Soclb,:reconOmic -level of origin, and _

milttar occupation and/or specific job.
_

Second, informetir WaS ,obtained by Semi-directed iriterViews held with 52 8ir7
.line pilots entployed by a major, airline company in th,e, ohicago area. "The 'objective

, (of these interviews was to idciptify the rainge of role problems which confroni the air-
line pilot at different, stages in- his .career and the multiple social' proCess Wni0h
engage the pilots as ,Ithey 'move, thrOugh the varioUs stalges of their Career§.", `

Cautions:
1,

. Findings presented here are applicable onlY. to 'Condition
Iindustry and at the Particular company studied at the time of

\:

,

-;

s that prevailed in the .'
the regearch.

t
I

t
',"? ,

, ,- ,,,,
. ,

j "The conCeptual.scheme Which iirovided the franiework fOr thislitudi vieWs work
society in particular, and society in gerwral, as a Se4es of po4tiOnS through ,wtiich:
people ilass during,their various careers, no4n9 the objective sequence of positions,
and .n.oting the, related...meanings of these varioUs:isequences to the., . :participants."6,`

Such a perspective permits focuSing upon " the pOntsof cOntingency which encorn '

:pass this setles of positions, and,examine(s) the shifting careerliattertiq, inter-.
actional configurations and, self-conceptions whichrresult from exposure 'to a , 1

,

particular occupational , pattern:" . ,

,

;
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Bryant* Clifton D. "White-Collar Women: The 'Secretarial-Stenograpitic Occup&-
-.lion." Unpublished M.A. thesis 8- University of Mississippi, 1557.*

f

Description:
,

I. The Secretarial and Stenographic Occupatiori: ,

The duties in the secretarial and stenographic occupations tend to overlap
and bbthoccupationallie0s fall within the white collar*, middle-class range.

The glamour of:the title itself is an inducement to enter the occupation.

SUccess in the occ9pation is influenced by- one'S adaptabilitk to conditions
and ability' to conform and imitate. ."The,bohemian, radical or individual, or...
the reactionary or stagnant individual is seldom regarded by more than exclusion,
ridicule, or, ostracism" in this particular occupaition, ,

The occupiktional stereotype of the secretary has been freqUently desCribed
in ltoth fiction and min-fiction.' She has been ,pictured as the "real aristocrat of
the office, workers." She probably has "an office of "her own ahd 'chances by-the
dozen to Meet the great and the .near-great who-come to do busineis with 'the
boss.' There's an even,chance that this 'yOung lady is 'the power behind the throne. "
In reality, -however, the secretary may have to contend with a number, bf unpleas-
ant situations which are,not mentioned in the, ocCupatiOnal aetiotype.. AcCording
to Mills:,

,

The White=collar girl in: the big dity,often looks-back on her
high school period in the/small town as the ,dress rehearsal for
something that never came off. The personal clique of the high
school is not replaced by the impersonal unity of the office; the

_adolescent status equality is not replaced by,the hierarchy of
the citsi;,...the high school camaraderie of anticipations is not
fulfilled by the realization of life-fate in the white-collar world.
(Q. Wright Mills., White Collar, 1Tew York: Oxford -University
Press, 1951, pp. 202.)

II, `Pire_AArac

k groUP of working girls from the secretarial ranks as, well is from other
oceupations were studied in an attempt to, determine Whether the secretarial-sten-
ographic occupation significantly affected the behavior or attitudes of the individ-'
uals 'once they had, become members ,of the occupation. r

(1) Background Characteristics:
Apparently, the secretarial occupation did not attract individuals from farcp.,

,4111110110.1ro,

*This thesis has been abstsacted selectiVely.
, 163



eAiliespf any particular socio-economic status. The data indicated that the parents -

of the respondents subscribed tO traditional vaimes in their church participation
,k-nd the use of alcohol and tobacco. ',A statistidally signiftcant finding Was that
girls in the secretarial group,were likely to come from' a hoMetown with a Oopula-
tion of lest than 1,000. indications were that the occupation attracteld individuals
with rural backgrounds. ,

, i ,

,
.

,,
e'i I

1

l
1 -

(2) Behavior Patterns of Secretaries and Non-Secretaries Compared!
(

,
,

,
:, ,, ,

, ,
Although they were statistically non-significant; there,Were`indications

'that the searetaries tended' to vieit their 'homes irequently.' Ikhenthey,rfirst kegan
working or were still in commerciai school, neither groug of girld had dated boys'
of high, statue level although there was a sharp tendency, for 'the secretaries to ..,,

d'ate boys ot,'midd0-clase' status. , At the time of the study, the secretariet Were ,

shown to be datin9 boys,of higit/status level. The data indicated that in the past, ,

.secretaries haa a thomewhat traditional-orientatibn tOward chuich attendance and/or
participation,,: and the use of ecohol and tailacco. In comparison to their parents'
attitudes;, ik shift to a\pecular orientation wee ihown. Cliangesf In attitudes of'-'

. , non-secretaries'were lest than those of deóretaries.;
, ,

, ,
1 ,\ , _)

, ,

. , ,
, ') ) 'A comparidon.of the liVing arringenients-pharacterisiiC of the odcupational

group'showed that secretaries preferred to share an apartment or a roomWith stink
One. .Neither the 'secretaries and dtenograPhers nOr members Of the Other'occupa=
tional group tended to live with a hometown'girlfriend, however.' '' 1

,

r

, )
;

,

,, I

\ The evidenoe indicated that secreteries'found somewhat more satisfaction
i in,their work than did the non-secrethries and 'that the 'former group

,
was 1,,ess.like-

1

ly to be dissatisfied. The secretaries saw the social enVironment and occupation-. '
al opportunities -found in the work sitUation as miie/importan't than did members, Of,

the' nonrsecretarial /group. The nan-seCretaries, emphaiiied 'the 'physical condi:;.) .'
tions oftwork., The authors found that the secretaries,, on, the whole, appeared to
be "oPpOrtimiste,,and consider their ,occUpatiOns as a 'means' to- an end,: white. ,

-non-secretaries Cone,41er their occUpatiOns as, an end in itself, 'or merely )a Meant.
of 'eating lunch' regularly.."", .

,,,, i I \ /
I I \ 4 a \

, ,
, ,

- ' Secretaries and non-;secietaries differed-in &Scribing the 'desirable char- ,1

,

acteristice. of prospective husbands. , The secretariee ranked edUcation first in.
importance, folloWed by fa'mily background to tome' extent'. Non-seereiaries wea4s' s,
Somewhat ,mor(e concerned With the .facors of Prestige end income of tO' nien'es,

,.

ocCupation. ,\) ,,
,

. , In a comparison of the .tWo ocaupational groups, :tecretaries-ranKed their
occuPation cOnsiderably higher in 'prestige than did the secretaries

i`

III. Inferences and Suvestione:
. ,/ \ ,, _

, ,, \,

t While the study itself gave' little evideilce that a relationCiip. oasts be-,\ I..twi, enehavioral attitudes and. a given occupation, the tendencies are sufficient ,-
)/ to justify the assumption " that occupation exerts some degree of influence,:o4 the

lives of its members:" A mCre thorough' study of Occupations "niay uncover further
eVidence of duch influence... " Thelnferences drawn 'by the researcher tiiat the

164 \
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"secretarial occupation gives its members a long range vertic4 mobility perspeC.:- t

tive" provides considerable room for further research in this sphere.

kalications for Counseling:

tar the vocational caunselor's needs; the secretarial occUpation, is an ex-
tremely satisfactory-one because it is flexible and meet& so many different needé-
for so niany different couhselees. It may be considered,either a permanent career.
.or a'stepping stone to something else. It may be part-time, or it may'be combined
with a number of other skills to provide variety. There is a wide range of coMplex-
ity and responsibility within the occupation, offering differential oPportunities ler
individuali of.a wide range of abilities. It may be,pursued intermittently and hence
combined with a career as housewife and mother. , The physical conditions at work
are ,good, an important factorior wofrien. It requires enough training so that there
is Usualiy a Ahoitage Of desirabk;Applicants; yet, the training is neither as long-,

, nor as expensive 'as a College edUcation.
\

'This is suCh a visible occupation that a stUdy-of much, greater depth than
this one is needed in order to unearth information not commonly known.

,,.
,

.

t' "Scope: Occupational Field
.-\ ,

t, .

(

Methodelogz:
/-

Members of a ,working girls' sorority, Beta Sigma Phi, in the Jackson,
MississipOi Chapter were the subjects for this study. Sixty-eight completed
questionnaires were obtained from the membership total of ninety-five girls . 'Ehe
data permitted comparisons between twenty-nine sect4taries or stenographers and
a control group,scif thirty-nine non-secretaries in regard to certain characteristics
which are prestimed to be influenced by the respective occupational fields.

cautions;

, , The relatively small Sample drawn 'from specified populations limits the
broad'generalization of this itudy. Frequent cases of non-response on the pari of
'the individuals limited adequate statistical manipulation of the data.

neargtAgaLOrion:

_Following the theoretical fraMework of Hugies, Caplow, Mills, and others
in the.field of the sociology of work, it is recognized that:

\ A man's occupation exerts a most powenful influence' in assigning
ge him and to his immediate family their place in society....The
work a Man des5 o earn his livelihood stamps him with mental and
physical traits characteriStic of the form and level a hi& labor,
defines his circle of friends and acquaintances, affects the use
of his leisure . his interests and attainment of his aspir-
ations and tends to set the boundaries of his culture. (Percy E.
Davidson and N. Dewey Anderson; Occupational Trends,'Stan-
ford: Stanford University Oress, 1940, p. 1.)

1.65
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, Harper, Dean; arid Ernmert, Frederick. "WOrk Beha'Vior in a Service IndustrY,"'
-. ,, S ocial Forces, Vol. XL II, 2\ (December;-1-163) , Op., 216-2`25--.

..:,

pescr.12tion:- , ,
, HI

._/ ,
,

( ( This study was concerned with the orgaiiiation of work:behayior in one
f
4 large public service industry, the postal service: , . ,

11 ' # 4 7\Official Norms: ,

---- ,- H' , ,, i ., -
- . '':,-\1. The Career of the letter Carrier: The oificial job 'of the letter -carrier,
corisists ,of sortina' the incoming mail for people on, hiS route, _delivering It, Col-,

L.
lectirig the letters ,deposited Sin'the mail bbxei along his rqutei and performing

-I- various oiher related duties e ; , , ,
,

, 1

''N ,. 2 ) .
S i

-applicant Who succesSfully passes the civil servicefeJraniinaitpn 1.1(1:-
, 1

'4

_accepts eMployment begini nii Caree` r as a s,ubstitute carrier.. lAs, such, she'is
paid on an hourlypbasis, and'is assUred a minimum of two hours:of work a 'day:

, He niey work On a number,' of different roUtes,,,itay,work -in the eVenings collecting _

mail, or, on '4ccasion, he mayle as'signed, to work as, a distributor Clerk. \Ai he'4 i

gain's seniarity, he will bid for a Vacant-, salaried,- regular carrier -position. _l'he ,

next step in the career pattern would be for hiin to seek, promotion to the' 4uperviso.i-
_

ty level. Often some letter carriers twill wish.to undertake .a secari'd job Since
. ,
\ T

[

--
,

, Dufies: The daily activities, and duties prescriiied for the er
are minutely set forth in writing. '"In the "'Order Vook, ",the precise tiMe schedule
for picking uP and ,aelivering, mail is set forth. ;lie:book indiCates thestite6ts .on
the carri.er's route andthe order iriwhich they areto be walied, how thesestreets
'are broken dovin inbundling of-the mail, which bUndles are to be put. in'Which re-

( lay- boxest-and so farth. The-book -also,containi the names ,of all patron6- Who _

haVe Movedisto whom Mail is tti be forwarded, arid other "special-orders" which,1
#ie carrier has to follow:: The activities whic-li conPrise, the niailnian's- job are
further defined and, thus, restricted byihe regulations of ttiesPostal Manual and
by diwtives and ,orders -issued by the Postmaeter\Genera/i. iliamples of the mast
important regulations are as folloWs:

(l) The carrier will deliver the mail in the indicated sequence.
(2) Carriers will not use private vehicles to facilitate their work

unless they are authorized. v
. -

/1(3) Mail is to be placed only in the proPer receptacle'or-given to
the, person. )

i (4) All mail is to be deliVered on the day it is received by the'
carrier. ,

_ ,,

(5) iMail must never be delayed by the carrier. .

(6) Carriers are notto walk acrosth grass, or any area except
the standard sidewalks.

Nts

3. Supervision: The carrier's Work is'.supervised in "seVere4 ways: s(i)

I \
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Day-rto-day-suliervisiontby the immediate suPer*1 This is frequtrtly nominal.. ;

(2) The sailnual-cOunt.'! ,
Once a year the smaiinfan's work ie officially chec4d. He, .,

' .,.:. :is ob,served-in'thctual sorting ,of.the mail of his pap:one. ,Thsiannual coiint pro.'-',,,,

r ), ,irictes' the oppOrtunity tor Makindpadifications: in the route. (3)\posia1 inspections.
'. ' p 64 al inspictors, oversee bperationdin Olek, post office:- on 'occasiori, ihey May

r ,

"seed" the, mail, i.e. , dePosit marked, letter* inf the colleotion) boxes shortlY be--y,'
\s fore the. stated 'collection time.,1' This is ,cione in. OrOer tol determine wiletkier.the'

1
'A garrier is collecting the mail ,before the prescribed time-a.forbidden practice. \.,,,

1 . v \ t . , .

,
, , , , \ ,

', 75, Some of the offiCial reguiaiiOns are more:iMpOriant-than others.. ThOse
cOricerning theft and vithhoiding mailtre the smOst important ones :,, Violations of
these rule's' call ior the strongest sanctiono;-loss of job. Vinor irdractions of the
rulei,K taking). eitended limOh ,periods, for instanOe eie Punis\hable,by suspension:, '

, .\ 1 ssi - - -
i

, ,. \ \.
1

1

. , B. AinOffiOial Wor,k,iluesec : 1

-0. ,

, ..
.,

, ,, , ,

.,
.

,
. ,

.
,

_, , ,

, ,
,,,,

, , .. %

A set of Unofficial norms- and 'work rules existe, among.the lettertarrirs,
.. , . L

, many of which arein direct violation% of the Official regulations .' These unoffiaial'-,..,

,,
wOrk rules alMost paraltel \ tfie official, work regulations,.\

I I ' '
2

''s 1

1 I

, 1 1 ,\ I- - 1

- , .
/

.i_ \I
i The pc*,loffite deliariniet offidials. are aWare cit, the' OistenceOf these

official praOtices,, 'but find, it,,difficult ,tO ifinstand'es 'of deviation,.
J '

Hence, a great. Mani: rule Viiitiatioris occur which go, undetected; iuild unpunished.
,

, . .- 1 '

1 '

-,;- \ " ' \ '' 7

, , f -

I, One of the unofficial Work rulesicotIcerOs' the \ carrier's daily route. ' The
.

official:jai; d0Oriiitio. it :ilaViSed ,o thkit will 'take ihe Oirrier eXactli eight
tiours'tO sort and:deliver the 'mail. The .uriofficfal \Orm;,-) hoWevei4 perMits him, to
reorganize' his route la '0,that it can.,be walked\ in\ the most c9venient 'find' faitest
time 'poseible.1,\. ,This means that, eVen on the ie'aviest 'mail _Clays), he-AS likely

,

c:1 fiinish the work I;efOré the illotthd time.il The siblation is..pOesi.ble.because.the \
,:oarrier Walks htis route in :midway w4n-he krioWs that he 4:being 14,medl and. iii ia ;
different way When, he 'is notibeing timed. AlsO;, the carrier 'pyirrioiely embellishei

, --q .,
his. perforinaric when hitis being,timed; \ UsUally, howeVeri he alte0 the 'order
;In ,w14h he is, suppose .to.4e11:-.rer theimai1;.he'mai,v4ik oriii-cross, \skip cer-
tai4 loops, in hit walk.;:Make frequent stop's 'at ihe relay bok, out acroes; l4wns;
or devise ot,her short \cut0..' ke may also %violatele official,r4es by holding over
sorneOf-ihe mail &toil', the ,next day's deliyeil in Order to l'everi otit" the differences
in the i'aMmint:of mail on-the various' daYS ?The carrier then ,may ,spend the left- .:

. :. over tiMe,:in a' number 'of ways: !ie may' gO home''arid returnito the' station 'at the;

offiaiallir prescrikied time; he may go ShOpiiing; he may ;fain fellow cairieis :at a
,nOtrby tayeriii , he mai,. sitiinliis oar and read; or he may extend:his lunch period .

? I s 't beiOnci 'the:official 30 minute's; , etc. ',' i / ,

/ :
,

/

II

,

i . 5i
, / ', I I

1 , Along with the unofficial.norms which govern the walking of the 'route in\A \

the most donvenient fashion, there are norms' Which realate one's return time to;
-',1---- ) the Station. Thejoarrier is not to return early tpo frequently. If. he does , the ,sti-

permisar will interpret the situation as' One which indicates thOthe rOute is too
short. ' '' ,,: i,;, , , _ ,

,, ,

. I

., , 1

N . /"

\ 'The norm's also pres6ribe that the reguiar summer substitute for a given
route shotild alWays iseturn $ornewha; later than the prescribed' time. Admonitiond,

r
,
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(
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such as "Don't,kill the route" are given to the Substitute-to, emphasize the UnOf-
fiCial tile expectations . If the substitute should violate this important norm, the r

group Will penalize him by withholding needed informatOn or deliberately interfer
ing with the rule breaker's activity. For instance, when a substitute who is knoWn
td deviate from the unofficial norms'is assigned a new route arid asks aboUt de-
tails of the route, he will be told that he can find all he needs to know in the
Order Book'. His questions about %particular hazaidS on the route-such as vi-
cious dogS---will remain' unanswered. At times, the deviant may find that' labels

, on' the mail bundles for his route have been deliberately mixed up.
. , .

. The Mounted carrier's work behavior is likewise governed by unofficial
norms.; .for instance;(,he is to act as if the mail were "lieaVy" 44 all times, re-
gardless of its actual volume. According to 'Official practices, the mounted car-.
rier is to have no more:than four "heavy mail",damper week. The-criterion for
."1.1eavy mail" is' determined by the Carriers themselves.

b. Official and Tin4fficial Hierarchies:
,

Among the letter carriers, there is a reward hierarchy based on pay. Close-
ly correlated with the rewar,d ranks is the authority hierarchy. The unofficial hier-
archies .suppleMent these-two official hierarchies.-

,

_ .
, .

The UnoffiCial hierarchy aniOng the carriers is due.td differences in, status,
work assignments, etc. The regular carrier enjoys-a higher' preifige than the,sub- ,

stitute mailman. Similarly, the position of themourited carrier is more esteemed
than that of .the foot carriers'. , The former receives a car alloWance,.4ncertime pay,

_

. .. and help from substitute carriers,. , ,-* , , . _
,

', / .
, . ,- - ,.,.. f -: _ , ,

,,
In conjunction with the prestige hierarchy, there is a kivilege hierarchy.

Substitute carriers ,, for instance-, are denied Certain privileges. ,The unofficial
norms prescribe that no substitute carrier can leave the station before-the sorting
of all mail is 'completed; the substitute carriers are td, help each other in sorting
the mail. No substitute carrier can have his coffee in the "swing roOrn" (employ-
ees' locker room). Also, 4ccording' to an unofficial rule, these substitute oar- .

. riers are not permitted to,spend as much time in the %locker room as the regtilar
,

carriers. The unofficial power hierarchy of regular-carriersis able t6 exert its
influence over the substitute carrieis because they are on the periphery of the in
formal work organization and are constantly shifted from one station to-another.-,

Conclusions: ,
, 1

The existence of the unofficial norms is explained by the conCept of 'te-
sti-lotion of output"-which opeiates in the serviceindustry. The letter carriers'.
goal is to limit Orocluctivity as set by official standards so that the prescribed .

work. can be accomplished in less than eight h6urs of work.. Suchinhavior is.mo-
tivated-bY the,desire to refrain from working harder than is necessary to receive
the saine

%Iinplications for boul'iseli'ria:

Post-office Nrsork is attractive to entry workers becauee of the viiibility of
169
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t ;

AlyitfrecrUitment,:,Prodess ,(Civil serVice examinations) and the of the lob
duties;

;\ .

., The4ack of job satisfaction among postal employees, however; frequently
'brings, them to vocational counselors as cl,ients. Thoie who have been in the sys-

: tem for, any lehg,thCf %time' have a difficult choice betwien the lack of job satis- ,
faction and the sectuity of the job. A second job sor a major hobby are 'compromise
solutions. ., t

,

\ \ I

I I I

4,

T

\ For. some counselees, the /status of the substitute worker ié particularly
..annoyin g. because r?"f its tuncertainty:

.

Few jObs now require as extensive walking ,as. does the position,of mail
Couriselees should be relniinded that the mail carrier's career can be

threatened by any lower extremity dis4bility. The poit office has, however,, a
versi liberaLdisability retirement poliCy.

OcCuOational Field

Atithor's Abstract: ,

k

r These are ,(1) the pattern of sorting and delivering mail and (2) \the various bier-
, archical relationships among letter-carriers.- actual behavior is .deterthined by

official ,rules and reg4ations supplemented andlmodified by unofficial norms and
.standards.. Parallels are drawn between these patterns in' the postal, service lind
those found in other settings. The persistence of these patterns is -eXplained in
.ternis of the motivation.of Postal workers. "

,,,
I I

/
r 1\ I ' i /

\ ' \ 1

liTwo general Patterns of Work behaVior in the postal. service, are described.

Methodology:

\ This study was based on the author's extensive research:into 'the postal
service, , Data were obtained by partiCipant Observation, interviews with postal
emPloyees, discreet obServation of fetter cariliers at work, and the .exaitination
pf various written mateiials dealing with the Post Office Department and its work-

.el.!

; Cautions:
,

The generalizations in this article are based on the author's interpretation
,of the findings:

Theoretical Orientation:
., , , 0 , ,i

. .

, ". :in a group or in siOciety there is a division of labor, tliat certain 'indi.7
. .

`viduals perform certain activities which are different from those activities which
others perform. This notion.. :ffndicaieg that Individuals have dertain relation-
ships to. each other which vary accordinii tO where the individuals are located in
the group. " Orae's position or status in the structure establishes a set of explicit
and implicit role expectations appropriate to the, Status. I

s. /
, , 170
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SALESMEN ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 250-289

Silverman, Leslie j. "The Social Role of the Salesman." Unpublished Master's
thesis, New Schdol for Social Research, 1956.*

Descin:
The relation between an occupation and individual character was the subject

in tbict qtlidy of the sAlosmAn.

The sales specialist's responsibility consists of increasing or maintaining
a desired volume of sales. It is income which attracts him to the position in
the first place and the rewards are given him for successful performance. The
successful salesman makes a fairly high income which gives him power, prestige,
and material goodsanything money can buy. To achieve high income status, he
must surmount two barriers, lack of demand and competition.

From the reading of the literature, the author formed the general
impression that "sales managers felt , at.7 their salesmen are not performing
their' duties as desired and that they do nat honor obligations to their
employers.'" Salesmen are believed to be entrepreneurs and are expected to
identify with management's interests. This apparently is not the case in many
instances; some salesmen have been known to criticize the product and the
company in the presence of the customer. ,

To improve the' performance' of the salesmen, various techniques have been
suggested. Increasing training programs is one of the methods aimed at-better
sales performance. Another method calls for the use of psychological
instruments which would segregate "a particular type of character structure

_which is characterized by the desire for wealth, power and mobility..." and
a desire to manipulate others. Samuel Stevens, a college president and ,

industrial psychologist, tends to view the salesman as a very iniecure, non-
introspective person who feels himseli alienated from others and who compensates
for his feelings, of insecurity by striving to manipulate others. (Samuel N .
Stevens: "Motivating Salesmen," in Proceedin s of the 8th Annual Conference of
Sales Managers., Ohio State University Publications, ,Columbus, Ohio, 1.5I) . The
occupation, according to him, is "a way of canalizing the psychological needs and,
tensions arising from this insecurity." Even though the data upon which
Stevens based his contentions did not warrant the assumption, he was able to
sell his approach for the selection of salesmen to business.

The saleiman's job is a difficult one., DependenCe upon the customer and
the pressure of ineeting quotas probably require gome sort of sustaining "supports."
Approval and recognition from sales supervisors .are assumed to be the external
"supports"; "belief in selling as a way of ,life, and desire to excel" are perhaps
the internal "supports" which then enable the salesman to cope with his difficulties.

................1*..........................................

*This thesis has been abstracted selectively.
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S>elecction of safesthen may be accomplished by two methods: (I) natUral selec-
tiori or (2) piychological Wits. In the first instance, an ad placed inlhe newspaper,
attracts persOns with certain chiracteristiCS. The.Witial intervieW and the firSt few

k unsuccessfUl sales calls discOurageMany of the applicants. This typeof natural
selection, ocCurs, for example, in the hiring of encyclopedia salesmen. No-special
abilities are required for emplOyment other than perseverance.' The, se&md MethOd,
scientific selection, postulates "a certin:group of psychological traits or abilities

. in combination, discriMinate between good and poor hiring,risks?" The
desirable individual portrayed by these tests should be an enthusiastic ektrovert,
having a interest in people and events."

The authot believes that one of the Most important characteristics Of the ,Suc-
cessful sktlelmen is a 'feeling of personal' self4otencY.", This "is an attitude to7
Ward'the self, the Content referring,to' the feeling that the selfibas 'the abilitY to'
ManipUlate others ,for its own ends. "4 The other impertant Characteristic Li' the' de-
sire for, and aCcumulation offinancial success. Both of these characteristics of
the salesman are postulated by the riuthotat necessary for the salesman to fulfill
the_retponsii?ility6f his' position'.

The, salestan uses a 4ariety of techniques to selLthe product. ,He is not ,

bound 1)iany consideration of the Customer. Customers are important to him as
individuals 'only to the extent ttci which' knowledge about a particular customer can
be used in his selecdon of appropriate techniques in the sales approach ,The sales-
man learns to catafogue the various characteristics of the customers and ielects
the selling method according to their pecullaritiei. The successful salesman must
overcome two freqUent obstacles posed 1:)?' the conéumer: lack of desire for Vie
product, and negative feblingS about the salesman.

, In his sales approach, the salesman may use either, ,,ow, pressure" or "high
presstre" techniques .'The low Pressure selling method ai opposed to the high
pressure one utilizes the "'customer-problem" approach. The salesman aski him-,
self: "What is the customer's need or want? ...Him does my 'produCt fit that}i,ed
or want? ...klow can I.best demonstrate the relationship between the twO? " The
salestan'S intention then ii "to appeal'to thecustomer's own.motiVes by ihowing
him how the product' is instrumental for achieving his ,purposes ." -With the salei-
man's use of, the high pressure technique, the customer is being "sold" from the
moment he indicates interest. Social pressure; in the form of conspicUous Consump-,
tion,, is uied. 'The purchase price is' minimized as a detail. The salesman will use

' every perSuasive means toget the customer's name on the sales' contract.

, The decision to use either high or Iow pressure sales techniques depends upon
several factors in the sales sitnatiOn. TheseNard: "whether or not the 'product is in
a competitive inarkei; the 'salesman's eitimation of the customer's need for the
product; the importance of the 'particular* customer to ,the
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, salesman's success; and, whether the salesman depends upon the particular
customers for repeated consumption or purchases."

"It is hypothesized that there is a direct relation-between pressure techniques
and the competitive nature of the market, and an inverse relationship between
pressure techniques and consumer need, consumer prestige, and consumption
repetition."

,

High przesute technique is useA "in markets nrimprIned nf (111ntrunnrs with Inw
_need for the ptoduct, any one of whom is noi essential to the salesman's suc-
cess, ...6ihere7 the product is purchased only once." Low pressure technique
is used in a non-competitive market situation with high consumer need, where
prestige and consumption repetitiOn is desired.

Implications for Counseling.: ! ,

There is a tendency to-place sales woik in a'n.e.t . '(not elsewhere'classified)..
catchall.category in vocational counseling because it has fewv if any, entry .

requirements. When, after occupational exploration, the counselee-seems unable
to enter any of the occupations' having more specific requirements, he may view
sales as a solution.

Although almost any individual can enter the sales field, the experienced
salesman has a, set of skills, a body of knowledge, and a repertoire of behavior
which differentiates him from the entry sales worker. His repertoire of behavior
is somewhat similar to that of the counselor in that the chief technique of each
is the use of the self as , a psycho-social instrument. ,

\

In terms of how the self is used as a psycho-social instrument, more findings-
in research are available pertaining to counseling than to salesmanship. In
counseling, the goals of the counselor and the counselee are supposed to be the
same: the solution of the counselee's problems. This is obviously not always
true in practice. In'selling, the goals of the salesman and consumer are fre-
quently not the same. The salesman wants, to make money; -the consumer wants
a satisfactory product at the lowest price. Economic theory pOstulates a one
best product for which one may asCertain the lowest price offered. Since only
one out of 10, or one out of 100 salesmen cometing with one another will be
offering the best product at the lowest price, 'the other 9 or 99 are in the position
of tryinp to convince the customer to pay more or take an inferior product.
This is an over-simplification of the problem, but should indicate that the goals
of salesman and consumer may not be identical. ,

,

Scope,: Occupation

Methodology:

-

A review of some of the literature dealing with salesmen provided the infor- ,

'nation upon which this thesis was based.
\

;
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, Generalizations from this thesis should be made with utmost caution since
they reflect, for the most part,the author's own point of view 'and are derived

, ,
from secondary sources. ,

' l

Theoretieal OrientatIon:

, Two points of view regarding the relations hip of personalities and occupa-
*tions furnished the theortitinal framA nf,refPrenne Af this study. Acc^rding to
one theory, ',certain oCou'pational positions may attract individuals of one
(persona4ty) type and repel or fail to attract those of, other-types..." (Alex Inke,les
and Daniel LeVinsOn; "N'ational Oiaracter: The Study of Model Personality alio
Sociocultural Systems, " in Handbook of Social Psychology, ed. Gardner Lindzey
(Cambridge, ylass'.: Addison-Wesi.ey Publishing Company, 1954; Vol. II, p.',1006.)
Robert K. Merton, on the other hand, suggests that "men's personal aspirations,
interests and sentiments are largely organized and stamped with the mark of their
occupatiOnal outlook." (Social Theorv and Social Structure, Glencoe., Ill.:. The ,

Free Press, 1949, 13. 119.-)

X

X
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S ALE S 1vAN, INSURANCE PBSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 250.258

jonassohn, Kurt. 'Vie Life Insurance Agent: An Occupational Study." Unpublished
M.A. thesis, McGill University, 1955:*

Descriaim:

This study explored the occupational world of the life insurance agent in the
Greater Montreal area. The presentation of the findings has been organized into
two parts: (1) the institutional mechaaisms--1. e description of-the recruitment,
training, -and Socialization.processes, and (2) description of the occupational
world and ideology of the life insurance agent.

I. Institutioaal Mechanisms

1. Recruitment: Because 41ere are no entrance 'requirements, persons of di-
versified background fit-1d opportunities for employment in this occupation. There
appears to be a 'career gap' for persons in this occupationi.e., persons are not
likely to choose this occupation at the onset of their careers; rather they enter
this field after they have tried some other occupation. The type of recruits attract-
ed to this occupation may be roughly divided into three categories: (a) persons
who feel that they have been in dead-end occupations and have either reached or
soon will reach their ceiling; (b) persons who are unable to Compete successfully
in the occupations for which they, were trained; and (c) persons who find themselves
in,the job market due to factors beyond their control. EXamples of the latter cate-
gory are veterans who could not or did not want to return to their pre-war jobs,
immigrants, and persons-whose Jobs were affected by economic diSlocation.

, Due to the rapid expansion of the insurance business, the demand for recruits
is great. The prestige and status of the position relative to other occupations is
low, .however, ilecruitment is frequently accdmplished through personal contacts,
&though newspaper advertisements are also used on occasion. There is very
little congensus among managers and supervisors Of life insurance companies as
to the criteria for selection of successful applicants. Aptitude test scores have
little validity. Each supervisor or manager seems to have his own idea as to
what type of person will make a good life insurance agent. While most companies
and managers prefer the older and married man since he is to deal with the pub-
lic as a financial Adviser, there are many successful exceptions-to the rule.
The large turnover within the first three years points to the fact that ndeviCes of
high predictive value have not, been developed yet" in the recruitment selection
process.

2. IrgrArn: Training of the recruits extends over a considerable length of
time and concentrates heavily on the development of specific social skills. The
formal program consists of three levels: elementary, intermediate, and advanced.
Each of these phases, lasts approximately six months. During these phases, the
recruit completes certain assignments supplied by the company, then takes writ-
ten examinations. Simultaneously, the recruit begins selling and has several

=6
*This thesis has been abstracted seleicieely.
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weekly training, sessions with his 'imthediate supeivisor. The agent'continuously
receives a large amount of printed materials from the company advising him on
Pioblems, sales techniques; and ideas and developments in the field. Those who
wish to study fUrther can obtain 'universityizaining and, thereby increase their
,status in the company considerably.

The training assignments stress three important elements involved in the
selling technique; definition of the need, 'prospecting,' and interviewing. Mas-
tery of thc &it elpement results in defining the role of the insurnce agent in the
community. Prospecting is recognized as the most difficult aspect of the activ-
ities. Since the agent is likely to encdanter many refusals and much lack of in-
terest in making his initial contact with the public; the prevailing practice is to
have' a supervisor or an experienced salesman accompany him on the first round
of calls to provide moral supPort, at least. Obtaining an interview with a pro-
Spective client is thought of as' a substantial Achievement.

The techniques of selling can be learned easilIN To facilitate !selling, the
comPany supplies all sorts of "package presentations" which fit all types- of in-
surance needs. In the first year of training, the recruit is discouraged from using
any other selling methods except the techniques taught in the training program:

The objectives of the training program are. legitimized and reinforced by the
occupational- ideology. Accordingiy, it is the agent's duty--his missionto see
that everyone in the community is' protected by life insurance, The agent must'
believe that he has a good product to sell-tione that everybody needsand that
"his work is for the interest of, society and is essential to every one of his clients."
According.to the occupational.ideology, should sudden death strike a family which
_the agent had ceritacted unsuccessfully at an earlier time, the agent is at fault,'
for not having worked hard and conscientidusly enough.

Belief in &Ws mission is .of importanCe, especially during the training period
when initial difficulties: and-lack of 'recognition and appreciation from the public
are the recruit's only results,

3. Occujmtionalisocialization: The employment contract with the company
defines one's formal relationships and rewards. During the training 'added, the
desirability of rewards is emphasized'. The rewards are usually associated With
the achievement of certain sales quotas and may range,from mentioning Orie's
name on the company's bulletin bpard to a free vacation trip. The achievement of
the Minimal quotas is 'usually automatic. Should difficulties arise and.the recruit
be unable to achieve these minimal goals, he can always discuss his doubts about
his success with his supervisor.

.
4. ...dermal mechanisms; In time the recruit acquites the occupational terinin-,

ology ard learns to accept the wayS and,values of the graup. Usually, he beco'mes
a member of a'clique 'and then depend's less and less on the formal guidance of his
supervisor. The recruit will learn that the successful agents not only sell insur-
ance but write books and articles, address meetings, and belong to certain prestige
cliques, such as the 'Million Dollar Round Table."

With the.undertaking (*the above activities, insurance agents' socialiiation
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is almost complete; i.e. , te is continuously rewarded and reinforced for his
activities: It is believed that doubts and reservations concerning one's success

_prevent tne agent,trom seiiing; "it is said, only the agent who has complete 'faith'
can beccime a sUccessful Agent:" Reinforcements are given at regular intervals in
the form of awards e.. prizes, meetings, and club memberships. 'Promotion to
supervisory or managerial level indicates that the Agent has becothe a socializing
agent for_others .

ITT + ",f 4 1%141 4-e +11,5. Career starves .and mobilita rtatterns: .e . ...A.
life insurance'agents are making a good,income. Half of the respondents reported
an average annual income of about S8,000. Perhaps it is the income that attracts
persons and cOmpels them to remain in the field.

The agents tend to come from non-manual occupational backgrounds and have
attended high school. Those who attended college have better chances of attain-
ing promotion to managerial level's than tliose without college education. IntereSt-
ingly, a large number of college drop-outs are found among the recruits .

Inter-occupational mr$Dility -has been predominantly from the clerical and sales
occupations. It appears that mobility motivations are baed upon actual and
potential-income rather than on prestige aspirations. -

The career development pattern of, life-insurance agents is characterized by An,
extended trial stage due to the fact' that an enforced career gap exists between the
-ages,iphen schooling is completed and when companies prefer to employ the agents:
The stable career period is marked by 'expanding sales and income rather than by
striving for promotion. The retirement stage is .characterized br decreasing aCtiv-
ity rather than complete withdrairal from the Occupation. Income-potentials even,
in this stage are'good because the' agent continues to draw (30171111iSsi,011S 011 renewals
for ninG years after_ the original sale Was made. If, he has built up a clientele . ,

during the 'active years, these, perSons Will continue to come to him with their
insurance needs t In addition, the agent may be receiving payments from annuities
or from policies which he tought,for himself when he first entered the occupation.

6. Trends and development: Recent developments -indicate that the occupa-
tional Organization of life insurance agents wishes stricter lidensing standards
and formal training facilities The life insurance agents' association attempts to
raisé tie loW status of the occupation. It has coined a'new name, for the agent--
the underwriterto reduce the identification with the unfavoiable status of the
salesman. It also has adoPied a code ok ethics: Since membership in this --
organization is vOluntary, the acceptance of professional standards and behavior
is rather\slow.,

, Conflicting developments within the occupation may change the occupational
role of the agent. Presently, companies are experimenting with, selling methods
which exclude the agent: For examples, life, insurance can be bought at airports
and ra4road stations for a single trip from vending machines. The growth of group
life insurance and the manner by which it is handled organizationally may also
lead to the displacement of the insurance salesman. In time, he may become an
inside staff member onhe bureaucracyone who no longer has the primary
function, of selling.

II. Occupationaancildecerwriter
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1 . The Role of Time: Time is an important matter in-the- selling of life insurance:
The time'the, agent spends in hid office (jives him little firiandial reWard. The *net of
.daYand thelength of time,. he sPends in selling, however, is dependent uPon the
'time preference of prospective clientele. He must know the 'time patterns of urban
living, what kind,of people'can be seen during whatart of 'the day, or week,' and in
,what place. Since contacts are frequently made during hours of social activities
(i.e., while participating in community, and Organizational activities), the agent
cannot precisely separate his Occupational activities from hiS private activities.
Timing is 'also an important aspect in.interviewing. The approach Must be made at
the 'rictht tme," andthe intervieW muêt be terminated "in time."

The agent conceiVes of himself "as working in the best interest of his clients bu ,

he receiVes his pay and symbols of ,sticcesa only when he works in the interests of ,

the company." He has the illusion, of wor4ng in freedom, and independence but the
internalized values Of the occupation "drive(s) hini harder than any visible source of
authority would ever do:"

,

.

2. Self Concerf: In response to the undesirable pUbliC image of the agent, the
life insurance.underwriters have developed a strOng conception of the self. This
giVes internal consistency to their action and legit.imizeS their occupational role.
Their skalf-conCeptiond revolve around i4ese major themed: they choose this work.
voluntarily and find it satisfactory; education and competence are essential; hard
work'is a basio requirement; rewards are in riroportion to one's effort and ability; the
work constitutes an important public service;''and their efforts are appreciated only
in, crisis situatiolts. ,

3. najjaagesiktyahjgfiistei_nof Socket?: The agentws image of the World
and its value system is determined by his training "and occupational role,. The agent
strongly subscribed to the tradition of self-reliance and believes that it is one's
responsibility to provide for all contingencies. The family man can show his love
/toward his ,family by providing adequaiely for their needs even after his death. One's
success in the business World is measured by his material rewards.

4. Thg_tinagesthe Comeau: It appears that the agents hold two conflicting
views of the company theY represent. One image is for public relations-purposes
Stressing the positive attributed of the compan*e.g., 'it is the 'oldest, the biggest
firm,, it charges the lowest premiums, 'etc. Within their own colleigte gmup, how-
ever, the coMpany becomes a target for hostility. The agents feel that they provide
the business which keeps the company alive and their interests and aspiraticins
should be recognized. The company, on the other hand feels that the agents could;\
bring in more business if they would accept and Use their advice and. new selling

, methods.,

/'

1

, 5. The Image of the Client iand theComMuniv: The agent feels that everyone
should have life insurance. It is the .agent's task to explain to each person the ad-
vantage of having insurance and persuade him to -act accordingly. The requirements
of good health and Money are used as selling 'points rather than limitations . One
should buy the insurance whileiyoung and healthy.

The agent recognizes that people with various ethnic background's adhere to dif-
ferent sets of values . For the most part, however, the agent's unfamiliarity with
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the languige of a specific ethnic grou*ratliei. than their peculiar Aet ,of values is the
-factor which \prevents him from selling,. to these peisons. InsuranceicoMpanies make
an effort to r9cruit agents from the 'various ethnic groups ta cope withrthese 'situa-
tions , , ( ,

.

Most'agents will carve-oui a preferred groui of clients for,themselves. These
may be selected 1?ecause of territorial proximity,' previous acquaintances, or personal
preference. Thus , an agent may le very successful in the sports world, or with
jewis h businessmen, etc .

The ,agent regards one's lierional reputation and participation in community actiV-
,ities as essential: Comments like the following illustrate the point:

\ ,

The big thing Uvalways to keep one's ,name in front Of .the
co*Unity.' '' ,'

1
, ,

. .. 00000 : : ....''.. .. ..ii ir ***** 0 /
In .041ot, of adtivities, like' my social activities, it helps in \

i the' but/nes i because, it keept my, name in front .of', the
community. o ,. ,

. ,
, \

By their community activitied, the agents feel that they can 'change the stereotype'
held by ithe public. Sortie agents find that clients, in the higher income groups appre-
ciate their services in financial matteri more than clients in the lower income grousps.

.. o,

- ) Tile agent's image of .hUman nature legitiniizes much of his activity: He feels
that inott people would not be prepared for. unforeseen coniequences unless he had
exerted Smile pressure. He b,elietret that clients are grateful for this,pressure Which
was 'applied at a time 'when they didn't have the foresight to take approPriate action..

t

The .agent's coritinued'studying and reading. is clirected toward the better under-
standing...of hignan nature. Most)of the agents agree thit they don't know Intohkt
happens in the4ellingsituation. , Their constant striving ar0 .questibning are attempts
to rernave the unpredictability of the situation.' ,,,,

Implications for Counseling:

the und'ertainty of life insurance selling brings many clients for vocational coun7
ieling The initial two years'in tits occupation is a 'period of great insecurity and
resulting anxiety. The beginning salesman s unable to gain an'Objective view of .

himself from talking with his Supervisor and coworkers because they tend to "accen
tuate the positive at part Of the, mythology of life Insurance selling. The vooational.
'counselor may be of distinct value hereindause 9f his mOre Objective view which,the
beginning salesman might -utilizie in attemPting,to evaluate his perfOrmince. The
counselor's use of psYchological tests is usually of little help; presenting the sales-
man wit\h the opportunity tO fullyiexpress his doubts, fears, and anxieties )about his,
work role is the most effectiVe technique.

/
The type of individual likely to seek vocational counseling is the same as that

described in the 'Recruitment" section of this report. The nature of the salesman-
ship role is such that an occasional client wig concludethe counseling session ,by
asking the counselor if he is interested in buiring life: insurance.
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, The vocational counselor may find-it extremely difficult to emphathize with the
role of the life insurance salesman because it is, the exact antithesis of the counsel-
ing role. The life insurance salesman's work and, frequently, his social role are
centered around the idea of selling people "something which is good for them" in
spite of themselves . The vocational counselor's role, on the other hand, is to help
people in making decisions for themselvesminimizing as much as possible his own
influence and values

Some: Occupation

Methodolux:

Data was gathered on the English speaking life\insurance agents in Greater
Montreal as follows: (1) selected agents from one company were intensively inter-
viewed for six months; (2) a questionnaire was Mailed to members of the occupational
organizatAon; (3) respondents who identified themselves on the _returned questionnaires
were inteiviewed; (4) ,a limited amount of observation and participant observation was
conducted daring interviewing' and .attenOing the training s'essions.in-branch offices;
and (5) exploratory interviews wereheld and observations were made of clients,
owners of life insurance, ex-agents and client prospects.

Cautions;

. The sample on whiCh these generalizations are based was drawn from only one
community. The analysis does not take into consideration the possible variations
that might occur among different_ settings.

Theoretical Orientation;

The occupational world of the life insurance agent was studied with, the inten-
tion of illuitrating how the individual member's degree of involvement "determines
the horizons of this world and how it molds both roles,and personalities."
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The present study investigated d4ferences in role expectations, expressed
by persons conr azted with life insurance sales. Specifically, the researc.f*,
sought to explore opinions on questions such as: Is 'the role a Job or a pro7 ,

fession? To what extent id social participation in cointunity life an important
aspect Of the role? The operational problems of recruitmenf and training were
also described:

The life insurance organization is a cOmbination sales arid Service Organ-
ization. It sells (Itn intangible Product in a highly competitive market, a
situAtion which requires the use of differential saleS techniques And ailigher
degree of Skill's than is customadly-employedAn the- dale, of tangible goods
under competiiivemiarketing-cOnditions.

,

( .

'uood will"' is the important attitutle amon6' clients and custonierA.
'fidence",charActerizes the customertagerit relationship.' The aaeht not only sells'
but also contintiouily,services the needs of the'poIi-cyholder. The agent is the
key elementln the ,life insurance organization, and without his successful /role ,

performance tile organizatiokcannot function Adequately.

The Agent's Status:-

, The status of the agent as' well as the quality of inSurance.ersonnel has
,

.changed for the better in the past twenty-five years The status change may
be attri14uted tO the fact that the life iniurance'bi3siness "has achieved some-
what greAtO TrAlue in the hierarChy of social and economic values in -American
society. 'The oOcupation may:be considered a profession when the Agent is a,ble
,t9 adsume certain charat-teristicd whici aifferentiate professions from jobs.
For eXample, "no conflibt oi interest 'or perspective" between the agent and the ",

client is a Maisk of the 'Prdessional.."

Differential.Rsoioris:
..

(i) shel eii_Inexl- Tile agents regard their occupation as an end in-
,

itself, a fixed-occupation. They' feel' that college background is essential for :

promotion. They believe management shOuld refrain from ernbhasizing promotional
opportunities. because:it can have.a 'bad psXchological effect:upon those Who .

remain at thelixed occupational level. The sales Meetings; ,in the:Opinion of
the agents,' Should offer initruetions on Selling techniques Ond sixOuld emOasize ,

the conStructive 'aspects Of the Work' for the agents andthe commilnity. ., T,.'he

ideal type of beginning agent is con60/ed of, as a man Who5 has:atjeast a. high
school' education; is in his-\late twenties, :Married, With seVeral children, buying'

*This thesis has been abdtracted selectively.
. S .
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.his home, and integrated intO ihe.ommunity. He shouldbe honest and interested
in his fellow men. He 'should be self-inotivated, industriouS, and willing to
make "sacrifices" of perSonal time 'and family during the probationary years .

Agents' evaluations of themselveS conform with expectations held by, various
reference groups (i.e., peers, mdnagement, and policyholders) . The data further
suggests that the reference groups exert influence upon the agent and cause him
to conform to group expectations.

The% Uararreimart41, Memos 1\4=nstnelment centroivicse trif tilez anoint' rrties"1 " -
"job" which consists of the work roles and satisfactory service to policyholders
and, potential clients .

(3) Policyholders' View: The policyholder generally views the agent's
role 'as a "profession, " i.e. , the policyholder may seek specialized ethical
advice and. iervice. H

Interestingly, the manifest fumtion of the life insurance agent from the
viewpoint of the policyholder depends, in part, on the socio-economic status of
the parties'. In the upper soctp-economic levels of the community, the agent is
regarded -as a professional advisor and counselor-- one who can diagnose and pre-
scribe the course of action, and one who is characterized by an 1:ethical
behavior. The successfuligent who draws his clientele from the upper socio-
economic levels is likely to participate in the same community organization
activities in which his policyholders' participate. The oCcupational role for
this type of salesman tends to resemble a profession more than a job.

In the middle socio-economic classes of/ the community, the ageht is expected
to combine the professional type' of behavior with personal relationships with
clients. Since the insurance agent himself frequently comes from this level, the
successful agent lives, works, and identifies with,the people who comprise his
clientele. The religious affiliation and participation of the agent tend to
parallel that of his clients; they may be viewed as an expression of a cultural
trait, an occupatiopal. ftrait, or as related to both. 'Social solidarity and a
feeling bf perManency are Important to successful role performance, and social
participation constitutes one means through which this is expressed." The role
of the life insurance agent at this level may assume semi-professional status .

The agent haVing clients on the lower socio-economic levels is likely to be
socially distant from. them. Usiially he is unable to live, work and to become
identified with the clientele at this level. "Because of the type of wrvice
he renders, he and his. pblicyholderslend to regard his work as a 'job,' and he
therefore occupies a lower status in the community in their eyes." The structure
and nature of the work at this level robs the occupation of any element of pro-
fessiOnalization. The agent establishes a rapport with friendliness but without
familiarity; he is Oatient without understanding. For the agent with clientele
on this level, community participatibn has little or no Meaning for work re-

\lations.
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Ideal Nes:

e

TAt St. j.c.ce..s.IL.,211A ..eltt: It appears that the criterion for the "successful"
agent as oPposed to the skinsucCessfal" agent may not be based altogether ori
performance; it may be influenced, in part, by the--smial Milieu in which he
is placed. The "successful" agent is middle-aged, 'married, with two children.
'He has over $20,0.00 in life iniurarice and other investments. He owns .his home.
He tends to identify with religious groups niore than with chic activiti&:* If
his occupational role tends toward the professional type, his community
activities will,take the form of participAtion in social service organizations.
He is 'at least a Ugh echool graduate, rvobablylvith some tollege.. The svacess-
ful.agent has a keen interest in lieople arid a sound personal.philosophy. He
has a.well-defined perception of his role. He enjoys status among his policy-;
holders and he is repected by management and by his peers. 'His behavior invites
'confidence. In. his relationships with clients, he is dependable, objeCtive, and
sincere.. }tor this type of agent, the occupation is,a profession because.it
allows him to maintain the attitudes and the kind of behavior'which distinguish
a profession from a job.

The Unsuccessful A ent: This type of,individual appears to .deviate from
the "norm's' of the' successful agent in two respects. 'First :he may be
evaluated by a' set of role expectations that are not applicable to him nor to
the social lever -on which he operate's; and second....his maladjustment might be.
regarded as a possible misuse of good manpoWer placed in #ie wrong situation...7

The unsuccesiful gent is likely\to be a yoting, married man with a child,
who partially owns or rents his home. He also has about $20,000 in iife
insurance but no other investments. He is a -high school graduate with some
college experience. This t ie of man is less likely to participate in either
religious or community activities:

The unsuccestful agent.lacks a'well-defined concept of his role. Manage-
ment tends to emphasize his negative qualities, although his peers are eager to I

assist him in solvinghis problems. Policyholders apparently sense his
disturbance and tend to withdraw from him. This type_ol: agent fails to assume
a professional manner and does not achieve status' with his clientè. For him
the work becomes "a job:" He is unsure of himself, and his conduct does not .

inspire confidence.

griterA ents :
The current hiring and assignment system in life insurance companies

indicates that the procedures being used are too haphazard and result in a
costly labor turnover. The problems of hiring can be sum.narized as follows:
"There is need for a well-tlefineds job, a well-idefineds profession for which
'men can be qualified as agents to b matched with a well-'defined' work situation
in terms of a socio7economic class of potential and current policyholders." The
author is of the opinion that success in the,role performance of the life
insurance agent is felated to the patterns of Community participation.
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Implications foi: Counseling;

If the trends suggested in :this study are. correct, counselees considering
careers in life insurance sales should think seriously of, the social ,class level
of the customers to whom theywish to sell insurance. More than with many other
types of sales, successful selling of life insurance would appear to be related
to the non-occupational status of the salesman in the community, at least in
smaller communities. A college education, for example, while not directly re-
quired in performing the duties of the Job, may be useful if not mandatory, in
assisting the salesman to mal:e business contacts in the upper middle and upper
clasSes. Conversely, (and it.is not certain that this is true), the salesman
with less edUcation may be more comfortable and more effective than the college-
trained salesman in selling insurance to working class customers.

8cope: \ Odcupagon

Methodoloay:

,

This study of life insurance agents took place in the Piedmont agricultural
regiOn of North,Carolina in the summer' of 1953. There were four methods of data
collection: siicteen agents were given (1) a questionnaire regarding self-per-
ception in agent-role skills and perception ,of social distance from peers, and
(2) -a personal interview concerning social participation in the community; (3)
an interview was'held with four management persons regarding the sixteen agents;
and (4) an interview was arranged with ninety policyholders concerning their
opinions of the ageits competency and their concept of what the "ideal" agent

, should be.
,

Cautions:
Findings Of this study are applicable only to the sample community selected

for study,, and to conditions that existed at the tithe of study. Generalizations
with iespeCt to occupational patterns should be made with utmost caution.

Theoretical Orientation:
\ ,

,

Point of departure for the study of this occupational role was the concept
of "occupational profile." The following, elements make up' the content of the
"profile": status, perception of ocCupational role, social interaction patterns,
reference groups, expectations, and community opinions and attitudes. The
evaluation of "success" is based on the, notion that the highly skilled, "success-
ful" agent has established a pattern of behavior in which he senses nci
incongruities between the assumptIon of the professional role of advisor and
tha "white-collar" role oi non-manual uservices."

,
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Taylor/ Miller Lee. -:The Life Insurance Man: A SociologiCal Analysi,i of the
Occupation. " UnpuUished Ph D. dissertation, ,Louisiana State University,
95p.*

Description:

This Study of the life insurance occupation brought to light several areas
of disharmony and ideological conflict in the occupational culture.

Ideological Conflict: The first, anid perhaps the most widespread; conflict is
in the ideology of the occupation as the result Of the.diiferences between the
ruggedly 4ndiviClualistic and the security-minded salesmen, The occupation
was first eitablished in the era of rugged individualism, and the ideology of this
era became well entrenched in the thinking of the eárlY life insurance men. .

Rugged indiVidualism became a tradition and still exists as a dominating ideology
among some conterriporary life irisura'nce agents. In the present7day work situation,
however, another type of ideology aeveloped-s! security mindednest-- which apPears
to be the opposite, of rugged individualism.

In some instances, the rugged individualists view the_occupation as a sales
Job or as the means to their personal advancement; in other instances4 they view
it as a missionary service to the public. While the rugged individualists may
be career-oriented, their ideological approach to the work contributes very
little to the integrated growth of the occupation. "What they want is an
oppOrtunity to make their future what their persOnal energies and abilities will
allow."

The security-minded life insurance men, on the otherland, want a stble
work situation, a reasonably certain future, fringe benefits, a training program,
and financial assistance. -

The situation becomes more complicated when-such ideological differences.
are allowed to influence motivation toward work and Modes of remuneration. The

,rugged individualists claim that the oCcupation was established by men--like
themselves, who were willing to.work hard, were courageous, and willing to take
a chance if they had the opportunity to make a goodincome: Commissions based.
on sa1e3 appeared to these men to be the appropriate reward.

Recruiting, 'Training, and Remuneration: The basic differenCes in ideology are
reflected throughout the occupational organization. The cur1.9nt recruitment
processes -favor the men who have a career-profeSsional interest, arid try to
eliminate the iiinerants from the occupation., The present trning program,
unlike that of professions such as Medicine, law, or the ministrY admits the
recruit immediately into its ranks . In.medicine, law*, or the ministry, the
recruits' are thoroughly screened and welt trained before they begin to,serve the
public or become members of the profession. Those who drep out during the long
training period do not give a bad reputation to the profession. The life

f

11111F :14 sertation has beep abstracted selectively.
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insyronce salesman, however--whateverbackground or experience he may or may
not have--can start gelling insurance-as, soon as he joins *a company. He may
lack the requisite personality or ethical/qualifications, but no effort is made to
discriminate .among aspirarits to this occupation. Also, he has no way of knowing
beforehand whether he really wants tO,be in this ciccupation.

The C.L.U., (Certified Life Insurance Underwriter) program aims to advance the
occupation as a profession'. The increasing emphasis toward professionalism
appears to be of dubious value with respect to the ftinction of the occupation for
the benefit of society. The questionable value of the C,.:L.0 program is pointed
up by the fact "that most life insurance men can fuifill their occupational role
adeciliately withOut advanced training." Those who .acquire the C.L.U, training
eventually lDecorne sc;ecialists 61 a certain kind and, as suCh, operate with a
muCh more, restricted and selected clientele than those 'without such training--for
example,' the estate. planners who work in conjunction with lawyers.

The.important question raised at this point is: "How far can an occupation
develop and require a training program in excess of what is objectively needed to
fulfill its function for society?" The conflia of interests arises when "the in-
ternal goal of the occupation is to promote professionalization, in this case via
training, while the external demands on the occupation by society are to provide
a simple means of, protection for a large body:of the population."

,

The' prevailing pattern of rennuieration arid rewards is based "on A similar
precarious 'balance between' the occupational gclals and the social service of the.
occupation." Although the earnings in this occupation are high, the question is
whether the high economic rewarcis result from service to a large number of
people, or from the service to those few who can afford the purchase of large
insurance policies.

,
As life insurance men become better trained'and more established in their

careers, they lend to serve fewer and fewer clients. The most highly trained men
tend to serve a select and elite clientele. Again, "it becomes a question of
whether advanced training of life insurance Men is a functior. or a dysfunction to
the occupation in terms of its, 'service to the Public."

Organizational Setting; The organizational setting the life insurance Men's
relationship to the home office and administrators are complex and, at 'times,
problematic. The field administrators and also the home office men are con-
cerned, primarily with sales production, tending to view their position as
superior to that of the ,agent in terrns of the organizational power structure.
They maintain a certain social distance ,from the agents and are still reluctant
to view them as integral members of the organization, The life insurance agents,
on the other hand, consider themselves_ professionals, and, in fact, are treated
as such by smile clients. To them, the role,d life insurance salesman confers
status. In cOntrast, they regard the position of the home office man as obscure,
These twO groups compete for status and prestige in their separate ways.

The Work Settin4: In the acival work' situation, the insurance men spend time in
the office as well as' in the, field. The rugged-individualistic agent thinks of
the office work as a necessary evil, a waste, of time. The career-profeasional,
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,

in contrast, is anxious to spend as much time there 'as possible. "He thinks
of himself as one who works with his clients as a consultant, as one who sits
behind a big desk in a\lavish.office:"

In the reality of the work situation, the average life insurance man finds
his role frustrating. The new ideology teaches him to give his clients profes-
sional counsel and to expect them to, regard lifin as a professional. In the
field, however, he finds that ihe public gives_him less prestige than he has
been taught to expect. 'Moreover, the public is not especially interested in
his product, nor do they like his sales approach.

-
The rugged individualists are of the opinion that "the men who have the

stamina and courage to be real life insurance men will not be depressed" bY the
negative responses' of the public. The career-professionals, on the other hand,
view the situation as one to be studied and remedied by drawing up work
schedules and suggesting improved sales techniqUes. Hopefully, such schedules,
if adhered to, should bring success to the salesmen.

The insecurity of the life insurance maxvis increased by the faci that
even though he may succeed in selling insurance to the client, the contract
may be rejected by the home office. He does his work alone; in case of problems,
he feels he gets little cooperation from colleagues.

The already tenuous work situation is further complicated .by the socio-
economic characteristics of the prospective clientele. Lower class, clients
tend to' regard the agent with respect. To these people, he is a specialist and
an authority. Some, agents who 'are a little ambitious soon 'discover that life
insurance men of "(igher prestige and income sell only, life insurance instead of
the debit and combination type of work that some agents Perform. Consequently,
these agents will look for a change.*

Most agents work with middle-class clients. These people show him little
respect and do not accord him 1,.ofess1onal status, although the agent may, be
condidered a professional in the office.

The upper stratum of society is served by an elite "class" of life
insurance men Who advise their clients on estate problems . Frequently these
are the men with the C.L.U. training.

The current career patterns among life inSurance men reflect the dominant
structural cleavage of the work organization. Two distinct types of careers
are found: production and administration. Most agents do not want to get
involved with administration. They are content to sell insurance throughout
their working career.... ....

*The debit and combination type of work involves collection of
insurance premiums as well as Selling
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Implications for Counseling:

For counselees considering life, insurance sales as a caree, a discussion
of the tWo types of salesmen described in this study maY be helpful in analyzing
the requirements and rewards of the oCcUpation.

The counselor will encounter individuals who are entry workers in the
,occupatiOn and who are not succeeding. It is likely that the, security-minded
salesmen are more apt td seek counseling than ate the rugged individualist type.,

Lack of occupational adjustment may occur in trying to reconcile the tWo

roles of salesman and professional. It is desirabyg to discusb this problem
with counselees considering the occupation. T,t seems likely that emphasis on
the salesman role will be more productive in the entry stage of the, Occupation.
It may be possible to shift in the direction Of the professional role after a
suitable clientele has been developed'. It should be made clear however, 'that
there is an inherent discrepancy between the two roles .

ScOpe: Occupation

Methodologv:

The data for this study were derived from tWo sourCes: a survey of \the
literature and personal interviews. The literature survey included trade
journals, coMpany bulletins and Occupational organization materials. Pertonal
interviews were held with 64 life insutance men. "Respondents were selected
by. using a quota sample so that they would represent companies sdomiciled in
all regions of the country, from the oldest to the newest companies and froth
conservative and liberal companies. Respondents ranged from practitioners with
long career§ An life'insurance to part-time nien."

Cautions:

*small,

sample size still warrants caution in interpretation of the findings.
-though this' is a very good overview of ,the life insurance occupation, the

,

,
Theoretical Orientation: ,

,

i From a sociological point of view, this study of the life insurance
v

occupation implies a central concern with human relations. "The sociologist
!

, is interested in both the concrete and the abstract aspects of the oCcUpational
cUlture, in the forms of interaction and association:: .in organization, in
functions, in ideologies . "
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nineteenth century. After the turn of the century, life insurance agents
gradually acquired a distinctive occupational identity. Today, agents and home
office men collectively constitute the occupational practitioners.

With the emergence of an occupational identity, professional organizations
developed whose manifest purpose was to improve service to policy holders. A
latitt purpose was the expansion of business and the elevation of occupational
status.

The leading su-pporter of professionalism in the occupation is the American
College of Life Underwriters (A.C.L.Uj , fourded in 1927: Thfl purpose of the
founders\ of this organization was to elevate the level of the occup4ion above
mere salesmanship. They conceived of the occupation as "a profession in which,
underwriters expertly trained in financial and security matters and pledged
to high ethical idealism, would counsel and guide their clients ."/

The A.C.L.U. developed a comprehensive study program which was designed
to elevate the occupation to a professional status. The course of study
includes subjects such as business law, spanking, corporation finance, tax law,
and investment policy. Completion of the course results in a Chartered Life
Underwriter designation (C.L.U.) .

As a consequence of A.C.L.U. activities, a sharp cleavage has developed in
the field between the professionals and the non-professionals. As life insur-
ance men become professionally oriented, they prefer to sell life insurance
to a professioDal clientele. This professionalized view is inconsistent with
the avowed occupational goal of serving an ever greater number of people. \

The professional image centers on an interest in security and fringe
benefits, in contrast to the old image of the salesman as a rugged individual-
ist. The rugged individualist does not want a guaranteed average salary, but,
instead, freedom to make his own fortune.

This study revealed ,that the dominant emphasis in the occupation is
currently on professionalization in spite of the avowed goal of service to an
ever greater number of people.

Implicatigns for Counseling:

There are few fields in which therd is, so much trial and error in the
recruitment and selection of personnel as in the occupation of selling life
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, insurance. The large numher of salesmen who leave the field afteriunsuccessful

perfotmances 'during the first year or twc, suggests not only the inadequacy of
our predidtive instzuments but also our lack of knOWledge -about the teal re4.

.

quirements of the occupation.. , .
,,

,

.,/ , I , ,

/
..

The full...time professional school serves aS a nieens of selective recruit=
ment of indil/iduals as well as one by which those 'individual§ who have' not
become reasonably well indoctrinated into the norMs of' the profession in the
course of thejr profesdional school training may be weeded out.

- 1

. ,
\, 4

,
, It is 4ery difficatto de\ielop ethióal standardS in a "profession" -when

i adherenCe to a standard Of ethics id achieved at the ptice Of financial rewards.
Marginal medibers of the,profeision are alwaYs tempte4 to violate this ,ethiO so
that a rather iigid policing by the profession Would be neceisary to enforceit.

. , 1

r

* \ \.i
1 / ,,

\
.

It is fiossible that the life inSurance sales.rnan Who is margirial in terms of'
his' indoctrination into,the ethic's 'of the 'occupation, is adept at Verbalizling
.(and sincerely believing in) hii, high' ethical stindards, but is actually ,

operating to maximiie his financial gains. How the counselor may' successfully,
evaluate ;such Complicated qualities (if he wants to do so) is difficult to

. imagine.--

,Scope: Occupation

Methodoloca:

The data used in'the study were obtained from two sorces: (1) literature .

cOnceining thei,life insurance industry in general (e.g., historical; statistiCal,
ideological, professional, propagindistic, etc.), einci(2) confidenial flepth ,

interViews with 64 life insurance men in the fall of 1957 in a prominent southern
city.- A wide tange, Of companies, poSitions, 'and occupational types was 'rep-,
resenteci.

Cautions.
(

Generalization on the basis of this study should be made with caution since
the data were drawn froin 9fn1y one city, and no systematic, rerretentative
sampling procedure was employed.

Theoretical Orientation*

Like those in many other fields, life'insurance men have sougt, (,o ele-
vate their occupation to a professional status . This emphasis on profession-
alization hai been a deterrent to the attainment of other occupationalloals
such as service to a greater number ::f people.
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Angreist, Shirley $. Bloomst, "Real Estate Salesmen: The Study of Sales Occupation."
Unpublished M.A. thesis, McGill University, 1955.*

Dessrlato:

This study explored the occupational world of real estate salesmen in the citv
of Montreal in the late 1950's.

(1)Recruitmeocialization: The real estate salesmen's job
consists of "a kind of purposeful social interaction." This is the.basis of his daily
work.. The object of this interaction situation is"tà influence or persuade others to
buy property which he, as middleman; has for sale." The,men whoscome into this
occupation may come from such diverse fields as engineering, construction, per-
sonnel work, insurance or 'from -some other selling jobs. The relatively,large per-
centage of practicing salesmen in the 45-64 age-range suggests that many agents
begin selling after retirement from other )obs. The formal training of real estate
salesmen is..icanty. The recruitlearns the skills of the work during the social-
ization process:. In due time, he also learns to, struggle; to withstand the keen
competition of;colleagues, to accept the fact that sales opportunities are_ elusive,
,and that success requires hard' work and perseverance. The temptation of big money
attrac\ts,many people regardless of their skill and talents. The turnover rate is -high
however.

(2)The Itature of the Work: The nature of the work is somewhat unstable. There
are no definite working hours. Each day has its own schedule. Fundamental in the
salesman's activity is "the cultivation of good personal relations." This involves
the skillful manipulation'of personal relations with buyers or sellers, colleagues,
potential customers, mortgage brokers, advertising men, etc. The salesman is
keenly aware of the fact that purchasing a home means a big investment, and for
many clients it is the only such investment made in a lifetime. His commission--a
substantial amount--depends on the many factors involved in the negotiations. The
feelings of uncertainty about the outCome of a transaction are illustrated in these
comments:

r-

I don't know yet. I can't tell. I'll know tomorrow morning, 'til, then
I'm on pins and needles . NThe basement is leaking there and there's
a 'econd mortgage, which she never told us about. The offer-isn't
accepted yet.

Adding to the instability of the work situation is the fact that the salesman must be
approached by the prospective customer. The woe?. (If selling revolves around the,
negotiation\and agreement of the two parties, buyer ' seller, through the saes-
man. Whereas other selling fields _tend to establish' a set price for tlr commodity
involved in the transaction, real estate sales are largely influenced by the bargain-
ing Power of the parties.

4.111~.=.0MIIVISM
r

*This thesis has been abstracted selectively.
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Time is an important element i, this Occupation. The' Salesman mist b avat...alile

at all tithes; his iiunctuality often controls the 'outcome, of a sale. Time is not meeour-
in hours but in achitevement periods., The agent feels that he may lose 'commis,sions

if heAaked time off for leisure Or vacation., The agent's timels.his own.

Tile real estate company plays, a limited role in the salesmen's education and
training. The use of tlie coMpanyis tinie and their advertising serves as a recommenda-

_ tion fOr the salesmank. The salesman's earningi" are strictly from CoMmisdions; he

Must maintain a minimum Volume of sales. The struggle for'.existende amorig slesnien
is mcdified'somewhat by their 4pectAlt7Atinn in selected aeoaraphical areas, or types
of rearestate. BY and large,. agents Work on, their owns with Mile cooperation froth
Colleagues., ,\ ( ,

\

(3) ' 'SW-Image: The real estate ..c.alesman's self conception has tositive and
negatiipi dimensions'. He Conteives of himself as an experti a quasi-iirofestional,
engaged,in'the dile offi Picidut that is basic to society. "Yet .he ió aware of the .

negatives; unfavorable vieW of 'the public .0,101 attrilitttes 'tO hini possibilities for
illegitimate, busineds iteali,and involvement with large and tempting athounts-of
money., Ttie iWo-foldlmage of the seli 13 acCoMpanied with a contradictory\behavior--;
the desird for, profeisional standards and prestige, anti the desire for easy access to
Moneys, regardlesd of SUch standards." His ,conception of the customer is just, as
cOntradictorY as, his behavior; he ,suspects him of deception, .yet he tries\ to wid,his

;

confidence in order tb Make theAsale.'

. The .feeling of success id an important aspect of 'the work. Success is measured
by Moneys-i.e. , the volume of sales, and by insestige. When income idi lOw, lack of
hard work, unfavorable economic conditions., ofdimily bad luck are,the probable \

,

(4) The Se4ing Situation: The selling situation is inpienced by the abhitY !of
the salesman to convince the buyer and the seller that his services are Jndisfiensable.
"Both the' custother and salesman are aware Of each other's goal in the selling Situa-
tion." The customer wants a home; it is up td the salesman to find him,a su4ab1e
one from the hoUses he has available. As the salesman learsts the custother's social '

4 and financial situation, he attempts to Match the home and customer'. In this process,
he does not directly persuade the customer to,buy the. particular house; rather he re-

( defines the customer's conception of a suitable property so that he can dell what 'he
has\ available. This procesS is known as, "tedeiinition." ,

(5) Techniques of Selling: The following patterns were observed:

(A) Manipulation of Time:
(

(1) .gleatiaglaskense: The agent may tellithe customer that
the property is hard to get and that many :.want to buy it. 'rhis will create suspense.

(2) Timed Pressure: The salesman believes tha there is a
"right" time to take advantage of the cUstomer's desire to buy. He may prepare an
offer in advance which requires only the customer's signature. ,

(B) Goina.Back After the Sale: By going back to the customer after the

19Z.
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sales transaction has been completed, the salesman shows himself to be interested

1)

in his satisfaction.

(C) Creation of an Obligation: The salesman offers his services to
the customer in order to obligate nim to send prospective clients.

(D) Taking the Customer for Granted: The customer's intention to
buy is always taken for granted. The agent may call the prospective customer,
offering new listings, thereby showing that he is interested in serving him.
Cultivation of frieRdship beyond sales is important, for the buyer may refer
fUture business to him.

-In drder to accomplish a sale, the salesman will play up or tone down the
desirability of certain symbols connected with a property, e.g. ,location of
schools. Or he may refer to particular status/occupational grouPs to emphasize
the desirability of a particular location; e.g. # several doctors live on the street.

In the,process of redefinition, 1:robably both the agent and customer modify
their images,of each other. The salesmen may assume various roles. He may act
as a friend, a negotiator, or advisor. The process of role-taking helps to
predict and guide the behavior of others. The salesman must appreciate the
customer's status, and role in order to find hilt a suitable property:

Implications for Counseling:

Since this occupation requires a minimum of technical knowledge and a
high degree of ability to influence people, the counselor will be primarily
concerned with the personality characteristics of tne particular counselee consid-
'ering this career.

The latent function'of the real estate salesman may well be anxiety reduction.
Many people buying homes are overwhelmed with choice anxiety, and anxiety
impedes the decisiot-making process. It may be hypothesized that the- skillful
salesman useS anxietrreducing techniques. Most likely, the salesman makes
much use of simple support and' reassurance, relying upon authority and prestige
symbols for -the success of these techniques. Some insight into the counselee's
ability'to do this may be derived ,both from the life history data and from the
interview.

The purchase of a home involves rather basic family valUes, including the
posSibility of conflicting values between wife and husband. Insight into basic
motivations 'may help the real estate salesman be more successful: One general
procedure he 'might follow is to analyze his customer's life style.

Scope: Occupation

Methodology:

Operations of one real estate firm employing. 28 salesmen were intensively
studied. Members of other companies were also interviewed and observed. Thebasic techniques of data gathering included repeated structured interviews with



15 salesrnenc.7 Customers, and several managers and independent agents; field
observations in the real estate office and on call with cuitomers; and the use

( of a written questionnaire.

Cautions:

Generalizations on the basis of this. study 'should be made with caution
since the information presented here is applicable only to conditions that'
existed in.sthe particular locale at the time of the study. Self employed real

, estate salesmen may vary from the salesmen employed by e company.

Theoretical Orientationt
,

The selling situation involving the-real estate salesman and client id
viewed as an'ongoing process. The assumption is made by the author that the
real estate salesman neither Arsuades the client to sell nor the customer to
buy. Rather, he redefines tie situation so as to indicate that it is advantageous
to buy or'to sell. The process of redefinition continues even after the sale is
made, since, as Cap low has pointed out, the salesmen's activity is fundamentally
the "cultivation of good personalrolationsa."

//-
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SALESPERSON,' FURNITURE ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 274.358

French, Cecil L. Torrelates of Success in Retail Selling, "Ameri_cmicsIrnal
of Socioliszo Vol. LXVI, No. 2 (September, 1960), pp. 128-134 .

Description:

This is,a study of a 'big call" group of salesmen in a-large retail furni-
ture store in a midwestern metropolis. Unlike specialized salesmen who sold
only one item in the store, .the "big call" salesmen sold all conventional
articles of furniture. This group was composed of twenty-one mcn and one
woman. Each salesman received a weekly base pay plus a three per cent commission
at the end of the month for all sales over his quota for that month.

When asked about the chief advantages of selling as a career, all except
two of the' salesmen gave "money" as their first answer. The chief disadvan-
tages mentioned were long and irregulea hours and trouble with customers follow-
ing a sale. All of the salesmen perceived their jobs as being "dead end. "
ThiS was a realistic evaluation in view of the fact that in four years' time only
one satesman in the entire chain, had been promoted to a junior-executive posi-
tion.

On the basis of their sales records, the group of salesmen was divided in
half. The top,half were consider0 high producers and the bottom half low
producers. A Tamber of differences were noted between these two groups:

^

1. Nine of the eleven low producers planned to stay on their job until
retirement, while only four of the eleven high producers planned to
stay that long.

2. Ten of the low producers saw their present job as a step up from their
former job, while only_three of the high producers thought of their
lab in this way. -

3. All of the low producers had been salesmen or held a lower prestige
occupation all of their lives, but only four of the high producers
,had always been salesmen and none had held an occupation of lower
prestige than salesman.

4. The fathers of the low producers were predominantly working class,
while the fathers of the high producers were predominantly entrepreneurs.

S. On the basis of their own and their fathers' occupational histories,
the low producers were upwardly mobile and re high producers were
downwardly mobile.

6. The mean income expected by the low producers ws $7,173 per year,
while that of the high producers was $9,182.

7. The high producers identified their best friends as having occupattoris
in the owner, managerial, and professional categor1es while the lower
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producers did not.

8. On a census tract of residence index having scores ranging from a high
of one hundred to a low of one, the low Producers had a mean score of

t16. 3 while the high producers had a mean score of 74 .2.

When,:the salesmen were asked to name the, men they liked best, they tended
to choose employees who had low- or middle7range sales records: Those high
producers whine high production was achieved within the framework of the group

norms were also chosen. In general, however, the salesmen believed that high
production was achieved through violation of group standards (64. , avoklanc4e

of small sales, stealing of' sales) .

The eight salesmen who flamed persons who had higher prestige occupations
than their own as best friends Were found to be the most rejected end rejecting
members of the sales group. These men were willing 'to violate the group
norms in order to obtain larger commissions.

Implications for Counseling:

The\ significance of social class 'as a predictor of performance in and a&
justment to:this occupation suggests the usefulness of instruments to deter-
mine social class. The Hollingshead Two Factor Index may be used as an
objective measure of social class, and the SiMs Social Class Identification
Scale may be used as a measure of social class 'identification:

It is not clear thatthe sales job described in this study may, appropriately
be described as dead end. Promotion for sales persons is frequently hori-
zontal, leading to better paying sales jobs, usually in wholesale sales:
In counseling employed sales persons,one approach in career planning is to
explore the related,', more attraOtive sales fields and to.consider what qual-
ifications are required tO enter these. Sometimes, additional technibal skills
may be acquired through part-time schooling which would qualify the indiVidual
for better paying and more desirable sales jobs which are technical in.nature.

Counselors are most likely to encounter coOselees simiiar to those de-
scribed in this study as being high producers. 'These individuals, usually have
a basic uncertainty as to their occupational statud which is accompanied
ambiguous and unsettled vocational self-toncepts. Personal., adjiustment
cOundeling is frequently needed as much as vocational counseling.

)

Scope: '2:Occupation

Author's Abstract:

"In a retail sales group, high production, as measured by sales volume and
money earned, seems to depend upon #le individual's dispodition to Violate the
group's norms. The tendency was highly correlated with downward*occupational
mobility and a higher reference group or stratum. than his own."

.; .

1.
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Methodology:

Methods employed in gathering data for this studi were participant obseivation,
sociometric choice, and formal and informal interviewing.

agutions:

The generalizations are based on the behavior of one sales group in one store
located in a midwestern metropolis. The adequacy and range of these generaliza-
tions need to be determined by replication of the study with other retail sales groups
in diverse social settings.

Theoretical Orientation:

Sal.esmen who Come froin an achievement-oriented, middle-class background
look upon sides work as- a temporary oCcupation. Persons in higher occupational
positions than themselves are taken as their reference group. They are high pro-3.
ducers who are willing to violate the work group norms in order to obtain large
commissions.

Salesmen who come from a working class background look upon sales work as
,a permanent occupation. Persons in ihe same or lower occupational Positions than
themselves are taken *as areference group. They, are low producers who adhere to
the work group norms.,
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SALESMAN, GENERAL (Ret. trAutomobiles)

ABSTRACT

D.O.T. Code: 280.,358

Miller, Stephen j. "The Social Base of Sales Behabior," Social Problems,
Vol. XII, No.1 (Summer, 1964), pp. 15-24 .

The research on which this paper is based was supported, in part,
Studies, Inc., Kansas City, Missouri.

.1.2e.scri '

'kyr it-Int-Am, mitt,

Contrary tO" popular opinion, the automobile-salesman is no longei the
"wheeler and dealer" of ,the early post-war period whose sole concern was with
personal piofit. Today, he is the employee of the manufacturer-authorized
agency and, as such, operates in a more restrained situation. His sales be-
havior is influenced-, on the one hand, by prevailing agency policies and, on

-the other, by the sociological circumstances of the sales encounter. The
salesmaa':4, conception of himself, his work, and the customer, all enter into
the sales tactics and the saleznan-customer relations .

Customers tend to regard automobile salesmen as "con men" who attempt to
"put one over" the buyer. Consensus among salesmen appears to uphold this view:
"The `good' salesman is highly proficient at manipulating the situation and
customer in such a fashion-as, to produce a favOrable deal for the salesman."
Although -such an attitude toward the work appears harsh anctlacking'in moral
seruples, the salesman res\o1ves1 his feelings of guilt by attributing to his
customers. the same exploitative characteristics which mark his own behavior. The
salesman's perception of the customer is reveal4d by the following remarks. "He
ghe customeil wants to get the most car for the least money and your job is
to get the most money for your car....If he gets what he wants, you lose." The
salesman rationalizes the exploitative aspects of his role by selectively
perceiving and, if necessary, misinterpreting the customees behavior in order
to fit it to his own expectations.

According to opinions of car salesmen, the "pitch," i.e. , 'the approach
to the customer, is the most important factor in selling. When the pitch fails,
the salesman blames the customer rather than his pitch. A sales trans-
action which has an unsuccessful, outcome is not just a waste of time but is "
also a threat to the salesman's self-conception and status because the pitch
is._his styleMs personal formula--for adjusting and 'adapting. ,to demands of
the social situation. "The successful outcome of a sales transaction not only
results in a monetary gain for the salesman but, by indicating' to him that he
has found the formula which enables him to 'win friends and influence people,
adds to his personal feeling of worth and position as a salesman."

A
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The automobile agency expects that the salesman's negbtiations -with ,

customers will redult in at least the minimum profit acceptable to the lageficy
The, salesman, like members of other Service occupations wh'o COme Into cp.rect
contact With a customer, client or patient; has strong opinions regarding the
way in which the sales transaction should be conducted. If,' duting:riegotiations,
the cutomer 'attempts to control the sales transaction; bonflict
The salesman will either thy:art such attempts by appropriate taCtics '6,00,pinate
his relationdhip, with the customer in some manner.. The criteria for a
salesman, as 'conceptualized by salesmen, "is one who not only sells buf4::also
adept at manipulating the circumstances of the negotiations so as to assure

,econtrol over the sales transaction." r

:

The new car salesman who is engaged in the sales transaction 'calculates
the profit pbtentials for ilimself as well,as for the agency. In addition to the
economic aspects, he is vulnerable to loss in such non-economic areas as
status, work satisfaction, 411 and a personally acceptable and supportable concept
of the self." In order to protect himself from loss in such non-economic areas,
'the salesman will, at times , turn away a transaction that holds promise of
profit, thereby resisting economic prescriptions of the' work role imposed upon
him by the agency. For example, he will not negotiate a deal with a customer
who may have information which would be to his advantage during the negotiations.
"The salesman would prefer the loss of profit, both for himself and the agency,
to involvement in a situation which is controlled by the customer."

Implications for Counselim:

In discussing sales careers with clients, counselors may have qualms
about the exiiloitative aspects of many sales jobs. The counselor may question
whether he should discuss the exploitative practices engendered by the occu.

' pational culture and the effect these, can have on the individual's values and
interpersonal relationships., ihe exploitative behavior adopted by some sales-
men' onAhe job may' insidiously incorporate itself into off-the-job behavior
and set the tone in relationships with family, friends, etc. The repercussions
from-this type'of behaVior,couldli-e unfavorable in \terms of family relation-.
Ships and the reputatiol of the faMily in the community. In other words,. a
novice Silesthan in acquiring the occupational norms of this occupation \may
be' acquiring attitudes which adverSely affect his life style. It is not unusual
to find a salesman, even in a non-sales situation, attempting to control inter-
Personal relationships i-Auch to the irritation of those in contacewith him. In
adult vocational counseling, counselors frequently encounter clientswho have
left sales work precisely because the exploitative practices were not
Compatible with their basic set-of interpersonal.relationship values. They*
felt most uncomfortable in attempting to exploit customers. Although counselors
should not become "salesmen" for4 occupations, it seems fitting that in coUrideling
people-oriented clients, they 'should point out that, while dales work makes
higher incoMes available, it may also provide a less adequate general life style.

,

It stiould be stated that not all salesmen are exploitative, and probably
the autOmobile salesman is one of the more exploitative sales, occupations.
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The illustration given in this studythat some salesmen, even when con-
fronted,with the possible loss of a profitable sale, cannot tolerate the domi-

nation of the sales situation by the customersuOports a more general thesis-
that finds the classical economist's "economic man" theory of human behavior
most inadequate.

Counselors might do well to examine their own counseling practices. Must
thAy dnminnte the rumnaaling rcimievaahip atup:Nn tho rick fvf 1"aing r.lient?

_Scam: Occupation

Theoretical Orientation:
\

The sales transaction is viewed as an interaction between the customer and
the new car salesman. For purposes of. analysis, it is treated as a series of
events: the "contact," marking the beginning; the "pitch, " coroprising th-e
middle; and the "close," signifying the end of the social encounter. "Each
phase arises logically out of ald is influenced by the preceding phase." ,

Methodology:

"The dismission is based on information and materials gathered during a
twelve-month period of observation and limited involvement in/the social woad
of salesmen and operations of sales agencies. Most of the data were collected
away from agencies, but frequent visits permitted observation of and actual
involvement in more than a dozen completed sales transactions and numerous
salesman-customer contacts ."

Cautions:

Findings of this study were based upon selling practices of a lmrticular
locale: Market conditions in other areas may bring about other behavioral
characteristics.
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SOLICITOR (Sale,sman, Outside)' ABSTRACT D .0 .T . Code:'293.358

Levitin, T.E. "Role PerfOrmance and 'Role Distance in a Low Status OcCupation: The,
Puller,1 SociologicalQuarterly, Vol. V, No. 3 (Summer, 1964), pp. 251-260.

Description:
,

The performance' of certain occupational roles, suChl as the' puller,* threatens
the fulfillment of certain psychological needs of the Occtipant, particularly the
need for .self-esteen-i. This study atterrIpti clen-lo-nstrate that the incumbent to
such an occuption; the pullet, develops a speCific and conscious technique, i.e.,
certain social and social-psychological arrangements and devices by which the
work is made tolerable and even "glorious" to the individual. The technique varies
witl the specific characteristics ascribed to the 'types of ,People with whom tne pul '

ler 'comes into'contaCt. This allows the puller-to act in accordance 'with the expec7
tations'of potential customers and thus increase the number of saleS and', at the
same time; td disiociate hirnsell from the role he is playing in the occupational
setting.

Repertire of Techniques Iniplying Role DiStance:

Elements of self-degradation are 'diiplayed in the huinotOus manner in which,
the puller encounters high-status people: -"Hey, how cane you don't buy a coat?
Is it because I'm so ugly?" Introduction' of this type of humor-serves a dual ptir-
pose: 11) such comments facilitate the rapport necessary for suaceSsful salesman- :

ship; (2) sUch comments indicate a certain degree of role distance:' ."If the puller
makes himself,/ as 'a puller, an Object of htiMor that both he and high-statUs custom-
ers find ridiCulous,he aligns himself with that cUstomer and separates himself-froth _

that ludicrous lawstatus occupation. "s.

SeparatiOn from the occupational 'role is indicated by identification with ideas
anclactivities usUally accorded to high-status people. "This is a good coat. It'S
got class like a Cadillac or like fine jewelry like your eilicr4ngs...11 Reference to items
associated with nigh-status not only establishes rapport with customers but also
indicates that the puller, as'a person, is familiar with such:items and, therefore,
qierveS more respeCt than his, occupational role--mOht indiCate.

With, low socio-ecOnomic status people, the puller's. persuasive speech is
directed more toward economy and sexual attractiveness andless toward quality.
Rather, than make himself the object of humorous comments, as in the case of high-
statut- people, the Puller tends to make thoserof lower status the object of that hu-'
mor: '1'ind yourself a !Setter hUsband'with a-new coat, 01c7.", Such comments and
disreSpectful humor do not'noticeably alienate the people tO whom it isNdireCted.

-- ....11.=111111

*The puller is "a Saleiman who stations himself oqside the store for which
he works, selects potential customers from passing individuais,,, and'persUades
them to enter the store, where other salesmen assist thein,in seleCtiag,merchandise.1'

,



It allows the puller to laugh at, rather than to laugh with, his customers and
therel?y: implies a distance from the occupational role which does not allow such
disrespect. The puller's most' common approach to lower-status people is indicated
by both words and *gestures Which demonstrate that he shares the same socio-
economic status with them.

7

To people of Latin-American origin, the sales approach 'is again different. The
puller would throw his arms earound both men and wornien as they walk by, address
them,with, "Hey, .Sefiod ", and assume a Spanish aticent. To Negro customers,

, the term' of address is consistently, "Sir," or "Madam." All thede Methods seeril
to indicate that the puller is a ," specialist," who conscioUsly calculates the means
by which' rapport and familiarity are introduced.

(

Role detachmeni is attributed to particular gestures and to the wandering
gaze of the puller, following an initial contact with a customer. There is nothing
in his voice, however, indicating the disinterest arid distance expressed by these
gestures. Observations further indicate that the gestures become particularly fre-
quent when the puller encounters lower-status people.

Unexpected customer responses bring forth a regressive behavior. This is
the only defense possible when self-esteem is threatened becaude the occupational
role does not provide for any type of retaliation to the source of , which
would be compatible with the performance, of the occupational role.

Role distance is assumed in the pattern of communication with co-workers.
A. raising of the eyebrow, a slight puckering of the lips, signals the rating of a
partiCular cuttomer to other pullers. There is a great deal of physical contact,
joking, and exchanging of insults among pullers during the slack periods of bus-
iness. 'This all stops whensaPotential customer appears, but resumes rapidly
whenever. possible. The facility with which the conversation is picked up again
at the èame point seems to demonstrate the eagerness\ and ease with which the pul-
lers totally step out of their occupational role at every opportunity.

An additional form of role distance was noted in the puller's response to the
interview. Though explaining his performance, the puller detached himself from
his role and appeared to indicate thafhe and the interviewer could watch him per-
form a role that Was apart from himself,. '

Implidations for Counseling:

This study is most astute in bringing to our attention the cues for rapid inden-.

tificat*on of status used by the puller. This skill .is characteristic of many serVice
occupations ., The author's observationt concerning the puller's need"to and tech=rn '
niques for becoming disassociated from a distasteful occupational role may be used.. . .

as a model for appraising sales and service jobs.

This study could be of great usefulnesS in work with those people who do
not find job satisfaction in this occupation and seek counseling with a view to
leaving it. The understanding of the occupation derived from this study will help
in appraising the adjustment problems such individuals will face in other occupa-
tions.
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\ The occupatim of puller confronts the counselor with an ethical dilemma.
From the consumer'p standpoint, the occupation iS of no social utility, and whether
it is considered to be of mere nuisance value or actually anti7socia1 in nature is a
moot point. The counselor is placed in the difficult position of deciding whether
to bring knowledge of such an occupation to the attention of certain clients for whom
such an occupation would be suitable. The occupation, likely, meets psychologi-
cal needs of individuals with deviant personality characteristics who need to manip-
date people aggressively (especially strangers), presumably to vent feelings of
hostility. Should the counselor seek the adjustment of such individuals by guiding
them into such an occupation as this one, or should he take the stand that the pub-
lic is best served by his refusal to help recruit newcomers to this nuisance occupa-
tion?

s &so; Occupation

Methodology:

Information Was gathered through Observations lasting more than twenty-five
hours and was supplemented by two unstructured interviews with the subjects dui.
ing the -period October, 1963, .and February, 1964,

Th'eoretical Orientation.

Everyone with a vocation in a city, says Robert E. Park in Die.g& (Chicago,
1925)g. has "the tendency...not merely to specialize, but to rationalize one's oc-
cupation and to develop a specific and conscious technique for carrying it on."

Mr. Levitin notes that 'the method of 'study-i--assessment through observa-.
tion---reveals the numerous ways occupational demands can be met, indicates the
vast and varied repertoire of responses possible within a narrovidy defined ocCupa-
tioñal role. " \

Cautions:

Findings of this report are the subjective, social-psychological interpreta-
don of the observations-and interviews of one iridividual at one particular locale,
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MAID, GENERAL ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 30 6.87 8

Aubert, Vilhelm. "The Housemaid--An Occupational Role in Crisis, " Acta
Sogiologicap Vol. I, No. 3 (1956), pp. 149-158.

"This article is an incidental pm:duct of a survey of the impact of labour-
legislation upon the working conditions of housemaids in Oslo."

Description:

Conflicting occupational relationship and role expectations of the family
and its domestic servant seem to characterize the position of the modern
housemaid. The conflict stems from two different orientations of values
which, on the one hand, are based on the occupation's historical origins and,
on the other hand, are based on more recent legislative efforts. In its present
stage, the'occupation is wavering between two occupational models. One
model, the traditional one, is structured along status lines with "Gemein-
schaft characteristics." The other one is based on contract.

The Traditional Pattern;

In Norwegian ,society, the free servant replaced the serf when serfdom was
abolished around the end of the twelfth century. Since that time, legislative
authorities have constantly faced the problem of how to secure an adequate
supply of servants and agricultural workers. At various times in history,
specific legislation has been enacted to- make it mandatory for certain classes
of people "to seek employment in the service of others." These legal documents
showed my clearly that the occupational role wa's largely based upon an
ascribed status . Work performed by the servant was not determined by any
objective set of standards; rather, it depended upon the master's particular
moods and whims. For instance, "the master had, unti1,1891, a legal right to
punish' his servants-just as he could punish his children." The nature of the
servant's job was unspecified. Since the work frequently made it necessary for
the servant to live with the master, the working hours were practically unlimited.
The ambiguous nature( of the occupation made a distinction between the work
and Private roles difficult. :Under such conditions, states the author, "the
problem is how the occupational situation gives satisfaction to needs gmotional7
that belong to private sphere, since private life it something which doesn't
exist tor everyone." Evidence from literary and biographical sources suggests a
poSsible answer: 'Servants were often 'members of the family' and particularly the
relationship to children offered avenues of immediate gratification; "

In spite of her close relationship to the family, the servant did not become
a part of the family social system. Status differentiations prevented it: In a
traditional society in which Gemeinschaft patterne; were dominant, status roles
were prescribed not only for servants but tor the master and his family as well.
No matter how close the servant-master relationships were, the status differences
and the accornpanying social distance remained unaltered.
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o jtractt

From around 1900 on, official publications began to reveal an'interest in
introducing elements Such: as achievement, uniform standards, and specific job
content as criteria defining the housernaide role. The achievement aspect, for
example, was emphasized by the freedom governing terms of a contract;
specific job content, by the limitation Placed on work hours and time off granted;
uniform standards, by the emphasis upon educaton and objective criteria for .
rating performance. , influenced by other occupational models, and bei the
decreasing number of housemaids, these character,istics were given legai
sanction in '1948.

In spite of \the law'and general economic and social developments, the
working conditions of many housemaids have preserved important aspects of the
old traditional pattern. A\recent survey of Oslo housemaids found' that, in
many ingtances, both the housewives and maids were ignorant of the law and the
,rights and' duties defined in it. liardly more than ten to fifteen per' Cent of all
SurVeyed Work-relationships were in fUll conformity with the law..

Conclusions:

domparing the housemaid's working conditions to theprntrre,advanced
conditions in industry makes it evident that her situation lacks certain
"satisfying alements ."

She will, in many cases, find it difficult or impossible to evaluate her
own work in terms of recognizable objective standards of performance.
Although her work may have other satisfying features, she often lacks
this essential source of self-esteem. Concommitant with this comes her
lack of informal emotional contact with colleagues at the place of '

work. She cannbt satiSfy her craVing for companionship in this way
and,she dixits not have a role in work-group as a possible substitute for
direct wOrk satisfaction.

She is bound to be'frustrated because the content of her work, the prOidMity of
her employer, and the working hours that estabiish no clear=cut division between
private, and 'public' role s. encourage her emotional involvement while maintaining
status distinctions and social oistance.

kralications for CoUnselq:

This ,study is highly 'pertinent to the American manpower situation where a
major shift of workers from' manufacturing tO service occupations is underWay.

' The study-gives us excellent insights into the ambiguous nature of this occupation
as it is in America as well as Norway. ,

In America, on the one hand, there is a large supply of unemployed women
with, work skills' ahd educational level appropriate to the Occupation'. On the
other hand, potential employers of housemaids express concern over what they
view as a shortage of interested and qualified applicants.'
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The conflict seems to lie in the differential view of the occupation held by
the employer and the potential job applicant. An adequate solution of the
problem will involve structural changes beyond the power of the counselor.

-In working with the individual counselee for whom such an occupational
choice_ seems appropriate, the employer's (housewife'e) need to maintain her
own status and social distance may be discussed. The counselee may be helped
to understand that one of the requirements of the job is to meet the employer's
needs for status and that this may be more important than cleaning behind the
davenport. The counselee should also be warned that the housewife may be
seeking a superordinate-subordinate relationship in which, as in psychotherapy,
the emotional demands flow in only one direction.

Amps: Occupation

Methodology:

Information was obtained from a representative sample of housewives and
housemaids in Oslo by using the questionnaire survey method.

dautions:

This study relat9s only tO conditions in Norway. Consequently, the
empirical nature of these findings may have limited applicability to the devel-
opment of the occupation and the present role of the housemaid in the,United
States. The theoretical orientation toward the problem is, however, significant.

Theoretical Orientation:

The author assumes that in certain occupations "the occuipational culture
induces a disturbance in the motivational balance between work and private
life." The occupation, housemaid, is one. 'Certain elements in her /Erie house-
rnaiCIrs7role encourage her to wish for avenues of satisfaction which other
elements in her role deny her." In other worda, the occupational role makes
demands upon the Worker's private role without granting acdompanying satisfac-
tions.

Parsons' pattern variables, denoting value orientations, are used in this
study as descriptive labels characterizing patterns of the occupational and
private roles. The labels "effectivity, diffuseness, particularism, and ascrip-
tion seem to have an affinity to private life." Work roles seem to be designated
by labels such as "affective neutrality, functional specificity, universalism and
achievement."

The conflictletween private, and work roles can be conceived of as stemming
from the distinctive value orientations that are found in the two historical
models of this occupation. Again, Using Parsons' pattern variables as labals,
the terms "ascription," "diffusenesS," "particularism" and "effectivity': would
be applicable to the traditional model in which relationships to the employer
have many characteritics of the piivate role. The. terms "affective neutratt7,"
"functional specificity," "universalism," and "achievement" would be applicable
to the:contractual model and approximate the attributes of most present-day workroles. 209.



MAID, GENERAL
(Domestic Service) ABSTRACT 'D.O.T. Code: 306.878

Chaplin, David. "Domestic Service and the Negro," in Blue-Collar Worlt, ed.
Arthur B. Shostack and William Gomberg . Englewood Cliffs, N Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1964, pp. 527-536.

Description:

Domestic rvice, an -occupation which attracts primarily females and
workers With socially inferior status, is rapidly disappearing from the American
scene. In turn, the number and variety of service occupations which provide
many of the services hitherto performed by, domestics are increasing.

Middle-class families express the greatest concern over the disappearance
of domestic serVants. These employers tend to have inconsistent expectations
about domestic serVice. ,These stem from the fact that (1) employers base
their expectations regarding the performance of domestic servants upon an aristo-'
cratic houseliold model, and, yet, are unwilling or unable to hire the number of
servants that such a style of service requires; (2) employers kimit their obligatinns
to dometitic servants to terms of the impersonal service contract; and yet,
expect the servant to express personal loyalty and to perform a wide and undefined
range of duties, the nature of which are not spelled out in the gontfact.,

-Domestics, unlike factory workers who have acted collectively to improve their
lot since the beginning of the 20th -.:entury, reSpond individually to employers' con-
flicting demands. As individuals, they either change jobs quite frequently and/or
attempt to manipulate/the personality factors in the particular employment situation
to their advantage.

Several conditions inhereni in the nature Of the occupatien are viewed as_hinder--
Fing job satisfaction. These conditions are:

1. The absence of fellowship
2. The absence of ,any objective criteria fur the evaluation of an,adequate

perforthanCe of duties,
3. Invasion of ,privacy

I \

4. The absence of "Paternalistic-servile" tradition .

Current situation At present, the number of domestics ki dec'lining and concurrent
with thit is &change in the strucfure of employment. The occupation onde entailed
the servant's 'living-in" with the master. TodaY, the servant usually dommutes
daily to his place of employment. The disappearance of servants', quarters in mod- ,

ern urban homes Undoubtedly contributed to the emergence of such an" employment
?pattern. DailY comMuting is' a hardship for the' ser-Vant, espeCially,for the Negro,
since he frequently may live quite far away from his' employer-due to Segregated
housing practices. The emergence of part-timi servants for, the pecfornianCe of-

,-

specialized services further contributes to the dissolution of the oacupation.

The chanaes in the occupation .iave drastic imPlicationi in,relation to'Paternalis-
tic master-,servant relationships. , (1) NeW categories.of employers emerge, "Many,
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of whom lack practical experience in handling servants ctr, for that matter, employ-
ees in general. (2) Part;rtime domesitcs have too many dmployers; their contact
with such employers are too few and sporadic for the establishment of personal
ties similar co those on which the traditional master-servant relationship was

, based. (3) With the exception of new recruits from the Southl*Negro domestics
are increasingly "over-educated" for their Work. Consequently, for a growing
number of females, this type of work represents a bitter defeat in obtaining a
better job.- ,

Trends: In the opinion of the author, the following factors would favor an increase
in the occupation:

1. Urbanization arid the growth of the middle class
2. The- migration of Negroes and Puerto-Ricans to Northern cities
3: The appearance in the labor force of a rising proportion of women
4. The rising qualificationi for skilled labor.

Contributing to the decline of the occupationwould be the following factors:

1. Increasing mechanization of housework because of home appliances
2. " Rationalization Of consumer servides;" i.e., the specialilation and

commercialization of certain \servioes, such as laundry, window-dleaning,
and the like
The increasing desire of the middle class for privacy (or an increase in
the proportion of persons with micille-class values in our society) so
that the domestic is unlikely to 'live in"

4. IncreaSing cost of housing space
5.\ Decline in thesnumber of boarders, children,' and dependent relatives to

'be cared for in the home
6. Increase in public, manual-service jobs (such as hotel work)
7. " The shrinking ,supply of spinsters!" (i.e., an increasing amqunt of

formal education togethermith Marriage at a younger age which leads to
an increasing proportion of married persons, leaves\ fewer spinsters
available_for housework as a prelude to marriage)

8. The decreasing willingness of workers to suffer the stigma of being a
domestic lor to endure the hours and invasion of; privacy characteristic -
of this occupation.

The most effective forces contributing to the decline of domestic service have
been: tly the cessation otimmigration, and (2) the equalization of income in the
United States.

Consequences: (1) The kitchen is again the center of the U.S. middle-class
, family.- Even the very rich have abandoned the pansion-style of life. (2) The

status of housework has been raised due to troll:4=mo in home appliances and . .

due to the fact that middle-class housewives do their own housework in many
Cases, (3) In some areas) of the United gtates and in England where improvements
in domeitic facilities are lagging, middle-class housewives regard themselves as
"Slaves" of their families. (4) Pazticipatioh of American husbands and children in
housework has increased_ as 'ht.s ,the trend toward informal family life_ style. - -
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Conclusions: (1) Tlie low prestige of the occupation has been responsible, in
part, for the decline in recruitment. (2) The employers' and servants' mutual
dislike of household chores has created the demand for home appliances and
"packaged" services.

Implications Counselin2:

There seems to be an obvious lack of articulation between the needs of
potential employers of doinestics in the American economy and the needs of
potential employees. Structural changes in the relationship are needed. One
solution would be to increase the contractual relationship and decrease the
personal relationship. Movement in this direction may take place as a result
of School courses and special training programs designed to teach housekeeping
skills so that domestics may Proceed about their work with a minimum of
supervision from the employer. Ii return, employers need to recognize their
responsibility to'treat domestic employebs with sonie degree of objectivity and
not require that they'rcomply with all of their personal Whims.\

Vocational counselors who are concerned with the placement of individuals
in domestic service might well follow up their clients with a view to attempting
to understand the dynamics operating in the employer-employee relationship.
Some of the modes of looking at the relatiqnship are described in this report:.

,

§.2222: Occupation

Methodology:

The author provides no information about his research method. Most likely, \
the ideas presented in this article were based on observation.

Cautions:

Much of this article was based on the speculations of the author.

Theoretical Orientation:

Changes in domestic services are not to be overlooked, "Besides accultur-
ating immigrants, domestic service has served as an escape from industrial
labor-market norms tor minorities unable or individually unwilling to take thdir
place in the mainstream.of our economic system."

......" /
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PERSONAL SERVICE OCCUPATIONS ABSTRACT I.O.T. Code: 310-319'

Whyte, William Foote. Human Relations in the Restaurant Industry. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., -Inc., 1948. 37 8 pp..* s

Based on a research field study of human relations in selected restaurants in
the Chicago area.

Description:

Smooth operation of the' restaurant calls for a high degree of cooperation
among ali employees involved in the chain of production of food and service to
customers. The highly interdependent division of work is a continuous source
of conflict, growing",out from the nature of the Work itself, on_the one hind,
and from the interaction 'of persons with unequal social status, Ton the other.
The central element in the Conflict is time-- the means of social control open
to all service employeee, regardless of sociak status. Lapse of time in which
an order is complied with may depen,d, in a large measure, upon the informal
relationship (he., friendship) between the parties.

Problems of Status:

Within the restaurant structure, there is considerable social distance
between the porter, or busboy, and the chef. When different restaurants are
cOmpared for the Same position, the workers occupy quite different social
statures. For example; in a working class district's cheap re.;taurant, the
employees are universslly rated at the bottom of the social pyramid. Regular
factOry workers consider themseives as ocefuNtng a distinctly sdperlor position,
in comparison. On the other hand, in the high-standard restaurant, the
employees consider themselves above the factory worker.,

Social background, age, sex, skill; wages, seniority, flow of work, and
prestige value of materials used, are some of the factors which bear upon the
social stats of the employee-within the restaurant structure. Operation of
this social statue system is a frequent 'source of' conflict; for manY Of the
employees-who -consider themselves of high status resent the fact that, in the
'course _of work, they take orders from, and are rushed by, persons considered
beneath their status.

(1) The kitchen: The status system Of the kitchen is organized along two
dimensions: (1) the prestige )value of the food being used. and (2)
adcording to.the 'hierarchy of stages ,of preparation; i.e., the range
where all the cooking is done ranks the highest, followed by the salad
:station, then the óhicken-, Vegetable-, and fish-Preparatory stations.'
Within \each rank further distinction of status is made, along the order of
cleaning and preparation'of the food, used. Fors,example, the person who

*This abstraCt suriimarizes pp. 1.423, ' the \ portion which describes implications
of boCial status among restaurant emploYees. The remainder of this book ,

l

{

\
discusses aspetts of human reia-tions from the stahdpoint of managers ancl
Supervisors. 1

N . /
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cleans parsley and chives ranks higher tha n the one who peels onions .

The kitchen is a frequent Source of conflict. The cook's compliance with
orders sets the pace for the entire chain of employees involved in the service of
custoniers. The cook who considers himself of high status resents being* rushed
and ordered aboUt by low-status employees, such as the runners (an intermediary
personnel carrying food to the service pantry).

The, runners are inexperienced, often Very young persons who, when they per-
form well,can advance to a position of higher status. Their wages are considerably
lower than that of the cooks, and the cooks have the great advantage of seniority.
S ocial status of the rUnners is just a little above pot washers and sweepers.

,

(2) Tile ser......vicep_Egyl : The service-pantry girls portion out the food delivered by the
runners to the waitresses. In this job they are constantly on the reCeiving end of
the waitresses' ,temper. The waitress yells at them not because she honestly
blames them for lack Of se'rvice but becaUse it relieves her pent-up anger, caused
by irate guests i supetvisors , or by the tempo of work.

The service-pantty girl is in a position in which she must constantly respond
and adjust, to perhaps as many as thrity waitresses Faced with such pressures,

/ there is little that she can do except to cry or talk back on occasion.

(3))

!

/

Countermen and bartenders: Sex and age factors play an important part when action
is originated for another. Male countermen and bartenders generally reSent wait- t
resses giving them orders. In many restaurants, an artificial barrier is ,set up: a .

high countertop or a spindle to place the orders on. This seems to give an imper-
sonal atmosphere to 'the otherwise "unnatural" situation.

(4) Waitresses and waiters: The type of behavior that is expected of waitresses varies
with the social status of the customers they serve. For example, 'in a low-standard
restaurant whiOh caters to working class people, tne waitresses are free to handle
customers according to their own ideas - within certain limits . They Could talk
right back to annoying customers . This is an important factor in their emotional

, adjustment to the work. l

\

In a high-standard resumrant, on the other hand, waitresses face a quite dif- ,
ferent situation. They wait upon middle- and upper-class people, they are not
free to talk back, and they find that some of the customers show little reipect
for them. i

The waitress in a high-standard restaurant earns far more than, the salesgirl in
a departmont store; through her work she has unusual opportunities to make con-
tacts with people of higher social standing, to obqerve 'their behavior, and to de-
velop aspirations in that direction. 4 is then a very frustrating experience to have
to put up wi:th 'irate ciastomers, or to be pushed around by one's equals or.inferiors .

/
The problem remains pretty much the same in,the case of waiters. They find

it difficult to adjust to constant subordination. The, exdeptWn may be the waiter
who adheres to the ideokigy that is characteristic of the European waiter.

, \

4i EUropean countries , tile waiter does not expect to be the equal of the people
2W

, .
,
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he serves, Rather, he expects to gain his satisfaction through serving them well.'
And, equally important, the customers take his position for granted: they do not
question the\ factthat he is not something better than a waiter. The waiter's job
enjoys greater prestige in Europe. Waiting is a -profession. One starts at the
bottom as an apprentice and learns from,the ground up, 'coming to know everything
that there is to know about runnina a restaurant,

In contrast, in the United States the waiter's job has fallen in status. It is
believed here that 'all men are created free and' equal, and no man looks forward
to waiting on others.

.;

The custom of tipping is another source of status problems: Aside from the
economic aspect that at least half of the service workers' earnings come in the
form of tips, some waiters and waitresses feel that some customers use their tip-;
ping power to demand a subgervient attitude and special favors .

The tipping System is also a social rating' system. The amount of tip is inter-
preted,by,waiters and waitresses as representing what the custorner thinks of them.
The "stiff," i.e. 'the customer who leaves no tip at all, may be interpreted by the
wcaitress as an indication of 'personal failure in the perfOrmance of her job.

A

Restaurant jobs can never be fitted into a pattern of routine which automatical-
ly provides emotional stabilitY. Crying because of work pressures is frequent. It
seems that crying is somewhat related to length of experience. The more experi-
enced girls cry less; for they are much more aggressive toward service-pantry
workers and bartenders', and thus they are able to get rid of some Of the pressure
in that directiOn.

In general, three types of waitress-customer relationships may_be distinguished:

(1) The waitress holds the initiative from beginning to end.
(2) The customer holds the initiative throUghout.-
(3) It is uncertain who is taking the lead, ,and the initiative passes back

and forth orremains in dispute.

Froth the standpoint of emotional stability, either of the first two relationships.
is feasible, 'and it is the-third type which leads to conftision and emotional upsets.

'Many waiters and waitr,sses are troubled Concerning their status problern in
relation, to customers. Many customers look upon the job of waiters and waitresses:
as an unskilled job, and thus accord low prestige to the work,. Although little skill
is required to carry a tray from kitchen to dining room and" back, the evidence, of
this researth indicates that great skill is required to adjust to a wide,variety Of
customers' and fellow workers in order to build a friendly, Congenial work: atMosphere.

,

DOwnward occupational, mobility may create problems for the girl of middle-
class background who finds herself taking orders from people whom she consicler,s
to be her equals and, in stime cases, 1:ier inferiors. The customerS do not reeOgnize
her formal status. The girl, then, may find it exceedingl.y difficult to adjust fo such,.

unaccustOmed suliOrdination. , ,
,

,. , ,
. ,,

/
\ ,, \

The situation is different.in the case of college giriS 'Who take seasonal jObs..
, 217/
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in the restaurant. The,college girls recognize that the job is only temporary,
that their zocial standing does not depend on the job, and this helps them to
ignore insults from customers . Furthermore, these girls are not looked upon as
ordinary workers by their sui)eriors.

For the girl recruited ftom small towns, rural areas', and urban working
classes, the restaurant is the channel for upward !nobility. These girls must
adapt themselves to middle-Oass behavior tinct siandards . More important
still, they mu6t learn to adjust themselveS to people of higher status . They
must appearuto subordinate themselves to customers,, and, Q. the
learn to manipulate the people and the situation to their own advantage,

Ikation.:\
The client's Status and his status expectations should be appraised,.

Objective location of status may be obtained with the use of the Hollingshead
two-factor index. Client, social clais identification may be obtained with the use
of the SiMs Social Class Identification Scale. .

upon request from the Research Department,

Male clients who identify with the occupational goal of chef because it is'on
the managerial level should be made aware of the status ,frustration situations
awaiting them in small restaurants . MarriedWomen clients are less vulnerable to
status frustration, as their status is 'primarily 'dependent upon their husband's
occupational position. The social claSs of the clientele patronizing a restaurant,
and its relationship to client status needs, should be a factor discussed in job
hunting .

In short, is the client capable of playing a non-threatening subordinate role
ia relation to customers and higher-status restaurant employees? More specifically,
does \he have the ablility to be non-threatening to others, even when his occupa-
tional role requires that he initiate action for others?

Since Whyte's study was completed, the increase in the number of two-year
technical institute and junior college courses Am food management adds new
dimensions to the status 'problem.

Scsae: Occupational field

Methodology:

During the period May, 1944, to July, 1945, twenty-five Selected Chicago
restaurant's of various size and types were studied. Data was gathered by personal
intt:.:views and participant-observation methods.

'Theoretical Orientation:

The restaurant as a business organization is a unique combination of production,
and service units. SUccess depends upon the skillful coordination of 'production

'_;
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and service to customer's demands . Division of labor among employees, especially
in the laiger establishments, calls for a great amount of skill in 'handling personnel
relations on the psrt of supervisors and managers . An understanding of the status
system, and its symbolic correlates, operating witliin the industry and between
employees, is of importance in the successful handling of human relations .

,

,
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ASYLUM ATTENDANT D.O.T. Code: 355.878
PSYCHIATRIC NURSE ABSTRACT 075.378

Adams, Fred Thomas. "Role Accommodations: A Study of Nurses and Attendants
in a Mental Hospital. " Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Tulane University,
1958.*-

Description:

This,study explored the patterns 'of role accommodations made by nurses
and attendants in an anonymous hospital c.%.rmed 'Southeast Mental Hospital."
It was observed that oraanizational demands and expectations of interrelated
occupational gtoups were in conflict with conceptions of the work roles held
by nurses and aides. In response to these role conflitts, patterns of role
accommodations developed.-

,

Formal Division of LaborRole Definitions:

In most organizations, one's role is determined by the definition of his
activities toward the,accomplishment of organizational goals. According to
the division of labor designed to achieve these 46als, the person is given a
particular status and a set of-activities. Ideally, the work role should be
defined by the position one occupies within the organizational structure". The
position should interlock with every other position within the organization.

At Southeast Mental Hospital, it was found that the work roles were not
clearly defined in many instances. For example, the ward emPloyee's role was
defined by formal guides, schedules, and orders. The actual division of labor
between nurses and ward ,attendants, however, was blurred. On occasion, the
relationship,between the two' groups- of personnel appeared to be contrary to
oeganizational and status expectations. It was believed that these conditions
resulted, to a large extent, from the role accommodations .that the respective
employeer: made in response to, organizational and group deinands.

In the hospital, the nurse s status and role were defined in terms of
administrative functions., She wap 'responsible to the nursing supervisor and
to the ward'psychiatrist for certain activities on the ward.' These included
the care of patients and the preparation and maintenance of certain records
and reports: The nurse was not expected to participate in the direct care of
patients or to perform clerical activities involved in the preparation of her
records and repoits; rather she had to insure their accurate accompli,shment by
the attendant personnel: ,

The ward attendant's formal role and Status in the hospital were defined
according to the work delegated to him. He was regarded'as'an administrative
tool; he was to follow 'Orders given by the nurse in, most instandes. His duties
consisted mostly of caring for the patients, although,' 'on occasion, he practi-
cally ran the entire ward.

"This dissertation -has been abstracted selectiVely.
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gs2attiEtwithijoiekk......cectations:

The ward'attendant expected to perform such menial' tasks as are involved
in direct patient care. The theories expressed in the training program of the
hospital had led him to believe that he was to interact freely with the patients .
As the aide gained more experience on the job, however, he found that such con-
tact was not expected of him in the actual situation. The nurses as well as
the attendants agreed that informal contacts were not zi integral part of the
work routine. \ Thus, there was a conflict between the expectations of the
formal organization (i.e. ,the hospital) and the conceptions of the nurses and-
aLue,S

Similar conflicting expectations plagued the role of the nurse. Upon
starting a job in the Mental institution, she expected to engage in direct,
conventional nursing dUties. Instead, She found that attendants were performing
most of the technical duties and, she was responsible for coordinating her ward
activities with those of the other hospital units. ,Instead of receiving close
supervision from her supervisor and advice from the doctOrs, ,she found that she
received very little assistance from these persoris and was left on her own to
run the ward. When she expected the attendant to follow her orders she found
that the aide resented her authority and insisted on being treated as a "person
of worth." The discrepancy between the nurse's conception of the "sick"
patient ( i.e. , the physically ill patient) and that of the mentally ill .patient
provided another source of conflict. Often, the mentally ill patient gave
little indication in terrns of appearance or behavior of needing conventional
nursing dare and so deprived the nUrse of an expected satitfaction.

Patterns of Accomc.41
, (

'In spite of the fact that technical nursing duties were being performed
by attendantS, the interview data indicated that nurses persisted in viewing
themselves as performing conventional nursing duties. The author's observations
indicated that the nurses' conception of the role, in this instance, was
erroneous. The nurses' typiCal responses regarding the situation were seen as
a pattern of accommodation.

Although the ward attendant was assigned a subordinate status asnd was to
follow orders of the,nurse, by his actions he compelled the nurse to modify
the nature and the extent, of her supervision. .The ward ettendant regarded
himselfias a "person of worth," Who was not accorded recognition and respect
commensarate with the importance of his job.

,
The Persistence of the Nurse's Selfgrogej The persistence with which the nurie
held on to certain role conceptions Which were inconsistent with reality was
reflected in other1 types of accommodating Mechanisms. For instance, i she

appeared to be critical toWaid the aide and felt resentment toward.him; yet,
she praised his educational attainment and his qualifications 'for the job. In
reality., both of these characteristics ,Were limited in scope. Frequently, she.
expected the aide to perform his duties it such a high level ,of proficiency
that it approximated the performance level of the nurse.' At, times, she arranged
her'work Sdhedule s'o that the attendant had Sole-responsibility for the 'operation
of 1116 ward. In this Way, she freed herself from the necessity of supervising

,
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the aide's performance.

Usually the nurse avoided the patient who did not conform to her ideal
image of the "sick" patient. The mental patient who did not appear to be "sick"
constituted a threat to the nurse's self-conception since she felt that there
was little' she coula do. She found legitimate excuses to ignore him by insisting'
that clerical tasks and the colledtion and dissemination of information
riecensitated her ahnennp frnrrt thp ward _

The value system within the hospital encouraged the nurse to avoid the
patients. -She was rewarded for her administrative proficiency rather than for
spending time with the,patient. She was fUrther discouraged by the psychiatrists
from having contact with the patients and by her belief-that she could adversely
affect the recovery of the patient by saying the "wrong thing" to him. ,

The Persistence of the Attendant's Se....k.1.2_na e: Although the attendant appeared
to know his "place" in the organization, his manner toward the persons with
whom he worked day after day indicated how much he really resented their
authority. \ If the num in charge of the ward made too Many demands upon him
and made him aware '..)f his inferior status, he retaliated by withholding informa-
tion from her that- sEe needed. Taking unnecessary'sick leave or showing
"i)assive, resistanCe" were still other methods by which the aide expressed his
resentment toward authority. -

To enhance his self-image, the)aide tried to assume a nurselike status and
behavior: In most instances, because of' his training, he; was capable Of model-
ing his activities after those of the conventional nurse. 'The rapid turnover
among nurses and the formal definition of his role, i.e., taking care of the
patient's, facilitated his assumption of a nurselike status.,,Since the aide
was in mOre constant and frequent contact with the patient, he sometimes tended
to belittle the nurse's conception of the duties involved; Although he admitted
that the nurse had more education and training than he had, he did not necessarily
regard these factors as valid reasons for her enhanced status. For the
attendant, it was ,often the act 'rather than the principle that counted. As far
aS- he was concerned, the nurse's skill and knowledge were essential only for
instructing and advising him in administrative matters or in case of an emergency.

'He conceptualized his, relafionship with the nurse as one resembling a
teacher-pupil relationship.

The assumption of a nurselike status was prominent in the aide's relation?.
ship with patients. Like the nurse, he preferred the "sick" patient who would
respond to his nursing -care since he derived his job satisfaction from minister-
ing to/the patient. He, like, the nurse, tended to avoid the patient who did
not appear to be "sick." He also used administrative duties as an excuse for
leaving the ward./

To protect his self-image, the attendant often avoided the,performance of
tasks which tended to degrade him in the eyei of the patient. 1For eXample,
he preferred to delegate the performance ofcle?ning\chores on the ward to
patients.'
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When all other mechanisms of accommodation failed, the attendant established
a complementary relationship with the patient by assigning him an imaginary
status. For example, if the patient did not accept the, attendant's nurselike status,
the aide might compensate for his failure by assigning the patient a childlike
status, and himself, a parentlike position. II the aide's relationship with the
patient could not be protected by such a mechanism, the attendant might then
choose to view the patient as a parasite of society whose presence in the hospital
was an excuse to evarle responsibilities outside the hospital.

Implications for_Counseling:

Vocational counselors may helPfUlly discuss these status and role problems
with counselees considering careers as either nurses or attendants in mental
hospitals.

A knowledge of these problems is also useful to vocational counselors who
( counsel patients currently in mental hospitals and former`patients of mental

,hosOitals. A knowledge of the hospital social environment is essential to an
understanding of the fears, anxieties, and reactive behavior which may stem
from.the hospital experiences. Much client behavior is: for vocational counsel-
ing purposes,, better understood when interpreted within a framework of institu-
,tional practices rather than in ,terms of the pathological mental processes which
resulted in hospitalization. In counseling such patients, it is well to en-
courage them to discuss their hospitalization experiences. The pattern of
relationships with attendants, nurses, and other patients offers clues to the
counselor as to the way in which the patients may relate to others during the
immediate post-hospitalization period.

New experiments now being conducted with more democratic ward management
will probably initiate role changes for both staff and patients.

Scope: Occupational Field

,Methodology:

The Major,research techniques used in this study Were observation and
interviews, supplemented with questionnaires. Records of various sorts (per-
sonnel, leave; and ratinqs) were examined. A total of '104 persons, including
11 nurses, were studied eXtensively.

Cautions;

In the Opinion of, the author, several conditions limited the kope of the
present study. The number of nurses was small; the doctors' and 'nurses' tenure
was relatively brief, and there were a number of organizational and personnel '

changes which affected the relationships. The location of the study also
limited the findings since practically all ward personnel were froin "non-urban'
and Small urban places in the deep South." Moreover, the personnel at "South-
east" Mental Ticispi.tai Ochibited certain selective characteristics that were
probably ,not found elsewhere.
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Theoretical Orientation:

The ,problem of role accommodation was approached from the -viewpoint of the -
reciprocal actors. and.from the observable demands of the organizational 'structure6
Seemik t,, the work situation as defined-by status groups did ,not allow the full ,

exercise of important personal, or group values. The image of the individual
was thwarted or opposed in interpersonal relationships and by the iimpersonal
assignment of activitiei. The persons involved attempted to overcome prestige
or other differences between themselves and those "above" theM in the organiza-
tional hierarchy by côntrolling, output or forcing their immediate superfors to
treat them as near-equals.

.
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Melbin, MurraY, C',Irganiiation Practice' arid Individul teitavior:, ,
,

Absenteeism Among Psychiatric Aides, " American SoCiological Review,
Vol-. XXVI, No. 1-(Fpbruary, 1961), pp. 14-23.

..,z
,---..

.

This lisaper, is drawn from the outhor's Ph.D. ,dtsSertation, "Bureaucratic
Process,- perOonal Nee'ds arid Turnover Among Pdychiatr*Aides, "
University of Michigan, 1959.

Descripticin:
,

_. The study irivesti:gates the relationship-between employee,absenteeiem
and turnover,, and the frequency of4ork reassignments among aides in .

-,. , ,

psychiatric hospital Wards., /

,

The evidence givei support to the hypothesis that changes in work:
assignments foster, absenteeismin aides. Changes and absences may mutually
affect each other. "Absences stimulate reassignment inimediately, forit is-
the absence of one-,,aide leaving a,rOle slot unfilled Which leads tO'_anothef
being reaSsigned in order to maintain coverage." Steady-.essignmenti, may be
,coriceived as rewarde for good itteridince,\and c4anges are puriishmentfor
unrelibility, 'Nurses-may tend to eisign reliable aides to preferred wards, 4
shifts, and day'S off. The chronic absentee; however, is left to fiil-whatever "-

-- \Ivacandy =curs In the ward.' . --
5, 5. .

Organizatiorialroctuirements and theirimplications for the emplgiee:
\ --

N

A hospital which, gives seven-day, timentyEfour-hour seryice on numerous-.,

wards is-faced with uneriding, coverage prbblems. Shortagre on One ward \demand
.transfer of. an .aide 'from' another ward.... Work reassignme........ 4.reate problems __ 7..,

for individual aides. .

. ,

,

t (1) An aidemust adapt to i_different group of patientst and staff.
- ) , k

. , ,
1

( __

(2) A shift rotation means -me,eting a new staff and the' same\ patients i

" in /new routines; at the Same time, it upsets- the establishect patterns ,. ,-

of sleep and activity, and fitting in with friends and Icinfolk in
,- the commtinity: ,,.

/ \

_(3) _ A switah in days off May prevent the aide from joining hie family in
custoniary leisure time pursuits.

, ,
1Effects of employee absenteeisni and. turnover:

(a) Hospital
Employee changes result in, large expenses for'recruitment arid
training. The frequent gaps in role relationshiP interfere with
the organization's day-to-day functibning.

.Y



(b)
Absenteeism not_ Only results/in loss of wages but May bring aboui,
'phanges in the superv4or's Attit_u40 'toward the emploree and,, in
turnover, the pOssible stigma ofbeing1 Unemployed.

Implications tor 'C ouriselinim /.
'

The types. Of scli.ages discUssed herein *aid transfer, shift. rotations 8\
lwitches in daYs off) 'are\ cbMiinonly founci only 13 :orlanizaticirts wh'ich have a
twenty-four-hour continuous period of activity taking place.. Thus, 'the work
period'is longer than the.customary work week of the empleyee. In 2dition.
to hosPitals, some hotel personnel, certain pa,lespeople in large department
stores, ,and some employeeS 'in Public transportation, may face similar re-
assignment ,eituations: IhewOrker's role in the family and family expectations,
piay be especiallY important Considerations in view of the frustrating time
demands of the JOb. k

ScOpe: OCcupational Field

Author's Abstract: ;
,

.

,

. "'Voluntary quittin0 of 'employees and- their dismissal are varyin4;Outcomes.: . , ,

, of an extendedprocess Of leaving'. `When these events 'are combined', a '
signifiCant relations-nip appears between abeenteeism 'and turnover among

5 psilichiatric aides. 'The hypothesis that work reassignments fester' absenteeism
'is 'tested simultaneously,against the null and an alternate hypothesis by

/ .'sitting'-on each absence as-a reference pant and comParing the number of
-,-reaseigninents occurring \before and after that event. The hypethesis :is.

upported, anci the pattern found to be .More 'extreme among aidet- who leave
the job. The.intraductiOn of ekplanatory intervening Niariables' is considered,
as well ai other effects of the' orvergence Of ind!,-widual needs,,and

, , 1,organiztioñal rieciiiirements.'` - ,

,,1

Methodolov:
\\

'Evidence.,.1.was` collected in studies of pschiatric Odes at two
midwestern hospitalse \'East' ahd 'West.'" txamination of employees'

/attendance records, and interviews were,the Chief methods of data
gathering .!, At West Hosisital (whrlly neuropsychiatric), fifty \percent
random saMple from/ alist of male aides who Worked with patients during
the day provided 153 cases; from East. Hospital (providing general tmadical
'services) thirteen aides working on-the two small psychiatric w.ards ware
eligible to be, included in th\e,sample.

Cautionb:

Note that this study waS cOnfined tO a small sample,working in a
highly spep4lized enVironmeit.

/ 22,8
)
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\
t

Theoretical Orientation:

"Individuals and organizations are viewed as ,acting, responsive`,
systemS." A fundamental principle of bureaucratio organization. is the
interchangeability Of personnel. "vile organization enchirei beyond the'
work lives of inaviduals holding jobs within it at any given times. and
it must be\ able to %replace one job incumbent with another without
disturbing the continuity of its operation." Bureaucratic organizations
differ in how this principle of personnel, interchangeabilitY is implemented.
The degree (If, fitnass betwoen indiviAuals and organizations is affected by
the manner in' which the organization meets- itS personnel requirements
and by the personality needs of the individual employee.

1
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ASYLUM IITTENDANIE
,k

,

N chores that'are generally perforMed 1;tyr the tiatiente 4
i , , -,

,. . i

.. 2 An'tinstable,,, ''dangerous" atmosphere characterizes the hospital envircn-
ment. The ciontliciing ideologies' among, professional '0,1ersOnne1 ; 'shifts,in
oppOn a's to what constitutes the,best toetliod of core, and"ambiguous 'and yague
tiospipal

,
regulations accenttate the unpredictable Character cif the 'hospital.

1 -.. , ,
, . , . .

,, . ,
t . i, ,. i

In this setting,' the psychiatric 'aide occupiee the lowest sxatus among the '

1 professionals Chargedyith patient care.' Yet; it is the:aide who tas the Moit t'

intimate, prOlonged,./daily contsict with:the patierits. : In the bureauct4ttic '..,
hierarc4 of hospital'administration'e, he 'is, designated Os part lot the general
nurtirig staff, under tile supervisibn of the nurse. His dutieS'are Unspecified
or, ore vaigtuely circutiscribed in the 'regulationS . Mu 'Cht ot the interpretation
Of,,theyork ropat,is left to the aide or to thienurse ,in charge df,superviiiOn.

,

,. , ,

' e

,

V ,' t
\r 1 .4 )

I

optRA9 i.5.5A78
5,

)
RubingtOns, "The PsyCiiiatric Aide." Unpublished, Ph.D. aisbertation,

YaleVriiverSity, 1961*
.

,

jet.ion:
I

11

\I I

555

. This dOc' :al-dissertation examinet the ikcupational culture pitiern of .

the psychiatrzc aide. It id, .issurO'd that this peculiar patiern o oCcupational
Culture .deVelopS, as a, solUtion to the, problems ,inherent in the work role. FOr
the most parte hospital regulations and pritctices are intonflict With the
official aims of the aides' training program..

I. .The Hospital Environment:

The'officiale _stated goals of the psychiatric VA hosPital, are the cure,'
care; custody /arid control of the -pittient. In addition, there 'seems to be an
unstated but, proximate goal of fself-iinaintenance..; In the atithor'ss'opinion,
ne45 all existing hospital praCtices materially enharice the, welfare of the, rt,

Patient., sror initance, one may, question the therapetitic valtie of maintenance

,I\\

IS

/,

,

' II., The Job' Of ifie Psychiatric ;Aide:
I

, 1
f '

1 The coriilitions surrounding the psychiatric)aide's job are 'problematic.
:First, ihe job has low' status. Second, it is contrity to cUltitraily-held ,1 ,r-

valites: of 'society 'that a, man be taking orders' from a woman r and that he be
sUbject to \her authority. 'Third, the position, itself, does not offer hope for ,

advancement. It ii.under civil service' ie that the pay increases over the Pears c ;

are negligible. :Fourth, the jOb Is haiardous; bneJmuSt be conStantly alert
because' the behavior, of the patients Is unpredictable, if ylolenCe'Occurs,the
physical strength, of, a, man is required to subdue the patient. Finally; the ,
condition's are' further, aggravateg by arf in-service training program which is
designed to modify the existing w6rk routine of :the aide.

r

*This dissertation has been 'abstracted selectively.
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Practices Q, nojg.912.*4ilatito-_Exiimpies: The neW dide is subfected to a/ -
series acultural 'conditionings which are not integrated with-one another.
In tiis firstweek'ofitraining,-the novice receives a short,, formal orientation-,
course taught hY nurs'es. Then, he is plaCed in a ward: Here,. the seCond.phase
of the training process takes place. He learns the,iriforMal'Wcitk routines and
skills froM his peers. The final phase olthe training iakes piaceat,a latei
time_wheh the aide is enrolled in a -seventy-five'hour in-service training
program administered by nurses. Eidsting hospital-policies ignore the second
phase-- the inforrhal instructioni given jpy the Older, experiencad'aides.
'Although the Majority of, such,informatwork.skills are illegal in terms of
hospital regulations; they are ,efiective when the object* là to maintain
Order on the ward.

The.author's observationd indicate that 'such illegal skills develop aS
practidal iolutiOns for crisis 'situations when no guide lines are provided b
the formal training of ihe aide or by hospitai regulations. Examples of su n
illegal skills are the Use of physical forcei v2erhal threats, :or, in the
extreMe cdie, a, request for the transfer of the inmate into another ward.
The occUPational culture Of the psychiatric aide transmits thee skills t ;he
novice and se-11940ns, their use, contrark to.hospital.philosophy which considers'
the patienfusick, " the occupational Culture labelt_hiin as "crazy," an allows
the use of power and stern authority'.

f
\ ..,r Thè'Uncertainty and danger inherentin the job situatiOn of the a de is ,..

counterbalanced by his inventiOn of descriptive labels denoting the / °culled- .:-''
ties of the patients; such a practice allows the aide to categorize tt e inmates -.
into convenient stereotypes; a practice which is contrary to hospital policies.
Labels such as "the \eloper, " -the-complainer," "the mean," and the soiler"sare
quickly transMitted to the group,' and the threat posed by the unpr dictabiliti \
associated with/mental patients., is thereby removed.

The hospital niles and jiorms usually ignore the existence of infornial
'social groups and their effect upon the_ individual behaViOr. Some form of
social relatiOnship ineviiably develops between-patients and,aides. Patients,.
for instance, .who are labelled ood contact" and who are fairly predietable
are allowed to assist the dide in his daily routine. -These patients enjoy a
preferred status and have, a better -chance to improve their conditions.

III. Elements.k4A.Agagoational-Cultureg

sejfnalestthe Psychiatric Nurse: The occupational culture' of the
psychiatric aide places a high value upon masculinity, in 'order to combat the
feminine domination of stapervisory nurses, on the one hand, and the atmosphere
of crisis, on the other. ,

The'Occupational culture pattern of the aide, generates,pressure against +

work on the medical ward of the hospital. The reasons for it are to,be'fbund
in the fact that the' authority of the nurses-is more noticeable there so that
the aide is forced to be a mere'bed pan Jockey."-'

The occupatiOnal culture of the aide has developed dertain compensiatory

2V2
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.
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, mechanisms for 'denying the tpdstence.orfeariften 'the unpredictable and,

danOeroUS 'mental patient it Confronted.))Accorclingly'ilhe OCC,upational Self7'
image/of the aide is 'the image Of) a Man with a "tough"i peiionility; tapable,
of mastering Situations wilereiri'physiCal: courage andlvwers art Onsidered
the mpst suitable techniques ,for dealing'With mental/ pationts.",i-

7, /

Control ofihe patient semis to be the,mOst impOrtantespect a the' oocu-i,
pationaL role. i The ris--' the factOr of unpredidtahthity./- is Oraggeratedi ' The
aide sees himself 'as the person who,is the most coMpetent 0, handle patientS. ; -,-

Other profesitional pPra,hnnerti. "A saizn)As. nit liciing that capablC: Rather, theli:-..
are belieVed to- arouse fear in.the patient., -

1- .\ , , , , , ) . '-

'., In'the course "of work, the psychiatric 'Pixie is confrónteclwith abuse',
mime-caliirig, homosexualtiadvances, and ektrelne dependency of the patients.,
Such episodes pre threateriing., The ,reassé rtion of Jnasculinity,and the% strix;ing .' ;
for higher stattis' reflected in the self7Image .are cosiceived'as .SolutionS,fors' . 1,5-

tilee conditions Oherent in t
)
he Work role': ; , ,

\, j
i1 ?, '-/- . :, .i 5,

Ideolocth - Ethnocentriciim seems to be One of the,centr4 CharaCteristics
of thk occupational ideology. `There,is resentment against the nurse. It is ,

believed that she cloes not do muCh'work arOUnd tNei)atients, \and that perhaps,-
she should be reiblacitl by Men who are, much, mOre capable of handling them.,

,.. i . ) , : , .. i ,
, ,. ,., . , .7

t
L Perhaps nurses have motelprofesslonal competence,in 'fermi- Of forinal

, ,education; they lack,/ 'however,-PracticalaexPerienCe. They1:4Ve Dos intimate1

1 I Contact with the imental patients. In the ocCupationalldeolOgyi ,Otie's, pro-
, festional competencei.e. , formal trainingt-is ,Underrated as "tileory. ":
rtl / , ExPe4ence,' on the,other hand, iiv overrated. i Often, the aide!! assessment/of

the situation with Tegard to the mental.patient IS more lislid arild cOrect than ;
1

the nurse's judgment. 'This creates statUS Priblenis. 'T/he'oCcupational culture
capitalizes 'on thib status dilemma ancyquestiâns the legitima4Y of ',Mdsting I, i / ,(

'dstatus arrangementS in the hospital: .
,

,/

\
)

/ 2 r ' _
,I

A, RATA of protest .against the existing status hierarchy is' expressed in' -*/

the'principliof /east effort., Accordingly,thelaide-Riefuses'to sti,c1c his , / ), ,

neck out,." Since/ maximum-*fort and, display tif initiative catinOt alter the
- aide's chances for:gaining, power, wealth and preStiae; and sAnce 'his action
would endangei"his relatiOnS with other aides and professional verionnek, he' '
adheres to the limitations upon competition and,role expectations presaribed ;

by the' occupational ideology. pecitrity in interpersong/ ielationS land`with, '
hospital authorities is \guaranteed,' according to the idei)logy, if the. aide A
asks no question$,' does onli, what he is inStructed, to do, , and, does no more.

- )
,

/, .: . .-, , , v5
. ./ (

)

Nonnative.Patternst The occupational culture/o f. the aide alloWs. the use.
of physical forceln order to maintain control -oVer.patienti. 'This it in, ,i ,

violation of the hospital:culture* dictum Which prescribes that any hospital
'employee who witnesses any form' Of abuse of a ,patient should report it. The
culture of the aide circumVents, such a dicturd by:suggesting thatithe witneis
should "look the -.other way."' , ' , 1

r r i
I

.

. !/ '' )
I '

/
' II '

, j

,

Although gossip is specifically forbidden, t goes on constantly among the
, 233
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/ Aides. Gossip serves several important functions: 4 it is an effective /

means Of social control, 2) it reaffirms the validity _of those nonts.of the ,
occupational. culture which are at variance with hospit0 norms, and 3) finally,
it is, a.way 1?y which the aides break down the formal commurication baTriers
that the hospital attempts tO iMpose.

According to hospital culture, the psychiatric aide should maintain
'13rofessional" behavior with the nurses on the ward. This means that he'
should accede to their authOrityand reSpect their apptopriate tanks. For
instance, the aide should rise whenever' a, nurse enters the ward.'

In response to this feminihe-domination, the occulOational culture has
developed two alternative modes'of action. The aide may avoid all contact
with the-nurse, ,or he may seek opportunity for informal social ties.

On the whole; the aides have coniiderably more respect for the medical
authority of the doctors than for that of the nurse: Their desire to have
more contact with the doctors is in direct propOrtica to their attempt to
de6rease contact with the nurses.

IV.. ThekrService Training Program;
, The in-service training program of the hospital has difficulty in achiev-

ing its goal, i.e. 8" inculcating objectives of the milieu therapy. The reason
for this failure may be due to the fact that while one set'of ideas is taught
in the classroom, another entirely different set AS true in practice on the
wards. The aide is given lip service as bein4 part of the medical team but
no efforts are made to elevate' his status accordingly in the hospital hierarchy.
The doctors Continue to practice deference to rank by communicating,through
the nurses. The aide does 'this, too, when in case of an emergency, he takei
the nurse's order because he has little time to contact the doctor.

-In the occupational culture of the aide, the novice is looked upori with
suspicion; he is threatening and he cannot be trusted. Illicit practices of

i the culture are protected and -every attempt is made to deflate the \program
and ridicule its participants by name- calling.

Irnplications for CounsAke:

The older, VA neuro-psychiatric hospitals have been typically located in
rural areas or in areas adjacent to small towns. Frequently', psyChiatric aides
employed in these hospitals have constituted a substantial minority of the
working population of the community. This. has made possible the reinforcement

, of the .occupational norMs and increased the social control of the occupational
group over the individual worker. The recent tendency to bu4d hew VA hospi=
tals near urban areas may lessen this reinforcement pattern.

Recent,' drastic changes in treatment and 'management of patients may also
change the psychiatric aide's role. Greater control of 'patients-through the
use of tranquilizers, for instance, has reduced the number of patients on
closed wards.
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, ,, ,New, concepts ,in milieu therapy would seeinta offic the Psy0hiatific,aide the
_. .

,opportUriity tO change his role-from' a custodial._.to a niuch 'mote cre.ative one.
- This would tesult in -an imprqvement in'interest and-in?,j6,b sätiSfaCtion.

..-. 1
,

,
". I ,.,, ,,

i , -

Unfortunately,,'Psychiatric aides are sOthetimes regarded at 'Pawns-and are
manitailated to-faciAtate milieu therapy, With little thought,being given to ,
their job 'satisfactiOn and Status needs./ They are aSkeitto acquire Some.of the
knowledge and attitudes of prOfessionals ,but are not accOrded the_corresponding
status . nionks tn greAter jnh satisfActn in" A nAlifin 144,a Al.-41 tr% hi2.fellinel in the
hierarobicali hospital systeiniivith its overernphatli on.differenntial stapfs': -

, .

Although this Occupation has many rie4ativeaspects, ,it is _one Of the few-
,

outlets forinen Of borderline to loW7normal intelligence' who. have limited,
education, a strong *lel serVice orientation, and an interest in I ob security
rather than litigh wages. Prior to the advent of automation, iVii likely that individuaW

. , l

-\ With theie needi-Worke4 in factories.which provide 'high we'ges bUt low fob
satisfaction. Layoffs due to'automation Offe(SoMe,of them, the_opportunity fOr-
greater job satisfaction through{tranifer int-0 .S.1,10 4-11 oc6Upation as the piychiatriC ,(

1

, / -, ,, , \ .
,

) ,
_

In addition to_using:,the, usual Interest and-personality inventories ior\the
,

identification of counselees' social service interestS, cOunselors Would do well
to\.scrutiniie their life history data-for evidence-of Social service interest.
Indications of suCh'interests would,be revealed by such thingsas\the counselee's
above average interest in his own children and in activities with themr-volunteer
leadership in Little League, thp BoY acoutsth,Visitidg, sick kiends',' etc.

'Scow Occupation

Methodology:
-

7 The researCh-waS carried,Out in a large 2000-bed,'. VA neurOpsyChiatric
hospital. Investigation of conditions and co".ection of data were carrieck-out
by _the author during an eighteen month, petiod-during which he was employed ,

there as a graduate research assistant on a researdh project studying the socio.
cultural, aspects of the VA-hoipital. The method of participant observation Was
suppkemented by, the examination of vatious reCords, interviews with hoepitaf /

personnel, and administration of a questiOnnaiie to a, random sample of11045. ',

psYchiatric' aides.. ., ( /,- _,

Cautions:
k--

,

Findings of this study may be generalized with caution, They represent the
author's subjective evaluation of responies tO a unique set of circUmstances in

. a particular institution at a given time.

-Theoretical Orientation:

The writer Of thit dissertation asserts thai five Conditions 'peculiar to
the occupation Of psychiatric aide impose. -special probleins'of adagitation upon
the occupants of the work role. The five problematic conditons,referred to are:
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It Low prestige of, ihe occupation.
2. lilocking of 'social mobility.
3. PTO:pent aiiociation with deviants, ,i.e. , mental patients.
4 . Peminine domination (the'aides wdrk under the authority of the nurses).

s '5. Aides ate,;subjected to directed cultural change; i.e. ;' there is an
in=service training of aides designed to modify the4exiiting philosophy
of custodial care td.bring it in line With the'IneweriphilosoPhy of milieu
therapy.

\,,By the developinent, 'sharing, transmission and perpetuation of a special occu-
pational culture pattern, the problems are beiag solved.'

The occupational culture pattern, as conceived by the aUthor, contains the
following interrelated elements: (1) a set of 'skills (a particular kind of job beha---

,

vior that iis expected frOm the individual); (2) a _eet of norrnitj_ve patterns (the, rules
and regulationa of the grOupwhich prescribe and limit what ought to be done);
(3) an occupatiOnal self-imacte' (including a Aet of specifications aS iO how the
"ideal-man" behaves in the-,occupational role); and (4) an idectagy (a perspective
peculiar to mtrnbers of the grOup),.

,

A conceptual framework for the study of Occupational culture pattern under the
five problematia,Oonditions is set forth.

,
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GUARD, PENITENTIARY ABSTRACT
:

Lundberg, Donald E. " Some As'pects of the Job 'of Prison GUard. " Unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, , Cornell Universi*, 1946.*

D.q.T. Code: 372 868

A 'Portion of this Ph.D. disseriation aitemPts to describe the'role of the
prison guard at seen by a number of conscientious objectors- WM had been I.
iMprisoned. 'This phase cif the study seeks to determine the extent to which the---\
prison guard is considered b's tbeni to be instrumental in the \inmate's iehabilitar--
tion process. I

,

1. Although the role of the prison guard is almost as ill-defined as, the
objectives of the prison, the person"is looked upon not just as a keeper of
criminals,- but as much of an agent of rehabilitation os is consistent with the,
principles of penal administration, as laid down by public opinion 'and,
legislation. "

2. The 'ambiguity of function is reflected by the different job
classification titles for the prison gUard: For -example, in the Federal penal
system he is called custodial officer; in the State of Massachusetts, he is
known as correctional officer; .c:riminoIogists refer to him as -prison officer.

3. To the Warden, the "'good" guard iS The good. "jail map_!' the-person Who
can lake a 'group of ininates outside theWall emd bring thern all baclf -.To the
educational director, ihe best guard is the persda who understands,human nature,
is 'understanding, and is versed in tuioring. To the indugrial sup§rvisor,-
the gOod guard i the mechanic who knows histrade, 'can relay'hiisknowledge
to the inmate, arid maintain Production.

In their,replies to questionnaires_concernina the role of the Prison guard,
the grOup of imprisoned conscientious objectOrs saw the majority of officers as \
men with average qualitiei and weaknesses, who were doing primarily a'

, fcustodial job, with little concern for the reformation of the inmate...,
1

From a check, list of personali0 traits of custodial officers, the following
characteristics received the,highest,frequency rating: 1) 'average in
in teliige ince , fearful of authorities, 3) generall distrustful, and 4)
negative toward tninates.

*This abstract summarizes only that portion of the PK.D. dissertation which,
in the abstraCtor's opinion, is:relevant-to the interest of vccOtional'coUnselors
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Replies from concientious objectors to-the questian "Generally
speaking, what was most commendatory about the custodial officers?" could be
categorized as follows:

,
I., Office._ commended for -breaking rules and doin4 favors not condoned by

regulations.

2. OffiCers commended as being human beings, with the same flaws and
qualities of 'mankind in general.

3. Officers comMended because they were 'good' officers, imPartial, con.4
-,ducted themselves as 'offiCers, were impersonal, Well-groomed, and did not do
mare than the system demanded of them.

4. Officers commended for being. very friendly and helpful to inmates, and
for being sympathetic and understanding.

\ , I

Several' of the Consientiotis objectors expressed a deep sympathy for the
, guard, Ms job, his lonelinss, his lack of social standing in nearby commUnities,
and the faCt tihat he wad merely a cog in a wheel. k

.-
1

,

One of the inmates had written the following coirments:

Most of them were justi average men, some young and ambitious, some
aging and complacent. The, ambitious ones Were, more often, .

cambitious 'for their own,careers in the Bureau, than for any
salUtarY'effect tihey might have upon the men iri their custody. Indeed,
their reaction'to the custodial duties was exactly the inverse 'of ours:,the disrespect was ,mutual. We, did not want keepers; (they felt the insult

,-alse, in haVing to behave like keepers.
A

There was a general feeling among the irimates, as one recalled, that the prison
officers Were men who have proved'incompetent in other walks of life, and have
taken up this work as a refuge.

The effectiveness of the prison guard ai an' agent of rehabilitatiOn,was
limited, not-so much by his personality characteristics as by the unhelpful
situation of the prison itself.: For the inmates', it was ,difficult to make
anY long, enduring friendship with theguards although small favors by them,
indignificant under normal circumstanCes , were recalled with appreciation.'

The following comments of an inmate reflected the difficulties well:

Is 1-iard to love the man who holds the key to Your prison
cell, whose authority stands between you and your friends,
whose curious eye sCans your letters and those you receive before
deciding whether you will be permitted, to communicate with them.
The officer can be a saint, but the prison makes' him a tyrant'
with respect to you. It is a tribute, not so much to the prison,

,P,38



as to the personal, qualities of some of the-officers, that they are
able in some measure to overcome the tremendous handicap, and engage
in limited friendsnip with 'the men.. ..The custodial officers f eel the
need of moral justification for what they are reqUired by their office
to do. With the exception of' the obviously violent prisoner, the
need of iron restraints is not clear to anyone, and the mechanical
performance of_.the minutae of custOdy is demoralizing to the officer,
who feels the offense he is committing against human dignity.

Trninlicatifins f" fl^urt-cm-c-
N- . c S

This,occupation is a highly complex one in terms of social role, and
several definitiVe studies would be required to at4ment our present under-
standing. It is likely that there are a number of differvnt roles subsumed

, within the occupational title, each of Whih oi'a combination of which may
enable the guard to Meet the minimum re-quirements of the occupatiOn.

When large prison inttitutions are located in small towns9s-a frequent, oc-
curenceprison, guards and their relatives and friends make up a substantial
minority,of the population of the community aid are not without political and
Other influence. The, role requirements of the jOb are freqUently prescribed by
the influence of this power block. It is- believed that thisinfluende is
more strongly sUpportive sand constraining factor than the-findings of this
study wOuld indicate. The couns,lor will need, therefore, ,to know the general
influences operating with respect4o this occupation and, in addition, the
specific local influences operating in.the community in which the custodial
inititution iS Iocated.1 .A secondary factor in role determination is the
administrative policy aad the personality charaCteristics of the-guard.

It is not clear whether the occupation of prisam guard fits silitably
into a career pattern in the protective field. Some counselors fe-el that
it logically does; they regard the prison guard as an entry occupation rather
than as a terminal one since it may be easier to enter than some of the -other
prOtective occupations. In the instances of separation- from the military
and the counseling of veterans, the occupation' is_ seen as a civilian equivalent
of seyvice as an MP,. Hence, jt is seen as a suitable transition tO'a civilian
occupation.

As long -as the role of 'prisons in our culture is so filled with
amblvalance and cOnfusion, the role of prisoa guards will continue to .reflect
ambiguities.

Counselors working with, parolees, inaividuals on probation and ex-
prisoners will find this to be useful backijound information in evaluating
the environment to which clients have been or' might be exposed.

Scone: Occupation

ethodóloor

One hundred and seven conscientious objectors, imprisoned during 1944-1945,
were the subjects for this phase of

"2
the dissertation. Information was obtained89
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\The Kison gu6rds de\scribed fri this study are not representative of prison
guards in general. Since they .are employees of the Federal Bureau of Prisons,

, they are better paid, have, more training generally, and are consideted to be a
part of one of the best prison systems in the world. .

, ,.

-,

The \\sample, of this study, the group of conacientimus nbjectors ; are More
perceptive and intelligent than the average prison population. They represent
the viewPoint of a very specialiZed group which may not,be in accord with the
opinion of a more general -inmate population, ,

s:
,

'..

/

' Also; the tiine and circumstances of imprisonment, i.e 4 * World War II, may'
have influenced.the opinions expressed in this study _by the inmates.

. .

Theoretical Orierdation:........__,....
\ \

,

!A study,of any, job would usualiy premise a 15.nowledge of the 'duties and
\ purposes of the job sin question.", Viith the job of the prison guard,,,this is not

\true.. Theoretically, the guird is supposed to act as an,agent for the re-
habilitatión of inmates, but ti,iere are indicaticins that, inn, actuality,, in terms

\
of criminal law and in the minds of .91e legislators and penal' administrators,' the
role of rehabilAtation is a secondary' consideration.
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GUARD, INSTITUTION (Prison) b .0 ,T Cocle: 372.868
ABSTRACT

Sykes!, Gresham M. , "The Corruption of Authority and Rehabil4ation,"
Social Forces, Vol. XXXIV, No. 3, (Match, 1956), pp. 257-262. s

The data for this paper has been gathered in connection,with a "study of
the determinants and consequences of, social adjustment in prison."'
Portions of the article appeared\in Crime.and S ocietv, Random House, Inc.,
1956.

Description:

The common stereotype of a maximum security prison official is the
brutal and sadistic guard who exercises the maximum social control over
the criminal locked by himself in a cell. This is an unrealistic,picture.

. 'like many Social,rOles organized around the-theme of..potential'
crisis, the guard's position demands a fine edge of readiness which is
difficult pp maintaim " A\ prison guard may rigidly enforce all rules
pertaining to cellblocks on the grounds that a trivial violation of the
regulations may be the firstsign of a serious breach-in the prison's
defenses; or--and this is probably the more frequent case--he may be
bullied into forgetting the potential dangets -of his position and over-
looking minor infractiOns of the rules.- He is constantly under great
PressUre to take into consideration the reactions Of the men fie controls,
as well -as the institutiOn's requireMents for security. (

Top prison officials, as well as- inmates, tend to corrupt the
authority vested in the office of the prison guard through the
following schemes: .

I. Corruption through friendship,

The cOrrectional_officer is in close and intimate association
With the prisoners day after-day. He cannot withdraw himself
physically from the comPany of the inmates, -nor can he share with
fellow-officers his feelinp ,of resentment against capricioUs
orders issued by higher prison officials. In the inmates, then, he
finds willing sympathizer's who, like aim, 'claim to suffer from the
unreasonable orders, of superiors .

\,

In many, cases the guard has ambivalent attitudes toward the
criminals. The poorly paid guard may be gratified to aSsociate with
a famous racketeer or a notorious criminal. Also, there may be
a discrepancy between the judgment of society and the guard's
values as far as the 'Criminality" of the. inmate is concerned.
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tian throU h reci rocity.

To a large extent, the guard depends On the inmates' good will
and:Oooperatiori for thcsatitfactory periormance of hit duties,.
sinCe, he is eValuated.by.his stiperiors in, ternis of th&rrieri's
conduct, cleanlinets of cells, and other similar matters. He
'cannot rely on force Or' threats of punishment in dealing wiih
the inbates.' He is one against the many. If a riot should break
Out, the guard knows that he would' beCome' a hostage, ,and the good
will of Ithe,intates Would then become a valual* form of insurance
to save hisl life.

'Prison officials, 'too', frown upon the guard who constantly'
Uses' the few' negative sanctiOns, available ,to, the institution: e.g. ,
'the withdraw0 of rebreation facilities and 'Other, privileges, as
'wls solitary confinemeni. Thus, one 9f the best, "offers" the
guard can make is to-ignore the minoroffenses or to make sure that ,

'neVer,Olaces himself in a,- position,to disbover infrations of
the rule's.

\
X

IL Corruition thrOuh. default

. ,
existing balance of power. .

, ,

Implications for Counselina: \

Tho gUard'S authority may be destroyed if he allowt inmates',
whotw he hasc learned to'trust, to perform his minor,dailr chores::
e.q., \making out reports,' locking and unlocicinol" doors. Such
laxity may Aappen \for reasons,of indifference', laziness, or
,naivete ons the part of the guard: It iS tg.ua4y,difficult to , '

remedy the Situation. 'in the first place, a guard assigned to .

a cellbiock inwhich a large .Portion of.control llas been trant-
.ferred in the past from the correctional officer to ihe initiates -

is faced With the weight:of precedent.° It requires avood deal
of courage on the, part Ol the guard to face the aggretsion Of

irimateS Who fiercely defend the status quo established by, cUstoni.
In the second Place, if the guard himself has allowedthis
authority ø be 'undermined, he may find that his attempts tc3

rectify.this error are cliecked by 'a- threat froni the inmatet to
sendi an, anonymous, note, to the guard's superior. 'On Oc6 sion,
thit simPle form af blackmail May be sufficient to maintain.the

Counselees with strong dependency needs and low ego strength may have
diffiCulty in this kind of work.' Findings of,this study ,may be applied with
caution to certain other custodiial-type institutions. I

Scope: Occupational Field

1/1_94o_d_olmy:
;-- .

An eastern state maximum security prison with 'an inmate population ,of
approximately eleven hundred 'was the subject of this study.
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1Cautions:
,

, ..
.

Generalizations should be made with caution since the observations were
\ made at one custodiaOnstitution only, at one particular time.

\

t heoretical Orientation:

The prison community is conceived as a social group made up of i

"custodial and professional employees, habitual petty thieves, one-time
offenders, gangsters, professional racketeers," and variOus other types
of criminals. The prison officials represent a custodial force charged
with the primary function, of preventing escapes and maintaining internal.
order. Standing in oppoSition, to the official systeM of control .exists
,an inmate social systema more or less organized criminel group.

, .GUards- and prisoners, in the coursi:of daily-living, ,become involved in
a complex pattern of social _relationships in which the authprity of the
guard is subject tc) a number of corrupting influences. 1 An understanding
of the nature and extent of this corruption contributes to an under-
standing of the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of, imPrisonment in
rehabilitating the adult criminal. ,

\ ,
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FIREMEN,7FIR;\ DEPARTMEN±) ANTRA& D .0 Code: 373,. 684,
,

-
-Matthews, Thomas !times. "The Urban Fire Station: A Sociological knálysis of an

Occupation." Unpublishecl M.A. thesis, State CoIlege,of Washington,' 1950.*

Description:
. __-,

This mister's thesis described the.organia'tional and social pharacteris-,
tics of the "Green City" Fire Department.

f.Organization and Communication: The Green "city Fire Departinent is
, organized on a line-staff basis. 'The line,.organization--including the fire

/ chief, 20 battalion chiefs, 49 captains , 96 lieutenants and 611 privatesis,-
responsible fotthes extinguishing o.tfires'. 'The staff of the' department is /

respontible for fire inspection and prevention, for the mairitenince of the
alarm, System,' keeping 'of records, .arid for the repair of the equipMent.

_ ,

The Operation of the coMmunication. `systeM in the Fire DepartMent is analo-'
gous to the human nervous system. Theline orgahization m4 bp tholight of
voluntary Subz-systern, aria,the 6larm organization as, the autônomic sub-system.
CommunicatiOn.throUghout,the alarm systteM is orali,, and where necessary is-facii-=
itated by a tWo-Way radio. Communication in the line organization_follows the

:channels of the organAzation4 hierarchy and'is carrirea Out orally or in_written
form. ,For the' rabst. part, downWardcommunication is in the form' of orders; up-

_Ward communication is in,theform of repOrts and roqgésts. In addition, there.
exists tha inforthal ociimminicathon iystem,' the "grapevine," This tepds to, serve-
the rieeds of the firemen rather\than the Awe& of the .departin4nt. The mode of
commUnicatiOn in this 'system,is Oral arid; on 'Several occations, hat s-led iol
distortion of messages End confusion..

,
1

2. Spatial and Physical Organization: The distribution and arrangeme,nt
ofthe fire fighting equipment arid stations determine the deproymernt of'firemen
Wil;hin the organization. Mere are ,three,types of fire- districts fn./Green City: K

the engine, trubk, arid bittalion'districts. The truck districts'Ibervice a
; larger area thaa the engine cornpanies, 'The battalion dstricts are the largest
among all Since their primary furiction is to supervise the perfOrmance -ofthe

-engine and truck copanies.

Thp urban fite station, as a \physical unit; contains the fire fighting
apparatuS and equipment, and the firemen's personal belongings. It is a
combination home and work environment, containinga kItchen,iouige, steeping
quarters, watch office; apparatus room, and hose tower,

*This thesis has beeri abstracted selectively. .

o8f19/24Z
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3. PerSonnek Recruitment of personnel io ctionathy process. Tt oonni sth
of three stages: civil service examination, interview with the Chief of the Fire
Department, and a probationary period. These stages are designed to select
men who are capable of doing the work and who have, the ability to adjust
satisfactorily to the environmerA of the urban fire station. During the'
probationary period, the new recruit is expected to familiarize himself with
"operating standards" of the department and the location of the various fire
stations. During the in-service training program, he acquires such technical
skills as "taking the hydrant," climbing ladders, 'and laing hose, lines; After
his first month of training', he is introduCed to watch duty, taught how to
receive alarms and messages, and how to keep the day bbok. He is tOld about
the Green City Firemen ,Relief Association which provides him with.accident
insurance: At a Aater time the recruit learns about the pension system of
the firemen. During, the probationary training period the recruit will acquire
the particular vocabulary of the firemen.

Since the men spend a great amount Of time together at the station, the
social skills involved in getting, along with others are of importance: During
informal conversations, the novice learns what the proper, relations betWeen
aa officer and the firemen eire;' the treatment of individt)Ilistic or eccentric
firemen; and\to be quiet about infractions of' the rules. He alsb learns how
to take a ,"riding" (i.e. , be subjected to exceSsive 'raillery') from other
,firemen. At the end of the probationary period, some sort Of infornial initia-
tion ceremony marks the acceptance of the 'rookie" to full status .

,

"Tricks of the trade" are devices or methods which may save the fireman
from Mistakes, that codld be injurious to his health. The majority of these
trick's,tare t9ld freely to the reCruit; others, however, are well guarded by
the older firemen. Among such 6uarded tricks is the technique of smoke
eating, i.e., getting 1Dreaths of fresh' air from the tip of the hose.

,4 4 Station Work Relationihips: In the emergen64 period of fire fighting,
the fOrtal organization of the.fire station Is dominant, At all other times
except, perhaps, when simulated fire drills are 1,ield to prepare the men for
actual fires, an informal set of relationships assumes the dominant role. The
informal cliques of firemen serve to satisfy needs 'of the firemen which are not
met by \the formal organization. They provide, collective support for their
Members and afford them the opportunity.to "bldw off steam" without fear\of,
reprimand. _Leadership in these cliques is not fixed, although it appears to
be influenced by the formal organiiation. For example, the ,driver or the
acting officer is frequently the clique,leader.'

Since much of the fireman's time On duty may be spent in "killing. time'
-while awaiting a call, a variety of/activities tare undertaken to pass time.
The Public stereotype of the "lazy' firemen playing cards" is due to the lack
of understanding as to what the,real function of this activity is; it is ,not
pursued so much for the sake of enjoyment as for the purpose of filling the

, time while waiting.
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5. Etarnin s a It is, somewhat difficult to evaluate the
remuneration of firemen in_relation to other cominunity oocupa tiotls since, a nUmber
of factors are involved. Although,the position offers several ady,antage:s to the men--,
i.e. , security, a high pension at a relatively, early age--there are disadvantages as
well, the lizzarda Involved in the work and the actual ,amount of -Eon*. salary.

, Taking all these factors into consideration,' however, the firemen are 'generally satis-.
fied with their earnings.

The firemen's union has' two unique characteristics: (1) It. reccnnizes its \commit-
ment to society by a nom:strike-clause, and_ (2) officers as well as privates of the ;

fire department, comprise its membership. The primary function \of this union is'to
secure wage increases for fts members and, in general, voice complaints against top'
administration inthe fire department or the city government.

"\ The opinibns of firemen toWard the union are mixed. Some regard ittas animpor-
ant force which is instrumental' in the improvement of their lot. ,Some feel that' the

,union's non-strike tpledge greatly-weakens its pargaining power. ;Some-firemen con-
sider union activity detrimental to advancement. "As the men are promoted, they-
tend to drop out of union activities."

, I -- , .

6. Mobilitv,:Status. and Control: There are-two generai, patterns* of Mobility
among firemen. The predominant horizontal pattern is the moveme:it of younger men
toward bigger and ,more active..statiOns and the movement of older men fLo stations
located in outlying residential sections. Upward mobility from private to lieutenant,
then to captain and to chief can be accoMplished by successfully passing the- qualify-
ing diva seryice examinations. Factors that facilitate upward mobility are 'believed
to be: (1) tradition of sucicess * some relatiVe hOlding a high position in the
department (2)-service 'in a high value district '(such a man is likely to have- had, a
varietY of experiences); (3) demonstration,of interest (one wottld ,visit b-iirneci out -
buildinga ton' his own time, show an interest in tie mehodS and proceduree of 'fire
fighting, etc.); (4), reading- and studying; (5) 4emonstration of leadership qualities;
(6) haying-truck and engine extieriences; (7)' having someediication or training be-
yond high school; (8) avoiding.urdon actiyities.

-1

The prevailing status system in the fire department sharply differentiated officers
from firemen. From the firemen's point of view, the officer might be characteriZed as
"good, ", respected, dr strictlY adhering to the rules.

-;

In the ranks of privates, the first status distinction Oifferentiates the rookie and
the regular creW member. Such status distinctions may be in effect as long as three
years, or until the man has reached a certain rank. One.may acquire status in the
ranks of firemen by his ability to stay in a smoke-filled room for a lbrig time. -Status
distinctions also exist in terms of hierarchical rankings of positiOn.

Among the officers the status distinctions are less noticeable. In the formal
system, seniority and office determines status.

On the group level, higher status 'is aCcorded to truckmen than to enginemen, to
"big timel* stations than reidential stations, to older men than to younger men, to,
officers than to creW members. Group status is also reflected in the type of work
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pprformed. Manipulation of-tools and equipment is the lowest rung on the ladder.
Supervisbit of peorile, i.e. , officers,, hold a higiier status. People Who work with .
symbols and ideasfire inspectorshold the,highest status.

....

Within the city, the police department holds a higher status than the fire depart:-
ment. Men may leave the fire department to become policemen but the reve'rse,
rarely, if ever, happens.

Distinctions in rank are also made in the firemen's uniforms. The most uncom-
fortable status.distinction--at least from the vi;awpoint of firamen--is he officces
privilege of haVing a private room.

Additional factors that were found to denote status were: (1) kinship, i.e.,.
having an officer of high Status as a relative; (2) -authority; (3) freedom from immedi-
ate supervision; (4) action--making frequent runs; and (5) type of work performed.

1

1

Formal control in the fire department is based,on operating standards established
by the chief and executed by the officers. Informal control over officers primarily
concerns social relationships and is based on\ standards of the station's work group.
Informak Sanctioris against an erring officer or fireman may range from joking to,the
"silenttreatment," not talking to the individual unless he.changes his attitude.

. \
,

Implications for Counselim:
\

,

Since the occupation of fireman is a highly visible one, clients should be able
to appraise it realistically. Visits May easily be made to fire sttions, and firemen
have plenty 'of time to talk with visitors about the nature of the work.

How much adaptability to discipline the counselee has is an important factor to
be considered in the selection of this career. The larger the department, the more
strict the \discipline. Also, -some conflict with the public may oe encountered over
such things as water damage, how prompt ewcuation of inhabitants of burping build-
ings is or is not, and false alarms.

The statistical chances of death or injury should be considered by the counselee
and weigt-ted against the hazards of other occupations he might enter. -

\

The limited transfer value of the occupation needs consideration. A discussion ,
of a, second career is important in view of the early retirement age of firemen. The
extensive "waiting time" on the job offers ample opportunities for preparing for a
second career. Correspondence courses, in particular, may be adapted to this
purpose. i

1

Scope: Occupational field

Methodology: i

)

The data for this study were collected by means of 'Participant experience,
observation, interviews and the perusal of records." The author served twenty-one
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months as an engineman and, later on, as a truckman in the Green City Fire Depart-
ment during the early 1940's.

Cautions:

This case study described the conditions that existed in the Green City Fire
Department in general, and at Station Twenty-Three in particular during the summer
of 1948., Generalizations should be made with caution since the results were
obtained from one.situation at one particular time.

Theoretical Orientation:

The writings of Burleigh Gardner (Human Relatiois in Industry), Roethlisberger
and Dickson (Management and the Worker nd Wm.F. Whyte (Street Corner
Socienr) are the bases for the author's theoretical ,approach in assembling and analyz-
ing the data pertaining to this study of the urban fire station.
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P (MICE ME N AND DETECTIVES PUBLIC S,E RVICE D.0 .T Code: 375 .0000.375 . 868
ABSTRACT and 377.868

Westley, William A. "Violence aad the Police," American 1oua1 of Socilogy,
Vol. LDC (July, 1953), pp , 34 -41.

Description:

This study explored the illegal use of violerme by the police force.

The use of violence by. the police is both aa occupational prerogative and
a necessity,. Its use is justiaed when a violent criminal, a drunk, or rioters
are to be subdued. The author's observations indicate that the police will also
use violence in instances where its use is not an absolute necessity. The uSe
of brutality then serves'the purpose of enhancirij the status and self- esteem of
the police. TwO kinds of experiences illustrate this point. First, it is noted
that excessive brutality is used in the arrest of a felon in order to obtain a
coJfession. The policeman usually has less opportunity than the detective to
apprehend an offender; Thus, when the patrolman detects a crime or actually
apprehends the possible offender, he will use, all means to obtalin a confession
before the arrival of the detectives. A further justification for violence in
such instances arises from the fact that almost every police department is under
continuous scrutiny and criticism from the community. They feel that they have
to justify themselves to the public both as individuals and as a group. They
feel that little credit is given to them for accomplishing routine dutieS.
'Dramatic solutions of bi crimes are likely to resultin good newspaper publicity,
and tne poliCeman who ilas made n.any "good pinches" gains prestige and status
among his colleagues. In the second instance, justification of illegal violence
is found to exist in the control of sexual conduct. Investigation of sex crimes
is made difficult by the fact that victims are extremely wiwilling to cooperate
ui revealing details of ,the deviaA's activity. ''T:lese difficulties are ,

intensified by the fact that, once the communitY becomes aware of .sexual
depredations, the reports of such activity multiply well beyond reasonable
expectations." The public demands that the Cfender be ,apprehended. "Appre-
hensidn (however) is extremely difficult because of the confusion.created by
public nysteria and the scarcity of witnesses." I\ policeman's statement -

illustrates how the use of violence in such an instance is justified:

They feel that it's okay to rough a man up fa the case of sex
crimes. One'of the older men advised me that if the courts
didn't punish a man we should. He told me about a sex crime,
the story about it, and then said that the law says the
policeman has the right to use the amount of force necessary
to make an arrest and that in that kind of a crime yoU can use a
little more force.

Individual policemen vary in the duree to which they assimilate the norms
of the group, i.e. , the use of violence. To a great extent, it will depend on
their conception of the role.. Policemen cannot and do not employ sanctions
against their colleagues who resort to violence. Even those who condemn its
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use and avoid it whenever possible will refuse to openly condemn their-colleagues
for acts of violence. Ali policemen, however, are conscious of the dangers involved
in the illegal use of violence. If detected, the man may be subject to a lawsuit or 1

possible dismissal from the force. Therefore, the usage is limited only "to what they
think they can vet away with." If a man is believed to be guilty of a serious crime,
the police will "cover up" for their brutality by accusing him of resisting arrest.

The extent of brutality and violence depends upon the nature of the group or
persons against whom its use is intended. "Discriminations with respect to the pub-
lic are largely based on the political power of the group, the degree to which the
police believe that the group is potentially criminal, and the type of.treatment which
the police believe will elicit respect from it."

Variations in the administration and community setting of the police also affect
the use OUViolence.

liaglicatioselin : i

1

Some of the brutality of the police can be explained by the individual'S psych-
ological needs, in addition tO the sociological explanations offered in this study.
'The semilegitimatized opportunities for violence which are offered by the occupa-
tion.of policeman are a ready outlet for the frustrations and hostilities some of them
have.

,

Insoiar as it is possible, the counselor,should be concerned with discouraging
indiViduals with.excessive hostilities from considering police work as a career. These
individuals may be identified through an analYsis of the life history data,- the'interview,
stangardized personality' inventories, and projective techi Aes. .

,

Counselors working with individuals on,probation or parole, and/or ex-convicts
should be aware of the brutality to which these counselees may have been exposed
and the impact this exposure may have had on their attitudes. ,

,

Sam Occupation

Author's Abstract:

.. "A case-study of a municipal police force in the United States suggests that
the illegal use of violence by the police is a consequence of their occupational ex-
perience and that the policeman's colleague group sanctions such usage. Policemen
see this use of violence as morally acceptable and legthmate in terms of ends defined
by the colleague group in preference'to legal ends. They see these colleague-group
ends as constituting a legitimation for violence which is equal or superior to the
legitimation derived from the law. They conceive of violence as a personal property
to be used at discretion." .

Methodolgay:
,

, Data for this article were drawn from a case-study of the municipal police de-
partment.in an industrial city of approximaitely 150,000 inhabitants: Materials for



z 1
,

this study were based upon participation in all types of police activities, ranging
from walking the beat and cruising with policemen in a squad gar to the observation

_of raids,: interrogations, ana the police school. in addition, intentive interviews
with 73 policemen drawn from all ranks were conducted. /

CautiOns:

The findings were based on observations of only one municipal police depart-
, ment. For the most part, this article was based on the author's interpretation of
the situation.

Theoretical Orientation:

If is (asserted that the illegal uSe of violence by the police results from the
policemen's desire to defend and iMprove their social status in the absence of
effedtive legal means.

.11
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POLICEMAN ABSTRACT 'D.O.T. Code: 375.268
,

Cumming, Elaine, Curnming, Ian, and Edell, Laura. "Policeman as Philosopher,
Guide and Friend," Social Problems, Vol. 12, No. 3 (Winter, 1965), pp. 276--
286.

\

, DeScii tion:

,

/

,

The policeman's manifest role is that of a social agent involved in 'the control of
deviant behavior. Involvement in and performance of duties of an emotionally suppor-
tive nature is ia latent (or secondary) part of the policeman's role. This study deals
with an analysis of, requests for help received by a city police department and the
policeman's responses to them. Special attention is paid to the policeman's latent

, role of support.'

-

The requests for help were grouped into two major categories: calls about things
and calls:for support,_ Calls for seivice in connection with things or possessions
comprised nearly one-third of all calls . These calls included traffic violations, 're-_
ports Of losses or thefts, calls about unlocked cars, fallen power wires, etc. Calls
for support comprised about One-half of all calls. They were concerned with personal
problems of either a persistent or periodic nature. Persistent problems--problems
that occui throughout the weekincluded ambulance escorts, inVestigation of acci-
dents, suicide attempts, trespassing, destructive behavior, noisy behavior, and
drunkenness. Periodic problemsproblems that occur mainly on the weekend--includ-
ed disputes and quarrels of all kinds, vIolence or potential violence, missing persons,
and youth gang activities. About three-quarters of all calls were answered by dis-
patch of a squad car to the scene.

In many cases, the policeman must exercise a kind of clinical judgement about
complaints. This judgment often reflects his cwn values. "Tkie field notes suggest,
for example, that policemen are sincerely, if-sentimentally, concerned about children,
and that negligent parents ard likely to find the police at their most truculent. "

If a call is considered serious enough, a captain will follow the squad car to the
scene. Police action in'these cases generally falls into three types: (1) the police
act as guide or conveyors to the courts and hospitals; (2) they attempt to resolve
problems by giving concrete information and advice about what is and is not possible
under the law; (3) they settle problems "using some consensual method based on
mutual understanding between the police and the people involved. "

The following observations regarding the police and police.activity were made: '

1) The police are 'used by poor, uneducated people in much the same way as
doctors and clergymen are used by middle class people.
,

2) The police must enforce laws on the powerless which are flouted by the pow-
erful. .. -

3) Policemen are recruited from lower status groups in the population.

4) Policemen have little knowledge of social and medical agencieS and .3,,,' not%.4,



rIci.o tile TPICv'outf.l.n, th.iacm, eacmnelins tO the problems with which they.

are confronted,
(

*S) Policemen are bitter about their low pay and the punitive label that
is often attached to them by the publfa.

Imlicar Counseling:
The authors of this article see the policernan'si manifest role (i,e. , the

i(way the public regards him) as_ control of deviant behavior, and the latent (or
secondary) role as an emotionally supportive one. For the counselor, these
different roles raise the question , as to whether the social-service oriented
counselee seeking to enter police work is _likely to be more efficient and more:
satisified in the long run than the physically powerful, tough, 'smart cop' type.

In some instances, the supportie role May be the )easiest way to;control
deviant behavior. The policernan who, by "counseling, " can reduce the anxiety
of the \wOulds!-be suicide to the point where the individual does not jum0 in the
river is obViously simplifying his own work by making 13, unnecessary for him to
Bill the individual out of the-river after:he has jumped.

The site of the comMunity \in which the policeman is employed may be impor-
tant. It would appear that the Village policeman is more' likely to pursue the
emotionally supportive role, In .the megalopolis, the police are more likely to
encounter situations in which deviant behavior has progressed to the point where
eniotionally supportive techniques would be futile andthe use of force adi threat
of force, therefOre, has become irnperativa.

N'
.. In counseling veterans I vocational counselors encounter many' clients who

are motivated to enter a police career to utilize Service/ experience with the
military polide. The problem here would be to differentiate between those for
whom this is really a good career choice, and those forwhom it may be only an
expediency.

,

Rent police training programs initiated in two-year technical ifiStitutes
may substantially changes the way some new entering workers perform the

Amps.: Occupation

IsLegkosloimi:

4

Data were obtained from two sources: (1) Telephone calls at the complaint
desk of the Syracuse, New York, Police Department. As each call was received,
a description of it was diCtated into a tape recorder. A total of 801 incoming
calls were recorded over a total of 82. hours . The hourt during which calls
were recorded were not consecutive. (2) Interviews. DeteCtives were interviewed
concerning 'their special assignments in order td obtain a conception of the
nature of the policeman's suPporting role.

Cautions:

The findings were based on observations of only one metropolitan police



I

department. The hours of Observation were not randomly distributed among days
of the week or hours of the day. The generalizations are therefore based on a
limited sample of calls to a police department. It is possible that important
variations in the type of call received occur according to time of day and day
of week. .

Theoretical Orientation:

The policeman's supportive behavior constitutes the latent, dad, therefore,
amateur segment of his role performance. His supportive role is nvt Lw.,vvLII.4,=d

or legitimated by other agents responsible for maintaining social integration.
They recognize only the policeman's manifest role of control. Because his
supp?rtive role is not recognized, the policeman cannot mobilize other agents
(doctors, lawyers, clergymen, social workers, teachers, etc.) when he needs
them. There is, therefore, a lack of integration in a system responsible for
maintaining social integration.

I

-
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SAILOR (governtent service) ABSTRACT D:O.T. Code: 378.999

Zurcher* Louis A. jr. ", The Sailor Aboard Ship: A Study of Role Behavior in a
Total Institution," Social Forces Vol: 43, No. 3 (March, 1965), pp. 389-400.

-Description: -

In our society, individuals usually move from one environmentaFsetting to
anothei in the course Of their, daily activities-7for example, from the home to
the 'office, to sch9ol, or shopping. Each type-of act.ivity involves a different
place,, atmosphere, and social setting. _ There are some individuals, however',
who due to\ special circumstances are confined under one roof, in one -environment,
,cut off from the rest of society. Mental hospitals, cloisters, and ships are
examples of such places. Erving Goffman defined these settings as "total
institutions",(Aakm. New York: Doubleday & Co., 1961) and described their
characteristics as follows:

1. All activities are conducted in the,same place under the saine
authority.

2. Each phase of the individual member's daily activities is, carried
out in the immediate company of all others. All members are treated alike and
are required to do the same things together.'

i
. 3. All phates of the daily activities are tightly scheduled. One

activity at a pre-scheduled time leads into the next one. The entire sequence
of activities is imposed from above, and is governed by formal ruleS and by-a
body of officials. ,

4. All activities are so desiTled,as to fuyill the official goa",f.S of
the institution. -

1

_5: There is a clear distinction between supervisors and members. -Social
mobility between the two groups is very restricted.

6. Information concerning the fate ofthe.members is often withheld
from them.

7. Work assignments in the-total institution, are on,a twenty-four hour ,

basis.

8. Usually, there are some real'or symbolic barriers which indicate a
"break with society out there"vi.e.* distinguish life in the total institution
from that in society at large. -

The following brief Characterization of the Navy 'ship and the description
of the sailor's role aboard the ship offer evidence that the ship is, indeed, a
total institution.

Aboard a vessel at sea, the captain's authority is absolute in tet.is of
custom and law. "He has total responsibility for and to the men and the ship. His
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influence sPreads over all activities:Of the crew." Dailt duties and activities
aboard 'the ship are tightly scheduled and are set forth formally in the so-called
plan-of-the-day." In it are specified such things as what uniforms will be worn
during what time of the day, or what time meals will be served. The schedule is
6o designed as to fulfill the purpose of the formal organization. The official
purpose in the case of the Navy ship is to "provide defense during or a
deterrence for, war." Concurrently, there seems to be another goal present, an
informal one, that is cloier to the heart of the crew--"to sail 'our ship' some-
where for some particular purpose." Interestingly, the military presents
campaign ribbons,. very similar to the type ordinarily worn by personnel, to the
ship. itself. The men who serve on a ship which has been distinguished in this
way are fiercely proud of, and tend to anthropomorphize, the "brave ship."

There is' a clear distinction between officers and crew members aboard the
ship. This distinction is readily apparent even to the casual observer. The
uniform, insignia, watch assignments, liberty, and work schedules vary according
to rank and seniority. Social contact between officers and enlisted men is
officially discouraged and is very limited in praCtice.- As a rule, for example,
no enlisted sailor enters into the "chief's" quarter's without express permission.

The work schedule aboard the 'ship is on a twenty-four hour basis. Watches,
drills, and training exercises are held during the night as well as in the day-
time: The sailor, one 'of the lowest men On the ship, often doesn't know the
destination of the ship Iv advance. He often doesn't know he is to be trans-
ferred until he is handed the orders .

The formal organization of the Navy ship is set forth in the published regu-
lations which are made in accordance with orders from Washington. What the
general tasks of the ship are is decided by the Navy Department, taking into
consideration, of Course, the architectural characteristics 54 the vessel4 "Peri-
odic inspections by higher authority remind all aboard a given ship that they
are a part of a larger element, and must live up to the expectations of the
commodore, the Admiral, or the 'man.in the Bureau'."

The official duties of,the sailor are determined by such formal processes
as: rate and rating; shipboard assignment during working hours; the Watch,
Quarter and Station Bill (i.e., emergency assignment rules); the Uniform Code of
Military Justice (codified articles of conduct, discipline and punishment); the
Plan-of-the-Day; the Captain's policy; the department and division policies .

Primary Adjustment: The sailor's behavior in accordance With formal expectations
is termed"prirnary adjustment.." Primary adjustment occurs when

an indiVidual cooperatively contributes required activity
to an organization and under required conditions he is
transformed into a cooperator; he becomes the 'nOrmal,'
"programmed,' or built-in member. He gives and gets in an
appropriaie spirit what has been systematically planned for8.
whether this entails much or little of himself., (Goffman,
,op. cit. pp. 188-189.)

a
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Th&training at boot camp (7,in the Naval Recruit Training Center provides
a good start on this "primary adjustment." The complex shipboard operations,
however,, cannot be ,duplicated in.the training situation, and the recruit is
faced with the "sudden realization of.the disparity between the way a Job is
envisaged before beginning work and the abtual work situation."

The spontaneous friendship and interest groups that grow up around tilie
formal organization and their accompanying ritual, tradition, customs, initiation,
and myth play a vital part in the sailorks adjustment to daily.,shipboard life.

The informal groups provide, more or less, the "regularized war of g?-tting
around the demands of the formal organization, usually withithe result of
accomplishing Vie formal expectations ina quicker and more efficient way." For
example, the informal organization of the ship bypasses the chain Of ,command and
establishe's communications where the "red tape" might delay action. Transmission
of information through 'the'grapevine ("ScuttlebUtt") about ship movementt new
assignments, and promotions serves tO increase the efficiency of the crew while
it is awaiting official confirmation of rumors. The use of "jury--rigs":--the unr.
official, pirated, or hornemadeparts--maintains,the ship's machinery in full
ope:ration. Moreover, the informal organization "with its myths, traditions,
rituals, customs, and especially its initiations ...makes available,to t,henew
man the, set of eXpectations it'has for the ' seagoing' sailor.," Adherenoe to
rules And regulations, and an adequate performance of duties rIst sufficient to
link a person to the Navy.. Only membership in an informal organization however,
makes him a member of shipboard society. The importance .of the informal
organization is illustrated further by:the fact that when the ship is in port and
the control-of forrnal organization is temporarily suspended, the informal
organization extends itself by including in its expectations the role of-,"liberty
hound"--"the sailor who always goes ashore when the ship is in-port."

ROugh Water at sea, the development of "sea legs," initiation rituals, standing
watches, "are instrumental in clarifying for the individual the role expectations,
and give him a wider understanding of the total sailor role."

The following are examples of some of the firinly established initiations:

Go down to the paint locker and get, Some striped paint (or, _

white lampblack, numeral paint,, red oil for the port running
light, a bucket-of steam, etc.) .
. .

Run' down to the post &hoe, lad, and get me half a doilies
worth of sea-stamps. ("Sea stamps" are said to be necessary
for letters mailed from ship tci shore.)

It has been observed that such ribbing indicates a measure, of acceptance into the
informal organization. Initiations are held every time a sailor is promoted. The
ceremony usually consists of a chase, a capture, and a subsequent dunking in the

I sea. In return for his recognition, the celebrant gives all his peers 'and
superiors cigars. The promotion of the cidef petty officer is more elaborate,
often requiring the Wearing of some clownish costume for twenty-four hours and
standing such- an absurd watch as "guarding the ship's fog whistle." The most
impressive and complete initiation ceremony takes place at the "crossing of the
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line, " i.e., the .equator.,... in the,Course.cif.the celebration the usual fditnal
. . .

roles are reversed, arid the men of loWef ranks riOcule the physical characieristiCs
and personal. idiosyncracies of 'the officeri. This event is talked about and is
reitiet3 many times; each time reinforces the cohesion of the crew. "Such role
reversals which allow subordinates tci play an imitative superior role help to clarify
mutual expectations. "

The practice of "standing watch" series to emphasize the sailor's responsibility
for the sleeping crew members and points up the importance of the communications
network of which his assignment is part.

In-group feelings are further accentuated by the use of special Navy argot.
" In boot camp, ,there was some tolerance for the slip of a Civilian term. On board
shiptiliowevf, *such mistakes are met with stares of chagrin and disgust." The
daily conver ation among crew members usually centers around daring and/or
humorous..events of the past.

Secondary Adjustment: It seems that there are two levels of informal
organization: first, tradition and customs encouraged by the formal organization
(i.e.,prifnary' adjustment)* second, adjustments which are discouraged by the'
formal rules (i.e. secOndary adjustments). "By the 'latter, the sailor appears to
maintain some' of the autonomy that he had as'a civilian. "

Modes of secondary adjustment are the special "deals" and "arrangements"
made" through personal' friendship or by means of a very basic barter system of
goods 'and services. " For example, the cook supplies freshly ground coffee to
sailors manning the ship of ,electrical supplies in return for parts needed 'for his
personal radio.

\
The widespread "appropriating" of various types of Navy property for personal

use is legitimated by the informal organization, and, their acquisition is regarded
as a gratuity or a tip due to one by virtue of hts faithful servide.

The acquisition of tattoosstrongly advised again by the formal organization
and minor modifictions 'made on the regulation uniform are other examples of
secondary adjustment-.

Fads that amount almost to withdrawal frOm activities are also methods of
secondary adjustment; verbal puzzle crazes, crossword puzzle crazes, and the
extensive ute of pluq-in transistor radios are exainples.

Most sailors, especially thoge with relatively short service time in the Navy,
engage in, some type of secondary adjustment.

Implications for Counseling:
\

This study is useful in counseling individuals about a military career. Ship-
board duty in the Navy represents .an extreme case of a "total institution, " but
the .42ther branches' of service offer isolation almost as great. The type of
adjustment required of these individuals is extreme in comparison with the usual
demands of claily living, and some preparatory counseling with those individuals
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about to enter the service/for Whom adjustment to service life may be difficult
may help them to cope with the strain. This objective aCcount of,institutional, life

may be of use in understanding the-pressures to which they, will be subjected.

This study is, also iinportant in counseling with individuals who have retired
from the Navy or other branches of the service after many years in the service. It
is important for the counselor to understand their adjustment problems in moving
from a 'total institution" to the freer but in many cases less supporting social
environment in civilian life. ,

Since a good "primary adjustment" is not possible for all individuals, the
counselor may discuss constructive methods of "secondary adjustment" with
individuals who seem to lack the capacity for good Vrimary adjustment." If this
is not done, either destructive forms eof "secondary adjustment" or a neuropsychiatric
breakdown can occur.

r

Thie report is also useful in understanding mechanisms operating in less
extreme "total institutions" such as college dorMitories, fraernities,, etc. Those
counselors charged with administrative or supervisory responsibilities of these
institutions Will benefit from an understanding of some of, the institutional
characteristics described in this report.

Sco e: Occupation

Author's Abstract;

"The Naval vessel at sea is, described as a total institution of the type that \
justifies itself on instrumental grounds. The structure and function of the formal
and informal shipboard organizations, and the expectaticns therein of the role of
the sailor, are discussed:\ Special attention is given to the processes by which the
individual is assimilated into the shipboard society, and to his behavioral
modifications of the expected role. "

Methodology: ,

"Data ... were drawn from interviews, relevant documents and publications,
and from field notes collected by the writer during four years of active duty as an
enlisted man in the United States Navy."

Cautions:
I

This article reflects for the most part the author's personal observations.
Dectretical,Orientation:

Erving Goffman's concept of 'total institutions" provides the theoretical frame of
reference within Wtiich life aboard a' ship at sea and the role' behavior of a sailor is
described.

The concept of "total institutions" refers to a plaCe " of residence and work
where a large number of like-situated, individuals, cut off from the wider society
for an appropriate period of time, together lead an enclosed, formally administered .
round of life." (Erving Goffman, As ums ,1Tew York: Doubleday & Co. ,The ship is an example of such atota.t iiistitution.za



JANITOR (any incl. ) I
\

ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 382.884

"Janitore, versus Tenants: A Statui"-Income Dilemma," The American
jotArial ot,.S6ciologv, Vol. LVII, No. 5 (March, 19,52)1* pp. 486-.493."

pescr.2.ition:

Status and Inoome:, With the unionization of Chicago janitors, wages were raised to
a point which exceeded.tiose of some tenants. Duties were likewise delimited.
Janitors were able to purchase status symbols such as TV sets and new cars which
some lower-income tenants were not able io do: On the other hand; because janitors
have extremely low status duties as part of their jobssuch as removing the garbage--
they are viewed as being of low status by many tenants. In addition, many people
,hold-this'stereOtYped view of the characteriitics of the janitor: 11) Many janitors
are fdreigni-born and, theiefore, strange and suspicious. (2) The janitor is always
seen wearing dirty clothes, so tkie tenants gem to feel that he hebitually disregards
aisaniiness. (3) .The janitor lives irithe baeement, which symbolizes his low
status. (5) 'The janitor removes the, tenants' garbage.

In addition to the fact that he receives higher wages than some of his' tenants,
the janibr sees his job as having these status granting features: (I) He is his own
boss (no direct supervision). (2) He is in charge of the building and responsible
for the. safety of tenants. (3) He perceives ids handy-man role as that of master
mechanic.

The janitor places tenants, in one of two categories. There are the "good"
tenants and there are the "bad" tenants. The "good" tenants are those who do not
attempt to ,dOWngrade his status. Usually, these are tenants of higher iincome whose
own status,is not threatened 'by that of the Janitor. "Bad" tenants are those who do
atempt to downgiade, the janitor's Status . Usually, they are individuals having

, an 4icorne lower than. that:of the janitor, whose status is threatened by the janitor's
new car and other material Possessions which signify status.

Professional Behavior and Professional Attitudes:-

In relationihips With tenants, janitOrs develop codes of behavior very similar
to those developed by the professions.

1. The janitor acquires a great deal of intimate information about the tenants.
He needs to exercise judgment in knowing what information to reveal and ib
whom. At.times, he is under pressure from police and other 'investigators
to reveal information.

Z . He develops a code of ethics in respect to amorous advances of tenants which
is similar to that of physicians in relation to their patients.

' 3. He develops a code of ethics in respect to charges to tenants for special
services. , He makes judgments-as to tenants' ability to pay, as does the
physician in respect to his patients.
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The Dilemma:

pecause of the mixture of high and low status characteristics in his occupation,
the janitor feels uncomfortable about the low status accorded to his occupation ,by
the Public. Although he may accept the gcneral, public definition of Janitor; he
regards 'himself as above this as an individual. His perception of his status is not
compatible with that of many of his tenants, who wish to relegate him to a lower
'status. He wishes to view himself as a miadle.class individual even though one of
the duties of his job--the collection of garbage--is strongly disavowed as a middle-
clais activity. .

/40 -. -2.1auutILat.suns Lot trutinstssiny:

In vocational counseling, both the present status and the status aspired to by
the ,..:Aent,, his family, and significant others must be considered in respect to the
choice of, or continuation in, the job of Janitor. If there are status discrepancies,
does the client have the ego strength to tolerate two definitions of his status--his
own and the tenanti'?

Scope: Occupation

Author's Abstract:

"The apartment-house janitor and a large group of his tenants are each in one
of two possible situations of status-income dilemma. The middle class tenants,
whose incomes are below the janitor's,\ feel embittered toward him because his
income permits him to obtain the costly status symbols they desire. The janitor
resents being treated by them as their social inferior. He cites his substantial
income, his professional behavior and attitudes, and his honorable self-conceptions
as the bases of his unrecognized 5,lalm to middle-class status. However, the
persistency Of his lowly reputation and the necessity to pr orm dirty work for the
tenants block his upward mobility."

Methodology:

"Thirty-seven janitors were interviewed by the author duihng the fall of 1949 and
winter of 1949-50. The interviews' were open-ended, averaging about 271/2 hours
in length. A verbatim record of the interview proceedings was kept."

Cautions:

Note that this study is based on a very small sample in only one major city and
that higher wages won by unionization may have altered the situation significantly.

Theoretical Orientation:

"There is some kind of status relationship between the worker and the person
served in almost any occupation where the two meet and interact. " A tentative
status designation helps each to know how to act toward the other. "If they are
separated by wide barriers of social distance, they may carry on an almost formal
relationship for years." "Or their respective status judgments may be such that
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the statUs barriers are gradually penetrated. In any 'case, the status
relationship between them is always present, unless it is resolved into
an absolute equalitarian relationship."
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AUTOMOBILE WORKERS ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 600 - 639

Chinoy, Ely, "The Tradition of Opportunity and the Aspirations of Automobile
Workers, " The American Journ1 of Socio1oy, Vol. LVII, No. 5 (March, 1952) ,
pp. 453-469.

Partial summary of a larger investigation supported by the Social Science Research
Council and published as a book entitled: Automobile Workers and the American
Dream. Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc . , 1955.

The data clearly shows that automobile workers are realistic in their appraisal
of the opportunities available to them. They confine their aims to those limited
choices which seem possible for men with their skills and resources.

(a) Most workers can see for themselves in the factory a series of small
gains; for example, they foresee a transfer to a job that pays a few
cents more per hour, or to one that is easier, steadier, or more inter-
esting.

(b) They shift their attention toward security, on the one hand, and toward
the acquisition of material possessions, on the other, identifying both-
as "getting ahead."

(c) Although the automobile workers can see little hope for Personal
advancement in the present, they still maintain their identification with
the tradition of opportunity by focusing their aspirations upon their
children's future, a practice strongly encouraged by the culture.

\(d) The workers seek to maintain the illusion that they themselves are
still striving by constantly talking about their intention to leave the
shop. They admit, however, when pressed, that they would probably'
never do so.

Opportunity for upward social mobility in the automobile factory:

(a) Limited, both for skilled and unskilled workers .

(b) Where it may exist, it is for the younger men, with substantial educa-
tional qualifications, and

(c) It often requires union sanction.

Implications for Counseling:

Skilled and semi-skilled work in the automobile factory may best suit the ."
worker with limited aspiration. Th e traditional imperatives for success--hard
work and inVentiveness, 'character' and 'personalitrplay an insignificant
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role in the,context of carefully timed and organized jobs. The cultUral pressure
that one must get ahead in life, and for which opportunities are limited in the
factory, neyeheless finds expression in daily conversation on the job. The
endless discussion, though unrelated in most cases to feasible plans or sub-
stantial hopes, serves an important psychological function. The talk and day-
dreams they generate soften the harsh reality.

Scope: Occupational Field

Author's P.b-stract:

"Industrial workers'faca a patent disparity between the promises of, the
tradition of opportunity and the realities of their own experience. Caught
betWeen tradition and reality, the automobile workers who were studied confine
'their aspirations to those limited alternatives whidh seem slossible for men with
their skills and resourceS.. They have not surrendered their identification with the
tradition of opportunity, however, and they reconcile their limited aspirations with
the cultural imperative to aim high and perseliere by redefining 'getting ahead, ' by
focusing their ambitions on their children, 'N arid by verbally retaining the-illusion
of small business ambitions."

Methodology:

...the data was secured in seventy-eight prolonged interviewS with sixty-
two men employed in one large automobile plant"during a period of fourteen
months, from August, 1946, to July, 1947, plus the \summer months of 1948. The

, interviews were Confined tci' white workers, ranging in .age from twenty to sixty-
three. The data waS supplemented by several weeks of work in the factory by
the investigator, by reports from informants, and by hours of casual conversation
and informal social participation with men from the plant.

Cautions:

Generalizations on the basis of this report should be made with caution since
it presents information about conditions that existed in one particular assembly
line 'setting at a particular time. The sample of automobile workers interviewed
was quite small.

Theoretical Orientation:

"The United States is widelir pictured as the 'land of promise, ' where golden
opportunities beckon to everyone, without regard to his original station in life."
The tradition of opportunity, however, has now become a consciously manipulated
dream which relates only partially to the changing conditions of American life.
"In the era of big business, with its heavy capital requirements for independent
enterprise and its demands for specialized managerial and technical skills in
induspy, the factory workers...are severely handicapped." Industrial workers I
therefore, face in their occupational lives a disparity between.the traditional
beliefs of the culture and the realities of their own experience.
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AUTOMOBILE WORKER am= . D.O.T. Cxxic,4 Goo tyl,q

Paunce, W. A. "Automation. and the Automobilo Worker," Social Problems 8

Vol. VI (Summer, 1958) , pp. 68-78.

Des crpiort;

The research reported here is concerned with the adjustment, problems of
those automobile factory wOrfws who are still working but have experienced
changes in their job resulting from the ,introduction of autornated machinery., , . . ,

I. glarnegaglating to job content and working conditions:

1. One of the most important changes, in general, was the reduction in the
_amount of materials handling. A majority of the workers indicated that
materials handling, in most cases, conSisted of feeding small parts into
the loader. This is a cOntrast to former routine when, in many instance's,
it was necassary to handle crankshafts i cy1inder blocks, or tett<r.c
heavy equipment.

2. A second important change reported in jobs on automated lines was that
the workers no longer had any control over the work pace since they no
longer actually operated the madhines. In the old plants, they con-
trolled the machine process by pulling a lever or some other device to
regulate the pace of work. This enabled them to vary the woric pace in
such a manner as to work ahead, take a break, and still achieve the
prescribed production quotas.

3. A third change reported in job content on automated lines was in the amount
of attent- on required by the job._ Many jobs in the old, non-automated
plant were reduced to a series of repetitive manual'Operations which
required only a minimum of mental attention. In contrast, in the new
automated plant, the jobs required more or less constant attention to
gauges or panels of light throughout the day, or as long as the-machines
were in operation.

Corisevences of non-attention in such circumstances were more serious
A breakdown of a transfer machine often resulted,in a confluence of super-
intendents, general foremen, and other "blue collar with a tie" workers;
from the workers' point of view, a consequence to be assiduously avoided.

4. A fourth type of change in the job of the machine operator on automated
jobs involved the amount and type of skill required on the job. In the
opinion of management, no new or greater skills were required of the
machine operators in the automated plant. Accordingly, no training pro-
grams were set up, The workers generally agreed with this, although ome
of them felt that their lutomated jobs required more skills becauSe of the
change in the type of sk4ls involved. A general assessment of the 'data
suggested that somewhat different: but probably no greater, skills were
required-of machine operators when similar or identical job classifications
were compared.
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5. Another instance of change suggested by the research data was the increase
in the amount of responsibility on the job. The majority of 'the workers
felt that their jobs involved mire responsibility than their previous non-
automated jobs, and that their present automated jobs were more important.

6. Finally, there was probably a difference in the amount,of fatigue resulting
from the two types of jobs; the .automated and, the non-automated. The
workers' response on this topic failed to distinguish clearly between
fatigue resulting from the amount of attention required 'and fatigue resUl-
ting from physical effort, .1f this dislinction had been more clearly made,
?t 'great proportion of the workers probably would have reported the non-
automated jobs to be physically more tiring.

, While,working conditions, in general', were believed to be cleaner,
safer, quieter, and more pleasant in an automated plant, the data from
*this particular researCh did,not support this belief.

II. Chan es in the social milieu of the worker on the automated line:

The following effects Of automation upon patternp of social interaction were
noted:

1. There was ,a decrease in the opportunity for social interaction among the
workers.

2. The interaction that occUrred took place within smaller groups of workers.

3. There was less identification with a particular work group.

4. The workers experienced closer and more frequent supervision, and a
change in the established informal patterns of worker-foreman relationship
to increased formality with more use by the fOreman of the authority
vested in his role.

III. Factors affectin the worker attitude toward work 'on th aut mated line:

1. Workers' $ atisfaction with the job was found to be directly related to the
amoUnt of social interaction open to them on the job:

2. The data from the study suggested, that the type of supervision was a
factor in work satisfaction on the automated line. A significantly large
proportion of the, workers who 13referred their old non-automated jobs
reported that it W a s easier to get along with the foremen on thatjob.

IV. Sources of 'worker dissatisf &ion on Una:

1. One apparent source of dissatisfaction Observed may be called "alien-
ation"; 1,e., the worker is alienated in the sense that "he..no longer has
control over the machine and the work pace, machining skills previously
acquired are no longer of use, and it becomes increasingly difficult for
the worker to identify what the transfer machine does as his work."

w.gt.:
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2. Afiothe'r source of job dissatisfaction on the automated line was the
, feeling of tension or arodety reported by some workers. The increased

tensions were apparently caused by a combination of factors inVolving
the increased speed of production, the constant attentlak re)quired, the
cost of mistakes, and the frequency of bre3kdown of automated machinery.

\

V. Sources of worker satisfaction on the automated line:
i I

Only one fAntnr qtr1^14 (mit as m rmason given for satisfaction with automa-
ted jobs. This factor was the decrease in the amount of materials handling
involved in the new automated plant. Also, significantly more of the workers
who preferred automated jobs reported that non-automated jobs were more
physically tiring.

The data from this study suggests that the traditionally high-status jobs
in industryi.e., non-production jobs like repairman which involve more
skill and less physical effortare also high-status jobs in the autmated
plant. The only new high-status job which appeared in the new Plant-was
the job,of ",consol operator," which involved no more physical effort than ii
required to stand and watch a panel of lights for eight hours. The traditional
pattern of status relationships was not altered appreciably. There was some
evidence of an "upgrading" of the whole system, with most jobs in the
automated plant being regarded as having more prestige than jobs in the older
plants which used the conventional machining techniques.

,

Further evidence of this nature was suggested by the fact that Negroes,
irrespective of their geographical origin, were significantly more satisfied with
the automated jobs than were white workers. A significantly high proportion
otrepsons given by this group for this preference mentioned the decreased
need for materials handling.

Other factors indicating, satisfaction concerned the complexity of machines,
the increased responsibility, the importance attributed to the job.

With respect to skills, pay, and working conditions, 'no clear pattern of
differences between automated and non-automated jobs appeared in the data to
the extent to which any of these factors would be a source of work satisfac- ,,tion or dissatisfaction.

The data regarding job security was of particular interest because of the
widespread conviction that automation resulted in citsplacernent of the workere.
While almost 90% of the workers shared this opinion, there was little evidence
in the data indicating that these workers regarded their jobs as less secure ...
because of the change. It is probable that in industries such as the automo-
bile industry, where both automated and non-automated plants are in operation,
it is in the non-automated plants that workers feel insecurity in their jobs as
a result of change.

Implications for Counseling:

Since so little empirical data is available on the actual effect of automation; this
#
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stliOy is most welcome. For counselors 'who have not availed theniselves of the
opportunity to visit automated plants, this a mUst, since merely obserVing the
physical changes helps the counselor to understand some of *the dynamias ip
changed worker roles. Most counselors have a well-established collection of
iolklore informatiomas 'to what goes on in the oldere non-automated factory. It
is important that they not bring this perception to the problems of the automated
factory where it may not fit4, The change from physically manipulating objects
(manipulative skill) to watcliing gauges (sensory skill) has nOt been sufficiently /

examined, but it may call for ti..3 development Of neW and different psychometric
initruments for the appraisal of employee compeitencel

As indicated in this abstra0t1 automation seems to have changed some worker
role relations The Counselor will need to update his knowledge of these to he
effective in counseling with respect to role conflict problems.

Under conditions of automation, there appears to be less opportunity foi
dissipation of anxiety through physical .movements Counselors will need to
discuss with clients planned tension-releasing devielAs as replacements for
tension-relieving movements which were part of older work processes.

SCOIDO: Occupational Field

kiethslcjojm:

One hundred and twenty-five workers, selected at random from the four mott
highly automated plants of an automobile factory in Detroit were interviewed
during the_period 1956-1957. All of the subjects interviewed had experience With
non-automated machine operations in the older plants of the company, and' had
been working on automated jobs in the new plant for approximately two years at
the time of the interview. The workers were asked to compare their previous
non-automated jcb with their present job in terms of, job content, working. con-
ditions, patterns of social interaction, and work satisfaction.

Theoretical

Contrary to the orientation of social scientists to the problem of automation,
which focused primarily uponithe possibility of technological displacement of the
worker, this research investigated \the problems of individual adjustments to
the changes in Production techniques.

2,74
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AUTOMOBILE \WORKERS' ABSTRPCT D.O.T. .Code: 600-639

Guest, Robert H ., 'Work Careers and Aspirations' of Automobile Workers,"
American Sociological Review, Vol. XIX, No, 2 (April, 1954), pp. 155463.

Based on a' research project at Yale University concerning the effects of mass
prneltintiesn 'Irplihruis on hllm=r1 halizvi^r.

pescription:,

The atudy sought to determine (1) how mass-production methods affect career
patterns of assembly workers, and (2) "'how the traditional culture concept of
opportunity is modified by experience in this kind Of technological environment...."

Findings:

(1) Careers

"The average worker iwith long service in the production ranks had made
a substantial economic gain in taking a I ob on the assembly line...,"
The author notes, hOwever, that this economic gain is to be viewed with
caution because much of this gain was achieved collectively; that is, all
workers improved themselves substantially in the period 1937 to 1952.

(2) Auirations of production workers

Opportunity to get ahead was. viewed by the workers more in terms of
holding a secure job or moving on to job which was not conveyor paced
and was not as fatiguing. The workers did not look for, nor did they
expect, jobs which would give them higher economic and social status
within the plant. Instead, they hoped for some break whicli would relieve
them of the anonymity an4 impersonality of the assembly line.

Fear of not being able to keep IT tli pace of work because of age appear-
ed to be one of the factors that motivated men, especially the older men,
in their desire to leave the assembly line. Factors pertaining to work,
e.g. , dislike of conveyor-paced operations, the individual work load, the
restricted job cycle, and the repetitive character of the job, as well -as
lack of opportunity on the present job, also impelled men to want to leave
the plant. -Their inability to achieve even these short-run and immediate
dains was found to be a source of frustration.

In the long-range picture, the assembly line ~kers verbally entertained
hopes that were in line with the deeply rooted American tradition of oppor-
tunity. The most dominant themes of their future plans were: aspirations
for their children, hopes for an independent business, and the immediate
desire tO get out of the present line of work.



Imperatives of security and a reasonably steady income outweighed the
attractiveness of a job outside the.plant, and thue created a dilemma for
the workers. A few of them were not troubled by this dilemma. :They
looked to the imMediate advantages they enjoyed: the high ,wages anci

securi* Some resolved the dilemma by building up hopes for their
children's future. Others ap`peared to resolve.it simply by daYdre6ing
about 6oing into an independent business of their own, knowing well that

,the idea was out Of reach. For the majority of-Workers, however, the.
dilemma wait- a persistent source of dissatisfaction.

implications for Counselpq:

Monotony, of work 'on the assembly line, impersonality and anonymity of the
workei, .are frequent s sources of dissatisfoction among. automobile production line

. workers. The younger workers tend to approach their job future with moie eXpectatiOn
of 'Vertical Mobility. The older workers, on the other hand, want jobs:which they can
handle as they grow older, and which will give them more individual control over work
pace.

Scope: Occupational Field

Methodology:

"The data is derived from personal interviews in the homes of 202' hourly pro-
duction wollcers employed for at least twelve years in an automobile final assembly
plant...." Additional information was gathered from extended interviews with manage-
ment and union officers, and from personnel records.

Cautions:

Generalizations on the basis of this report should be made with caution since
it presents information about conditiOns that existed in one particular assembly line

tting at a particular time.

Theortical Orientation:

The assumption is made that modern mass production methods affect the career
patterns of production workers, and that length of experience in this kind of mass-
production environment Modifies the workers' aspirations.
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AUTOMC3ILE WORKERS ABSTRACT D4O.T. Code: 600-639.

Pope, Hallowell, "Economic Deprivation and Social Participation in a Group of 'Middle
Class' Factory W'orkers, " Social Problems, Vol. XI, No. 3 (Winter, 1964) , pP.
290-300.

Based on the author's unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, "Economic Deprivation
and Social Integration in a Group of 'Middle Class' Factory Workers," University
of Michigan, 1963.

'kessestion:

The study examined the frequency and recency &social contacts with:

Findings:,

(a)

(a) voluntary asiociations, other than church and union
(b) kin, i.e., relatives
(c) ,non-kin, ei_, friends
(d) labor union
(e) church_

Volt_m_ty_aansociatiOnsca_tact Cumul,ative economic deprivation (i.e.,
unemplOyment) appeared to restrict the better educated, higher-income,
and younger workers. In the total sample, however, the effect of cumula-
tive economic deprivation was negative. Relation between unemployment
and participation in voluntary associations disappeared among the poorer
educated and lower-income workers. ,

(b) Kin contact: Economic deprivation had no effeCt on contact with :elatives
and/or kin in the total.sample". There appeared a slight decline in the
frequency of contact with relatives for those workers who liVed in, Detroit
during their teens and'presuniably had the most kin available for easy

.

visiting.

(c) Non-kin contact: There is no relation between economic deprivation and
recency of non-kin contact, either in the total sample or in any sub-group.
The evidence-thus far indicates- that the deprived and presumably "shamed"
worker can find new friends after regaining employment. This may not be
the case-in his contact with relatives, where the restats of this study
indicate that restriction of contact was a permanent accompaniment of
economic deprivation--persisting far beyond the episodes of layoffs.

(d) labor Union contact: In the total sample, there appeared a weak tendency
for the deprived worker to participate less in the union than the non-de-
prived worker. The better-educated, higher-income wprkers showed a s.

much stronger reduction in participaticin with economic deprivation. Over-
all, there was no relation between deprivation and workers' interest in
the company labor unions.

(e) Church contact: Church attendance was unaffected by past unemployment.
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Luiications fcargounstqui

Results of this study may be general in tile sense that the lower-income,
poorly educated workers tend to haVe less soial contacts than higher-income,
better educated workers.

Scope,: Occupa tional Fiad

Itwilm theNriArtew:

One hundred and forty-seven upper blue and lower white collar workers
from the machining and assembling part or on the office staff of the "Declino
Auto warts Compa ny; 11\ located IA central Detroit, were selected as sample from
a population of, approximately six hundred workers. Purposive sampling
procedures were used. Dath was gathered by interviews.

Cautions:

Sample for this study experienced working conditions which, in spite of
periods of unemployment or layoff r fostered feelings of job and econcmio
security and of social continuity. T he group was unique in the, sense that
the workers had no contact with radical organizations, had alternative sources
of income available when they were jobless, and the majority of them were
upwardly mobile and have been able to attain middle-level incomes. All findings
were results of statistical manipulation.

Theortjcal

"A stable job gives the worker's life continuity, social as well as
psychological. Job-based:friends are made and maintained; work-based
organizations, such as labor unions, are joined" and can lead to other formal
and informal social contacts. Investigations conducted during the Depression
years provided ample evidence that unemployment or temporary layoffs resulted,
as a short-time offecteinreduced _social participation, both formal and in-
formal. The assumption is made on these bases that recurrent periods of un-
employment during one's working life affect an important source of social
contaci, destroy the worker's desire to increase his range of contacts and, at
the same tinier hamper his ability to engage others successfully in social
intercourse.



AUTOMOBILE WORKER ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 600-639

Walker, Charles R., and Guest, Robert H. The Man 92.thejess....n Line.
Cambridge, Mars Harvard University Press, 1952. 180pp.

Based on a pilot stthiy conducted by the 'Institute of Human Relations at Columbia
University.

"Descrion:

The study herein described sheds new light on the controversial question of the
influence of paced and repetitive work on the satisfactions that men derive from their
work.

Findings."

A. Impact of massmcsluctics ott the individual worker:

The great majority of the workers expressed, in varying degrees, a dislike,d
such mass-production characteristics as mechanical pacing, repetitiveness, etc.

The economic aspects. Of the job--pay and securitywere rated favorably bysthe
workers. Relations with superiors and working conditions at the particular assembly
line studied were:also commented on favorably.

With regard to promotion and,transfer, a very large number of workers aspired
to other jobs. The basic motivation for wanting promotion or transfer was rarely
more money, or prestige, or advancement; rather, as revealed by comments, it was
the desire to escape a paced, repetitive, or otherwise unpleasant job.

The analysis of the findings pointed to three major characteristics of assembly-
line work that are the most likely causes of workers' dissatisfaction:

,

1. Minimum skill: The evidence indicated that no adequate method Of classifying
and-evaluating skill was used in the plant studied. The/general public and even
some members of management tended to depreciate the amount and variety of
askills required on the job. The unfortunate social land psychological effect
of this was that workers tended to devaluate themselves and showed symptoms
of inferiority when talking about the skills ,involved in their jobs.

2. Predetermined work seguence: All mass-production jobs in modern industry,
but eppecially the jobs on the automobile assembly line, were strictly predeter-
mined as to tools and techniques.. Many workers indicated that they would
have liked some freedom in planning their work, and in the use' of tools.

3. Shift in mental demands: The mental demands of a majority of automobile
assembly jobs were for "surface attention." Workers give a high degree of
attention to their work, they cannot daydream, yet the v7ork did not absorb
their mental faculties to any great extent. This kind of intermediate category.
between the automatic "do-it-without-thinking" job and the mentally absorbing
Jobwas the type most conducive to boredom.
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B. Impact of mass-production characteristics on social structure:

Mass-production technology and its methods affected the following main aspects
of social organization in the factory: the size and function of work groups; the
quality and quantity of interaction possible arriong workers; the relations between
supervisor and worker, and the kind of informal social interaction between them;
the wage structure; and, ladtly.; the system of promotion and transfer.

1. Characteristics of the work group: The automobile assembly process, as
organized in the factory studied, establishPd a loose work group whose mem-
,bers -vvere related to. each .o.ther through .pmdmity and not througli mutual
assistance. It also created a few isolated workers who enjoyed no social
interaction during their working hours, as well as a few groups whose members
were closely knit in a true team relationship.

The conveyor-belt technology, most commonly, permitted a loose work
group of five or six operators to make brief remarks to one another during the
working day. Ability to interact was influenced by factors such as noise, speed
of the assembly line, and the amount of physical energy demanded.

2. Su ervisor and worker relationshim Technology seemed to be the basic
factor which determined the frequency of worker-supervisor interaction. Pro-
duction process in steel making required frequent contact.between wOrkers and
everyone up to and inbluding department superintendents . Supervisors in the
auto assembly division, on the other hand, except at the section level, were
able to carry out their duties impersonally and with little or no Contact With
the wOrkers

3. Wage structure and promotion: While minute differences among jobs were
of great importance to the mind and muscles of the individUal worker day by
day, the jobs were much the same from the management's point of view. This
view was reflected in the narroW spread between the highest and lowest paid
jobs. The union supported the wage-scale pattern set forth by the management.
The tendency toward standardizing4and simplifying jobs, with the accompanying
narrow wage differential, resulted in a peculiar promotion system that was ,

characteristic of the auto assembly plants of the country. This was a system
with a very short progression ladder. The production worker was on a floor or
a gently sloping ramp rather than a ladder, in terms of promotion. Hence, when
one thought about promotion, "he must think not about regular jOb progression
up the visible and recognized steps bf a lob ladder, but rather getting onto the
next floor by becoming a foreman or a utilitymani for example, or also of moving
laterally into another department altogether to become a maintenance man or a
stock clerk."

Implications for Counseling:

Although assembly line operations are being automated, the number of assembly
line workers is still large. The basic conflict requiring counseling help arises from
the fact that assembly line work, because it is carried on in large, unionized
establishments, frequently has a high rate of pay, considering the educational and
skill level involved. The worker is then faced with the dilemma of whether to leave
a well paying but frustrating job for One which is more interesting, has a better
future, but pays less. The problem is compounded for individuals.with dependents..
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The counselor's skill in helping the client appropriately appraise this di/ernma and
reach a decision is most important. The findings of this study add a greater objec-
tivity to the subjeCtive perceptions of thesp problems which any counselor, experi-
enced in work with this type of client, has already gained.

acc_02: Occupational Field

iViethodoloql:

During the summer of 1949, a representative sampl0 nf 180 workers; employed
on one of the most modern automobile assembly lines in the worldtwere interviewed,
in their homes, with a schedule designed to bring out facts, attitudes, and opinions
about their jobs, their relations to fellow workers arid supervisors, working condi-
tions and promotions, and relations to the union.

Cautions:

Generalizations on ihe basis of the study should be made with caution since
the findings reflected conditions that existed in one particular setting at a particu-
lar time.

Theoretical Orientation: .

The industrial revolution--giant machines and the methods of organizing men
around them--haS created a new environment for modern man. One of the problems
that -has rebulted from this "revolution" is that of man's adjustment from the old to
the new surroundings. The question arose as to what degree men can or should be
adjusted to the new environment of machines, and to what degree it is possible to
adjust or rebuild that environment to fit the needs and personalities of men. The
problem is viewed in the light of Elton Mayo's teaching that "man's attitude toward
his immediate tasks, his supervisors, his union, and the company, are all measur=
ably affected by the way in which he accepts, or is accepted by, the immediate
group with which he works ....if he is not integrated into a work group, his interest
in his work, which is often reflected in productivity, will be low."

,

-
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OCCUPATIONS IN MANUFACTURE OF D.O.T. Code: 680-689
TEXTILES, N .E.C. (Carpet Manufacture)

APSTRACT

Lail, Michael. "Industrial Relocation of Displaced Male Factory Workers;
Some Sociological Implications." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Pennsylvania, 1958.*

Descrialon:

This study investigated the displacement and relocation of the workers
upon the closing of the Lee Carpet Company plant in Bridgeport, Pennsylvania.
The research was particularly concerned "with the social resources of workinct
men and the relative importance of these resources in making an economic
adjustment to sudden job loss."

On November 16, 1954, the James Lee & Sons Company, a wool carpet
manufacturer, announced the Closing of its yarn spinning plant in Bridgeport,
Pennsylvania. The cut 1cik in operations and the, decentralization program
were due to marketing and fashion changes, obsolescence in the plant and
equipment, and to the increasing wage rates in the Bridgeport-Norristown
area. The Lee Company was already operating several plants in the South
where the labor supply and wage rates were more favorable than in the North.

About 700 workers were affected by this decision. In its closing
statement, Lee's announced that a litberal separation pay would be given to
all:employees affected by the change and that those eligible for retirement
would be given their customary benefits. In addition, a special department
Alias to be set up in Bridgeport to assist the workers in finding other
employment. The closing of the plant, while a shock to some workers, was
anticipated with the general decline of textile work in the area.

I At the time of the shutdown, the Philadelphia labor market, which
included Bridgeport, had an unemployment rate of approximately 6.0 to 8.9%
in the first; half of 1955. In the second half of the year, the figure
dropped to approxithately 3.0 to 5.9% of the total labor force. There were
many diversified industries in the area competing with one another for the
labor supply.

the ResoursesSgesUriLindim New jobs: From the 199 workers answering the
question- concerning the sources used in obtaining employment, 82 workers
indicated that they got their new jobs through such formal channels as
job applications', 34 men utilized the contacts provided by management, and
another 12 used the services of the local state employment office. The
astonishingly few number of workers using the services of the local state
employment office, even if the figure is an underestimate, "points to the
serious need for future studies of the funttion and efficiency of these
agencies." a,...,

*This dissertation was abstracted selectively.
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Social resources, i.e., friends and, relatives,- were found not to be
significant in providing direct help in thiS situation of economic stress.
Only seven per cent of the respondents reported that relatives helped them
in getting new jobs. It seemed that the utilization of social resourcea .
depended upon the respondents' age and ethnic background.

Workers with Italian and Central European,backgrounds tended to depend on
help coming from relatives and friends somewhat more than native-born workers
did. Those under forty years of age depended upon job applications more than

t

nntivA-hnrn weirkArs rlirl. The n1dAr wnrkArs and those in the process of
assimilation probably depended a bit more on friends and relatives for help
in finding a Joh.

In general, men with more relatives and friends lost less time from
work than the men with limited social contacts, Married men with dependents
foun4 jobs more easily than the single ones.

11:eyncts Comp.§1 &G.: Workers were asked to compare their
new jobs with their old jobs at Lee's. Men below forty years of age gave
generally favorable responses to questions regarding wages, forenien,
friendliness, physical conditions, and type of work on the new Job as
compAred with the old. Nearly half of the respondents reported better wages.
The data suggested that "friendly co-workers are easy enough to find even
for men who have involuntarily entered the labor market after being
attached to a job for most of their working lives ." *Dispiaced workers
maintained or improved their job status, with the younger workers doing
generally better than the older workers.

Industrial Relocation: Relocation opportunities were varied. Some industries
gave preference to age while others discriminated against the foreign-born.
Generally, the following picture emerged.

Older workers remained in the textile industry. Primary metals and
rubber industries showed a preference for hiring the younger, displaced
workers. The fibre industry was willing to employ the older and the foreign-
born men. The electrical industry showed no preference as to the age of the
worker, Both the electrical and the rubber industries hired no foreign-born
worker. On the whole, however, ethnic differentiation did not appear to be
significant.

Labor-Mana ement Conflict: The shutdown of the Lee plant reinforced the
traditional view held by the working class: the employer cannot be trusted
because his motivations are aimed solely at making a. profit. Although the
severance pay mitigated some of the bitterness among the workers, the feeling
that social Justice had been violated was still expressed by some. One
worker defined the problem in this way: "Closing down .. was to my
estimation pretty rotten. I'm still young, but just think of sall those
elderly people which had so much service." Another worker voiced just

t this dissatisfaction in his comments: I."Instead of 16 years of seniority
in the factory, I have only 'half a.Year now. Can you call that justice?"
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There was no organized protest on the part of the wotkers . They were
not union members. From the local press and radio, the event received only
casual attention. The workers were in no position to argue against the
management's decision. They could have been easily replacod,by a new
mechanical-device or by new recruits from the same labor market, or the
plant could have been moved to a new location. Had the workers been
unionized, they might have exerted some power in this case, but the
management still would have had more power to influence the occupational

' structure of the labor market locally.

Tob Status Gains and Losses: The loss of seniority Which especially affected
the older workers had both its tangible and intangible effects. The workers
with seniority were less likely to be temporarily laid off.. Because they
were "old timers," they were accorded a Certain amount of prestige. Both
'the security against lay offs and the prestige were lost when they were
forced to take other jobs Often, fringe benefits were also lost. One
worker, for example, reported that "where I am now employed there are no
paid holidays, hospital insurance or pension plans." Others lost conveniences
that their old jobs had .provided. Some workers missed the chance they
formerly had had to speak about the "old days" with fellow workers. One
employee stated: "I liked Lee's because I was near home and I could walk
to work and I knew all the men all my life that I worked with." Still other
man were bitter and demoralized.

Some men felt that they had benefited from the forced move. Comments
like these expressed such feelings: "I must say that Lee's did me a favor
by closing down--I am lucky to have gotten a (new) job in such a wonderful
place." "I tOok up carpentry after leaving Lee's and am doing one hundred
percent better now."

Many of the workers stated that they were getting better wages than
they had at their old jobs. Frequently, they had had no idea of homi- Much
money they would get on new jobs since they were unaware of the going rate -

of wages in the locality. Thus, "the wages these workers received must be
regarded as a result more of industrial bidding for labor than choices made
by workers who shopped around for jobs."

Job Attachment: The data indicated that workers' attachment to the community,
in most instances, was stronger than any they had to an industrY or a trade,;
especially since other good jobs were available in the locale. Those workers
who took employment in the textile industry had to traVel a considerable
distance--a sacrifice that most workers were reluctant to make.

An assessment of the findings of this study revealed a need for labor
economists to reappraise the influence of wage-differentials upon labor
mobility. 'When the skills or lacl of them are about the same, inter-
industry labor mobility may depend not only on wages and job opportunities
but on age, nationality and other social factors as number of friends,
relatives and dependents."
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Implications for Counseling:

One of the typical counseling problems in vocational counselin6 with
adults is helping them ta cope with the crisis of being laid off from a
firm for which they have worked for a long while and in which they felt they
had tenure. The extreme case in this respect is represented by lay offs ,

from civil service positions .

Not only does the worker have to cope with the tangible problem of.
finding another job, he also has to cope with the emotional implications
of the job loss. One of these is concern about finding a job that Provides
status on the same level as the previous job; another is to master the
anxiety about having been separated from a work situation which had been
perceived as secure .

If the decision was unPlanned (for example, bankruptcy of the company) ,
the worker has feelings of insecurity. If the decision was planned (for
example, the plant moved I'D another community), the worker has.to 'cope with,
strong feelings of bitterness and betrayal in addition to his insecurity.
Either, set of negative feelings may interfere with the worker's motivation
and decision7making in the tasks of job hunting and selection.

AlthoUgh counselors are familiar with these problems from.their case
experience, it is useful to see the problem in terms of occ!ipational
outcomes for the total group of displaced workers from one'relocated plant.
It would, have been helpful to have had a more detailed report on the
experiences of the workers who were unable to find new etployment.

The' reporf indicates that some workers were paid more on the new
jobs they secured after having been laid off than they had been paid on
their jobs at the carpet company. It also mentions that the workers
frequently did not know how much they would receive on their new jobs.
Both statements point to the deficiency 'of the "economic man" theory of
worker motivation. If the workers had been following the "econOmic man"
model, they would have left the carpet company before the lay off to have
taken higher Paying jobs in the community.

Scope: Occupational Field

Methodology

ources of data for this study were: the company's Personnel records,
replies to a mailed questionnaire, and personal interviews with a number of
workers and management representatives. Supplementary material was obtained
from the local state employment office and the Montgomery County Manufacturers'
Association. The study was conducted from:late 1955 through the spring of 195§.

From the population of 524 working men, 285 questionnaire responses Were
returned. These responses were then classified as to age and ethnic background.
Of the 285, there were 119 workers under 40 years of age and 166 workers over 40.
Forty percent of the sample were Italians; 29 percent claithed Central European
ancestry; and 31 percent were Americans.
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Cautions: \

Findings of.this study are applicable only,to the given locality ai the time- of
the study.

Theoretical Orientation:
\

1

. The author's particular orientation in this study was based on a theory that
hAq '10,ezn frarmulater; by At livon Davis and others. "The average working Class
family is a large economic unite a class of kin. They can depend upon each
other for shelter and food in time of unemployment or of reduced income, or of
prolonged absenteeiSm or when they simply quit a jOb."
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HOSIERY LOOPER ABSTRACT D. O. T . Code: 689.: 7.82.

Huganir, George H. , Tr. "The Hosiery Looper in the Twentieth Century: A Study
of Family Occupational Processes and Adaptation to Factory and Community
Change." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1958.*

1.1ems.itIon:

This doctoral dissertation examined the work-life histories of thirty female
hosiery loopers in the context of socio-cultural changes which took place during the
period 1900-1550. Foci of interest were the changing family roles and values held
by the Italian ethnic group who comprised the labor force of the mill, the mill
neighborhood, the milt's position as an employment center over a period of time,
changes in production methods and personnel, and changes in the organizational
structure of the enterprise.

The Hosieryjtoong-s:

The group of hosierY loopers enjoyed a particularly favored status among
employees in the hosiery mill. They performed the only hand-made operation in the
manufacture of men's and children's socks. The work itself consisted, of hanging the
loops of tie knitted socks over a machineone by one--and then draWing the thread
through the loops thereby finishing the toe. This work required better than average
finger dexterity and good eyesight to observe the constant opening and closing of
the machine. The technology of the work did not change significantly over the'fifty-
year period. Perhaps the only important difference by mid-century was the increasing
demand for the use of finer yarns, including synthetics, in the' manufacture of socks.
This, in turn, put a premium on the skills of the, younger hosiery looper.

The nature of the work gave it the reputation of being "nerve-wracking." It
was commonly held that one must learn the trade while young, preferably during
adolescence. It was regarded as a female occupation because males were believed
ndt: to be patient enough to do this type of work. The loopers were described as
"individualistic" and "hard to handle." The resistance of young females entering
into this occupation at the time of this study (the early 1950's) served to increase
the bargaining power of the older workers. Management recognized the unique
qualities of the loopers . It permitted them, for instance, to do the work at home if
the family situation required the worker's presence there. If the looper was absent,
no one else used her machine or did her customary work even though the rest of the
production' depended tipon her part and skill in the process.

A hierarchy of rank which was .based on the worker's ability to see fine thread
existed among the loopers . The finest work received the highest pay. By tacit
agreement, older workers worked on coarser yarns, and those still able to see well
enough to do fine work would do it only in case of an emergency.

*This dissertation has been alstracted selectively.



In comparison to other tyPes of occupational groups in the hosiery mill, the
loopers were a homogeneous group, sharing similar ethnic, family, and neighborhood
backgrounds . In the 1900-1910 period, young girls' began their careers in this trade'
as "rcwelers," , extra help assigned to the experienced workers. These girls
then \had tho opportunity to learn the trade inforinally. The interview data demon- _

strated that one-third of the hosiery loopers learned their trade in this manner. lifter
Worid War I, however, the reveler positions were eliminated due to machine innova-
tions.

-The hosiery looper's relation to the forelady, of the group was crucial. Most
of the workers had long, personal relationships with her which frequently dated back to
their childhoods and were reinforced by kinship ties. The forelady controlled all
work assignments. She kneW 'the personal ciraumstances of each worker well and
assigned xivork, according to individual haeds.' During the depreSsion years, for
instance, 'those workers whose husbands were unemployed receive'd preferential
treatment.

:Work relations, in general, were influenced by family relations, and the personnel
policies, of the mill throughout the fifty-year period supported the role changes of
the individual.worker within the family. For instance, the worker would begin as a
reveler in childhood and continue to work during adolescence; after marriage, she
Would be allowed to take time off for childbearing, and would be given preferential
treatment when her eYesight began to falter. The working mothers provided models
of work standards and appropriate 'behavior both in the home and in the factory.

'Historical Charms;

The socio-economic changes which affected the family, factory, ahd community
relationi canbe classified as those which occurred (1)..in the early period, 1900-1925;
and (2) iri the late period, 1925i,1950. These changes are summarized in Appendix A.

Mill Personn0 In the early period, the mill employed children and adoleicents
of both sexes extensively. The girls had regular' work assignments. The boys had
no regular assignments and worked wherever they were needed. The size of the
labor forge was rather large. It was a predominantly young group of workers.

During the late period, child.labor 'disappeared as ,more stringent regulations
governing ttie employment.of children were put into effect. The mill continued to
provide work opportunities for adolescent girls., but no comparable employment
existed tor boys. The labor force shrank in size and, in general, was an older work
pOpulation.

The Mill'q Organizational Structure.; In the period 1900749,25, oWilership and
authority belonged to the mill,oWner and his two sons. Personnel relations were
governed by family needs of, the individual worker. Trade union's' interference with
employee relations was unsuccessful. The hosiery mill was the dominant employer
in the community...

During the period 1925=16501 important changes took place in the mill's organi-
zational structure. Ownership was transferred to heirs of the founder, then to banks

.



and to credit organizations . Authority was exercised by management and staff.
'Following the depression years, union movements became mom aggressive. After
organizing the woolen and worsted industries in the area, they penetrated the
hosiery mill's work force. Changes brought about by unionization mostly concerned
general labor conditions; working hours were reduced, no work was done during the
lunch period, flexible pay rates were instituted, 'and formal supervisor-foreman
relationships were established.

The hosiery Loopers were indifferent toward the union. The group felt that
it could take care of itself. Although the union agreement contained special clauses
which allowed for-changes in the work role to accommodate family needs of the
hosiery loopers, they were of little importance in the,opinion of the workers. Such
matters were worked out according to long-standing tradition and precedent by the
group itself.

As new factories were established for the productibn of iron, steel, tubing, beer,
macaroni, and fibre products, the status of the hosiery mill as a dominant employer
in the community declined.

Mill Production Processes and Technology: In the early period, much of the
knitting was done on non-automated machinery. Awdliary workers, frequently young:
boys, carried the semi-finished work from one production station to the next. Styles
of socks were standardized and were made 'from a limited number of yarn types . The
mill's dye house was active in producing the varioud colors used in the men's and
children's socks. Goods were produced all year around, and the un'sold portion was ,

stockpiled for later. ,sales .

In the late period, technology and production process changed considerably. After
World War I, new Marketing methods, new divisions of labor, new financial Practices,
new shipping methods, and bureauCratic organizational patterns emerged. Automated
production methods were introduced in the knitting and boarding operations . Conveyor
belts and chutes facilitated the flow of work from one production station to the next.
Customer demands were for many types and 'styles of merchandise. Goods were
produced to fill standing/orders only. The variety of styles in socks required the
use of numerous types of yarns, including synthetics and "Ingrains" (dyed yarn) .
Most of the yarns used in the knitting operations were already in color, thus making
the mill's dye house obsolete.

Technological innovations reduced the Size of the labor force. Only the loopers
were unaffected by the changes. The seasonality of employment brought on by "made
to order" production methods worked to their advantage. Off-periods allowed the
women a chance to do their house cleaning and to take care of various family matters .

In the late 1920's, females began to displace males in the hosiery mill with
increasing frequency. As a result of technological changes, some male occupations
became obsolete while others expanded, requiring additional skills arid different
abilities. The job of the fixers, for example, evolved into the category of research
and development personnel. These men not only kept the machines in good mechunical
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order but were increasingly called upon to make machine ada, tations for the use of
,synthetic yarns, colors and patterns . In addition to the technical skills involved,
the enlarged scope of the work called for color coordinating ability and an under-
standirig of fashion changes. With this new category, a new relationship with
management had to be developed.

Nitaliskl..thorivoca: In the early period, the mill obtained its labor supply from
the neighboring Italian community. The immigrant Italian man usually found only
casual employment in the nearby stone quarries or in agriculture. He did not make
enough money to support his family. Thtis, it became more or less a necessity for
the wife to help out with family income. Her best opportunity was in the nearby mill.
It was within walking distance from her home, and many other women with similar

. family circumstances worked there. According to customs of the old world, the Italian
husbands frowned upon their wives working outside the home, especially if other men
were to be part of the work group or were to be in charge of supervision. But in the
hosiery mill, conditions were different. A group of women, sharing similar ethnic
and family circumstances, was supervised by another woman who sometimes was related
`to the workers. The husbands approved of their wives working in such a setting, and
so hosiery looping became an accepted trade of the women.

In the beginning of the century, several generations of the same family lived
together. The children were regarded as economic aSsets and their early work in the
factories was encouraged, especially since public educational facilities were limited.
Part of the children's earnings was kept in a family savings fund and was given to
them at marriage like a dowry. The remainder contributed tb the family support. The
children had little control over their occupational choice. It was an accepted way
of life that children followed the occupation of their fathers and mothers. Family.
and, kinship traditions supported the authority of the parents in all matters. Due to

. the fact that they lived in a particular geographical sector of the community, the
Italian immigrant families were insulated from the disrupting cultural influences of
the surrounding neighborhood in the early period. Textile mills were abundant in the
immediate locality and they eagerly accepted the Italian women into their labor forces.
In the community, most of the women who worked were employed in factories_ and in
other similar blue-collar occupations.

,

Iri the late period, the traditional family pattern of the Italian ethnic group
underwent changes, primarily -...s the result of increasing educational and work oppor-
tunities. The generations of a family living Under one roof became smaller. Now
a household contained only the parents and-children and, on ocCasion, the adult,
unmarried children. Until the 1930' s, daughters followed their mothers or other close
fanale relativezi into the mills. Their entry into the labor force was usually at adole-
scence, rather than in childhood as had been customary in the beginning of the centtry.
Legislation opposing child labor as well as public laws demanding compulsory minimum
education kept the children in schools and away from the mills.

Technological changes cut down the size of the labor fbrce in the .textile mills.
With the establishment of iron, steel and other factories, work opportunities for the
males increased so that once again they were able to assume the "breadwinner" status .
Shifts in skill requirements opened up a number of technician and white collar jobs in
the community. The women from the "East End" italian community of Norristown were
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first to enter into the expanding white collar labor force; the males followed them
somewhat later. The data clearly revealed thit sequence. The older daughter still
entered into her mother's trade in the mill when she attained adolescence; her ;/ounger
sistor, however, stayed in school. When her turn came to find employment, she
found a job as a salt.sgirl or office clerk. If she was employed in the mill, she
worked as a packer, away from the machines and in a setting which resembled a
clerical work environment. As the economy of the community became increasingly
diversified,. many Of the textile mills closed down their operations or moved to
the South, Increasing competition for labor and rising waae and salary rates were
some of the causes of the decline. The census data from these years indicated that
both males and females of Italian background were still in,the factory labor force,
but that the number of women employed in the blue collar labor force had decreased
on the whole.

COnclu: ions:

Development of the hosiery loopers as a unique work group "represented the
effect (of) a continuous pattern of mill, family and neighborhood interaction." The
mill and family cooperation of the early period was possible while the textile mills
were dominant. In the later period, when the economy became more diversified, and
new industries became competitive employers, the mill's influence upon and authority
over the neighboring family units was reduced.

Inwlications for Counseling:

The impact of the family and comn-inity on this occupation is in contrast to our
usual thinking about occupations in which the occupation is seen as apart from
other life areas. As indicated in this study, many of the personnel procedures in
this occupation actually were controlled by the family, ethnic, and community
structures initead of the other way around. For instance, recruitment f6r this occu-
pation depended on family and ethnic background rather than the usual factors of
education, aptitude, and skill.

It is well for the counselor to be aware that there are occupations in which
these non-occupational vocational choice factors are dominant. Each Counselor will
need to develop a private list for his particular community.

Also of interest is the way in which the work group itself takes care of occupa-
tional disability; :the older workers who had difficulty in seeing the finer threads had
work using the coarser threads reserved for them. Under these circumstances,
many of the elaborate check box systems for compthing worker physical capacity with
job requirements become rather absurd.

Scope: Occupation

Methodology:

Information for this study was gathered during the years 19 52-54 in Norristown,
Pennsylvania. WorkAlfe histories were collected from thirty hosiery loopers
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(including sixteen "old timers" anii fourteen younger workers). In addition, super-
visory personnel were interviewed, and company records, census data, and other

i historidal documents were examined. Both structured and unstructured interview
methods were used.

o

1

\

Cautions:

Generalizations can not be made on the basis of this study since it presents
information about conditions that existed in one particular setting at a particular time.

,

Theoretical Orientation: 1

In this study, the "meaning of work as an activitY As extended beyond the usual
economic frame of reference and sis interpreted as an expression of personal and
social *needs of the individual worker who is conceived as a product of specific
social and cultural influences."
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WATCHMAKER ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: 715.281

Strodtbeck, Fred L., and Sussman, Marvin B. "Of Time, the City, and the 'One-
Year Guaranty': The Relations Between Watch Owners and Repatrers,"
American Tournal of Sociologyj Vol. LXI, No. 6 (May, 1956), pp. 602-609 .

Description:

I. The Watch :Mechanism and Reptar Technology:

The evolution of watchmaking from the development of the weights-operated
clock to the modern watch involved essentially three inventions: the mainspring,

, the spiral balance, and the jewel bearings. By the beginning of the 18th century,
these basic principles of watcli construction had been discovered. The watch-
maker of these times was a skilled craftsman working with the most advanced
technology of-his time. He enjoyed great prestige because of his association
with royalty, and his familiarity with the sciences of geometry, and mechanics .

Until the beginning of the present century. watchmakers duplicated all parts
needed in watch repair from bits of metal. The skills required for the job approld-
mated those of the earlier days when all parts of the watch were handmade.
By 1900, however, Swiss technologists had perfected machine tools for the produc-
tion of the 125 standardized, interchangeable parts which comprise the average
watch. Following World War I, the channels of distribution for these parts were
established in the United States The availability of spare parts and subsequent
innovations in repair technology--such as the electronic timar devicegreatly
simplified the tasks of the watchmaker. The extent of this simplification was
illustrated by an ordnance training program used in World War II: Accordingly,
"in 15 weeks, inexperienced men with mechanical aptitude could be taugnt to use
spare parts in the maintenance and repair of any time pieces." The modern
watch repairer was no longer the skilled craftsman but had virtually become an
assembler and adjuster--a person with "primary knowledge a spare-parts supply
channels, plus experience and a degree of kinesthetic coordination."

II. IIIA_Resairer's Work Situation:

As an occupation, watch repairing offers several advantages: freedom of
action, self-employment, and security. Practically all repairers conduct some
side line sales: watch bands, secondhand watches, cigarette lighters, and small
items of jewelry. If the watch repairman is successful, he may, in time, become
the owner of a jewelry store.

In most cases, the actual repair al' watches can be done within a matter of
minutes, whenever it is convenient for the repairman. In the absence of formal-
ized control over the trade, many repairmen have exploited their clientele either
by faulty workmanship, giving poor counsel, or overcharging. These practices'
have resulted in an unfavoratie public attitude: "Watch repairers are all crooks ."



Field observations of the authors revealed that some repairmen tend to charge
a flat date for the repair service. The repairman will suggest that the watch be
cleaned and adjusted and then offer a year guaranty of servite should something
else go wrong ivith the watch; The watch repairman invariably insists on having
an excessively long time to accomplish the repair job. The excessive delay may
be due to the fact that the repairman only works whenever he chooses, but the
authors' experience suggests that "the delay is often utilized as a technique to
conceal the simplicity of many repair operations."

III. Discussion:

Watches tend to work satisfactorily for long periods of time. This character-
istic prevents the watch owner, in most cases, from developing a personalized
relationship with the repairman--unlike, for instance, the relationships that
develop between the automobile repairman and his client.

The shift from watch repairing to a jewelry* store operation requires the outlay
of a large amount of capital. Establishing such an operation may require long
years of development and may be threatened by the recent expansion of department
stores into the field of jewelry business.

'

The horological societies attempt to create favorable public opinion by
emphasizing watch repairing in the old craftsman tradition. They do very little
in terms of regulating performance standards, however. Due to the fact that watch
parts are sstandardized, a new business pattern has etierged. "Without discussion
of the details of the repair, the repairer offers to clean and adjust the watch for
a fixed sum," and offers a one-year guaranty on this service. The one-year
gitaranty, viewedas a social contract, serves different functions for different
persons. FOr the watch owner, it gives assurance of satisfactory workmanship.
The one-year guaranty also benefits the watch repairer. By regulariztag the
busines,s relationship between the watch owner awl the repairer, the one-year
guaranty encourages clients to feel free to make purchases whenever they come to
the store; a cliMate of trust which is established by the one-year guaranty works
to the advantage of the Watch repairer's increasing Amphasis upon sales on the
side.

Imylicationi for_ Counseling:

This occupation 'is of interest to rehabilitation counselorS since watchmaking
is an oCcupation particularly well-suited to the training of disabled people.

This study illustrates tbc- .-mnplemPritary relationship between the employed
person and the customer. Ti ere are many subtle aspects of this kind of relation-
ship about which we are frequently unaware. The impact of the one-year guaranty
on the social relations between watch repairman and custoMer goes far beyond the
inipact it has, in ihe economic sphere. It seems likely that non-economic factors
such as loyalty and trust Supersede, to some extent, strictly economic factors
of price.

Counselors frequent)/ evaluate a mechanical occupation solely in terns of
the mechanical, manipulative, and visual)zation 'aptitudes required. This report
clearly shows the importance of social relations in some mechanical occupations .



Prospective recruits to the occupation might be advised to consider their ability
to meet the occupational requirements in respect to social relations.

Ortnupation

Author's Abstract:

'Why is a standard price charged for watch repairs of differing complexity?
A 'spare-parts technology' has brought about an obsolescence of craftsman-skills
which could not be hidden in a detailed discussion of repairs The 'clean-and-
adjust' practice, which results in the standard price, avoids status threats.
When this practice is coupled with a 'one-year guaranty' to protect watch owners,
mutual benefits arise which make particularized costing' unlikely."

Methodologx:

Interviews were conducted with 140 subjects who had had some experience
with watch repairers. Pie id observations were made in several watch repair shops.
In addition, articles, reports, and other publications pertaining to watchmaking
were examined.

Cautions:

The somewhat scanty information regarding the sources of data warrants the
use of caution in making broad generalizations on the basis of these findings .

TheOretical Orientation:

The amount charged for the repair of a watch is not related to the rePbirer's
cost. In this instance, the discriminatory price is not the short-run result of
imperfect competition as would be suggested by economic theory. Rather, it is
caused by the "one-year guaranty*. Because this practice servtis the different
yet complementary needs of owner and repairer, it is likely to continue despite
its discriminatory nature.

29.9-



CONSTRUCTION WORKERS ABSTRACT D.O.T., Code: 860-669

Denton, Pared M., Jr. 'Some Factors in the Migration of Construction Workers."
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of North Carolina, 1960

Delssriation:,

The aims of this survey Were three-fold: to learn something about the type of
family that migrates to construction projects like the Atomic Energy Commission's
RAvAnnAh pivnr Plant in Re-with nArnlina; tes gel:* whAthAr fAmilieq irtin nwrod trAllArn
differed in any majOr respect from other migrant families; and to try to learn some-
thing about the reasons for these families' migrations.

Construction of the Atomic Energy Commission's Savannah River Plant took place
in the early 1950's and employed about 38, OGO men. Hundreds of new homes were
built in the six surrounding towns to accomodate some of the workers and their fam-
ilies. The remainder settled in trailer parks that were made available to them. In
one type of trailer park, the contracting ompany provided the trailers in lieu of con-
ventional housing. The other kind of trailer park housed families who 4ad owned
trailers and brought them along to their place of employment.

I. Demojphic of the Migrant Families

In terms of family size, the families who lived in both types of trailer parks
were smaller than those living in conventional housing. The size of, the latter fam-
ilies was almost the same as that of the old resident families in the area--3.65.

The family groups usually contained no more than five and no less than three,
persons: Families living in trailers were less likely to have others living with them
who were not of the immediate family than were migrants livingi. in nearby towns.

The migrant families tended to be young. Approximately 75 per cent of their
children were under ten years of age. Only a few of the workers were over sixty
years of age.

The occupants of both types of trailer parks were largely skilled-and semi-skill-
ed laborers. Officials, and professional and technical w-Orkers were less likely, to
live in trailers. Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers, and operators made up
92.8 per cent of those who lived in pr sately-owned trailers and $7.7 per cent of
those who occupied the project trailers. Of the workers who lived in conventional
housing, only 39 per cent were in the above occupational categories. ,

dlightly more than half of the families came from 'the South Atlantic region of the
United States .,,,About 75 per cent of the families traveled less than 600 miles to
re r.:h the constmction site. Ownership of a trailer had little or no effect on the
distance a family was likely to travel. Ira fact, some respondents thought that the
distanceg of travel would be,less for those families who owned a trailer since moving

*This dissertation was ,thstracted selectively.
,40o/30.1.



a trailer which accommodates a family of four or five was rather difficult. Of the
families living in privately-owned' trailers, 61 per cent came% from non-contiguoits
states, whereas 60 per cent of the families living in project trailers and 64.4 per
cent of the families living in nearby towns came from non-contiguous states.

Both mean and median ages of the workers tended to increase as distance of
migration increased. Migrants who came from a distance of more than 600 miles
frequently tended to be in the forty tolorty-nine and fifty-or-over age categories .

Both types of trailer families showed a slight increase in family size as the
distance migrated increased.

With an increase in the, distance traveled, an increase in the family income
was likely. Families included in the sample usually earned $400.00 or more per
month.

Families who owned trailers were more mobile and were likely to move more
frequently than those Wao did not own trailers. There appeared to be a general rela-
tionship between the frequency of moving and the distance of the last move. Gener-
ally, the family who had moved the most frequently in the past was most likely to
have moved a longer distance when coming to the Savannah River area.

The majority of the trailer-owning families came from urban backgrounds . On
the average, those with urbai backgrounds were better-educated than those who
came from rural areas The difference was not that great, howevera when these
rural-urban differentials in education were compared with that for the total white
population in ihe United States .

, The exact relationship between education and dir+ance of the last move was
not too clear. It appeared that migrants from states m than 600 miles away had
completed the highest median number of years of schoc g.

II. lob Information Sources:

An interesting way of communicating job information wias found to exist among
some of the migrant; families. There were several families who were part of a larger
group of families which, corresponded frequently among themselves and exchanged
information regarding jobs in the various parts of the country. Not all the families
corresponded with all the otheri, nor did all the families even know all the others.
These families made up a communication network that circulated information about
miailable jobs in the different locations and also transmitted information about the ,

good and bad poirits ofieach job, the communities, the housing, schools, climate
and anythin4 else that the individual would consider relevant to his decision to move
to a pareicular location.

The wives played an important part in.the operation of the job information net-
work . They carried,.on the Correspondence with the various families The number of
families the wivei .corresponded with varied fromtwo or three up to as many as twelve.

The workers also utilized formal-sources of information, such as unions, to
learn about job oPPOrtunities; but, in most instances, they relied upon the informa-
tion that was exchanged informally. The value of the informal communication

OW



network was exnressed by this comment of a worker: "To get the 'real loWdown,'
you have to kn- arnebody already in the area."

One's relatix,Is were another important source of job information. Quite often,
a brother, a brother-in-law, the father, or some other relative would gb to an area
first and then write to the family about it. Many respondents indicated that they
had moved on the strength of letters written by one relative or another.

The author points out that tlie type of job information networks just described'
are similar, in many respects, to those which are known to exist among members, of
professional groups. Fred E. Katz termed them "occupational,contact networks i"
He pointed out that these occupational contaf t networks not only provide information
about the direction and incidence of migration but also are instrumental in determin-
ing one's career development. The data Collected in this survey- supported Such a

Slightly over half of the families in the survey, reported that they had,cont-acted
for the job before moving their families to the Savannah River Project. ,An even larger
proportion reported that they had sought information from formal sources such as
labor unions, employment service, etc.8 before moving. Even so, approximately
one-third of the families said that they had not sought such information but had de-
pended upon informal sources suah as friends, relatives, and newspaper andtadio
reports.

Workers whose education consisted of less than eight years of schooling were
not as likely to utilize formal sources of job information as were thoie workers who
had completed nine or more years of school. The differenceSr however, were not
great.

lte_aaTs_forfil,s. raticin

There is a widespread belief that migration is prompted by economic motives
either on the part of the migrant worker or on the partof his employer. The evidence
of this study indicated that while economic factors were of importance, other factors
were involved as. well. In some cases, the-other factors were more important than
the economic incentives. Approximately 75 per cent of the respondents listed more
than one reason for making the Move to this project. Some were very frank in stating
that the job,itself was not the main reason for their coming . Such things as the
climate, the fact that the family, had never been in this part of the country before, or
the fact that they had lived in the area before and wanted to return, were mentioned
as reasons fOr their coming to the project.

Interestingly, in discussing their reasons for moving, many respondents, talked
about not being able to do the things that other people supposedly di,d if they were ;

working in the same location for an extended period of time. These "other People"
apparently were those who had higher 'incomes than the migrant workers and whose
style of life was markedly different from that of the auerage, skille4 or semi-skilled
worker. The following .comment illustrates this point;

4. v.

How in the hell can a carpenter with three kids afford to give
his family a lot of-nice things? I can't make a lot of money
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like a lot of other people, but if I'm careful and pick 'my
jobs right, we can see some of the country and it won't
cost me any more than if I'd stayed in Ohio and wor<ked for
the same penny-pinching outfit all the rest of my life.

Some re'.?ondenis stated that they "just like to travel," or "just like to move around."
Still others cited the opportunity to mix and meet "nice folks ."

The occasional moving from one place to another afforded the workers a change
in scenery and routine. In many instances, the move was used as a substitute for
extended family vacations .and trips.

Conclusions:

The frequency with which moves are made is influenced not only by the fact
that certain jobs call for frequent moves but also by several other factors. These
could be the climate, a change in scenery, or just the promise of a new experience:
From the results obtained through the interviews, it appeared that these migrant
families in a waye sought a style of life similar to that which sociologists attribute
to middle-class families. For these semi-skilled and skilled workers, movement
meant the same as the annual vacation trip meant to the rich. Instead of a nice home
in a middle-class neighborhood, they invested in a better and larger trailer.

'

Contrary to the beliefs of. some sociologists that frequent migration is a disrupt-
ing force in the family life, the data indicated that these people did not see it as
such. They usually eagerly looked forward to making the next move. In this instance,
migration probably serves as an antidote to the "alienation from work, " and the loss
of motivation to work that is attributed to the working class.

,

Implications for Counseling:

We know little of the life style of the migrant trailer population. There is
evidence that there may be status differences and conflict with the resident popula-
tion. One point of conflict arises when a new trailer camp brings an influx of child-
ren into a small school district, necessitating a sharp rise in school taxes.

t

It is unlikely that many migrant,construction workers go to vocational counselors
,for help in_ making decisions about migration. As the report indicated, such decisions
are based upon information received from the informal com.nunication network.

Many other clients, however, do seek help with vocational chOice decisions
which involve migration. These are more likely to be workers fading unemployment
beCause the factory in which they are employed is movina to`another location. Some
are given an opportUnify for employment with the company in the new location; others
are not.

i

Among the concerns clients express. in discussing possille migration ere the .

disruption of ,kinship and friendship ties, and the effect of 'such a move On:the
children's education and social life. Clients frequently suffer acute choice Anxiety
in facing a decision to migrate. In the present development of vocational counseling,

t
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the counselor has little expert knowledge of the problems of migration to contribute
to the decisions=making process. This study is of great value in giving some insIght
into the problems involved and how migrant construction workers, as one grotip,
have coped with them.

\

g_cms: Occupational Field

.Wietl..._29.421m:
\\

Data for this survey was gathered by means of personal interviews. A total of
821 families were interviewed. The sample included 301 families living in privately.-
owned trailers, 147 families living in project-sponsored trailers, and 373 families
living in coriventional housing in the six nearby towns The survey was started
during the fall of 1952 and was continued through the winter of 1953.

Caui-ifnq

Findings ..of this study are limited in scope, since .they were based upon a single
situation at a given time, in a particular -location. Further research is needed to
aseertai9 whether generMizations, if any, can be made from the conclusions.

Theoretical Orientation:

Except for data of the United States Census Bureau, there has been little infor-
mation collected on migrant workers. The present study Was intended to fill this
informatiOn gap. Its aim was to learn something about the demographic characteris-
tics of ilia migrant families, and the reasons for the niigration.

The theory of Sara Smith provided the point of departure in the investigation:
"Persons in certain occupations, because of the nature of the occupations and the
relative locational stability of the occupations, are more predisposed to migrate
than are others."

i
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'CONSTRUCTION OCCUPATIONS
FOREMEN, CONSTRUCTION AthTRACT D.O.T. Code: 860-C69

Myers, Richard R. "Interpersonal Relations in the Building Industry, " Hurpan 0,12E-
izatton, Vol: V., No: 2 (Spring, 1946), pp. 1-7:

Description:

In the.building indnstry, each worker makes his own employment contacts and

job arrangements. Much of the hiring io basee ,Nri personal contacts with the foreman
and the foreman's personal preferences and scht--jules. Due to the fact that building-
project jobs are of rwiatively short duration, there is a continual labor turnover which,
in general, allows the workers to establish their own employment pattern. In the
absence of stable and permanent relationships, tradesmen and employers are con-
stantly negotiating; the tradesmen 'attempt to find desirable new employment opportuni-
ittea, and the employer attempts to assemble enough competent workmen to do a

project.

*Wog:Force Selection: Selection of the labor force and control over hiring is almost
Completely in the hands of the various trade foremen. Since the work groups are
small and must work intimately together, the foremen use their own standards in
evaluating such. matters as background and temperament of the workers to be selected
for their groups. Hiring practices are frequently biased by racial, ethnic, and relig-
ious preferences of the foremen. In Detroit, for example, "where persons of Polish
descent constitute a large' and well integrated ethnic group, it is commonly accepted
among building tredesmen that a Polish foreman will inevitably select an all-Polish
crew." ;

The personal preferences of the foreman are somewhat offset by the fact that
building jobs have to compete with one another for labor supply. The foreman is
often in the position, of a petitioner. This situation is in pad due to the fact that,
during the 1930's, relatively few apprentices had been trained in the basic, old-line
trades of carpentry, bricklaying, and plastering. Postwar demands in the building
induStry outran the available labor supply. Following the war, the average age of

the building craftsman in most areas exceeded fifty years. There was a scarcity of
skilled workers for which no immediate remedy was in .1i4ht. Thus, "it is not un-
usual for the foreman, sometmes 'in company with the contractor himself, to drive
about the community' at night, address book in hand, contacting workers in their
homes in an attempt to secure crews of prowl) ability for a job or Jobs which must

be started quickly.
\

_ Wor ea_Kr_-Fc)1..._r.eniet1 Relations: The hiring practices in the industry operate to the advan-
tage of the workers and serve to enhance their self-esteem. Conditions in the in-
dustry further enhance the worker's position. The checks and balances system which
exists in the relations between foremen and workers grants an unusually large amount
of freedom to the workers. Both groups belong to the same craft unions. The workers
may file a complaint against an "unfair" foreman and if a foreman-is convicted of

,
"rushing" th t? workers, he is subject to stricter discipline than the worker who is
found geilty of an equivalent offense. In the constant reorganization of the labor
force, foreman and worker roles are frequently interchanged. The foreman usually

,
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1 regards his..'superisoryroll as sOffievil*t t!ftpor.ary,,i"ariwirilife:WOrii relatio'riShii
a nticOates the day when he;May be Working under one of hit fellOmsl." ,Workers,:,
do nOt seelforemen' s the'"company Men. 11 Insteild, theireg,ard,them ia,AnclikridUal,')
personalier. --, ,"who, because .of their pOwer to hire )and to regOld)te. th.e'comitosition

, , r

\

-1 '1 ,of artisan crews, 'must be, met',and dealt irith On
1,

41 personal basis." I,,- , -
,

'
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gach foreman tendS, tO establish' i circle, of friends and acquaintanOes" who
represent'a ,sort of perisbnal labOr pool: -He regularly hires,'from,this poo4 The
tests of hiring are personal tests, therniteria for whicih are ettablished .by the .i

.

foreman aCcordina td,his iiersOnal 'preferences/and 'biases, Usually there is no /
cornPanY Policy gOverning selection of Workers, exCept *at, the foreman hal/0 an
effibie`nt ore* out on the cOnStrudtion site-: ,
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. Corigenialitytbetweeri the tredesinen and foreMen seems' to be more important ,
, .

in the building industry than in any other industry,"because the, nature of the handle!:
craft manufaCture by skilled craftsmen places a premium upon mutual consultation ,

; . , r .

and, coOperation. " ,
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-Responses of 38 foremen to the question sloyi 74.0f basiS,do you selectthelnert .

. .whq work for\ you? " illustrated:the significancerd personal-attributes in the_hiriiii
prOcesS'. '. Along with the ,Universal criterion Of*ailability, 37. out of 38 mentioned1,

, crafts:Skill ai fundamentaLin ihe selection Of tthe Worker. ,Other traits frei4ently
mentioned wereCsociabilitY (15 Out:of '38); good Judgment (32 out,/of, 38), and init,l!c,
atiVe (24 out, of/ 38). , , ' . , , .1 , \ tl
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' It is a C-ommén.pracitice Sainong' forethen to maintain a notebook or some other 1

-listing cOntaining the nanies of the*Orkers whom they regularly'emplOy. In the .

Detroit StudY, it was found that the building foreman's "boot" listed-,approXimately
25-45 names of workers rated in terMs of (their skill excellence. Genera4y,' the
foreman naintairit 'some sot, of soCiatcontact With preferred workers-,and their
families. When the'lliorkers haprien,to be emPlOyed by tome other.firm, the forerin
might make periodic, Celli to check upon their availabilitylor upcoi\hing jobi. Some
names on thelov3mark'S, 4sti represent's seCondanilpersorial labOr pOol. . ir, heie-','.\ v.-,

WOrkers are called,upon tO Work When the Primary wOrkers:arelinavailable. These
men know that they are Subititutegiand do not depend completelyiontheforeman's.

, . .
call fortheir ernploymeni. ,', i ., ...,',,= , ,, .., , , ', :.- '\!

%,o ' ' , '
, '' ) i,

. In`'eaCh,building -area, rriany such primary and secondary circl,e0,24 workerp
l

surround the 'foiemen. , At times,. the cirCles Orrlap., ,The saline tradegmen:linayip
' listed b* several 'fbreMen einCe the foretan working for One :COntracting 'compni,
*may 'not have:j0s for all of hie preferred workers. The Deiirciit srveiyifOiridithtit, l,

1 4 ,

workers sometimes depencied,upOn is 'manYas fiVe 'hiring agents for theitwOrk. '1- ',
\ ' i \ .
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i
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. : Iry addition tOAhe primary and\ secondary circlesOf Workers, there ate workerS'
, whO. have no'personal,ties' to' anyloremen.' ,These 'worers may'be recent iirriyals

in the comnunity.. Being unknown, they.\maY,:lave to wait l'or general *1S, is'stied,
_to the .union by proppectiVe employers, or ihey may find employment ,atilarge .\
building projecti where hiring' needs:.go(13,eyond the range af "a s4ngle. foreman's
,contacts., Over, a perlOd', of time, ,the highly skil,led and \aciiPtable OewOomers
would establish favorable personal relations with 'foremen Which woUld thenUad

_

to continuity Of Oriployment '
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.Tliet-telationships -betieen, foremen' ands tradoismn' -Ore controlled by-status, ,. ...,

,COnSideratiOns. The/forernan'Who attemOs tO-,aibeinble *tail efficient*Ork creW -K.

-'1 muist have a-fa,irly intimate, kilo'i'qiii-dOi.-6rictrig"4rd fiii the in-divitival'tradesMan's\
.'concePtionAh s own 'statue:- tii50 highly-killectoarpentry firilph crews proVile an .:

, ,

- example:of the $ portance-of\statui considerations. Al well-est, 4abed- "number'
one" lien ca.nifOt work: SatisfactOsrily 'in a "riUmberi_tw'o" Potition .-At times ,l delicate

, )., -- 4 ,./ ., , ....,

, i negotiations must be Made in-Order to preserVvi the. proper order OfAraft ranks

'
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The WO' Mir and is eiio deszien= _The-neture of_the\ building work and the
-'- constant\ itbor turnover-from jOb,to job. Oniphaiiie the- importance\ of personal

adaptOilityln_livorkirelati,onshipS.s "The need for-personal ajdaptability ii greiter, -
, c

among Apse workersWho,,habitue* wOrk in the tirades whiCh are'ilired by the '
general. corit.ractor for larae scale PrOjects.", _In such :a.'S.etting, the men who, fail
'to fit ffijo the,grOlip situation wiiicills becomina establised- ire likely to be let

i go:'s 'Workers in theiridesTwho,are:usually, emploYeciby:dubcontractors: are Mote' ,

likely to knoW-eacii Othlar-anci to have worked togeth\er frequently, -since_sub.con- .)

tractort are ,jikely to til.re tmalletSninnber of ineit repeatedly and maintainSoine
:irarkirs ratherlierrnanenthi in:their eMploy.' ,,, :* , .. ., , ,

,
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PersiMal attachments-and interdepen9ence between building ,workers.is the'"
strongest amOng the_riveting CreWS, n;strticturat iron erection, and among,;the
-expert;tinishing Creivs.Ins the Cartientry trade. Riveting Ciewiliembers,:ifór instance,

. .,
s --> - deVe4op an intinlate knowledge Of. one anOtherts actióni and show7a-definite.,reiuc-7

-...

tance ,to take outsiders into their group, even temporarily: In carpentry," the,highly
-skilled finish creWs haveillote permanent_ atsociations both On the jib and outside
the conteXtof work,. ).Tsually,,eaCkfinish Carpenter has a limited:number of fellow'
workers with wh6in he- claim's:- hels able tO_ work in Perfect confidence: ,-,
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On mbsi jobs, _there_is a notieeable'distinction.betweep-referred-workers..Who.--
,..,, , ,

I ' \

are acCuito*ed to Workinglogether and Outsiders who lie teMpOrary additions to9e
woik'orews . , , .. , ,
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Cr \aft- pieri;g4ii'res re 'Well"tormtilated ii'th(e induetri. Tc.,01s and processes. ,
i

'i.tparticular crafts -are emphatiCallY guardd. -.The defensive view:tliit the brick.-
layeri hek*regarding craftmatters ftinishee-- a chaiacteilzation 'of activi.ties Of tkie

. buildiii4 tradesmen._ As-the various,tradesinert,arriVe it the tOnstructiop \site, they,- v

,.., ,

,. ).-.5surVer sand Claseify ill 'projectedswork. Over-lapping taskS 'may be fecilierit:
, jurisdittional CommO'n.law Of thp trades, however, so\narrowly regulates the-rat-

, tionShips that, .iins.-Ome,instnCes, ,the:Ariyingsof a-nail or the stroke of a_ trowel.by,
a member- of the Wrong 'tiide mai piov4e-work/ stoppage, -cause legal action, arid

:- perhaps:lead to physical Violence between tl:te members, of the particular trades:
, , \ . , , - ,

._ - , ( _ ,
,, .

, ,
-, - ------, ' It Is interesting to note -Oat income asa mark of status has, almoit no signi-,

ificance:aMong workers in the buildi,ng tradesl. Status is-recognized to the extent
that One has:the.ability to "bommand-the' raie," !..e. , by his skill and abiliti to

, obtain, w44Out_questiOn,, the.full,hourli iate custoinary in the .community. BYs<.

/ ., suOt exiitn4I marks Of itatUS,the qualified meChanics are distinguished from the -,

.Oresum'ably-inferior, "boots's' ant"hatchetmen" in the trades. Total year* incOme,
-,
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howevei, has little importance4n terms 'of stattis sinbe
7there is an implicit .
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,. ,,
I

,
r4 '1'
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,

recognitioil of pie fact that unprOdiCtaliie 4zards ot the trade. 4rid'ii.iludtrY or
, persori01 Ohoice may\ Witt ,poteritial earning pO,Wer -duriiig the yeir. 0,ccutta-
ftional ,hazardsjuch ü 106:ei Of tithe'.between-jObs clMays for which inanagemerit
is resporiii*,,re,repognized and lit 1noWn"tcistri1116,,t01Workers rather
criminately. '"1,u6;kh1 plays, a Sigriificant role in the WorIcerst`icalculationt. Also,
among builCiingworkers it is kn, acCepted custom for an indivldial td 7lay, off" for2,
a few weeks, througii per,sonal choice, or to, declirie to accept Certain 'employment.

1 (

, . ) , i .

The WOrker and the Vniotenti ,Tfie successful journeyman regards the agent as
his oWn)personal grieVance adjustior. _As suer, 'the agent is period!, .11ysin an4 'emit\
of the jOurnOman's" favor. ,' ,,

,
,

, z

/ i
1 ,

' 'The, relationship IS' different iri the case of the, lesi'successful journeymen.
Iri tlii-S ingtance, the union agent 'is in the Oositiori of power-and maY exert consider.",

r. IDle control over the worker. This ContrOl May result from the faotthat ttie upion
business' agent isythe person who handles- the' caIlS fOremploYnient. The journeYman,
mitst,depend upon hirn for work. Thd union business.agent may;manipulate these
lesi 'iuccessful fourneythen4o,as to build.up a' group of. followers among the rank -

and file, who loolsrupon hiM as-the. Protector of the Wofters4 interest,. ,By such,
a method, thebtiSineei_ag'erit i* able to retain Ali personal dominarice over the

,
group of reserve Workers even thOUgh he, has lOst favor With the elite group of
Workers (p.e.,:those who get' their jobs throug4 personal contacts) .

1

(

StiMinnr and Conchisionsi
, / , 1

I
1

, , .
; s

. . 2" the technological 1.1d Orgar4Zational requirethents of the building trades
, ,

,i:iroduced highly individi3alized employment patterns. Interpersonal relations in the
industry arv,mostly informal and unstandard4ed. Opportunity ior personal choice
arid the emphasis on. "sociability" create primary group ,situations -which reveal.

, considerable internal' stability. . ' '
,

,

, ,

, 1, , l
i

I 1 . o ) !
,

,

I/
Tlie primary.group organization of Work crewi, the limitations 'imposed.upon

,personal pOWer in the -supervisory ranks; and ihe mutual' regard for individual ,status4
pave oreated an' interrelated ("stecurity syaters7 for the icraftsman. 'Any major chan0
,W,Otild2jeOpardize this '"seCurity syttem"' of the journeyman:

,

,, , - , :\ --' 1 . i

1 / \
, ,

'Aillplicaticins for,CoUnielirig:' -, /
,
,/ (\

. .
,

, ' i , ,r , , , ,
' ; ) , , , ,

Applicants for -apfirenceships and other entry work in the cOnstructionlield,
are frequently 6Onfused and frustrated by the persOnalized style of recruitthent. ,

.Succeislul applicanti 'are usually blends, Or at least 1adquaintances , Of the business,
'agent or ."ingropp" . direct applic
unsuccessful,. it ii useful for the \counselor to discuSs these praci,10s, with
counselees considering work in ihit-construction trades. ,

I t
/

ation by the outsider /is usua4y' '

J \
iome of tile counseling problems encountered With'coristruction workers folloW .

,

.
I

. , >
,

Tourneythan Status in a construction trade is a little like the c011ege degree 9 .

Ei,e4pt.during a clepression, it Offers a basie 'minimum employment seurity. A few
yocatiohalcoUnseling clients find,little, job saiisfa6tiOn in their trade and want to

. try sóméthing, ilge which might be more isatisfYing; yet, ,they' must 4& with the

Zik

9.
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fact that the things ,they are qualified to, do will nOt bring-/iie'same high wages
received in_construdtion work: 4inotiier freilueni,problem is, that i relatively min&
'disabiirity may Make a ConStruction trade iqeasible..

,
- , ,,

, .
,_.

'Although annual earniOgs 'of conStruction workeis are highthere:'are, manir
,

temporary layoffs between jobs, and b0Cause of,Weather or. strikes. Some workers,
are unable to withstand the- arixietf Associatd with this' uncertainty ina 's,eek
employment which prOVides a-lower 'annual wage but, steady Work all year, around. /

I
./

,

,

,

Scow Occupational Péld

krethocklwx:/

IntervieWs were conducted with 6.00 skilled tradesmen and 3a foremen in
Detroit in 1941. These data- were gathered Cluring (an,itypical- period In: building
trade ,activity between thq depression land total( yrciolvement-in World War.II

s

Cautions:
_

-

\ '
,

, /\

The sample on,wich these generali-lations" are based:ma's diawii, frOm ,onlyone-
cOMMunity. ,;The analysis;does --not take intO account possible variatiOns that

, .

Might_ oCCur among -other localities: - , ', ,
,

T7 heoretical Orientation:
V , ,

Formal orgénitatiOns influence the structure of the labor Market -and attempt ;.\
tO control job allocOtions. Trade unions ,:trade,and prcifeSsional associia;.lons,
and government :agenoiei represent both confliding and cooperatiVe forces: inithe
labOr market. the'lack of fiXed boundaries stimulated various
aroups to:protect theInselves it1 ecotioniicatly comintitive ,sitUations In the
building`tradesi, fOr example, ,!.,t is pOssible fora-group tO' contiol hiring WheOier
the plant -is'unionized ornot. .

-
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r_ PLUMBERS, Oi-S FITTEO, AND - D.i),,To_Oode: ;862.381 ,./, , e.: STEAM FITTERS I ,
,

..,

: PLVIspEill'ArnanICEs ABSTRACT
,.

, , A / \ .\ . i

'% , I

1 Moss, Leonard W., "The Master Plumber-in Detroit: ,A Study in-Rôle Adjustment and
- Structural-Adaptation in a Handicraft Occupation Undergc?inq irethnologicAl

Change." Unpublished Ph.b. dissertation, University of _Michigan, 1955.* ,

/

Description:

Deveto
.

I

Until the 'Civil War, the Master plumber was at once 'the manufacturer, retailer,
an4 installer of all'pliimbing works. \He fabricated the lead conduit from tpe "eat
leacl by ha:nmering And Working the seaMs together. _His trade secreti were closelY
guarded, and admission to the-trade was rigidly,controlled by-the guild. The,jouiney-

rk- , man, -an itinerant,laborer4 slowly:mastered the-,skilis of the trade by-working with,( themaster. In the early days, the master designed_the fiXtures, planned the jobe
C- _and laid out the:work, for the journeyman. In turn, the journeyman was aided, by the

apprentide.;, Because the fixtures were made in the master's shop for the specificr ,
k- jobs,' the early fOurviry'production'of cast iron pipes and fittings had little effeöt On

the iglimbing trade.. The first vret shift, in this occupational pattern _was Caused by '

the factory manufaCture of the-c*amic_water clogets and sooir afterwards' the
bithtUbtr.) TheNfactories' produced these items at ,a:cost far below that set\ by the- :-

, - , master;plUmber and made them available to,a wider market.. As a result, the master
,

plumber relinquiffied'the(role of fixture manufacturer and became, instead, ')a fixture
distributor and installer. orientation to the trade rer4ained in*t; he was

i

still the Iiighly skilled craftsman,- ,
,)

, .

A

,

The introduction ofthe cast iron pipe, called forthe creatiori of new tools and
for, the-development of new, work techniques . first, the ma,sters fashioned their
own,-caulking OstruMents and& in turn, taught the jourrieyminfiow to make and use
them.' The journeyman in those days-was 'still- the itinerant type, -free sto pia up
his tools ,d journey to the employ ,of Another master. The -relatiOns betWeen mas-
ter arid journeyman Were ,inforrnal and inter-personal.

Thebeginning Of ,sky,scraper \construction and, the,expansion,of citieibrought
significant changes to *he plumbing,trade. The construction \of these buildings and.
the resultant increased need for Plumbing work facilitated the change overfrom the
cast iron pipe. to threaded steel pipe and tidings. The ease with which the threaded
pieces fitted together made the lead working skills 'of the master _obsolete

1

,

The need for high water, preisureind' complexwaste,removal systems was\ be-
yond the planning skills of the old-time master plumber. ,"The 1ncreasing-,complexlity
of building design called for a ,higher degree of /skill in the Grafting plans and spec-
ifications than the master possessed. ". The,handling of these tasks became the 2*

provinbe of the sanitary engineers andthe architects. The master plumber lacked
the theoretical knowledge Of hydrodynamics and 'physics required "to bridge the gap

,

*This dissertation has been abstracted selectively.
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.betyieeri 'hit; ilistriciea,Practide% and,the demi:ids of the new' teChn6lOgi"
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The increasing groWth of factory productior1 at plumbing tnateriaWand stikiliew:',7'. N

divested the master. More. and More of Ilis itol, 0 of manufactUrer/distributor., While,
1 some mSters's .11 functioned as distributors; 'the inareased capital reqUireinents
for_ direct pphaseS from the,a,attisrY 'brought the Wholesaler iritolhe,01,:cture; Re-,
gion0 niarketsideveioPed for,the manufactured' soods .\ ,4 titii, p14, ceramic!Witer. ,- _ii ,_:_',,

ialosetS and bathtubs were shipped directly to 'the installirs'a pluirsbers: ',By 'the late
187(pp., 'the hardare wholOsaler acted as the interme;liary betweeri the 'mainitactiirer.

; ,and,the initaller: plumbArs Thok intlre,migt in speCialization by soMe JohberS dealirici ; ',','-

' exclusively in PlUmbing materials and Supplies. finallir 4bolished the ,rhasier pIurfib:O's
rOleJos distributor.. Now, he wad , a meo0anic, i retailervand an installer. VA the'

7

:stiuggleti`> Preyent,outsiders frOm further uSuiping the trade, the,inOters' essooia7
_tiori-and joUrii,eymen`,s1Union made their appearances' abOitt *is, time. I'-

, , , ... ,

'1" , , '., I : I( " i
: : 'N, 1/ , 1:.,,

The iraistE;;. -Still .ret*ed cOntrol*Ls his shop, dcipite `the 10s of s'ome.471 his I,

functions; 4iS r§lationship t&th'e jciurneYman becaine ticimewhit fOrmalitedlis 'the'
,.'lotirneymen't ,uniOn beaame established:, The:Matter' 'Slap retiined'llisi'title ai 6 "

... 7inasterheallanic, ". b4110 iiias nci longer theldiversiflied skilled araftsmen d'Olier
time's.' piowly; some masters began to 'condentrate iheir'teffortt along specialid '

, ) .
, ., ,. .

:,\ .', i 1 ,,- ,',,,
lines ,': Pr

.,:c
, : ,, ,, ,` . .1

t
I

i

I r
,

I
x

1 ' . -- , r ; , I ; _:\. !" 'i " 'r

The'exiiitiCin of uiban, centers' and the attendant' need fOr wateilina' iiinitattori!
sisteMe ', is. well as the deyelo\piient ,arid, use Of ga&laMPst Vasili,increased the'
number ''Of 'plumbers and the 14.ume of business-.4 1,.Studies,sitinuning\ froM field;,/,:, , ',

;/ researcli'deMonstrated the relatfonship betweeri-contral 9,t water 'and ,sewiage :and,
, pub* health' objeCtives,.. 'MediCal research demonstrated the possibility Of water1 :

,transmisSion' of baCteria causing ipecific 'cloiseaies: Ai a result of these iievelop; ( , 2.

ments, urban sanitation tiollOWina the 1880'S became' the charge' i)f inunictil '4overn- ,

,

k ,nlente7. The-first plutilbing zodes Were enioted in Iiishirigton,1 Dq.p.'; :00 then in'
, ,

% ' f :L, / , "I/

.N-ew Xork. ,Essentially; plumbing 'practice!'s tlie.translation of sanitation\ theofy
into praCtical engineering. The ,phinbing, codes ar:Siginpl*. the eriunieration lif, Min- '
imum standards desilned to ');ii±3160te the application'Of reSearc4 4ndings -and uniform-'
ity of pr'actice. The7cOde 4ave' the master pluMbers legal authority .to /instal/ pluiiib- ,

ing:,/ Thei actual enforCement of health standards of the Code, hoWevei, remnined, 'if' -.,,
with the governMental. Ogencies. Iri Detroit, till::: Oureiii of Plumbing Inspection was;
-the authorized-agenoy charged With registering and liceiliing Of ,Olimiberd and in.,;' s'

,specting pluMbing facilities. Tile Plumbing 'codes Wire-interpreted byi4e ,Master ,

1 \ /

: )

plumt;ers as linsuuments designed' tO iph'Old their tatifs'.' ',, '' ' \,. - . /
1

, ,

:._ I

I

, , .
II

,, _,,, \

1 .1\ 1

I

l, I

I ' -- ' / /', I ,

The Present Structure of the Trade: I -
, , i,,,
,

\,. - ,, {'
1 i

., \

: 1' \ 7 l /\ ,

Since the beginning of the:.cerittiy, tOe Structure of thefitradelilis Changed Very
little. nradition',and conselisus within the trade\ilad defined the scope' of the occu-
pation and the role ie4uiteinents of-the various positions 1.1-ithiii ,the occup/ational ''
hierarchy:" r Dutiee ,of the Master pluMber were defined au f011oWs: . , : 2 t

t ,/ )
,,

, 4 Master, Olumber Is herepy defined to mean a persOn duly,
.

certified,as. such,ind authorized t6 enga-46 in the installation , --'
,

/ 1 of plumbing .thfoug,h c6ntract; 'or otherWise, and ,also ,in,plen
\ nit-ice engineering, superi*ndingt Ineia14ition1 MainCenariae, ,,'

I

,
,

,
' c ,

I , l , ', 014 ' , r, .

, '' \
,

, .1
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and repiair with respeat to plutrilbing in all it's branches; and as,

,auch, a master plumber 'is authOrized to employ JOurneythen,
plumbers and plumbers!---appréntices and other persona\ netessary .
for the' proper installation of plumbing Work-1;n accOrdance with ', ..,

the plumbing regulations and-,'provisions, Of this cocle.,,,,(ASSE ,

, Yearbook,--1950t pp. 328.) ' .

, .\ ,
, - , ,

Below the Masters in the occupational hierarchy are the journeymen and the
apprentices. In Michigan, the- jourrieymed are licensed by the state after certifica=
tion by_the State PluMbing Board.- The apprentices are registered bUt .riot licensed.

The post-:World War I building boom called for hicreased_specializatiOn and in-'
creased division of labor in the plumbing trade. "The all-around mechanic" ircarae
a thing of the (past, and emplhasis was placed on, speed rather than quality. A new
,spirit brought on by the new technoldgy began to pervade the 4.hdustrli. The master
plumber no longer regarded himself as a craftsinan but began to-think of himself as,
a Mechanic. ,

, \ ,

, BIT" iiie end of World War I, the'generai building contract/or be6ne iirtillpestab-
, \

lished, as -thetcoOrdinator of construC,tion work: ,In many instance's, he acted_ as a
broker,\ and the master plumber, in turn, was relegated to the role of sub-contractOr.

- This was particularly true in the "ease of 'new constructibn and large-ecale repair
_

. work--;,

J
.

j By the end/Of-the 1920's,:the demands of buildir tethnoldgy had produced
several sub-specialties in.the plurnbing practice. Examplea of the various special-
ized fields are: industrial and commercial construction and/or,maintenance, .ctistom

. yesidential construti6n, projeCt residential 'construction, redidential Modernization
and' rePair, school building cOnstruction andlnaintenance, remodeling.and 'alteratioria,

, fire-fighting system installations, -furnace installation and repair, etc. Each new
technique and each new Invention brought forth a specialist who concentrated his,
_efforts in'One field. The rontinizatiori of tasks 'arid the simplification sf- job require- --

ments' his4, in the long run", reduced the craftiman'syole t6 that of-the -assembler.:
mecilanic. At-present, according to their field of specialty, the following typea of
maatrThplumbers7are found: large and small' contracti ng'maiters, merchant masters,
jobbing_masters, and marginal masters. A brief -description/of these typea follows.

r

,- ,--
t

7

The 'Contracting Masters: ,There are two types: those 'engaged in large icale
business, ,and those doing_buiiness in-a smaller way. The large cOiltracting Master
'is highly specialized--the work of hia, firm is limited to installation of industrial.
piPing and plumbing or commercial construction. His firm; based on themoaern
corpOrate structurel, employs' ten or more persons. ,

,, \
)

The large contracting master spends most of his time with' administrative details,
the supervision of actual Was being delegated to the foreman. A crew of jouineymen,
apprentices, and lielpers is assigned to specific jobs by the forernan. The,master
himself spends very little time on inapectiori of job sites. Rather, his time is spent ,-

with planning, estimating, purchasing, bidding, and soliciting,of additional businesi.

This type of plumbing master has a sizable capital investment in the business.

315-
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. t ( , \ ) i \ c- 5 ,' 1 . ,, ''1.ii e tericis Ito use the latest and postieffective teanniquestdeveldped /ri the'tfade. Hei,

probably, spends less. tiMe (aiii average cf, 8/ years) 'as a ,ourneir,man than did tne avert
age master,4, Ile Cloiely identifies 0:th his -trade. and, belongs to,orie or 'several

' 'trade associatiOng.-- He regards #itdelf 4 ar:',Iousinessirian rather-thin as, a mOter \
plumber. On the badis Of his income and s4e Of busineSsi, he26cindiders'himzelf 'a
t.nember'of the utiPer:iniddle Claes. Hareali.zet that the iilumbing trade has ma'ny
Problemi,,and 'his biOgest'complaint ,concernS 'the 1,ncreasing cOrripetitio.a from small-

? , 1' 1lercontraciing Master's,. ' ) ,

-
.: ,

In contrast*, the small contracting/maSter concentrates his efforts inlesidentiai
bu1l*-110, ikorkin§' ptimaray-as a sub-pontra6tor. He gpmbines' the work Of adrnin- ;
i,strator, siipervisof, 'and \often\ that of the worker. Vvhert he is Out, on a lob, ,he must, .

'watch:out for'the Union business agent, who may'obfect to his wilting\ ad a journeyman., \
The Small contracting maSter's,businesi 'otritlook is -somewhat pessimistici. ,He finds
it hail to i! break into 'the ebi4 tirrial-since the 1dg \boys', lhave thelest cOntracts sewed
up."', The-Small contractor views-the, building code as "the safegUird of the,\plumber;

.i. our law designed to keep.out the outsiderS." ; s

,

l ,' ,

1.

/ The small 'OontractotapParentlyWent into-business on\ his own-, following Pie` ,,
. ..

building'bOOm of Ale Mid, 467se_ He spent long Years as a journeyrntin and ii thorough-'
ly acqUainted with tive journeyman system. , He thinks of himself' as ,a mastOr Plumber,

1 , 4,
, ._,

a-middle class, individual. Frequently, 'he may ilot be, a; member Of the plumbing I,
masters' aSiodiation. 1 . I

k

)

1

, \
,,

I l . 1

,

Merchant Magters: The large meichant madfer maintains a showloom in additioh...........
to his; plumbing work and, by conscious effOrt, Mimic's the Merchandising techniques
of 'department stores* mail ordee4Ouses: and other cOMpetitors . The' average merl ' \

chant mapter, hoWever,' pays' little,attention tO his diSpiay area and (Conentrates 'on\
plumbing contract iivoria(1..

.
. . -;-, \

/ i ' `'', i \ ' i 1 i . 1 \s r
, The large merchant' master employs a sales staff and 'has a large aniount of capt-,\ 1

ital invested in the buiiness. 110,1is very ,critical'of the prevailing ,clitstribbtion:sys-
tern; he feels-that he is entitled tO a greater discou4'than 'he aCtUally receivesliar. \

cause of the great volume of his purchased. Frequently, such a _Master obtains ssup7 '''\

piles from' Sources outside' the regular' distribution\channels . 'The manufacturers,.are.,
' his .favorite ,target of criticism; he blames them for the "existence of the prevailing .

DTU (airect-to-You;, i.1i., consurned diStribtion methods. . . \ /

,

,

5
I. . , .': \ \\ / P.

'Although the merChant \master quibbles abOut many,provisions of (the
he regardi it a's a proteCtiori for tile plumber,and for the public as Well, on,the
He 'hopes that -with edudatiOn the public'maY become acquainted with the5master, ,

plumber's aottivities.' ,This type Of individual is likely tO be a member of the-pith-6'6ml'
association and tendt to identify w'ith the middle classes.. The larger merchant calls
hirnselkna businessmann !' his iMaller colleague thinks of himself as a master

Th rAlthOtigh the general services Of this typeapproxiniate\
those of his skilled predecessor, the jobbing master differs froin the Oldtime plumber
in many redpects. For inStance, hiS tools 'hive been adapted to the late0 techniquew
his market is not limited to the immediate neighborhood which surrounds\ his' shop. The
jObbing master faces much competition within the Itrade, tiostly frai the \larger, more\
efficient firms . He is concerned with the effects of, mass production methods, develop-
ment and in-creasing use of plastic pipes, and",the ,continued spread of PTU distribution

r;
,
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methods. He is aware'Of the faCt thatile.COuldeearsily be reduced to the iole.of a.
; inechanic\ working loranOther larder niaSief. H, A -,' -

i

. , ... _
1 ,

(
1 ' / / \,

/ i \\
% \

1,Tsuallyithe fobbing. master_hires One or twosjourneymen. slie is the purchasing
-- agenti .0*.Visor,-.Planner,,; and, estirila'toz'. His pi.ace of businesi may be the .,

_. ,t :garage ofhis tOmii,, Or a storefront, near his house. Heis Closely tied to the whol-
salen sinde he'can't-affird to buy large iluantities,1 he muit depend on the wholesale
to store,and to deliver theneeded ma'terials .to' the job site. He vieWs the union with -

mixed feeling's; he thinks .it iitontrOled by guys who have gone crazy demanding
\stich-high''vfrages:)...r.,He Is:unlikely-to be an'asocidtion Member. H. seems to be
'práud of being his own bosi"and being able 'to Make a living_with thilittle educat, on
he \heti . ,'' \ ' , , . .-

,.. ,,
\ -

,--\ , ' -/

--',1114-1.......INgitirA\: 'This- type-ii no longer svlf-employed. He wOrks for
,' another master pluMber, or on occasion for'the DTU. ,Generally he entered the,

_trade a long time ago after Serving as ajourneyinan for an,extended period of time.
ie gOt inlolOusiness for hiinself during the Mi140's Wnen building contractors were

. -begging:maOter,piumbers-tio do their- jobá '.' ' The' Marciinal Maiters claim that increased
, ', c6miSeti#ori angflack of iuffieient`capital and credit have forced' them to turn to jobbing.,

'Mese comments illtiOtrate their:Situationf --'= ' ' ) , \:
,
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, r E9w can tcornpete against the big boys when-they have everything
,

-. sewed up solid. They havecredit, disCourits, project vvork,, / '-- ,, __- .
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.. TheWs no Usebeating your' brains'oUt in fighting the DAT* , ^
1.

( Selling Sttift.,..mightas we0 install their jobi...'. 1

1 07'
. S \.

./

\ Retaining,their tilasterlicensesi the'margirial plumbers can takeqt`Vermits to
_--. \ do odcfpitimbin4lobs #1 tii-s' way, they' supIement'their;3.ncomes by working or'

sriall installkiont duiing free time.- The marginal plumber tegards the, trade -,

-., assOciititin ad thi*cliciue of the '64 boyS:" He vie*si hiniself AS a working clasi
, I

.indiVidual.,r4 plumber,,, rat4er than as 'ebuOirtes: nen) or master plumber, lie is
_likely to be diseatisfied,With'hiS 'lot ind feel that he Might haves dolle 'betterin.another

, occipa thetion. He regards building coOe as the only effective. theins for controlling'
, .

connietitiozu`:1-"Only the laW prevents- mierybody froth getting,into the act.!'

I(
,_ / --', , , ,_ .../ , \ - ---,' . , - /

Summarizinix,Conclusions: r.
, 1, , . _ i-- ./

) , - -.\-
, .._

1

The histOry of'tlie,pcupational Sy,temnfrevealed that the syttem has "underlone(
, an evolUtionary trttiniition from a 'state of incOherent homogeneity...6 oneM co- , .

iierent heterogeneity'. :." iptterival econornic faCtors influenced' the general conditions
, within the trade. Thestrend6ward,coriorate.trade practibee has been reflected in,

ihe occupational syStem. *ith' ihe creation of the corpdrat form game _the' develop-
- -'ment of the Small-businessman orientation Of the master-entrepreneur. Tr he increasing

costs-of doing business' created s6i-ne problems in capital financing. The price , ,

structure of goods.and the aVailability of Credits fluctuated with-market conditions.-
i)eriods of depression and prosperity have controlled, to a great extent, the fluctuation
of competition both withlin land without file occupational system; ,}1,0;low1ng the

\ last depression, absentee 'OWnership-of plubing firms arid the- incrOaSed marginality ,

of producers develoiled. "The mar4inO.Producers,Werit outside, the establiihed cannelsi
. 31,74: ,,,
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of material distribution 'arid Contributed materially, to the develoPMent,of VP; sdirect,,
,- ' , .' `. I ,I . 1 ito-you distribUtion methods retailing." \, (

.. , \ - ,, . .

. . .
. - ),

:Closely cOnnected With these ,economio fO- rdes mere the soci'al forces. WhiCh
exerted irOre4iing iOluence upon the ,trade.: the grpvikh and dOelopment of \the cities,
the need ,for ado'cluate water supiaiy and wa0e reirvai, and the riolinlation !dipapon,
contributed to the aroWing demand fOr,,Pitrinbng setvices.

, l ?' ', o" , ,,r

7 /
1 i o

, 1 , ,

0 , -.,
, t , i sj I

External technology /in the form of neW materials, ,neW tOpl#, and ,newiitechniques
eliminated, the secret skill requirernents of the master. _In fact, the role ,of the master
.plurnber wat .'threatened with extinction as :factory "PrOduction of goods removed, him,
from, the role of the manufacturer. Ai 'a result of the dombin'ed effec4s of economic,',
social, and technological changes; the master plumber's-role was reduced to tliat Of,

, A - . , . ,

,a skilled mechani zc: : L

. c
, /I .''' ,

' 1):
,1 / l' I ,i -iI

I

s.'1 1 ;II' r. i I

t i

Ir' addition to-the external forces which Shaped the_structure/of,the occUp#tionat
sySteM,, certain socilafforCes within,the occupational system brought abOut the'

,J9-structuOng 'of relations wito4the,trode. Of partictilar importance has been the
.development of ,journeyMen's'UniOns. These contributediargelytto the Increase:0,, . ,
fonnalitition 'of emplOYer-emploYee relationships, prornoti&stability,witilin 'the

,,- ,_

system. ,_ \ _.- k: ./ ' , ' ', / i J I :

i- , o' , ', ., r ,

1 .i ' '- i ' . / I i r L , '

The'daptation of the exiiiing oCCUpiti3Orial structnre Can be seen th the I.Oss of
rOle functions by, the, maéter plumber.' !rom the PoSition.of manUfacturer, retaiW,
thstaller mechani, the MaSter plumber's, role, 'in many instances, has been reduced'
to that,of the- installer mechanic . 1 The riie of the DTU,IFI!.S.tribution method Was" '...

. prompted bY the edonomicilly Marginal Oroducérs and by the laidequeicy,oUt4e
, , I , ,PlUmbersas'retail-merchan . i

t.s. r: , ,i

,,,,
I / .,, 1 .-'.i '

li \ 7,, ,i t

r ,1 ,..:
f

, The .Oliezall rolq\'adjustmerits;and- structural adaptation* 'are Characterized,;by
increasing5 division of labor. With regard to` 'str4cture , the hierarchic4 pattern; .2 ,

remairied,, i?ut_witl4n 'the skill hierarChy many specialized patterns exiSt. TAe Most
stri1cin4-,adaptation of the,system has been the Creatio,of a distribution pattern to

I ' /

is sume thi, function formerly handled by th'e matterlOuii.thers., ,L, , ,':' ,

. ,:r ( ,' 'r ' '
f

)1',

With regard to rdle adjustrarerti b-t the.,-mapter, a modicuin of !lci1,1 remained. Ma-
Chine technology resulted in Specialization- and reduction, Of skill, requirenients .' rOur
distinct types .of Master were fourkl: contracting, merchant, jobb1n4, and margin:al
plumbers. ,The'merchant ana contrecting masters deirionstr4tecl more *armed occn- '1

pational /training tllanthe,othar masters .. The j'empirical.evidence suggested that
lafger masters tended to he -nore perceptive Of the ihreatening factorsimpinging uipcn.
the trade thän-were 'the smaller rnasters,:,. t*rease in skill regOreinents and routil#-
zatidn of,task hiAs. opened the waY for competition. on the individual levelythe mas-

, ter can da very lit-tie to. steienc, his status,. On t1:14 cbllective level, 'the ASSE (the .
trade assockatio4 -serves to" preierve th itati.t's Ot the niaster..'

,
. , ..

i 1), ,

, , \ ;
1 -'

., Implicationt fOr1,4tumeital: , /
. -

. . '
, ,

I 1s, i
i

, This: report on the historical Cievelopnrnt of .an Occupation is an ekciillent way
of thinking about 'in occupation'sthce it serves ap a SupOement to,the uPual crobst, '
sectional knowleOge 'available, fo vocational pounselors. COunseleis,copsidering'

. ,
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entering the Olumbing.field will understand the problem& &atter When they are seen
:,,,

i in this historical context. , Y ,
,

4 ' , )

/ I

i /
I i 1 ''- y -,

. The' recent invention and development of additional\cOmplicatea plumbing devies
arid automatic controls, to existing devices, s4rn to be. increasing tiie complexity, of ,

the pc'cupation ilia require greater 'skills in adsemblyi- repaitand 'adjUstment. It ,

Would.appeat that thebe skills are as deinanding fit _the nietal forming skills WhiCh,
the report indicates:, were required -of the master i)lumber earlY ifithe history, of the
occupation. -, There seems to be every indication that this trend toward_ greater com7 ,
plexity will cOntinue so that an upgrading i,,n the intelligeriCe and acaclemic tra4ninig '--
required foe the occupation is like),.y to be a need. -In large, commercial_ and Industrial
buildinds',, the Maintenance mechanicsmeets theSe needs. , In residential' buildings, .

) Mostbf thestit,i;roblerns are assigned to- the repaii-.pluMber.
, ,

, \ - . 7;--,\ \ \
Jsope: OccUpation . N

...-

.,

Methodology: -/
,\A

, , -7

InterViews were held'with='aranclorii 'sa'mple Of SO Master pluml5ers in Detroit
end with six master' plumbers _froth .other commUnitieS. l_rtformati* relating to tlie-
hiStoricaVdevelopmerit: of the trade was gathered froM various sOurCes, including
published materials.. Infórmation :about the' preient Stru'cture otthe. odcUpation Was
obtined by \iierional obserVation. In order to obtan a coMplete- pictjure of the

-7
industry, it was necessary- tO IntervieW -a variety 'Of. other, 'person Connected with
the \plumbing trade:- Among ,these were manUfacturer& of plumbing_SUppltes, jobbers,
plumbing inspectors,-supervitthy persom4eliand sanitary engineer inAie Detroit
Bdreau of Olumbing,,representatives_of the Plirnbers' unica, and plumbtng

),Cautions:

t`indingi of this study wqe based upon Conditions in the 'Detroit area:

TheoretiCak Orientation:' .

The 'sccio.=historical analyst& of the plumbing-tj.adeiviewed the occupation as an;
ongothg Social_system.' As suCh, it examineck theimiect of external and internal .
forces 'upon ,the sYstem wia the, adaptations, ma'de.

v
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PIPELINER ABSTRAct . b. 01,T gode: 899 . 884

Graves*, Bennie, "'Oreaking Out':. An Apprentice 897stem Among Pipeline Construction
Workers," LianiajLoraw912n, Vol. xvII, No. 3 (Fall, 1958), pp. 9-13;

be wription;
,

,

Learning the piPeline Construction skills is conceived as
a sequence of changing statui-role relationships between,the aspirant to the trade
and the work group that accepts him as a tr4inee. This, article explores the nature
of thesSiocial relationshipd- and points out the strategic changes that take place in,
the co3rSe- of training.

,

, Pipeline transmision companies award contracts to ilowest bidding construc-
tion companies, who in,türn organize the-work into a, "spread," i.e., a'pipeline

_work plant cOnsisting of criough men and equipment to build a single.pipeline.
This sPread is, divided into eight to ten gangi (a group pf unskilled, semi-skilled
and skilled Workers), directed by a foreman. The transmission company remains ,in
ultimate authOritsi over thsworkbrs in order to assure adherence to their technical
and quality-specifications. -They Often pass on the hiring of workerd, and have the
poWer to fire 'any Worier believed to be doing-faulty work.

Aiiiong,the workers' gang, only, about One half of iliem are in--group "piPeliner&."
Tie reniainder are "common hands" recrUited\from nearby towns fOr the, particular job,
only afew of whom will remain in the occupatiOn whenthe job is, completed. The
,in-group workers are reCruited 'for each new job, by an'informal grapeine;. i.e.
phone calls or 'letters from foremen, workers, friends or relatives at the job location,

'-or direct cells to.contractors, spreadmen, 6r foremen.. The trade magazine, The.
Pineltnez which publishes information about jobs in progress and proposed jobs, is
another spUrce_i)f recruitment.

Qliques of individual pipeliners and families often travel tOgether fromijob-to
job, forming 'a fairly c\phesilve group. ,Such a setting is fortunate Jor the apprentice
beOause the 9roup usually includes the novice's main instructor, ,who keeps him in-',
formed about new jobs and job opportunities-in which he may pracipe' his desired
skill. In addition, 'the friendship-)dnship group members/provide cooperation and
good will, ind often silpislement the learner with food, lodging, and money, since he
is frequently unemployed.

The pipeline skill aspirant may learn the trade in one of the four generally recog-1
nized 'skill categories': Weider, heavy equipment operator, pipe-prócessing machine
operator, and truck driverc.acquiring the necessary training either, in trade schools-

.
(welders-only), in' other industries, or Isq, "breaking soul on the line" while Wprking
as a laborer. Mo4 skilled workers are trained "on the line." Trade school welders
are not fivozed, and those who have outside training are regarded by the pipeliners

-as inferior in skill andnot likely to live up tO their obligations to contractors and
transmiSsion companies.

Breaking Out: Pipeline skill learriing may appear to be a series of _loose and unr-
.--64ized activities, but, iiipeliners themselve-s regard the acquisition of techniques as
a cumulative experience on the pipeline, pplernented by the-help of skilled workers.

3.20/3i1
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,"_-.AdcOrding to the au-thor'S observOtions, acquiring the trade.,is a Selective, 'rather .4iati''

a rand* process' bases. On sOcial,relationships arid value:orientation of the aspirant,
,as it tinds' WI Confotiii toNwOikers' Inliefs_CO/ncerning ilie, ski,lk necessity' to be a",
pipeline welder-,or, an :Operator,

,i

C -,

\ :The isacial relatiOrishi, aCcompanying.' the pipeline' skill learning may be 'character-. ; ',
ized ea a series' of, changing ,statusrole re'l*tionships between the trainee and the
people Who, help him tOibreik' out: i1011ed Workers; 'supervisoto and 'inspectors . The t',i

prOjeg. usOlili consists of three stages: t .
, ,

. ,--) , - . 1 , ,. /, , I
' ft''' 1 \ '

(

/ 7 i , -. ' . ! I .
4 .

\

The Firit StOcie..: '..Ttie aspirant Wlishing to' learn ihe ti=ade musts establisn i'lairly ClOici, 1
friendshiP-With memi4ers Of the group,' If nOt a kin, he may aCqUire a, strategic friend-

,
.,' ship by "horseplay" with ,skilled, higher status workers, .during or after working ,hours.

, Or the' Upfront.* distifigUislk himielf in sonie p;articular4r 'diffiCtilt sitiatiOnt where/ , , , d ,

ithere fs-,nee'cl for.phySipal pcdwessi and extra florig working .fiburs; for'eXaniple',, rivet'
croSsing). tri /Such, a-sitilation, tlie 'social distance'beilween workers and bosseS, be-1,

1*een hidh ;and.* stait4 wOrkers, seems to diSappear; ' ''' ;

._\ I' 1., , \, "_. , , ' '' ,1 , : ,4, v ,- `-4' (' . -Y ,' ',' 7.--(
. , ,.. ,, , 5p, ,

,

The Secon0 Siaaet. Once the filen/is recagnized fn !iis group at:a "broc 'ii+rf;ikir'0 out,'"

-, ,he learns by instrUctiOn and pratice,/ at\ alabk nibments or 'when the work need-not be
eXpett. Fle enjOyspreference in hiring, and he is the last 'one tO .be laici Off when the

,I.job is conipleted. (ThrOughout*iisr'stage the trainee's pecu4arsstatus iwrecogniied,
bvinanagenient, ag shown"by\ the 'superVisOr's'perMissiim tO use' pip:tline materia/s),

'-and equiliment, as well' as by the tolerance Of 1.11pstaridard Work 'hy companY triscors-:
. ,Itmay.he, that the inspeCtoi'S tolerance with respect' to the'appr*tiCe systprry:kesultis-7',. (-

from his necessary-cooperifiOn with the 'COnistrUction companies. %,' ,, (''
v ; ,

;
-,.. , ., , ,

7-,
,

,, , , \ , ,
I ) '' /4 ,

! (
. i

The Third p.1\age:\ The\transition frOni a lealiriingdepenclencY, to a-compeitti4 tel atiOn7, /7,
ship Crates 'an ambiguoUS, work; iple and ,sthttis, as the tiainee and the People who
help hint sometimes differ in, judging his, coinpetenCy. 1,rhe trainee m'ay, not unerstand
,Adequately.the changed role e*pectetions wiiich apply to him end' to thp 'peOplewho .1
have helpect him. /le may'bo thrown into theicOmpetitive labor:,pOol without the ne,geh
saryt6m0etence -end 'sburce d help . This zis" due to the' uncertainty arising 'fri:;n1 the,

,two 'sets, of' hiring 'Standards Ili piptiliriing whic(h, 'in general', /are:, (1); hiring, on-the '

baits of kin .,i.elatioriships,'and () Mriiig in, terms of Siiili and- prOdudtionfabg4sr.,T.lie
two Stanclardi,are fairlywell 'segregated in the'first two' iteif4ep, 'but ihe.distinction ' ' ,.;

1' becoines obsCured in 'die third; diie, 'pethaps,',0 the laCk- of oir "graduation" rittial; J",'

, ,or, Other symboiisrn'which 'Might 'denote 'the trainee's transitfon froM bronc to fun Status .
, , , i/ 1

BronCs Who CO' d6 nof too, good",' are soMetimes\ adinsed to .go
t6-Othei COmpanies until their "get prettY,gOOd.", The astuniption, sarnong' Wori:er's 'is
that "you' learilfaster Mien ,yOu oat on rim own. "'' leaving the, primary grOUP
serves the irripgrtantlunction of taking the newiy' trained worker out a the uncertainl,
relationships Ali Whichlold buddies a4 of' a'suddeii start thrOwing, \their weight aroiiii'd;"
Moreoyer, it relieVei' suPervisbrs of theluncertaint* of their rolei Witti respect r,
trainees .

CoriclusiiOn ihis peUliar irailiing system circurnvents, a great deal of conflit Which
, __5

.------t;.--!-' , .
. .

might result froni-large kinship groups !Marking in 'a fiighly COmpetitiiie industry. Letlin,=.

ing takes Plate wiien. there 'ilS not Much ele to do aript r on't hurt." The system 11/'
frees Oie bossi,i from havirig to decideViiether 'or not to hire work* on a kinshiii-,

,, , I
1

,

, r 5 , ,

,, 1, ,
,

il.,
,1 ,

,
, , \

1
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. .1 ,
friendship.basis or to hire more skilled workers. In Many cases, 'Poth, sets of hiring
standards 'are O

,

perating. ,
,

..

_ .

I k

\ /
, im lic atiol_a_...Isfolc.,..._,c_x_,..........ginselixt : ,

\
This-is a welcome study.in that,. although the apprenticeship training programs

' in the United Statei haveibeen largely "charaCterized by the dominance of inforinal
'rather than fOrmal procedures, the literature about them \has stressed ti-ie formal
procedures.' such \as the signing,of apprenticeship papers

-
'The typical counselee Seeking in apprenticeship uses the direct approach and

is bewildered by his rejection I;ecause he does not understand that recruitment is
-usually through kinship-friendship groups.

, , 1,

This stuily is highly useful, 'nOt orqy because of its description, of this particular
occupational group, but for an understanding of the apprenticeship-"systern in general,
in which the need for interpersonal relOtionihips in acting out the appren-
ticeship role \requirements frequeyitly exceeds the need for skill in the'dtitiess of the
trade itself.

for predictions, of ,success in appreriticeshipi, coanselors may -wish ,to assess
the client's' interpersonal relations skips, 'As measured by groUp participation as,,
well as by the usual measures of mechanical ability.,

r

-

Scope: ,pccuPational field,

AUtho'r' s Abistracti

,

r

''This paper undertakes a description of the social relationships involved in be-
coming 6killed pipeline construction worker. The industry offers a convenient
oppOrtunity to study the inforkal and direct recruiting of workers. Construction-
companies do not sponsor formal training programs, yet most of the skilled workers

- in pipelining probably II, Nre trained on the job while working as laborers .' Moreover,
the skills-are fairly complex and in order to learn one of them, the learner must
have instruction And he must have accesè tO the equipment ang materials with which
to practice. The process of skill-learning, then, has been eXamined in terms of the
trainee's status relationship to: Dpreviously trained workers who can give or with-
hold instructiOn, 2), supervisors\Who control access'to the materials and equipment
for praCtice, and 3) inspectors who contbl work quality. "

MethodOlogY:

"This paper is based upon the writer's experience of eleven months as a pipeline
worker in tWo southwestern contracting companies, and upon his contacts with pipe-1
liners over the past seven years."'

Cautions:

Generalizations, may be made with' cautions since' the article, 'for the mOtt
, part, reflects the author's personal interpretation of the situation:

,

A

\
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Theorotical Orientation:
st,

Theodore, ,Caplow, in The Sociokus414\ 19541, -has pi:Anted
, out that -certain, occupational,gro4s limit the ranner of reCr4tinent by' apOlying .
H formal Cr infOrmal, director,inclirec:t coztrol, methods'. Formal CcIltrol sist recruitinc

requires \that, the trainee coMplete Ispeciuied course Of sdhooling; for example, each
\stage of learning-carrying an approiniate-itatUs. Onejalks about informal,control
Of teciuitment when 'the .noVice,.passes tliroUgh a series related social statuses
o which sotehimportanCe:is attached.. These 'statuses tend to be caSual and not ,

defined . 'Nepotiem, the vc4untery, 'sPontaneouS designation ,of a
SuCcA,as>1.4' =11e1 tel A clique iinA its mccAptA'Acz of the frzinogi, =re ,

, pl6s of informal control': , % i
_

r
S., . ,

\ ;,
Dire control of the,recruits take's place, fo\iinstance,i,when the,applicant musi

'take a,qualifying, examination, i.e.. 2a bar exMination.. 'When 'opportunity to acqui
the requited training br '4xpOience 0 iiinited and is itsed tolimitithe pumber of

, ., \ ,,, ,

trainees in'tn \tbccupatiort, inforinal'contrckof recruitment takes' place.
, /, ! ,

i

,,,57-- 5; ,

_ : , \ , .
.S.

, --._ , .;( a*herra n oc cupation hei developed its own particular cOde of behavior andits
members form k Coherent; intimate circle, all 'four kiridslof contrbl are coordinated In, , ,,

the recruitMentprOcess.. ' "
,

._ ' \ 1 .,\,..;- ,, --,
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RAILROAD WORK-ERS ABSTRACT
,

D.O.T. Code: 910
, /. ,
Cottre, ll, W.F ., "Of Time and the Railroader," AmeriOan Sociological Review,

Vol. IV (April, 1939) i pp. 190-198. ,

(A more detailed account of the railroader's job is found in the book:
The Railroader. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1940.)

Des cr...intion:

The importance of time and speed in the railroader's life is acCentuated,not
only by the technology, of railroad operations, which is geared to the complete
intermeshing of seqUential events with split-second accuraby, but by the competition
among railroads serving the same routes, and the stiff penalties imposed on the
railroad if shipments are delayed. The slightest delay in any one 'of -the minute ,

details comprising the continuotis chain of events would upset the whole system and
lead to, disastrous consequences. Thui, with the continuous twenty-four-hour day
throughout the calendar year, the Tailroacler faces incessant pressures to maintain
accuracy In tilning. In the context of bis,work,, he is always_ On call "A Wteck,
washout, split switch7--or any inconVenience--rwill bring him to work, even though
his shift is .ovet and he is supposedly a 'free' man."

Wall aspects of social relationships, this intense-time consciousness
characterizei the railroadman. For instance, the end of the sixteen-hour work day
for the railroad worker is absolute.,,, If the crew happens,to be cin the' rciad at the
end of the workday period, they must stop all 'activities_ and wait,fOr the relief
crew,to bring them back. If an accident holds uP,the train and their work period is\
over, ihey are not allowed to move in order to clear the- tracks,.

The' complete opposite holds frac). for the' Shopmeni dispatcheri, car 'and engthe
inspectors,and those workers"Who are on a three-rihift .6asis.. Their work-is char-
acterfieit by the cOmplete denial oflime-plark oppOrtunities.

The family life of these`persons, as well As their opportunities to participate
in o:ommunity social affairs, is disrupted. The shopman, for instance, cannot 0.an
to attend his daughter's birthday party, his son's graduation, or go to church with
his family on a, holiday. )

The same forcei, however, ,that tend to disrupt family life, ,iften work in the
opposite direction. The railroader may hold an idealized attitude toward his family
and shoW a roinantic indulgence toward their whims.

The lack of time planning is especially hard on the wife. She mist plan her,.
meals so that she can serve.her husband at any time of the day, with little notice.
She must discipline the children herself; she cannot threaten them with disciplinary
measures from the father, for she is not sure just when he will get home from work:
She cannot make plans to go with her husband to almovie or visiting because hes
may be called,to work.

Other employees in the continuous service; such as telegraph operators,
switch-4vard operators, and agents in small stations, face similar disruptions in-

3425
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their soCial eCtiVities . Many telegreph, operators', 'especially those in small 'cornmu-
,nities, get i.ted to sleeping with the telegraPh- device in the same room, \ ignoring

1 . . ,all but their own ,call lettets,.. .' '

,

,
, 1°

/
I

1,

. {

It seems that the higher the railroader cliMbs on the sUpervisory ladder, the
less lie..is,:able, to43lan his own lifc The foreman is 'expected to supervise even
night-shift employeee, 'to Meet trains, if necessary, regardless of the hour, and to
be continuously present during the day., lf, in his careet, he reache the office
of traininaster,. roadmaster, Or master mechaniC, he is. expe cted to-maintain regular
contact with both sUpetiors tid foremen, and to be phypically present at numerous I

points,. :These ''real iiiiroadets" lOok With eriviouS cOntenipt at tho comfortable
.,"plush polishers 4 iri 016 central offices, who'work the eight-hour day, fortir-hoUrl`
week.. -y .,,

,

,
\

Implicationi fot Counseting: .
,

, , _ 1 ,, L ,
, .

Although railroadingUs A declining inclUstry, large ,numbers Of 'persons are/,
.1

still employed in it. HOwever, the cOunselor is less apt to be sOnceined With the'
.deliberate selection '0 tailroading-aS career than with individualS whO',have been
or-'are'about to bel.614 off from ,railroading, and Who need counseling in respect to (

othet- choices., An understanding-of the way of life of tailroading 1444 help the
counselor to appreciaie the adjustment problenis Sced by the ratlroader relodated in,

,

(

...

i
\Ianother industry. .

\:, - , ,

. \
,

,

,

'/ . ,\J I \

t he Ilailroader,by the sate,authp-r, is a classic in the ,fteld of occuPat*al
literature; Interettihgiy written, it donveys the "feel'' of whet it meani to be in,
a Spedialiied "waY bf, life" type occupation, such as railroader, WhiChhas seldoiii

. k , ,

been equalled.
(

, =

The most important aspect 'of this study is it's cOrnpreheneivie treatinent of a
partic\ilat facior in kin ocaupation; ,in this caie; the, factor of iime: Tue cbt*selor
may want to 'Use thii ai a modelsfor seeing how, in som&other,occupations, 'One
particular factor May be's:WI-anent in the occUpation.,

,
. An additional emphasis in the article as well as, in'the \book is to ,show the

uniqueness, of a Way-of4life 'occupation; that is, one in which ocupational circum-
Stances tend to Separate the workers from the usual social activities Cottrell's:
analysis Of this aspect of railroading 'may well be used by Counselors in thinking

, .abotri other Waytof4ite occuPationS. ,

,Scooe: Occupational,field

. Methodology:

. This article Is ,basecl, updn' the author's obserVations .

Cautions:

The information contained herein, although written more than twenty-five \

years ago, is (a ."classie" in the sense that it reveals those important aspects
.

,
) ,

,

1
,

b
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of a- job which haiie significant consequences beyond the 'immediate context of,
work-- in this instance extending to family and community relations .

x

TheOreticat Orientation:

7Time i an impdrtant factor in any social. pattern. Social interaction requires
tim'e coordination, aricyo the degrep that occupation determines time. distribution,'
time limits, all'forfris-of ,social participation. Is technOlogy 'controls time for the
railrOader; it alsn riet=thIinas the tem"^ and the interval of other social relationships
and setS A pattern for the personality."

\S.
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Cottrell,Fred . "Social Groupings of Railroad Employees," in Man Work and Society,
ed.-Sigmund Notow and William Form'. New yorkr,Basic Books, 1962, pp, 504-510'.

Description: \

, .
. The "Big Fout"-zraft unions of railroadmen, tightly Control the entry and advance= .-

ment within their ranks. The training of the novice, in general, is purposely extended
in order.to limit the number of eligible promotees. Advancement IS by' seniority Only,
thereby.protecting the rights of older men -despite adverse economic,conditions. ,.

,
4

,

. The career development oithe railroad engineer illustrates the point-. Thebegin-
ing railroad,."engineer" could learn the few. signals and rudimentary technical' skills
required of him to advanceInto a fireman's position within six month's tirae.' As.iuch,
he could then- learn the reMaining skills right on Cie- job. The judgment involved in
starting atd stopping thOusands of tons of rolling _:itock when' a train moves at- the-0
speed of 120miles- per hour' can be learned only by adtual experience. As things now
stand,. however,' the nOvice railroad engineer is lucky to-"get on' the right side of the

s cab in'/two or three years It may take him as lông as ten year's or more before he
can sign orders and can take a train of; his own out of the yard,

Due to technolo6ical improvements, and reduced demands on the railrOads,
hiring is done. Those who do enter this.occupation will spend lOng years of'service.
in "extra status" ;Waiting foithe older men ahead of them eitIler to move.ufkor tO
"Extra status" and the regulations-surrounding it serve to-protect the rights Of the
older men and to delay the training of the younger men. -\ "Extra men-take Out trains
only when no regulai crew has, had the rest legally- necessary at the hour when the
train is due to depart." Another way, cf proteCting the jobs of. older _men is by "cutting
the bOara."'. The board contains the names' tif mens'in rOtating order, who are, actively
in Service-but for whoin n regularlY scheduled trains are assigned; 1i business is sci
slack that, men assigned 'to regular runs fail to make the minimum runs during a "half"
(two-weeks) _, the older men demand- that the board-be cut." The-- phraSe refer's to tlie
practice ,cf shortening ,the/list of names on tile board'in -accord with seniority. In this
way, the craftsmen are asaured that no large body of skilled workrs, trained to fake \

their places, exi.sts to threaten them in' the event of a strike or a lockout.

Advanc,ement in the ranks is by "bumping";"1..e., whenever a.new run is scheduled
or a man is removed from service, ani qualified man may "bid" for the job. The bid-
der with the longest service record gets the new job. .Then, his ,vacant Job becomes
open for bids. The process continues ,down the line until it reached- a stabilizing- point.

Although the wages are good, the job is hazardous, rewards for differential ability
are small and uncertain, working hours are Irregular, and working conditions are uncom-
fortable. Those men who enter the occupation despite- the disadvantages evidently
'are ready' and ableto make immediate sacrifice for4uture gain, ...value incorne above

faniily life, and prestige and a sense of craftsmanship over phySical comfort -, and ,
feel unwilling or uncapable of attempting success-through die magic ladder of higher
education."

The relationship of the various craftsmen is regUlated by their respective craft

-r
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unions. fq:.example,,both,trainfMen aRd ,enginemun work under an:elaborate 'agreement.
, I ,

it) p as e of accident or, 4e4air.i the metho4 fcr.:estaislishing msponsibililties, the method
of payment, the opnditicins' of Work and eVen moral, condUct are, set forth in in:agree-,
.ment. Pe*dominatioil by,foremen, a; dondition'ttiat characteritee many iriduitries,'
it re&Oed:to a miniinumi, 7The Solidarity, of the dr4t.gOes (the worker) secUrity sel-
dom poisible to the man whose sole eqUient upon entering hiS work is a normal
brain in a, normal bix1Y, untrained' either yocatiorially or ACAdemicaltY."

( \'

(

TheztecisakfL_siy.prechnolou on the JtaitroaciLr: - c

! , ( , / .

,, ,

,
, .. .

. ,,\ -,-. \
1

'. As Diesel and ,electric 'power have made their way -into railroad technolOgy,cer7
thin skills., such as, the skill of the holler7maker, have become obsolete. Other skills,
Such at those of the, automotive, megbank and electrician,have, on the other hand, \

:;"1,ccome.iniOre and more significant: , M ttle trend\dontinues., the, highly trained michin-
2 ),st,i's replacog the 7 strong hack' and weak Mind" type' of railroadman. The higher ,

*Peed 06.n the newer trains Already' has begun to shoW its influence by eliminating some
1 4enginemen, who haVe enough seniority 'to run suCh trains bUt lack tIle nervila to operate'

,

at speeds over a hundred miles per hour., ,"Specialists....who havethe ability to re-,
pair and service the new type of truaks and airc..:-.0dition1rig,,eqUipment and brakes are'
'already ,threatening to \become an elite whose wage will give them preferred status.",

) ' ,. , 1
,

,

The.im(pending threat cauied by, technOlogical improvement serves to unify the .

j3ig Four" craft unCons of railroadmen,' at leait on the,turface. Cor.tiol over-the
,

, learning tsituation islUst one of the methcidS,,by whidh ,their. preferential statues hirjh
income, 'ar:_l se9urity is maintained. Another method ai control operatei inLthe

, political arena where they fight together, ",ifoi lowei`edi taxes, for more 'equitable' s'

.restilatiOn of bus6 and,truckS,, fOr avoiTdance Of wade cqs. for more Adequate, pen-
sion:Systems, and for other changes thailkill tend to pres,erye railioadir0 :1' r ' ,

7

` I ) \, ) ) s '' 5\ '
I , -

1, Under the.,facade \of iinity,, hOwever, tirre:is pa :deep cleavage. lach craft seed
the necessitY of change hut seekt tO barn the Change to its' own advantage and,ivOid
its adverse'aftecii. "Dieiel- operators are;paid tremendous sums per hour in Or*

\ tl}at iheir monthly checks 'Shall equalthose of stearn-7Operated trains, thus adding io
,#ie, 4e:rating cosi, of Diesels and ,sloWing down trfe rate of their adoption. 7 The

I shopmen, whose power West/already cut when the high pressure steam engines 'were ,

,-- adoPteci, again witness the trimming:of their forces and hOurs as Dieel, operations
- make their way in: .

I ,
/ i

* "
\

i

\' I
( , t

, ) ,
, ', 1 ( - .J )

It seems that, to preserve and proteci theiriipresent posioii, the railroadmen- .Must seek, adsistance fro6'nationwide presiure grouPs which are capable 'of arousing,.
.

publi9' opinion favorable\to their cause. -Instead of >exertIng ,control over their craft
'uniong to mainain the status 00, they siiould Pressure politidal grOups which are '
strOng enough to influence the national 'goVernment. Notkoriliy the local éConomy, but
the economy of whole areas muilt shift in torIder tb, affect the si.ze of -the working force
at any given point of a transcontinental railroad. 'Knowing this, llea, railroader is
Much more like/7 to lOok at the' barometers..of national.prosperitY rather than to in-

. quire about local businest conditions.: Even when eMployed in a tiny waystation, the
railrbader's point ofIview is more urban than his 'neighbor's in this respect. He will

, exaMine events in terms .of an oVerall picture rather than look to personal causes
for the explanation- oi events,.

/
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Implicatin :
,

N

,.
It is recommended that the boOk, The Railroadef-, upon-Which this article is .

based, be read by vocational counselors because it presents such a 1;ivid picture
of the impact of the occupation upon the tOtal way of life. In it, the degree tO
which occupatibns influence 'family life and community participat\on is described in

, .detail. ,

N

i

Althou4h,opportunities in railroading have been declining, recent proposals"
for f ederal aid for urban tinsit systems may open the way for new opportunities
in railroad occupations.

\
N

,

I

In recent years, vocational counselors have been primarily concerned with laid
off railroad men who have requested counseling in respect to job possibilitieS; The
transfer problem for the train-crew personnel is, a difficult 'one since there. is
usually a sharp loss -in status and paY.when'they move into occupations for which ,

they meet the requirements-. \Transfer to another industry is especially traumatic
because it represents a change in a'way of life for,the individual.

,

,

§copm OcOupational Fiela

Igekiosilol:
\

,

\

,

The author's observations and personal knowledge of the railroad,indastry wire
the sources of information. 'I

Cautions: --,

\,
,This studY,, although written Some twenty-five years ago, is a "classic" in the

sense that it, reveals the su),:ftle processes whereby the, disrupting effects of tech-
-nological changes are minimized irk order to maintain the _gala jug arid job security
of the workers. /

Theoretical Orient tion: ,.
,

,,

N

,.

%

\

r "One of the most highly integrated occupational cultures is that of the railroad
worker." Despite the railroadmen's geographical isolation, the' strong cultural \-

identities of the group_ are likelY to be preserved. Confronted with technological
change in recent years, they develop a complex set -of rituals'an'd rules in order to
preserve the statcamo, aild thereby resist the impact of "Change. ,

7

\

-
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Rodnick, David; t"Status 'Values Among RiilroadrnentSociaf Forces,' V61. 20

(QctObery, 1941), pp\t/ ,89-96.* '
;\ / \

,

,

Description:-

The autlior's, field obiervations revealed, that among- the various occupational ?
categories, of railroad employeeS (clerks St shoprnen, trainmen* and enginemen),
distinct4tatUs.Categoriei- pcist.^ The railio-44 clerks' cultural behaviest is similar-to

,that of offide\employees _in 'outside -industries :' It' resembles' the lower 'Middle -class

bathin attitudes and incentivep. -In contrast, theffihopmen's status appears to be,

:anelogoud to that of the semi-skilled factory worker in industrial society. Heis
. both ecqno)nically inecure and frequently hairassec(by the foreiiten; The engine' arid. ,

, . train crews _share a great deal of their cultural behavior wiih the liighlY ski4led
' .' tnchniclins -in outiiide industry.-'

,

.

,, I ,,
, ,,. t

- It .appeared that ethniOribackground pf,the individual workers wa_s, an, important S

variable "in-the drives ,for status and in the incentives-that play a part In job satip- :-
faction." A Jewish locomotiVe fitemani wtio in the:status _hierarchy of railroadrnen )
12s, above the cierki,or, shopmen, for example, was ashamed to'let.hit friends-Mostly
Jewish small businessmen-Anow of his -occupation. He felt tiatthe position of
firemen would be considered in _the category of apartment-house Janitors by their

, ,

standards .-, -,,-
,

, - A

A ' \%

.

%.
/

\

' 'gt a.a_vs.nc11w.kg)..L,_..2,inction ' , The clerks who work iii the') white-cbllar
envirorunient are poorly-paid in comparison to the engine and train crews, and shopmen.
In ternis.of unioactivities, the clerks_arel?adly organized andare the least union'
consciods among, all railroad emplOyees. The chanbes for advancemerit in'this, group

-- areslow and precarious :lsince, almost all of the important executive' positionS, are
4Iled with men,who have risen from :the, ranks of those in train service, and operation,
while thOse employed in a technical capacity were,originally mechenical engineers, \
mechanics or draftsmen,.!' -- --. ,-

,

... _.
,, . \

I '

-- The spending habits oflhe 'clerks tend ito be higher than those of enginemen and
shopmen. Clerks spend More money, for clothes and live,/ kettevneighborhoodt .

They haye fewer chil4ren,than do men in train and engine service. Clerks feel that
the college education, of their children is almost a necessity. In contrast, train-.
and enginemen assume2that they have fulfilled all parental obligations by allowing.
their children-to'finish high school.

*Although this is an old study, it has pertinence _becaUse of its particular
approach to an occupational field and als6 because of the possibilily, that recent.
proposals foi' federal aid to urban transit systems may increase opportunities in
railroad occupations q



The clerks .borisider the type of home 'and the quality of their hoUseh'ol:d furnishing's
important since they believe that these are the things which separate them from non-
white collar workers andigive 'them their particular statUs., They seldom belong to
unions; they feel that membership in, the Brotherhood of Railway Clerks implies a
status identification with industrial werkers. This is in contrast to the behavior of
train- and engOemen who look upon the Brotherhood as theit protector.

The clerks "develop an aWe 'of their superiors' that is by rio means shared by
the men in train and engine service," an esteem that increases at the,seme rate as
the income of the officials increase's. For the clerks, income symbolizes status.
Unlike train.crews, the clerks are not interested in improving their condition's through
unionization; rather they take their cue from officials and executives in the hope of
someday reaching their ranks. After long years of Service, when their ambitions
have not been realized, they blame their lack Of education and the"pjull" others have

-

for their failure.

In combarison to the clerks, the train and engine service crews enjoy a more
favorable economic status. Their pay is higher than that of clerks and the ladaer of
promotion is mapped ,out for them either by seniority, rankings or by the opportunity
to take qualifying examinations. These men are conscious of the fact that their
knowledge and position are vital to the proper running of the railroadé. In contrast,
the clerks do not feel that they, are part of the organization.'

The train and engine crews have a different style of life than clerks. For example,
they spend more money on liquor and lottery tickets but pay less for housing and
insurance. Generally, the homes of these men are:located in working-class neigh-

,borhoóds, since they retain "the habit of living near the 'roundhouse and the freight
yard ,so as to be Within easy call." The homes ate poOrly furnished, With the furn-,
ishings bought at workincrclass, stores. IntereStinglY, food is an important thing'
in the lives ok tpese men. "MoSt, if not, all, have become vitamin conscioui during
the past feW yaars 'and food is bought with the idea of' getting the moit vitamins,
proteins, and minerals for 'the money." The railioadmen sPend little On their Own
clothes but will spend lavishly on the clothes of their wives and children.

, The relatively higher status of train- 'and enginemen is illustrated bY the manner
in which -they address railroad officials. "Wherever possible, men in enaine and
train service will attempt to avoid anr reference of respect when ,addressing
For instance they alway refer to the master mechanics 'and superintendents by their
last names: Clerks:, in coltrast, 'address and refer' to certain official as "mister
so and so."

The shopmen at the New Haven Railroad are in an entirely separate category.
Many of the differences characterizing this group are due, in part, to their, ethnic
background, and are attributed to particaar circumstances under which they\ obtained
employment. The majority of these men are Italians, Poles, Ukrainians, SWedes,,
and English,"with a few Irishmen ar(d Jews among them. They were hired by the
railroad during the strike of July 1922 to replace the Irish, German and "American"
shop-lien who went on strike. Even at the time the study was made, these men were
still regarded as "the strike breakers" by the rest of the railroad employees, Organi-
zational efforts of the craft uhions have not affected the individualistic attitude of
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these workers. The majority of these men learned their trades in the munition'factories
during World War I, or learned some skills While working on construction'tobs during. ,

the, building boom that followed the war.,. With the drop in cohstruction work, they
were unable to,find employinent, "The shopmen's sizike.proved tobe a boom for them.

.. - . , . ,
_

.

These Strike-*eaking sholimen were responsible for a complete change in the
status of the men in this category. Prior to the stOke, the railraad mebhanics enjoyed
equality of status with the engine crews. -"The foremen and the master mechanic were
part ,of the 'gang,' so that a good deal Of intimacy, existed between the men arid their
immediate superiors., Apprentices 'and 'helpers were Often sons of mechanics,
engineers cr firemen." FollOwing the strike, the foremen, even though they had.not,
gone out on strike,' erected a definite social barrier -between thernselves and the new;
men. The ,sirong antagoniSm ot the foremen was based,not only upon their dislike of
the varied ethnic,backgrounds of these men, "bid, also upon the fact that they had
taken,the "br4ad 'out of the Mouths" of their forMer fellow employees . ,In addition,
theloremen were frequently held responsible for the 4nechanical Oreakdowns that
resulted froth the inexperience -of the strike-breakers. During lay offs following the-

,

stOke, the. foremerLactively supportedthe efforts of the companY to'elirninate a
number of positions that existed for shopinen. In former days, the foremen had ,

supported the men against the company.
. ,

,

..,

, In the status hierarchy of the railroad, engineers and conductors come first,_
followed by firemen, trainmen, foremen,' and clerks. Train dispatchers and yard
masters .are regarded as minotofficials; engine and crew dispatchers are in the same
ranks as'ithe engineers and conductors. Due to their foreign, backgrounds, and their
inability to read and write English, the shopmen are give- a status equal to that of \
a factory worker "whip in Connecticut is known mainly e first or second generation
sbuth,srn or eastern Eurogean." The lovrer status of the shopmen is illustrated 'by
the fact that they fael inferior to clerks despite their higher income. The clerks are
on equalterms with foremen ancLengine crews.

As'a gimp, the shopnien show very little grouP solidarity, even less than-is:
expressed 'among Clerks or the engine crews . It was observed that while striving-is
of ,leie importance to these men, they tend to have more personality conflicts With
one another than 'do other classes of railroad employees. While engine and train
crews tend to protect one another in the event of itrouble,, shopmen seem to get a
certain satisfaCtion 'in seeing one of their fe0ow workers "puton the spot." Perhaps'
this ladk of group solidarity is caused by their job indecurity.

Even in Social contacts, there is a difference that, sets the shopmen apart from
the clerks, and the train and engine, Crews,. Chief clerks make every,effort to be
courteous to 'the clerks under them. Engineers treat their firemerl'as equals, as do
conductors . Shop mechanics adopt the same attitude toward their helpers as their
foremen hold toward them: i.e., there is a certain amount of 'mutual respect. In the
social relationships that wdst between clerks and shopmen, hoWever, "there tends
to be a certain amount,of defensiveness on both sides which makes it appear that each
is afraid of social domination by the other." ,
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The part of the sitidy describing the situation of the New HaVen Railroad shopmen
illustrates the importance of the vocational counselor's knowing the 'peculiar: set of
attitudes ,surrounding the work force or a section of the work force in any given
company. That the impabt of the strike-breaking lasted 18 years is an indication of
the strength of these attitudes/ There are few eXamples as dramatic as this one,
but*in:departthents of many companies, .Many siMilar episodes occur which affect
the OCcupatignat adjustment and 'career chances of individual woiters. A review by
the' counse1or.Of an individual's occupational history should include an inquiry into
these. factors 4

,

6.valueiting an indiVidual's Success or failure, a correction factor may need to
be applie'd to equalize the impact of the special set, of social Circumstances affecting
his career. Age, Sex, ethnic background, religion, disability, and 'social 'class all
may,be factora 'which influence the perceptions and judgMents of Occupationally,
significant others, to the end that the worker's membership in a particular group
causes him to be perceived and; judged differentli than he otherwise would be.

Scope: Occupations

Methodology

Workers in the New Haven terminal of the New york, New Haven, and Hartford
Railroad were observed during the summer of 1938. Interviews were held with approx-
imately 500 railroadmen.

Cautions:

Generalizations on ,the basis of_this study shOuld be made with caution since
/it presents inforrnaton about condit,ions that existed in one particular setting at
the time of the stiady.

Theoretical Orientation:

The notion that occupational cultures exist and "that ethnic behavior patterns are
I the core upon which these traits -are grafted" was tested in an empirical situation.
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'Davis, Fred.' "The Catidriver and His Fare:., Facets of a Fleeting Relationship,' The,'
-

Maricaniornaglogioklyj Vol. tXV, -1>To. 2 (September, 19 59)8 i:p. 158-165.

Descriptiofl:
, "The occupation of cabdriver prOvides Its practitioners with few, if any, regular-.

rities by which to acquire and m'aintain a steadY clientele. The cabdriVer's day con-
sists of a long series of brief contacts with unrelated persons of whom he has no
foreknowledge and whom he is unlikely to encounter again. " Because of the fleeting
nature of this relationship, social controls that, characterize other service occupationa
are only partkally Operative here. This situation contributes tO a preoccupation with
the purely instrumental 4spects of" the relationship; namely, the payMent the driver
receives fdr,his services. Since tips repreient.the difference between sUbaistence
and aliving wage, they are of primary concern in this relationship.

.,/

C2pstmap_lalCulture: Cabdrivers have attempted to, bring order and reason into thekr
world of_caPriefous events. ,MUch.of the occupational culture of the cabdriver is,
concerned withsformulas and imagery which give the_driver a feeling of greater control
over his world. Typing of Cid:, user is one of theNformulas he employs in an attempt
to predict the degree of tipping generositys of custorners. These typologies' include:

\

; ti

lk '"The sposrt"-- A yOung man on the town. A generous tipper.
( .

_

2.,- "The blowhard" -- A false sport Who is a boaster ,and a fabricator of
tales. Ale holds out the- promise of a big tip but seldom pays off.

,

"The businessman" -7 He, has, uniform habits and preferences: Heis _
dirsinclined to partake in small talk. A fair tipper.

4. "Th,lady shopPer", -A middle-aged woman who is fashionably but -
Unattractively dressed. Usually undertips.

S'

\

5. "Live ones" -- Out-of7town conventioners and other revelers who tour
about in small groups lOoking for a good time. They often give extrava-
'gant tips because of high spirits and drink.

/ .

The occupational culture also involves a nUmber of "tricks of the trade" which
)are stratagems to be employed by' the driver in order to increase the amount of the I

7,

tip. Soine of these stratagems 'are,:
.

1
N/ /

1. Making change in denominations ihat will embarrass the fare into giving
,a large tip. I ,

2. Recounting of hard luzk stories (e8g. , catalogue of economiC woes,' poor
pay, etc.). - ,

3. Assessment of fictitious charges in cases where the driver believes that
(the fare will not tip.

4. Tailoring-the ride to suit the tyie of itcler.'he thinks he ,has. Some
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drivers1belieVe that this approac)ch will result in greater passenger satiSfac-
don and, therefore, bigger tips.

Conclusions: When the relationship between the server and the served is anonymous
and of brief duration, it often degenerates into one involving corruption and extortion.

Most cabdriveri drift into the occupation; few seek counseling specifically in
,respect.to this,.occupational choice. CounSeling is more likely to be carried on
-with employed cabdrivers seeking to leave the occupation.

The superficial relationship between-cabdriver and customer is highly character-
istic. Although this iè characteristic Of service occupations in general, there are,
few occupations-in which Stich close spatial proximity with as wide a social distance
is maintained over aS long a period of time. ,Such conditions aggravate the relation7
shiP; Cabdriver clients ,seeking counseling because of their dissatisfaction with the
occupation may be aided by a rat4er extended discussion of the pressures implicit I

iri the, occupation. If they understand that'these hazards, are a normal part of the
occupation* reactive behavior may be 'lessened. The importance of deep and satisfy-
ing human relationships for cabdrivers in their contacts outside of working hours' may
also be a topic for counseling. If the cabdriver's need for deep and satisfying human
relationships, is met in his Off-tlie--job relationships, he will be less frustrated by
the unsatisfying human relationships on the job'. Counseling should help him to
understand the interaction of these two sets of huMan relationships'.' .

In contrast to 'the majority of cabdrivers for whom superficial relationships are
frustrating,, there are individuals who are able to endure only. superficial relationships.
For these individuals, cab drivirig may be highly suitable.

Sccipe.: occupation

Author's Abstr6cte
si

I.

. .4 .
I ,

.

,,_ ,

"The relationship ,between the big-city cabdriver and his fare is random, fleeting,
unreneWeble and' devoid of Socially integrative features conducive to'condtraint. A
regulative imbalance can be said tO exist which, among its other conseipences, is
expresSed in the 'preOcCupation with the vagaries, of tit* ng . So extreme a relationr.
'ship sUggests the extent to whien practitioner-client controls in other fields of ser-
vice depend for their effectiveness on the maintenance of a safe modicum of .contin-!
uity, stability, and homogeneity oi, clientele. "

ethodokay:

The method of research, used was participant observation.

Cautions:

The description relates to the cabdriver in only one big city. There may be con-
siderable variation in occupational culture among cities.
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When service occupations in a metropolitan -setting involve a transi\tory associa-

rtion between practitioner and client, we can eipect that this relationthip will be 7
characteried by unpredictability and impersonality. IThere will also be, a tendency
for tne persons involved to focus on die purely instrumental aspects of the relation,-
ship. The big-city cabdriver and hit fare are an extreme example of this kind of ,

relationshir Much of the driver's occupational behavior is explainable in terms
of the nature of the social situation with which he is confronted.
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TXI DRWER ABSTRACT D.O.T. Cocle: 613.463

Miles, Herbert J. "The Taxicab'briver. 7 Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, UniVersity
of MisSouri, 1953.* \

Description:

The present study examined the effect of the occupation of taxi'driving upon the
driver's way of life. First, thelactors affecting the interaction process in the work
context were studied; Then, the taxi driver's way of life under the imrract of the
occupational factors, was investigated r

I. Occupational FactOrs which Influence the Drivers' Behavior:

Ae. Bureaucratig Organization: Taxicab companies as well as the union repre-
senting the cab drivers have devOoped bureaucratic characteilstics in recent decades.
,The taxi companies are concerned about the grOwth, improvement and 'efficiency of
the occupation. he union is concerned about improving working conditiong, /mil:3as=
ingAnconia, and providing seCuiity for the drivers.

B. 'Lack of Vertical Mobility:' Although the bureaucratiC characteristics of the
occupatiOn and the. union provide means for vertical mobility, most drivers are not ,

interested in the positions which, are open to them-f porters, mechanics, call takers
and dispatchers. They, earn more as cab drivers than other company personnel.**
Chances are slight that the 'drivers would become either union officials or independent
operators; niork Officesmand city permits are few in number. The occupation is sel-

_,dom usectas a, spring board into another occupation. An experienced cab driver would
make a good bus or truck. driver. \In both cases, however, the status andincome are
the same as in the taxi driving occupation, and neither offers the variety and indef.,
pendence foUnd in taxi_ driving .**

There are few rank dislinctions among taxi;drivers. The man with seniority may
have the advantage of driving a better cal% The few driVers who hold an elected union
office aie regarded with considerable prestige. On the whole, the driver who is rather
inew in the 'occupation-and the man who is an "oid timer" are equal in tern% of poten-
Ual services, 'union membership and its attendant benefits. In .

fact,_very few chances exist for individual vertical mobility. A collective effort of
the drivers ,to raise the status of the OFcupation is one of the few ways by which
vertical mobility can be accomplisched. , There are indications that some mobility has
occurred in recent years as the result of union- activities.

,

C., Historical Develo ment of the Occti ation: At one time, clandestine con-
tacts characterized the taxi occupation. During the past two or three decades, the
demand 'for person'al transportation has increased and the occupation has undergone

,

...._, ,
,

*This disseriation has been abstraCted, selectively.
**See g.iutions section. I
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a gradual transitibn from eatly-day practices tO Modern, bureaucratic procedures. ,

This change has emphasized transportation within the framework of acceptable'
sacial mores: Ihdicadons are that the public remained unaWare of suckchanges
taking p1ace within the occupation. - I

D. Occupational e: The stereotype of the cab driver pictures him as,
a reckless drivers a person of low moral character, lazy, unsocial; and uncoil-

,

cerned about community affairs..
I \

,

E. A ork 1.,k;..KI,j..LU..ftioneb tereotvpes: 'The public expects the driver
to be courteous and to provide the customer with a safe, coMfortable ride. gesma
passengere, 'however, exPect the driver to asSist them in their deviant activities,
while others subject him' to derogatory remarks. ,

TheItrictatliL__,..1rl tlievesoth'eDrivers:
/

In the Course of the studir, four specific behavioral attributes of drivers
Were found. A relationship tietween these attributes of drivers and the occupational
factors appears to exist. (. >

A. Driver Dissatisfaction: The data indicated' that widespread diésatisfac-
tion with personal prestige and occupational status in the community,eXisted \

amOng the driverS. Much of this dissatisfaction was caused by the.prevailing
negative attitudes that the public holds toward the occupation.

B. Strong.Bbnd of vatyamonskixem, The drivers seemed-to feel that
their security ,could be assured only by group efforts. ,They tendediAherefore; to
identify ;with the occupation and with each other. Three factors belp to exrilain

A \

this 'cohesion: (1) all workert are on the same ,level in the work hierarchy; .(2) they
allWant, to:defend their econoMic interest in'the face Of company domination;
(3) they tend to act as a unified group when defending theniselves against untrue

.1 .

popular' as suniptions.

Q. Effort to Elevate Social Status: The lack of opportunity for vertical
mobilitY and-the negative aspects of the public image of the driver leave drivers
with few modes .of sadifying their personal and social needs4 Many drivers
attempt to raise their low status by sfressing the fact that they are home owners,
good drivers I/friendly "guys'," and just ordinary normal citizens. Some men
appear to find satisfaction within their own group by emphasizing the " rank
producing qualittes of seniority, cab-ownership, driving a long periOd without an
acciaent, and holding unimi offices or appointments on union coMmitteos."

Others, ,however, assume aggressive attitudes toward the public; the police,
and the press. Theee drivers do not plan to continue in the occupation longer than \

they.have to, nor do they want their sons to become taxicab drivers. When obtain-
ing'employment'elsewhere proves to be difficult, however; many of these drivers
remain in the occupation,

The effort of the cab drivers to raise, the collective status of the occupation
has achieved Some measure of success. The occupation has moved closer to
middle-,class standards. The union promotes civic and social activities and has been
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instrumental in developing a new,philosophy which stresses the favorable Character-
istics of the work. The drivers` haVing to wear uniforms during the winter, and the
custom of tipping have tended to detra6tfrom their status because these two factors
emphasize the subordinate characteristics of the occupation.

P. Desire to be Normal Citizens: Most cab drivers are not like the stereotyped
image of tixi drivers held by the public. There may be.some tensiohs in the driver's
home life ".due to the possibility of Utimate association with women during working
'hours ." There is very little evidence to indicate, however, that their home lives
are abnormal. Data revealed that the drivers' chief recreational activities included
baseball, movies ,, football, races, fishing, hunting, swimming, etc Contrary to
popular assumptions, they seldom visited dance halls, or pool halls ./ One charactet -
istic of the cab drivin4 occupation that was found to differentiate it rom other corn-

, parable occupational groups was the infrequency with which they pthticipated in or-
gnized coMmunity activities.

'In. cu..

Theldrivers 'comprising the sample.were found to:

1. come from large families
2 . have fathers who had hein manual laborers ' N,\

3. have been manual laborers durin%, their trial work period
4 . have entered the occupation because they needed A fob
5. have had !no childhood ambitionsAo become cab drivers
6. have not been influenced by their fathers or 'brothers, toloecome drivers
7. be'on- a \slightly higher economic-level. than weretheir parents, but to

be little, if any, higher in sociall status
8. \have tended to remain in the occupaitión
9., refleCt the usuai Southern prejudice toward Negroes ;

10. obtain average financial security from the occupatiOn_

Implications...for 1

/

Unlike the three other reports' on theoccupation of taxicab driver, this report _

emphasizes the trend of taxicab driverS striving to achieve acceptance of taxicab
driving as a middle-class occupation, and their working toward this end within the
framework of the union. This-particular orientation may be due to actual regional
differences in attitudes, to the degree of unionization of the occupation, or Merely
/to the framework in which the various authi)rs have conducted their studies. Although
Miles sees a strong bond of unity among drivers, Morris' study of New. York City ,

taxicab drivers reports the opposite.t Either the size of the city, the degree of union-
, ization, or merely the way in which the two researchers perceived the situation may
account for these differences.

The availability of abstracts of four sociological studies on the occupation of
taxicab driving presents the vocational counselor with the opportunity of,becoming
familiar with different sociological approaches to the study of variablei which may
be' considered, and the strength and weakness of each kind of approach.

If
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,Scope: Occupation

Methsymcia:

A total of 232 Oklahoma City taXicab drivers were interviewed. Both directed ,and
eXtended interview methods were used. in addition, four' life 'histories Were collect-
ed. The union contract and seniority rules, the City. ordinance regulating the taIdcab'
industry, and newspaper and magazine clippings concerning taxi-drivers were examinecl.

CautiOns:

Statements made in this study cOmpating the wages 'of taxi drivers, to those oi
mechanici in taxi companies and to bUs and truck driVers are not in accord with the
reported findings in the Occupational Outlook Handbook:* If .wages are reduced to
the rate for a 40' hour week, the taxi driver earns less, not more, than these related
occupations . SuMmarized wage inforrnation is indicated below.

SIVsupation Average Hourli Wage

Truck driver, over-the-road
Bus driver, inter-city
Truck driver, local
Auto rOchanic, tmd company
Bus driver, local
Taxi driver

Theoretical Orientation:

$ 3.38
3,37 ,

\ 2.89
2.80,
2.54
2.00

40 Hour Week

135.00
134 .80
I IS.
112;00
101.60
80.00

;

Work is conceived as an interaction process which affords man an opportunity to
meet his social needs. The individual is known in the community ,by his work .and

' his social world is Conditioned by his work experience. \

\

sIMONemer.

*Published by United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistice,
Bulletin 1375, 1963-1964 edition,:
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TAXI DRIVER ABSTMCT D,O.T, Code: 913-.463'

Morris, Charles N. "A Digest Of ponie Characteristics of Occupational 'Choice and.
- Adjustinent in a Sample of New York City Taxi Drivs." Unpubli,shed Ph.D.-

dittertation, Columbia University, 1951. :.,", ,
i

1.2escu....1tion:

In this study, _lie authOr sought to enutnerate some of the characteiisiics that i

influenced Occupational choice and explained the adiuttment of taxi drivers to their
occupation.

r ,
s-

proCespan Semi-structUred interviews were held with 72 New York City cab drivers.
The intervieW data was seiectively classified aCcording to remarkt that either
(a) explaineid job-changes, Or (b) indicated' a criterion by which jobs 0- work were
evaluated{ Responsec were analyzed by means of a breakdoiin ofjthe tample into
various Categories: (1) accord1ng to age (39 arid under; 40 through 49; and 50 and
over); (z) according to career pattern as a taxi driller (the"ettablished"driver was
defined as one haVing had at least five years or more of servicet the "not yet estab.;-
lished" driVer'had-had lets than five years of service); and (3) according to the type
of driVer (the fleet-driver; the independent driver) ., Frequency tabulatiorié of the
remarks were made for the entire sample and, then, tor the varioUs sul;-groupt listed
above. ,

. \ - .4

. --(1) T6 ongoing work perceptions of taxi drivers studied were cilaracterized bY,
an emphasis on economic values and the physical conditions otwork'. In addition,
consi,derable erraphasfp wasi'plâced on'vatues 8ther than economid ones and. on the
importance of having an interesting job.

(2) At the tinie ut fob change, the ongding work perceptiOns of these drivers
underwent reorganization. In the reorganization process, the need,to make a living
was the dominant theme and all other values'were suPpressed.

(3) Among the various sub-groups, the ongoing.work perceptions of drivers
showed little,variation.

A \

(4) There was lesi ivorg5anization of Work perception when' the job:Change was
made early in lifeln contrast to that which Occurred when job changes were made
at a later period in 'life. The reorganization of _work perceptions e6r1y, in the working
life was Characterized by an effort to fulfill work ideals. It appeared that when the
jol: changes were made in later life, the reorganization of work perceptions was
entirely côricerned with thei'nied to` make a living. ,

f

(5) Established drivers who had entered the occupation after 25 years- of age
percbived their job changes in a manner that was similar to that of individuals Who
had made early. job changes; economic values received_ less emPhasis arid the impor-
tance of interesting work was cited rather frequently. Such perceptions of work dif-
fered from those of all other categories of established cab driversthait is, jbAse,
'who had entered the occupation afterNbeing in another occupation for at least ten,
years, and those who had entered the taxi driving occupation at age 25 or earlier.-
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Interpretation:

The emphasiS on.economic values was accounted for by ."the strength of sub-
cultural attitudes and values, 'atd by the early, need on the part of most drivers
to leave school and earn a living. " The importance of other than Monetary values
reflected in the ongoing percplitions of work "was seen as a result of early exposure
...to the American tradition of occupational and social mobility...and of continued
reinforcement of these values through exposure td passengers whose value's are .

organized around this tradition,"

It was apparent that these drivers were aware of thdr limited work assets, and
this awareness further strengthened their concern With making a living: The faCt
that the younger men were probably free of family responsibilities and were more
employable by ,virtue of their age explained "the active search early in life for work

which 'Would Satisfy rather fully their work perceptions." That their search was
Poorly organized may be explained by the 'fact that these young men failed to realize,
the need to postpone immediate gratifications in order t o achieve such work values.
Family respOnsibilities of lisp' were seen as factors which terminated the search for
self-fulfillment in wOrk. -

On the baiis of the interview data, 1,e., perceptions of advantages and disad-
vantages, the judginent was Made that "early search for self-fulfillment in work had A

noebeen rewarded bY the selection of 'taxi driving as an occupation. " Although the
older drivers had retained a set of work ideals, they had given up their attempts to
achieve them. The drivers' passing on of work ideals to their sons and the indepen7
dence presumably afforded them by the occupation served as compensation for the
frustrations of the work and were seen 'as factors facilitating their adjustment. In
the author's opinion, a considerable number of the taxi drivers studied were reason-
ablit well 'satisfied with their Work and' did not appear to be maladjusted, f

Those cab drivers who entered 'the occupation late in life and still sought self-
fulfillment in work were se:1m as individuals who were pursuing vague occupational
goal and were iriadequately assessing reality factors in relation to their work.

,Thepretical Framework tsed in the Assessment of the Findings; Three major assump-
,

tions guided the evaluatiOn of pie findings:, ,

(I) "The manner in which an individual perceives work is a major determinant
of the,manner in which he chooses jobs and adjusts to specific jobs and to
working life in general.'

(2) The frequency with which remarks fail,within a particular category is an
indication of the, criterion by which the individual evaluates work. For
exaMple, "the 'categories of remarks explaining job changes suggest the
mariner in Which the individual's work perceptions are organized at the
time of, change.

13) The occupational peiceptions of indiViduals, as discussed above, display
sufficient over-all similaritY,to make the description of occupational per-
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ceptions of groups., in general, meaningful.

SubLective
,..,'

/

It appeared that the early occupational choice pro,cess of some drivers was
characterized by ill-organized efforts directed toWard gaining the most satisfactory
work ideals . When the person failed to achieve these ideals in a given job, he
left.it: He rarely examined his next job in advance in terms of its meeting his criter-.
ia for work satisfaction. By the time such a person had readhed his late twenties or
even hafrra thio tima, ha wag settling tlf-=1 apparAntly influenced by family respon-
sibilities and the awareness that with increasing aqe there would be less freedom
to shift jobs.

1

The.drivers who had settled on othet jobs first were probably forced later by
. economic conditions to enter taxi dtiving. Taxi driving is a job that is still relative:-
ly easy to obtain. Other drivers probably had learned to adjust fo work situations' in
their adolescence. They realized that they had to conform to the boSs`s expectations
in the work context. For these individuals, taxi driving remained interesting ancl
challenging. Many had accepted the fact that little else could be expected from the
work beyond the material rewards. Perceiving, themSelves as forced by societal lim-
itations to stay within a certain range of jobs, and being aware that one must accu-
mulate experience in some line of work to guard against layoff in middle sage, these
men had "adjusted" and they had come to accept the limitations imposed upon them
by their lack of general education or specialized training: They tour4d satisfaction
in being viewed as men who could support their families and who knew something
about life in,the .city.

, <

c.

Some General Comments on Oc,..matment:
,

\

Apparently, factors of chance play a more importam part in the occupational
_ choice of individuals who come froM low income families than they dO in the case
of individualS who come from higher income families. In all instances, howerr,
some self-evaluation in terms Of work takes place and some freedom of choice is
exercised by most individuals . )

)Perhaps \the problem of odcupational choice is b!st studied by examining the
objective limitations placed upon freedom of choice and the perception of such .

limitations by the individuals involved.
,

,

How much emphasis the driver may place on the idea of driving a_cab solely
because it is a means of ,earning a living...(and nothing else) probably depends upon

', the current economic situation. In times of depression, it appeared that merely
being employed became an important- factor for many worker:, and the consideration
of other incentives was temporarily suspended, or at least was modiiied. In time of
full employment, however, increased freedom of choice may result in greater regard
for subjective consideration in the choice of an occupation and in adjustment to work.

I julications for COunselina: \

r

We are fortunate in having several studies of taxi driverswhich enable counse-
lors to compare d1fferent styles of sociological analysis of occupations. In this
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one, the emphasis is on the career pattern, vocational self concepts: and vocational
choice decisions pertinent to entering the occupation.

IVlost indications ,tire that the taxi driving occupation is more often drifted into
than chosen. At best, it i a choice of the least bad alternative of several not too
enticing possibilitie. This situation is true of many of the lower level occupations .

Taxi driVing is distinguished from other occupations of this level by the peculiar
nature of the driver's relationships with customers and coworkers. Typically, in the
1.,:ggz city, 1141.11=s faw c^ntinuing cemtAints with the same pAnple either customers
or coworkers . This aspect of the occupation is probably the one which would be of
most concern to counselors in helping individuals wl.o are considering emering the
occupation or those who are dissatisfied with the occupation and want to leave it.
Often, unhappiness with unsatisfying human relations will be expressed in dissatis-
faction,with wages and hours; this is not to say that there may not be legitimate
reasons for dissatisfaction over wages and hours. The counselor will probably need
to work with the counselee in considering what the letter's expectations and goals
are in terms of human relationships on the job.

,Scope: Oc6upation

Methodoloyi

Semi-structured interviews were held with 72 new York City taxi dri.v..ers. The
interview content was analyzed and discussed with respect to various sub-groups .
The' sub-grotips were established according to (1) age, (2) type of career pattern,
and (3) type of driver.

Cautions:

The lack of a representative sample is not regarded by the author as a major
deficiency since the study is exploratory in character. The specific findings, how-
ever, should be seen as applicable to only this particular sample, this specific
occupation, and the particular economic and political conditions prevailing at the
time of the study.

Theoretical Orientation:

"It appears...that the manner in which an individual Perceives jobs and working
life in general is the most important single determinant of the types of jobs which
he seeks and enters, and of his, adjustment to individual jobs and to working life
in general."

SeeAppendix A for unique features of. taxi driving in New York City.
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APPENDIX A

Taxi Driving in New York City

The oCcupation of taxi driving in New York' City is Unique. The industry is
not dominated by a single union which is usually the case in Other communities.
Working conditions probably are below average for the group as a whole. The'
strict police control over the Occupation has probably been responsible for
divorcing the industry from its previous informal ties with minor vice.

--
The New York City taxi-driver does nOt have a regular clientele. 'He performs

a service function, but beyond that, he doesn't have continuing role relationships
with the group he serves. Some drivers consider this situation an advantage. In-
a smaller community, the driver may carry the same passengers regularly. Also,
in the smaller community, the driver lives in the community in which he works, and
he is known. Workmen in many other occupations of comparable status'in the city--
such. as the barber, the newspaper vendor, the custodian, the groc&ery clerk, the
coUnterman--ail have clearly defined work roles in the sub-communities which they
serve. Even the bus driver who drives the prescribed daily route knows a ,good-many
passengers among the regular riders. The job-of the taxi driver, although it.offers
variety, fails to' provide the emotional security that -is usually attached to a stable
work role in the sub-community in which one works.

As a rule, the driver spends little time in the garage. He has little opportunity
to develOp friendships with fOlow workers which could have any degr ee of permanency.
Stereotypes picture him as a rugged individualist who is 'quite talkative.,

-

The uniqueness of the occupation rziy best be seen when it is contrasted with
another semi-skilled occupationt such as the job of the machine operator in a
manufacturing concern.

The machine operator is unionized and, as such, can look forward to receiving
special employee benefits (e.g. , paid Vacation). In contrast, the New York City
taxi driver is not unionized, and receives few, if any, benefits (e.g., paid vacations
are uncommon).

In tithes of economic depression, the machinist may exPect tO be laid off the
job. The cab qriver, on the _Other hand, stays on-the job, although he may earn less
money under such circumstances.

Age is not a significant aspect of the emplOyment, nor is it cause for retirement.
As long as the man is properly licensed by the ',Once, and remains an "average
booker," he can "hack.m The machine operator, however, is affected by age restric-
tions in normal times.

Both the independent and the fleet taxi drivers can increase their daily income
by working longer hours. The machine operator may increase his income with overtiMe
work but only if it is available. The cab driver is paid daily in cash; the machine*
operator is paid weekly. A good proportion of the cab driver's income is in the form
of tips; the machine operator's is exclusively from wages. .
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APPENDIX A (Cont'd.)

The taxi driver works alone, has no close supervision, but lacks companionship
of fellow workers by the nature of the job. The driver serves the plAblic, a constantly
changing group of individuals.. ,His working hours are somewhat flexible, his eating
times uncertain; and unless he is a steady driver, he can not even be sure that he
will work.

The occupation is eltrictly regulated by the New York ,City Police force. Neither
manufacturing nbr any other legitimate occupation is controlled in such a strict
manner as is taxi driVing. Unlike the machine operator, the driver is exposed to
public 'view at alltimes.

1
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TAXI DRIVER ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code:, 913.4 63

Vaz, Edmund W . "The Metropolitan Taxi Driver: His Work arid Self-ConcePtion."
Unpublished Master's thesis, McGill University, 1955.

Description:

The occupation of the taxi driver has,its own particular atmosphere, culture and
occupational climate.

Recruitment: The work of the taxi driver is .gener,ally a refuge for the man Without
skills or trade who comes from the lower Socio-iconomic stratum of society. It'

-recruits the occupationally \transient man, the unstable youth, the man in need of
an additional source of income, and "the elite of the work world, loosely termed the -

professionals, wha occasionally find it compulsory to perform work in:- an area
other than that for which they were specially-trained."

The work attracts some individti\als who do notwish employment in the "14ig,
system", of work, "Who fear impersonality and authority of the larger world of industry.11
For otherS, driying a taxi cab is the optimum way of "making a-fast buck."' The lack
of authority, the possession of a Car, the opportunity to make clandestine reiatiónships,
and the chance to simUlate leisure time--all of these have their special appeal to
people in' this occupation. Frequently, however, taxi work will give ,stability to
some individuals, who then purchase their own car, become owner-drivers, arid
rex-nein permanently within the occupation.

7Empjosid. s: Taxi owners ,within the occupation can be roughly
categorized into two groups: (/) the fleet owner (the proprietor Of approXimately ten
to fifty taxis), and, (2) the small owner (owns less then ten and usually drives one'
himself).

The /fleet owner symbolizes management, whose sole concern is expressed with
"bring me money, that's all I want." The fleet owner has little personal regard ,for
his drivers; they are "defined in terms of their , Money they bring in
,each dayinot as human beings.," His contact with them is impersonal, direct, and
informal. Only the spatial proximity and frequerny of contact brings the two men
together. -Should the driver fail to meet the boss' ponetary expectations, their
relationship becomeS strained. The daily immediacy of the "cas_hing-in"\ procedure,
however, serves to mitigate a previously strained relationship. To a great extent, .

the driver's success at work is the basis upon which the relationship with his
employer rests .

The fleet owner employe just about everyone to keep his cars on the road. His
bad experiences with all sorts G, divers hardens him toward the employee. He will,
for instance, make the employee pay for small repairs and for toO much use of g,Moline.
He putS (pressure on the novice and may charge the driver extra for not having
achieved his monetary Standards . He prefers to keep his drivers in debt. In case of
an accident, contrary to occupational rules, he will-frequently refuse to release the
driver until he has paid for the damage. Often the fleet:owner prefers to pay his
drivers a weekly wage rather than a daily commisdion. By this method, he controls
their earnings and insures himself against unforeseen happenings.
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,By contrait, We' small owner is conicioui of the operating conditions of his tar.
,Fle will only employ the driver who will keep the car in good rePair. For the' email
cab owner,' honesty, responsibility, and reliability of 'the employee is more
impàrtant than tie waybill the driver brings in.' He prefers the married, sober, older
employee. His relationsllip with the driver is more intimate; by working on the same .

car, they share common experiences.

Other Relationshi2s: A common5 characteristic of service organi;ations is to
work in conjunction with one another. This, enables members of these service
occupations to supplement their income by recommending potential customers to each
other. The taxi driver's contact and relationship with doormen, clubs, restaurants,
and\ prostitutes iS of importance, for each of these may serve as a vital source of
revenue for him.

"The Cabbie Culture";

The Cab driver's Work rests .upon a "basis of uncertainty." 'No matter how hard
he worki or Nhat techniques ihe employs, there are certain factors which remain
,immune to his control.

, Theielement of time has a special significance for him. Hii interpretation of
time is influenced by the long, hours which he must work and by the nature' of his
work. The longer his working_ hours , the greater are his. chances ,to get a big "load"
(Lee, fare) Thus, the work day of a taxi driver is frequently,tWie as long as that
of other occupations. The normal shift is eleven hours, but it is conimonplace ,to
drive iixteen hours or more.

' Time, becf:imei' criticelly significant when the driVer'has /failed to achieve a,certain
sum of money within a given time. There' exists an implied ethic which the taxi
driver feels he, should achieve. "If by ten o'clock I haven't nine dollars 'I'm not
going to make my twenty to twenty-four dollars . I'm not at ease," said one of the
drivers interviewed in this study.,,, ,

, ,
5

,\ ,

Time influences the driver'S definition' of work, his passengers,' and his occupa%.-
tional experiences. There'are drivers wholeel that every minute countsj lois of time
means loss of income. He rejects the custother who, in his terms, unnecessarily
takes up his time.

,
I

The cab driver works under pressure froM two sources; (I) 'the compulsions the
f.eels to make the waybill, and (2) the uncertainty of reward for his efforts. He
believes that luck plays an important part in his work ,

The notion of luck for the taxi driver accomplishes several functions. It mitigates
the uncertainty of his daily work. When he encounters a bad day, luck beComes there-,
peutically significant in explaining hii failure; also, it' functions to account for his'
coworkers' success. pne man, speaking of being unlucky, said: "If there's a car .

in front of youtwho gets a pick-up and the one behind'gets Ilaggeds right aWay you
get discouraged'. The other guy gets the call. It's just\your tough luck for' that day."
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"Playing the stands" is the prescribed form of work. The stands, however, have
othey functions as well. At the stands the driver meets his co-workers and friends,
exchanges stories and adventures and learns the "speed" (the average monetary-
rate of the business for one shift). For the cruiser (one who drives about the streets
in search, of customers), the stand is a place of rest from the strain and anxiety of
cruising. ..Sitting and waiting on a stand is &matter of routine, is time consuming,
and leads to boredom. The driver would rather cruise the streets where the chances
for monetary success are greater. The anticipatory factor of success, operates pre-
dominately when the driver is cruising. It mav be that this factor constitutes a
reward in itself,.

The taxi driveris relationship with his passengers is brief, anonymous, and
impersonal. His custorners come from all parts of the city; they characterize the
diversity and Variety of the urban population. Although phySically close, the cab
driver and-his customers are socially miles apart. For the cab driver, the customer
has no personal identity; he is reckoned with only in terms of the tip.

,\ The occupational culture of the taxi driver resembles a jungle where the survival
of the fittest is the rule of behavior. He may not hesitate.to use "jungle tactics"*
in order to "make a buck."

L

=Ring: In the cab driver occupation, tipping is an expected source of income. The
driver may employ several methods to influence the amount of tips. One method is
to deliberately delay returning small change to the passenger. The time lapie may
pressure the customer to tip since, otherwise', he would have to wait for his small
change. Another method is to return two dimes and a nickel instead of the twenty-
five-cent piece in the hope of receiving at 'least a dime. A certain gesture
with the hand, politely jumping out, of the cab and opening the door in bad weather--
all are calculated means to draw a tip from the customer.

To influence the tipping situation, the driver appraises the customer by the look
of his clothes and manners and then "sets" the situation to contiol the customer's
action. He may start a conversation with his passenger or use any one Of the other
methods just described.,

*jungle tactics include:
(a) taking a circuitous (route, thereby increasing fare.
(b) ourposqy skidding the wheels in wintertime thus increasing t.le fare.
(c) neglecting to turn off the meter, thereby overcharging customers.
(d) relieving the customer of his money without his awareness--"the

shakedown.",
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.gin I Most of the a.).Ei driver's time is spentiddriving,, 'patr011ing and scouring the
streeti for would-,be passengers. Working in inclement weathier and in .heavy traffic
makes,him feel tria he carries a great emotional burden.. Orie man said: "It'is hard
on yotrir nerves, it's a strain....The traffic, .yloU've got tb,be lookirig' all,oVer, eyes
in the front .and back Of your heed.," The bar the taxi driver drives \is not onlY his
principal source of income but is also considered to symbolize his prestige and
status inthe' eyes of, his co-workers;

,

Occupational Language: The Occupttion has developed a particular langUage des-
Cribing, the work. It is accentuated by the continuous inclusion of profanity and
obscentiy. It has.been suggested'that the\ use of filthy words is' "an earmark,of
masculinity," or ".cipmeS' frpm unisexual groups stemming from the lower incoMe
brackets ad occaOionally 13etraYing an; expression Of defiance against social and
occupational StaridaraS." (W.S. goore)-.

1

,
)

The uSe of the sPeeial language serves its, function. It segregates the' members
of the occupation 6om rion-me*ers and'cienotes the noVice, \E'recitently, a certain. ,

period of time must elapse before the novice is ailowed to 'successfully arid acceptably,

\ emPloy the occupational terms. , ,

,
,

)

, , , 4 I / i

The bulk of the owner-driVers, especially those older and Service7oriented
driveri, do not use the occuptional langUage. The author Suggests two reasons,
for this: (1)-- He holds a different status than t14e ordinary driver; ther4or,e, his
interests, valuei, and methods of work differ. This is reflected in the' language he
uses. (2) Unlike ihe 'novice, 'who leaing part of an OccuPational role by, Using its ,

special ternlinology, ,pie older driver already has, acqUired a comparatiyely.stable
picture of himself a a taid driver. 'He no longer neeels the language to kttiengthen
his, *Se 'of belonging 'to this occupation.

, E,

I . /

The Taxi Driver's ConceotiOn of tile ,Public Attitudes Toward Himself and, kis Work:
In' air society", the 'taxi driver'S occupation has low sOcial statui and is a repugnant
:Ole. The- driver, interpreting Ithe,gestUres, words arid actions *of his Client's, feels
that he is' Shown little resPect. He feels abused, and he becomes hyPeriensitive and
ConsciOus, of hiS,.inferior 'status.

An analysis,of the interview responses indicated that tkie cab 'ciiVer ,defines
and thinks about his clients in' MoreStr leis feur ways: (1), these Whom he'befieVes

, are inferior to him; for Oarnple, the drtink; (2) those who dritize his work; (3) thOse
who openly threaten his self-respeCt, i.., refuie to pay the farei and (4) the police,
a group WhiCh he seldom conOders friendly. tie develops a certain stzmdardized pattern
of behavior to deal with people falpp(g into these categories. 'In the -.;:?'..treme case, .,

he will retort With violence, thus betraying hiS definition of and attitudes toirard the
public. ,

s,

Stealing: Doing the same work, meeting other drivers in the garage day after day,
telling of adventures fosters the development of a feeling that ties the drivers together.
The solidarity of the group' produces common meanings, definitions of work, customs
and attitudes. Stealirig is one of the traditional, time-worn customs of the group. ,
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Within the group, it is not a deviant behaxqor but is the principal and expected
behavior of the driver while at,work. -The employers know .of it, and they expect
it to happen. If not, there ieems to be something-wrong. .By stealing, the driver
can adjust his daily intake to correspond with that of the group, can cover up for
bad dairs or, by stealing less, cin build himself up in the eyes of his boss. The
activity is so imbedded a characteristic of the grouVithat members make every
effort to enforce its practice. The novice will learn the trick from the older drivers.

Although stealing is strongly condemned in our society, the taxi driver does
not feei guilty or morally responsible for it. As the evidence indicated, the criteria
by which he judges his aqtions are imbedded in his occupational experiences.

"Do you steal?"

"Yes. Everybody does, don't they?"

-"Do you think: it's dishonest?"'

"I suppose in the true sense of the word it is, but the !mires, keep changing. ,

When all* do it, it's no longer dishonest.," ,

Types .of Taxi Drivers: The-same job has different Meanings for different men,
depending upon their work experiences and their interpretation of the situation. In
this sense, the cab driver brings his 'own interest into the work situation and creates
his job. The evidence of this study showed\that cab drivers have three distinct,types
of orientation in their work: (I)' the service-oriented type, '(2) the business-
riented, type, and (3) the hustler.

The service-oriented type of cab driver is the older man with a long work history.
lie is primarily concerned with the quality of his work, and aims to raise the somewhat
tenuous reputation of the occupation. He is concerned with the comfort and welfare
of his customer and prefers the middle-class neighborhood and clients with whom
he identifies. He frowns upon the practice of cruising the streets or playingi the
clubs. His preoccupation with and attention to actiVities of other cab drivers reflects
his interest in 'the work, This type of -older man usually enjoys a higher status with-
in the gioup.

The business-oriented cab driver is shrewd and enterprising. His actions are
characterized by deliberate calculation to make an economic gain. He usually drives
his own car and is a comparative newcomer to the occupation. His indifferent manner
toward customers, his speech, and his interpretation of the occupation reflect his
economic self-interest.

Younger than his fellow drivers is the hustler who usually works for a fleet ,

owner, often as a spare driver. This type defines N. "as a high-tensioned search
for the 'almighty dollar." The uncertainty of employa. it, the';,anxiety and despair
encountered while trying to achieve the monetary goal, is reflected in the reckless
manner in which he performs his job. Often he will use "illegitimate but technically
efficient means in the attempt to augment the waybill" (will play the clubs, service
calls outside of his area, attempt to shakedown).
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TheSALCorjoia tion of the Taxi Driver: The taxi,dri.ver is aware of the low etatus ,of
his work and is unhappy, about it. He hopes that. his children will make good; will
become doctors* lawyers, or bUsinessmen. ge 'feels that his present employmeht
as cab driver is a result-of his lack of sufficient education. The'older, service-
oriented 'men have grOlin'used to the work, and they fuily realize and expresp the
futility of leaVing the occupation. The younger.driver, howeVer, hopee that he will ,

drive the taxi only temporarily, until he finds 'another formia employment:, ,The
owners of fleet cars find comfort in their definition of the position' and the freedom
:grim marpgazri=l restrftints ., the small_ owner, unlike the fleet driver* filide sati
faction in making a good living and in the materiel symbols of his successa nice
home and nice furniture. The cab' driver often .feels that tile lOng .hoUrs of work
interfere with his family life, and Preclude his having social pleasures that others
enjoy.. ;

The cak 'driver's occupation 'may be analogous tO the:professions in the sense ,

tha t it affords him the freedom and opportunity of both augmenting his income and 1_
improvin0 his self-concept. T he pride for his services is determined solely by
himse If a nd, is meaSured in terms of his, time, frouble ea nd knowledge, plus .tits
definition of the situation. 'For exa mple, he may. charge $1.50 for moving ,a studerh,
from. t)hird-floor apartment but will a sk.$ 5.00 for the. so me job from a seeMinglY
well-to-A o ma n . , , \ ' 1.

i . - 1

I I
e t

1

The 'e.bt driver derilies, a high degree oi se lfsesteem a nd self-co nfidenCe , from
his driving a biiity.'...He feels himseeli superior,/ apart twin others on the, ro ad. .lie
feel \that hiS driving technique is unique , his knowledge inexhaustible.i ,,-

Counselim;

This Study illustrates thtt even in an Occupation a s Visible as that,of the .)

taxi driVer, a. sociological rOport may reveal aspe cts of the qccupation usually ;

given little, attention. Pew repOrts illus trate as ne atly the clear-cut and different
occupational stYles opera ting within an ocicupation, each utilizing common tech'Ir
nidel skins". Thus, the family t`ype owner-taxi driVer (particularly in a small, town).
tias Sharply varying attitudeS and values from the fleet employee in the large ,city.

_The following comments apply to, the fleet einployee.

S ince taxi drivers typically drift into the occupation, counselors are, more likely,
to be concerned,,with clients who are employed or with laid off taxi,drivers who want
to escapia from,the occupation. That different sstitudes will be brought to the next
occupation a's a result of the, taxi driving experience is documented by this repotI.

Not to be overlooked is the possible suitability of taxi driving,for the clients who, ,

eit:her beca use of settled personality characteristics or the temporary, psychological
needs in a particular phase of their 6reer pattern, are too host4e, unstOie, or rest-,
less to fit into dccupations requiring more, selfrdiscipline.

:.II

It is unfortunate that the' Study dici.not \consider vertical. occupationai mobility'
i

other tha n the sequence Of driver to driArer.=owner to.owner, Itiis wondered whether'
the drivers progress in an orderly fashion from taxi driver to truck driver, to. his
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driver, etc., or whether this is a non-existent advancement ladder.

Scope; Occupation

Over one hundred taxi drivers were contaCied for this study. Among these,
twenty were interviewed more extensively. In addition to the method of interviewing,
the method of participant observation was AmpinyAd; tha Author worked for over three
-years in the capacity of full and part-time taxi driver: This study makes a special
attempt to get "inside" the individual and understand his behavior from his 'point of
view.

-)

Theoretical Orientation:

r

The author, with reference to Durkheim, Hughes, and others, points out that
"today a man's work is probably the most singular incidence by which others Judge
him and by which he evaluates himself." The work group, to a large extent, shapes
the group member's behavior, for it imposes the group's standards and social codes
of action upon him. The daily social experienOes that inevitably center around one's
occupational role establish the foundation upon Which the individual's self-conception
and esteem develop.
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MINERS AND MINING MACHINE oPERATORS DA).T. Code: 930-939
OCCUPATIONS IN EXTRACTION OF MINERALS, N.E.C.

ABSTRACT

L4ing, J. T. "The Negro Miner in West Virginia, ' socoLtmem.yol. Ent (March,
1936), pp. 416-422. /

The purpose of this study is to prcvide sociological data concerning the Negro
miner in West Virginia. First, the origin, development, and present status of the
Negro miners of West Virginia are discussed. Then, .certain aspects of the Negro
culture in the niininlj fields are described in some detail.

Historical Background: Negroes have been employed in the West Virginia mines
since the early years of the nineteenth century. In the late ante-bellum years,
Negro slaves were used in the coal mines, and coal oil factories of Kanawha County.
With the building of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, their population rapidly
increased ,in the southern cOunties. The newcomers came mostly from,Virginia and
remained in the coal mines. Following the great strike of 1902,, both white and
Negro coal miners were supplanted by foreign immigrants. Foreigners outnumbered
Negroes until 1926. Since then, however, Negroes have been more numbrous.

,

The Negro miners are largely_a migrated group, the majority of them cpming
from Virginia, North Carolina, Alabama, TennesseerGeorgia, and South Carolina.
The main reason for, their coming is ecoriomic--"the pull of higher wages and
increased opportunity, crop failures, and bad conditions on the farms. The more
articulate,miners mentioned the,better' educational opportunities for children, and
the creater personal and civil liberties as reasons for migration. Crises of various
kinds, the death of a relative or a wife, and Offenses, against the law were freqUently
given as \Personal reasons for migration.

lunstionstle of Life: Negroes perform both skilled and unskilled
, labor, but they rarely occupy a position of authority. The majority are employed\in
_u,nderground jobs, "Negroes choose this occupation not only because it is the most
available of all but it is one of the most lucrative and provides the least super-:. ,
vision Sth tile greatest amount of personal freedom _in work hourS ." At the time of
this Study (1936)i the position of mine foreman was the highest held by a Negio.

In the opinion Of, employers, Negroes are efficient workers. Race prejudice
del the part of whites 'and the jealousy of other Negroes "have greatly limited the
success oi Negro basses." Negroes were rated higher than whites in the positions
of coal lbadeié and brakemen, and higher than foreigners in the positions_of
machirtei motor, and tipple men. "They were considered inferior to native whites
as machine men, track men, motor men and tipple men, and to the foreigners as
coal loaders and track men, "-
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The daily wage of the Negro miners appeared to be high; the, irregularity of
work, however, kept their annual earnings low. The group studied spent approx-
imately seventy-two per cent of their income With the c6mpany. Their.money
Was spent mostly fo: groceries, furniture, and supplies at the company store, rent,
powder and miners' tools, health care, fuel: .light, and for the "burial fund:"

1
: g

Coal development in'the isolated areas forced the employerg to build hcititseS
and to provide all other necessary resources. In these companyówned.towns 8 a
sort of' feudalistic paternalism on the part of the company e4isteci,, rfl*mitters
lived in these "company homes," the contract for which spebifically stated that
"they do not create the relationship of bndlord and tenant btit'Crily.Of mabterl and
servant." ..;

>4 IP

Cultural Characteristics:
!:

.>

.?
. .

k

11:jetaydl :, The traditional, -female-centered family pattei*Oft,theNegrO,,: undet
the' influence of mining conditions, approximated more the tad f ith'.6 White
majority. whereby -making the father-husband the focus of aikhority, the breadwinner.
Around the miries,employment opportunities were limited for the wives. Thus, by
necessity, the Negro man becomes a more\ stable element in the family life than in
many other occupations.

:

Birth rates for Negroes in the mining counties were found 0 be lower than for
whites. Although the incidence ckf common-law wives among Negroes was frequent
in the early days of migration, the Negro'sex and family motes were slowly
approaching the standards of the white group.

Education: The children of Negro miners were provided with comparatively good
schools . The state spent practically the same amount per capita for white and
Negro education. \ The children were taking advantage of their opportunitiesi of
those between five and twenty years of age, the percentage of Negroes from the
mining fields enrolled in schools was slightly larger Ulan that of native, whites in
the same age group. The proportion of these Negroei attending high school was
greater than-from any other Southern or bordering states . The majority uf the
students in the two Negro state Colleges (Bluefield State Teachers College and
West Virginia State College) were children of these miners .

The race-conscioUs teachers transmitted feelings of "racial self-respect" to
the miners' children. "The different rates at which children and their. parents assim-
ilate white standards create a wide gap between them; some are bewildered by the'.
conflict of standards and family tensions increase. " Many children saw' in the mines
only the opportunity for racial exploitation. They left to try their luck in other
industries . Some succeeded while others did not. Those who did not succeed re-

.' turned 0 the mines and increased the ranks of the discontent--the social type that
is fOund in any social setting .

Recreation: The mining fields definite1y lack recreational facilities. Most of
the leisure-time activities of the miners do not promote individual or social improve-
ment. Loafing, visiting, gossip, pool, checkers, and. horseshoes constituted much
of the miners' leisure-time activity.

.
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Negro churches and lodges, as well as schooli, provided various programs
which were well attended. Negro musical'organizations were prevalent, especially
vocal quartets. These frequently competed for prizes

Religion: Almost three-quarters of the miners were church members, the majority
of them- belonging to the Baptist Church. "All gradations between the extremely
emotional, uninhibited, rhythmic service and that identical with urban white churches
exist." The differential rate of assimilation to white standards created, conflict even
in religious matters. The simple Negro peasant coming from the South often com-
plained that he could not understand the preacher. In turn, the educated and race-
conscious minister was annoyed because he must "talk down" to his congregation.

Social ClasseS: Social class differentiation among Negro miners!was based
upon cultural differences, especially upon geographical origin. The 'Virginians and
West Virginians considered-the Southerners "crude," emotional; and "mean," and
tended to avoid.them. They found those from,Alabama particularly objectionable.
The_Southerners,,,in turn, either became "clannish" or attempted to pass as Virgin-
ians or West Virginians. Other base's. of social differentiation were church member-
ship and, in some places, denominational adherence.

Race Relations: Relations,with whites were relatively intimate and friendly.
Race consciousness Was present to a limited extent among miners, and tO a greater
extent among their children, teachers, and ministers.

Since, in this instance, the status of the Negro and white employees is almost
identical, one may question the validity of the popular belief which holds that the
white man expects the Negro to be of lower-status than he; and when the Negro's
position approximates that of the white, prejudice is aroused. In the case of the
miners, it may be, then, that the white workerno longer expectd,the Negro to have
lower Social,status since cOmpetition in the work context is controlled, and corn-
pany policy grants equal treatment to all.

Implications for Counseling:

The rapid mechanization of mining operations that hks taken place since the
writing of this article in 1936 has obviously altered this ilicture of mining. Some
generaltiations, however, are believed to be true still.

The impact that occupational' circumstances can have on altering anticipated ,

trends (racial prejudice) is exemplifiedby the description of this field in which
Negroes are shown to be assimilated with a minimum of white-Negro friction. This
is conttary to-the thinking reflected in some literature in which aggravation of white-
Negro relations was anticipated as a result of occupational competition.

Since mining is a declining occupational field in terms of the number of workers
employed, most counselors will be little concerned with counseling clients in termi
of entering the occupational field. Their concern, rather, will be with counseling
those who have been laid off or who are leaving 'the field because of physical limita-
tions.
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It may be desirable to presentthls jnformation-ditect1y to Negro counselees as
objective evidence by which they.may estimate Oc4ipat1cnal.opportunities . The too .

frequent conflict between white counselor and Negri) COungelee, each with different
and subjective.vieWs of the occupational opportunities for Negroes, may be mitigated
.by reference...to "this' objective data.

i
k ,

.

8 cope: 9ccupationalPield

Methodolo9y:
' ...":

Personal interviews were conducted "with einployers, miners, Negro teachers,
preaChers, and other persOns: .,." Those unpvailable for interview were contacted, .
bY mail. These Methods'yreit:supplemented '!byWide reading, especially in the
West Virginia State Libeaitf;andtby the study of *Coal company records ." Six hundred
/miners we're interviewed," 'afidlorty-ifour.pperatOrs ;einploying almost half cif the
Negro mineis in the statemere contacted.
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LUMBERMEN, RAFTSMEN AND WOODCHOPPERS . 6.04T4 Code: 940-949
"at..

ABSTRACT

Hayner, H.S. "Taming the Lumberjack "
Vol. X,(April, 1945), pp. 217-225. _

"14 ...44

After exindning the historical development of the logging operations of the
Pacific Northwest, the author reached the conclusion that "with those basic
changes in technology that have made possible the Increasing accessibility of
logging operations the trend has been away from the transient 'boomer' type of
'logger tOwerd the 'home guard. ',I plere are many old bachelors among the, group,
of hand fahers and brickers in more isolated railroad camps; however, most of -

the men cn the truck-and-tractorcrews are married. "Domestication has, to a
large extent, tamed the wildness of the early lumberjacks. The typical logger
of the Oacific Northwest is no longer an `uncivilized, unwaShed '
Today he is a famiiy min."

v.
H

,

istorical Development:, Since 1895, deve1oprn6t of logging technology in the
Pacific Northwest region has roughly consisted of three stages: (1) the ground
skidding of logs to the railroad tracks, a method_which -began to decline about,

-1915, (2) the overhead railroad logging,,A technique which reached its peak in
the 1920's, and (3) the truck-and-tractor logging which began on a small scale
around 1920, and greatly increased after the 1930's .

Each stage of development was characterized by its particular work and
living environment as well as by the Reculiarities of men attracted to this
occupation. The first stage created the so-called "stag camps." The second
type of development produced the large "family camp" or company town. The
third phase encouraged the 'growth of "communities of independent families."

Some of the workingmen in the early days were immigrants from the
Scandinavian countries or from Austria. The loggers of this, era were the single,
homeless men living in the "bunkhouses," sleeping on beds made of wood and
softened slightly with straw. Therewere only a few families living along the
railroad tracks in little shacks The big I.W.W W. strike in 1917 marked the end
of this type of life. ,Thereafter, the complaniess agreed to provide more com-
fortable living accommodations for their workers.

The loggers in the first phase of development were the "boomers" or "shori
stakers," men who were on the move all the time. At Camp 7 8. where the author
worked' in .1912 , "the principal objective was to make a 'stake' and then go on a
spree....Their Would work a few Weeks at Camp. 78 go on a binge, and then work
a short tiMe in another camp." The men would usually work until the Fourth of
July or Christmas, traditional big holidays in the industry, then go to such cities
as Olympia, Aberdeen, and Seattle, where they would spend money lavishly on .

liquor and woMen. The loggers were welcome to spend their money in these places,
but socially they were regarded as outcasts.
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Findings: The field visit of ithe authorl to several logging operations in 1941
revealed some of the changes that took tilace in the industry. Due tO the man-
power, shortage created by World War, II, women replaced men to some extent in
the saw mills, but only to a limited extent.in the woods . The next effect of the
war seemed' to be an increase in the median age of the worker.

The stag camps of the 1940s were found in the more inaacessible railroad
locations. Unlike before, the majority of Men in these camps were now married.
Some of the married loggers maintained their tiomes completely away limn the
camp or company towri; others Cornmuted home every Saturday, arriving in time
to do the shopping. The author noted that famili,es of these men tended to be
"matricentric," i.e., the mother managed, everything.

COnditions in these camps have greatly imprOved since the early days. The
food, 'containing five to Mit thousand caloriei daily, is now served in dining rOonis

Iby female "flUrMed,." known ."
\ '\

Some coMpanies enCouraged the developthent of family camps or company-towns
where tple marked Workers stayed with their 'families. "The' men Akeretaken Oirt
sixteen Miles or miSre by train or speeaer tO a variety of points ori.the big project--
and AerlYbrought back to their families at night." Provisions, for sin9le workers
were'made at the "Tavern." Approximately thres-qourths of,the men-were married,
a 'greater proportiOn than in the earlier days. Although 'the Companies prOVided'
conveniences such as theatre, library, club room forwomen, arid beauty shop,
the popuiation,of the company town 'deblined in time. "Stamp' ranchers, men
who lived pn nearby sniali farms and commuted to'work in PriVate automobflés*
begin working for the company:

The people of the, camPany town had no roots in the community; consequently,
they had little interest in, or feeling of responsibility for improving conditions in .

the town. Frequently, the neighboring communities resented having to share
their schools with-the "roughnecks" of the family camp.

, Improvements in truck-and-tractor design facilitated the technological shift
from overhead railrOad logging to the truck-and-tractor method. The growing
interest in scientificf orestry arid free harveSting attracted a different sort of man
to the industry than the,"come and go" shiftless type of,the early daYs . Now,
most of the loggers ar4,-rfiatried men, taking interest in their hoMes and farms ._

The married men fit into truCking splendidly.' They 'drive home from work, the
children attend public schools, arid the wives are active in' parent-teacher _groups.'

"The town of Forks 8 located between the northwest corner of Olympic National
Park and the PaCific Ocean," is an example of the growing community of indepen-
dent logger fami4es. ,The workers of this 'town support the community institutions
with varied interest Although the two ismall_churches do not receive much atten-
tion, there is. a `small group of faithful worshipp,rs among the lumbermen.who
attend regularly.

The 'aUtlior noted that the loggers encourage their children to complete a high
school education, although very few of them Will enter college.
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Along with movies, drinking is still the major form of recreation for the
lumberman and his family. Families who do not drink feel isolated. "Single men
make up a small proportion of the logger poPtilation in Forks, but a large propor-
tion of those Who drink excessively."

The community has a high accident rate. This is, in part, characteristic of
the occupation of logging. Fatalism seems to be a dominant philosophy, not only
among loggers, but among their wives and children. Some of the wives are
dissatisfied. There is little social life.

Sheer necessity makes the family more integrated. Contrary to earlier
findings, it seems that in Forks, at least, the -Worker is actively the head of the
family.

%Implications for Counseling:

This occupational field is an interesting illustration of the effect that,tect-
noogical changes can have on the style of life and the type of worker attracted
to the industry. As the work has changed, so has the type of workei and his
style of life. The, changes are summarized ,as follows:

Period

Prior to Ground skidding
1915 logs Remote

1920's Overhead rail-
road logging Semi-remote

Style of_Lifi as Reflected
Technology Work Location by Marital Status

Current Truck-and-

unmarried; logging camps

75% married; company towns ,

tractor logging Accessible Married; independent
residences

.A similar model of analysis may be applied to other occupations . This, in
turn, can be related to the life style needs of the counselees. Life style needs
vary riot only among individuals but also in respect to the individual according
to the point at which he is in his career pattern.

Acope.: Occupational Field

Metho dology:

Through the assistance of the U.S'. Forest Service, the author spent twenty-
seven days during 1944 in the field. Nine logging operations of various sizes
and types were visited. Loggers and their wives were interviewed informally
on the job or in their homes.

cautions:

Findings of this report are based on the somewhat unsystematic observations
of the author.
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Goldstein, David H., M.D., and Hulsart, C. Raymond. "Automation: A Clinical
S tudy," Journal of Occupational Medicine, vol. yt, Nes 4 (April, 1964), pp.

, 1.69-173.. ,

Description:

This article discussed the impact of automation as, it affected The New York
Times' production processes and the employees connected with them:

Until alew years ago, ,automation had made few advances in the newspaPer in-
dustry,, Papers were printed, by and large, in much the same way as they had been
-for generations. Recently, however, new processes and new equipment have forced
changes . A

S ince 1938, practically everyone connected with the newspaper hag been a -mem-
ber of one of the various craft unions. Maintenance employees as well as sorneof,
the by-line ,writers whose names were well-known were included,in the ranks of union
membera. The attitudes of the craft unions toward automation were varied. For in-
stance, long before management decided to introduce some innovation's into the
bundling-handling processes, the mailers' union, representatives foresaw such a de-
velopment. ft was mostly the younger members of this union who asked inanageMent
cooperation to learii the maintenance techniques of the new equipment involved in,
these processes. "These men saw the possibility that if they were to master opera-
ton of this equipment, they might, just by reason of their faMiliarity with the equip-
ment itself, gain for themselves some jurisdiction over some of the maintenance
responsibilities which might otherwise be given to members of maintenance unions."
In contrast, the ITU, the typographers' union took a ,different attitude. Members of
this union were fiercely individualistic and deeply loyal to the ITU. When automated
teletypesetters were first introduced, the consequent possibility of ilosing some jobs
served to increase the memberss union loyalty. When The Timeg introduced autom-

lion, it came only after an expensive plan was negotiated for the retraining of I

journeymen.

Facing the 'problem of automation was easier for members of the New York News-
paper Guild. Members of this union were not bound by old traditional craft lines.
"For them there was no confinement to a singly given operational process in the
total task of manufacturing a newspaper." Opportunities for job retraining and the
continuation of careers were available in many different jobs.

So far, there has been little difficulty in the retraining and reassigning of dis
placed workers. Early in the retraining process, one lesson was learned, however.
Men are not interested in a job guarantee as such. They want something more than
just a paycheck.

What the men desired, it 'seemed, was the precise knowledge of what they would
be doing in the new operation. Mereover, the employees wanted to get an honest
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and accurate statement from the management on the number of persons who would be
affected by the new process.

Mental Health:, Observations by the Medical Department of The Times indicated
that the prospect of automation was feared by some people; it generated anxiety. The
reasons for such an attitude may have stemmed frOm.the fact that automation, on
occasion, forced men to change their daily living habits and, in the process, disrupt-
ed family and community ties. In other instances, automation resulted in solitary
work instead of membership in a work group.

An important problem raised by the introduction of automation concerned the
adaptability of men to change. Although some men showed an incredible adaptability
to change in the pilot experience at The Times, some indi4idu'als were just unable to
adapt themselves to the new work proceSses Aside from those few persons whose
susceptibility to stress was known to the Medical Department and who were expected
to show resistance, there were individuals who felt that they had passed the summit
of their working life.\ These people were in the 45-65 age bracket. Generally, this
age group was inclined to struggle to maintain the status quo in the face of change.

There were a number of older workers who feared that they would lose face among
their coworlers tif they were to fail the retraining program. Other older workers, in '

contrast IbUnd the retraining program challenging and exciting and were flexible and
youthful in their attitudeS and adaptation:

Another important change brought about by automation was concerned with the
Workers' self-concePtions. "The individual in a chaptge to an automated process can
improve his self-image or damage' it." Comments by one of the teletype-setting
trainees described the \problem well:

...Now that the zest of tl:te new 'TTS challenge has worn off, I
think a general feeling of letdown has affected many of our
compositors: ...The prospect of going intO TTS changei my
whole image of myself for the worse. I am an all-around' corn-
positor, 'a Linotype operator, a handman, and a proofreader,
but once I go into TTS; I become just a glorified typist whose
work there is confusing, confining, and routine. I can no longer
think of myself as a versatile craftsman.

Additional factors; implied but not expressed, were the loss of control over the work
pace and the fear of depersonalization.

Some linotypists enjoyed having the freedom to work rapidly when they so desired
and then to be able to take periods of relaxed "coasting." They loved their machines
as long as they had control over them--just as ons loves an automobile. When they
felt that they had to keep pace with a machine speed which was set by the management,
they felt tyrannized by the TTS machines. "They not only lost their fondness for the
machine but they felt Os if they were an appendage to the 'monster' and, in this
psychological transformation, they also felt depersonalized in their self-image."

In contrast, the new TTS operators shovied strong feelings of group identity and.
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doinmon purpose. They conceived of the new operation as an exciting challenge. How
long this feeling would continue into the future, wOuld depend, to some extent, on
the management. Formerly the linotype operatort worked in solo fashion. Many of
the operators who transferred to TTS were placed in a group where they worked together
as a team. They enjoyed the new environment. Similarly, in the mail room, the auto-
mated equipment had eliminated the simple, boring, repetitive operations, and,there-
by, kad improved the work attitUdes, self-image and self-expression of employees

The changes to automation brought 'about significant differences in the physical
demands of the work. Since some of the automated jobs were phytically laas rlomnnri-
ing, job opportunities for physically-handicapped personnel expanded. The change at

,

the factory level involved a "shift from heavy manual worI:2 to skilled light work and
secretarial activity. The limitation in physical activity imposed upon the men who
had been accustothed to working hard and to obtaining a tangible satisfaction from the
expenditure of physical energy, ,raised problems. It was felt that opportunities for
physical activity in-leisure recreation had to be expanded in order to compensate for
the workers' loss of physical activity on the job.

Implications for Counseling:
\

,

An increasing counseling resPonsibilitY is the adjuttment problemt of workers ,

whose jobs have been changed as a result of the automation process. To understand
the feelings that,accompany the changes, Studies such as this one are helpful, as is
listening to what clients going through the changes have to say. To knew the Physical
setting for the neW arrangements, counselors, need to visit automated plants. From
these experiences, counselors are able to gain knowledge which will enable them to
help olients reach a better understanding of what it happening to them, how other (

workers have reacted to these changes, and what, alternatives are available in making
a new adjustment. ,

1

Counselors need to be particularly alert to the changing ,social sitiation of new
work settings. In the process of change, clients may be either deprived of previously
supporting work groups or they may be introduced to much more supporting work groups
than they had enjoyed in the past. In reporting their experiences, clients are likely
to.attribute satisfactions or dissatisfactions to the job duties themselves when such
satisfactiOns and dissatisfactions' may actually stem from the work group situation.

.....,

r ,

,Seope: Occupational Field

1Methodoly:

The Medical Department of The New York Times conducted a "pilot experience"
N., ich afforded the opportunity to view the mental health aspects of the problems

,

caused by automation.

cautions:

Generalizations on the basis of this study should be made with caution since the
information it presents pertains to only one situation at one particular time.
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MANAGERIAL AND OFFICIAL OCCUPATIONS s.

FOREMEN ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: UNCLASSIFIED

Coate:, Charles H., and Pellegrino Roland j. "Executives and Supervisors: Contrast-
ing Self-Conceptions and Conceptions of Each Socioiocjçal
Review, Vol. 22* No. 2 (April, 1957), pp. 217-220'.

Top level executives and first line supervisors in the same or similar occupational
environments were asked to appraise their own and each others' -personal attributes .

Among the personal qualities which executives attributed to themselves were: a strong
drive for achievement, a high upward mobility driVe, a sympathetic conception of
authority, an ability to organize, decisiveness, a strong sense of self-identity. and
self-integration, aggressiveness, and a strong sense of reality.

Executives appraised supervisors in terms of these qualities and saw them as
possessingthese attributes to a lesser degree. Executives felt that supervisors had

less energy, alertness\ and initlative, and had more suissive attitudes. Compar-
ing themselves with first line supervisors, they saw themselves as being more under-
standing of others; having more ability to get along with and_ manipulate people;
possessing greater willingness to assume responsibilities, better judgment, foresight
and problem solving ability, and more adaptability to changing situations.

When asked to give their conceptions of the disadvantages associated with a
high organizational position, executives mentioned: (1) the adverse effect of a
pressure environment on personal health; (2) worry; (3) lack of time for recreation
and leisure; (4) insufficient opportunity for normal family life; (5) loneliness assoT
dated with an isolated position; (6) the feeling that hard work would lead to more
hard Work; and (7) the constant fear of making wrong decisions, etc.

When asked to compare themselveg with executives, first line supervisors
generally tendedto ascribe to executives the same personal attributes which execu-
tives hadidescribed themselves. as having. In addition, supervisors tended to be
acutely aware of the limitations of their socio-cultural backgrounds, education and
training, and octupational opportunities. When asked if they would like to become
top executives if they were given an opportunity to start all over again, supervisors
stated emphatically that they would not. The usual reasons given for this response
were ,"too many worries, headaches and responsibilities." The first line supervisOrs
were aware of their own personal limitations and also the disadvantages associated
with the executive role.

implicatiselin
Vocational counseling is more likely to be concerned with choices among occu-

pations rather than with the choice of how far to proceed in climbing the occupational
ladder within one occupation. This study vividly presents the differences that exist
among various levels within the sdme occupation. The counselee starting as an
entry worker is usually aware of the differential rewards between different positions
on the ladder but not of the differential requirements .
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Although it is not always necessary, for entry workers to attempt to estimate how
high they wishto climb, it is helpful for the type of career decisions which must be
made along the way. The American ideology 4olds that everyone should strive to
reach the top. Since the occupational structure is pyramidal, only a few reach the
top. Although the sacrifice of other desirable values in order to reach the top is a
favorite theme in fiction, it is rarely discussed in vocational counseling.

Counsalees occasionally will choose one'occupation over another on the grounds
that the chosen one has more advancement opportunity. With some individuals, this
is an irrekwant factor since they have neither the ability nor the motiv(atiOn to ad-

, vance to the ceiling of even the occupation with the lesser opportunity.
y

Scope: Occupational Fields

11411thoc.... :

1

Data were gathered by means of confidential personal interviews with 50 top ,

executives and 50 first line supervisors in 30 large and bureaucraticaOy structurd
business, industrial, governmental and educational organizationS. These organizar;
dons were located in a rapidly expanding Southern community with a population of
200,000.. The samples of executives and ,supervisors were matched on the basis of
age and the individual's having held the same occupational role for a considerable
length of time.. /

Cautions:

The sample on which these generalizations are based was drawn from oi)ly 'one
community. The analysis 'does not take into account possible variations that mi6ht
,occur among organilational settings.

Theoretical Orientation:

Superiors tend, to judge subordinates in terms of their own self-image,. They
also tendto judge the role performance of subordinates on the basis of their own
role Performance. Subordinates have role expectations of superiors which are sim-
ilar to the role expectations that superiors Nave for themselves . Subordinates
account for the discrepancy between their role performance and that of,their superiors
in terms of ,socio-cultural background and lower-level role expectations. In general,
they do not care to assume high executive positions and the more demanding roles
required Of top level administrators.

v
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MANAGERIAL & OFFICIAL POSITIONS ABSTRACT D.O.T. Code: UNCLASSIFIED

Hubbard, Harold G. "The Career Business Executive as a Definitive Occupational
Type:" Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Southern California,1960.*

Description:

Within the framework of, a theoretical model the selected attributes of business
executives were investigated. These attributes included: career goals, personal
values, job satisfaction, recruitment pattern, generational mobility, and career
mobility.

,

The theoretical model suggested by R. Mack conceptualized occupations in
terms of the degiee of determinateness in role behavior, role expectations, rights
and duties, and requirements for entry. According to such a theoretical model it
was hypothesized that business executives would represent a relatively indeterminate
occupational type, "inasmuch as the requirements for entry into business are not
stringent and may shift thrOugh time and locale. Neither the rights nor the duties
of memberi are firmly 'established. Role expectations and role behavior are wide in
range and are relatively' indefinite."

Several secondary hypotheses were derived from the m'ain hypothesis:

le Business executives define their career goals as primarily economic.

2. Business ex9cutives view their careers as a means of gaining entry
into b higher occupational status.

Businets executiVes value orientation is directed toward extrinsic
rewardt .

Business executives express relatively low morale and personal
satisfaction in regard to their occupation.

5. Business executives enter their careers late in life.

Bubiness executives generally experience horizontal or downward inter-
generational mobility at the time of entry into the labor force.

7. gusiness eXecutives generally experience a high rate Sand broad r:ange
of positional career mobility.

Further utilizing the-theoretical model, \the author hypothesized that vice presi-
dents fulfilling technical roles would represent a determinate occupational type;
vice presidents fulfilling- managerial roles would represent an indeterminate occupa-
tional type; and vice presidents fulfilling staff roles would fall on the continuum at
some toirit between the two extreme polar type roles .

J.M111110111111011111111M1011

*This dissertation has been abstracted selectively.
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Findings:

Results of this investigation supported the general hypothesis that business
executives represent an indeterminate occupational type. Each of the seven sub-:
hypotheses were supported by the data. The evidence also supported the existence
of the intra-occupational continuum ranging from determinate role6 to indeterminate
roles. within the group of business executives studied.

implications for Counseling:

The theory of determinate versus indeterminate occupations appeals to this com-
mentator as an extremely Interesting concept. A great deal of empirical work would
need to be,done if it were to be applied to a variety of occupations

This concept in simplified form' might well be introduced to many counseleés
concerned with vocational choice problems since it is a fruitful, method of analyzing
occupations. Many counselori have been aware uf this concept and haVe used it
informally.

The development of occupations from an indeterminate to a determinate status is
also of general interest although it has less immediate applicability to counseling .

There are many implications here that could be used in assessing different per-
sonality characteristics and needs. Some individuals need a highly structured
occupational situation in which they may be comfortably sheltered. For them, the
determinate occupations would be mc-,t suitable. Other individuals need a relatively
unstructured situation in which to reach their maximum potential.

Many counselees seek vocational counseling precisely because they are facing
a very indeterminate occupational situation. A typical example is the graduate of the
general business major in a college of business administration. He looks longingly
at the structured situation in which the graduate who is an accounting major finds -
himself., The tasks of the counselor are usually to point out that the field is much
more structured than is realized by the counselee and to point out how to operate
effectively within the structure.

Scope: Occupation
1

114.ethoc_ jobay:

Names of 102 executives were drawn from Poor's Register of Directors and Exec-
utives, 1959. The persons selected for study by this method were employees of all
of those firms within the metropolitan Los Angeles area which were engaged in manu-
facturing, and had a gross annual sales volume between twenty-five and fifty million
dollars. The subjects were.divided into three subgroups: technical, staff, and !nand!
agerial. Personzl interviews were held with each subject..-The tabulated results of
the interview data were to indicate Confirmation or rejection of hypothesis formulated
in adcordance with a theoretical model.

Cautions:

'The probleMs of reducing the theory of 4eterminate versus indeterminate
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oCcUpations to an operational base is illustrated bY the example cited. In New York
City, the requirement for entry into the occupation of street.cleaner is through a
Civil Service examination, certainly a highly 'determined procedure.

Theoretical Orientation:

Raymond Mack proposed a typology for describing occupations and occupational
roles. He conceived of occupations as lying on a continuum. On this continuum,
occupational characteristics such as role expectations, role behavior, rights and
duties, and requirements for entry are ranged according to their degree of explicit-
ness and rigidness . Two polar types of occupational statuses were postulated in
terms of this typology: "One polar type, the 'determinate occupational Status has
elaborately prescribed requirements for entry which must be met by those about to
become incumbents; the rights and duties of the individual occupying the status are
firmly established and explicit, and are recognized by the person and those with
whom hes interacts in the occupational role; the role expectations are narrow and
relatively definite." In the other polar type, the "indeterminate occupational status,"
the occupational characteristics are less explicit. They may vary in time and by
locality. Neither the rights nor the duties of the occupational members are explicitly
stated; role expectations show a wide range of variation and are-relatively indefinite.

Mack has postulated that from this theoretical model one can predict various
behavioral characteristics relating to an occupation if the occupation's position on
the continuum is known; or conversely, one can predict the position of the occupa-
tion on the continuum by knowing the behavioral characteristics of the occupational
members . For example, attorneys can be classified as a highly determinate occupa-
tional type; steet cleaners, on the other hand, can be classified as a highly inde-
terminate occupational type.

A pictorial repregentation of the typology is as follows:.

Determinate: Indeterminate:
FiXed Shifting
Structured Unstructured

Role Expectations

Role Behavior

, 'Rights and 1Duties

Requirements for Entry-

Other
k-7

eAttorney Stret
jr- Cleaner

Conceiving of the business executives occupation in terms of the theoretical
model suggested by Raymond Mack,, the author postulated thetbusiness executives
typify a relatively indeterminate occupational type. He then empirically tested the\applicability of the theoretical model, \
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PROFESSIONAL AND
MANAGERIAL OCCUPATIONS ABSTRACT D.O.T . Code: UNCLASSIFIED

Katz, Fred; E. "Occupational Contact Networks, " Social Forces, Vol. XIDCVII, No. 1
(October, 1958) pp. 52-55.

Description:

This paper discussed the function of informal contacts among professionals and
managers. Among professionals, it is a practice to keep in touch with colleagues
with whom, at one time or another, they have had working relations. Intimate friend-
ship is not a requisite for the maintenance of such informal contacts. The contact
may be very sporadic--an annual Christmas card, a chance meeting at the profession-
al convention, etc.

It has been found that professionals and managers utilize these informal ties to
find out about job-openings and also to find out about the availability of personnel.
For instance, if an engineer would like to obtain a position at a company wralch is
located a thousand miles away, he will not write directly to the personnel manager to
obtain information. Instead, he will first contact his former colleague who happens
to be working for that fitrm. Through him, the engineer may find out "how the,company..
'treats' a man in his specialty," what kind of man his would-be boss is, and in which
department the vacancY exists. It could also happen that the forMer colleague would
inform him of the particular vacancy first.

The informal "contact network, " i.e. , this casual relatiOnship with colleagues,
is also used by the individual fio feed into it the fact that he is 'not too _happy' in
his present pOsition." The individual who has some professione-prominence then
will findi that job offers are coming his way. The individual who makes it known that

, he is "unhappy" may also use the contact network to strengthen his bargaining posi-
tion In his present employment. He must be cautious,- however, "lest his bluff be
called and he is obligated to leave even though he did not intend to do so."

How widesPread the use of contact networks is among the various occupations
has not been established yet. C . 'Wright Mills suggested that a somewhat similar
contact network is in operation "among leaders in the economics, the military, and
government spheres of activity. " 'It seems unlikely that a nation-wide contact net-
work would exist among white-collar workers. "They lack characteristics; which
professionals haves which seem_ to be prerequisites for participation in such contact
networks: the possession of a clearly defined body of skills, and/or knowledgeby:
virtue of which the individual can offer himself on a market, and which he 'takes with
him' as he moves from one job to another." It seems, however, that skilled and un-
skilled workers sometimbs- particip\ate in informal contact networks. For example, the
fruitpackers, usually a group of ,migratory workers, maintain an elaborate mechanism
among themselves to assure the hiring by a particular employer of only those persons
who are their friends. They,seem to know the best locationS for Work, and often -send
a person ahead to this location where he then makes the arrangements for his friends
to follow and work there.

\ It appears, tfien, that in' certain occupations the "front office" play t. a relatively
minor part in the recruitment of personnel. The occupational contact group makes
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1
these decisions., The professional contact network 'probably spreads out over a wider
geograpIlical area than the contact network Of non-professional workers. The latter
grouri, hoWeVer, may exert More direct pressure upon the employer, than the fOrrner
group does ik

Contact among professionals may also originate outside of the Sphere of work in
such places a $ universities, graduate schools, 'and fraternal 'organizations . "The
crucial feature of these contacts is that they are not necessarily of highly intimate,
-primary group variety; indeed, by 'primary group standards' they would often' halm to
be classified as casual." it aPpears that a person who,relies, tO a great extent, on
his kinsmen and sirniiar primary group ties is at disadvantage when it comes to estab66
lishirig ohedelf in a nationWide contact network. The person who can culivate the
"other-directed type of friendships," however, fits splendidly into the contact network.
"In other66directed friendthips, COntacts are eadily made with many 'persons," and the
relationship is more readily limited to occupational considerations than in primary
groups,. This is of great importance in a society in which occupation is the primary
criterion of social status, and .career is seen mainly in terms of a Sequence of jobs."
(E. C. Hughes, "Career and Office.")

ImPlications for Counseling:

Vocational bounselois have traditionally suggested to clients that they use in-6
formal networks, in addition to the formal ones, f,or job seeking. This -study is 'useful
because it spells out, in detail, how this is done by professionals and, managers .

It would be interesting for additional studies to be done, contrasting the informal
networks eXisting among different types of workers. The present study mentions the
fruitpackers as-an illustration of 'a different network. In this series of abstracts; the
Ph.D. disdertation entitled "Some Factors in the Migration of Conetruction Workers"
has intereSting information on the job information network of construction workers.

Vocational counselors should be aWare of the structUre and ramifications of the'
network associated with eadh occupation although such information is not always
easy to acquire since it is private, unpublished information.

SCope: OccupatiOnal Field

Retiksichlom;

- The article was based upon the 'author's observations.

Cautions:

,generalizations may be made only with caution since this article, for the most
part, reflects the author's personal interpretation of the situation.

Thegretical Orientation:

Elton Mayo and his colleagues have pointed out the-importance of informal group,
relations in the industrial setting, Following their line of interest, this paper,focused
on the function of inforkrial contacts prevailing among professionals arid mangers-\-a

/.hitherto neglected area of research.. 378 c "1
1
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Reif, Fred. " The Impact of Rapid Discovery upon the Scientist's Career," Social
Forces, Vol. 12, No. 3 (Winter, 1965), pp.297-311.

Description:

This paper first examines those critical periods in the scientist's career which, be-
cause of the rapid rate of new discoveries and attendant changes, are characterized
by the greatest personal strain and greatest hazard for scientific work itself. Then.,
the article describes how scientists who wish to remain productive in research cope
with the pressures, and how they adapt to their changing situations. Finally, some
comments are made about the influence of rapid discovery and change upon the in-
stitution of modern science itself and about possible implications for its future. The,
ensuing discussion deals mainly with the elite of science---those who make the,
major ifundamental discoveries.

One of the most striking features of present-day science ,is the rapid rate of
scientific discovery, verification, and technological exploitation. Bigness, vis-ibility, and increased professionalization are concomitant characteristics of the
rapid changes . Scientists in many fields complain about the restrictive aspects
resulting from their working-within the context of modern, large2L-scale research
organizations or \grumble about their heavy administrative and consultative tasks.
It seems that the rapid changes Can create situations of considerable strain; the
very organizational framework, while it unquestionably enhances discovery, can
adversely affect the creative career of the scientist.

The Early Rapid Period of Trial:

While still in graduate school, the prospective scientist becomes aware of- the fact'that he must achieve prestige in scientific work at the very beginning of
his career in order to be Judged successful. The evaluation of one's pre-doctoral
work already determines one's future career choices and possibilities. Role mod-,els of the past and present further enhance the need for early productivity.

The post-War growth of science and-technology has led the employing insti-tutions to expect Scientific creativity as a matter of routine. The employee's
overt creativity is regularly assessed and rated on the basis of published papers
or some other measurable output. Creativity in itself has become a popular sub-ject. It is being discussed at symposia and is studied in specialized research
projects supported by industry or the government.

The prospective scientist is confrohod with numerous risks. For example,
he may do his graduate w?rk in a second-rate department and thereby diminish
his chances foi obtaining top PoSitions . He may, even in an excellent depart-
ment, choose his field' of research in ,an area which is going out of fashion. Or,

. he might choose to imitate a man who is very careful' in his work and, therefore,
by virtue of being overly cautious, be slow in publishing results of his research.
Again, the young stientist "may be 'scooped' in his early work by the competing
research of mote established men."

3.79
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Those who ,fail to achieve eminence in the relatively shorttrial,period become
the "jOurneymen of science." The graduate schools channel these men into appro.-
priate insiitutional settings where they still perform coMpetent 'and necessary work.
Some of theSe men become, at relatively early ages, the,scientific administrators
"who supervise the work of other highly competent journeymen and of less' skilled
scientific technicians ."

The Years of Mai,witn

The mature scientist is undoubtedly awaripf the limited number of years he
has to do his best work, since original research seems to be the province of the
young man. The'tremendous growth in scientific literature, the new discoveries,
and the need for increased cooperation with neighboring disciplines create a con-.
stant, heavy demand on the individual scientist's adaptability. The editor of
Agleam in describing some problems of the mature scientists, made the follow-
ing 'coinments:

Of the many factors which combine to diminish creativity
in the maturing scientist, perhapi the most important are
decreased motivation and obsolescence of his personal
store of knowledge .... When the important problems are
solved, a scientist should Seek new interests .. ; He will
realize, however, that Ns store of up-,to-date knowledge
may be smaller than that'of graduate students. (I) al*,
Abelson, Science, 141 (August 16, 1963), 50.)

&Sine 'scientists, in their attempt to cope with the increasing complexiiy and
volume, of scientific activity, turn to specialization and become expert, in a smaller
sub-field. Such activity, although effective for keeping up With current develop-,
ments, is dangerous. The specialist, after a time, may discover that he is no
longer in the mainstream of scientific activities. His field of /interest has become
trivial and insignificant When compared to the problems being attacked by the larg-
er scientific community.,

The scientist facing/this problem may decide to shift his interest to, an area
that is more current. He may encounter difficulties because his knowledge and
training May be insufficient for him to transfer to some new line of investigation,
and/or he may have existing 6ammitments.

.5"

The 'entire character of a particular field of science is likely to change sig-
'nifiCantly within a relatively short period of 14me. The time period during which
the change occurs tends to be appreciably shorter than an individual scientist's
career span; the field may thus become less congenial to one's particular skills
and temperaMent. At the same time, howeVer, demandi for scientific productiv-
ity may remain high.

,,
The structure of the scientifiC environment changes concumntly. 'The once

sOlitary Work of the scientist is' replaced by,team research. Large sdale operationot
create demands for people to fill new roles as supervisors or administrators 'within
the fields of science, business, or gbvernment. The cumulativel effect of these
f-erlds tends t9 bring the scientist's productive,research career tO an' early encl\.
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Scimtist:

T he expansion of science and technology ha s created many positions which
a bsorb those persons who ha ve come to rea lize their own limited email, and moti-
vation with rega rd to creativity. To Mich persons "scientific rasea rch is a 'job'
not significantly different from other high level occupations, a way of earning a
living which offers money, prestige, a nd satisfactory working conditions ."

As for the average journeymen scientists, there exists a grea t ve dety of
moder'ately sa tisfying a nd creative work. E xpecta tions a t most institutions are
gea red to an average level of competence. There is a large demand for research
a ctivity and for persons capable of training additional scientists Financial sl -.-
port is given even to routine research. These journeymen of science mk have
quite a stable Career if they adapt to the situation by striving for average recog-
nition rather than for outstanding achievement. Some of these scientists, how-
ever, even if overtly quite successful, may regard themselves as comparative
failures "since they are frustrated in their aspirations to emulate role models."

The scientist who belongs to the elite responsible for major scientific break-
throughs may become dissatisfied when he "finds his field of specialization run-
ning dry of important problems ." S uch a scientist then may choose to carry on his
work as a gifted journeyman of science or to prolong his useful creative life by
switching into a relatively new and unexplored field in which he is more likely to
make new discoveries . His background of experience may lead to fruitful origin-
ality in this new field.

Switching fields, however, is not easy, and there are no accepted channels
in existence "whereby the ordinary scientist can contemplate changing his research
activities -significantly without encountering severe obstacles ." The scientist
planning such a changeover must acquire familiarity with the new field. He also
ha s to compete against the young men_ who were trained from the beginning of
their careeis to work in that field. Moreover, it is still a question as to what
extent the scientist is likely to be welcomed as an older man in this new field
and to what eictent he will have sufficient independent prestige to acquire the
necessary funds, research .space, and students.

Leaving Research:

The number of alternative opporiwnities outside of research are quite numer-'
ous In addition to the traditional teaching activities, a number of departmental
chairmanships and deanships are open at universities. Also, there are a large
numbrer of industrial positions ranging, from seo:::n heads to laboratory directors #

and a great variety of government jobs, such as consultants, advisors, and corn-
mission memberships. These non-research positions may be viewed as new addi-
tio. s to the traditional scientific career ladder. ,The administrative positions be-
come increasingly attractive for those scientists who begin to feel less creative
and lass satisfied with their own research actiVities .7- As an alternative, switch-
ing to an administrative role is much easier than switching to an entirely new
field of research. There are a number of accepted channels in existence whicil
facilitate transition. Once the transition is made, it is irreversible. It is unlikely
that the scientist, after being outside of scientific activities for several years,
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would return to research. Transition to the administrative role requires a re-orien-
tation of values and appirations. "For the scientist who has internalized the norms
of discovery, and especially if he has earlier proved himself an outstanding discov-
erer, the transition between active research work and the shift into non-research
activities is thus fraught with personal difficulties and great demands on adapta-

.. bility. The transition marks a critical turning point in the scientist's life and
career: his 'scientific menopause.' "

Trends for the Future:

The rate of scientific discovery is likely to increase and the consequent pres-
.sures upon the scientist are likely to become even more severe. The pressures,
.will become a recognized characteristic of modern scientific enterprise. Corre-
sponding institutional channels for the amelioration of pressures are likely to
develop.

It is likely, for example, that expectations'regarding ,scientific career pat-
terns are going to change. It may be that the employing institutions and organiza-
tionS will come ta accept 'nonsrresearch activities as, part of the "normal" career
pattern, and the shift to other noh-research actiVities will beCome an accepted ,

norm., rl'Uch a trend ,"would imply a certain amount of age grading of the roles-
open to scientists, ...the younger being predominantly those entrusted with the
task of carrying on research.' ", After some lapse of time, the current role models
of students is expected to change so as to incorporate these career shifts. Change
in'the role models would lessen the role conflict that many older scientists face
today when ,they ultimately turn to non-research actiVities,.

,;
There, is also a tren'd toWard according high pres4i.ge to scientists-occupying

top administrative positions; especially to those who concerned with major,
policy decisions. These men enjoy high status appro, ,Iating that of the elite,
the creative research scientist. The esteem accorded these men by the scientific
c6mmunity may not necessarily be equal to that bestowed by the **ger community;
neverthelesS, 'bne can t onfidently anticipate that ehe role opt such a group (11.

elder scientists, who OCCUPY increasingly positions of influence' and perform use-
ful functions, willAncrease in prestige standing in the society at large. "

Research is likely to become a Matter of routine in the future and-the time
may c5)me when it will share its supremacy with administrative and policp-making'
activities. The possibility also exists that policy-making and administrative ac-
tivities may not alwaYs remain the exclusive province of older Men. Young scien-
tists May also strive for such non-research-positions as a future career:

Inplications for Clanstliym:

This is an intriguing description,of pe life cycle Of an occupation and helps
.courfselors to think of age-time limitations in career planning. Career patterns
are too frequently Presented to counselees as a steady curve upward when tills, in
fact, ii;/ not the case,.

, The scientific elite of the caliber described here are so felk in 'number that
;

they will rarely be seen by vocational counielors. Cotinselors are more likely tO
be concerned With the 'journeymenievel, of scientlitS wh6 are individuals of great "
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ability in comparison with the general population.

.Scom: Occupational Field

Methodolay: ,

This article is based on ths author's personal observations and perusal of
pertinent literature .

Cautions: \
In the absence of systematic research inquiry, the findings of this article

can only be termed suggestive of a trend observed by the author.

\

,

\
Theoretical Orientation: ,

i

The organizational framework of the scientist, while undoubtedly enhancing
the,growth of scientific discoveries, can at the same time, Work against the cre-
ativity pf the individual scientist. It is suggested that the rapid rate of scientific
discovery and its attendant changet create considerable strain for the individuals
involved.
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ELECTED PUBLIC OFFICIALS
(State and Federal) ABSTRACT D.O.T.'CodF, UNCLASSIFIED

Mitchell, William C. "Occupational Role Strains: The American Elective Public
Official," Mainkst:.......rative SciencrIpity., Vol. III (September, 1958) .

pp. 210-228.

7-1
: I

Descriktlon:

In this discussion, the author enumerated the sources of strain and conflict which
are inherent in the occupational role of the politician. He also revealed some of the
patterns of accommodations that emerged in response to these role ainbiguities .

1. Iniemaxs.sf enure:

*lie no occupational role or position guarantees complete economic security
and tenure, mott occupa4ons and/or specific positions carry greater security than
those of the politician do. Even if he has _some outside ,bource of income so that he
need notrely solely on his office for economic securityi., the politician still has to
cope with doubts about the tenure of his positiOn. The Politidian is dependent upon
public support for his political power. ,The number of times that he can unify the
voters into a clear-cut majority in support of his goals is not always PrOictable or
certain.

In response toAhe insecurity of their positions, American politicians tend to ad-
juSt more quickly and willingly to the demands oi their voters'than to those of their
parties . Additional responsei designed, to mitigate the uncertainties of the political
office range from the public officials' clamor for increases in_salary, ancil for pension
plans to their attempts to\ exercise control over elections . They attempt to influence
the outcome of elections by, campaigning intensively, by gerrymandering, ot even by'
illegally purchasing votes.

\ The competitive nature of democratic procedures is such, however, that no poli-
tician can ever have complete control over his fate. Forces other :than those operating'
within the Constituency can and do affect tenure.

2. Role Conflicts:

Politicians, as elective public officials, serve in a variety Of roles: administra-
tive, executive, partisan, and judicial. Conflict 'among' these roles Wbound to
occur when various persone and interest groupS continuously atterript to influence the
preMises, and decisions of the politician to suit their particular purposes.

\Obviously, those offices which involve the greatest number of roles will engender
the most conflict. Offices such as the presidenOy, governorships, and mayoralities
of large cities are likely to bethe source of more conflicts than the-legislative and k

judicial offices In the case of the latter, the litigants and interested parties\\ may,
have Conflicting,expectations, but the role of jpstice is so clear and is sq protected j
from public retribution that rOle cor Mots are minimized. Generally, 'tle largier
districts with greater, heterOgeneity in their vOting populations wikl cause the
greatest nuMber of conflicts for their elective public officials.



, 3? Private vs. Public Roles:
,

.

"Politicians while fulfilling p4lic office must akii,Play private roles, i.e., roles
without formal pUblib respOnsibilitiei." The distinctioii-betWeen private and public
roles is a convention: Behavior which is regarded as woe/A*4e in. private life may
not be viewed as such in public office. A comparison of the fol&of th.d bUsinessman With
the Ole of the public office holder provides an example. The businestinan is encourag-
ed to maximiie his chances for personal rirofit; the public officiali"dritlle Othef.hand;
is not only discouraged from doing sobut, at times, is required to ligiOate his a'ssets.

.01 4.14.1"...r. lvt4row^el.'ssc yvsauts..acizt GaniFICArt.G;k4 VLSI. U.1.1.CAA.47 vita.% GM citii 14.111Vila eV& S.L FiA/04+%.0 aasucoavoa uo

whereas' the businessman is encouraged to serve his own ends.'" The contradictioni
of roles bebomes significant when', in reality, the politician must play both roles,
bcecause 1is public Office seldom prOvides him with sufficient income. Thus, the.
politician may,live by a dual set of norms in which case, he is faced with a-quandry,
for "to honor one set way mean the dishonoring ii5f7 the Other."

Another type Of ro3,e strain 'results when the person transfers from one' role to
another and encounters difficulties in shedding his previous role in order to adopt the
new .one. This type of role strain occurs when such persons as the scholar, the mil-
itary mad, or the minister attempt to change roles. In the cue Of the scholar, the
military man,' or the minister, each role is, sharply defined, and the supreme authority
IS clearly' stated. The soholar is expected to f011ow the canons Of science; the mil-
itary man, the superior rank or office; the minister, the work of God. The politician
is expected to honor the w),11 of majorities. A person who suddenly finds that he is
,expecteci to honOr a new iset of norms and authority is faced with a very intense prob-
lem of adjustment. Education and experience rny' not be sufficient to prepare a per-
son adeqUately for such yol.e strain. Success in a priyate.role dOes not necessarily
gliarantee' Success in public office.

,

4 ;. 'Anibiauities in Political Situations:

' Both the'administrative and partisan roles of the politician are ambiguous. The
ainbiguity Of the adininistratiVe role stems''from the lack of knowledge conberning the
meanslor action. he 'partisan, on the other'hand, haS difficulty in defining the
4oals of the community.

The, politician's response td an ambiguous situation may take several forms. Hp
'may., fOr instanCe, sustain the ambiguity of the situation by stating 'Oahe has "no
coMment;" In Ot!ler instances,' he may react,to anibigOty by attempting to ,reduce it.
PubliC' oPinion Palls, newSpaper comMentaries, personal Contact with Voters, and
reports from...advisers, are some of the other methods that politicians Will use in their
attempts to clarify an ambiiguou's Situation.

So ..nitfusecisipiuty and LiMited COntrols:

the Politician is Often held' responsible' by .soineone 'for pradtically every-
thing, he cannot 'control Many of the variables that affect the outCome of the situation,
and it's demands."' Mucfc:Of,tfiis tYpe of strain steins .froin the disparity' between re--
sPonsibilityi and control that is',embedded in the struoture of the* Atherican gaVernmerit.
PoliticalPOWer'in its.preserit fOrm is SO 'cliipersed that "nO one offibial is al?le to
accomplish a idsk'wittlout the'co t6peration' of ieveraather oifiCials,.whO May have
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different values and goals and may, in addition, belong to a different party.." In re-
sponse to this uncomfortable situation, politicians constantly attempt to improve
their control over their domain. Proposab to achieve this end are always being
advanced.

6. Time and Pressure Demands:

Politicians persistently complain about the number of demands being made on
their time and influence. Local politicians expb. to perform chores, and, it would
seem, do not complai ,1 as much as do United S tates senators who expect to spend
their time with matters of national importance.. Senator Neuberger, as a newly elected
state legislator from Oregon, succinctly expressed the disillusion in these words:

I arrived at our new marble Capitol expecting to spend most of my time
considering momentous issues-- social security, taxes, conservation,
civil liberties. Instead, we have devoted long homs to the discussions
of regulations for the labeling of eggs.

7 S tatus Insecurities:

Politicians believe that the public has little appreciation for the work they do and
that it grants only law status to the vocation of the politician. The politician's status'
insecurity is caused, in great part, by the ambivalent status accorded them by the
voters. He is never sure whether he has a position of respect or not. 'If he is con-
vinced that he has, he is still unsure about the reason for it." In attempting to raise
the status of the vocation, politicians will often write articles in which they explain
their usefulness to society. They hope, thereby, to gain increased public apprecia-
tion.

On occasion, status insecurity will cause the politician to quit his job. The
writer of this article claims that he knows two individuals who participated in local
politics .but decided to quit when they felt that they had taken enough abuse from the
unappreciative voters.

Sometimes politicians will form a sort of mutual admiration society to compensdte
for the insecurities encountered in public life. This sort of mutual support is illus-
trated by th&politician Who calls the contributions of another politician to the atten-
tion of the public.

Adopting a cynical attitude toward voters or handling the uncertainties of the sit-
s

uation with humor are two other ways in which politicians may cope with their status
insecurities .

Conclusions:

Several hypotheses whith might be pursued further are suggested:

1. The more complex a society is, the more numerous are the possible sources
pf role strains .

2. The more sharply the roles are defined, the more intense will he the strain
of the role conflict. 3$7.
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public officials,- supplemented by the authbr's personal knowledge of their\ situation.,
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,Cautions: .
, ,

Generaliiations may be made only with cautions since the article, for the most
part, réflecti the author's personal interpret\ation of the situation.

npareticaon:
In the context of role theory and role analysis, the author presents a "conceptu-

-al scheme for the analysis of strains engendered by elected public office." The point-
of deOartiliels ih&-assuMption that no person can, meet all the: exitectations imposed ,

,upon Iiini'either by another person or persons or by the social system. Strain in _

some form Will aCcompany the, process'of adjustment to expectations. All indumbents
of a particular role ere subject to the' smile role strains even thouglytheir individual
resporisei to them may be quiie diffeTent. In the case of the elected public official,
the most likely sourCes Of strain 'and c-onflict are: insecurity of tenure, role aonflicts'
private Nis. publie7roles," ambiguities of political 'situations, d4fUsed responsibility.,
and limited controls,' time and presstwe demands, and 'status' insecuritites.
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ObjeCtiVes of tI*40 study-were Inreesfold: (1), to explore the attitudes of the Var.., ' , ,

.,_
ious groups, ;COmprising. the Anierican public- toWard the Arnerican iieiie-Il Civil Sepace -

, -, ,

and its einployeesi -(2) to inalyze what the American public thinks of tue-Federal ao-v.
. _ / . :,

- '- ernment as an, eniployer in the light of tociaygs occupational value's and attitude* and
(). to set forth, 'for _public consideration; certain "propo46IS and procedaresdesiOned -

, to 'change exl.sting policies and thereby enhance, the appeal of Federal employment in, _
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\ The following', material was compiled fiom personal interviews /with,--adulti em*:ii7',
. , , \

ployed:in looth PederaLanOlon7Federal enterprises:: Int-addition," high scholol and
college ,stUdents were Aquesti-Oned about' their attitudes, toward the Federal service, ," -
Patterns of respon:ses Ikere classified according tO social clasi and/or,eduCational ---
leyel of:tlie subjects as well as by Specific occUpational a'ffiliations; such ai teach-i,

-_, ;-er, student, businessman, etc.-
. ,

.. , :, , ,,

. ,

N

r

- 4 ' , t \ ' \
t t N

, -
, / / .

jolLggisficttont .Sense'of Progreis. *id Expectatons: All respondents-were asked, .;
to rate thOr past and present occupational achievements-and to 'aiipraise their future
potentialS.' The replies indicated,that Federal eniployeesr1e1ong1ng1o, the lower
educational leyelsxated their achievement -and future expectationS equal to or aboVe,,
those. gixin by the genevill, 'employed public (ivitticomparibleeducatio04 '2:-,-

,

Federal employees.who- had had some college backgroiind indicated a much`, greater,' \-
.,

sense 'of irogresS -mil job satisfaction than the lessYedicatedlgoverrunent employeei.-;'
Both *College jraduate and the collegereducated.Federal employees, however,
rated *eit past and pi=esentachievement and their future exilectations signifipar.W ),
lower 'than did their non4edirakcountemarts ,. ?' N . N Y ',,

- / .
/

t

,, 2 , \ 1 I 4
f ' \ -, . \ -7, \

.'"- 4
, ' :-

\ -'' Y ' , --- -,,

, .0 c a ti p ation al Válues: In, order to.' explore the prevaging'array, of occupational values,
the respondents were aSked tcodescribe "the kinds pf thtngs aboyf an.oCcupation_

pat would, Make: it absolutely ideal" "'and "the kinds, of-things ,about an .occupationJ
which would' make it tile ,worstcor.liast saiisfyi* They-were alsOvaiked to--rate a
nuMber ,z4 statements-concerning suCh matters-4s financi0 reward, 6cCupational4'i '
involvement, ,status -and recognitiOn, ,persimal relations' bn,the job; occupation'al
'competitiveness I., self-development,- oOparturlity. vis .-_ security, sens0,f duty,- etc.!. -.
The results indicatecl4reat dive\rsity iii occupational, values. While there was a Sitn-\

, ilarity in respop'ses' regarding concern with finanCial reward,,physical enyfronMent
S

,

and working, conditions , 4iersonal relatiOnshiPs on tle, job, 'and self7deterrniriation, the
, r .

1

'IrariablilitY-frorn group to grouP was impressive. ,
, I

, \
1

\
5 1)

*These volumes were abstracted selectively,

/.
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i I. The range Of oacupational values 0 desCribedlay the,ite-sPOndents fits into, a,
consiptint hierarchical pattern. This hierarchical pattern a occupation4 Values 2

I Corresponded to variations in the edtication, income and 'occuPaiion of einploied adults
\ ;-- aridio the academic levels .of itchOvement Of sCudents., The loWer one4 education,

\ ino.ri.le.. psi, occupational level were, the greater the emp, hasés were c41, 1:476101:.
: material, immediate ek and extrinsic 'valUes . ., " F' ., ,

/ I . ,,'.. r ,
, ,, .)/ , ( x ; \ /

In both-Federal and nan4ederal poliulations, different emphases were 'placed on
_occupational Values according to the sex of the respondent., Men tended to stress.the, . .

'breadwinner, !' career-related values iif the -occupap.on. The,women emphasized the
,, socia4rrelated valu. `, , , -,

)

,

i- . / , , , i , _, _,
, , ,

( '.-/ Teachers, executive's i natUral and; Asocial ;scientists, and engineers' shared octu-
.

ipational Valuea similai to those expressed by people occupying, top levels of the .

, "at-tainnieriOierarChy.." 'Tivo basit types of patterna Were distinguished at this top
level. :one Pattern.was associated With the =el of employment pr profession (e.g.,'

\ executive, natural, Scientist, erigineer):. The Other pattern-was cilaraCteristic of the
aitus `.(i.e., place). breniPlwakeat--tor instance, coliege, bUeiness, Federal govern-
ment,. 136thof t*e,,patterns suggested that occupational valuet 'tend to be Channeled
in a cOnimOn directtorie both within the occupation anii within the occupational insti".

,t, e
,., \talon's: ', .:- - .. `

,, 1, ,
. .

Federal emploYeers , in general, showed greater oCCupational involvement and
subscription to duty than 'did their counterparts in non-federal employment.s; ,The
non7TederatemPloyees Were(more \concerned with n ,iriner of ,supervision and With ier-.. ,

sal* relationships on the job. They placed soMewhatraore enwhasis upon challenge;

1

,self-A4felOpment and worth-while social goals.. Governmental employees were less ,

côncerned w#h financialrewards and sell-determination than wire the..others. Ptt.:.
though they indicatO,s4ightly More concern With job security and income whep these
,actors were 'considered in themselves, they' did nbt d6\ so when $ ecurity was' put_in, ..1

, the context. 'of being opposed to,Importunity. I
,

,i, ,,, -- , 1 .
\

job-IeCuritir, iincOme, and similar aspectssrof the job were matters of only, modest',
concern among all groups atall educational levels There were indications th,et

, security 'tended to be thought of by employees 'at the loWer levels as external gueran-
tees by 'the,emplcyera; at the upper levels, -it was conceived of in terms of maintains:
i:kig and further deVeloping One's ,citialifications and capacities.. 1

f ,
7

,- aOtigi,seniors, on the average, seemed to regard work as something which,

yshould Provide fun andspersonal sati4factiOn., They appeared to be 'somewhat less
willing to staie and toi dedicate theint elves to Work at the exiiense,of other things/.
l'hia ,COuld -b interpreted as an indication of a 'shift in cultural values, or can be

s:

.
conceived of as being caused by a lack Of Oaturity and experience .'; \ ,

. ,
, ,. . . - , ,\ , ,,

:
I , .

T1.24.AppErnomem: ,In general, persona with better eduCation, ,higher
, occupational 'attainment Ai. e: , incoine and odcupation) and technical' skills felt that

Federaremployinent wOuld serioUsli, !,ower their occupational satisfaction; Those
With less education and income, einplOyed in the lower ccupations and having fewer
technical skills,_ felt "that goVernMent WOuld not ieriosly "aUri their occupational
%satisfaction, and would,,,in some cases, ra4e it." 1,

_
,
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/ ,
/ . ,,, ,.

\ Busines groups *Ore, fOund tobe LOS attrOcied tjederalez(nployment thari:
: , . . , .

college teachers,. , College teachers were fotind,,to bejess attrabted: than, htgh, school-
teachers: College serdors \and graduate- stUdentS felt thatkfederal.emPloyMent; ag: a,
starting Ooirit in-their careers, 47oulcl have feWer advantages.. ,Interest4ngly, college,. ,

and gradUate students 'as welt as hicill school 4tudents-noted littlediffprence between ':,.
the appeal of Federal government and that of large, private,' business firms as emploir=

,. , .ers.' ,. , ,. , , ' ,

,

/ .

The prOspedt of 4cAiernment employment appealed to the brighter high school stu-
dents. This group was probably alr_eady influenced by the relativelf; 'positive Outlook

\on Federal \employment held bY their teachers.
,,.( \

Among-sthe various college and,c011ege graduate, subgroups, a rank ortlring of.
employment-apileal could be estalgished on the basis:of the collgemajor areaSi
engirieering Majors \looked least favorably on Fed4ral employment, ihe natUral, splen

. tists. somewhat More favorably, ,and'the socialscientists the most favorablY.
, \ \ t I - -,...,,, ,

The-aveiilable_evidence indicliecli that the federal service offered zfelativelk lowei
ocaupational satisfaction for the h/gh-level.f3deritl eMployee than-it -diCi his Colleague--
in the lower ranks. The well-educated and WelV-placed civil Servant -would feel rel-
ativellijittl or no deprivation, if ,,he w.ere to ,work'for .a,lirivate concern. -Thie was l'iot I\
the case With civil service *ployees,at the loWer, levels-. kesPonses df th11.9 group -'
indicate&that they felt that their`exPectations couid not be matched'in.priVate *ein-

s,ployrneq. 7 .

) 1/

r

-/
',13iskindents in uPPer ,level, ,non4ecle4einidoyment indicated that they Would

, ,
feel, quite _disadvantaged-if they Were ,to. work lor the gov,ernment.

-\\

/
=_ ,

-

Thelma e outhe Fecgjer. Gover a_nmentas -an Em loymi When _the genertil, einPloyed
pub4c was asked ,to compares their, emPloyment with that of the Federal goimrnment,

-. _they saw,betteetecurity and:fringe benefits as the,chief adirantages pf Federalinr .
, Ployment. Less _self-determination, increase&bureaUcracy, and red tape were Seen

,

as its chief disadvantages:, -As the_ respondents' socio-ecdnómiclevel increaied, _)---.

references to_ relativia _adV"antiages of governmental eMployment 9ther,t* seaurity , ,,

tended to' dec4ne. The ix:end then was to:cite the drawbacks of governMental wqrk .:
more .frequentlY./ ,

, I -',
' '

1 I i 1 (
I

\ ' ' . ''N \ ' ., , l

, Top, lOvel bUsinest 'people held esiiecially, unfavorable, 'Opinions about,Feder,il
employment. A. large number of these resp&ridents felt Oat the pay and the,opportti-

,. ,

nity for -elf7-determination-would nOt be as 4obcf in federal ersployment, Other dised---
,

vantages mentioned by this graT'Were the tins of drive. and .initiatiVe, andi,nadequate- ., ,, .\ ,

, opOortunities for' self-adValiCeliietit. , . - , = -,
t -
,

/ I

' >\. / , I ) _, ' - v ,, , , \ .,
., ,..

Studeriti in general, 'had a favoiable-view of;Feder4l,empl.oyment. -nyrof,th.e--,

eniphasited op(portunitieS fors interestinck, enjoyable work, #r sel;-,advaricethenti arid-
self-development, for using good equipment and facilities, and "tor being involved
in wOrthwhile, constructive actiiiities that are of -Service,tO others." As they attained
college and 41.80We -stUdent \status', reference to negative featqes inciedsed.

- , ,. ,-,,

When Federal,employees compared their working conditions with those outside. ,

the Federal service, they mentioned the ioss of security and fringe benefits Lis the

393
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/ .' 'l 1 4.' ' / \ 6 '' \
,,

most cordnon drawbaCkg'tO th.eos" potitions. Among higher stattis Federeil groups). the
. . -,

li...estiwit ot. the Fiideral, Service' tended to ,deterioratei;zhen itweis 6ompared with out,f-,-'

' side opportUniiies; this Wes flea true in-the corresbonding non4ecieral POpulatiOn:
= A 'great,numbei-, of celite' Federal ,eint4oyees believad ,tht theivOuld be better 'paid2if

they were to shift to eiUtitde employment. Xn spite' of ieOng.negittiye featuri64, the '_
general as, Well as the elite Fe0eral employees appreciated\ the Positive/features of,
,their present_jop's--i.e., opportunities for,ChOlenging work, self=deve!opment, etc. .

Tile- authort concluded that

;';"

,

\ ,
' -;

, . . ,
,
, , . , , , ,,.

`the extent to which upper levelTe4eral etployeewfind these
- vAllieg in FeelarAl -ainpirkymant inflic=tes the *here is\ a Aisctop;&ncii
betliveln the way they perceive Federal Omployment, and the
wai comparable kiighilevel.groiips outside the Federal iervice
.4ierCeiVest,it. ',., : ' ',1' : ( ,- '. ,

. ,
.... A s /

,

, - %

/ \

0
)

.
\ r

;

- t"
, The Federal Goverrimilà er: Ce)mperisOns with-Private Bueiness: Respon- '.

. ,

, .

depts Were ailed; to ,evalUate and compare "the rederal government end private buSiness'
7 aa emi,loyers-. Amen6 the varioue-,44bgroupi (i O., teach* a businessthalis students,

5 , 1. ,

nonflederai einployee4: rederal employees), the: folloWing .obserVOions \were made: :
. , J i 5 ,

_,-- \ I, ,

, : \ 1)- NoMen compare thi FederalgOVernmeni'With private'businessiinore faVor-
- -,-,. - \ \ I 4 \al)ly thin men., . , / 4 " -C

1 ` - \ '- ',. \Z
,

t ' /. \ '
% / 5. .

. \
r

\ 4

1

, N

1

\
2) /Federal eMployeee -are more .favorabie toward the governfnent than re:

, people, outside of it. ,,, ,,5 ../ ,
A 7 N , .

3)' Hiah school itudehts holCt 'more favoribie attitti-des toward the'goverritnent
. .

.

than do college' and graduate students. ' . ,',

, " /
, ,

,
. , 1 f '\ ' N

s 1 4 /Among people/outside the gbverninent;, resOondents of lowersoCio-economic , ,c
-\Status are, More favorable toward'±governnisnt than are those of,higher status. ,

'5 ,

8) = An"lionci Federal: em'ploYees/, tSii 'prestige of goyeirimentaleniPlorjment is
,

compared to non-goyerninental eirOoyment declinei as -the sociOeconornid status, Of /
ths grotit/ Incraies,;. - '. f,'ck,i Y . - 7 N , '1 )

, , ) 5,
1

' 4 1- ' 5\ \ // \ N. ' 4 (
C . 6 . ,

', . 6) The,e-xecqivei, natural scientists, social scientists, and engineeis in
busineis are particularly critical 'of govern)nental.employme4t., /

7)' Aside from the iecUrity arici ,sxicCess ,factors, high schobl and 'college teach- ,

era 'tend to; rate private business and the gOvernMent about eqiial as employer's. Qn'the
succets factoi, the government tends to rate lower. '

,, . _ ,

,. 8) Federal employment is' beved to offer better job s4li curity thani business.. ,

, This factor wasirequently mentiOned by Federal employees.', .

, 9) The better educated, non-Federal respondents were criti6al \of gorernrnentat
Work; they,claimed it Vas MoiriotonoUS aril routine.

,

1

10) Moft/grOupss,outsidefthe Federal government fsaw oPporidnities as equal
'for, getting ahead in business and in goVernment empioyment. The reipondents whO

, Pc - ,

\,: /
,

/

-
r;
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,co-noispd the higher' educatiOnal and occupational ileVels freqUently\tient4oned ihe-, c
.

din dvaniages-Ofi,governmental einplayMenti In,contrast, \all Pederal'emploYees 6-x-;.
,

presied a preference for gOvetnment emPlokment over buiiiiess emgloYment When :

chances, for getting ahead Were under'consideration. 1" ,
7 -- \

,/ ,
, , : - ' \ , , )

,
,

,
.,.

, ,
,

11) Most reipondent groups \were reasonably optimistic that "a Young man of

ability" could_ erid-up in a toplevel job 'either in a large busines`t COrporationAr in-,

the' Federal serviCe There4-ere1 hawever, variations in this 'outlook among the
'better educated' groups'. 'The better edxcated goveinnterit dmi3loYe'es saui the chances

f

as equal, but theirnon-Federal counterparts and,buSiness groups saw the chances-
as- being greater 'in private but iness 'eznploymerit : ) \

. ,
_. ,

,- ,/-, ,

N \- \ , / .

12) In, all grouPs I the government waSk coznpard less) favorably with businees
,

in ternis of opportunities it offers for "real s4ccess, " ise.0 for getting ahead-or for_
attainin4 one of _the top level positions. ,

, :

. \ . _
,

, , .
\ . ,, \

,

\ ,13) Most peo1e felt that OpPortunities to,move up within the arganizations*re
about as, good irt,government as they,were inAousiness._, Many. Of the respOndents 1 I
felt that the to-i) governmental positions provided ifeWei opportunitleS for "real `sUcCe-st"

than top-positions in-the business W/orld did. /
, ., )

'14) When reipondents;were asked to niine that segment of the g64rninent which
offt.4red,.the best' advantages for them, they named the 4)ecific departments 'aCiat.f.; --,
ed With' their particular occupatiOns-; ' - -

5 _ , 1,(
4

\ ,
'\_,, ,

- )

'

15) The elite groupi preferred serviCe-oriented and egoenhancing advantages'.
The-lower ranking groupi expressed their preference for materialistic advantages'i

.

,,
, . ,

-

Th .Pederal'
)

SerVice: More Advdnta eouglor Men-d 'Women? Repliee to this
question indicated that a substantial-number of -respondents felt' that-Federal erriplor.-
ment offered equal advantages :to both seXes_. ,flowever, ,:some tiersOns am6ng tOe

better educated groups thought that Foderal Service was inore advantageoUS- for Women.

-salaries: Ihe general, employed imblic was ignorar,:t abOut tte`galary scale orr,P0-
eral jobs. All high level Federal and non-Federal groups felt that the Federal Salary

- structure should be raised abOve the 1961 level. , e

, '' \
,

- , \i' e - . S.

, ' i. ,-
r -

r
---,{ 5

t

SOMeAsigliti: The Igreat,Majbrity ofTederal etk-i "
ployees'preferred to stay in governMent emPloyment. Most often; ,the speci:alirzed, , :`

- 'high rankirig personnel ans1 the newer; 'imunger emPloyees Were the \oneS who \con!..
cemplated a-change,. , '' 1, , , ..

, )

, )
,

4 '
,

, / ' / 4 1 V I(
,Security was prObablir the key\ factor that \persizaded men---o stay in Fecleral,eimploy

ment. Additional, incentives were present as' well.' The better edudated ipeisoni 'felt
, that the wOrk was' truly enjoyable and/gave\"inner satisfaction."

_ , ,,

;

Respondents Who had once desired to leave Federal employment cited three reasons
for Wishing to do So: financialcreward', self-advancement 'arid progress, and relations
witti supervisors.
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II,k Business and indUsy,were itie Inain poi003.0;,-altialatiles` whiCh,704e711 employ-'

r ' .. i 1

eels 1,/isualiz,ed for themselves!. outiide governuitintalvbrit.,, ,The.natural and' social,'
, , ,

- , 'i
' scientists alonsi with engineerti also saw alternatiilie opPamtunities ,in, universities, -,

and ,professfonal and' private, practice 1 The baiter echiçaiecie genera, /Federal/ eitiss,,
, i ., ,- ,),

, , , -

ployees,shivec) inierestx in bUsineds ai well is in Orofeskorial IpOssibilities., ,,
1 , -,

- i o

, r , .
, , / . , 1 , ,. , A-.1 ,' ',.'

,,
1, ,

..
,

. ,,. , '-'", , (1. .. --.i k,,
. ,

f ' /
/ e-

eILL,ge.ss_f.t:keL1'ederal ,F),Plovee: The' qUestiOririaire aikect for a( descriptive stereos,-
-typeimage4the Federal ciVil service employee,,, Four-fifths of the ,respondents-1_,'

, ,were willien0O/furni0 stitch an irnage. -In the .4rotip of/general 'emploiied public, the
.

: V fvoralge, descriptioni of,,illifedeial emplOyee heaVily outnumbered the unfaiidritble 't

attAhtlies . , Federal 'eniplOyees Were *Ore,favorable(in their corimentithali their nonsi
Lrederal,dounterparts.` ,Among the, elites of:both groU0s,: fa'vb!abis ,descriPtions. p6r-,',

,

.. ' : Li taining toyederal f-)01#05tiles,werie less f'requent. ''' ., 7
, 1 "1,,, i ,.

; , ,- i

I , , , 1 ,
i i ''' 1 , i fi ,,'' -I- ,,_; ,) , :, ' ,--,,, /1,

, 1

The folloWing favorable eittributesi Of the,Federal ciVil ServiOe employee,were, men-
tiOne\d, Tile-rank order in" decreasing, freqUency waSt good perionii character (flows
est* ethioal,:, high ,integFity, etc',),;,' O'apable ot.do"ing Work/ ieciuieof ability; ,:triiirkinti,, t 4,

backgrourid9,44ilificationi; gocickWork,eru(Worksjiaro and is/willing 1 efficient, ,de- ),
.', pendable)Pagreeibie`persOnality ifriendly;\,.nice, neati personable); security vons.,,'

,sCious (w4nis,liecuity, rItes -securii,y tig-4,-placep,jsecuritir above adiancement);-,'J
eduCational livel is iboVe average; mentaLabil,,ity fs 'above average., ,

,
, , 1

t ,' i 4 1 ' ' Y

R'efeiEkiice's iO'iararaisle characierig*,'s depiined among elites", otitside)the groti0,.,
Of Federal'employee, , ihese people ;deipribed the ciVit servant OH secUrity cones'

, , scioUs ,'p3cking in am...itirsn, adaptabiejtoroutine,, a poOr worker,- and nonscreatI4e
r - and-dull."

v, , ,

1 )i .... , .),;

i 1
\ i

\ . . r
' The general; employed vublic_lcielieed that,governMent Work wai notMng'else

but 'clerical -and' postal Work; The varioui tyPes of blue C011ar-Work viiere attrib4te4
, . More' often to,business. than to IOVernment:. Apparently, ,i\h`mieCutive and,nianager-'

iil,activities, Were Much More visiblelin business than they were imihe federal
. . i , ) \'/', ,r -.

"
serviae.-1 ', ,) , , ,, ,-(, i, ,

1 .1 --'. ('. i \ ' I \I .

/
i \ ,

I-- i
1

- ,t ,
41 r

\

,

i \ lIr4isgioujelin (2, . -si , , -1 .\, / ,

, 1 ,-

,

, \
l' '

, 1' 1" " ---N , ,_

-The typical high' ichool or college'cou-nielee is astoundingli naive about Federal,'
,

2 emploiment. This is a remarkable situation in \view of the_fact thatcivie-s- arid
,

American' hiOtorY are required,in,moit;Schotils. ' - \'! , "-- \ _,,/, t -:,. I
i ,

, , . , : , , A1, , , ,, - i
i

"-The vocatiOnal.cOunselor will find, ciVil servide announcements ,easy tO. obtain ,

-)and highly useful in ,providing pcCupational information about Federal enmilOyment
1as . *Ill as providing a good descriptive basis for 'understanding dccupations which/

; ;, are puriue&both'Outside of and inside Of AheTederal. governmerit . It isisuggested
that these announcements lbe coded according to D.O.T. ,classifications 00 'be i. c ',

filed with other occupational material. Special listingi ,of poition,annOUncerienis
1, ,, by Job field within a civi4 service region are alio 'availabi. ari'd are helpfUl to clientS

- who are already, trained' and expefienCed in an oCctipation and are seekii,i+i, employ-, ,

merit. pomparable position descriptioni.are alio,issUed by sipms, stite diVil service'
departments, and' these might alsO be obtained. T,eaChers of 'civiCs 4irtcl'Arican'' .

-- history might findithese materials useful as' suplilempiary teaching aids. . I.
) ,

i
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The. aVerage cOunselee,' .as Well at the general .public &-5, is naifore,of th21; exiremely
wide variety of occupations, pursuedwithin Federal einployMent arid, the-itarletY Of,
prothotional career -patterni available. For Many Clients, Federatemployment offers:7'
exactly wh# the individual ha's been looking ior but ha3neVer iooked into_pedause
of the clbua'of miscondeOtions surrounding Federal employment.

`5-

An excellent source of infOrmation aboUt Federal emPloyment are the Several neww;:`;',
papers' devoted to it. These give an insider's view -of Federal employment. Counsel '
ina offices of any size,would clotwell tO subscribeicyone .0irel of these, since
thexy ceintmin vaDtAvtle irsc^rmei on f.cer counselmesTconsidering F.saticirml mpirtyrnant.
Qounselees 'should:be alerted to the fact that these newspaperS have a consistent
biasln the direction of-Justifying and promo#ng Civil service:.

'
Counselees Should have informatiow about;thé,varictus obsavailable-in civil

service ,as well as information about the promcitidnal avenueS of theie,jobs so that.,
they canmap oiit appropriate career plans: ( Obtaining, knowledge of the- special ler,
quirethents of some Positiohs,which block Promotion -woUld also be, desirable.
somOnstances, positionstwhich, on7the, surface,. ai:4iearto offer an/avenue of pro'...:,. i

motion have' yery rigid special requireMents .441iCh prevent_ptomotion.
,,

_

,,, . , . i, I
I .4' ', \ ', . ./ \ k \

I

-_ A-useful study would be io make a comparison 'between ihe informal patternS 'Of ,--,

promotion through transfer and the official patterns laid out in the position\ announce:-. ,
. , , 1

_.
. , ,-

mentS.
, ,

-

DistinctiOn should be pOintedsout between some of the tempOrary g\Overnmeni''
agenci4 where little job .security may exist and the older we4l-;estafili6hed agenilifis

(where' Welong lob -tenure maY be aniicipated,. ,
5. I -

..`"N ';',: \,

' f 1 ' . '. - \
- ,

. , --,
'The counsel& will need,to'atatify information regarding the civil, so.ryice examina+

tion. 'It isAmportant for the clikit to know that different, degreed of,,importance are,
attached'to the written examination& depending upon the_job. In, general, therhigher
tOe position,the less importance there is (attached-td the written examination. , <-

Usually& the-written examination operates its a DAvgative ratherlhan trpoSitive,
screening.5cleVice. .kminimum Score must be obtained& but a)high score does 'not
necessarily assure employment because, in_practice& personal characteristicp and-

, , , ,experience ._are weighted More heavily:- ,' '
_ ,

.5 ,
1

I\ . i'
1 '

,

,

Counselees also need inforthation akout time and the exainining procedures. The
usual practice is to give exarninations for the purpose. of proiding' a list of qualL-
ified appliCants to meet future7opening needs. It\is difficult for-most citiebts to-\
acclimate themtelves to the cOncept of planning thislar ailead for a job. On th&
other hand, in newly cleveloping Programs, Federal employeare hired on a ternpor-e
ary basis and tiien coverea into the Federal Civil Service system bY tests and other-

, ,
screening criteria administered later'.

Scone: Most Occupational Fields

Method4.6i:
/

l'Structured' personal intirviews with employed adults in both Federal and non-
Federal enterprises and with high school and college stu-dents were conducted in
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-,1,1 reOtOti 13f the conii\tiontl\ti United, St?tes." A total of. 5
v \ N '.) - \ t ,

sAtkainistepW --for the st4dy.) >, -,,
,

. 1 ,
, ., s ,,- , :, i ..

7

'

.078-questionnaires were
s

.)

',InterViewing of the rion-Federal population'took place inihe period from April,
,1960 to pine, ,1960. 41 this: Obese d.,the studY, 3,576 perions were contacted. The
second Ohase,involved.1;50,2 interviewS with Federal employees 'during Me \months

, of November, 19,60 through, Fthrusary, 19 61

Tile intervie4-reipclinses were classified accorcling to social clai and/or educa-
, tional level, of tlie Objects* as well, asi,by spedific ocCupational affiliations , rsuCh

, a's teachertlituaent, businessman', ,Scientist, etc tie results presented here were,
,

ascd. on'the-'cross-tibuiation ;of replies.' , k

1

N. .
,1

:k , .),
\
\ / \

Intervie*ing ana. drawing up of the mastesample,Was accomplished bY-the staff
of Natio*, Analysts ,'111c\,. c Philadelphia, Pe. The general purpoie simple selected '

for thi* stUdy ii,clUdedithe f6lloWing groupings:, cross-section Of the general

- working, publid outside the Federal,government; Federal 'civilian, employees them!.

seivis: .high ,sq,hOO1 ant 'college Students, 'and teachers; graduate students; natural'
iCientists; :-SOial scieni,ists and engineers in business*, the academic .wOrld,- and ,

the Federal government;', and top level business executives andlederal executives.
,

A

Is

, ,

Fin'Clinge-of:-ihe(preSent study are very-broad and general. As a survey tYpe of -

Siudyl, the, questiorinare,containe4 a' nUmber .of -fixed alternative questions1 On of
the disadv9ntages of this method,is that it may force a statemerit'of oPiniorvori an / 1/4

issue about which the,respondent does not have a clearly-formulated oncrystallizecV
opix*on; elis tact is. notlikely to be reVealedlay the 'closed question.., Even when'

the respondent had A clear opinion ab,out-the subject* a fixedl'alternative question
may noi give a adéquite representation of it because nbne ,of the choices corre4iv
spond exactly to ihis position or do not llow for qUaiification. Despite these
limitat4ons, 'the' trends of opinion's attributed' 011ie Various classes of }?erioni are
Of Inierest and warrant fulIherindepth' observations 1.

, .
,

' ) I , 1/4,

, 1 , ;

, .. '

., 10.2.41:ittOS151.1sie 't a bll: / , i i

I
' / /

l
,

%

1/4

This' sti:idy wati undertaken in bide: to explOre public opini'on,about the Federal
Civil SerVicei and to proPose Specific' changes''based upon these findings:

'".
4

)
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OFFICgWORK, ',- SiRACT .e ii.O.T4 Code: UNCLASSIFIED -
r

,

Hoos, Ida 'R. "Automation in the Office: A Sociological Survey,of Occupational and,
,

Orgarlizational Changes.," Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation), University. of Cal-
1

ifornia,(Berkeley), 1958.*

\

Descriptgx N

-. I. The Effect of Automation .on Job 00.2Wities:
. .

,
, .

-ksurvelt of governmental installauons ,and selected business _organizations\ in
the Sanlrancisco Bayarea'revealed that the oVerall effect of office automationj re-
sulted'in/the diminution of job, opporttknities,. Especially, affected by the change '
were the young hi0 scihool graduates whose abilities geared to routine clerical

. operations were rePlaced,by the machines;. ilcording to management personnel, no
actual lay offs *ere necesSery as a result of automation._ The .problern of job elim-
ination 'was solved by the-llistdrk and cupid," theiwo chief factors responstble fot

- labor turnovetamong.women. The girls who quit their jObs because of marriage and.--,
, pregnancy 'sin-1ply were not replaced. , ,.

, I -
.

.

' s. ,
- / ,J . (

,

Emploiment, agendieS reported a. lack of calls from insurance companies, banks,
1.1d,other firmi using the EDP (electronic data processing) systems. These companies

expanded tlieir Eacilities without, hiring additional:personnel.
I

The introduction of titomation in sthaller offices did not have much of an
adverse effect on the mcisting labor conditions. In these qiiices, the machines
were regarded as _tools:to be Used fir more efficient operations . The appearance 'of
EDP co#1puting centers which operate on a fee bagis prObably will ayect future small
office, hiring practices. -

,
I \ , '

, The trend.toward.office automation is likely to 'continue. Newer.and--better,
machine! 'are being planned to speed up clerical routines. As existing office ma--:
chines become worn Out, they are replaced by autoMatic devices Which do not cost
.inuch more than conventional machines:- The chief advantage of acqtiiring automatic
'office machinery, as compa'red to additional /clerical help,- is that the company can
borrow, On iti laboprsaving machinery .and can write off the machines on its incorrle
taic Statements.

, ,

\

/ .. ,\ (\

Ii, Derlict of _Automation ldn Positions of Office Personnel-,

ograiriijiers: -In comparison -to the number of opportunities that exist for cler-
, ical workers, relatively feW opportunities exist for programmers and other key perion-

nel in the automated offices.

EDP systems work is almost entirely the provincepf the young man, yihose
avera6.1 age ranges between 30 and 35. A college degree capAears to be an incidental

*This disbertation has been abstracted selectively.
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requirement for Programmers. Instead-I, mOntal acuity, F4asasning\ abilikty, and' creative
-riinagination combined with precfsion artithe c4aricteristica that are, seughtiOheSe ,,

men. ,
,,

, ,I

I I (

J
1 ii,h(ii iprogr- liners interviewed in thiSs(studY CaMe froin a variettof occupational

' backgrdunds, (,Ex-tiabulating machine oerators, keOunch operators ',..a''Secretary, -,

. cellistel and a inathematidiari were among those found in_ Oe group; At presen, (the , I)

analysts,' the plannere, and the programtnerifthe men who are able tO emiloit the
machines to their fullest eXtent--constitUte ihe:elite corps of the office labor'force.

-N . , ,
, ,

.

\ This trend is. likely to continue. ', - ' (

1

. 1 ? ,

, ,5

: TOLLIati.mmicipm.L.,..ittors: .:It appears that tabulating machine operators'
, 'were less adveriely affected by'sifficeautomatiork than,javere personnel iwbther of-
'fice',Categoriea. The.4rotp, hoWever, was reiist'ant to, EPP proOeikres'.' In thii
category, there are still 'a number Of good ioln- but their salary scale is mUclilOwer

;. than'that for yrograminers. -The skill0 ,of the tabulating rnachine,OPerators are eaaily
transferable to, the new dachines, Which in Most ecisei (ire designOd tO adcoiTicidate
the male rather than the female office ,Worker: ,,,i ,

. , ,I, .
, ., , , , /- , ,, Ip.

Keypunch Operators: KeirpunChlobs are fillectb'y vicimen-: AdvanCementlri
, , this iarei-ii rather Mated, ,excel;t for pericklic inOreases in wages. It may be that,'

._' in timer', the\ new reading and liaper handling michines will 'eliminate this phaS6 of
,- the input operation's '.? '

/

\,
,/, ,

) ,
I

1

III. TALEffeststoliatiOn...Tko.L..1 the sIndivi4als:
,

I'

\ / , S .k-\- ,

e - The, emploliee's 'reactions to offide automagon tendedlo:fall within three gen-,

eral categories., These categories-arei (-I) the "clay iAlieorereactiori, (Z) the "eX- '-,
.

1

,

elusion hypothesis", and (3) the "gravy traini! ,response.;
,. ,

,

. ,

, . The "clay pigeon" reaction refers to the attitude of the employee 1(lhO resig4
,hirrtSelf, to the fact that automation ii; a 'i4ality and' thpn leti faie 'take itkcbtirae. ,

, ,-, , ,
A ie 1

t 1

.0

The "exelusion hypoihesis" is a psychOlOgioáVirejection of a pairifid reality.._
,

,.

The, fcillowing comment illustrates the attitude. of the \employee *hp falla wit*n this , e
(' t

category: "They maY be aUtOmatingall Over,ttie place'.but they% never 0e, able 0
put my job on it machine.".; Accounting:Machine operators seein to haVe this *pe of-
attitude. ', Somehow they.feel that the reports they tUrn out on their machines Cannot
,i;e integrated into anY other System. Certain oil compani.T men express attitudes,'
similar to those ,of the tabule:ting 'rneekiine operators. The oil workeri feel_that dial

,, watching cannot replace' ones intuitive knowledge of the sound and smell of oil
,

ruShingt through the pipelines. I, ' ,
,I

_

I
I I I \ \/ \

.
:

r!
s ,

The "gravy train" response is-the only attitude toward automation that is
favorable., Comments such asl"the thmmadh'ines are*putting the fat back in", and ,

lust so long, as' the biightiboys 'upstairs keep dreaming up neW reportt ind analyses
for the-machines, the happier We office Workers will be" illustrate'thie Category oi \
workers' feelings. In the, opinion of union officials; however, a lot'of this work is.
,"4usy 'work" and "it sOan will ,be over." Although theie union-offibialS encourage
their men to gO to school and learn _the neW techniqueS, they, are realistic when

,

,questions Such as ,"W4atikinds' of jobs will be open ,for these mera" and "What is,
1 ,

r
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the best way\ to prepare the worker?" are raised. ,

', , , ,
1

, _ --/-

.,
.

Pie extent to which individual workers can adapt to automated offie routines
vpears,to4eperkd, ,.n part, upon individual factors suCh ,as age, training, length of
servicec specific occupation, family resposibilityi, and upon the .speed\with which
Mechanization is introduced in ari office. Suspicion, fear and insecurity onthe
part of the workers can result insesistance and thereby slow dowri'the procedi of
accomodation.

,

-In several instances, the routinization of Work processes resulted in iricriaied
employee turnover. For -example, arnong keirpunch operators, the rate of turnover,
increased ,from 55 percent to 75 perCenttauses of discontent in this group were
summed up by CommentS such as tids one: "This job is no'different from a factory
job except that I don't get'paiki as Much as the girls working on the line:" There is
no challenge in the',Work ',Cliques of older women monopolize tI4 few advantages
to be had, suckas a keypunch machine locateClby the window. Advancement Wtoo
timitei and the merit or incentive increases connected with the job are too small to
compensate for the drawbatcks of the job. For the same effort and tithe spent in key+,
punching, a girl tan earn a better' salary in Other types ofcledcal Work. The mo-

,notorious work 'pace and limited proniotional" prospects., bother many-keypunchpper=
ators. Some, are concerned as/to Whether their jobs would be eliminated-if more
'advaimed machines were introducecl. Others wonder whedier they could attain *-
motion to supervisory levels if the number of keipunching personnel and kOpunching
Jobs were,tO be eliininated entirely as 'the.result of technological advanceinent.
Absenteeism is quite frequent in this group. i The operatort appear to be very tenses,
and s observations indicate that many girls keep a constant supply of tranquilizers at
hand: ,

\,The diawbacks of the keYpunching Job appear to be known,by the Management.
A vic.(president otan insurance company commented on the siMilarity 'between this
wOrk and faatory work; the machines keep the' girls at their desfcs, punching monot-
onOusly without a pausebecause an objective count of production is being maintained.

Discontent and a 'high rate Of turnover characterize the group, of tabulating 'ma-
chine operators also. These, men see no real opportunity to rise quickly in status or
income' if they'rerriainin this' job category. The wOrk is routinei, and offers few Chan-
ces to use;one's personal initiative: ,Oliques of older workersseem to keep the
younger and neWer` personnel from advancing.. The saIary.scale in this category is
generally lower than in other types of Clerical work-.

-, ,

,°'

Other groups of, employees adversely affected,by automation are the, older '
wOrkers who are too inflexible to learn new routines, the supervisors who freqUentlY
View automation as a threat to their job security, arid vice-presidents arid other top
officials Whose 'functions are taken' away by the new hierarchy of-personneliclustered
about an iiitegrated,data processing set-uP. Frequently, these management personnel
are bypassed in the decisiorrmaking process. Alsb affeCted are some older manage-
ment personnel, who, in some instances, are allowed to "sit out their tinie .until
retirement."

,

IV The Effects of jutomation \U on Workers as Members of Groupsj

The, redivision of grouPs often destmed the existing ietterns of interaction
zittl
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A

and interdependence of workers and Contributed to ihe_ development of anorae(t.e.,
' tocial and personal disorganization) . Interview evidenCe confirmed this idea, The
extensive gPecialization of office routine facili*ed replacement' of personnel and
contributed to the' inbre effective use of data piocessing equili,Ment: The overall
ifects ,of tuch practices on individual personalities, however, were dysfunction'al.

>--

, I I

I r

The overall'effect of:office /automation on ,t.,46 group' appeared to-be.s, iloWdown
of output. in the newlyrcreated, temporary EDP groupings, the absehce 1,f' "we

z feeling", was particularly noticeable. In sOme instanOes, the' physical relocation of
,an EDP-, installation caused ihe Workers to be seParated,from their,,circle of friends.

, This created stress. ,

'

,

i,

/

,

i,
, / /

1

P ,, i

The tallying of prOducitibn output (i.e.,-- number of Cards Punched dOily) or the
use of a maving,13eltin carrying wOk from one.station to anOthercreated a factory-
.4ke atmosphere &Ong 'the oifice personnel.. The,tendency,to employ several shifts-

- .of employees to, utilize,the 4luipnient reinfOrOd the impression of a factory-like ,,'

'atmotishere., ikceitain amount of moon-lighOng,, i.e.; holding of .more than-01e jOb,
; occurred among the personnel involved ii.1, EDP 'praCesses. Some, coMpaniei ,employ? ',

ed men for their night shift; others emploYed Women to Work on a "grave yard" shift
bis because of the nature of the work no*. Such diversified 'employment praCtides ' '

are an increasinvrend. : ' J-
,

, ,, i,
_ 1

,

\
4- ,, i

/

V. :- Ideolactical Ohangei: - i

,

.

-,- The xilsOitional cleaVage which has existed, j.oeween white-Collar work anct, /
factory WOrk is' disappearing as autotriation takes Over the. office'. The Cleri:cal em-P .

ployee oft/he/automated office, is quite different from hit predeCessor. PorMerl,, ' :,

the office worker had a Close association with the entrepreneur. He enjoyed vicap.- .

ifous status derived from his identification with the awner or, at least, 'with 'some
, level of Management.. t od`ali however, the office worker resembles the facthry

worker mare and \more. He Must maintain a certain rate of production, repeives an
, incentive,vage, worki in a: noisy lactoryoolike'etmbsphere, and is phytically lcicated ,

away frcini the business d e ad on a the town. . :
/

,

, i
. . .

,
,

g\ i

I
\ 1 f

The Anterview data indicated that personnel Managers( were'aware Of the fact , _,

that automation was' attracting a ,different class of people4the factory type of wOrk-
, er. Some managers feel th4 if the company is not careful in its hiring pciliciet, it
' ' will "find that it has a union'on,its hands.," i

., , , ,

,

, ,
, 1

\
,( t, , ,, ,

Deepite the, factory-like iatmosphere of the automated office; and theq3bs'sibility
of unionization of workers f the ,prestige of white-collar work, still exists. Charismatic
Aualities are attributed to personnel connected With \the' EDP Systems. The hiring 1

and advancement of these persOnnel do not follow any establis4ed guidelines. Reg-
ular hiring procedures andObjeotives .are bypassed; test resulti are ignored. '

i ,
<,

, \ ,

The EDP managers did 'not seetwto,be aware af the adVerse effects of the
automated processes, and their impact upon aspects of human relations.' in th'eir
view, the improved techniques should, create widespread satisfaction 'because of
greater efficiency. There is some spe9tilatIon that the influence of these EDP
managers is temporary;. in time, standards wilkdevelop in terms of educational
requirements, lob classification, and salary scales.

, 1' , )

. ,
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VI. The Effect of Automation Unon Or. anizational Structure:

AutOmation in the organizations studied resulted in the restructuring of hierarch-
ies with attendant effects ikpon the modes of itathority, responsibility, 'and communi
cation. The disregard of conventional authority, for example, was facilitated by the
charitrnatic,qualities attributed' to personnel connected with the EDP systems.

.1 The earlier trend favoring decentralization, of Administration was reversed. Cer-
,

,"
-

tain managerial functions were consolidated. -This, in turn,, decreased the layers a
administration_ in the organilational structure.

/ / -

The evidence indicated that no "one for all'` change has ocCurred. Rather, the
effectS won the structural components of the organizatiOns have varied in their inten-
sity. Interviews With management personnel ,indicat.d that their attitudes toward
automation haVe not-s-crystailized as yet:

Ithplications for Counseling:

Vocational counselors will encounter an increasing number of clients for whom
new, career planning is required because automation has eliminated Office job-s. It is
likely that-the overall effect of automation will,be o uPgrade office jobs and require,
More teChnical skill, usually' acquired by further education, to qualify for the new .

Job ,openings. Since conversion to an EDP system is usually a'fairly lengthy process, -
most offiCe workers- have a chance to begin'to prepare themselves for other _types of 2
work ,through night school. Couneelors may be of use in helping 'clients-plan these
edutational programs. To do thiss, the Counselor will need to' know about the nelni
office jobs and the acceptable levels of education and training vthich will be required.

Scone: 'Occupational Field

Methodokay:
,

The iMpect of office automation was studied in a number Of business organizations
and governmental offices in the San Francisco Bay area in the late 1950's. Among the-r\
companies,surveyed were several governmental installatidns, banking, public utility,
insurance', transportation, oil, food, processing, home furnishing, automative and \

electronic data processing (EDP) equipment distributor firms. Intensive interviews
were held w4h personnel employed at all levels in these companies. Vice-presidents
in charge of systems, personnel directors, EDP-managers, operating personnel, mem-
bersof organized labor, and civil service employees were among such personnel. *In
addition, company and union publications were surveyed.

Cautions:

Since the impact of automation depends so much upon local labor conditions, the
speed with which automation is accomplished and the type of business that is affected,
findings of this research are limited to the conditions that iirevailed :In the San Fran-
cisco Bay area at the time of the study.

, The rapid rate5 of obsolescence even insautoillated techniques will, perhaps, result
in further occupational and organizational changes.
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Theoretical Orientation:
.

\ \

, "The 'substantial body of 'sociological 'theoifthat.has:beeri developed dudnq the
past half century provides a re*.voir from which tiie '1:tu'dent of Office aUtomation
May draw When attempting io, understand the sweeping 'dimensions of'.the,problem.
The theoretidal orientations c\f Max Weber and Durkheim u the methodoWical contribu-
tions, of Myrdal, the experimental findings of MOO and ROethillberger, the,work in
administrative theory by Barnard arid,,Simon, and the writings of,,Many 9ther4: ..fOrm
an integrated' matrix vital to achievinvappropriate perspective. 's
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VIrray; Donald E.; "Marginal Men of 'Industry: Tile Foremen, 4. peillmaossjoinal.
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of SociOlogy,* Vol. LI/ii, NO. Caanuary, 1940, pp. '298-301.,
, , l _

/
\ / \

This study-inVestigates the role of foremen to ascertain whether they "are active'
participanti in managerial deciSion making activity or are simply tranimitters of

Ihese decisions:7 The size of the industrial organization may be a factor which
determine,s the extent ,to which' the foreman contributes to the,making ot managerial
decisions; , In a large plant; where an increased number otpersonnel perform specifia
managerial iasks, -the foreinan may silnply transmit the decisions to the workeis. In

,\ ,

the, sinaller`plant,-- however, where fewer peoplecdo managerial work, he has a better
-r

chance\ to pirticipate i the decision-making process ,\ 1 .f.---i, - - ' ;
r

- , , : s

/ The'iiiittior Icomiared, the acti:VitieS of theforeman in WO industrial plants -of
,.-differ44,iiiek and'internal organizatiOn: Pne of the 'plants studied Was part of ,_a

grouP \of factories operated byasl,ngle company. It' hid six hundred employee's. The
. Operationd here Were pig,* michaniled and rectuired good coordination arming 'the

various-departments.' ,,TeskS and duties of staff employees, production workers, and
;- manaderi Were wen defined. _The workers belonged to."a union which had a company-5,
, wide bOntraditsuppIeMented with local aireementi. The, daily contaabetween ,

, management and"Workers occUrred at union.;.imnagement-meetings and/or through the
grievance:procedures \ set ,fforth.; ' ,

,

'
\ \

r

_ iThe other plant observed we's a smal ctory employing only seventy-five personi.
The ownei himseli performed the managerial taSks with the help of 'a small clerical: 't

.....

staff: The Workers were unionized here also; theii- indUstry-wide contractwas_.'
-supplemented,with local agreements.

-
. r ,

, ,Stewards- and union/officers. discussed daily problems, grievances, and other

(
- matters directly with the owner-manager, and occasionally with the shop manager.,

The supervisors; i.e.'s foreMen, were not included in-these discussions-. ,r .

, 6
)

5:Findings;
,

\-
In the lar9e,p1ant,' -the foieman sUPposedly started the grievance procedure and

pass-ed iito higher levels. --, in practice,' this, Meant that it went directly to'the super-
intendent Of the departnient. He-did not act on it for lIthere is rio point in`botherifig
with soMething you can't do anything,about." The' job of the foreman at this plant
cOnsistedMostlY of keeping records Of production,`checking workers' performance,
and ilandlintiworkers' assignments In the Small factOry,' the superviSors, i.e.;

were limited toz) the checking of work flow; renorting operating procedure's,
*anclkeeping records,

P.

L , ,

' _ \In bot:h instances, the foreman was the transmitter or interpreter tc, the workers?
-His contributiO0o union-management relations.was minimal. The real issue's
were settled between uniOn representatives and higher management officials; the
foreinan wase*pected to confoilnito theirjOint decision: The-size Of the "Organi-
zation, then, is,not the factor which determines the, eictent to which foremen parti-.
ciPate in-nianagerial decisions. 405 , . ..,
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in the autitor;.s'-opinion, it is erroneoUs to regard the foremin as, the' ..',,keY'irilan", ,

, . \

in.union-maTiagenient relations; nor does the suggestive'phrasé, lithe man Ih thi, . . 4
. ' 1

I \ , A

''
/ i ? ;\ .

' \
4

,
t 1 :.

The' antilysis of the foreman's role' indicates that he is less than a full ineMber
.. , ,

lathe managerial ranks; he sharfii with manaaement the responsibilities far CarrYing
. Out policies, but/ he does not participate in, their formation. His position is 4iither,:

differentiated from, that of management in,that he ixansmits orderi to a group, i'.e.'i:'
7, .

workers', -vitose -g-Oals generally diff:ei ,froi:si the goals, of the ltdustriat orgariliation. ,, ,:,!:
, e , . .,.:-.,

4
1 A

middle," accurately describe hi.s. Position.

".,
This is a5"between"--a scr4called "marginal"r-position, one: that is esPecially,

i difficult to occupir:effectively and with peace of mind. \- "Ifis characteriStic of ,such
marginal positions that the people' who 'occupy them consider that they tire special' .,

victims Of, the disparity between Social' norms and sOcial reality.; ..Itipresents them
Iwith a dilemma whih results in-a good deal of personal Conflict." `on occasion,
'men in stich marginal:positions attemPt to solve the 6onflict, individually or collec7

\ tiVelr, bY defiantly- adOpting an alternative'rc4. An eitample is the foreman-who
. Organizes a union of foremen f2r bargaining ,with' management, . .2'5,

, , ,, , ., ., 1,.
...

, ', .li,nalic a tio ns ' fo r'CO/unsel.la4: \ -,c

"N \

\ t

S

,

'Counselors, are rarely apt.to counsel foremen. They aie more likely to p\lan' 1

career patterns with individuals already in, semi-skilled' and skilled factory work,
considering with them the o0ouPatiori, foreman, as a goal towards Which td,Work.,
This siudy proVides "a heApful guide agairistwhich the psYcho-social attributei of ' ,

tile client may be reviewed. The counselormay well ask himself whether the client
has the ego ,strength to function in Such a confliciing and,frustrating role'.

, J,

I I-
,

Much more,common 'in the 6minselot's experienbe is the client who is\hölding
or ha held a factOry position in Whicii the fOreman's treatment of hirn 'has been
destructpe, frequently to the Poiht of being traumatic. 'The information-in studies
Such its this Will enable the counselOr to-show the client that the foreman'A belaviar
is frequently. reactiV:e-type behavior. It is related primarily to /the frustratfonsl-the
foreman fepls in'hii role rather than to unaccepiaple behavior on the part oi the
,client. This may reduce the client's feelings 'of inadequatly and, -if his best or only
fea sible chdice- is to continue on 'as a factory' WorlOr, it will enable him to adjust
to the situation mord realistically.

5 , ,r ,

It is believed that, in general, this StudVunderestimates'the-skilll requirement's
of foremen. Foremen may,' to sortie 'extent,: be.diVided into two' groups: those with
high technical skills, such as is found in a Machine \shop, and those with low
technical skills, such as. is foundlin an assembly line operation. It is, believed that
the foreman with high iechnical skills plays a much more significant role than the
article would indicate.

Scope: Occupation

Author's Abstract:

"The industrial foreman today does not share .in the decision-making proces,s
which is the core of managerial functiOns He is instead a transmitter of deciSions
which have been made by his superiors, mt the traditional definition of the foreman's
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' /.
1 ,--4.

\s;\

,

- deciSion-making Power. The disParity betWeen expectation imd'experience prtiaw000

.conentrattori, of decisiOn-ernaking in top management and-the ImpositiOnsonforeMen
"'ofrules made jointlY by top management and worke) r imibns."

1/0thosiolay:

person4,Conf1yt and disruPiton of manageAal organization. 'The size, of In,strial'
Units Seems-of less importande in producing this marginal4ituation than dims the

position and the current _stated /corms art bided ori,the assumption t4ai,

,

,.

-N

1

,

---

\ (

he has)

/
t

1
f Two plants one large and one. small; ate obserVed in their d

1
arrto-day operatiOhs

,

over several months to asCertain the actual patterns of behavior of supervisors, /union
;officials 8- and. top ,managementi;

t

--
Cautions- ; ,/

1 7.,:r'
,

., . , i
,,,

- ,. \,
-,,

-vr,__, _ , ,- ,

, This- artiOle reflectS the 4uthor's personal interpretation srf the situation.

_. ....,, ,

1 _

'Theoretical -OrientatiOn:. ` ,

, -- (

,

,

1

.-1,

, -

,

' )

-, ,

,

,_

,

.

irrom one pOirkt of view, the role of the foreman is conceived as "the mOst ,

J impOrtatitlink4Otikeen, zatiagenlent and the worker." \The jinplicatiOn is that the: ,

foreman plays 'an 'inp'ortant part in managemenVi deCisiOn-making. In the- author's
ppinion8 this conception' of the foremarei iOle ignorers the/effects .0-increasing
managerial spaializaiion`and the,grOWini force of-union- activitlea.( N,

.), ' / -- - .

,
\) / , ,, l

t 'A qecond pdint of vieW charaCtérizes. the foreMen as "the mar in the- -Middle "
N -

Einphasis-isplaCed on the'fact ihatpersons occuPying the kw reaci,_ of a rrianagerik
hierarchy are subject to two sets ot deniands which are in conflict; the foreraan must
satIsfy both top management' and hiS,work. force,' whidh is 'Organized.,

..,

,

sr"

, ,

Neiiher.otthese views describe the foremen's role adequately: The conCept of.
"marginal position" is suggelsted, by the author aS the more.fitting- view..

/

t
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INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION , UNCLASSIFI6
AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURE ABSTRACT:

1
..

Bensman, Ioseph and Gerver, Israel. "Crilr and punishment in the Factory:
The. Funetion of Deviancy in Maintaining the Social System," American
Socioloqical Review, Vol..2 a, No. 4 (August, 196$)8 pp. 588598.

_

Description:

A major sociological theory, structUral functionaliem, was empirically tested in
a case study:of an airplane 'factory. ,

The Structural Functionalist Theorv: Structural funCtionalist theory attempts to
'describe On-going social systems as operating', Units comprised of a. tightly knit
series of interlocking functions, mutually supporting each other ard contributing to
the support And continuanCe of the system. The concept of function used by' the
structural-functiOnalists defines and describeb how a particular structural unit .
within the syitem contributes to the maintenance of the whole. Attributed tothe
system ae certain "ends" ,and approved meansilie., rules formidated,for the
purpose of achieving-the ends. -Deiliation'from-these ends or means On the. part of
the -individuals in the systeMis defined as dysfunctional to the systhm. Problems With
this theory arise when one attempts to measure all' onTaoing: activities 'in terms.Of
promoting or hindering the accomplishment of these ends. "Attributes, of functiOns
andtdystunctions are artifacts 'of the mode' of analyiis and are based upon-the
analyst's assuMptions of' ends for a 'sYstem, rather than upon attributes', of the
actual collective behavior."

,

In this case-study of an,aircraft factory, the authors found that certain
assumptions of the structural functionalist theory Were BY examining the
rules of workmanship governing the illegal use of a particular tool; the tap, the.:
authors were able to show- how muth of the behavior and performance of workers,
foremen, and insinciors deviated from the rules of wOrkmanshiii (to a point defined
as criminal and punishable by dismissal), and yet achieved ends of the organization--
i.e., to produce planes 'and to make a profit on them.

The Tap ana Its Functionsi _Aircraft assemblies are bolted together with self-locking _

nuts which are peimanently attached to the part to be assembled. Since parts are
not manufactured with periect precision, bOlts will frequently not fit into the
corresponding, nuts. If 'the assembly is di6assembled -and reassembled fora betters
fit, the foreman is placed on the spot because his production has been put behind
sChedule.

The tap is at screw made' of metal harder than that used in the nut. The tap
cuts new-threads in the nut at a different angle and Permits bolting of parts which e'
initially did not fit. However, it also' destroys the self-locking .efficiency of the
nut. Although the use of the tap is strictly forbidden, by quality control procedures N-

it is used almost universally, and half the men of the work force keep one or more
taps in their tool boxes.
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, '1,, /
i , \

,Rules of Workmanshi
,

and Violations: pew,wórkets ate taUght.the use4of the tetp by
,

experie4ced workers and are given Oitable admonitions, nit' to,b'et, cau0ht. toremen
, alsp instruct workers in the use of the tapoid \Occasionally use; one'them6ves.
ria Worker'is caught Using a tap and, iS repoited by itionspi\xtoi (vhich rattily
happens), the foreman will pUbliply repriznand him even'though the loreman hitritself
stiogested the use of 'the-tap. CompanY inipectors' are Well aWare that taps are
Used-and indireCilY. aCquiesce in their *se: , ) .' ..

. .

\.,

J , N 1 \
iThelfactory employeesr-foremen, inspectors and wori,cers--4andlimetker to

conceal title use of. the tap frost the two Air FUME, iiispeacIrs.who make\spot chacki.',
When an AiriPoree \inspector is checking ',specific departmnt, word. is passed along .

-to hide-the iaps , .and workers who are known to uSe taps too frequently and,irmvo.rx,-.
ibly are instrudted by their fOremen to !Pdisaiapopr." -

.
I \ {' '.--

,

,

, ) ,

.,,
4

. 'the use of the tap ii'a Criminafa'ci in tefms of ptOished company ppliCy.
Vevertheless,; foremen,' Wotkers, and inspectors consPireto,use the tap in order to ,.

get prodictiOn. Out on_schedule. Fro0 the Point of view-of those ,responsible fOr ,,\ '. ,

meeting) '14.OdUction schedules, the Tiality,cOntrol procedures are. an obstacle to 4he ';
achievement of prtoduCtion,goals 'since prodUction would be considerably:: il9Wed
li taps were never usecl; ,, more legitimate Means of Correcting the lack of pricision-lit;

, are time coniuming, ,The Use of the, tap not.only imovide,s the. Means by\which
production Sehesilules,are met; it'alio seryes as a means byWhich mutuaW satis-

. ,

factory4WOrking relOidns within, the'woilk groups, are maintaineii,, since, when ',' ' r

production Schedules aro not met,' terisions and p'OSsures soon dexrelop among tile -
I

groups Of workers. 'In lhis,, Sense, 'the.violation of the nlotri,dols not support /-,
:stiucturbi-funcitioneilist theory. ,

, ) # ,,,,
) , s , . , , , .

4_ ,, 1

1 I

II slit' The authors -suggestthat human' acti y of this kind may be btetter Understood .,

-if one postulates Clifferent ends tor different individuals andlroups ,in the sYstem.
' In the Wcirds of, the.authors f ,a'a 'crimes :is nOt' a -crime so long as lit; ,comMisiion is

controlled and''clirected by' thOse *authority toward goals which4hey define as;
' socially constructive. AyiolationPf law Is treated as a crinie when it is, not Orected ,

and, controlled by those in authorgy, or'When it is'used 'for exclusively Personal -'
,

, enc4.". ,,, 4I i '' t"
1 ,

t

'lmplicatfons // 1

0 I
5

,
W I ' / 4

VoCationalcounselors should i:s`e aware Of the conflict between the forrnal and
' 'informal rules tbwhichworkeis are subjectedAnd this, "Study provides ari excellent
descriPtion, of the details ;of the process iri one Plant:

/ . ., \
- , I

.
,! , ,

i What is frequently called lack of skill in interperdonal relationship is actually
unwillingneSs or inability io comply with tWo conflicting sets, Of regulations 'or to
accept-admonitions for complying With, ono\ but not the other: :Lack of skW in\

interpersonarelitions,may also, be sheetly a matter,orgetting caught-in the
violaticin,ot a formal rule whoie vidiation \is mandated by the informal-rule. Tile
mentally retarded and.the mentally ill are two catagOries ,of WOrkers \likely -to be
enmeshed in these, traps. Another category are those deviant indiviOuals whose'
value structure inCludes an overlY rigid regard fOr honesty and consistency:

. 1 ,
.

t...

-

'
t'"
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One of the functions of vocational counselors it to help clienti eValuate the
formai and, informal rules opera* in their particu larwork situation so that they
may be gUided acCordingly.

Occul;atinn

Author's Abstract:

"The, functional view of deviancy, 'which emphasizes rejection of the norms of
a social system and the conflict betwevan means and ends, is brought under question
because it imputes 'ends to a system, An alternative perspective is presented,
advancing the cOnception that norms ;Ire rules that express the nature of social
'transactions in an Organization and TAre established under a historically specific
system4of authority. Under this conception,' 'deviant' actions do not necessarily
imply a 'rejection of the ends of a total system, but are simply part of the totality
of indiviOu4 transactions in an organization,. Thus deviant behavior is the
consequentfof a plurality of ends as-well as the consequent of the conflict between
means and ends. The function ci the violation of, one specific rule of workmanship,
in one organiZation are treated at dettil to illustrate the inapplicability of the
functional Model of deviancy end the viability of other perspectives. "

Methodcaow

Data were collected 3,n 1953-54 by one of the authors working as an assembler
on the aileron crew of thra final wing line. He recorded his observations daily.

uautions:

deneralizations thould be made with caution on the -basis of this study since it
presents, information about conditions that existed in one particular setting at a
particular, tfine.

--Theoretical Orientation:

"...any theOretical mOdel which accepts' as an initial postulate the dominance
of an ultimate end, and which concepXUalizes disorganizatir as a conflict between
means and ends, Overlooks the possibility that conflicting m'ans and ends are
actually conflicts between the means tobne end with the means to another end."
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INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION: )
SHIP AND BOAT BUILDING INDITRI7 ' ,

ABSTRACT

,

T. -Coffe: UNCLASSIPIEb

,

Archibald, Katherine. "Status Oriented Ons Among Shipyard Workers, " in Claid,
Status and Power ed, Reinhard Bendix and Seymour Upset. Glencoe: The

Free Pres, 1953, pp, 395-40$.

J2,2 EARL ion:
(

This is a study Of the way in which shipyard workers adapted to the realities of
a hiererchical society and to their relatively low ,podition in that society. Character-
istically, the shipyard worker did not condemn the conventionalities of privilege;
rather, he comidained because someone other than himself held a Coveted position.
,The shipyard worker disliked the possessor of extreme wealth, but hid criticism -al:ways

stopped short, of a condemnation of the system ofecOnomic inequality.

The shipyard worker developed a characteridtic pattern of adaptation to the hier-
archical strudture of the organivItion. For.every variation in hierarchical. authority,

, the worker iesponded with a variation in attitude and behaVior. The leaderman who
directs the activities of a squad of eight or nine men and is the loWest man in the
supervisory hierarchy was included in the squad and was addressed by his first naine.
'The foreman and those of higher rank were invariably addressed by their ladt names .
The men in the-front office were addressed With aione of servility and were shown
respect in various:ways such ad the workers removing their hats:4,

\

The shipyard workers' attitude toward authority was antegonistiC and was ek-
pressed in their 'Servile attitude whith increased in diredt pioportion to the 'position
of the individual in the hierarchical structure. Workers saw managerial positions as
gifts given exclusi4ely to these with pre-existing wealth,ind privilege. They thought
this group lacked any teal knowiedge of shipbuilding since they thought It could only'
be gained by the'man whO worked directly with tools. All errors ihat occurred Were--
.blamed on the indompetence of the managerial group and ''pencil Pushers"' in general_
The waiters', expression of servility toward the Managerial group was not the result,
therefore, of their respeCt for the, ikili or knowledge-of thiS grOup, but,rather, be-
cause of the fear th6y had of the managers' control over them and their jobs .

The shipyard worker believed that wealth was either the product of cunning or of
chance. ,Since he was unwilling to stoop to cunning, the worker's hope was kept,
aliveby the possibility that he might get lucky and acquire wealth--" .. :the stimu-
lating promise-that what had happened to others might with equal unpredictability
'and suddeiiness happen likewise to oneself." Thus, the unlimited Possibilities of
chance, frustrated the formation of a stable rebellious attitude on the part Of the
shipyard worker. .

"The philosophy of individualism and opportunism was a further factor \in the dis-
couragement of fundamental criticism of the injustices of a,hierarchical society.
According to the principles of jUdgrnelst which this philosophy established, it was
possible to resent particular instances of disCrimination and to take exception to the
current possessors of the power to discriminate and oppress, since 'they constituted '
encroachments and limitations,upon the personal freedoms of the under-privileged- _
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individual. But it was not possible to go past this point to the condemnation of the
entire conc4t of discrimination and the whole system of privilege. Hope of such
extension of petty resentments of specific grievances into a broad and high-principled
rebellion was , effectively blocked by the shoulder-shrugging admisSion, typical otv the
workers, and the opportunistic outlook which they cherished, that if they were rich
and had the necessary power they would build against others the tame walls of exclu-
sion that now confronted and obstructed them." '

Im lications for Counselim:

Most counselors hold typical middle-class values which maintain that occupation-
al and financial Success are the result of hard work, study, and deferment of immedi-

, ate gratification so ,as to obtain future benefits. It is difficult for counselors to' re-
frain from,attempting to impose these values on counselees such as the shipyard
workers who, are imiAited by, this report to hold values which place emphasis on se-
curing occupational and financial success by cunning and chanCe.

Counielors would do well to make counselees aware of the fact, that our occupa-
tional system is peculiar to our western civilization; it is pot a universal phenOmenon.
Armed witl,l'this understanding, counselees may be able to better cope with the occu-
pational frustration which, in some instanCes, stems from the hierarchibal occupa-
tional system:

The work role of the counselor is to help individuals ,to adjust to the existing
occupational system, rather than to attemPt to change it. Whether the counselor, out-
side of hiS work role, should be engaged in social action activity is a matter of
opinion; there is feeling in some quarters that the ,counselnr -hould be involved in
sócial action, such as working for needed changes in the c, _sculum if he is in a
school betting, etc.

.,Scope: Shipbuildi0 IndustrY
f/

/

,

tde;thodology:
, 4

This study is based on plarticipantobservation of a group of shipya.c1 workers
during World War 4.

The extent to which the occupational iculture of shipyard, workers today is the
sanie as that. during World War II is unknown. It is possible that this culture may
be considerably different during a ",normal" period.

,

,

, Theoretical Orientation:

Despite their low status, shipyard workers do not develop a rebellious orienta-
tion toward the hierarchical attributes of the social system. Instead, their resent-
ment is foctised on those who enjoy a privileged position. The possibility of such
a rebellious, orientation is further mitigated, by an interrelated belief in chance, indi-
vidualism and opportunism which keeps alive the hope of the attainment of a privileged
positi6n but leaVes unquestioned the system of privilege:
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IN DU ST RIAL CiASSIFICATION:
OCCUPATIONS ti THE GENERATION
OF ELECTRICAL POWER

Mann, Floyd C,8 and,HollmaneiRichard L. Automation
Sbcial_ Change in power Plants., New York: Henry

Description:

D.p.T. Code: UNCLASSIFIED

and the Worker: A Stu'dy of
Holt and Company,Inc 1,- 1960.

,

This is a study of,the effects of technological-change on employees in a power
plant. Questionnaire responses of workers in an autámated plant were compared with
those of workers in a conventional power plant. comparison with employees in the
conventional plant, emp4oyees in the automated plant felt;

1. Their jobs were more interesting and satisfying. -

2. They 'spent more time doing_ things at which they wdre skilled.

3. Their jobs required more training.

4. They had much more responsibility.

t. They-bad greater physical mobility and more contact with_other men.

6. There was a greater degree of interdependence amorig operators.

7. They spent more time learning -new skills

8. They were more dependent on their foremen and their foremen were more de 'en-
dent on them.

9. Their Job made them more nervous .

10. They were more satisfied With the hierarchial plan of comiiunication (largely
due,to the reduction-in the number, of levels of iupervision) .

Vie automated plant inVolved the integration of the boiler and turbine operations
along with the intrpduotion of -ieedback and other automatic controls. There was con-
siderable Job, enlargement. A number of functions, which had,been performed by sep-
arate operators in the mon-aUtomated plant, were combined in the automated plant. As
a consequenCe,..-one operator was responsible for a larger number of operations.

"The integretion of boiler and turbine functions arid their controls meant.that only-
operators with knowledge of both 'turbines and boilers could be employed and that the
distinction between the turbine api boiler operators could no longer be maintained.
This requirement led the company to examine the possibility of further enlarging_ the
jobs 'to include knowledge of the electrical switching operations as well as those d
boilers and 'turbines. As a result, the distinctions among operators in the older plant
according to the type of equipment theY operated were eliminated in the new plant:
Only -one class of operators was established for the new plant: power -plant operators."
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Imitations for Counseling:

I Most counselorS have familiarized themseivies With'industrial procesies by par-
ticipating in plant tpurs . bounselors _should inake:41specif1c point of visiting auto-
mated plants so as to gain a background for understanding* and evaluatinglthe imPact
of the new relationships, betWeen men and machines, ae: well At s those between man
and'man. : ,.

, , ,

: , .

, }Iron.' the studies which hiave appeared so far on how social irite,rdion is affected
, .

.
.

by. automation, it \appears that the changes 'are not all in one directidn, Sórn0 changes
precipitated by automation seem to improve interpersonal interaction; others, to'wor-
sen it. When- visiting automated 'plants, counselors should question superVisore. and
Workers closely.on ihese points.-

,

In studies which use the questionnaire method, there is a certain fractionation
of resioonses. When we utilize this approach to try to understand attitudes, we are
assuming that the meaning of the whole can be reconstructed by the synthesis of the
fractionated-responses. An asiumption is made that the fractionated reSponse (answer
to a -specific queition) does not violate the tOtal meaning of the situation to the sub-
ject (Worker) by taking it-out Of thkcontext. The counselor is in an excellent position
to have' -,attitudes repOrted to him which fall within the framework of a total situa-
tion as seen by,the counselee. He is, thus, proVided with a safegUard against the
possible misrepresentations .a fractionated approach :hay present, although, admittedly;
this probedure, too, is subject to its,own biases.

,Scope: Occupational Field

Methodology:

,

'Separate questionnaires were given to non-supervisory employees, foremen, and
general-foremen, and top plant.staff. They were administered in December of 19 54 .

All foremen in both plants completed their questionnaires. 'All 138 of the non-super-
visory employees in the automated plant completed their questionnaires . Of the,246
employees in tile conventional plant, however, only 17 6 completed both parts of their

*questionnaiires.

Cautions:

This study of-the effects of automation Pertains to only one power plant. More
cases will be needed before any firm generalizations can be made.

, The-data is incomplete since a6prox1znate1y thirty Per cent of the conventional
plant employees did not respond to both parts of the questionnaire.

Theoretical Orientation:
' , r

Each new technologiCal change affects the' nature of work, Worker interaction, the
structure of the work organization, and' skill requirements. These changes, in turn,
affect wOrker attitdes toward the job and general job satisfction.. They require that
the worker adapt to new situations and learn new skills.
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INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION:
OCCUPATIONS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF STEEL

ABSTUCT

D.O.T. Code: UNCLASSIFIED

Singleton, James W. "Meanings of Work and Attitudes Toward Retirement AMong
SteelwOrkers." Unpub4shed Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1954.

Desziation:

In the present study, Several hypotheses regarding the .values and meanings of
work and the relationship of these concepts to retirement attitudes were empirically
tested'among a group of unskilled and, skilled workers and foremen employed At the _

qMidwest" Steel Company.

It is the authoes contention that "different occupational strata will be composed
bf persons who emphasize different meanings ',of work, wfth, these meanings being
relatively consistent within a single stratum." ,Similar studies in the past have fo-
cused on occupational groups within dissimilar environments: These studies presented
a horizontal rather than a vertiCal cross section of attitudes. In the present study, the
industrial or institutibnal environment of, the workers wai the same,:and the workers'
attitudes toward work and retirement were eXaMined along a vertical axis (i.e. in
terms of skill hierarchy).

cu ationai Determinants of the Meanings of Work:-

It was hypothesized that "occupational class in which the worker -is placed rela-
tive to others, and the type of work...expected from him by yirtue of his affiliation
with/54,7 class" would affect the meanings and values attached to work.

1. The unskilled worker, the lowest man, in the industrial hierarchy, would place,
more emphasis on the money which he receives for his Work since he would
get little intrinsic satisfaction from his work.

2. The skilled worker who has technical experience at his command, and who is
set apart from the others because of hip special competence, was expected
to emphasize the importance of his job it\relation to the meaning of work. -

3, The foreman, who is the intermediary between management and the worker,
would represent a sort Of father figure to the worker and, as such, was ex-
pected tb conceive of the meanings of work-in terms of personal respect
accorded to him by his workers.'

The meanings Of work for these various classes of wOrkers were revealed by par-
ticular value orientations in the course of the interviews. A frequenCy analysis of the
empirical data confirmed the above hypotheses.

Thus, unskilled workers emphasized earning a living as the most important posi-
tive meaning of work more often than either skilled workers or foremen. Skilled .

workers emphasized physical activity as the positive meaning of work; foremen empha-
sized'the respect of others as an important positive meaning of Work. G.enerally,
it appeared that association with fellow workers was considered More important by
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skilled workers and foremen then by unskilled workers'.
, v

' When ihe.author phraied the qUestiOn from the opposing point of view and inquired
about the negative meanings of work; a considerable shift In the meanings of work \

was apparent when these responses Were cornpared to the ;positive aspedts of work
cited by the respective occupational classes . The following responie pattern ernerged:
Unskilled and skilled workers mentioned the hard work as the most importent negative,
meaning of work more often than the foremen. Foremen mentioned the reSpect of
otheri as the 11,.. 'st iMportant negative meaning of, work significantly *nore frequently
than the unskilled workers :

Institutional Determina\lts of the Meaning of Work.

The aUthor believed thet the meaning Of work whkh the; individual Worker empha-
sized depended, at leastin Parte; upon some aspect of the institutional environment)
toward which the individual was\,oriented' and with which he identified. The terrn ,

institutional aspect may' cbyer a' number of things' related to the work environment. It
could be the,company, the 'Social group at work, the particular trade or_profession, Or
the steel industry: The data indicated that unakilled workers identified significantly
more Often with the company of,"Mid*re'st". 'than did skilled workers or foremen. 'Thelr
identified, less Often with trade, skill level, or profession than did skilled Workers or
foremen: This was in accord with the author's hypothesis.

Skilled workers were expected to identify with their trades skill level, or profes-
sion. Foremeri wfre.eXpected to identify with their particular social group. The
interView data regarding the response pattern of.these two occupational classes was
not statistkally significant, however. Upon revfewirig the interview 'data, somewhat
contrary to his expectations, the author found that foremen conSidered themselves
separate from their men and identified with leadership. They tOok 'pride in the fact
'that they/were friends with their work group; ,hOWevere they insisted that these men
respect and obey them.' Several' had said: "If the work doesn't get done, friendship
stops." The data further suggested that foremen identified with the Company in gen-
eral'. An explanation for this may be found in the fact that the company had given
them authority. Similariii the skilled worker was found to identify with the company
because it provided him, with a challenging job that he enjoyed. Inthe author's-
opinion, both the skilled worker annd the fOrerirm fell intothe same category or. this
is sue .

Meaning of Work,and Retirement Ex ectations:
Sn

The concept of a career cycle developed by B.C. Hughes suggests-that rtirement
from work is the natural consequence of\ puisuing a career. Retirethent may be con:-
ceived of as P process. The specific pattern of the retirement process' variet , depend- /
ing upon the iLature of the occupation. 1

Retirement, while an integral part of the career concept, is the antithesis of
work . It was hypothesized thatif a person likei his work; he should nOt like the
prospect of retirement., If he didlikes his,job, then he shoUld look favorably on the
'prospect of retirement: S A
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The data suggested that Many persons were quite ambivalent about the meaning,
their work had for them. A statistical comparison of the positive and negative mean-

( 1 ings of work and retirement expectations showed that persons who expressed only
positiVe meanings of work did not want-to retire. PersOns who expressed any nega-
tive meanings of work desired to retire.

Significance of_the Study;

The significance of this study is that it distinguished between meanings of work
,

in terms of their rank order of importance to the individual (i.e. , association is of
secondary importance to skilled workers and foremen) . It also distinguished between
positive and ndgative meanings of work. Both positive and negative meanings were
found to be related to one's attitude toward retirement.'

im 1.1,E,.....c_at_imselin:
1

-

This study is especially relevant for the individual who seeks counseling with a
view to, working out a plan leading to Promotion in a steel plant or related organization,
The counsOor will do well to discuss with the,client the, shift in goals and values
that occurs When one moves froin an unskilled to a skilled status or from a skilled to
a foremanship status. Successful uvvvard occupational mobility demands some degree
of self-awareness and attitudinal flexibility which many counselees do, not have.

,

One of the central needs of the economy is to upgrade the work force 4n order to
compensate for the elimination,of many tower level jobs by automation and for the
,proliferation of higher level jobs. ,The upgrading of workers requires a OM in atti-
tudes and values as well as an increase in skill. This fact.would hold true for work-
ers entering anY kind of a training protjram so that the general principles described
in this study, are Worthy of careful consideration.

In terms, of retirement, it seems improbable that the individuals who dislike their
jobs and look favorably on retirement would adjust better to retirement. AS a general
rule* it would appear probable that the individuals who like their jots and dislike
the prospect of retirement will adjust well to retirement. This presumes that.the
qualities which lead toziadjustment to 'the job will lead to adjustment in retirement.
Empirical evidence is needed to establish this point, and there are many individuals
,who are obvious exceptions.'

It is important for the counselor to realize that he should not necessarily take the
counselee's expressed verbal attitude toward retirement at face value, since it may
reflect a reactive reiponse to his feelings toward his present job.

Scope: OccUpational Field /

,

Methodology: ,

During the spring and summer of 1951, random samples of 50 unskilled workers,
48 skilled workers, and 48 foremen were interviewed in their homes. At the time of
the study* all men were betWeen the ages of fifty-five and sixty-five and were listed
as employees on the company's records.
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,pautions;
, , ,

,

, Generalizations on the basis Of,this study should be made with caution. The
size of the sample was srnall'and was drawn frow,a 'single factory. The findings

, presented here may not necessarily represent the general, pattern of attitude found.,
aincing all steel workers of comparable-ages. 1

I t,

Theoretical'Orientation: '

Is a definite sociological phenomenon to find groups. of 'people apparently
,

similar oniTin their occupational affiliation, behaving similarly in a number of ways 6

By virtue of perforMing similar jobs, people c6ine to attach similar values andi7
rn'eanings to their world. Among other things g one of these meanings is the'meaning l,
which work itself has to the rierson.i' ,Several hypotheses regarding the meaning of
'work and it's relationship to .retireMent attitudes are' tested.

,
\

,

I ,..,
1.
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,
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TELEPHONE INDUSTRY ABSTRACT -D.O.T. Code: UNCLASSIMED

Seidman, Joel, et al., "Telephone Workers" , in Man WorisLtd Societ , ed. s

Sigmund Nosow and William 'Form, New York: Basic 'Books , 1962,- pp. 493-504 .

Desprv:-
,(

The telephone companies operating under-the Bell System coniist of four
f departMe-nii: (1) traffic, (2) Cominercial, (3) accounting; and (4) plant. The traffic
clepartment is in,charge of completing the calls, and e-mployi the largest number of
"workers (most11, females). The operators sit along long-tows of telephone switc/hr.
boafds wearing? headphones, the distinctiVe' symbol of their work. Their main tasks,
are completing the calls and writing up tickets according to company rides .\ The wo,rk
is closely sdpervised and requires discipline from the worker, who cannot leave her
board without being replac,edl, and cannot converse with her fellow worker.: The
nature,of the job deinands close, attention. The working *ours are varied because
'the switchboards must- be manned aroulid the clock, day after day, thus' requiring ,

night work, Sunday and &Aldo work, and split shifts'. .AboVe the switchboard
operators are the hierarchies Of ser4ice assistants, the Chief operator and her aSsis-
tants.

,,
The district traffic manager coordinates the 'traffic department'd activiti'els with

those of other departments. There are also some 'clerical jobs in the traffic departr
ment. Mete positions are believed to be -more desirable than the work of the
switchboard operatOr because 'of ihe relative freedom associated With the job, and
becaiUse the work environment more closely resembles the white collar Worker's
surroundings'. The majority of clerical jobs; however; are in the accounting and
commercial departinents.

VVV

1;mp1oyees of the accounting department are almost'all women. V They soft and
tabulate the telephone tickets, keep the books, and operate the various office
machines. The positions in the commercial department are believed to be the most
interesting ones since these employees deal personally with the subscribing public.'

The plant 'department primarily employs -Men, USually high school and' trade
school graduates who are then trained to initall and maintain the complex telephone"
equipment. The outside jobs- of linemen, cablemen and installers may frequently be
physically difficult or dirty. Within this department, usually, in the central office,
there are a number of service positions where-the work is more pleasant. Members
of this group look and act like white collar workers; they, wear a white shirt, and
a business suit with tie. 'Although the riay of these workers is \lower than that of
the building tradesmen, for example, the men feel superior to such groups because
of their better education, cleaner work, and the-sprestige associated with the tele-
phone employment. '"Equipment technicians feel themselves part of the great middleclass, V

fat more securely than do the operatorS."

Tfie telephone Companies- are usually very selective in their hiring practices.
OperatOrS are often recruitedthrough school authorities, or through friends already
in the telephone system. The company tries "to corivince its employees of the
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'

friendliniess of the supervisory staff and the advantages of 'einsp1oYinier4 nthe
telephone industry." Although fobs iri the telephone companieS: appeai.to be far
steadier than jobs in other industries because of society's increading dePendence
upon communication netWorks, "telephone Workers, especially, ciperata, areaifil
of the impact of technOlOgical advance upon ernployment opportuniti.

The Workers and Their Jobs

Very few of the workers thought of entering telephone employment while in their
formative years. After graduation their friends or relatives already in telephone'', s

work suggesteththe opportunity to them, or they were attracted by the company's
advertisements Almost all male employees were trained on the job,. The data ,

suggestthat the telephone industry possesses a romantic appeal for, young men as
well as for young women. One, of the men thus described his entry into telephone
work:

I.
;

I was young when I first went to work for them. I was out of
high sChool about a. year working about the country on road .

cOnstruction jobs and then because telephone waS kknd of nice
in my mirid--you kno*, how a kid is from a sthall town--Well,
telephone seemed kind of romantic. And I saw an ad in the
paper, advertising for lineman's helper. so I applied.

, I

Generally, the employees were overwhelmingly favorable toward their employer,
, and enjoyed their association'with the largel, powerful company. 'They appreciated

the pension 'and other corripany benefits, "plus the fact that they were reasonably,
'aSsured of steady work, even during business recessions.", There were a few
dissenters, however.' who denied that the company's prestige was car4e4 over to
its employees. They asserted that working iorthe telephone company was "just
a job, like any other." 'TheY felt that telephone opet4tors were, looked doWn by the
public.

,

.,,,.Most telephone employeei considered, themselves white collar Workers. 'Certainly
this was true in the case of administrative and clerical employeei. ,' The White

, collar status of equipment teChnicians and operators, lowever,, was met with varYing-
degrees of acceptance. The Operators were frequently regarded as "Sort of in
between fact* workers ,and white collar workers." One clerical employee Commented,
on the issue this way; "...operating' is very unskilled work. I think,you have to
hdve a little bit More intelligence to work in an oifice.' And you have,more responsi-
bility." White collar status, however, ,does not depend entirely Upon job content;.
'sodial factors ,such as education, Mode of dress ,:language, cleanliness, are also
involved:, 1 \ ,

, . .

Of the employees, the, women were particularly consciOus ,of the social
,

characteristics of their fellow employees,. "Among the, advantages of telephone
employnient most of the women included the fact that they liked the people they
wOrked with, that 'people are nice. \" The disadvantages most often cited, were
discipline, undesirable Kours, and, on occasion, the low pay.' "The discipline at, \
the switchboard was stressed very frequently as one of the chief dislikes of the
operators and a reason for their leaving, the company.. "
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As irations of Tele hone Workers

Generally, telephone workers lacked strong ties to their work. Tilose who
indicated their intent to remain with the company gave chance for adVancement,
security, and satisfaction with the job as their reasons. The majority of these
people had little choice since their training and specialized experience--as equip-
ment technicians, for exampleafforded them little opportunity for employment
elsewhere...

Employees who planned to leave were mostly single women who disliked the
hours of work or planned to get married, married women who were needed at home
Or whose earnings were less necessary, once their families were grown up.

Those with experience in union leadership felt that they had already demonstrated
their ability to handle people effectively and believed that thereby improved their
chances for obtaining supervisory positions.

IViale equipment technicians, with few exceptions, preferred their work to any
other occupation. lViost of the women, however, desired other types of work, such
as airline hostess, reception?.st, secretary, nurse and teacher--"all secure middle-
class positions carrying prestige and, in some cases, glamour."

Telephone workers, unlike factory workers, had no objections to their children
following them into the oCcupation. All of them wanted their children to obtain an
education first, however, 'in order to have a 'chance to achieve professional status.
Interestingly,- many workers said that they would like their sons but not their
daughters to follow their, occupations . ThiS attitude indicated that the skilled
equipment technician's pOsition wai believed superior to the less-skilled and more
closely super/idea switchboard operator's job.

'Union Work, for the most-paA, was not attractive to the telephone worker. The
'majority of women felt that they did not have the time for such unpaid\ work& Never-
theless, the union performed an important function in adjusting grievances, and in
assuring adequate wages commensurate with rates prevailing in the particular
tornmunity for comparable skills. The somewhat indifferent attitude of the workers
clearly reflected the influence of Middle-class values. The existence of strong unions
in certain white Collar fields, e.g., musicians, neWspaper writers and railway clerks,
however, illustrates that such_ attitudes can be overcome'.

Implications for 'Counseling:

There appears to be little turnover of telephone company employees. Selection
techniques seem to be efficient so that it is rare to encounter a counselee who has
been laid off, fired, or has quit the telephone company.

tiany counselees, in planning their careers, ask about working for the telephone
company. Since there are very clearcut categorias of skills required by the telephone
company and definite lines of pronfotion, it is well for counselees to be fully
informed of, these early in their planning. Once the counselee enters the particular
department, there is relatively little oppOrtunity for transfer or promotion outside of
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that department. Telephone employees sometiinis seek vocational counseling. for
help in planning an educational program to help upgrade themselves.

,

Scope: Occupational Field'

Nighodolmy:

This article was based upon the author's observations and interviews with
telephone company employees.

Cautions:,
I.

The somewhat scanty information about research methods warrants caution in
making generalizations from these findings.,

,Theoreticill Orientation:

The culture of the occupation develops in response to technical, physical ,
attribUtes of the job.as,well as to types of interpersonal relations, employee identi-

IA

fication with,company, employee self-concepts, aspirations and niotivations . These
1

, responses are not always congruent with one another; thus resulting in role )

ambiguities . The sltuation of the telephone 'worker As one in which role ambigUities
'$arise from several sources . ,

,
.

, 1
. Telephone operators often have two conflicting occupational image's. "Although
their jobs provide many of the conditions associated with white-collar statUs (clean
work surroundings, lack of manual effort, clean work clothes, relatively highly )1

educated peers), workers ,are also faced with conditions they identify with manual
work (vqry close sUpervision, relative" lack of job autononix, restricted informal
relatfonships With co-workers, and poor Working hours). " Under such conflicting ,,
circumstcances they develop ambivalent self-images and do not have clear-cut -

; occUpational ideologies .
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OCCUPATIONS IN MANUFACTURING Coilei. UNCLASSIFIED
ABSTRICT

Lebeaux, Charles N. "Rural and Urban Background as Factors in tha Behaidor
of Factory Workers ." \Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Michigan, 1954.*

Description:

Rural sociology attributes &peculiar sd., of cultural characteristics and
behaVior to persons brought up and/or living in the rural areas of the United States.
It jc believed that persons living in urban regions are influenced by industrialization
and save a different-way of life. The alleged cultural and behavioral differences
between persons of rural and_urban background were investigated among a group of
factory workers to determine how these differences were reflected in such areas as
work satisfactiOn, supervision, and union membership.

Rural-Urban Attributes:

Marty of the differences between rural and urban persons arise from occupational
distinctions. The rural person usually has only one occupational choice, that of

/ farming. The urban person, in contrast, may be employed in a great number of
different occupations:

Farmers today llave telephones, radios, and automobiles so that they can keep
_in touch with one another is well as with non-farm people. They are accustomed
to living and moving freely and to deciding when and how they will Work. They
have many_ Contacts outside their homes and their farms, birt the work group and the
family social circle are more dominant in their daily, live, than they are in the lives
of the city people.

It is believed that farm people, highly value such traits as physical strength
and vitality, energy and endurance, effort and output. " Farm people resent the
person who ls afraid to get his hands ,dirty, who never 'works_ pp a sweat,' who is
ashamed to' wear work clothes, or who is unwilling to Out in a good (long) day's
work af 'honest' toil."

The fact that the, farmer is self-employed as pompared to the urban worker
appears to 'result in a strong feeling of independence on his part. It can be
hypothesized that this.trait on the part tof the rural worker placed in an Urban
factory settirig would show itself in the form of general dissatisfaction and would
most likely influence his relationships with foreman and supervisors. On the other
hand, it might also be that the worker's yespect for the company's authority, as
embodied in the person of the foreman, would take precedence. ,

The :Ural family is characterized as patriarchal. A high degree of autykority
is vested'in the father as compared with the 'democratic' or 'equalitarian' type of
urban families. The farm family is highly cohesive, more so than the urban one.

411111..111.11.....,..........11..00

*This dissertation has been abstracted Selectively,.
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....,....
Participation in .common work "does tend to knit the family more.clasely with.
a greater.sphere of common interests than most urban familiei have."

;!

The social stereotype of the city person stresses the superficiality of ,

social relationships. The city person is likely to be valued not for what he. ' :
is but for what he can do or how he appears. ''One has neither the time nor' ., '

the energy to know intimately all those he meets in the city...He is forced...
to formulate stereotyped conceptions, of the multitudes whose faces he pergeives."

\

The farmer, on the other hand, "is said to react in a more individual way__1(.:
to the comparatively few people with whom he has contact."

The author,pictures the difference between rural and urban societies as
one lying on-a continuum. If this c6ntinuum is examined regionally, one will
find that the rural society is more "folkish") in the southern part of the
country than in the northern part/of the Country. The continuum is pictured
in this fashion:,

Ideal Southern Northern Northern Ideal
- lolk Rural / Rural Urban Urban

/

/

From:a survey of the pertinent literature, the author derived a number
I

of,hypotheses and stated the rationale in support of these hypotheses. Thp
overall results revealed a pattern of differences that only partially supported
the current conceptions of rural-urban culture differences. The divergence from
expected behavior wias particularly noticeable in the rural South group. The
rural background groups were, as expected, more satisfied with their Pay and
chances for promotion than the urban group; they were also more often union
membersa contradiction of the hypothesis. Interestingly, the rural South
group.had more favorable attitudes toward the,union than did the other groups.
Although statistically non-significant, the findings showed that the \rural
groups felt that they had to work harder to get their work done. On the basis
of objective records, the foremen reported that this group had a higher produc-
tion rate than the urban group. In comparison to urban workers, the rtiral
groups felt that they had the poorest jobs in the factory, but at the same time,
they indicated more often that they preferred to keep their present jobs.

/
No significant differences were'found among the groUps on the inOices of

overall satisfaction with the company, the foreman, and the job. A comparison
of the rural North and urban North groups gave essentially similar results.
In the data, there were some indications that differences between the rural and
urban groups tended to ,decrease as experience of the rural groups increased in
length of time.

Conglts:
An eas_post facto interpretation of the results stressed three elements:-

(1) persistent rurol-urbarl cultural differences exist in "circumscribed"
areas, especially in values that have to do with work and production; (2)

/
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rural migrants to'urban factories in recent years are not representative of
\ the stereotype of migrants_ who are portrayed in the literature; particularly
with regard to their allegedly low social class origin and culture (i.e., the
hillbilly notion is not applicable to them); (3) behavior indicating,group
conflict appears8 especially among rural Southerners; (4) rural persons in a
working class, urban environment consider themselves inferior because of their
rural characteristics.

,

Irr closing, the author suggests that the differences between rural sand
nrhan gnnietthc may he invAgtigatAd froni other thporetical points of view:
(1) conceiving rural-urban differences as examples of culture.contact and
resultant group conflict, and then investigating how these affect the attitudes
of minority imthigrant groups; (2) studying the differences in prestige
attached by the larger national culture to "rural traits as opposed to urban
yaitt, (3)' observing particular characteristics of recent rural Migration to
the 1MidWe3t.

kilatigaturjelh,....m.:

The general conclusions from this study appear to be -that rural versus
urban background is of decreasing significance in vocational counseling. In s

states with strorg, centralized school systems, the differences; in the qualitY \
of education in urban and rural areas iediminished. With many factories re-
locating in_smaller-towns, many -rural people have had industrial experience
without having 'moved to an urban area. Differences stemming from whether the
individual's intellectual growth was nourished by a good school system or
neglected by a poor school system are likely to be of more importance.

1
,,

, Scow (Occupational Field

Methodology:

,
\

In early 1950, a 117-item, paper-and-pencil questionnaire was administered
by the Survey Research Center, University of Michigan, to the entire work
forc,e of the Caterpillar Tractor Co. at Peoria, Illinois. From approximately
17,000- responses of hourly employees, 5,145 questionnaires fit the author's
specific area Of interest, i.e., gave, sufficient information as to separate
the respondents into hula South, rural North, and urban North groupings. The
rural,South grOup contained 1,155 persons; the rural North, 1,714; and the .

urban North 2,075 respondents. The author had no connection at ali with any
1stage of the gathering and processing (*the data.

. Cautions:
/

,

The aUthor repeatedly cautions the reader that th.6 study is exploratory
, in nature and that he should be aware of the fact that predictions concerning
the direction of rural-urban differences could be made only with great uncer-
tainty. There are several major difficulties inherent in the study design.
'The rural group is now living in an urban environment which raises the
questiOr as to the 'carry-aVer' of rural traits into this new setting. The
rural groups are more or less recent migrants* and this may be a contaminating

i
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factor. Predictions of how rural people would behave in a factory Setting
could be made, for the most part, Oniy on the level of plaup#ility tlnce so
many, facets of the rural-urban background could enter into tin0 affect,the
behavior. The author suggestea that a replication of this stUkbe made' in
order to confirm the findings. \.

e"
1

Theoretical Orientation:

The theoretical assumptions of this inquiry are based upon "the framewoit
of the folk-urban, GemeinschafbiGesellschaft, and the like typologies "
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INDUSTRIAL ABSTRACT Code: UNCLASSIFIE6

.
Killian, Lekvis M. "The Effects of Southern White Workers on Race Relations in

Northern Plants, '? American Sociological Reviews Vol. 17 (June, 1952),
pp. 327-331.

to.44
PG Qirr & J}J 11.1117.,.

In this study the reactions of southern whites_ in Chicago to contact with Negroes ,

in specific work situations and their influence upon management policies were
analyzed.

The literature pertaining to the effects of southern white workers upon race
relations in northern industdal plants suggested that the southern white migrant
worker is likely to become an instigator of racial conflict and an agentrfor the
diffusion'of. 'southern' patterns of Negro-white relations.

The "Hillbillies": e_ts_4..Q The southern white workers studied, came from the farms
and small towns of, the South Central states, especially western Tennessee. These
people were known as "hillbillied" in the Chicago area. The author's investigations
revealed that the non-southern whites regarded these 'hillbillies' as a distinct,
cohesive ethnic igroup, culturally somewhat inferior. Some, hostility toward these
peoPle was noted, especially among some employers Who consciously avoided hiring

thein. Migration to the north resulted in loss of status for these southern white
workers. "The fact that these persons Were native-born, white and Protestants lost
some of its prestige vaue in an area such as the Near Weft Side, withits large
population of Italian-Americans." The impersonality and anonymity that characterizes
social relations in the city stood in sharp contrast to the friendly intiMacY of the
small southern towns from whiCh these persons originated. The customary qaisse-
faire' attitude of the city folks was interpreted \by the 'hillbillies' as evidence of
hostility and resulted in the development of strong defensive 'group consciousness.
This defensive ,group consciousness, howeVer, did not take the form of a formal
in-group organization. Rather, it found,expression in the southerners' attitude;
Chicago was a place to !make a living'. "Visits to the South were frequent and many
families periodidally returned to their old homes to live for a year or two. This
instability 'and mobility, more than anything else, caused the ' hillbillies' to be
regarded by employers as a marginal groUp of laborers, conveniently available when
there was a shortage of other labor, but undesirable members of a cadre of permanent
workers. "

Effect on Management Policies: The marginal position of the southern white worker
in the Chicago industrial setting had only an indirect and minor effect on the policies
of management. Among the fourteen plants which employed southern white workers,
in four the Negroes and southern whites worked side-by-side on machines and
assembly lines. "Not only did the southern whites in these plants work with Negroes,
but they 'Shared the same rest rooms and dressing rooms. " Three of these factories
were small, employing 55, 110 and 225 workers. The proportion of southern whites
at these plants ranged from approximately 10 to 15 per cent. The fourth plant, in
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addition to Negroes and southern whites; employed Mexicans and a variety of
workers of foreign 63:tractions., Although the personnel manager at this plant
regarded the 'hillbillies' as undesirable workers because of their mobility habits,
the plant was regarded by the- Southerners aS a good place to work. The personnel
manager felt Ithat the firm stand taken by management facilitated the integration of
Negroes into the work force-. He stated:

'Raving Routhern white workers hasn't affected our p^litfty At All. WhAn
tIriey apply for a job we tell them, Vehave Negro workers and they're
good workers. If you don't want to work with them, you'd better not
take the job.' Very few decide that they won't take it. Occasionally
we may have complaints about friction with the NeFoes, but they may
come from northern wbrkers as well as from southern.

-At the other ten plants which emploYed southern whites, few Negroes, if ainy, were
hired. Thus,\ there was evidence for the fact that southern whites who wished to enjoy
self-segregation in the context of works, had the opportunity to do so without, having
to, spread the 'southern, racist ideas' . "In all ten plants the policy of excluding
Negroei existed before the management became aware of the, presence of

billies' , and in Onlse orie plant was it 'even suggested that the presenceof the
southern whites was a .deterrent to changes in the policy." The personnel managers k

of these plants did not give the fear of 'trouble' from southern whites as their reason
for not hiring Negroes . Instead, they cited yery much the same reasons that 1-laas
and Fleming reported to be 'most common' as justification for non-employment:-
"Negroes never applied; whites arid black can't mix on the same job; haven't time
or money to build\ separate toilets; no trained Negroes are available; they are
racially unequipped for skilled work; the union won't have them; don't like' Negroes
and dOn't want them around; this is a ruoh job and we haven't time for experiments."
("Personnel Practices and Wartime Changes, 'The Annals of the Anierican Academy
of Political and SoCial Science, VOL Comm (194 6), p. 53.)

The research revealed that three of the plants which employed a large number
of sOuthern white migrants' "had opened their doors to 'hillbilly labor' during a
period when,the. supply of local labor was curtailed." The southern white labor
supply constituted an alterntive to Negro workers as replacement, and an addition
to the working force. One' of these plants hired a great number of such
as replacement ,for its Polish 'and Italian workers when the 'latter groups were called
into the seriice or were attracted to more lucrative jobs.

The Reaction of Migrants: The interview data with the 140 southern white workers
corroborated ithe conclusion that "southern whites were able to make peaceful
accommodation to the norms of the new situation." From the 140 workets, 59 were
working or had been working with Negroes; 81 had never worked withNegroes . Of
the 81 who never worked with Negroes on the job only 12 stated that they had deliber-
ately avoided plants which hired NegrOes as welt.
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COnclusions: The southern white workers studied were found to haVe little effect
in deterring employers from hiring Negroes. Their principal contribution to Chicago
industry was to furnish an alternate labor pool for employers who desired to continue
an existing descriminatory policy against the Negro. -When confronted with a firm
policy of non-discrimination in the work, setting, the southern white workers tended
to accept the situation and worked side-by-side with the Negroes . This situation,
however, did not indicate a radical change in the racial attitudes of the southern
white's; rather it was an accommodation to the e'srigencies of 'a specific situation.
However, the Prevalence of policies of exclusion of Negroes in some Chicago plants
made such accommodations unnecessary for many of the hillbillies, if- they wished
to,avoid the situation.

Implications for Counseling:

Vodational counselors will be increasingly concerned with occupational malad-
justment stemining from or attributed to interracial conflict. This may be expected
from both Negro- and White clients . Objective studies such as this are of,great
value as /background for appraising individual difficulties.

In some instances problems which stem from other sources will be blamed on
members of the other raee.

The couriselor is ft aquently faced with geographical mobility patterns which
interfere with the client's long range career pattern. The client, although he may
say he is moving to imProve his job situation, may actually move to improve his
family relationships. At times, the head of the household will change jobs and
locality to reside near his own irgaws and finding this unsatisfactory will return
to reside near his wife's inlaws. The strength of familial ties for many of the
wcrking class population is greater than their attachment to a career pattern.

?cope: Occupational Field

Methodology:

"In this research, 150 southern white migrants were .interviewed and the actual
behavior of these and\ many other southern whites were observed. Non-southerners
and Negroes who were part of the social world of the migrants, including plant
managbrs, foremen, pOlicemen, teachers, bartenders, and other workers, were also
interviewed."

Cautions:

Findings "of this study were based on data gathered only in one locale, Chicago,
at one particular time. It may be that attitudes of employers and those of migrant
workers vary from one locale to another, depending upon the fluctuations in the
demand and supply of labor. There have been marked changes in interracial
relationships as a result of the Civil Rights movement during the past decade.
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Theoretical Orientation: ,I- ) ,
;

.

PreVioxis studies concerning the effects of southern white workers on race
relations in northern.industrial plants suggest that the southern white migrant worker
iS both an instigator of racial conflict and an agent for the diffusion of 'southern'
patterns of Negro-white relations. It is the author's contention that "the relationships
dt the scuthern, whites to Negroes L. the plants, and their effects on the policies
of management,. must be viewed in the context of the position of the so-called
'hillbillies' fiouthern whites/themselves in the community and industry. "
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OCCUPATIONS IN MANUFACTURDIG,
INDUSTRIAL ABSTRL21:

Steele, H., 7obs for Negroes: Some North-South Plant Studies, " §ackilLorcia,
vol. XXXII (December, 1953)8 pp. 152-162'.

D.O.T . Code: UNCLASSIFIED

lasscapt.ion:

The traditiOnal Negro inequality, in terms Of: economic opportunity, is' in the ,

process of change. Several factors are responsible fOr this change:

11. It is now.generally recognized that discrimination fosters the development-
of slums*, which brings about inefficiency, waste: poor health, low moral standards,
and excessive rates of dependency and delinquency.

2. The current fear of communism called attention to the welfare of Negroes.
It is believed that advances in the direction of equal e6onomic opporturatiee may
prevent Negroes from becoming radicals in their attempt to improve their cOnditions.
Fair treatment of the Negro would deprive the communisis of an effective propaganda
weapon.

3. T he increasing Negro birth-rate, their improvement in health, the decrees-
ing death rate; all intensify the Negroes' demand for jobs. According to population :t.
estimates8 in the future "there will be, a 'shortage' of white, and a -'relative surplus
of nonwhite additions to the national ,labor force. "

Negroes are moving steadily from the rural areas of the South into the
urban regions of the South, West, and Northeast. They are concentrating even more
than whites in the la* cities, where they seek jobs in industry. t'

5. Finally, the increasing Negro self-consciousness constitutes an important
force which demands change. Wartime training and'the continued improvement of
education among Negroes increased their capOilities and self-confidence:

/ In the North, customs and beliefs permit fuller participation of the,Negio in the
laipor force 4 In the South, emerging.new Industries create jobs which are opera for
both whites and Negroes,.

Iri the framework.of these developments, this study compares_ the ,economic
opportunities afforded to Negroes in nine northern and southern 'divisions of three'.
different types of industries (small metal, rubber, and p.iblic utility) . Specifically,
the study investigates whether or not Negroes are actually offered broader\ opporturi-
ities in the northern branches of a. national firth than in the southern branch; what
types of jobs Negroes hold in eachi region; their salarit.:;, v.d "what have been the s

companies' experiences with them as workers." ,

Conclusions; The case studies confirmed the widely held beliefs plat northern firmi
offer the Negro a greater variety-of job opportunity than southern firms. In both,re-
gions, however, the Negroes concentrated in the less desirable, lower paying jobs.
Whites and Negroes only rarely "mix" on the same job in the South, but- such mixing
is common in the North.
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.the North, Negroes apparently were making progress toward job equality, with some

to be more favorable in their attitudes toward Negroes than were the AFL craft unions .
Even in the CIO unions, however, there seemed to exist a gap between official policy

gains even in the salaried positions. "With close selection of 'pioneer' Negroes,
careful preparation oi supervisors and fellow employees, and cooperation from the

and local practices8 as far as discrimination was concerned.
. 4.

According to the data, certain factors tended to faVor Negro advancement. In
,

.

National firms conform to local practices in their personnel policies . They often
hire a local man as personnel manager. The CIO unions atthe firms studied appeared

union, northern firms can gradualty introduce Negroes into new pdsitions." Thx% evi
dence also indicated. that Younger people, who have been exposed to Negroes in
schools or elsewhere, adjust quite easily to work with Negroes, at least during the
period of "full employment." This type of previous contact on the basis of equality
seemed to be 'absent in the South. ,

A "softening" of attitude among southern employers and the general public in
favor of the Negro was, indicated in the data. One utility company representative ex-.
pressed hit#Interition of making greater use of Negro Workers. ,All the southern repre-
sentatives interviewed reported that they gave Negroes "equality of treatment" on
!'eolicy matters," such as *vacations, service awards, and the like.

Implicatione for Counfieling:

Although dated by the "revolution" in Negro-white relations of the past decde,
this .study is still of value in that there is so little empirical data available in this
area. It also is useful as a milestone by which to measure more recent and more
sweeping changes in equality of opportunity.

There is a possibility that it may be used directly with Negro counselees as
some objective evidence by which tiley may estimate occupational opportunities . The
too frequent conflict between white counselors' and Negro counselees, each with dif-
ferent and subjective views of the occupational opportunities for Negroes, may be
mitigated by reference to this objective data.

&bee: Industrial workers

Methodology:

Information was gathered froin company records and interviews with management
personnel.

Cautions:

The companies contacted for ihis study were not selected from those industries
which generally emplOy Negroes. Although the findings of the study are based on
statistical data, the mere existence of the trend in these industries, as demonstated
by the data, is of significance. ..

Theoretical Orientation:

Thetraditional notion of Negro inequality in terms of economic opportunity t)ro-
, vided the point of zt-departure in discussing recent changes in job opportunities for

Negroes
434



ABSTRACT D.O.T,. Code:, UNCLASSIFIED ._

.Wilion, Logan, and Gilmore, Harland. "White Employers and. Negro Workers,"
Ajneiican Sociological Rev1ei, Vol. V/II, No. 6 (December, 1943)1* pp. 698-705.

Description: -

This study investigated the employment,pattern of Negroes and surveyed the
employer's' experiences with Negro workers in New Orleans in the year 1943.

According to census data, 32.59 percent of the 177,312 persons employed in
New Orleans as of March, 1940, were Negroes. Approximately 689 of all Negro
women employees in the city Were working in domestió service. A great-number of
Negro men wete employed as gardeners, etc. These groups were not included in
the sample of workers studied.

Findings:

I. Employment Patterns: -
(W Most of the employers tended to use exclusively NeCiroei for certain jobs

such as laborers; truck drivers, porters, helpers, warehousemen, sweepers, utility
men, delivery Men, truck laborers, pressers , cleaners , dishwashers, packers, cooks,
maids, chauffeurs, janitors, elevator operators, tire changers, and hOspital attendants
,for colored Patients. It was quite cleat the Negroes were employed exclusively in

,the unskilled jobs. ,

(2) Where the Same jobs were performed by both whites and Negroes, the jobs
were -of the unskilled and/or semi-skilled variety. In construction trade's, the;
Negroes were employed as helpers, carpenters, bricklayers, mechanic's helpers
and common laborers. In Manufacturing, they worked as canvas workers; porters,:
truck drivers, sorters, spinners and corderS, sprayer, delivery men, cutters and.
pressers, packers, and painters . Both racei were found wOrkirig as shop laborers,
car repairmen, stewards, arid longShoremen in the transportation industries. In the
wholesale and retail trades, the whites and Negtoes were bOth emplored as ware-.
housemen, messengers, elevator operators; porters'; and truck driN4rs; in the
government, as clerks and carriers (past office), and common laborers.

The manufacturing and wholesale and retail trades were found to be now 'employing
Negroes in increasingly greater numbers in cornparison to the 1939 employment rate.
Of the employers sampled, 15.4%' who had not employed Negroes in 1939 reported
employing them now. Of the concerns studied, 5.1% repotted that they anticipated
using Negroes .in their work force, Only,16 out of 175 firms reported employing
Negroes temporarily as a result of the shortage of white workerb .I

*Because of the current importance of this topic, this article has been
abstracted despite the time which has expired since its publication and the many
clianges which have occurred in the utilization of-Negroes in the labor force.
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Only 10 .8% of the companies studied 'have found Negroes as a grotip performing
unsatisfactorily. The Negroes failed mostly in skilled jobs where they were handi-
Capped by their lack of training and general ignorance. Twenty percent of the sample
considered the Negroes better than whites when employed as truck drivers, porters,
manual laborers, etc. Twelve out of 17 5 firms were fOund practicing no segregation
at all in their,Mring policies, ,,One hundred thirty.five employers used the pattern
of employment of the races at different types of jobs within the organization as a
practical form of segregation.

\
In contrast to white workers, the Negroes were considered superior in their

ability, to stand heat and in their capacity for, heavy manual labor. Many employers
tended to withhold their opinion f.;oncerning specific traits of the Negro workers and
\stated that no noticeable differmces existed in terms of race. ,Those who did
contribute information thought white workers rated superior to Negroes in their ability
to learn neW jobs, in speed of work, initiative, and general dependability.

) Although some employers indicated that they treat their Negro 'and white
employees equally, most firms acknowledged the existence of policy differences
with respect to hiring and promotion of Negroes. The vast majority of the firms
studiedi indicated that they hire Negroes only for unskilled or semi-skilled jobs
where the;e is little, opportunity for advancement in pay; and/or promotion in
responsibility.

In 10.8% of the sample, the employers made an exception of the Negro worker.
Because of special circumstances, he was treated as an individual rather than
labelle in advance as a member of a minority group who is to be treated according
to set liinitations, regardless 'of personal competence.

ApprOxiMately onesfourth of the firms surveyed' offered advice on employment
policy with resPect to Negroes. The statements these firms made varied consider-
ably. The general opinion, however, recommended the establishment of a differential
policy with respect to hiring and personnel relations. Opinions as to how the racial
problems among the workers should be solved indicated variance in the employers'
attitudes toward the Negro. In contrast to the policy of segregation suggested by
some firms, others recommended the general improvement o the Negro in the
community, end the development of more tolerance and understanding among the
whites.

Irmlications for Counselinca

A specific enumeration of the jobs in which Negroes find employment is of
great use in vocational counseling. It enables both the counselor and the Negro
counselee to objectively evaluate the differential opportunities available to the
Negro.
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The Negro counselee should not regard the contents of such an enumexation as
the only opportunites which will be open to him but only as a realistic measure of
the current situation. The study reported is out-of-date, but the general principle
seems sufficiently important to bring to the attention of counselors.

., \
Scope; Occupaiional Fields

Methodology: ,

,--

"The data presented have been obtained from 175 firms employing a total of
44,740 persons ,\ 8,306 of whom are Negroes." , The information on the Negro as a
worker was secured through personal interviews with personnel managers, owners,
or other responsible persons in the organizations . A questionnaire was completed
at the time of the interview.

( 7 \

Cautions:-

Generalizations in thfs research apply to conditiona existing at the time of the
study; the study was undertaken to examine the shifts in employment practices re-
sulting frOm the shortage of manpower during World War IL Also, it should be
noted that the kinds of opportunities in the labor force which are aVailable to Negroes
will vary regionally.

,\ -

Theoretical Orientation:

Manpower needs and government rulings tend to come into conflict with many
, ti:Ae-worn attitudes and practices, especially in the South.
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